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Introduction
1. Life, Culture, and the Modern Episteme
Perhaps the most distinctive aspect of modern life is its specialization. There are as
many hobbies as individuals to pursue them, as many different products as citizens to
purchase them, as many job descriptions as employees to practice them, as many working
financial models as successful businesses, and as many subcultures as can be realized. The
sectors of society, to the extent that they are logistical, orient around maxing out the mind’s
capacity for encompassing existence’s diversity, stretching the boundaries of thought
towards assimilating as much information as possible, and differentiating our modes of
behavior to any extent which proves practical for furthering the cause. Human
industriousness generates so much data that the quantity of connections between internet
links will soon exceed the hundred trillion synaptic connections in a human brain. We seem
to be making our world radically complex, perhaps the consequence of each individual
attempting to carve out a niche, mastering categories of minutia in ways distinguished and
original enough to legitimize our identities, rendering ourselves significant in an
environment that demands technical proficiency, social adeptness and independent
initiative, where we must validate ourselves to well-educated and discriminating expertise
every day.
Most have been living under these conditions their whole lives, so appropriate
reasoning, speech and behavior are second nature in circumstances of the ordinary. We
have our sphere of influence, our circle of contacts, a job, a neighborhood, a family, in
essence predictability. We have personal histories affording us all kinds of anecdotes for
entertainment, plenty of inside jokes and fun moments to look back on and sometimes
share, even for those forced to bear misfortunes and misery. Only the direst of catastrophes
can make it seem as if life is impossible or not worth living, and typically even the worst
crises pass without destroying our psyches.
In the contemporary age, at least in the Western world, humanity’s ideological
commitments are spread thin by specialization added to diversity amongst populations, and
this arrangement leads to some relativism: I have my background, my views, my allegiances,
and while we can wrangle if you like, I’m entitled to my position regardless of what you say,
and if I change my mind, its from out of personal conviction, not submission. This differs
from early antiquity, when it was customary for societies to convert to the religion of their
invaders upon conquest, tens of thousands surrendering millennia-old traditions in unison.
But in the West, everyone is expected to take care of themselves unless they have a good
excuse, and opinions are like property; we have the freedom to choose our loyalties, and
beliefs usually stand or fall via practicality for our own social life, charisma, financial security,
and a sufficing amount of good fortune, the factors that make an incarnation of identity
work for one’s private disposition. Relativism runs so deep that even relativism itself defies
all exigency of collective principle: the concept of relativism, like all concepts, is a tool we
learn to use aptly in various contexts of meaning, but which we are not typically obligated to
defend and refute with directness or profundity. Western civilization with the majority of its
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values is an instrument for meeting the requisites of survival by income, otherwise in the
service of an individual’s own preferences and actualization.
The necessity that citizens forge a persona capable of navigating civilization is not
without obstacles. Everyone struggles during their teenage years to find a place in society,
seeking a realistic image of what life will be like and then conforming dispositions to the
facts, resigned to fleeting enjoyments in a trying existence. And of course there is the
midlife crisis, when the psyche can begin to panic as declines of aging take hold, with one’s
best years and peak performances on the verge of capitulation to eternal unconsciousness.
Along the way there are major challenges, such as changes at work, new relationships,
sustaining a family in the face of transition and crisis, health issues, all kinds of personal
adversity, but we handle all of this with aplomb, for it is intrinsic to the human condition.
We commune with ourselves and our contacts, carry out routines, either accepting the
relativism of our world along with the ephemerality of life, or wasting away from an urgent
sense that happenings are symbols of our identity, and often a rueful admixture of both. A
single life is comic-tragedy, but a provocative and meaningful one, enough to motivate us
despite impotence of the individual.
We do not have to wallow in tepid averages for too long, however, even though we are
feeble relative to the scale of this universe, for bouts of cataclysm test our grip, at times
requiring every ounce of strength to avoid being washed overboard, swept away to
suffocated death, a membranous drop in the bucket. Much of life’s momentousness is not
due to our intentions, but rather nature’s frenzies which demand full allocation of effort and
maximum resolve. Hurricanes, tornadoes, cyclones, blizzards, earthquakes, tsunamis, fires,
droughts, famines, diseases, wars, poverty, disgrace, all kinds of misfortune pummel the
species until humans succumb to fate and give up the ghost. Yet though all terrestrial
creatures are doomed as isolated entities, life has a trick for wiling its way to perpetuity, and
this is of course reproduction, ceding some of our self for the sake of collective immortality.
Upon the emergence of lifeforms, perhaps the strangest paradox of them all
materialized: organisms were compelled to survive and reproduce, but had no clue how to
effect this outcome without inducing death. Biology became a prolific force on this planet
by way of mutual destruction. The earliest predators were killing machines, foraging,
hunting and eating plants and animals with no remorse, while their prey reciprocated by
poisoning, trampling or otherwise endangering with no mercy. Animals chased each other
around, avoided each other, mutilated bodies all day, collectively surviving by way of
collectively annihilating themselves.
Animals killed and killed and killed some more; even symbiosis was at first a byproduct
of killing. When bacteria fed on other bacteria, absorbing them for digestion, these
organisms sometimes coalesced into arrangements of copropagation against the grain of
their drives, the origin of eukaryotic cells and macroscopic species. Amoebas swallowed
microbes which were then incorporated as organelles. Viruses added traits to eukaryotic
genes, on occasion facilitating coevolution, but more often pathologies. Animals ate
microscopic organisms which then had no option but to die in droves until adapted, often
ending up with a role in helping their hosts digest. Insects protected plants by preying on
those that foraged them. Animals ate plants, and this distributed seeds at some distance to
filiate new populations, at which time plants evolved chemicals that made all of their matter
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but seed-containing fruits - a specialized sacrifice of flesh - inedible. But then something
serendipitous happened: many animals with murderous intent failed in killing each other as
they often tend to do, then perceived that the survival of all involved was fostered by this
flop, not merely for reproduction or escape, but provisional of a shared existence.
Organisms compelled by thousands of years of instinct to treat each other as enemies finally
conceived each other as possible allies. Diversity became more than either indifference or a
reflexive rupture in collectivity, but rather the forum for respect and even benevolence, a
restraint compounded by trillions of separate events and the start of something great:
purposeful reciprocation and reasoned empathy.
It was difficult at first to tell who was your friend or foe in this environment of nascent
detente. As early animals with their primitive brains observed behavior, they sometimes
slipped into a dull sense that other organisms likewise intended them no harm, or a vague
aggravation at the simple, oft misinterpreted signs of supposed ill will, and over tens of
millions of years, cognitive profiles in some lineages mutated towards not just perceiving
pain in like organisms but a conceptual sociality of nuanced intentions and recognitions of
intent, until the mind could skirt conflict in opposition to even strong impulses. Creatures
that had lived as banes to those around them, interrupting each other’s autopilot by lashing
out in aggression, gained the self-control to acknowledge possible danger while at the same
time strategically mitigating it. By the time mammals and dinosaurs evolved, many
thousands of social profiles had attained a stability such that these species could expect to
abide each other in accordance with collective reasons despite real risk. Life was still harsh:
predators hunted young prey with their lesser self-awareness, also small or slow prey who
have less sensitive brains, as well as the weak or wounded, while the most intelligent prey
developed methods such as circling or sheltering to defend themselves from what would
otherwise be certain deaths, but there was enough communal predictability that organisms
could often settle into even-keeled yet keen states of awareness for prolonged stretches,
experiencing and reasoning recreationally.
Species sometimes used this recreational time to think more deeply, motivated by the
individual pleasures of reasoning to themselves and the social pleasures of reasoning with
each other. Channeling of their drives into brain activity provided the benefit of better
executive function, syncing behavior to apprehension of the environment as well as
establishing strong connections with other highly cognitive organisms, which countenanced
mastery of ecological niches such that these creatures could experience moments of
existential actualization, reveling in the exuberance of liberated proprioception,
exteroception and affect. As ability of organisms to cognize and enjoy their existence
increased, and when environments conduced, workings of the brain began to orbit
autostimulation, with affect, perceptual awareness, and the newly evolving processes of
advanced reason melded by this core of conscious selection pressure into an integrated self.
Cognitive selection pressures in lifeforms having the greatest levels of self and bodily
awareness, an addition to the sculptive effects of environments on physique and basic
perception that had differentiated species since the origins of life, were threefold.
Reasoning, while addressed to differing particulars in different species, arose in probably all
cases as a conjunction with discerning the three dimensional structures characteristic of
macroscopic Earth, tailored for navigating a spatial body through likewise spatial
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surroundings and manipulating spatial entities, a kind of thought which anticipates and
deduces relations of objects and object-linked phenomena. Conceptual socializing was
founded on the principle of reciprocation, expectations of mutual intention, though with
varying standards for behavior’s meaning amongst the relations of discrepant populations.
And affect evolved beyond simple discharge of drive to become self-regulative in consort
with reasoned sociality, part of a comportmental complex modulating and delaying urges in
the service of long-term benefits, which in many species assumed forms that are sublimated
enough to be what we call emotion.
Clever reasoning, reciprocative sociality and self-controlled affect contribute in some
measure to the mentalities of all species with well-developed cognition, but in variant
proportions. A textbook instance of greater emphasis on socializing and affect are bovine
species such as oxen and cattle; they graze all day in placid herds, occasionally fighting with
each other or stampeding due to revved up affect, but seem to lack much scrutiny of details
or reflection. Octupi are a great example of a reasoning and affect combo, demonstrating
improvisation and problem-solving, while also showing physiological signs of higher
intelligence, brainlike matter located in each of their eight tentacles, also explosive affect
when they must make an inky escape, but are often found dwelling and operating in relative
isolation, certainly not what we would consider a humanlike or even bovinelike level of
contact. And wolves, dolphins and anthropoids such as the great apes display higher
reasoning and social bonds that defer affect to conceptualizings of communal purpose.
In species with affective states subordinated to reasoning and sociality, these
sublimations can take a variety of forms depending on cooccurring factors of environment
and physiology. Wolves evolved for cooperative hunting, with a physicality and sharp wit
that supports packs by strategic food-acquisition and high speed chases, giving them
unusually potent success rates in making kills, a lethal concord in small communities that are
segregated from the rest of nature. Dolphins evolved a more fun-loving, pleasure-oriented
profile, with plenty of hapless fish to go around and lots of recreational time to engage in
communication by chatter and echolocation, an existence of much play and some eroticism
in small pods, the idyllic hunter-gatherer lifestyle. They mesh well with other apex species,
even having great fun with humans, who are the most dangerous animals of them all, if the
nature of environments is suitable. Gorillas and chimpanzees form close, long-term
relationships in smallish intraspecies groups, grooming and playing, but unlike dolphins they
are not constantly on the move while scouring their surroundings, instead settled into
sedentary communities. A rare amount of idleness coupled with high intelligence led them
to extensively reason about each other’s status and motives, maybe too much for their own
good. Power relations are central to their social arrangements: both gorillas and
chimpanzees go through periods of turmoil during which they scheme and fight for
dominance, and troupes of chimps get into tribalistic rivalries with other groups, much like
human war. Bonobos seem to have sublimated their great ape intelligence and affective
restlessness into eroticism, for power relations in larger and more peaceable societies are
mediated via sexual behavior as status symbolism and a means by which to social climb.
It is clear from archaeology that hominins, the closest ancestors of humankind, had an
at the time peerless capacity to reason about environments, mastering every Old World
ecosystem. This was probably a result of facility with structural thinking and constructing
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objects, a cognitive adaptation molded by opposable thumbs and a standing posture, freeing
up the hands to evolve for not only carrying loads but fine grasping, which codeveloped with
the requisite that food-acquisition become technological, a creativity in crafting and using
implements to compensate for deficient running speed on two legs. Paleontology of coeval
species reveals a large decline in biodiversity throughout the hominin range due to skilled
yet nonsustainable hunting. As hominin populations swelled and food grew scarcer from
razing land of fruits, nuts and game, clans no doubt got into spats over territory. These
precursor species of humanity must have practiced high levels of affective self-control with
members of their own groups, but likely adopted a measure of ruthlessness with out-group
rivals. Hominins were not artistic, leaving no traces of symbolic aestheticism in their toolmaking, though certainly complicate in intention, capable of what might be called
protoculture, an impressionability of the mind to changes in ecological and social conditions.
Over multiple millions of years, supreme reasoning, a need to kill any animal within reach,
and a milieu of feuding must have morphed their affective profile into a form advantageous
for engaging in cold-blooded, gratuitous violence when called upon, the origin of situational
cruelty as a comportment which for modern humans sublimates into hate.
The hominin mouth, throat and mind became reconfigured for the expressiveness of
primordial speech. As this self-symbolizing behavior grew prevalent in the Homo genus, it
evolved beyond projection of one’s own mental states and sensibilities for the sake of
inducing indistinct pleasure, and into a medium of representation conveying experiences
more precisely, whether introspections or external phenomena. Detail in expressiveness
gained a popularity which of course persists today, and protoculture of technological
invention transitioned towards protoculture of mimetic inventiveness consisting in symbolic
utterances that had a structure disassociated from phenomena themselves, but which were
woven into the meaning of perception via a conceptual realm of primitively abstract ideas.
What we identify as symbolic art was probably seeded by narrational expression, both
talking and singing for purposes of storytelling, joking and additional forms of entertainment.
Hominins must have had some kind of use and modest talent for expressing themselves
symbolically, but the trajectory of Homo sapiens’ evolution was clearly a huge leap forward,
for our own species eventually showed the first signs of symbolism as a staple of all behavior.
At least tens of thousands of years ago, humans were integrating symbols into technological
objects, clothing, housing and body decoration, just as hunter-gatherers and civilized
cultures alike do today. Symbolic design had progressed into the locus of sociality and life.
Hominins had of course perceived the environment as dimensional, a rudimentary
abstraction that deduced imagined proportionalities between objects. These species
applied the ability in crafting tools as well as working out how to catch many kinds of prey.
With the advent of linguistic vocalization, a linear type of thought developed to organize
sequences of sounds, and by increments these cognitive sequences evolved into syntactical
awareness, a sense for utterance’s structure which in the present day has been resolved into
parts of speech. While the first crude language was not infinitely generative, for short-term
memory had yet to mutate into its current form of limitless consecution, it was certainly a
more open-ended “train of thought” than phenomenal ideas of dimension with their
relationship to the causes and effects amongst concrete constituents of the material world.
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Sometime between the origin of Homo sapiens and the first civilizations, with the most
pivotal evolutionary step estimated at about 50,000 years ago, an extraordinary event
occurred. Synesthesias materialized in the human brain which integrated modules
responsible for syntax with those involved in dimensional perception. Abstraction was less
and less differentiated into two types of imaginativeness, symbolic sequentiality and object
dimensionality, but converted towards a type of introspection that hybridized properties of
both. The open-endedness of syntactical abstraction and the proportionalized relativity of
dimensional abstraction were combined as a conceptual substrate of inferentially structural
form, a kind of system-building abstraction that is the basis for advanced reasoning, which
would be developed and studied as applications of arithmetic, geometry, logic, algebra, and
their derivations. Dimensionality was no longer constrained to its role in assembling objects,
and syntax to its role in formulating expressions, but began to fuse as open-ended
proportionality, with reflection and vocalization having an underlying mentality which
performs deductions upon entities that are instantiated as concept and yet transcend the
delimitations inherent in all palpable phenomena, an infinitely permutable, disembodied,
pure form.
This was a huge evolutionary shift, for even prehistoric humans subsequently
contextualized choice aspects of nature in technical systems. The species started
experimenting with ecology to suit a variety of analytical goals, which gave rise to selective
breeding and agriculture. Thinking in terms of flexible schemas of structurality, what can be
called conceptual frameworks, provided much benefit to cognitive function even beyond the
direct modeling of causes, for it enhanced memory as a kind of cognitive scaffolding to
which experiential detail affixed, reinforcing the preservation and cumulating of
encyclopedic knowledge. Expansion in mind and culture effected by communication of
synthetic abstraction made social life a forum for the expression of rare, novel and
challenging concepts, so that techniques among much else could progress faster. When the
ice age ended around 10,000 B.C.E. and environments had become favorable, human
ingenuity amassed a series of breakthroughs that made practicable an innovation-based
lifestyle in enlarging villages. A few thousand years later, humankind had become
competent to permanently settle some regions as civilization.
By late B.C.E. times, with ancient Rome the quintessential example, specialization was
integral to culture, as commerce, the military, empire in general required division of labor, a
large collection of professionals with skill in specific areas. At this stage of civilization, the
transmission of technical practice was effectuated by on-the-job training. Private vocations
were run by citizens in business for themselves, who took on apprentices that gained in
aptitude and became assistants, promoted when higher ranking workers retired.
Government was managed in much the same way to the extent that its positions were not
nepotistic. Most individuals went about their daily business, doing what was necessary to
make a living while leaving political connivances and decisions of large-scale significance to
the prerogative of authorities.
Power was usually restricted to the upper class, though ordinary individuals could fast
become wealthy landholders by way of resettlement in conquered territories. Before the
globalization of Old World antiquity around the beginning of the first millennium C.E., much
relocation of populations had taken place, and civilization as a whole was diverse in heritage,
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especially centers of academia and world trade such as Alexandria, Egypt, along with many
Roman cities. There were Celts in the Middle East called the Galatians, Greeks in North
Africa and Persian territory, Romans in Britannia as well as everywhere else in the West, and
all kinds of ethnic groups had settled in new regions after nomadic migrations, especially
many from Eastern Europe and Central Asia. Most of these tribes entered into a peaceful
coexistence of humble vocation after some warring to carve out a niche, but upper echelons
of society were ambitious, looking to make a name for themselves, further their wealth and
prestige, as well as keep commoners occupied and faithful by committing them to imperial
invasions followed by a subjugation and defense of new realms, legitimizing the
establishment via supremacy over foreign rivals.
Imperialism stoked the flames of some foibles in human nature. Demographics were
victims of mob actions that disrupted or even decimated their communities. Most human
beings of antiquity nonetheless viewed piety with solemnness, and awaited supposed
consent from deities or religious authorities before partaking in acts of aggression. In
Europe and elsewhere, violence was a core facet of culture all the way up until modernity,
and still threatens to inundate nations today, despite promotion of self-control by education
systems coupled to institutional regulation of behavior.
During most of civilized history, especially prior to the European Enlightenment, much
of the population has conceived no alternative but unrest to advocate for its interests, with
a long string of rebellions, civil wars and coups stretching all the way from antiquity to the
present day. But incidence of civil disorder has been reduced, and this is probably due to
the origin and spread of rationality. Rational values began with individuals such as Confucius
of China, Siddhartha Gautama of India, and the ancient Greek philosophers, who did not
merely seek to fulfill conventional obligations of spirituality and public life nor force their will
upon nature and social adversaries when operable, but quested to fashion the best way of
life, founded upon knowledge of reality and a complementary appropriateness of action in
harmony with existence’s essence purveyed as optimal truth. These movements which
pursued an enlightened mind at first often adopted asceticism in cults, sects and other
coteries, set apart from mainstream society as small communities that renounced millennia
of tradition, but their sense of truth matured over the centuries until real intellectual
integrity had arisen in multiple locales, an endeavoring to incorporate the most reasonable,
justifiable beliefs and practices into an ideal ethic and culture responsible for maximizing
collective potential by way of theory and method. This was the commencement of
academia.
Academia has a long history in the West, institutions sponsored by government,
religion and wealth. After the 10th century Medieval dark age, academic life got up and
running again in Europe with ‘universitas’, groups of students and a single teacher who at
first met wherever they could find space, in churches, residences or otherwise, learning the
classical disciplines by studying great books. Liberal arts curriculum developed into seven
areas: the trivium provided a basic foundation in grammar, logic and rhetoric, while the
quadrivium was an upper level of arithmetic, geometry, music theory and astronomy,
culminating in the designation “master of the arts”, usually a six year program. Many
students went on to high level study in law, medicine or theology, and along the way stress
was placed on physics (a kind of protoscience also known as natural philosophy),
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metaphysics and moral philosophy. The official Christian church got involved to augment
education of its clergy, and universitas became cathedral schools, which moved their
proceedings to major cities, increasing in popularity and prestige until by the Early Modern
17th century, universities funded by both religious and secular interests were the keystone
of an upsurging subculture of great minds such as Galileo Galilei and Isaac Newton.
Liberal education reached grand heights in the 18th century with the European
Enlightenment, aspiration towards a comprehensive philosophy upon which to ground the
pursuit of knowledge. The movement promulged reasoning as the primary organ of
understanding, and sought a holistic theory of this faculty, also an elaboration of the
methods and practices by which reason can generate a coherent view of the universe, such
as those of logic and incipient science, as well as a literary exemplification of reason’s proper
use and an integration of the philosophy of reason into political structure and institutions
generally. It was intuited by these intrepid thinkers that the universality of reasons for the
human race was as Benjamin Franklin put it “self-evident”, and a commitment to apt
reasoning was the ultimate ideal, in principle holding the potential to unite humanity behind
a systematic comprehension of nature, furthered by social equality granting every individual
access to the best reasons for holding beliefs and consenting to organizational strategies, as
well as the opportunity to participate in crafting this common fund of intellectual currency,
optimizing the erudition and brilliance of every human being.
The Enlightenment had a positive effect on many aspects of culture, but was an
especially strong stimulus to academia, for many Europeans delved deeply into researching
all kinds of phenomena - economics, politics, ethics, metaphysics, natural philosophy - and
university study began to differentiate into the academic departments as we know them
today, with a large array of subspecialties. Public schooling was introduced to equip the
general population for assimilating discoveries, and a cutting edge of epistemic progress
developed into the centerpiece of civic life. This accelerated humanity’s advancement,
seeding civilization of high technology and a whole new era, the 21st century Information
Age.
As academia diversified knowledge’s scope, the immensity of information became
overwhelming. Mathematics, physics, chemistry, astronomy, geology, biology, anthropology,
linguistics, psychology, sociology, economics, politics, the histories of all, and the
philosophies of each which were perpetually revolutionizing, altogether swamped
humanity’s capacity to formulate a unified image of reality. But many made some famously
aborted or flawed attempts at synthesis.
An instance is 19th century European psychologism, which wanted to found
progressing knowledge upon a theorizing of evolutionary history, with particular stress on
the origins of humanity’s cognition as focal point of the enterprise. But at the time,
academia lacked sufficient neuroscience, archaeology and paleontology to draw theoretical
conclusions about human nature, while colonialism fomented corruption of this movement
with stereotypes about ethnicity and culture. These shortcomings were such a thorn in
objectivity’s side that Europe banned philology, a supposed archaeology of the human mind
via written records, and exponents of a resurgence in abstract analysis within logic and
mathematics gave scathing critiques of psychologism’s inclination to amplify prejudice while
being unable to do more than obtusely conjecture about most of its subject matter.
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In the first half of the 20th century, the new movement of analytic philosophy
attempted to construct a paradigm which would root scientific progress on the principles of
logic, and contrive a technical language applicable with universality to all theoretical
frameworks. This motivated much progress in the field of logic, probably a forerunner of
electronics and computers, but the campaign was diluted by efforts to superficially parse
scientific research’s domains, methods and propositions according to relative objectivity or
subjectivity without adding anything of substance to their contents, and fizzled out from an
absence of empirical or speculative relevance.
In the latter half of the 20th century, physicalism came to prominence as the
explanatory power of physics and chemistry in the life sciences grew apparent. This
paradigm wanted to base all knowledge on a theory of fundamental matter, the subatomic
constituents of substance which when sufficiently theorized would result in a “theory of
everything”. Its weakness was that it downplayed the significance of subjective experience
in favor of the hard sciences, expecting to translate all phenomena into materialistic
concepts and render personal psychology obsolete for research purposes. Even analytic
philosophy was not buying this radical reductionism, and a large quantity of its publications
championed the utilization of technical logic in thought experiments aimed at shedding light
on qualitative consciousness’ elements, termed ‘qualia’. Physicalist essentialism is
influential, and fortunately has thus far failed in excluding the humanities, though some
defunding takes place.
In the 21st century, information theory is emerging as the predominant paradigm, a
perspective that views the universe as a gigantic data system, with the mind allegedly
composed of computational processes. Commitment to quantifying our image of reality has
merits, for the interpretation of phenomena into informational forms will help us reach a
deeper understanding of nature as we use computers to solve large-scale conceptual
problems. However, its drawbacks are tremendous, as it seems to impel a beeline towards
artificial intelligence, discouraging consideration of the possible catastrophic effects for
humanity’s culture and future of manufacturing what would likely be billions of sentient,
independently evolving virtual organisms. It also does not at present capture the facts of
introspection that well, for the qualitative mind is not particularly analogous to a system of
logic gates, and we should not expect a 21st century computer that learns and evolves to of
necessity think like us or even respect human beings no matter how much we try to make
ourselves the model for its structure and function. We will have to be cautious with
information theory, for it has the potency to cause much destruction via theoretical and
ideological fallacy.
So while some have set about the task of integrating knowledge within a single
paradigm, this has largely fallen short. The faultiness of these movements accompanied by
massive amounts of new information and the variegation of academic subdisciplines has led
to infusion of the public’s relativism into even the most intellectual undertakings within
which some of the greatest polymathic geniuses in the world are active. Academics select a
specialty, then engross themselves in its minutia, heedless of the episteme’s overall course.
Implications beyond one’s own career are dismissed as overly idealistic, serious
professionalism gives way to a system based around kissing ass and finagling one’s path to
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petty credit, while special interests fund research such that it disperses in a thousand
contradictory, myopic directions.
But a synthesis seems like it should be possible. Anthropology does much to clarify the
nature of human psychology; sociology and psychology coordinate in an accounting for the
dynamics of human individuals in cultures; biology and chemistry deeply contribute to our
comprehension of all life and its evolution, with quantum physics likely to have a huge
impact on microbiology of the future; and all of these fields’ insights have ramifications for
the subject matter of philosophy, especially significant in relationship to epistemology,
philosophy of science, philosophy of history, and ethics. The psyche, behavior, physiology,
material science, evolutionary and cultural history are richly adorned with incisive theories,
and we all have robust intuitions of how many concepts interconnect, but a comprehensive
picture has not been constructed. It would be fantastic to meld the entirety into a selfconsistent whole such that interdisciplinary implications become more readily visible, but
without succumbing to essentialist illusions which limit academic knowledge’s appeal by
defying common sense while inducing much confusion and controversy.
The purpose of this book is to provide valid holism, forging an integrated episteme that
is realistic about where we are and suggestive of future possibility, yet avoids rhetorical
disingenuousness and the doctrinaire, repudiating all the morasses of orthodoxy. A
treatment will be given of many academic domains, including the theory of evolution, the
epistemology of modernity, the nature of consciousness, the ethics of culture, and the
origins of the contemporary world among much else, drawing divers filaments of knowledge
into an apex conceptual framework, a single hypothetical system of stable foundation and
many advancing fronts, which can evolve rationally.

2. The Structure of Standards for Behavioral Commitments: Philosophy of Humanism
The book is divided into four sections, less perfunctory and more forward-looking as it
unfolds, though with many innovative surprises throughout. The first three sections are
primarily meant to prepare the reader for the fourth, which is much larger and generally
more original, by outlining theoretical fundamentals as a common fund of basic fact and
concept, along with introducing universal vocabulary interchangeable between philosophies
of the main academic departments.
Some of the models set forth are difficult to render clearly without diagrams, but a
quick online search will compensate for the entirely verbal descriptions, and uncertainty
about the meaning of terms can be resolved online as well, in addition to the likelihood that
an incomplete elaboration in one spot is consummated somewhere else.
Subject matter is often addressed in an iterative way, with multiple discussions of the
same material, but either in more detail, or from a variant perspective, or in support of a
different thesis. Much of the content is not meant to be definitive, though there are
indisputable facts and solid arguments, rather serving as a springboard for contemplation in
numerous areas, proposing hybrid hypotheses that begin to integrate strands of knowledge
without always tying the loose ends together. The book is tightly reasoned, logical in overall
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structure, intended to be as speculative as it is informative, and will hopefully stimulate the
reader to productive thought on a host of topics at the leading edge of modern knowledge.
a. “Section 1: Behavioral Functions and Scientific Models”
Subsection i., Behavioral Functions, frames the intersection of life science and human
values within the context of seven categories of biological process: reproduction,
metabolism, attack and defense, perception of the environment, communication,
development, and health. It is a brief introduction to main themes around which the book is
organized.
Subsection ii., Scientific Models, provides succinct explanation of some empirical
theory that much of the book’s reasoning draws from. It begins with quantification’s role in
the evolution of science, touching upon major developments between the origin of
civilization and our contemporary age. This is followed by a synopsis of physics, chemistry,
cellular biology and genetics as applicable to subsequent chapters. It ends with a primer on
the theory of evolution along with a narrative of evolutionary history from the origin of our
universe and solar system to the origin of civilization, including some analysis of the
ecosystemic mechanisms by which life arose and how researchers acquired experimental
and naturalistic data the theory is based on.
b. “Section 2: The Perceptual Foundations of Cognition and Reason in the Psyche”
Subsection i., Basic Theory of Perception, defines some terms and explains the
fundamentals of psychology and neuroscience.
Subsection ii., The Intersection of Qualia, Our First Person Experiences, with Theory
and Cultural Development, is a narrative of human history with particular focus on some of
the social issues surrounding qualitative perception. It begins with a delineation of the
mind/body problem in philosophy, going on to describe the dynamics of population
development, subcultural distribution and socioeconomic class, the origins of political
systems, some of the challenges involved in the first attempts to integrate scientific theory
into culture, the transition from art as a recreational niche to its status as a primary force
within the modern world’s infocentric way of life, and the historical sequence of events that
led to some especially prominent conflict between demographics in the 19th and 20th
centuries. It does not propose solutions to the dilemmas presented as much as show how
many of our presumptions about human nature are misguided or pernicious.
Subsection iii., First Person Experience: Universal Characteristics, proffers a philosophy
of the intersection between qualitative experience and external reality, an interfacing which
takes the form of various types of basic pattern.
c. “Section 3: An Introduction to Conception, Our Faculty of Reason”
Subsection i., Reasoning Instincts, discusses the foundations of reasoned thought in
common intuition, as well as fallacies that arise as the prehistoric trait profile of reason
operates within a civilized setting. It goes on to talk about the nature of belief formation
and the impact of reasoning on prejudice, utilizing examples from science, economics,
politics, education, and daily life.
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Subsection ii., Applied Reason, gives an account of reason’s contextualization in
historical and contemporary practices of theoretical analysis, along with crafting a
terminology adequate for metatheorizing theory itself. Practical reasoned analysis is divided
into two main types - intrastructurality, reasoning’s spatial component, and inferentiality, its
chronological component - with the nature of each limned in detail by referencing some of
their most influential incarnations within philosophy and science. Intrastructural reasoning
is mostly covered in terms of modern theory, for it is in large part a derivation from post17th century analytic geometry, while inferential reasoning, with its close ties to prehistoric
language capacities, is approached from a more historical angle. The new field of quantum
biology is presented as an example of the modern intersection between theory and
experimental science, with this factual content a prelude to advanced hypothesis about the
nature of perception later in the book. The subsection ends with an introduction to the
evolution of anatomically modern, enculturated human thought, contrasted with alternate
biological forms.
d. “Section 4: Instincts and Social Constructs”
Subsection i., The Historical Development Towards Empirical Objectivity, begins by
discussing how antinomies can materialize in theoretical discourse, focusing in particular on
the confrontation between determinism and nondeterminism, explained with reference to
neuroscientific models of emotion. This sets the stage for some arguments much later in the
book and segues to a narrative of philosophy’s history, the progression from analytical
reasoning of early civilization to our contemporary culture of scientific objectivity and
information technology, touching upon the main threads of continuity between antiquity,
the Middle Ages, Renaissance, Early Modern period, Enlightenment era, seminal 19th
century historicity, and the rapidly modernizing and globalizing 20th and 21st centuries with
their unprecedentedly technical theorizing.
Subsection ii., An Introductory Analysis of Behavior and Social Theory, outlines the
basic biochemistry and physiology of cognition-driven behavior, then frames the issues to be
treated of in subsequent chapters, an elucidating of humanity’s material, memetic and
conceptual history in conjunction with seven categories of behavioral function.
Subsection iii., Healing, Nutrition, Combat, and Reproduction, gives an analysis of these
four modules in their theoretical, cultural, political, economic and historical dimensions,
elucidating physiology, evolution, the origins of civilization, the causes of modern
institutions and social dynamics, the nature of the human psyche in comparison to other
species, and more.
Subsection iv., A Closer Look at Representational Modeling, is an overview of the issues
that present themselves as we deal with theoretical uncertainty, ensued by a model of
scientific theorizing along with a narrative of how language and theory became inextricably
bound during the evolution of analytical thought.
Subsection v., Advanced Theory of Perception, proposes a new theory of the
intersection between reality and human perceiving. It initiates by covering the relevant
essentials of current neuroscience along with some of the discipline’s unique issues, then
elaborates the parameters of a theoretical framework for understanding the nature of
apparent matter in terms of quantum effects. A detailed narrative exposits the progression
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from early European civilization’s mind/matter concepts to modern forms, along with their
impact on culture, ranging from antiquity in ancient Greece to the Middle Ages, the
Renaissance and Scientific Revolution, the Enlightenment, the 19th century Romantic period,
and the highly technological 20th and 21st centuries. A narrative of perception’s origin and
evolution in organic matter is formulated, together with a model of how the phenomenon of
mind arises in the brain. The subsection ends with a hypothesis of how qualia and
qualitative experience of all kinds, amounting to the essence of ineffability in awareness,
may be an emergent property of quantum effects in matter, with potential to account for
more phenomena than traditional models of neuromaterial dynamics which are based solely
on the thermodynamic paradigm in chemistry.
Subsection vi., The Ethics of Cultural Change, starts by explaining the root of ethics in
phenomena of distinctly human motivation, and then moves on to a narrative of how these
motivational dynamics have gone awry to an extent in contemporary American culture,
leading to a less moral society. The basic parameters of ethical reasoning are presented,
proceeding to a narrative of the origin and development of civilized ethics, and then an
argument is made for ethics’ universality as well as the essential compatibility of scientific
theory with an ethical society. Examples are provided of how ethical behavior emerges
organically in social settings as basic norms and then the broader, more persisting norms we
call customs, followed by a narrative of Europe’s political modernity demonstrating the deep
dilemmas involved in instituting ethical customs. An argument is made for how ethical
progress via a philanthropic culture may be not only workable but indispensable to the longterm maintenance of contemporary civilization. In conclusion, examples of how corruption
has taken shape in institutions are touched upon, with consideration of the social dynamics
underlying these degenerations.
Subsection vii., Advanced Theory of Conception, is a comprehensive model of human
intelligence’s evolution. It embarks with an explication of the episteme’s foundations in
rationality, hybridizing psychology, phenomenology, anthropology, evidence from ancient
Greek literature, and the quantum theory of perception fashioned by this book. It delves
more deeply into prehuman cognition in particular, treating of the complications in deriving
an all-encompassing theory of life’s comparative phenomenology, and then setting forth just
such a theory to the extent which seems possible at our current stage of knowledge.
Parameters in the evolution of communication and language are set out along with the way
these factors converged to produce the uniquely linguistic properties of human thought.
Insights into perception and conception so far enumerated are combined in a
phenomenology of the anatomically modern human psyche, coupled to a narrative of
humanity’s evolution from prehistoric lifestyles to civilization of the historical period. Some
of the many complications characteristic of integrating rational knowledge into a civilized
episteme are detailed, followed by a narrative of Western discourse’s evolution away from
essentialist illusion and towards more versatile perspectivism.
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Section 1

Behavioral Functions
and
Scientific Models
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Intro, the Defining of Life
The essential dynamics of life as we know it are capacity to provide a function that
makes an organism well-adapted to its environment and the transmission of this
functionality to subsequent generations; adaption preserves itself, speaking with maximum
comprehensiveness. Self-propagation of function has not been explained, but our current
capacities for hypothetical, theoretical and imaginative thinking can delineate functions into
types, drawing from a basic understanding of biology: organisms in nature. This generalizing
process, which helps to order nature for the reasoning human mind, anthrocentrizes
organisms into a concept like purpose, as if life as a whole has strategies with similitude to
problem-solving.
The notion that phenomena have a purposefulness analogizable to our own conceiving
is dubious, though foundational to theorizing, but for ordinary contexts of understanding
and behavior, an outlook intuiting environments as "making sense" results in enough
certainty to be broadly acceptable, though even our most convincing models will probably
be amended, modified or replaced, sometimes in dramatic ways.
The main behavioral functions to be considered: mating and birthing, acquisition of
energy and nutrients, protection, recognition of surroundings, communication, growth and
maturation, and avoidance of diminishing health. Attempts to comprehend the behavioral
functions are primarily scientific in the contemporary world and have evolved conceptually
out of origins in prehistoric myth to span a spectrum from physical foundations of inanimate
matter, to chemistry of atoms, to organic chemistry of biology, to life's emergent and
inherited forms and functions at the microscopic and macroscopic levels, to consciousness
and sociality. Theories are devised and revised with compositional, evolution-based and
psychology-oriented reasoning (the domains of matter, ecosystem and mind) as well as
synthesized to infer implications for human values and the future of our species.

i. Behavioral Functions
1. Mating and Birthing
The function of mating and birthing is obviously reproduction, sustaining the existence
of an organism’s species and passing along traits that made reproduction possible. It is easy
to see the kind of advantage reproduction enables: a nonreplicating bacterium can be
outnumbered one to a million in less than a day. The eukaryotic (multi-celled) lineage
evolved its structural template via three stages of symbiosis indicated by the relatedness of
microorganism lineages to eukaryote genetic material. First, a single-celled organism from
phylum Archaea with a particularly efficient genetic system was engulfed by another
prokaryote, becoming the nucleus. Then bacteria efficient at metabolizing sugar were
incorporated, evolving into mitochondria. Finally, cyanobacteria capable of photosynthesis,
the harnessing of light energy to produce sugar, were subsumed, the origin of chloroplasts.
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From this foundation, the replication processes and metabolic cycles of eukaryotes in lightdriven ecosystems arose, diversifying into the plethora of macroscopic lifeforms that exist
today.
Once organisms began proliferating, increasing in size and formidability, it required
more energy and functionality to produce offspring and guarantee success, resulting in all
kinds of bioactive structures and sequences. At macroscopic levels, most functionality is
related to the need of supporting growth from egg to reproductive maturity. The most
primitive species produce at least thousands of exposed embryos, released or abandoned to
be mostly consumed by predators or otherwise destroyed. Larger and more recently
evolved organisms usually give birth to a small clutch of shell protected embryos, often
guarded in a nest by parents for some length of time before hatching, or at least hidden. A
major component of and selection pressure upon the development of complex behavior is
the benefit of division of labor between nesting males and females. Rearing of young, a
metabolically costly but behavior-enhancing commitment of time and energy, seems
essential to the evolution of cognition, as duration of parental care is roughly proportional to
intelligence. In mammals, a physiological design evolved that forces parents to defend eggs
with their lives, as embryos grow into a high-functioning fetus inside the body. Though
reproduction has universal impact on biological form, it can be made subsidiary to
competing adaptive demands, an obvious case being cranium size in newborn humans,
indispensable to our thinking and thus the species’ survival, but often fatal to a mother
during delivery without contemporary health care.

2. Acquisition of Energy and Nutrients
Acquisition of energy and nutrients began with the preservation of metabolic reactions
within a membranous structure, the origin of cells as the fundamental organic unit; all
lifeforms are composed of them. At first these cellular environments were limited to a small
range, which scientists hypothesize as deep sea hydrothermal vents emitting inexhaustible
supplies of organic molecules. There may have been modest expansion in trait spectrums as
microorganisms encountered the fringes of their primordial territory, but the big
breakthrough was photosynthesis, an ability to power metabolism with light energy, the
consequence being that thriving ecosystems took shape at the surface of bodies of water,
eventually reaching unpopulated continents in a profusion of bacterial and plant life vying
for the sun's rays, followed by biodiversification to every corner of the planet. Eukaryotes
had also evolved the means to perform a reciprocal of photosynthesis called cellular
respiration, breaking down molecules to harness released energy; this kind of organism was
progenitor of the animal kingdom. Thus, the whole Earth became a habitation of competing
but mutually reinforcing organisms with an incalculable complexity of function. Energy
utilization and the allocation of nutrients have such primacy that mobility, the mouth and all
of internal anatomy assumed their forms in response to these two needs.
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3. Protection
Protection is necessary in every ecosystem, and this requisite has an all-encompassing
effect on both surface anatomy and behavioral inclinations. To name a tiny selection of
protective characteristics: coloring, claws, poison, speed, quickness, endurance, teeth, horns,
eyes, ears, nose, taste buds, touch, vocalization, thought, aggression, fear, size, shelter and
nest building, flight, herding, cooperation, spines, division of labor, jumping ability, fins,
pheromone release, memory, and we could go on for more than a lifetime. It is interesting
to note that many of these features have become central to technology: our contact with
nature has both cerebral and subliminal effects on mechanistic ideas, which are then
translated into a form conducive to materials at our disposal. In a progressive
conceptualizing, it may be possible to understand intraorganism components, even down to
the microscopic and biochemical level, as developing and operating according to similar
principles of structural dynamism. Perhaps we can increase the efficacy of our models by
thinking of the inside of an organism as a buffered ecosystem with elements that act
independently, for their own good in addition to serving the needs of overall function. Cells
and their behaviors may be theorizable as a kind of microcosmic evolutionary environment.

4. Recognition of Surroundings
An organism’s recognition of its surroundings starts with sense organs, perceiving
changes as quickly as possible and adjusting in a minimum amount of time: senses are for
reflexive actions that bypass awareness let alone analysis of uncertainty. Even single-celled
protozoa that must be virtually incapable of cognition have very strong, sure responses to
stimuli such as light and touch, probably in addition to chemical signatures that elude
humans; with microscopes we observe sensory organs such as eye spots and hairlike
protrusions on some of the smallest creatures we can find. However, without memory the
senses are severely limited, and a majority of even motile organisms find themselves in
harm’s way almost constantly as trillions and trillions perish each instant, even many of the
microscopic species which have not required adjustment to a new environ in millions of
years and so possess adaptations that make them nearly impervious to disease, predation,
the immune responses of host organisms, or death from natural causes.
The phenomenon of memory is by no means theorized with completeness, but seems
to consist in a uniting of perceptual components as integrated stream of consciousness,
alongside the translating and compacting of perception into efficient forms of bioactive
representation, stored for extended access, which enables matching up of past to present
experience as the mind identifies substance properties via apparent attributes, abetting
rudimentary anticipation of patterns in causality, like correlation of a predator's scent or
footprints with a specific location. The next evolutionary step was ability of an organism to
formulate notions of why, as the primary cause among causes, it is or is not encountering
success, a sophisticated experience of environment vs. self, and then an even further
advancing cognition in some lineages which processes attributes from out of complex
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egoism, often together with cerebrally collective intentions, even for long periods of barely
any stimulus at all.
Thus, a whole host of organisms not only meet basic needs, but also retain insight into
both their own selves and relations with each other, so that raw sensation, memory content
and thinking combine to produce a world where communal action is possible, an ecosystem
as global society. There are barriers to this kind of actualization however, and we are seeing
these appear pervasively in a world spearheaded by humanity: overbearing or hypocritical
assumptions that those we associate with will conform to cultural precedents, entrenched
expectations which when transgressed can generate conflict from out of irresistible
impulsiveness, or flawed attempts to alter community structures closely linked with deeply
rooted conscious need, often stimulating upheaval rather than dependable control, as well
as complacency or ignorance about logistical requisites escalating with the growth of
technological culture, including neglect of long-term planning and excessive dependence on
authority. Definitive implications are not simplistic to surmise, for current civilizationcentered ecology is a farrago of satisfactory, improvable, ineffective and corrupt practices,
complicated by tendencies to compete, dominate, neglect, and demand from each other
that carry over from the noncivilized past, susceptible to becoming toxically large-scaled in
modern contexts.

5. Communication
Communication conceived in a general way involves the representing of information to
a recipient that is foreign or nonself, and construed even more holistically is the essence of
transmission amongst anything that exists: action and response. From this vantage point,
everything related to life can be regarded as in a communicative exchange with something
else. Inanimately, genes are informing assembly of proteins into enzymes that are basic
biochemical agents responsible for structure in terrestrial organisms. Some molecules serve
as informational markers on surface membranes of cells for identification of type and
function. Flurries of microscopic congress happen within a huge variety of contexts, in
conjunction with tissues, organs, circulation, digestion, respiration, and other bodily
functions.
The next communicative level, more resemblant of what the human mind does,
involves coordination of cognition to its environment for both self and communal
preservation, a responsivity to indicators like chemical trails, vibrations or calls, at the lowest
tiers of functionality often absent awareness of many benefits accrued to others or even
themselves. Moderately cognitive animal species may respond in nuanced ways to
attributes such as body size, coloration, markings and behavioral signals without having the
conceptual open-endedness, an effectively infinite capacity that in humans is put on display
by linguistic expression. Intentional consciousness can be rather narrow in scope even when
recognitional indicators are detected in potent ways, but this is not as of yet generalizable
with comprehensiveness across the spectrum of biology.
The next highest category is communication of complex intentional mentalities.
Intelligent cognition acts for the higher goal of accuracy or success in accordance with deep
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awareness, via cogital structures which render interpretings of perception more integrated,
incisive, and occasionally conducive to rich expressivity. These cognitively superior
organisms tend to be socially adept, equipped to fashion predictable and predictive mental
and physical behaviors with subtlety, implying information to the thoughts of other minds
from out of complicate purpose. This stage is without a doubt characteristic of solidarity in
the most cerebral species like great apes and prehistoric humans, with many more
candidates scattered around the animal kingdom, as numerous bird and mammal species
seem to fit the bill.
Our current, most advanced communicative development, of which humans are by far
the supreme exemplaries, is ability to supplement cognition with materials, methods, tools
and technologies for encoding the content of conceptual association, which exist in forms
that can be far greater in fidelity and more resistant to decay than organic structures such as
brains, even at extreme volumes of information. Invention of writing was the biggest leap
forward, making human memory unlimited at the level of raw data, with educational
strategies as well as preservation and distribution of written material rapidly improving
during the progression towards modernity.
Upon arrival of computers it became possible to technologically simulate any
association-making process realizable by a humanesque mind and link it with a memory that
is empowering our species to pool every single datum of global knowledge, all the semiosis
humans produce. Exponential increases in information processing conjuncted to
programming for an infinite range of computational tasks can make it possible to perform
feats such as modeling brains or the cosmogony of our universe, phenomena which are
unimaginably complicated to unaided human minds. Translation of experience into data is
converting the biosphere into an infosphere, with communicative content fast becoming the
core causality of what we observe and reflect upon, a cosmos as naturalized mechanism, but
how far we are capable of traveling down this path is shrouded in uncertainty.

6. Growth and Maturation
There is unfathomable variety in processes of growth and maturation, from simple
mitosis to lifecycles that are stranger than fiction, but for practical understanding of human
ontogenesis, knowledge of our own developmental stages proves more relevant by far than
that of any other lifeform because of the immense quantity of cognitive skill sets, social
objectives, and values necessary for the species to assimilate in a civilized environment.
There are eight stages of human development (this would probably need to be retuned for
the third world): infant/toddler, child, teenager, young adult, prime, middle age, retirement
age, and elderly.
a. Infant/toddler
Many of the first aptitudes are tied to basic functions: eating, drinking, excretion,
mobility and communication. Brains of the very young exemplify a penchant for learning the
first language, walking, controlling the bladder and rectum, chewing and swallowing, so that
huge progress is made in a short time, growth into what seems like an entirely different
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individual. Gains in judging appropriateness of behavior within social situations are more
hard won because of the intricacy and variety involved, but by the start of grade school most
youngsters avoid public tantrums and can play harmoniously with peers, though lapses in
impulse control still happen frequently. The first few years of life are important for the
emergence of creativity, and toys, activities, as well as exposure to new situations improve
intellectual performance later in life.
b. Child
School teaches children how to navigate an institution, as respect for the rules and
accord with authorities are paramount. Relationships become more complex, so that not
only common interests but also personality, intentions and behavioral tendencies influence
peer-to-peer bonding. Children absorb values and beliefs of the society they reside in and
are impelled to think in terms of stereotypes, especially as it relates to broad issues
transcending firsthand experience, such as political or religious rivalry and human nature,
but an opposing inclination exists to satiate curiosities, learning to problem-solve and
engage in reflection if schooling is adequate, and feeling an urge to express thoughts to
members of social groups as well as resolve conflicts independently and reasonably with
tutelary encouragement.
c. Teenager
The pivotal event of teenage life is puberty, conversion to mature sexuality as
hormonal and consequently physiological characteristics of the human body undergo
systemic change. This of course effects behavior in major ways: sexual attraction, altered
self-image, desire for independence from caretakers, mood swings, and increasingly
complex insights about social environments all occur. Demands made on cognition are more
substantial at school, home, along with everywhere else, and it becomes perceivable where
individuals might fit in and contribute as an adult. The teenager is still focused on increasing
intellectual demands in the classroom and social milieu, but feels additional pressure to
measure up to peers and secure a niche, with quality of friendships and level of respect
received from adults affecting motivation, opinions about self-worth, and perspective on life
in permanent ways. Properly educated teenagers will begin to consider perspectives and
needs of those they interact with as well as form opinions about the benefits and flaws of
key institutions, aspects of society they would like to support and what they want to resist or
improve. This initiates their orientation towards the law and other traditional conformities.
d. Young adult
Supporting oneself financially is the most important issue at this stage, for most of
those at the entry-level are getting paid a meager salary and occupational security is at the
minimum. Young adults are concerned with interviews, resumes, dispositions of those in
charge, fitting in with professional cultures, and everything else pertinent to crafting a
vocational network for the first time. Emotional maturity reaches an adult level and
individuals seek to present a confident, polished image, form solid, dependable friendships
that last, and usually forge a long-term romantic relationship. They are still learning to
manage money, which constitutes the foremost challenge as a need to save and protect
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one’s credit often clashes with efforts to impress coworkers, friends, girlfriends or
boyfriends, reaching standards of achievement such as cars, houses, furniture, electronics,
investments, and everything associated with them.
e. Prime
By this time most individuals, barring misfortune, have accumulated a skill set
impressive enough to secure advanced jobs with salaries that grant the freedom to fulfill
long standing dreams and map out one’s own future. Many are thinking of marriage and
children coming along soon, if this is not already a facet of their lives, as well as preparing for
the financial needs of retirement, dealing with insurance issues, bills, and everything else
relevant to management of an estate. They have established a network of professional and
personal contacts, and know or can find out how to respond to most issues of work or
money. Reaching a peak level of dynamism coincides with primary responsibility in difficult
situations: natural disasters, social upheaval, a population’s health emergencies and
everything of maximum volatility and technicality put those in their prime in axial position.
Demanding schedules make balancing work, home and family life almost insuperably taxing,
a dilemma that has ramifications for future health and quality of life as stress and sleep
deprivation become a companion of every moment.
f. Middle age
Those lucky enough to reach occupational and financial stability transition into the role
of ethical leadership, reflecting upon and crafting values of a society. They rise to positions
requiring analysis of broad experience and overarching social issues, possessing the most
refined and sought after opinions offered by their cultures. These individuals must grapple
with corruption that gets more prevalent the closer one approaches to upper echelons of an
organization, and prospects of huge populations are in their hands. They are also faced with
many personal obligations: tending to transformations in their love life, helping children
make the transition to adulthood, caring for aging parents, as well as coping with their own
increasingly vulnerable health.
g. Retirement age
As children move out of the house and careers draw to a close, individuals redirect
attention to their personal lives, which change in significant ways. Busy, sometimes frantic
obligations are replaced by more down time to socialize and reflect. Effort is devoted to
renewing intimacy in spousal relationships or at least maintaining a dependable partnership.
The retired fashion new lifestyles by becoming avid hobbyists, perhaps travelling, connecting
with a small but cozy group of friends, visiting family, trying to stay active and involved.
Declining health contributes to bonds within aging couples as they get their affairs in order,
make a will, and take care of each other in times of illness.
h. Elderly
When old age sets in, life can grow to be tough, with changing biorhythms putting
individuals out of sync with surroundings, decreased mobility, many more health hazards simply tripping and falling can be deadly - and the deaths of friends, family and spouses.
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Control must be relinquished to younger generations, often direct descendants, who are
instrumental in making sure they are cared for, and life typically ends in a medical setting
where the elderly hopefully have support necessary to rest content with their final days and
avoid being taken advantage of.
Unlike every other animal species, even the most high functioning, human
development has revolutionized within almost infinitesimal amounts of time from the
vantage point of civilization’s history let alone Earth’s, and with most of this change
attributable to exceedingly pliant brain and behavioral plasticity, essentially learning and
conditioning, drastic alteration will perhaps persist unabated. The 21st century may
continue to rapidly diverge from precedents and ideals of the 20th.

7. Avoidance of Diminishing Health
The core of our approach to health is pain management; pain tells us when we are
unhealthy, what doctors should do to treat us, and how we arrived at poor health. The
purpose of pain in the first place, as a cornerstone of behavior and life itself, is mitigation
and prevention of damage to the body by avoidance response to pain-inducing stimuli. It is
likely that every organism with a nervous system and a brain has pain experience. Though
this commonality exists, pain can likely be integrated into stream of consciousness in ways
that differ greatly from the human experience, as species evince a wide array of
neuromaterial tissues. Organisms that have substantial brains experience emotions in
conjunction with pain, such as fear, relief, anger, sadness, and may also respond emotionally
to the perceived pain of other organisms, related feelings of alarm, shock or empathy.
Cognition can override compulsions set in motion by pain sensations in many cases, which is
obviously true for humans, as we are constantly dismissing or submerging pain in order to
satisfy intentions and carry long-term goals to completion. It is common for many species to
enjoy inflicting pain under some circumstances with varying degrees of malice, probably an
aspect of the predator/prey relationship that reached its most psychically elaborate
manifestation as human cruelty, surfacing in all kinds of places such as verbal altercation,
military combat, revenge, punishment and justice.
The institution of medicine is a means for responding intellectually to the experience of
pain, as doctors with their specialized training administer treatments and educate the public.
They have studied the types of pain pertaining to their fields in great detail and can usually
determine which examinations or lab work are necessary simply from patient descriptions
and presentation. The main categories of medical pain management and response are
disease, injury, psychological and aging.
a. Disease
Diseases can be divided into two types, those with localized symptoms and those with
systemic symptoms. Diseases confined to a specific area of the body are easier to diagnose,
and general practitioners can make referral to a specialist without much difficulty in most
instances. Systemic symptoms arise at some point from the majority of diseases and usually
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require lab work to identify the cause, for immune system response does not vary widely
from case to case: some combination of fever, nausea, congestion, aching or tiredness is the
usual accompaniment of most serious illnesses.
b. Injury
Injury is the easiest condition to diagnose because patients are usually aware of the
event that caused it, though pain can sometimes be deceptive, radiating and accentuating in
distant parts of the body. Imaging technology such as x-ray and MRI can normally pinpoint
the source and provide clear implications for treatment: surgery, physical therapy,
immobilization or swelling reduction.
c. Psychological
Psychological ailments are hard to diagnose due to the complexity of interactions
between conscious, unconscious and nonconscious factors; the psyche can produce
exclusively physical symptoms, and physical problems can impute only psychological
indicators, with a vast spectrum of intermediacy. Repression - a submergence of disturbing
memories in the unconscious - necessitates long periods of conversation-based treatment
and creative analysis, sometimes lasting years, if the original context is to be brought to light
and dealt with. The delicacy and idiosyncratic nature of the brain itself is also a complication;
treating this organ directly is so perilous that tweaking its chemistry slightly with medication
has been the most selected contemporary option, and even this poses risks, resulting in
many systemic side effects and addictive dependencies. Despite this, it is undeniable that
some form of health care is called for, and much effort is being made to enhance and
innovate medical approaches to stress, sleep deprivation, traumatic memory, and further
physiological risk factors for the decline of mental health.
d. Aging
The aging process is central to health care strategy as risk factors of heredity, lifestyle
and functional degeneration multiply gigantically. With the advent of modern medicine,
lifespans are so much longer that caring for persistent needs of the elderly is a huge financial
effort, but this growing population benefits our advancement via the documentation of
many more cases and an opportunity to try new treatments on a large scale. The
technologizing of health care, with many recent breakthroughs in surgical and diagnostic
method, can probably count aging citizens as indispensable.
Though medical care is one of our most successful, respected institutions, it is far from
infallible, for long waits to be seen by a doctor, rushed appointments with swamped medical
staff, exorbitant cost to patients, and of course the lack of transparency as well as fairness
that pervades any massive and essential institution can be a typical concern. Luckily, those
who practice medicine are some of the smartest, most educated members of a whole
society and can advocate effectively for improvements when motivated to do so.
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ii. Scientific Models
8. A Brief History of Quantification in Science
Etiologies of early humans were mythical, the world populated by spiritual entities,
including humans who used spells, incantations, ritualized acts of all sorts to summon,
supplicate and grapple with causality from out of mystical ideation and a mechanistic
ignorance punctuated by technical insight into the solution of practical difficulties. A human
being could adroitly design a hunting spear and at the same time believe supernatural spirits
determined one’s fate in every venture. Prehistoric human reasoning, the sublimation of
affective and perceptual experience within a state of awareness displaying the planet's apex
creativity, spun its world into what seems to many “moderns” an outlandish mixture of the
pragmatic and fantastical.
Writing was a gamechanger, especially recorded measurements, for humans could
extend quantification beyond the immediate environment to seasons, celestial bodies, and
the general passing of time, rendering a broader swath of reality cogent and predictable.
Humanity moved away from notions of spirit as the essence of reality to a world of material
substances evincing signs of spirit, more serried as technology became pervasive in civilized
settings. Existence transitioned from numinous augury towards analytical prediction of
inanimate particulars as inert, nonvitalistic objects of spiritual intentions. Mathematical
mensuration and calculation blended with premonitional intuiting and practical problemsolving to produce astrology, symbolic architecture and all the hermetic arts. Causality
fractured into the corporeal and incorporeal realms, a division of spirit into materiality and
soul.
Pioneering thinkers tried to conceptualize humanity's growing sense for the
orderedness of environments, with observation and contemplation of the natural world
becoming less superstitious and more systematic. An almost religious significance was
attributed to mathematical abstraction's power to harness material phenomena, notions
developing parallel to math's use for standardizing value with currency in economies of
trade throughout the civilized world. Philosophical cults of mathematics such as the
Pythagoreans of ancient Greece attempted to explain complementarity between tangible
and mathematical form, seeking to fashion their ideas into principles for orderly and
measured existence, mediating the material and immaterial. Plato’s conceptualizing of the
forms climaxed these efforts to comprehend the relationship of number with nature and
soul ('nous'), alongside closely linked attempts at inferring conclusions about total,
'metaphysical' causality, human nature and optimal action.
Plato placed great emphasis on the concept of ‘logos’, a crystallization of the idea that
intrinsic order is accessible as rational truth obtainable from reflection, musings abetted by
language use, a means to validate, refute and refine opinions in the context of amicable
argumentation. Conviction that viewpoints must be explicitly justifiable, probably brought
to the foreground of Athenian philosophy by a democratic system of disputative, orationbased government in search of consensus, stimulated development of rhetoric, then an
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empirical analysis of 'logic', the nature of proof. In math, procedures that prove inferences
technically came to prominence also, as antiquity's philosophers deduced truths from basic
axioms to systematize mathematical knowledge and practice, increasing the clarity with
which math is thought about and applied.
Ancient Greeks did not yet have Arabic numerals, so even elementary computations
such as multiplication were cumbersome, requiring considerable expertise. With these
limitations, they relied on geometry to do algebra. Solving for unknowns was not
accomplished with expressions, as language, but rather using interrelations of geometric
objects manipulated according to the laws and principles of ideal shapes in order to balance
quantities and obtain ratios and equivalences. Euclid's Elements formulated a theoretical
framework for the discipline of algebraic geometry, and together with additional works of
early mathematicians, most of which have been lost to us, introduced the paradigm of
quantitatively defined systems of shapes that would be so crucial to scientific modeling.
Geometry-based algebra and deduction never became scientific during antiquity, as
the ancients did not manage to synthesize it with empiricism. Aristotle, Plato's pupil and a
devoted naturalist, was concerned to catalogue facts within numerous categories of
academic knowledge he and his associates were striving to expand and diversify, as well as
with making hypotheses for testing intuitions, a sort of qualitative protoscience. Plato's
vision of centering progress on the integration of ideas via defining them with mathematical
form was never fully embraced and assimilated by the empirical schools of thought Aristotle
inspired.
After the heyday of Platonic and Aristotelian analysis, when ancient Greek academies
were on the cusp of a modernlike science organized around quantitative theorizing,
qualitative thinking was the rule in Europe’s metaphysics and natural philosophy, influenced
by an up and coming Christian religion with its emphasis on introspection, personal devotion,
and submission to spiritual authority, put on full display by profound but more informal and
unsystematic authorship such as St. Augustine's Confessions. Advancement of academia
stagnated, and philosophical schools closed when, despite centuries of tradition, the
populace lost interest in nonreligious commitments that probably no longer seemed
relevant. With decline and fall of the Roman empire, then the collapse of a Frankish empire
that had initiated the 8th-9th century Carolingian Renaissance, a brief effulgence of study,
only Arab scholarship and preservation of Greek accomplishments prevented Western
empiricism and philosophical math from being lost to civilization.
Europe slogged through its 10th century dark age at an intellectual nadir, entering the
Middle Ages with poor health, concentrating population, and a desperate need for medicine,
but three centuries were required for the continent's knowledge to again reach B.C.E. levels.
In Western physiology, such as it was, explanations based on concepts like bodily humors
predominated, the harmful technique of bleeding patients prevailed, also notions of
medicinal benefit based on likenesses between superficially similar objects - cauliflower for
the brain for instance. An interest in logical verification began to revive as Scholasticism, but
this was at first concerned more with theology and metaphysics than advancing technology
within the corporeal sphere.
Confusion about the material world was rampant in early Medieval thought, with it not
being at all clear to Westerners which commonalities amongst phenomena were significant
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enough to be the basis of explanation, and which negligible or chimerical. Features of reality
were conceived as microcosmic, symbolic, and objects understood as analogous to each
other in ways Moderns easily debunked by more systematic analysis. European
conceptualizings of the world were in turmoil as this continent had failed to preserve
precedents from antiquity, with almost no application of mathematics to natural philosophy.
Technological utilization of math was likewise underperforming, limited to construction of
drafty castles, geometrically simple towns and the first cathedrals, forging of handmade
weaponry, all esoteric crafts that were not even in the same ballpark as modernity's
standardized and scaled-up analyticity.
Meanwhile, Arabs had committed to a study of Aristotelian philosophy, incorporating
some of these concepts into Islamic thought. They had adopted Hindu numerals, which
increased ease of mathematical calculation, and also developed linear algebra, solving for
unknown values using languagelike statements. These innovations simplified numerical
problem-solving and made possible more intensive geometry when a coordinate system was
later introduced to make spatial objects interchangeable with algebraic equations called
'functions', which are much simpler to work with, a synthesis that laid the foundation for
quantitative modeling.
During the European Renaissance, interest in Greek and Roman civilizations gained
steam, and artists rose to the challenge of their past's masterpieces. Visual artistry soon
sought to surpass ancient motifs of ideal form, including human form, becoming concerned
with achieving greater realism, representing both humanity and nature in an accurate way,
making lifelike impressions within all genres. This humanist aesthetic consisted in
heightened regard for the details of sense-perceptual structure and its workings, delving into
deeper technicality than mere concepts and stylings of piety, passion and the desired. Some
such as Leonardo de Vinci were forward-thinking: he meticulously studied human anatomy,
the anatomy of organic life, and natural form generally, complementing these pursuits with
an interest in the architecture of technologies, making copious blueprints of engineering
designs. In his work, we can see material and anatomical knowledge merging with the idea
of machine, presaging modern science. As studied observation revivified and advanced, the
structures and processes of corporeal and organismal bodies were increasingly viewed as
composed of parts coordinating mechanistically.
Isaac Newton’s notion of gravitation was revolutionary, as it made quantitative the
most constant phenomenon on Earth, the tendency of bodies to accelerate towards our
planet's surface, also accounting for synchronized behaviors of objects in outer space, the
orbiting and wobbling both generated by mutual pull. Conceptualizing of gravity allowed
positions and motions of any macroscopic object in the solar system to be analogized with
any other in terms of size, speed and friction. However, applying this idea required better
mathematical techniques, a powerful way of analyzing geometrical figures that would
enhance capacity to precisely quantify properties of more complex shapes needed for
modeling the dimensionality of matter in contemporaneous physics' brave new world.
These geometries of multiform and asymmetric curvature were intricate enough that their
most specific values, particular points along their lengths, and their most general values,
averagings of the space encompassed within their ranges, made traditional techniques that
relied on direct measurement insufficient for defining mathematical structure.
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Newton resolved difficulties presented by mathematical analysis of an expanding
assortment of 'physical' phenomena - contents of the material world interpreted as
subsisting in mechanistic systems - with calculus. It was a paradigm for assimilating more
esoteric geometry into practical usage using 'limits', which are essentially solutions of
procedures for making successively closer approximations to a figurate value and then
estimating the actual value by extrapolation once negligible imprecision has been reached.
Ancient Greeks had utilized the concept of a limit in engineering as rudimentary applications
of the method of exhaustion, their incrementally closer approximations to values such as the
area of a circle, the volume of a sphere or the weight of a column, but Newton generalized
this into an algebra of limits, the laws, principles and methods of calculus by which any
average or specific value can be easily obtained within a data set of any geometry by
manipulations of the corresponding function. Figures of any kind could be fitted to
phenomena and their functions calculatively processed with as much exactness as necessary,
then the many functions of empirical investigations averaged or otherwise synthesized into
modeling expressions called 'formulas'. Formulized phenomena were integrated in the
context of quantified gravitation operative on all, a framework potent enough to make the
era's whole cosmos of sense-perceptual scale describable as numerically defined mechanism.
Giant leaps in prediction capability ensued from which were assembled what has come to be
known as ‘classical physics’, the bedrock of structural engineering.
Around this same time, the Early Modern period of the 17th and beginning of the 18th
centuries, uncertainty intrinsic to theoretical modeling began to preoccupy the minds of
natural philosophers and mathematicians. A facet of criticality blossomed within systematic
thinking that called into question many conventions, influenced by cosmos-shattering
discoveries in astronomy, which tried to make sense of the conditionality of truth, its
context dependency and tendency to obsolesce. It was becoming clear that order in the
known universe is not strictly spiritual, material or mathematical in the mold of any previous
tradition, but nonetheless patterned in intelligible ways, and this enigmatic logicality came
under close scrutiny. A chasm opened up in the midst of human knowledge, cognizance of
disjunction between logical parameters of the reflective mind and mechanistic laws of the
natural universe, mediated by a theoretical empiricism that might trump every accepted
intuition, assumption, belief and institution thus far garnering consent. The mechanistic
universe would wax ever more deceptive, with systematic reality bizarrely engendering
systematic fallacy and ultimately systematic doubt as a core mindset.
Critical empiricism became standard methodology, bolstered first by many unintuitive
findings of early laboratory and naturalistic observation, then differentiating into disciplines
of speculative hypothesis and generalizing theory, initial incarnations of chemistry, biology,
politics and economics. Advances in optical instrumentation between the 16th and 18th
centuries transformed worldviews by revealing the astronomically large and microscopically
small, with mathematics employed to model this profusion of fact and knowledge as
quantitative data analyzed by way of assistance from calculus for patterns of proportion,
rate, and extrapolated or interpolated trending. Interpretations of fact into geometrical
form made the contents yielded by analytical techniques much more analogizable in their
structure, with theorizing in all academic fields growing more cohesive even as knowledge
broadened in scope.
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Alchemy had been amassing a large collection of precedents regarding what seemed
like almost miraculous transformations in material substances. As measurement and
controlled experimentation achieved exacting preciseness, systematic principles of the
changes in matter became apprehensible. It was shown in every test that material is never
created nor destroyed but only converted into a different form; entropy - the disorder in a
system - inclines towards increase; and there are a finite though vast number of possible
combinations and dissolutions of what transitioned in the human mind from hylic form with
numinous animation to inanimate, physical matter conforming to mechanistic laws. The
new science of experimental chemistry had major implications for comprehension of
biological systems in which many of the same principles applied, cuing the field of organic
chemistry.
Quantifying in physics and chemistry spilled into the arena of what can be classified as
protoscientific ecology, with modeling of human populations for economic and political
theorizing, then animal and plant populations for knowledge of nature, an effort to make
cultural engineering of civilization in institutional settings more cogent and optimizable. The
insight that diverse species evolve from common ancestors in a process of mutation,
adapting to natural environments, then deeper understanding of inherited bioactivity as
mechanism, were conjoined with quantitative modeling of matter and rates of replication,
expansion and contraction on macroscopic and microscopic levels to unify chemistry,
biology and genetics. Greater understanding of life's biochemistry, physiology and evolution
led to modernized medicine, advances such as anesthetics, antibiotics, prophylactics, better
surgical procedures, synthetic manufacture of pharmaceuticals, a whole industry of
improved health care.
On the inanimate side of knowledge, inorganic chemistry and mechanization of
manufacturing fueled industrial revolutions, along with a reciprocating consumer culture of
demand for mass produced and distributed products. Infrastructure technology increased
the volume of world trade and the international influence of political institutions that
regulate it. In the 20th century, wars became global events, as did economic cycles,
population exploded as mortality declined, civilization was saturating the planet. As gaps
between centers of population and commerce began to fill in, consciousness of the
interrelatedness and joint future of all life dawned on humanity and the concept of
‘ecosystem’ was introduced. As technology impacted nature in escalating ways, it became
clear that humans could diminish their own prospects by plundering of the Earth’s resources,
and ecological thought with a view towards sustainability fitfully made its way into the
public’s decision-making.
The pursuit of knowledge is maturing into science, our world revolving around
research, innovation and efficiency. Human life fast becomes a mechanistic system,
centered on theoretical models that shape the environment via technology and dispel many
long-standing uncertainties, though the awesome power of nature still humbles us on a
regular basis. While technical progress seems indomitable, ethical issues loom larger as the
behavior of populations in one region or even small cadres of scientists can impact the
whole globe. Managing amplification of both cultural rivalries and conflicting priorities as
well as the more catastrophic potential of single errors is an ongoing challenge. The
requisite that humans mobilize huge, optimized group actions for international need and the
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vulnerable interests of our descendants, logistically demanding for everyone, means that
even average individuals must think seriously about remodeling outlooks on finance, their
political lives, and assume greater responsibility for the future of civilization. Quantification
is a blessing and a curse, powering advance, but also engendering and bringing to our
attention phenomena at the intersection of nature and technology that in their unintuitive
novelty are nearly incomprehensible to us. Society depends on a commitment to proceed
rationally and moderately, reflecting on the nature of both the cosmos and culture as we
travel together at an accelerating rate down the path of our inextricably linked human
futures.

9. Basic Physical Matter
Based on the combination of quantum mechanics, particle physics, and relativity
theory’s interpretation of gravity, scientists have proposed synthesis of five ‘string theory’
models as a plausible but not yet testable description of modern physics’ fundamentals,
called M-theory. To the extent that it can be visualized at all, this quantitative architecture
proffers an image of infinitesimally small one dimensional strings produced by the vibrating
of two dimensional membranes in ten or eleven dimensions. More than a hundred
thousand string structures have been hypothesized.
Moving to the much larger but still subatomic, there are three main types of
elementary particles that have been discovered in experiments carried out with the atom
smashing and splitting power of particle accelerators and elsewhere: hadrons (e.g. protons,
neutrons, hyperons and mesons), fermions (e.g. quarks, electrons and neutrinos), and
bosons (e.g. gluons and photons).
The chemistry of atoms is primarily determined by the type of hadron called a proton,
an atom's locus of electromagnetic charge located in its nucleus. The baryons are any type
of hadron equal to or larger than the mass of a proton; this includes protons, neutrons and
hyperons listed from smallest to largest. Protons are positively charged, while neutrons and
hyperons have no charge. Mesons, also a type of hadron, exert the force that binds these
particles together, intermediate in mass between a proton and an electron. Hadrons are
aggregates of a fermion called a quark, and quarks are held together by the force of gluons,
a kind of boson.
Leptons are an additional category of larger fermion. The most important type of
lepton for atomic structure is an electron, of small mass compared to protons and neutrons
which are both the kind of hadron called a nucleon characteristically residing in the atomic
nucleus and in relation to which electrons form stable arrangements. An electron has a
negative charge that attracts it to protons in the nucleus, with each single electron of equal
and opposite electromagnetic strength to a single proton despite the large disparity in mass.
Electromagnetism causes electrons to remain in the nucleus’ sphere of influence, called an
'orbit'.
Bosons are nearly massless particles. One of the most chemically important types of
boson is the photon, a packet of electromagnetic radiation absorbed and emitted by
electrons and additional kinds of matter. Photons travel at extremely high speeds, almost
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two hundred thousand miles per second in a vacuum, and take the form of a wave while
passing through atomic mediums. They seem able to spontaneously pop in and out of
existence, behavior defying our conceptualizings of spacetime continuity.
There are four fundamental forces. The ‘strong force’ is mediated by mesons and
binds the atomic nucleus together. The ‘weak force’ is associated with electrons; it involves
beta decay, the type of radioactivity that emits them, and in the case of neutron decay
specifically, a splitting of neutrons into electrons and nearly massless neutrinos which are
both ejected from the nucleus. The ‘electromagnetic force’ is attraction between positively
and negatively charged particles, responsible for bringing protons and electrons into stable
alignments and moving them about. ‘Gravitational force’ results from energy differentials
between objects tied to their discrepancies in mass, causing them to exert mutual pull, no
matter how slight; this effect has only been detectable in relation to large celestial objects.
A massless particle called a graviton is hypothesized as responsible for the force of gravity.
Physicists would like to formulate a model that unifies these forces, a “theory of everything”,
with M-theory being the most promising candidate so far, though not yet testable in the lab.
Cutting edge theorizing in modern physics from the latter 20th century onward has
often suggested that we live in a “holographic universe”, existing in five or more dimensions
while projecting what we perceive and classify in three and four dimensions. This might
provide explanation for phenomena such as 'quantum tunneling', in which subatomic
particles as observed in three dimensions seem to disappear in one place and almost
instantaneously appear a distance away, possibly traveling through the speculated medium
of supradimensional wormholes.
Based on some interpretations of the math, physicists have estimated that 99% of the
universe’s mass is undetectable by instruments directly, substance called ‘dark matter’, very
much a mystery. ‘Quantum entanglement’ is a phenomenon of synchronicity, with
behaviors of similar particles, particularly spins of electrons or wave phases of photons,
being linked across even large distances in some experimental contexts. Attempted
explanations are on the forefront of modern theory, still at this stage highly speculative.

10. Chemistry
Chemistry is the science that describes and predicts behaviors and interactions of
atoms. It has progressed through multiple stages since the time when John Dalton first
outlined qualities of this fundamental unit of chemical reactivity. The plum pudding model
visualized atoms as an etherlike material embedded with charged particles. The gold foil
experiment, in which protons were fired with high speed at a sheet of the metal only a few
atoms thick, produced the surprising outcome of a small percentage of protons ricocheting
back at their source and the rest passing through unobstructed. From this result, chemists
derived a model of the atom as a dense, positively charged and extremely small nucleus
surrounded by even tinier electrons, the matrix of which is mostly empty space. Based on
the dynamism of electrons, especially in relation to absorption and emission of photons as
well as the flexibility of electron arrangement in various molecular configurations, it is
believed they are in perpetual motion, enveloping the nucleus in patterns which can
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however be altered by energy input, even liberated from nuclei under some conditions, as
electricity that can be made to flow towards positively charged nodes, conducted by
sequences of metal atoms or their alloys in structures such as copper wires.
The behavior of all chemicals is closely related to energy content and transfer, driving
their motions as well as the formation and dissolution of chemical bonds; temperature is a
measure of motion in matter as indicative of relative energy. Each atom or distinctive
combination of atoms has a characteristic freezing point, the temperature at or below which
a chemical is in the solid phase, also called the melting point as any temperature above this
induces transition to the liquid phase. A temperature above each chemical's unique
sublimation point converts it into the gas phase, and extremely high temperatures such as
those in stars like our sun generate the plasma phase, also located at a different point for
each type of chemical.
The essential determiner of an atom’s behavior is the number of protons in the
nucleus, totaled as the ‘atomic number'. Protons establish an atom’s affinity for electrons
and its bonding properties; atoms with the same atomic number are members of the same
type, called a chemical 'element'. Isolated atoms of any element in its generic form have the
same number of electrons as protons, a baseline condition of no net charge. The periodic
table organizes elements according to proton variability in multiple rows and columns. The
rows consist of a listing from left to right, like an English paragraph, with each next element
in the row having one additional proton, and the beginning of each new row continuing the
sequence. The first row contains two elements: first is single proton hydrogen perched like
a cherry on top of the farthest left column, and the second is two proton helium atop the
furthest right column. There are eight columns in the second and third rows.
Behavior of electrons is described by the theory of layers of electron shells composed
of orbitals. The first shell, closest to the nucleus, can contain two electrons in its only orbital,
with the added shell of the second and then third row being successively farther from the
nucleus and each holding up to eight electrons in four orbitals. Each orbital holds up to two
electrons with opposite spins according to the ‘Pauli exclusion principle’. The number of
electrons in the outermost orbital and the distance of this orbital from the nucleus
determines chemical behavior of the atom, with elements of each column having the same
number of electrons in their outer orbital(s) and exhibiting similar properties.
The farthest right column has a full outer shell and so these elements tend not to take
part in chemical reactions; they are called noble gases. The farthest left column has one
electron in its outer orbital and so easily loses this electron to other atoms, becoming
positively charged in the process - a ‘cation’ - which adheres to negative charge; these are
the highly reactive alkali metals. The secondmost right column is made up of the halogens,
gases at room temperature with seven electrons in their outer orbital. They strongly attract
electrons in order to fill their outer shell and form especially stable bonds by acquiring an
overall negative charge of one from an alkali, combining with these metal cations as an
‘anion’. An exemplary bonding of this kind is NaCl, table salt, composed of Na+ (a sodium
cation) and Cl- (a chlorine anion), extremely difficult to split by heating. It also has a very
high melting point, a temperature that exceeds most conditions on the surface of our planet.
The leftmost two columns are quintessential metals and the rightmost three columns are
representative gases; while charged, the two groups react readily with each other, forming
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ionic bonds in what are called chemical ‘compounds’ by completely filling or vacating their
outer shells. Compounds tend to pack into crystal lattices.
Water (H2O) can almost completely dissociate many ionic compounds such as NaCl;
these aqueous salt solutions conduct electricity and actuate 'dynamic equilibrium', a
bonding cycle between three components: slightly polar water molecules (two positively
charged extremities of hydrogen and one negatively charged oxygen extremity - bent
somewhat in the middle with oxygen at the fulcrum), cations such as Na+, and anions such as
Cl-, together participating in a flux of uniting and separating that is vital to organic chemistry,
the functionality of living systems. Chemicals of any type, while in the liquid, gas or plasma
phase, tend to diffuse from areas where they are in higher concentrations to areas of lower
concentration, a process that inclines mixtures to become more homogeneous, but particles
are in constant motion no matter how uniform their composition becomes, hence the
"dynamic" quality of equilibrium. Solids of course do not diffuse but form various kinds of
slightly resonant grains or crystals. All salts, due to the electromagnetic charges of
constituent particles, have dissociative properties as solutes in aqueous solvent or liquid
matter of any polarity, transforming from the solid phase into dissolved, diffusing ions in
these conducive solutions.
Covalent bonds occur when atoms do not gain or lose electrons and become charged,
but rather share electrons to achieve mutually filled outer orbitals; these are called
‘molecules’. O2 is an example: an oxygen atom needs two extra electrons to fill its six
electron outer orbital, so in Earth’s atmosphere it forms a very stable double bond to itself
with new orbitals distributing two electrons between the two nuclei. Orbitals can acquire a
finite quantity of shapes, all maximizing distances between electrons with their negative
charges that repel each other. Molecular shapes often optimize overall stability by
unequally distributing electron position in relation to constituent atoms and thus charge.
Unequal distribution of charge between the nuclei of covalently bonded atoms produces a
polar molecule, and equal distribution a nonpolar one.
The middle of the fourth row down to the bottom of the periodic table is made up of
transition metals, which as a group fill sixteen orbitals of their outer ‘shell’ or energy level in
alternating fashion, and have a unique character. They form weaker ionic and covalent
bonds while having metallic properties like electrical conductance and charge fluctuations as
isolated elements; some common examples are iron, silver, copper, tin, aluminum, and gold.
They usually occur in nature weakly bonded with many other atoms as ‘ores’ from which
they can be purified by chemical processing. The latter portion of the periodic table consists
of the heaviest elements such as uranium and plutonium that are ‘radioactive’, emitting two
protons and two neutrons at a time (a helium nucleus) - alpha decay - until they reach a
sufficiently stable state to cease the process; their rate of decay is called a ‘half-life’. They
also tend to be found in ores from which they can be purified. The most massive elements
are so unstable that they have only been momentarily generated in a lab, to this point found
nowhere in the natural environments of Earth.
Each electron in an atomic orbital has a particular energy associated with its activity.
When it encounters a photon of specific electromagnetic frequency and wavelength, it
absorbs that photon and jumps to a higher energy level corresponding with an orbital more
distant from the nucleus, often in an entirely different shell. When it falls back to its ground
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state energy level it emits a specific variety of photon, radiating light of a characteristic hue.
Thus all atomic elements and their many combinations in compounds and molecules have a
unique absorption and emission spectrum consisting of electromagnetic radiation associated
with the continual elevating and depressing of electrons between orbitals they inhabit.
Atoms also contain neutrons in their nuclei, usually in the same amount as protons or
slightly larger amounts; they are a bit heavier than protons and roughly double an atom’s
mass, represented by the ‘atomic mass number’. A small percentage of an element’s atoms
have more neutrons, such as the two extra neutrons in carbon-14 as opposed to the much
more common, stable form carbon-12. These extra neutrons are emitted in a phenomenon
of radioactive decay and half-life, and their atoms are called ‘isotopes’.
The further an outer electron shell is from the nucleus, the less tightly an atom attracts
these electrons, so lower rows of more massive elements form weaker chemical bonds that
are more easily breakable, and are less violently reactive. This gives them many biological
functions as flexible components with a vast variety of emergent architectures when
conjoined to all kinds of atoms, molecules and compounds.
Hydrogen, the smallest element, is unique in that it has a dual nature. It can donate an
electron like a metal, emptying its outer, two electron supporting shell, forming a cation that
ionically bonds to halogens and other electron acceptor elements like alkalis do, such as in
the compound HCl (hydrochloric acid). It also can bond more covalently in molecules such
as H2O and CH4 (methane), with more hydrogen decreasing polarity as a general rule.
Molecules containing hydrogen can form hydrogen bonds, a light covalency between
hydrogen atoms in distinct molecules or parts of molecules. In water, hydrogen dissociates
to varying degrees as a cation from compounds, and also from polar molecules that contain
it, with larger amounts of proton-donating resulting in greater acidity, a proton merely being
a positively charged hydrogen nucleus. pH (percent hydrogen) is a measure of the proton
content in aqueous solution. The pH of water is a baseline 'neutral' condition of pH 7. The
lower the number, the greater the proton (electron-lacking hydrogen) content; solutions
below neutral pH are acidic, and substances that increase acidity when introduced to neutral
solutions are called 'acids', while pH's above neutral are basic, with substances that elevate
the pH of neutral solutions being 'bases'. All aqueous solutions conduct electricity like salts,
for even pure liquid water involves a dynamic equilibrium between H2O molecules and
dissociated H+ and OH- ions, with greater ion content generally augmenting a solution's
conductance. The chameleonlike properties of hydrogen make it a key player in biological
systems.
Carbon, a small element with two shells and four electrons in its outer orbital, forms
anywhere from one to four very stable covalent bonds, a strength and versatility that makes
it the foundation of organic chemistry, with almost all large bioactive molecules having a
carbon chain as their backbone. The behavior of these carbon-based molecules depends on
which molecular complexes are bonded to the backbone, called ‘functional groups’. The
same functional group has similar characteristics wherever it is found in a molecule, and
different collectives form unique structural arrangements.
There are three main classes of organic molecule: carbohydrates, fats, and proteins.
The building blocks of carbohydrates are sugars, carbon chains in spatial orientations such as
fibers or rings, with many attached functional groups. Fats are made of lipids, carbon chains
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with mostly hydrogen atoms, capable of attaching to many other atoms and molecules at
various points down their length, especially at each tip. Proteins are made of amino acids,
which are more nitrogen-rich molecules (there are typically twenty amino acids active in the
chemistry of Earth’s organisms) forming chains with a wide variety of functional group
combinations and precisely located larger atoms such as transition metals (iron as an oxygen
carrier in the protein ‘hemoglobin’ within red blood cells, for instance). This extreme
variability in protein composition generates all kinds of three dimensional shapes and sites
of reaction with surrounding environments, providing the foundation for both organic
metabolism and biological structure. Thus, what we model with the science of chemistry
ascends to more complex levels of organization from which life springs.

11. Living Cells
One curious scientist put a sample of cork under a 17th century microscope and beheld
tiny empty chambers he neologized with the term ‘cell’. Inspection of water samples
revealed a miniature world full of microscopic creatures: blobs called amoebas creeping
along; ovals with hairlike cilia for swimming; whipping flagella tails corkscrewing cylindershaped microorganisms through solution. Tissue samples evoked similar images of colonies
of round or oblong microstructures glued together; the living world seemed to be
constituted of a single microscopic template. More powerful microscopes with thicker
lenses brought into focus further differentiation; each microorganism or tissue had a
differing internal structure, but there were some nearly universal components, especially in
eukaryotes, which were called ‘organelles’.
Cork chambers supplying the first evidence of cells were the hollow remains of ‘cell
walls’, found in almost all plant and most bacteria species, a combination of cellulose, a
fibrous sugar, pectins and resins for adherence and elasticity of these fibers, and xylem in
trees that gives wood its solidity, among sundry less concentrated substances. All cells of
prokaryotes and eukaryotes alike have a ‘cell membrane’, a phospholipid bilayer with
hydrophilic phosphate-group heads immersed in solution, and hydrophobic double-lipid tails
aligned in the middle. These membranes are full of all kinds of molecules specialized for
metabolism, cell-to-cell recognition and transport, with such intricacy that every single cell
membrane is slightly different, just like organisms at the macroscopic level. Membranes of
adjacent cells are connected by small regions called ‘gap junctions’ that partially unite their
chemistry; in cells with walls, apertures called ‘plasmodesmata’ provide space for gap
junctions to develop and function.
Solution inside the cell is divided into two main regions: ‘cytoplasm’ and ‘nucleus’. The
cytoplasm is the main body of a cell, full of all kinds of enzymatic and replicative activity
along with some large organelles. The nucleus is an internal sphere that holds the main
source of genetic material, chromosomes containing DNA molecules wound tightly and
condensed into slim bundles. Its membrane has sizable pores for diffusion and transport so
it can interact with cellular chemistry. Plant cells contain central vacuoles, water-filled
compartments that regulate the turgidity of rigid structures such as stems and branches; a
plant wilts because of dehydration from vacuoles.
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Plants are full of chloroplasts, especially their leaves; chlorophyll molecules in
chloroplasts give plants their green color and function as the UV light-sensitive pigment
upon which photosynthesis is based. Chloroplasts are descended from cyanobacteria that
formed a symbiotic relationship with an ancient prokaryote and retain some of their own
genetic material (the nucleus is also in symbiosis, descended from domain Archaea). The
fluid-filled internal solution of a chloroplast is the ‘stroma’; most photosynthesis occurs in
layers of membranes called ‘grana’ fixed inside. Electrons in chlorophyll molecules are
energized by light, and as they travel back down to their ground state energy level within
grana membranes via what is termed ‘electron transport’, an enzymatic process converts 6
H2O and 6 CO2 into C6H12O6, glucose, a sugar that is the basic long-term energy storage
molecule in plants and the foundation of Earth’s food chains; a net 6 O2 are expelled as gas
from the plant. ATP and NADPH, short-term energy molecules fueling enzyme activity, are
generated in the cytoplasm as initiated by metabolizing photosynthesis-produced sugar.
In the eukaryotic kingdoms, chloroplasts are only found in plants; kingdoms Animalia
and Fungi must break down sugar for energy with cellular respiration, which happens in
mitochondria, also descended from ancient bacteria and with some remnant DNA. The
solution internal to a mitochondrion is surrounded by two membranes, with the inner
membrane composed of infoldings called ‘cristae’ that are further increased in surface area
by thin protrusions called ‘microvillae’, sites of the metabolic ‘Krebs cycle’. Protons are
stripped from water in a process fueled by glucose and transported into the intermembrane
space, then produce a net gain of energy when they diffuse back into the interior through an
enzymatic complex containing the ATP synthase that captures this energy by bonding ADP to
an additional phosphate. Mitochondria exude as a byproduct a net 6 CO2 of gas and 6 H2O
of liquid from each glucose molecule. Large amounts of ATP travel out into the cytoplasm
where they supply energy for most cellular functions. Plants have smaller amounts of
mitochondria due to the lower metabolic demands of their stationary existence, which
mostly drive growth and repair.
An assembly line exists in the cell for production of complex molecules such as
enzymes. It begins with the ‘rough endoplasmic reticulum’, a thin, relatively long and
convoluted membranous sack studded with ribosomes (protein synthesizing enzymes), sites
for the initial building of amino acids into protein segments. The “rough”, ribosomed
endoplasmic reticulum morphs into ‘smooth endoplasmic reticulum’, similar in shape but
having the function of arranging precursor proteins into larger molecules with additional
features: carbohydrate chains, lipid attachments, and the 'quaternary' structure of hybrid
multiprotein units.
Once molecules have reached the end of their series of reactions in the reticulum, they
leave in ‘vesicles’, membrane-bound spheres that bud off the reticulum’s surface and then
merge with the ‘Golgi apparatus’, a series of flattened membranous sacks that looks like a
stack of pancakes. Vesicles transport macromolecules under construction perpendicularly
from membrane to membrane in sequence, finally budding off a vesicle with the finished
product, which enters the cytoplasm where it may release its contents to the cellular
solution, fuse with a membrane, or be expelled by the cell into intermembrane spaces like
the blood stream, lymph system or digestive system as well as into other cells.
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Lysosomes are specialized digestive vesicles holding concentrated enzymes, either
binding to other vesicles into which they release their contents or absorbing molecules.
They convert material into more basic units, extract energy, and fashion subunits for other
reactions.
The cell does not depend on diffusion alone but is densely packed with fibers and
filaments, the ‘cytoskeleton’, networks that guide and focus motions of particles, bringing
them into functional position, in addition to reinforcing the cell’s structural integrity. This
scaffolding is constantly being remodeled as the needs and role of a cell change in response
to its environment, a process that is much more vital than its invisibility to a light-based
microscope suggests. The bustling industry of a cell happens incredibly fast, chemical
reactivity on the scale of microseconds in a context of flexible, adaptable coordination.

12. Genetics
a. The history of genetics
At the end of the last ice age, roughly 10,000 B.C.E., humans began intensively
cultivating plants into crops and domesticating animals. Agriculture and livestock breeding
selected a modest set of desirable traits such as caloric content, palatability and medicinal
value, while animal husbandry improved strength, stamina, appearance and behavioral
profile in dogs, cats and additional quadrupeds for purposes such as companionship, packing,
herding, guarding, tracking, retrieving and aesthetic form. Since this selective breeding took
place over many millennia, general trends were not examined with any comprehensiveness
or much integration until life science commitments began to mature in the 19th century, at
which time biology expanded into a discipline with the breadth of systematic observation
and a scientific methodology sufficient to approach organic phenomena as well-defined
mechanisms in the context of progressing generalization, what had come to be called
‘theory’. Breeding of plants and animals became much more nuanced, trait variety
proliferated at an increasing rate, some of the same phenomena of diversification were
noted as happening spontaneously in natural environments via biological evolution, and
interest in applying controlled experimentation to the investigation of heredity came into
being.
The monk Gregor Mendel was the most well-organized early researcher into heredity,
putting together experiments at his monastery involving thousands of organisms to test
intuitions. His experimental subject of choice was the pea plant; he controlled crossfertilization and compiled data to establish statistical trends in select traits over multiple
generations. What he proved was that offspring in this species were not a perfect medium
between their parents, but produced either the chosen trait of one parent or the other in a
fixed ratio. For instance, tall pea plants and short pea plants did not result in middle sized
pea plants but either tall or short offspring, and pea plants with purple flowers and those
with white did not engender offspring with pink flowers but instead either purple or white.
Furthermore, in these two cases one trait was dominant (tall and purple
independently), occurring more often in mixed trait breeding, and one recessive (short and
white independently), surfacing less often. The ratio of dominant to recessive in the
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descendant generation of pure populations in which tall and short or purple and white had
been equally represented was almost exactly 75% to 25% in a sample size of thousands.
Breeding pure or 'homozygous' dominant populations produced 100% dominant, and
breeding only homozygous recessive plants produced 100% recessive. From this it was
apparent that both height and flower color in Mendel’s pea species are determined by two
constituents geneticists later termed ‘alleles’, one from each parent, in which only the
dominant is expressed in heterozygous offspring, but the recessive allele tags along in
heterozygous reproduction and can appear in small proportion from breeding of the second
generation. Thus, to Mendel is attributed our modern concept of the gene, a unit of
heredity with replicative outcomes that are often predictable in exactitude from traits of
parents, and not always in the way one would have expected from the bare notion of dyadic
sexual combination.
Meanwhile, invention and refinement of the microscope had opened up a whole new
miniature world for scrutiny by biologists, and it became clear from an accumulating
collection of viewings that all lifeforms seem to be composed of units called ‘cells’ enclosed
by a membrane, with internal features termed ‘organelles’. The witnessing of common cell
division - ‘mitosis’ - revealed the presence of 'chromosomes' that thicken and become visible
in the center of the cell during this process, featuring as the most prominent duplicated
structure of new cell genesis, which suggested a core functional role. Chromosomes were
soon found to reside in the nucleus under typical conditions, which by all indications seemed
to be a likely control center sequestered from the rest of the cell. Sex cells or ‘gametes’
were also observed, and each egg and sperm from female and male respectively were
shown to harbor half the number of chromosomes in a normal cell, which upon fusion form
a fertilized whole cell from which the rest of the organism develops. Chromosomes were
manifestly central to heredity as well as the locus of growth at the molecular level, and the
race was on to determine their composition and means of functioning.
Science discovered in the first half of the 20th century that chromosome structure is
based around a molecule called DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) wrapped up as a multilayered
winding of its long, stringy structure into a fibrous bundle, the behavior of which was still a
mystery. It was clear that DNA is composed of a small set of molecular parts likely existing in
a highly organized, recursive pattern, but the exact arrangement was not easy to discern.
Multiple models were proposed and uncertainty was the rule until the 1950’s when
researchers James Watson and Francis Crick solved the riddle, putting forward the correct
orientation of subunits that also gave significant clues as to what a gene is biochemically.
b. DNA and RNA
DNA has a double helix shape, made of two lengthy strands extending in a corkscrew
pattern, held together by comparatively weak bonds between medial molecules. The
laterally located backbone of each strand consists of deoxyribose, a pentagonal (five carbon)
sugar, connected to a single phosphate-based molecule, with this dual-faceted outer unit
repeating at regular intervals. The internal bonds of DNA are comprised of four types of
nucleotide base, with each single base fastened to a single sugar-phosphate unit. There are
two base pairs, Adenine (A) bonding with Thymine (T), and Cytosine (C) with Guanine (G).
The sequence of nucleotides contains the genetic code, with these rows, consisting of up to
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hundreds of millions of base pairs in a single human chromosome, regulating the production
of proteins that anchor all the biochemical pathways and constructions of a cell.
The basic unit of the genetic code is a ‘codon’ composed of three successive bases that
give instruction to manipulate a particular amino acid, which are the fundamental building
blocks of proteins. All eukaryotic (multi-celled) life forms, evidently descendants from a
single set of ancestral species by virtue of the following commonality, use the same 20
amino acids coded by 61 codons, with the total 64 possible being filled out by three ‘stop
codons’ signaling termination of a ‘gene’ or protein-generating sequence; one of the codons
is a ‘start codon’ causing every protein to begin with the same amino acid. The total of only
four bases minimizes mutational inaccuracies that would emerge from excessive complexity
while at the same time providing a template for substantial variability and new traits at a
sufficient rate for adaptation to changing environments. Redundancy of multiple codons
instructing for the same amino acid further mitigates impact of mutational processes, as
these transformations avoid being catastrophic to the workings of a cell by utterly
reconstituting proteins, with their intricate foldings and combinatorial properties, each time
a codon changes.
A molecule related to DNA called RNA (ribonucleic acid, having an extra oxygen atom
in each ribose sugar of its backbone) is also instrumental to the workings of the genetic code.
It is a single strand with Uracil (U) substituted for Cytosine (C) that blueprints amino acid
sequences with the same codon pattern as DNA. Its main role is as a messenger molecule
transmitting substance of the code out of the nucleus as a copy of DNA’s structure to make
possible processes of protein synthesis throughout the cell. It also participates in
transporting amino acids to proper sites for bonding into proteins, and also in catalyzing
protein synthesis as part of the structure of the ‘ribosome’, an enzymatic hybrid of RNA and
protein segments. DNA and RNA initiate all cellular biochemistry by dictating molecular
structure, and together with feedback loops that regulate their operations provide the
patterns and distribution of genetic information, a phenomenon the following theoretical
mechanisms model with superb reliability, allowing scientists to actually engineer genetic
code and its expression as technology for the sake of novel applications.
c. The molecular mechanisms of genetics
Genes are sections of the genetic code up to many thousands of base pairs long, each
providing instructions for synthesis of a particular protein. Gene expression is regulated by
epigenetic processes such as methylation - attaching of CH3 groups to the sugar-phosphate
backbone - and targeted unwinding of the DNA molecule for exposure to dissolved
substances in the nucleus, initiating diffusions and biochemical pathways which lead to
cytoplasmic solution outside the nucleus, the membranous surface of a cell with its
communicative markers, and ultimately levels of chemicals such as hormones, also
anatomical surfaces, and the environment external to an organism. Genes are organized
into larger units, like a biochemical paragraph of grammatical sentences, the hybrid
expression of which affects characteristics of macroscopic body parts and functions, such as
limb shape, skeletal structure or genitalia. The activation or suppression of genes at
different developmental stages and under varying environmental conditions plays a pivotal
role in growth as well as adjustment to adaptive demands in the short-term that occur
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cyclically (such as climate fluctuations) and to changes in physiological chemistry. There is
much more to be learned about interaction of DNA with natural selection and the chemistry
of cells; we have barely scratched the surface.
Translation of a gene encoded as base sequences of DNA into protein begins when an
enzyme called reverse transcriptase is prompted to unzip the relatively weak bonds of base
pairs and travel down one strand of the DNA molecule. As it proceeds it creates a singlestranded RNA molecule (with U instead of C) called mRNA (messenger RNA) that is a copy of
the opposite strand’s code. When this enzyme reaches the end of the gene, a stop codon, it
disengages and releases the mRNA molecule to nucleic solution. Proofreading functions do
occur to minimize errors, but occasionally the wrong base will be substituted in mRNA,
which is a source of mutation, altering protein coding. These subtle mutational events can
be magnified to much effect, transforming the internal environment of a cell in major ways,
for reasons to be described next.
Once the mRNA molecule has been completed, it leaves the nucleus and enters the
cytoplasm where its sequence of bases is replicated prolifically by the enzyme RNA
polymerase. This enzymatic process has no proofreading built in, so translation errors
abound and a whole host of even further modified code is constantly being generated.
Another RNA molecule called tRNA (transfer RNA) with an anticodon - opposites of the
mRNA codons - connected to some additional molecular material bonds to its specific amino
acid in reactions catalyzed by enzymes. Once tRNA and mRNA converge on a ribosome,
enzymes clamp the tRNA molecule to the corresponding codon of the mRNA strand and the
ribosome munches the mRNA lengthwise, in the process bonding amino acids in specified
sequence and emitting a fully formed chain - a protein - which then folds into a unique three
dimensional configuration produced by attractions between its amino acids, combining with
other substances such as additional proteins to assume its function in the cell, as a
membrane-bound identification marker, enzyme, or structural and motile support.
Thus the cell is like a minute ecosystem with carnivorous ribosomes metabolizing
mRNA prey in cooperative hunting with enzymes, fashioning proteins that participate in
cellular processes including gene expression, and through a complex, circuitous route no
doubt contributing anew to the lifecycle of the ribosome population and continual,
collective renewal of all cellular materials. This ecosystem is characterized by extremely
efficient circulation of energy and retention of matter in which even byproducts (proteins
and post-reaction, disassembled molecular components) are eventually recycled, furthering
sustainment of the whole.
This is startlingly reminiscent of humanity's cultural sphere, an increasingly streamlined
cycling of resources within our growingly conservation-conscious, behavioral economy of
joint finance. The modus operandi of a living cell is seamless function that far surpasses the
efficiency of any human coercion, with each cellular unit of production in some measure
serving its own as well as the greater interest. With human ethical standards, self-imposed
restraint, language of practically infinite generative potential, reasoned collaboration and
creative spontaneity, our civilized social systems ten thousand years in the making are
perhaps capable of even greater functional and evolutionary potency than the cellular
organisms which took billions of years of naturalistic trial and error to engineer. Anyways,
back to genetics.
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When a cell divides in two during tissue growth in a process called mitosis,
chromosomes gather in a row down the middle of the cell. An enzyme called DNA
polymerase unzips the DNA molecules, of which there are 46 in humans, and catalyzes
formation of a full copy. Less often than with RNA because of proofreading, copy errors
occur and result in new base sequences that change genes in the DNA code. The original
code with occasionally mutated copying is divided into genetically homologous (nearly
identical) portions and dragged to opposite sides of the cell by cytoskeletal fibers. The cell
pinches in two down its middle, forming adjacent cells.
In human meiosis, a gamete is produced by further division into two cells with 23
chromosomes each, developing into egg and sperm. During fertilization, two gametes, one
from each parent, combine to provide the full complement of chromosomes, a phenomenon
that increases potential for inherited variability in offspring, as each meiosis-generated
gamete ends up slightly different and sexual reproduction frequently combines gametes of
divergent lineages with separate mutational and adaptive histories. When sexual
recombination can no longer occur between sex cells of mutating populations, a ‘speciation
event’ results and divergence of these groups usually accelerates, the species designation
not being absolute as behavior and physiological chemistry contribute as much as genetic
possibility. Physical separation of a species' populations tends to increase their
discrepancies by genetic drift, and introduction of a species to a new ecological niche often
reinforces this trend because of selection pressures imposed on phenotypes - outward
expressions of the genetic code - to mutate into alternative forms, enabling organisms to
persist as environments change.
d. Phenotypes from genotypes in humans
The entire human genome has been decoded and is made up of more than 20,000
genes, each coding for a specific protein. The function of proteins is being widely researched
as well as the way genes interact. There is much variety, as some traits exist on a spectrum
and involve large numbers of genes, while some are simple with a very limited quantity of
instantiations. Some phenotypes are as old as the human race itself, some even older, some
have been highly selected by environments, some are deleterious, some common and some
relatively rare, some nearly unselected and so almost incidental, some specific to a
particular stage of life, some expressed in a proportion of all our species' individuals
independent of any particular line of human descent, and all kinds of permutations within
these categories. A few types of traits and some examples will be addressed in what follows.
There are human traits as simple or nearly as simple as Mendel’s pea plants. One
example is earlobes, with the detached kind being a dominant trait and attached being
recessive, alleles located on only a single gene. Blond and red hair are usually recessive to
black or brown, though exceptions do occur for reasons not fully understood, and more than
one gene is of course involved. Green eyes are a dominant trait; when combined with
codominant brown the resulting color is hazel, and blue is recessive to both. Though blue
eyes are usually attributed to fair-skinned Caucasians, this trait is actually older than pale
skin color and occurs occasionally in Middle Eastern and African individuals with no
European ancestors.
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Each cell has a pair of sex chromosomes responsible for many gender specific traits
and maturation characteristics; males typically have an X and Y chromosome while females
have two X’s, though in rare cases males can have two X chromosomes with no apparent
abnormalities. Additional traits besides sex characteristics reside on these chromosomes
and are considered ‘sex-linked’. An instance is a rare form of color blindness: it afflicts men
more frequently than women because a normal copy on either X chromosome provides
ordinary vision, but of course men have only one X so only one defective copy produces the
disorder. Rarely, an extra chromosome is inherited, bringing the total to 47; this results in
Down Syndrome, a condition that severely and negatively affects cognitive and physical
abilities as well as lifespan.
Some genetic disorders such as Huntington’s disease are dominant traits but so
detrimental that they remain rare, while others such as sickle-cell anemia are recessive. In
this form of anemia, which is most common to Africans, a single base mutation (substitution
of T for A) causes inclusion of the incorrect amino acid, valine, in B-globin molecules
responsible for the shape of red blood cells. This gives these cells an elongated crescent
form instead of the normal flattened sphere, reducing their ability to carry oxygen, which
frequently causes disability and even premature death. However, the trait can have
intermediate forms that allow for normal or nearly normal functionality while conferring
resistance to malaria, accounting for its not unusual presence in those with ancestors from
sub-Saharan Africa where malaria incidence is eons old and most prevalent.
Some traits such as the ability to metabolize carbohydrates reside within a simple
spectrum; there are six genes involved in their digestion. A higher number of these genes
confers greater ability to digest, with different parts of the world having differing amounts.
Generally, the more ancient and sustained dependence on a carbohydrate diet has been for
a region, the more contributing genes its ancestral ethnic groups have, up to six for Western
Europeans and as few as two for some parts of Africa that relied more on herds with their
lower carb animal products.
Sometimes the same trait has emerged in variable ways at different times; this is the
case with lactase production, the enzyme that digests lactose sugar, an ingredient in milk.
All humans begin life with lactase necessary to metabolize breast milk, but some lineages
lose this as early as childhood. It is the case with East Asian individuals, who can experience
severe indigestion from milk, but many of those with European ancestry retain lactase
production into adulthood if milk products are not eliminated at some point from their diet.
Middle Easterners have a different gene for producing lactase, and East Africans have
bacteria in their gut that provide them with lactase, though the capability is not present in
their genetic code. All of this results in a complex contour of lactose intolerance across the
world population.
Some traits are quite new, resulting from recent evolution. The pale skin of Northern
and Western Europeans is the best example. Until around 5,000 B.C.E. tinted skin was the
rule as a consequence of life in tropical latitudes, where Homo sapiens and their ancestral
hominin species lived off and on for millions of years. Substantial exposure to intense UV
radiation near the equator can denature vitamin B9 circulating in blood vessels close to the
skin surface, which in fair-skinned pregnant women sometimes causes birth defects such as
abnormal brain development during the first trimester. Dark skin absorbs and deflects UV
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radiation, preventing it from penetrating deeply into tissue and protecting the fetus.
However, sunlight absorption is what stimulates the human body to produce vitamin D
necessary in calcium utilization, especially important for bone health, and UV exposure is
scarcer and less intense during winter at higher latitudes where the slanted angle of sunlight
causes impedance of the sun’s rays by the atmosphere and heavy clothing must be worn to
ward off cold weather.
Because ethnic groups such as Mongolians and Tibetans have historically lived off
domesticated animals, which is a diet relatively rich in vitamin D, they have not completely
lost their darkish skin shade, and more southerly East Asians with rice or wheat-based diets
less rich in vitamin D but with greater sun exposure due to closer proximity to the equator
have experienced skin lightening in roughly the same measure. However, around 6,000
B.C.E. high latitude Europe transitioned from hunting to reliance on agricultural cereals,
which is a diet very low in vitamin D; archaeology reveals that this resulted in widespread
rickets, a disorder with symptoms such as brittle bones and bowed legs. It is estimated that
about 1,000 years later a mutation of one base in a single gene resulted in pale skin, greatly
increasing UV absorption and vitamin D production, so advantageous that it drifted the
Caucasian population towards a lighter shade. It has been shown that this is the same gene
causing a color change in zebra fish from striped to pale gold, demonstrating how genes of
variable expression can nevertheless retain a general function: different pigmentation but
the same role in relation to a category of phenotype.
First language acquisition in humans is a trait tied to a particular stage of development
with a narrow window of expression. The rapidity with which infants and toddlers learn
language is tied to the FOXP2 gene; by age five the effect of this gene has waned and
mastering a new language becomes more difficult. After the critical period, children
exposed to speech for the first time never acquire fluency, and for its duration
multilingualism and native accent are easier to achieve. Brains of the very young seem
predisposed by temporarily hardwired structure for the equivalent of language learning
genius, a curious reality considering the immaturity of their minds. Mental resources are
allocated much differently early in life than as an adult.
A genetic disposition exists for most individuals to be born with primary language
centers in the left hemisphere of the brain, but in rare cases these areas are in the right
hemisphere or both. This seems to be independent of ethnic or even family background,
with the three profiles distributed in equal relative percentages throughout the world’s
populations, evidence that variation can be no less systematic despite any latency, but often
with a complexity that simplistic notions of heredity fail to account for. Traits can have the
function of dominance or recessiveness in intricate, uncommon or difficult to predict ways.
While some of these genetic phenomena have been teased apart, coaxed into
revealing their secrets, phenotypes in general result from a vast network of interrelated
protein structures and functions that are only beginning to be understood. As research
advances, comprehension of traits as mechanism will deepen and a vast vista of potential
medicine and technology will become visible within the scope of knowledge, a future of
ascending power and systemic risk; the stakes will be high and already are.
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13. Evolutionary History
a. The concept of biological evolution
‘Evolution’ in biology is a general term for the understanding we have of how
reproduction in organic life works. The core insight, obvious enough to be almost instinctive,
is that offspring are related to their parents, and traits of lineages can be selected for, mixed
and matched predictably, on purpose by mating choices. Saying it is one thing and
comprehending it a different ballpark entirely, moving up to the major leagues so to speak.
We of course have engaged in selective breeding for millennia, often at the expense of
quality of life and adaptability of the organism, inducing dysfunctions such as a pinched
spinal column, itchy skin, stupidity or sterility (in addition to many strains that have clearly
been augmented and which might even concur if they could converse and learn our
methods). At the same time, we select our own mates based on more intuitional priorities,
such as dependability of our partner as a fellow parent, opportunities available to offspring,
status in the social group including intrasex status, even pure pleasure, with all the nuances
that transcend trait prediction. Bringing the mechanistic and natural approaches into
alignment is no easy task.
We would like to know how heredity works well enough to improve upon our choices,
sidestepping avoidable errors, warding off disease while enhancing the prospects of progeny.
This is the justifiable reason for applications of evolution to human development - knowing
ourselves and making ourselves better - but often we presume to know beforehand what we
are trying to prove, namely what the superior strategy is and by extension who is superior,
usually of our own bent, then set about confirming what we already believe we know
anyway by ignoring pertinent facts and neglecting auspicious lines of research in favor of
those supporting our agenda. We have to keep in mind that, while hypothesizing is essential
to science, the pursuit of knowing is foundational and social conclusions are the speculation,
not the more alluring but irrational opposite. As a scientist with integrity, Charles Darwin
inaugurated the biological theory of evolution with an impartial treatment of many new
facts and uncertainties, not a sales pitch, one of the factors in its enduring relevance, which
has been added to quite rationally and systematically by researchers across many
generations, though this progress is oft misinterpreted and misused.
One example of erroneousness is the common assumption that since intelligence is a
desirable trait, we should employ evolutionary paradigms to facilitate its development
through social engineering, in essence assuring that intelligent citizens produce the most
offspring and a thereby greater influence by designing institutions which assist these
individuals and bring them together so society can benefit from their talents. But this
presumes we know what intelligence is, including how it arises via reproductive choice, how
intellectual advances are integrated into society (is it really top-down, via a hierarchy of
merit?), and how mutations responsible for increased intelligence operate.
Maybe definitions of intelligence differ between cultures, maybe high aptitude under
some circumstances tends to be coupled with deficiencies elsewhere, maybe some
impositions of intellectual dominance undercut its goals, maybe intelligence can be
unpredictable from phenotypes or even the genetic endowments of parents, maybe in vitro
and targeted fertilization or genetic modification based on models of intelligence could
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collaterally corrupt the gene pool, maybe intelligence would be better served by
spontaneous diversity rather than premeditated categories, or maybe intelligence
chauvinism would make the most intelligent less so and perhaps even irrational. Massive
interdisciplinary study is likely necessary to even approach engineering intelligence; the
closest we have come is equal access to public school curriculum, but even this most
successful movement towards intellectual empowerment has lost steam, at least in the U.S.,
as crude prejudices about intelligence and much else inhibit cultural relations with conflict.
Clearly, there is more going on than mastering neat and tidy, one-size-fits-all routines
of abstraction in any commitment to reaching optimal thought, much more, yet we all
believe we know what intelligence is despite ubiquitous ignorance of how cognition
functions and transmogrifies in widely varying, rapidly evolving societies. Intelligence is a
genetic predisposition, physiological structure, psychological mindframe, array of reasoning
procedures, social construct, and we thus far have only superficial models in all these
contexts. We typically create definitions of intelligence that please us and enforce them
more than peering into its truer and unintuitive nature. What the theory of evolution can
tell us about intelligence is going to be part of the scientific marathon of a millennium, but
knowing what intelligence is currently seems easy enough, just half-ass it and lie.
We need a commitment to bursting the theoretical conventions underlying our social
constructs apart at the seams, deconstructing them in all academic fields, giving birth to a
culture of humane optimization that cares what we actually are and can be rather than who
has prerogative to own the upper hand, though human nature of course cannot dispense
with authority structures nor decorum in communication, but this is simply a matter of
collaborating or conferencing, which humanity accomplishes billions of times per day.
Knowledge is only such insofar as it achieves a sufficient degree of transparency; severely
restricted access is assurance of divergent cultural evolution and the transgressable
arbitrariness of our principles, rules and regulations, antithetical to rational convergence and
group affirmations of intelligence (but are we already too far down the dead end path?). If
we are not careful, intelligence can become a nullity by the very act of inadequately defining
it and thus hampering our ability to enrich the definition; setting it in stone, fossilizing it.
A beneficial contribution made by the theory of evolution, as opposed to its coopting
for purposes of pseudomeritocracy, is the insight that genetic diversity in a species is
actually insurance against the arrival of unfavorable conditions, like diversifying an
investment portfolio. Humans often view racial purity as a virtue, drawing a line in the sand
between ethnicities and regions, but it turns out that variation is the truer virtue as it pools
the genetic resources of all races into culture as experimentation device. Likewise, the
preservation of ideas and ideals allows more recombination of ‘memes’- any unit of
conceptual expression. Current knowledge of evolution has suggested that traits
characteristic of a race or locality are not marks of distinguishment or privilege but rather
accidents of the founder effect, an initially small population propagating unique genes as it
enlarges due to limited reproductive choice, which are usually tied to disease when
concentrated, for most mutation is harmful. Indigenous populations of the Andean
mountains in Chile were seeded by such a small group that they all have only type O blood
even though their Siberian ancestors had all blood types; this instance is adaptively neutral,
merely a minor frustration to blood transfusion, but regional trait deficiencies and
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malignancies occur across the world. Interracial marriage, beyond being a diplomatic
venture, may reduce attrition of trait profiles with diverse recombination and also incidence
of unfavorable genes in the world population by dilution more than institutionally guided
reproduction or association ever could, in addition to creating novel and rare hybrids of
traits with a favorability that has not yet even been categorized, like those contributing to
intelligence for instance, or immune system function and overall health.
We see how genetic bottlenecks affect species such as the cheetah, causing their
populations to atrophy at an accelerating rate once a tipping point has been reached.
Evolution's concepts account for this in ways that an interpretation of genetics as static
never would. Race mixing has been common for much of human history, though usually
discouraged during periods of conquest, competition or technological inequities. The theory
of evolution can turn us back from colonial and nationalistic prejudices, restoring us to what
is probably humanity's default state: reproductive sharing. This does not diminish the fact
that much more research into evolutionary genetics will be productive - perhaps there are
some important exceptions - and we should continue analyzing data like competent
scientific thinkers, following the evidence wherever it leads and using hypotheses more as
provisional means to organize our thoughts than rhetorical claims of value.
Moving away from moralizing and back to science, Darwin’s basic observation, so
obvious in retrospect that scientists everywhere were slapping their foreheads, was this: just
as human breeding of animals selects traits by facilitating their reproduction and thus
transforming populations, so do natural environments, creating a reproductive differential
by favoring those most well-adapted to surroundings, a concept he called "descent with
modification". His proposal was that this phenomenon had, over vast amounts of time as
indicated by the fossil record, diversified life into all species of the world starting from some
kind of common ancestry, fitting form to functional need: “the origin of species”.
Mechanisms of hereditary change were largely unknown at this juncture, the 1860’s, but
population genetics combined with organic chemistry eventually arrived at models for how
mutation and natural selection happen down to the molecular level and up to the
macroscopic level of entire ecosystems. Theory is continually enhanced by research to
advance our understanding of the links between history, chemistry, physiology, ecology, and
hereditary relatedness. The evolution-based interpretation of genetics can tell us volumes
about what we are and what we are not as a mutating species with a dynamic and
astoundingly ancient nature.
b. Mechanisms of biological evolution
Evolution as we know it proceeds according to principles of natural selection inhering
as relatively constant relations between reproducing populations of organisms and their
ecosystems. At this time, the dynamics foundational to our evolutionary conceptualizing of
phenomena are both the means of exchanging genetic material and the passing of it on to
the next generation intact enough to preserve and build upon functionality within the
ecosystem/phenotype/genotype complex. Ecosystems exert pressure on an organism to
develop a form or type, and genotypes, the total genetic phenomenon, make these types
recursive, lasting patterns, lending them their internal coherence. Phenotypes mediate
between external environments and core hereditary code as cellular and systemic chemistry
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within emergent physiology, which evolutionarily proceeded in some lineages from
outpacing inclement conditions towards increasing capacity to predict and outmaneuver.
Thus, from the perspective of function, organisms are elaborate prediction machines.
While evolution can be conceived linearly in retrospect, as parallel changes over
constant flow of time, basically chronologies, the generative spontaneity of ecosystems
themselves - environments and interfaces - is nonlinear, supraconceptual even, and as such
can diverge in many directions that for the foreseeable future will remain no more precisely
modeled than as statistical probabilities. Form does not fundamentally adapt a function, nor
does it essentially determine it; perceptions and conceptions of form converge in the human
concept of function through our acts of observing and interpreting what we observe. The
concept ‘function’ is a value-laden, inference-laden, perception-laden animated entity that
participates in creating reality from the depths of its enigmatic existence. The concept
‘evolution’ is linked to its imposition upon patterns within its perspective, a multifarity of
predictive and predictable machinations with submerged, perhaps incomprehensible
impetus.
All of this merely to say that when analyzing evolution we primarily assess its past, the
closest we come to 20/20 vision, piecing together bits and pieces of the puzzle existing
within our mental range, but extrapolations into the future are always tentative as usages of
conceptualized ‘history’ in the fluxing present. Facts of evolutionary history are theoretical,
and postulated mechanisms much moreso; the potential for overhaul must be admitted and
degeneration ever guarded against, though some interpretations are without a doubt more
justifiable to intellectual integrity - a respect for the entire body of fact - than alternate
commitments. We must be bold; we must also be cautious in due measure.
These reservations in mind, we can immerse ourselves in the evolutionary perspective.
The first signs of life were probably metabolic cycles, dynamic equilibriums of complex
atomic components within watery habitats. Next was an upspringing of membranes in
symbiosis with catalysts of chemical pathways and eventually self-replicating molecules such
as RNA segments. Replicators, together with metabolic microstructures they depend on for
sustainment, were sheltered more and more by membranous buffering and linked to
stretches of reaction embedded in molecule-studded membranes themselves. These
primitive cells began to divide, a chemically simple, automatic process, and as replicator
mutations in separated solutions began to multiply, life diversified. These initial cells formed
microscopic ecosystems; they migrated on minute scales with increasingly synced activities,
and became specialized for roles in colonies, expediting sustenance of the whole. At first
they had preyed, fled, been driven to extinction or attained dominance, but the trend was
towards greater integration as organismal conglomerates.
Self-replicators were an ecosystem within an ecosystem, competing for access to
metabolic reactions, developing greater ranges of cellular control and merging or diverging
when cells combined or divided. As this flurry of microscopic evolution came together,
replicator-swapping enhanced the variation of all cells, and while perhaps sometimes toxic,
this generally consolidated and accelerated the emergence of genetic stability. The range of
genetic variation reached a critical mass and stable enough line of descent that
microorganisms began to adopt the form of evolving species. Those with the most efficient
adaptations prevailed, becoming the original archaea and bacteria, continuing to gene swap
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with immediate neighbors through tubular structures specialized for the task, the beginnings
of sexual functionality, though at this stage heredity was still haphazardly horizontal, very
much unlike the vertical “tree of life” in higher eukaryotes.
Mechanisms of hereditary divergence within populations of prokaryotes and then
primitive eukaryotes took shape, utilizing protosexual gene swapping through connective
extensions to replicate, altogether winning the race against adaptive demands of
environments, at least well enough for the continuity of life’s lineages. Macroscopic
reproduction was initially asexual, budding off parts of the organism that grew into mature
specimens. Those that could spread farthest came to dominate the evolutionary landscape,
and those with the most reproductive activity even more. Initial aqueous ecosystems
favored the fecundity of what could be carried on currents to more pockets of nutrient-rich
space located at some distance, filiating new populations that underwent genetic drift, a
dilating fund of mutation sculpted into dazzling miscellanies of structural and functional
variety by natural selection in dissimilar environments.
Seeding new populations asexually in this way was inefficient because the offspring’s
chances of success were unreliable, depending on a lucky break that placed them in
conducive conditions. Evolution by this method was also slow as offspring were nearly
identical to their parent genetically, only differing by small amounts of mutation in what had
become very stable, error-resistant genetic systems within their cells. Sexual recombination,
however it arose, was a huge leap forward, shuffling the gene pool in each generation by
synthesizing DNA contributions from differing sex cells, increasing variation potential within
species by many orders of magnitude. This enlarged genetic template was necessary due to
the threat of microscopic pathogens that evolve rapidly, infecting and destroying cells in
runaway replication, the seizure of cellular machinery and toxin production clearing their
way, also as response to predator/prey dynamics. Complex biochemical adaptation gave
rise to greater defensive and offensive capabilities: spines, poisons, mouthparts, intercellular
recognition mechanisms, and attack of invasive replicators such as viruses and bacteria.
Further refinements made organismal structure even more efficient: digestive and
circulatory systems for better organized allocation of nutrients, also concentrated excretion
of metabolic waste products, endocrine and nervous systems to helm and marshal targeted
discharge of overall function, and the like.
Sexual reproduction probably began as a process occurring within single organisms, as
is the case for most plants, with sex cells - ‘gametes’ - specializing as sperm for fertilization
and eggs for growth. All kinds of mechanisms unite sperm and egg: phallic structures, wind
and air currents, vector species acting as germ cell transporters such as bees, all the vast
differentiation in nature. It was metabolically expensive to assume every role, fertilizing,
growing and distributing offspring, so species by some long and winding route arrived at
specialized functions for advanced reproductive success: sexes, genders, maturation and
metamorphosis in multistaged life cycles, and eventually as the nervous system progressed,
a behavioral and then emotional bond between parents and with their offspring that
expedites reproduction in the next generation.
Intraspecies relationships bolster reproductive populations, granting them various
forms of communality. Though this socializing can be tumultuous and sometimes selfdefeating, as in the case of competitive, aggressive, even infanticidal behaviors, a collection
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of meanings emerge that lend activity in groups greater predictability for their members, a
buffer against any hostility in surrounding conditions if only by virtue of the unassailably
more massive scale of their coordination. Social behavior makes hundreds of thousands of
species distinguishable by their ritual acts, especially higher animals like birds and mammals,
with even reptiles and amphibians having something approaching normalization, though
most if not all Earth’s organisms are much less improvisational within their constraints than
modern humans. Traits that play the role of social inclusionary medals, conferring rank in a
reproducing population, establish fluctuating contours of status regulating delayed
gratification of pleasure. In humans, this was sublimated to such an extent that we made a
leap to ethics and rationality, the opening of a niche for high functioning self-control,
integrating mores and then morality with the evolutionary ascent of our cognition to birth
intellectual focus and contemplative restraint as widespread, respected dispositions.
Human language with its relationship to technical and creative conceptualizing is
horizontally transmissible from mind to mind at levels approaching gene swapping in
prokaryotes, a whole new ‘memetic’ encoding of thought and behavior that is conquering
the planet, transitioning the biosphere into an infosphere revolving around technology and
its effects. This mechanism of evolution is in its infancy; we are still experimenting with
methods of vertical descent via educational traditions for molding the next generation, and
‘memes’ - units of culture - continually flash through populations of human communicators
and then out of existence altogether, with only a relative few laying down permanent roots,
and even these are transforming radically at all times, though we rarely acknowledge our
inconsistencies. Whether humans will master cultural transmission, optimizing life and
leisure for ourselves, or be submitted by the vicissitudes of evolving technology and
intelligent computation remains to be seen. We will find out if culture will be for humanity's
own long-term prospects within both our individual and collective spheres.
To summarize:
Asexual cell division, molecular self-replication and gene-swapping are the evolutionary
mechanisms in prokaryotes and early eukaryotes. Asexual budding from off of macroscopic
organisms, reliant for its evolutionary viability on factors such as currents and vector
organisms as well as the universality of genetic drift, was the preeminent eukaryotic
innovation. Sexual recombination via a vast selection of devices for fertilization, embryonic
growth and maturation to reproductive ability made eukaryotes ubiquitous. Division of
reproductive labor gave some species a leg up on their competitors, evolving into complex
behaviors partially unique to each, a sociality of which human culture is the high water mark.
Finally, memetic transmission of human concepts, both horizontally (between individual
minds) and vertically (in organized ways to subsequent generations), is still emerging and
revolutionizing the nature of our planet as it does, with Homo sapiens' peaking status as
apex species in jeopardy of backsliding, in the worst case scenarios leading to extinction or
enslavement by a culture that controls us all, dictating and restricting what we can
accomplish.
c. Discovery procedures
In piecing together our evolutionary past, the order of events can be established with
high accuracy, but dates themselves are always approximate and up to this point many
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phenotypic changes largely defy our wish to define them with specificity. Theorists first
believed that biological evolution resembles the slow, protracted transitions of geological
change, contributing to a paradigm of ‘gradualism’. As we have observed more evolution
occurring in both natural environments and the lab, obtained a detailed timeline by ongoing
analysis of an expanding fossil record, and altered theories accordingly, it has become
evident that ‘punctuated equilibrium’ provides a better model of evolution. Relatively long
periods of stability are disrupted by a particularly beneficial mutation or an extinction event,
after which adaptive radiation and genetic drift occur surprisingly fast as organisms spread
to new environments and develop novel forms in order to fill every possible niche as they
exert themselves to survive and reproduce. The way in which this diversification occurs is
being assiduously researched, but we have much to learn about how speciation events
unfold.
Some reliable scientific techniques exist for unraveling mysteries of evolution.
Radiometric dating enables us to roughly determine the age of fossils because the half-life of
a radioactive isotope is constant as its small proportion in a bone or tissue sample decays to
the common, stable form. Carbon-14 dating is accurate up to sixty thousand years ago due
to the constraints imposed by this element’s half-life. The procedure is employed to reliably
place evolutionarily recent remains and artifacts of Homo sapiens' global migrations and
seachanging switch from hunter-gatherer society to civilization. Potassium-argon and argonargon dating have a much vaster range due to longer half-life, accurate from a hundred
thousand years ago to the origin of Earth. Prior to development of these dating techniques,
geological constants such as sedimentary stratification in rock and soil surrounding a fossil
were used. This was extremely restricting as there is much upheaval and erosion in Earth’s
crust confusing the record, but there are nevertheless numerous sites around the world
where geological strata remained intact enough that even 19th century scientists could
construct accurate models. Putting all the past and present data together gives a valid
picture of how evolution progressed and some key events in Earth’s biological history.
DNA analysis makes it possible to determine ancestry with extreme precision, sampling
tissues of both extant species and preserved specimens of extinct species, then sequencing
entire genomes as well as constructing a global family tree. Scientists are continually making
new discoveries, tweaking models and interpolating data, but based on two hundred years
of collective investigation we know a huge amount about evolution on our planet, and with
inclusion of astronomy some basics regarding the universe as a whole.
d. Prebiological evolution
Recent science claims the universe began as an extremely massive and dense
concentration of substance that was destabilized, exploding outward in an event called the
‘Big Bang’, producing all the matter in our universe. This explanation is largely based on the
presence of background radiation, an all-pervading substrate of the cosmos. As this
electromagnetic radiation expands, its wavelengths elongate like a spring, exciting
surrounding particles less energetically and dropping temperatures, with temperature
simply being a measure of the degree of motion in matter. The current temperature
associated with this radiation has been estimated at a couple degrees above absolute zero,
and when compared to the effects of radiation that is always being generated on this planet
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and elsewhere in combination with its very slow rate of stretch, the age of the universe
seems to be roughly 14 billion years, with the event horizon of outer galaxies blasting away
from their commencement at an accelerating rate.
Nascent matter immediately would have started to aggregate from collisional chaos,
and gravitational pull instigated further collisions as well as bringing mass into orbit around
much larger mass. It is estimated that after only about one billion years most stars and their
solar systems had begun to take shape. Based on likely rates of formation, it is claimed that
in the contemporary universe approximately 80% of the stars ever to exist have already
materialized.
About five billion years ago our own star reached the stage in its lifecycle where
gravitational stability is disrupted and it burst asunder, condensing upon itself internally and
blasting its outer matter into space in a cataclysmic supernova. Before this event, the
densest matter in our solar system was probably iron plasma in the star’s core, but
immensity of unleashed force fused atoms together and created the latter half of the
periodic table, including radioactive elements such as uranium. Some of this matter
remained in orbit around what had become our sun as a gigantic cloud of fine particles.
Debris began to condense around silicate dust, and only .1 billion years later heavy elements,
carbon compounds and ice had formed the major planets of our solar system together with
the huge asteroid belt surrounding it.
As frictional, explosive heat kept our planet molten, in which state heavier atoms
diffused to the core and lighter or gaseous substances centrifuged towards the Earth's crust,
constant barrages of meteor strikes (indicated by a crater-pocked moon) and volcanic
activity (covering up signs of ancient meteor strikes on Earth) delivered gas, ice, metal-rich
rock, and what would become organic compounds to the surface, providing raw materials
necessary for life. During the churning havoc of this ‘Hadean’ era, lasting until 3.9 billion
years ago, a celestial object which must have been roughly the size of Mars probably collided
with Earth, rending the planet apart and forming our orbiting moon, the gravity of which
stabilized wobbling of Earth’s axis as it rotates, and consistent atmospheric conditions, our
recurring seasons, became possible. Meteor strikes had mostly ceased prior to 3.8 billion
years ago, clear from a lack of craters in large swaths of 3.8 billion year old crust, the oldest
rock on this planet. The majority of errant debris in our solar system had plunged into the
sun or broken up in Jupiter’s massive gravitational field, atmospheric gases erupting from
Earth’s volcanoes accumulated, undisrupted by the violence of meteors, weather patterns
took shape, the surface and its oceans were replete with biologically functional compounds
and molecules, and the stage was set for chemistry to make a leap to living ecosystems.
e. The origins of life
Figuring out how life came together is not an easy task. To start with, this event is
incredibly ancient, leaving no traces of direct evidence about what transpired. We do not
know for sure which aspects of life are initial conditions responsible for the possibility of
development and the whole host of contemporary forms. We do know at the very least that
prokaryotic organisms preceded eukaryotes and evolved into them, supporting the
assumption of increasing complexity during pivotal moments, but asexual means of
reproduction exist in archaea and bacteria to this day, implying that genetic transmission
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was first in large measure lateral, a convoluted web rather than a branching tree of lineage
like we see in later eukaryotic domains.
Th exact conditions are inaccessible to us, but we can perhaps arrive at a simulacrum
of the beginning by tracing prokaryotic lineages backwards as much as possible, assessing
currently hospitable environments for single-celled organisms and which of these
ecosystems might have been present on inorganic Earth, then examine the way in which
molecules self-organize into organic structures. We can run experiments based on the most
likely hypotheses and see if some variety of self-sustaining life does come to fruition and
how it progresses. This can tell us a lot about organic ecosystems even if it turns out we can
never be positive how closely our replica conforms to the actual past or what constitutes the
total range of possibility.
The first models of early Earth’s environment speculated that it consisted of ammonia
(NH3), methane (CH4), water (H2O) and hydrogen gas (H2). One prospecting scientist gained
the opportunity to run a laboratory test that would determine whether inputting energy into
these ingredients generates something akin to organic form. The four substances were
sealed in a vessel and sparks of electricity applied, simulating the scenario of lightning strikes.
It was found that organic molecules such as amino acids and nucleotide components can be
synthesized. This was a long way from living organisms, but spontaneous transformation
from the biochemically simple to the more complex was manifestly plausible.
Some more experiments were undertaken that uncovered suggestive phenomena. It
was discovered that when phospholipids with a single hydrophobic tail are synthesized in
aqueous solution, they self-assemble into phospholipid bilayers shaped like spherical
bubbles, about the dimensions of a typical cell membrane. They are semipermeable, though
much more porous than a living membrane, and separate the solution into internal and
external concentrations, even pinching in two on their own when occupied. It did not prove
as possible to coax molecules into the form of a two-tailed phospholipid from which modern
cell membranes are composed, but when these larger versions were introduced whole into
solutions as well they automatically integrated into coalescing membranes as less permeable
and more structurally stable subunits six times as long. However double-tailed
phospholipids arose, it was obvious that it would have been an instant advance, making
membranes capable of greater self-regulation by supporting much more selective
mechanisms of permeability via embedded molecules such as proteins, sugars, all kinds of
functional macromolecules.
Various organic substances were added to solutions to see what they would do.
Sugars were included with genetic material, enzymes and protein, from which it was found
that a range of macromolecules can be synthesized independent of the structurally
complete cell; it took some theorizing effort to achieve successful combinations. Exposing
solutions to UV radiation seemed to streamline enzymatic processes, increasing yields of
sugar while minimizing aberrant byproducts, the ‘random noise’ in the system. Salutary
effects of UV light at this basic level were a significant discovery considering how essential
photosynthetic processes are to current ecosystems, intimating a possible origin of life in
shallow pools near land surfaces.
Despite centrality of photosynthesis to the biosphere, it was found that prokaryotic
organisms survive in many climes, wherever energy can be harnessed by chemistry.
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Competing theories were formulated that considered the possibility of extremophile
prokaryotes as the first lifeforms, a likely option considering turbulent conditions of an Earth
that, 3.8 billion years ago, was still in volcanic apoplexy. It became common currency that
early Earth was profuse in nitrogen and carbon dioxide gas as well as water, with paltry
amounts of ammonia and methane, conditions prevailing in the interface between the
atmosphere and Earth’s surface, but due to chaos induced by tectonic shifts and magma
emissions, it seemed likely that life would have burgeoned in more stable deep ocean
environments, though an energy source had to be available.
This led scientists to deep sea hydrothermal vents surrounded by teeming populations
of single-celled life. Near boiling ocean water heated by the molten mantle beneath Earth’s
crust froths around fissures that inject hot gas as well as simple subunits of macromolecules
such as amino acids and other carbon compounds into nearby rock, eroding microscopic
pores within their bulk. Chemicals circulate in and around these tiny chambers that act like
nodes between wormlike tunnels connecting this collective chemistry to the outer ocean. It
is postulated that dissolved gases such as carbon dioxide, hydrogen and nitrogen, as well as
organic molecules and proton gradients from hydrogen atoms stripped of electrons all
subsist in the supercharged environment, conditions that may be sufficient to produce a
metabolic cycle without the presence of membranes, as networks of linked pores could be
the total requisite structure, functioning like a congregate of cell walls. Metal ore surfaces
exposed within the chambers may catalyze energy transfer, acting the role of primitive
enzyme. It is an intriguing model, one that seems to explain what could be bacterial
descendants living in droves nearby, and scientists recently committed to testing it.
An experiment was designed that placed a solid clay brick with microscopic pores and
channels in a sealed cylinder of aqueous solution. A tube pumped heated flow of water
through the clay in such a way that circulation was achieved, and further tubing was
assembled to introduce gases and organic molecules to the solution in a concoction that
mimicked postulated conditions of hydrothermal vents with high fidelity. Scientists planned
to set the apparatus in motion and determine whether larger molecules can be formed.
Efforts such as this may disclose much about how life may have irrupted into existence.
It is not hard to imagine a sort of membranous biofilm adhering to interiors of the rock,
becoming studded with as well as inhabited by macromolecular clusters conjuncted to the
nutrient rich cycle, then differentiating into primitive cells that expanded in range,
complexity and diversity as the first prokaryotic lifeforms. Each evolutionary step is
improbable on its own, but metabolic self-sufficiency together with mutational selfreplication only had to materialize once or rarely, and billions of years of naturalistic trial
and error in prokaryotic time is like a macrocosm of the universe. It is exciting to envisage
what we might discover and create.
f. Organic evolution
The first single-celled organisms appeared no later than 3.8 billion years ago, providing
evidence of their existence as fossils in the world’s oldest sediment. They organized into
colonies called stromatolites that still exist today, puffy tissuelike surfaces in and around
rocks, where it is thought division of labor and specialization originated. Some of these
primordial cells captured energy, some offered protection, and still others adhered the
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entire mass to stone, among more functions. As already mentioned, these cells also
engulfed each other at times without annihilation, forming symbiotic relationships from
which the eukaryotic domain originated.
Organisms remained simple for billions of years as the Earth’s climate was harsh,
alternating between extremely hot and cold epochs. Temperatures at Earth’s surface were
largely determined by the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere along with minute
concentrations of additional greenhouse gases, mostly erupting from volcanoes and
accumulating for hundreds of millions of years. As volcanic activity abated due to a
stabilizing mantle of molten magma, probably settling down from massive collisions with
celestial objects, carbon dioxide became fixed in limestone deposits on the surface much
faster than it entered the air; these layers of limestone still exist as geological strata in some
parts of the world. Depletion of carbon dioxide combined with a sun burning less intensely
than it does today led to severe cooling, which happened three times in periods called
“snowball Earth”. The entire surface area of the planet was encased in ice for hundreds of
millions of years, revealed by glacial rubble we know would have been at the equator when
we extrapolate tectonic plate shifting back in time to these ancient dates. The only part of
the planet not ice-coated was in and around active volcanoes.
Carbon dioxide was still being spewed into the atmosphere and gathering in high
amounts but had no greenhouse effect because, even though limestone production had
halted, radiation mostly reflected off the ice and back into space without generating much
heat. There may have been a small amount of melting from direct contact with the
electromagnetic spectrum, but not enough to counteract generally frigid temperatures. The
exception was land surrounding volcanoes: heat caused glaciation to gradually recede, and
exposed land absorbed sunlight, emitting infrared radiation in response, which in turn
heated up greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. When enough land had been unveiled, the
cycle reached a tipping point and melting accrued relatively fast, transitioning the planet to a
considerably hot environment for hundreds of millions of years, during which limestone
began to form again, leading to the next snowball Earth phase. The last age of frozen Earth
lasted from 1.5 billion to 600 million years ago according to geological data.
During these fluctuations, life was probably sheltered in Earth’s oceans, the
temperatures of which did not range to such extremes, providing a buffer against
atmospheric change. A worldwide melt would have generated much more water; whether
life made the next developmental leap in a newly formed lake, an ocean or a shallow is not
known, but about 550 million years ago a huge upgrowth in eukaryotic lifeforms occurred as
recorded in fossilization, probably fueled by expulsion of oxygen gas waste from
photosynthetic organisms as carbon dioxide was harnessed by chlorophyll pigments,
coupled to emission of carbon dioxide waste by oxygen-utilizing respiration of diversifying
prokaryotes, plants and animals. This cycle of gas consumption attenuated atmospheric
buildup and depletion, in addition to facilitating formation of the ozone layer (O2 + high
frequency radiation = O3). Combined with more intense UV light from a sun that had
become hotter, which compensated for a depressed maximum of greenhouse gas
concentrations due to globalized metabolizing of carbon dioxide, the environment’s
temperatures and radiation exposure stabilized at levels accommodating diversification of
lifeforms within niches suddenly available everywhere. In response to life’s new
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opportunities and interactions within differentiating ecosystems, selection pressures of the
planet were transformed by an overall race to the top of the food chain, the ‘Cambrian
explosion’.
The first macroscopic animals were small worms of no more than a couple inches in
length and the ediacarans, fleshy amorphous blobs that subsisted in oceans everywhere.
The structure of these early ecosystems and their metabolic cycles are a mystery, but we
know a huge conversion took place when creatures with exoskeletons developed jointed
limbs for increased mobility and primitive jaws for predation and consumption. For these
arthropods, watery environments were a feast of sedentary, defenseless ediacarans and
primitive photosynthetic matter, feeding what would be the ancestors of crustaceans,
insects and arachnids. Sometime between 550 and 250 million years ago, a small worm
species underwent a mutational event that quadrupled its DNA, forming the genetic chassis
upon which the vertebrate phylum would be founded.
Original swimming organisms were descendants of this ancestral worm, initially having
a lampreylike form, then evolving jaws, a backbone for stability and motility, and more acute
sense organs, a lineage which gave rise to the first primitive fish. All of these lifeforms photosynthetic prokaryotes and eukaryotes, predatory single-celled protozoa, arthropods,
worms and early vertebrates - began making a transition to dry land. Plants, with the
maximum benefits offered by sunlight, were probably the first macroscopic organisms to
make a move from shallow marshes to increasingly arid habitats. Arthropods and worms
were next, becoming flying and burrowing organisms respectively, utilizing the unfilled
niches of air and soil. Then came a splitting off from the fish lineage of amphibians,
increasingly adapted to insectivorous behavior above water. By 300 million years ago, all
kinds of insects, some with one and a half foot wingspans, could be found soaring above
land surfaces everywhere, while arthropods scurried along the ground foraging, linked in the
food chain to increasingly water independent creatures of amphibian ancestry.
The timeframe from 350-300 million years ago is called the Carboniferous period. Due
to less respiration, oxygen content in the atmosphere was very high, about 35% compared
to 21% today. It is a volatile chemical, leaving geological record of its reactions with metals
in the soil, and large concentrations were toxic to some organisms, with there being
arthropod fossils that show evidence of oxygen burns. However, it was a huge benefit to the
evolution of flight since O2 is a relatively massive molecule compared with other
atmospheric components such as N2, H2 and CH4, enabling delicate wings to support large
insects that in low lying areas of slightly less, nontoxic oxygen concentration functioned as
effective predators, while supplying greater amounts of energy to primitive physiological
systems of gas exchange. 250 million years ago, O2 concentration reached an extremely
reduced level, 15%, which must have paralleled sizable reduction in photosynthesis from
some unknown cause; 95% of species failed to survive the ‘Permian extinction’. But by this
time four-legged animals called dicynodonts bearing resemblance to modern reptiles and
mammals in body design had evolved, and though a bottleneck in speciation occurred, the
lineage of mammals soon began and lystrosaurus roamed the land, a pig-sized, reptilelike
omnivore that would sire the dinosaurs.
200 million years ago, crocodiles and the first small dinosaurs called archosaurs
evolved. From this time until 65 million years ago, dinosaurs and mammals lived together
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and diversified, mammals remaining small and dinosaurs evolving to the leviathan
proportions so fascinating to us today. Lizards and snakes also began to develop and evolve
from their common ancestor. 65 million years ago an asteroid strike probably caused the
famous extinction of the dinosaurs, clouding the atmosphere with debris and cooling
temperatures for thousands of years. Only small organisms with low metabolic needs could
survive, including mammals and the smallest dinosaurs which developed coats of fur and
feathers respectively to cope with the cold, alongside a remnant of coldblooded creatures
such as reptiles, miniature insects and assorted other small species. Mammalia diversified
and grew in size to replace dinosaurs as the apex phylum, while small, feathered dinosaurs
gained increasing flight capability and transitioned into birds. As the Earth warmed, reptiles
also made a comeback, spreading to all corners of the world. Insects, worms, along with
innumerable near-microscopic and microscopic organisms carried on, and of course
photosynthetic plants and bacteria remained the foundation of all ecosystems. Around 50
million years ago, primitive primates split into the persimion lineage which evolved into
organisms such as bush babies, and the early ancestors of anthropoids that would become
monkeys, great apes and the Homo genus, setting the stage for our own evolution.
g. The evolution of Homo sapiens
The first anthropoids resembling anatomically modern humans were the product of a
switch to bipedalism, walking on only the hind limbs. This change probably took place in at
least a few increments as our ancestors moved from occasionally standing in trees to
residing full time on the ground, compelled by an environment in which tree habitats were
becoming scarcer or food availability was greater at the terranean surface. The eventual
move to grassland and plains dwelling may have been dangerous at first as this is where
most large predators reside, which would have exerted selection pressure for increased
physical size and social cooperation. Alternatively, the physiques and minds of modern
anthropoids such as humans, bonobos, chimpanzees, gorillas, orangutans, baboons and
gibbons may have arisen from social selection pressures within and between groups, with
little sculptive influence from predatory threats.
Our bipedal precursors did not initially have a cranium to body mass ratio much variant
from modern day chimpanzees, and archaeological finds indicating tool construction are
absent from sites of their fossilized remains. These walking chimplike animals such as
Australopithecus made a big leap forward in intelligence when cranium size to body mass
ratio and subsequently brain power increased, templating more cognitive functionality and
resulting in signs of primitive tool construction, rocks that must have been methodically
cracked into sharper pieces.
Homo habilis was the first member of our genus to leave clear signs of technology,
sharpening rocks in rudimentarily technical ways about 2 million years ago (what would
become the Homo genus diverged from the chimpanzee and bonobo Pan genus 5-12 million
years ago). Homo ergaster evolved next and began migrating throughout the world. As this
species moved it encountered new environments demanding novel technological solutions,
underwent social development, and experienced genetic drift from which the natural,
psychological and sociological circumstances selected new traits, generally encouraging
creativity, problem-solving and self-awareness. By about 1.8 million years ago Homo erectus,
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a cognitively advanced species, had spread throughout Asia, leaving spearheads and
chiseling tools in its range, and a still more advanced species called Homo neandertalensis,
the Neanderthals, had occupied much of the Middle East and Europe by about 1 million
years ago, displaying behaviors such as burial and showing the marks of sophisticated
handheld tools as well as group hunting of big game. Altogether, nine Homo species have
been identified by researchers.
Multiple representatives of the Homo genus were in dynamic equilibrium until at least
two hundred thousand years ago, when Homo sapiens evolved; paleontology suggests this
may have taken place in either East Africa or Asia. There was some interbreeding between
Neanderthals and early humans, but the trend was for Homo sapiens to displace or absorb
other Homo species. In what proportion this was due to social and environmental pressures
or warring - cooperation, indirect or direct competition - is not clear, but cultures of Homo
sapiens were undoubtedly more refined, with the first visual art such as cave painting,
jewelry, finely crafted tools and pottery, as well as additional characteristics of huntergatherer cultures.
Migration of Homo species took place during intermittent ice ages when sea level
could drop as much as one hundred feet and vastly more land was available. If the "out of
Africa" theory is correct, intercontinental wanderlust reached modest levels at least 120,000
years ago, but migrations that put down substantial roots began about 60,000 years ago as
humans travelled up the coastline of the Nile region into the Middle East and across the Red
Sea, relying on shellfish harvests for food and breeding prolifically as they went, at levels
that actually increase while on the move (most hunter-gatherer tribes relocate frequently in
all situations, responding to changes in food accessibility and seasons). When the most
recent ice age began 50,000 years ago, peaking at 20,000 years ago and ending about 10,000
B.C.E., humans journeyed extensively, filling Europe, the Middle East and Asia, even crossing
a land bridge from Siberia into what is modern day Alaska and populating the Western
Hemisphere as well, replacing dwindling Homo species in the Old World and conquering
most of the globe. A maritime culture with advanced canoeing existed in the Indonesian
islands, and almost the entire South Pacific was inhabited by about 20,000 years ago.
Expanding oceans around 15,000 to 10,000 B.C.E. somewhat isolated these groups, but by
1,000 C.E., New Zealand regions, the last lands untouched by human hunter-gatherers, had
been reached.
The epicenter of crop-raising, animal domestication and settlement was the Middle
East's fertile crescent, located between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in what is modern day
Iraq. This lifestyle had begun to spread widely by about 10,000 B.C.E. as temperatures
warmed and fertility of land increased. Thawing northern and southern regions adopted
farming as well, and culture gradually became more sedentary, organized around enlarging
villages and then towns and cities as surplus food grew populations. Social hierarchies
became entrenched, war for in-demand resources galvanized sprawling populations against
each other within their traditions of authority, and an imperialistic way of life based on
cultural rivalries and alliances existing to this day implanted itself as the standard for civilized
organization, solidifying into near universality from about 6,000 B.C.E. to the common era.
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Conclusion
It is easy to see how biological issues and the science that seeks to understand them,
which might superficially seem restricted to academic research, actually lead inexorably to
social concerns, capable of clarifying our focus when it comes to the problems of everyday
life. We are inextricably linked to even our species’ distant past, and also an ancestry
spanning billions of years, molded by processes of environmental change much older still, so
every revelation produced by life science and beyond has direct bearing on ecology,
comprehension of human nature, health, both historical knowledge and our future.
Of course this information and progressing theory can be used for abusive purposes,
with irresponsible applications causing setbacks for civilized ways of living. Without holding
in common an overall picture of where we came from, where we are going and how
behavior fits in, we will collapse into enervated dependence on authority, assuming it is
possible to sustain civilization at all, as cultural innovations and personal insights necessary
in an ineluctably globalizing society of advancing technology cannot take root without a welleducated and committed public that intuitively connects past with present, identifying the
strengths, weaknesses, relevance, obsolescence, parasitical or revitalizing recurrence of
difficult ideas and our approaches to them. We cannot simply reject at will the
groundbreaking truths of our contemporary world, for they are integral to individual and
collective meaning and practice while antiquating beliefs of earlier eras. We can resurrect
the past and give it a richer interpretation in the context of modernizing paradigms, but
there is no going back; observation and theorizing in the perceptual present is a perpetual
point of no return. Our fate depends heavily on optimization of human thinking, so it makes
sense to continue this pursuit of a preliminary fund of fact by examining the mind and its
effects on behavior.
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Section 2

The Perceptual
Foundations
of Cognition and Reason
in the Psyche
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Intro, Defining the Concepts ‘Cognition’ and ‘Reason’
'Cognition' and 'reason' are words that roughly overlap when referring to human
mental phenomena, but differ somewhat in connotation because they originated in
disparate eras with dissimilar facts and epistemes. 'Cognition' is the contemporary term,
having a meaning derived from cutting edge research into the mind’s physiology-linked
structure. ‘Reason’ is the historical term dating to B.C.E. times; its content is based in the
attempt to define human thought in a preneuroscientific way, consisting of introspective
and primitively anatomical proposals like innate and experiential categories of
understanding, spirit and matter distinctions, and idea formation.
Proponents of these two terms would acknowledge that thinking involves specific
mental capacities: analytical problem-solving, technological imagination, ethical awareness
in the service of social action, linguistic inventiveness, and long-term planning. The main
distinction is that the concept ‘reason’ in its more classical form, approximately everything
pre-19th century, did not assume the existence of what moderns might identify as biological
psychology, sensing less obligation to include anything mechanistic in its descriptions of the
mind, while this is a contemporary priority.
It is requisite to not only study the mind, but also reconcile concepts constellated
around the terms ‘reason’ and ‘cognition’ so that we embrace mechanistic, deterministic
paradigms for understanding human thought, which are revolutionizing the episteme while
compelling transformation of both cultural practices and notions of willpower, without
recklessly severing ties to long-standing analyses of human nature that have engendered a
foundation for trust, relative unity and collaboration. We must effect smooth transitions
towards new forms of the valid and important belief in our species’ capacity to transcend
physical reality as we know it. Integrating progressive science into rational idealism can
augment humanism via an intuition of human will and inanimate matter as joint agency.

i. Basic Theory of Perception
1. Knowledge Acquisition
The human mind’s assimilation of external reality to experience can be divided into
four categories: sensation, perception, conception and observation.
a. Sensation
Sensation is what we obtain from sense organs: eyes, ears, nose, tongue, and the
sensory nerves located in almost all parts of the body. It involves filtering functions that
induce response to some stimuli while neglecting others, which contributes in the majority
of cases to preservation of organisms and species. For example, the human eye contains rod
and cone cells that enable it to detect the visible spectrum, which is of course a tiny fraction
of electromagnetic radiation in our environment, but more than sufficient for our needs.
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However, having both eyes positioned in the front of the head makes our species vulnerable
to attack from behind, a source of many untimely deaths. There is also a conversion of
stimuli as the environment becomes an electrical impulse that races down sensory nerves
for further processing in other parts of the brain.
b. Perception
Perception is the translation of sensory contents into first person experience. Brain
regions synthesize nerve input to render a stream of consciousness comprised of sight,
hearing, smell, touch, taste, various types of memory, dimensionality, coordinated motor
response and more. This is the integrated appearance of the multiplicity we observe.
c. Conception
Conception is a conglomerate of cognitive processes we recognize as our spontaneous
and often intentional thinking, in analytical situations largely centered on logicality and
spatial reasoning. It is parameterized by intuitive notions of cause and effect, and also
experiential accretions that make our understanding of causality more nuanced and farther
reaching. To the extent that conception employs logiclike inferencing or spatial reasoning, it
involves thoughtfully honing in on associations between present, remembered and imagined
phenomenality, amenable to the scale of a short-term memory function within which this
conceptualized content is integrated as the foreground of our conscious minds. Ability to
analytically conceptualize expands in conjunction with technical methodologies of academic
theorizing, allowing us to assimilate phenomena of increasing scale and remoteness into
epistemic systems of knowledge using innovated conceptual structures - logic and spatial
reasoning developed progressively via the medium of representational modeling.
d. Observation
Observation is the interaction of senses and perceptual features of the mind with
environments outside the organism, and when it includes participation by conception it is
often intentional, directed by thought. As the human mind observes surroundings it forms
memories, and as memories accumulate and combine, an intuition of general principles
arises. Even in the simplest cases this cognitive phenomenon is evident: a spearhead
fashioned of metal works at least as well as one made of wood because they share an
effective shape and are both crafted of rigid material, the wood of a tree stokes a fire for
cooking as successfully as a forest fire, and billions of additional examples. Upon invention
of writing, human memory was greatly improved, to the point of being effectively illimitable
if coupled with a division of labor that maximizes expertise in every intellectual niche.
Educational institutions supplied exactly this division of labor, setting off a prolonged spate
of technological and methodological developments that brought us from civilization’s
modest beginnings to the Information Age’s massive populations dominating the globe.
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2. Current Theory of Cognition
a. Psychology
Understanding of cognition began with psychogenic theories derived from
psychoanalysis - observation and study of mental associations made by patients during
conversations with a psychological practitioner. It was found that maladaptive
abnormalities in the psyche, what the medical field termed ‘neurosis’, could be linked to
repression of thoughts and memories hidden under ordinary conditions, but evinced during
therapeutic sessions as pauses, slips of the tongue, sudden or surprising personal insights,
flare-ups of emotional disorders such as numbness and agitation, as well as dramatic
descents into irrationality called ‘hysteria’. Under careful investigation, repression proved to
be so common, even in healthy individuals, that it led to a foundational concept called the
‘unconscious’, referring to a portion of the psyche which stores memories of experiences
below the threshold of a patient’s self-awareness. This inspired many techniques for
drawing troubling memories to the doctor’s and patient’s attention so as to work towards
coping, hopefully making patients more capable of normal relationships and in acute cases
adequately caring for themselves.
While psychoanalysis provided major advancement, studying in depth human sexuality
and psychological development, progress credited to the Freudian school, it was unable to
help many patients either because of the severity of their symptoms or an inability to
definitively establish whether supposed memory contents were real or induced by
suggestion. Obviously a psychologist would have to be extremely competent bordering on
genius to diffuse unconscious defenses without damaging the patient’s psyche, as well as
dealing with all the idiosyncrasies of each patient’s mind and history. Psychoanalytic theory
pushed on somewhat further, identifying in a preliminary way more details of the repressed
psyche, such as the collective unconscious with its primordial mental images and behavioral
inclinations linked to the cultural/psychical archetypes of prehistory, as well as personality
types and their forms of expression and suppression in modern contexts, ascribable to the
Jungian school.
It became apparent that social connections are vital to recovery from all kinds of
psychological problems, and relationship-based treatments such as group meetings and
paradigms of behavioral analysis with a strategy of more natural conversation style
displaced the investigative, more invasive kind of therapy, though psychoanalytic history
remains a positive impact on the training of mental health counselors, with potential to
delve deeper into the psyche if at some point interest renews.
b. The rise of neuroscience
Formulation of biological evolution as a reputable theory revolutionized research, for it
became evident that the hereditary relatedness of all species and an amplified potential to
propose mechanisms of historical change made comprehension of the world in physical
terms much more potent: deriving medications from chemistries of plants and animals
based on similarities to humans, and describing the planet’s past with reference to the
geological or fossil record had become simple common sense. Evolutionary theory also
sparked interest in comparative anatomy, for it was clear that deeper explanations of
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biological function were possible, illuminating millions upon millions of years of interaction
and transition within ecosystems. The growth of theoretical chemistry combined with
explication of organic processes down to the microscopic level mobilized researchers to
relate chemical structures and fluctuations to all sorts of bodily functions.
Since the organ most closely correlated with thought and personality is of course the
brain, it has become the focal point of a wide variety of research efforts. Scientists implant
electrodes in the heads of animals such as mice to observe how nerve cells called neurons
transmit electrical current while organisms are performing activities such as learning,
exercising motor coordination, or engaging in fear or pleasure responses to sundry stimuli.
Effects of lesions to brains from surgery or injury are also studied for the purpose of
pinpointing function.
Recent developments include methods of data collection that are noninvasive
cognitively and behaviorally, such as fMRI (functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging), a
vaulted machine tracking details of brain activation by imaging blood flow in real time using
powerful magnets, or EEG (electroencephalogram), which places electrodes on the scalp to
display electrical conduction in various portions of the brain, measured while the subject is
in diverse mental states, like sleep stages as well as those involved in conversation, visual
and aural attentiveness or remembering.
Neuroscience has reached a sizable understanding of neurochemistry and pioneered
prescription drugs that work almost miraculously for many of the most severe types of
psychological illness, helping incapacitated patients begin living normal lives, with jobs,
families, personal interests and further involvements in the community. Drug-based
treatments may soon be displaced by less invasive therapies such as neurofeedback, a
several month treatment that recalibrates brain waves to more healthy synchronization
using visual interaction with a digital interface. Newer techniques such as this may obviate
the downside to medications - side effects, physical dependencies and stigma - but as newer
drugs come out and mental health is advocated in campaigns which educate the public,
some of these drawbacks tend to diminish, so that there is much hope for the most serious
cases.
c. Brain structure and function
Research has mapped out brain structure and function in great detail, though much
remains to be learned. The major human brain regions are the brainstem, midbrain,
cerebellum, and cerebrum (cerebral cortex). The brain stem is the evolutionarily oldest part
of the brain, found in mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians. It is composed of
subregions such as the pons and medulla oblongata that in combination with the rest of the
brain regulate involuntary functions such as heart rate, breathing and digestion.
Most members of these animal groupings also have a highly differentiated midbrain.
In humans, the hypothalamus participates in regulating physiological arousal, such as the
fight-or-flight response, as well as sexual arousal, processing input from many sources and
then stimulating hormone secretion by the attached pituitary gland. The thalamus functions
as a routing station for sensory stimuli that are processed in various parts of the brain. The
hippocampus is the central apparatus for integration and routing of memory processing
throughout the brain. The amygdala is involved with regulating reactions to novel stimuli,
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notably managing the experience of fear or 'negative feedback'. The nucleus accumbens
governs the reward or 'positive feedback' response, reacting downstream to release of the
neurotransmitter dopamine and relaying that key event to control of activity in the rest of
the brain. Happiness, sadness, anger, fear, all the basic emotions are heavily influenced by a
well-developed midbrain, and are probably present to some degree in most bird and
mammal species at the very least. The cerebellum is located at the back of the brain and is
equally prevalent in the animal kingdom, tied to many aspects of motor coordination and
implicated in a growing variety of additional functions. It contains a unique type of cell
called the Perkinje neuron.
The cerebrum is a thin membrane with corrugated infoldings enveloping the top, front
and sides of the brain, generally thicker and larger relative to body mass the more intelligent
and thoughtful a species is, being about two millimeters thick in humans with an area of
about one and a half square feet. It is tied to many behaviors influenced by higher thought,
with a heftier mass in mammals and birds than reptiles and amphibians. In humans it has
four main sections, the occipital, temporal, parietal and frontal lobes. The occipital lobe is
located at the back of the cerebral cortex and is responsible for sight-related processes, the
temporal lobes on either side of the head for hearing and memory, and the parietal lobe at
the top of the head for many aspects of motor coordination. Much of memory retention
and some elements of mathematical, spatial and linguistic thinking among many more
functions are also distributed within these three structures, usually in areas where wiring
together of adjacent neurons produces complex, hybrid behaviors, such as Wernicke’s area
(located at the junction of the temporal and occipital lobes, important for reading and
writing) or Broca’s area (located at the junction between motor coordination of the face, lips
and tongue in the parietal lobe and sensation registering areas at the crest of the frontal
lobe, important for speech production). The frontal lobe and especially its prefrontal cortex
subregion are site of the highest level cognitive processing and key for some distinctly
human characteristics like complex problem-solving, linguistic expression of the most
technical concepts, social aptitude, long-term introspection, analytical decision-making and
many more functions that seem unique to Homo sapiens.
The brain is divided into a left and right hemisphere connected by a thick bundle of
neurons and additional fibers called the corpus callosum. Fairly consistent division of labor
seems to exist between the two hemispheres, though there is of course variation between
individuals, as well as overlap in function. For instance, the majority have primary language
centers on the left side of the frontal lobe while a minority have these modules on the right
or both sides, and it is even the case that a hemisphere can assume certain functions of its
opposite when damage is sustained. The left hemisphere tends to be responsible for
analytical operations such as logical thinking, the details of linguistic expression, everything
involving minute symbolic analysis, while the right hemisphere tends to participate in spatial
processing, generalization, awareness of flow in music tonality, and additional aspects of
perception and conception that constitute the broad picture within which particulars inhere.
Hemispheres of the brain are crosswired to the body, so a naturally left-handed individual is
likely to be right hemisphere dominant and a right-handed individual left hemisphere
dominant, but comprising a highly variable spectrum that produces an abundance of skill
sets.
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An antiquated procedure for curing severe epilepsy by severing the corpus callosum
revealed some intriguing facts about left and right hemisphere interactions. A patient who
had undergone this operation was shown a picture of a chicken to his right eye, wired to the
left hemisphere, and a picture of a snowbank to his left eye, wired to the right hemisphere,
then instructed to select the image most well-matched to what he had seen from a
collection of pictures, with both his right and left hand separately. He chose the picture of a
chicken claw with his right hand (left hemisphere) because a chicken claw obviously goes
with the chicken, and a snow shovel with his left hand (right hemisphere) appropriate to the
snow bank, but when asked why he chose the snow shovel he replied that the shovel goes
with the chicken because you need it to clean the chicken shed. The left hemisphere was
not aware of the right hemisphere’s processing because of their separation, but
compulsively invented a story accounting for the left hand’s choice that rendered the total
experience consistent to the patient’s analytical mind. This fascinating aberration was
observed many times in mostly functional post-op patients (who often partially recovered
from split-brained effects) and revealed that the left brain creates narratives integrating our
experiences, often with a more subtle but nonetheless substantial infidelity responsible for
flaws and inconsistencies of eyewitness testimony, the psychological power of suggestion,
confirmation bias, and conducing the role of memory in supplementing consolidational
processes of the introspective self.
d. Cells of the nervous system
Nerve cells can be divided into two general types, neurons and glia; the brain is about
90% glial cells and 10% neurons. In an inactivated state, neurons have an internal charge of
about -70 mV (millivolts), but when activated conduct electrical signals throughout the body
which stimulate all kinds of motion. Neurons are responsible for smooth and skeletal
muscle movement, secretions of glands, and every task the brain performs including
cognition, constituting the control center of an organism.
Neurons have three parts: axons, dendrites, and the soma (cell body). The axon is the
midsection of the cell, which can be multiple feet long in some parts of the body. It
conducts electricity, what is called an action potential, initiated by release of
neurotransmitting molecules into synaptic clefts between neurons and chemical bonding of
these substances to cell membrane receptors. Receptor biochemistry both propagates and
responds to cascades of positively charged sodium ions that enter the axon through
channels in its portion of the cell membrane, a current traveling in longitudinal sequence
down its length. Nerve signals are inhibited when negatively charged chloride ions flow into
the connected soma, located on the opposite side of an axon from the synaptic cleft.
Strength of the electrical signal is determined by frequency of action potentials, with higher
rate of turnover in ion diffusion/transport cycles stimulating more intense response from
muscles or glands.
All of this neuronal activity is wired together in a gigantic, weblike bundle by
neurotransmitter secreting structures called dendrites intertwined with axons and each
other, long and thin protrusions from the soma. The soma serves as core support system for
these cells, regulating their overall structure and function. More than ten thousand
different types of neurons have been identified, including the two most common structural
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types - pyramidal and spindle neurons - and notably the VENS (von Economo neuronal
system), key for self-awareness, primarily represented in the prefrontal cortex and to a
lesser extent the insula and anterior cingulate which are both located on the underside of
the frontal lobe. Interconnected plasticity of neurons at the cellular level is reminiscent of a
rapidly morphing bacterial colony, though regulated by systemic chemistry and specialized
mechanisms of intercellular recognition.
The role of glial cells is less understood, but seems at the very least to involve neuron
maintenance and production of some of its auxiliary structures such as the myelin sheath, an
insulating layer of fat encasing the axon. Glia may also have a crucial effect on migration
and maturation of nervous system tissues during developmental stages. Connectivity of
neurons in the human brain is astronomically huge, with more than a hundred trillion
dendrite linkages.
The peripheral nervous system external to the brain, including the spinal cord, is
composed of sensory and motor neurons. Sensory neurons send signals about
environments to the brain, and motor neurons send signals from the brain to the rest of the
body for purposes such as movement as well as coordination of organs and biochemistry.
Some reflexive behaviors must be faster than signaling to and from the brain allows, and in
these cases interneurons in the spinal cord interface sensation with movement. The
chemistry of interneurons adjusts in proportion to frequency and extremity of the stimulus;
habituation is the process reducing reactiveness to a sensation and sensitization is its
increase, with these mechanisms of conditioning present in even simple species lacking
much cephalization. The more developed the central nervous system is in an organism, the
more subtle and diverse its habituation and sensitization, so that the human brain can be
thought of as in part a colossally large and variegated system of interneuronal function
mediating between sensation and behavior via complex perception, long-term memories
and conception.
e. Chemistry of the neuron
Communication between neurons happens within the synaptic cleft and occurs when
one or more of four classes of molecule bind to receptor sites. Neuromodulators such as
acetylcholine, epinephrine and norepinephrine regulate motor-related functions: muscle
contraction, arousal of the fight-or-flight response, and its suppression, respectively.
Neurotransmitters are involved in the generation of emotional states: for example,
dopamine initiates the pleasure of positive reinforcement, serotonin elevates mood and
deficiency can induce obsession, oxytocin participates in relational bonding of couples and
families, and melatonin concentrations govern the sleep cycle. Neuropeptides such as
cytokines are vital in managing hormone release within the endocrine system via the
pituitary gland. Enkephalins are opioids that act like morphine, functioning in the palliation
of pain.
Various molecules transmit signals from surface membrane receptors of the soma,
initiating biochemical pathways in its cytoplasm. An enzyme called Adenylate Cyclase
converts ATP (adenosine triphosphate) into cAMP, a ‘second messenger’ molecule activating
enzymes such as CaM Kinases, continually stimulating and modifying biochemical cycles
upstream of neurotransmitter release by dendrites. Calcium ions (Ca2+) can also act as
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second messengers; this is true of heart contraction, as their influx through the cell
membrane into the soma speeds heart rate. Biochemical pathways intermediate between
cell membrane receptors of the soma and gene expression in the nucleus link intercellular
activity to the rate and form of mRNA synthesis, influencing concentrations of cell body
proteins and by extension the general structure and functioning of neurons. Properties of
channels in a neuron's outer membranes are continually modified by feedback loops that
increase or decrease their porousness as functional need dictates, regulating the exquisite
intricacy of synapsing.
f. Recent developments in neuroscience
Neuroscience is starting to move away from models of the brain as a set of distinct
modules with static functions neatly correlated to traditional understandings of the mind as
divisible into experiences like emotion, reasoning, memory, and towards a revamped set of
categories reflecting what has been discovered to be the brain’s more actual structure.
Regions like the amygdala were formerly considered responsible for single affective states
such as fear, but it grows apparent that organs of the brain are in complex cooperation
extending throughout its mass during production of any experience that has definite,
expressible identity to the individual.
For instance, the amygdala has been found in advanced research to be associated with
many different forms of response to novel stimuli running the whole gamut of emotion and
cognition, not just fear. Commitment to linking the amygdala with fear arose from early
experiments that removed whole temporal lobes of rhesus monkeys and observed
extinguishment of avoidance response to snakes. More finely grained investigations
recording neuronal activity down to the cellular level or watching the flux of brain region
activation in real time with techniques such as fMRI reveals a more interesting picture, with
pervasive sharing of labor between distant structures and a general lack of clear localization
for any subjective experience identified by a human patient. Subregions of the brain are
much more integrated, variegated and versatile than had traditionally been assumed.
Researchers found that simple correlation between mental states as they are
experienced by human subjects and overall patterns in brain activity does not exist.
Thoughts and emotions as we know them are largely cultural constructs added on to the
phenomenon of mind by experience, physiologically narrow conventions modulating how
we understand each other and ourselves in social contexts, but very minimally a hard-wired
innateness. Even basic thoughts and emotions are the product of an individual’s cognitive
and physiological history, varying by region of the world and in reaction to all kinds of
conditions such as one’s surroundings, appetite, health and general homeostasis.
Dynamics of the brain are functionally deeper, more subtle and deceptive than folk
psychology and most Western epistemology supposed. Educating individuals about the
growing knowledge of our often illusion-inducing complexities seems essential to
progressively fashioning an empowered, responsible public and all future social planning.
Disconnect between ourselves and many traditional interpretations of ourselves can
perhaps explain the constant disintegration and corruption of institutions. Mechanistic
modeling of our fallibilities and most civically maladaptive behaviors might help remedy with
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better intuition their persistent recurrence, diverting society away from perpetual discord
and thus altering the course of history in a positive manner.
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ii. The Intersection of Qualia, Our First Person Experiences,
with Theory and Cultural Development
3. Theories of Consciousness
As psychology and neuroscience progress, theory rapidly expands in its capacity to
model and predict mental phenomena, but while practical for the field of medical treatment
and instructive as we attempt to make our knowledge of the world and our place in it more
profound, this growth in mechanistic explanations has only deepened the mystery
surrounding interiors of consciousness. Philosophy has termed components of this internal
domain ‘qualia’, the perceptual elements or qualitative contents of experience as contrasted
with conventionally physical matter, and they have proven highly intractable to rational
analysis, even the rigorous empiricism of science. Why is the brown color of a table brown
and not simply a light wave, why is thought not merely synapsing neurons and nothing more,
what is this supramaterial substance of consciousness that scientific instruments seem
unable to detect and to which all our mechanistic theorizing has traditionally been incapable
of adding, even when individuals can report these occurrences to each other so casually that
we do not even have to think about them in the majority of circumstances? Scientific
understanding of mechanistic particles and parts seems difficult to reconcile with intuitions
about our own minds, and it ordinarily makes hardly any difference at all, truly a strange
situation.
Analysis has approached this theoretical paradox from various angles. The treatment
that currently predominates is the physicalist model, which claims the mind can be
exhaustively explicated by scientific procedures operating in the context of a knowledge of
the physical world. Whatever first person experience is, it will be subsumed someday by
materialistic theory, whatever this matter turns out to be, becoming functionally though
perhaps not pragmatically obsolete, subjected to causal explanations based solely on
theoretical and technological data, as if the brain is a machine or computer shrouded in
mystery, the definitive principles of which are still to be revealed. This is the most
rhetorically prevalent tact: science discovers that specific kinds of neuron firing correlate
with a phenomenon like emotion, so emotions are essentially neurons firing in some way
that will soon be further described. It has never made much headway in philosophy, as this
discipline wants to get to the bottom of everything rather than making preemptive
assumptions or propagandistic claims, though philosophy’s speculative rationations cannot
really match the clout of scientific modeling with its surpassing practicality.
Two contemporary approaches to qualia suggested by philosophers are strong and
weak supervenience. Strong supervenience claims that subjectivity-based descriptions and
physicalist science provide equivalent definitions of the mind, so that materialism will never
antiquate its rival. “I feel sad” will never be less valid, accurate or certain than “neurons of
the frontal lobe have synapsed” or something similarly mechanistic. Weak supervenience
proposes there are mental phenomena that cannot be explained by physicalist science
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because of either the observational complications of experimenting with cognition or the
possibility that mind is an entirely different sphere of causality with its own natural laws, so
our theories of qualitative consciousness will never be matched or exceeded by mechanistic
theories, which would be something like mental health counseling replaced with or
superseded by neuroscience.
An older proposal reverses the orientation of matter to mind, with the material world
being content of a spiritually aware cosmos of much greater though mysterious scale,
perhaps with our relatively narrow perception existing in the mind of God. This is a common
view of many ancient mysticisms and traditional strains of religion; it was elaborated in
some depth by George Berkeley, an influential 17th century Irish philosopher, and
continually surfaces in all kinds of ruminations on consciousness. By contrast, behaviorism
propounds the opposite kind of idea, that asserting anything at all about a realm of mind
and its supposedly distinct operations is unnecessary for explanatory purposes, with
research on overt behavior providing all the knowledge we need to understand and predict
human action. In this framework, any concepts of mind itself, as its own causal domain, are
subsidiary and possibly dispensable in relation to theories of the conditioning operative
upon organisms.
A newer theoretical approach is computational modeling, which is based on the
principle that activity of the brain exists in its characteristic forms to fulfill particular
functions, and these recurring tasks can be simulated in different mediums such as powerful
computer programs, enabling researchers to assemble features of cognition without
understanding microscopic matter and biochemical processes down to the last detail,
something that may very well be impossible without huge unforeseen advances. We may
not be able to fabricate an actual brain in total, but computers can perhaps approximate
many brain states studied in research settings, like those concurrent with specific kinds of
thought or fear response, holding much technological promise.
A further research trajectory concerns itself with mental phenomena that have not
been documented in any substantial way up to this point, such as telepathy, synchronicity,
all kinds of paranormal perceptions and experiences, but which ignite widespread interest
and have allegedly been glimpsed in enough fringe investigations to deserve attention from
science. It seems that verifying and theorizing in this largely untapped field of examination
could potentially revolutionize our concepts of mind, matter and evolution.

4. The Cultural Relevance of Qualia
A major concern in the investigation of qualia is the extent to which individuals differ,
and also the degree that divergent lineages correspond to qualia discrepancies, of course
having implications for race relations with all the prejudicial baggage involved. This issue is
challenging to deal with in the current state of knowledge, as genetics and comparative
anatomy are at a relatively early stage, though even so the historical record, physiology,
biochemistry and DNA analysis tell us a lot, and have already called into question
assumptions about the supposed distinctions between races, while suggesting that
interbreeding was common throughout much of history and seemingly also prehistory,
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though it should be emphasized that many interpretations of the facts have not acquired
incontrovertible status.
Archaic psychology of human reproduction may be inaccessible to us without a huge
train of advances in our theoretical understanding of the causality and history of evolution,
but we can confidently claim the plasticity in human brains and consequent cultural
adaptability make it likely that our social groups have at all times been highly compatible
cognitively and behaviorally, with intermingling between long divergent lines of descent
being frequent, even customary. Before overpopulation and pandemic incidence of sexually
transmitted disease, promiscuity between tribes and races of the historical period as well as
intermarriage were typical, even a cornerstone of diplomacy, though we must be cautious
about extrapolating this back in time tens or hundreds of thousands of years without solid
proof. At any rate, human interbreeding was probably facilitated by all kinds of activity:
large-scale migrations, long-standing customs of exogamy, divergent populations
undergoing genetic drift and then combining their traits during resumed relations or even
merging into a unified reproductive entity, and all the innumerable variations on these
possibilities.
Of course not all cultural associations are reproductive or even cordial, as many social
groups attempt to subjugate others, sometimes with a high degree of segregation. This
opposing social approach is surprisingly attractive, and together with periods of cultural
openness we have culminated in a globally integrated population holding technology and its
application in common (aside from a small collection of guarded sectors such as cutting edge
energy production, military capability and communications technology), but with often
stringent beliefs about race, religion, sexual orientation and economic status that form the
basis for epochs of persistent divisiveness.
In order to understand the perpetual resumption of class and cultural conflict, we have
to identify the impetus for a continual effort at dominance that has always been demolished,
undergone implosion or become decadent. We must discern why a large contingent of the
human population is committed to a rising and inevitable fall of hegemony, set on being the
next Roman empire or upper class, even though the most successful political forces in
history have never really been safe, ending sacked, pillaged, denuded and helpless like every
prolonged quest for power. Education tells us that wealth, control, legacy, the battle for
cultural or religious preeminence, and security all motivate conquest and oppression, but
discord could also derive from differences in qualia; at least this is a tacit belief of many
ethnicities, with race-based stereotypes existing almost everywhere. We see all the variety
in personality, intellect and physique distributed amongst humans, with some of this capable
of being traced to particular regions of the world having distinct hereditary histories, and it is
easy to make the dubious leap towards an anticipation of discovering deep, even
comprehensive qualia divisions along racial lines.
As the hominin and early human concept of reproduction probably evolved from an
intuitive role in social bonding and status symbolism towards more protoempirical concepts
of heredity, all kinds of physiognomy notions cropped up everywhere, implicit during the
historical period in literary stereotypes, policies of institutions, and also the tendency for
growing settlements to form districts inclined to those of particular ethnic or cultural origin.
Majority and more moneyed ethnicities became increasingly pernicious to less mobilized
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groups as the reach of centralized power structures and influence of consolidating
information distribution expanded. As rivalries arrived at maximum tension, spurned on by
overcrowding and weaponry advances such as firearms and explosives, modern science was
born, consisting of rigorous fact-finding procedures, official documentation of findings, and
the controlled experiment.
Controlled experimentation was the first facet of modernizing empiricism to achieve
massive success, transitioning into theoretical physics and analytical chemistry, with
corresponding increase in the efficiency and volume of manufacturing as well as invention of
all kinds of new materials. In these sciences of inanimate laboratory matter, a series of
hours-long experimental sequences could revolutionize technology in only months, while
analysis of environmental settings, especially ecosystems, required much more time and
reflection due to the daunting aggregate of information to be considered. Biological
evolution was not substantially postulated until naturalists, notably Darwin, had spent years
travelling the world, many decades contemplating and hypothesizing about the entirety of
biology, and this merely to make an introduction to the topic.
Before the concept of evolutionary change and a sense for gigantic timescales involved,
historical knowledge had been subordinate to the simple act of telling stories, a recreation
and central tradition that vanished backwards into the mists of ancient myth and fantasy. At
some point in the development of academia we associate with the modern period, inspired
heavily by Greek antiquity, history transformed from an activity of imagination and
idiosyncratic insight into a collection of assertions that should be proven true or false.
Modernity’s revitalized pursuit of analyzed and verified history probably arose at least
partially from the existence of multiple sources and their discrepancies. This must have
coincided with ubiquitous availability of written materials as well as systematized education
- international universities, public schooling - that was more accessible for all citizens and
societies.
So amid all the cultural chaos and conflict together with empowering effects of
modernizing science, the state of our knowledge at the beginning of the 20th century was
this: experimental methods requiring mere months to make paradigm-busting progress; a
body of conflicting theoretical proposals about economics, politics, and society in general
that had originated analysis of recent history; a burgeoning intuition of the universe as
operating according to evolutionary principles yet to be explained in their specifics; a
scientific discipline of biological evolution that would require centuries to offer deep,
conclusive proof about almost anything within its scope, though this complexity had not yet
been unveiled; a boiling cauldron of racial and class tensions; worldwide competition for
dwindling resources as well as a race to innovate new ones; unprecedented concentration of
power and financial influence in competing national governments; and a prevalence of crude,
sometimes archaic notions of hereditary relationships and mechanisms preceding an in any
sense mature science of genetics by a hundred years.
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5. Antiquation of Traditional Status-centric Culture, the Rise of Reason, and the Origin of
Science
The chronology of events that led to modernity’s social crisis and administrative
nightmare began in B.C.E. times when local leadership traditions - patriarchs, chiefs,
shamans and the like - gave way to acquisitive governments intended to facilitate wars and
control of foreign territory in the most fertile and crowded regions of the world, such as
ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, India, the Far East, Minoan Crete, Olmec Mexico and Chavin
Peru. As infrastructure advanced in many locations, with roads, the wheel, and
domestication of animals for purposes of transport, it became possible to occupy rival lands,
export political institutions to serve one’s own interests, and maintain a superiority in
wealth by dictating parameters of trade.
Financial inequality imposed by imperial governing concentrated riches in the hands of
what at first were ethnicity-based ruling castes, the most obvious example being
Mesopotamia, as Sumerians, Akkadians, Babylonians, Hittites and Assyrians rose to
supremacy at various times via conquest, and as these tribes formerly separated by
geographic distance merged into more homogeneously ethnic cultures, racial divides gave
way to enduring distinctions based upon prestige, political power and economic status.
Antiquity's many cultures took their turn invading and conquering, migrated on large scales
in peacetime, and ultimately blended, but as economies and underpinning technology
diversified, populations differentiated into more complex forms of social organization
including socioeconomic stratification - classes - accompanied by legal criteria defining
status in a plethora of social contexts. Civilized living required increasingly specialized skills,
dividing subcultures internally due to a multiplying of professions and additional roles,
especially in mid to lower labor demographics, a disunity that allowed upper classes, which
had originated as conquering plunderers, to opportunistically refashion their armed pursuits
into institutions for enforcing economic and political authority.
Infrastructure capacity continued to expand in some areas along with advancements in
technology, and as it did the reach of imperial ambitions grew vaster, enabling converged
races and cultures of the first politically large-scale civilizations, such as Egypt, Greece,
Mesopotamia, China and India, to make contact and establish trade relations as well as an
exchange of ideas, apexing as the Roman, Indian and Chinese empires, which loosely
connected almost all of what has become modern Europe, the Middle and Far East, paving
the cultural landscape for contemporary efforts to integrate commerce and disseminate
institutions worldwide. Globalization has of course been a two millennium marathon with
frequent setbacks such as the collapse of governments and destruction or abandonment of
academic commitments, but enough centers of culture weathered each cataclysm to
safeguard a continuous though often suppressed progress from ancient to current
knowledge in civilization.
Despite fervid efforts of many rulers and reformers, political stability and advancement
often flagged. This was certainly true of Europe, as decline and fall of the Roman empire in
the 5th century C.E., and then the Frankish empire in the 9th, brought a formerly leading
region of the world to the verge of intellectual ruin, a regression in literacy, invention and
overall organization that without the rise of Arab influence and their preservation of ancient
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academic achievements would have nearly obliterated four thousand years of
groundbreaking theory. With the sometimes tenuous assistance of Christian unification,
Europe extracted itself from a 10th century dark age, degenerative enough that written
records for this period do not exist, and reembarked on a religion-inspired exertion towards
logical understanding of the cosmos and humanity’s agency as well as a renewal of rational
institution-building. During the Middle Ages and on into the modern period, technological
invention escalated, and revivification in infrastructures of progress allowed Europe to
regain its economic status, which had actually sunk below the level of Asian empires
governed by Ottoman Turks, Chinese, Indian and Mongol cultures. Diminishing authority of
a rancorous, fracture-prone universal church eventually put power back in the hands of
imperial transitioning to national governments, inciting five hundred years of almost
constant war between European armies along with continental and colonial realignment
played out on both the civil and international stage, only abating as the world witnessed the
ominously destructive force of nuclear bombing.
Asian cultures had fallen behind Europe in technological development during its postRenaissance modernizing, especially in industry and military strength, being unable to match
Europe’s tapping of resources in distant parts of the world, and while subject to foreign
political and economic control for a span of time starting around the mid-19th century and
lasting until the mid-20th, the need for strong allies in a volatile European balance of power
put contemporaneous weaponry and political machinery in Asian possession. These
countries did not waste much time proving their aptitude as they ultimately rivaled the
Western world’s formidability, in the case of Japan in mere decades.
While inveterate warring made much of the modern historical era rather monotone in
its political priorities, dominated by arms races, invasions and civil strife, particularly in every
area under Western auspices, intellectual schools of thought underwent radical
transformations. In antiquity, study of math alongside detailed examination and reflection
upon the structure of existence had originated a search for theoretical explanations, with an
intuition that systematic investigation of mathematics and additional areas could make the
cosmos intelligible, as if civic technology, rational analysis and the natural world operate
within the same logical framework. As civilizations advanced into modernity, a tradition of
competing theoretical propositions, acknowledgement of both contradiction and the
obsolescence of ideas, as well as cognizance of persisting uncertainty also coalesced,
hallmarks of current research everywhere.
As the non-European world of the Middle Ages continued to make technical advances
as well as grow its religions, Europe began a parallel process of spiritual development, the
task of ordering cultural values, methods of reasoning, naturalistic knowledge, church
doctrine, and the mystical experience of humanity’s soul. Christianity as regulated by
Medieval papacy often resisted new ideas, with lagging progress at academies and
elsewhere, but upon permanent fragmentation of high leadership and the religion's
reformation as a body of separate, less political denominations, intellectual latitude
effloresced and all kinds of seminal improvements were made to theory and technology.
The telescope in astronomy overturned cosmological conventions of antiquity and the
Middle Ages in Europe, quantification-based empiricism as an epistemic foundation arrived
on the scene, and the soul was subjected to a more analytical introspection with anatomy in
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mind, planting seeds of what centuries later became psychology, philosophy of mind and
neuroscience.
The 18th century ushered in the European Enlightenment, a glorification of reason that
sought to both illuminate the nature of human thought, finding systematic expression in the
philosophy of Immanuel Kant, and clarify the workings of society by theorizing it as
determined by coordinated thinking. Economics and politics incarnated this movement as
Europe's governments by various means became less exclusive, putting in place reforms that
more universally supported the welfare of ordinary citizens, giving populaces greater
opportunity for political participation, and generally steering society towards a more ethicsconscious way of life with greater equality of legal standing, beginning to transcend
conventional presumptions of superiority and inferiority. The monumental accomplishment
of this era was self-liberation of American colonies from the control of a British empire that
fielded the most technologically and logistically dominating military force the world had ever
known, then a peaceful transition to representative government crafted on Enlightenment
principles, guided by the most intelligent and cultured members of the country. This
landmark triumph changed the way humanity thinks about authority and inspired two
hundred plus years of freedom-seeking revolutions everywhere.
While the majority of the non-European world languished, subservient to imperial
dominion, excepting Latin America which had overthrown Spanish rule almost entirely by
the middle of the 19th century, mainland Europe followed the lead of the United States and
strove to overthrow centuries-old precedents of aristocratic leadership, monarchies that had
become ridiculously lavish, nearly parasitical upon the economies of their countries.
Idealism ran high, but it became evident from the repeated political chaos and abysmal
dismantling of each rebellion’s professed values that the American revolution may have
been an exceptional case, and preexisting conditions in a country were recognized as vital to
insurrectional strategy. It was necessary to predict and anticipate inclement situations so
that unity would not collapse when it was time to accommodate the general interest.
Existing parallel to these endeavors at changing culture, the sciences of physics and
chemistry were materializing, putting power into the hands of average citizens with ranged
weapons and making it conceivable that the general standard of living could be raised by a
synthesis with incipient disciplines of biology and modern medicine. It was clear that
science might become a major positive force in the pursuit of human actualization, but the
sheer irrationality and impersonality of the universe it revealed could be crushing to cultural
idealism. Biological evolution is the most striking example: according to this theory,
phenomena of nature are largely independent of human values, stretching back billions of
years before the existence of our species, with our cognition being subordinate to this
process, fashioned by environmental pressures to do no better than get enough of us to
sexual maturity and parenthood that our species delays its probably inevitable extinction.
As evolutionary thinking has taken root in human intuitions and imagination we have
found reasons for meliorism, such as optimizing civilization, making life more comfortable
for our species, launching space travel that gives us a glimmer of hope for the immortality of
our existence, even participating in molding biochemistry and ecology of evolution itself
with theory and technology, but as far back as the 19th century, the highly educated were
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realizing that Kantian reason was like a footnote to evolutionary history and the universality
of anything involving human decision-making was questionable.
Theory of evolution has become central to the life sciences, but it had its moments as a
young idea, so new that preliminary stages of uncertainty and for some pessimism had not
even been reached let alone surmounted by the general public. Naively it was thought by
many that if you want to understand human evolution simply run a breeding experiment, if
you want to construct a better society redesign social structure and culture with evolution in
mind, if you want to make the species more hardy in a survival of the fittest environ figure
out what is superior, whether it be a race, family, way of thinking, or a country’s institutions.
In a war-obsessed world under the influence of imperialist shibboleths, and with all kinds of
prejudice, especially racial, class and religion-based animosity, social disasters of huge
magnitude were perhaps an unavoidable but nonetheless appalling consequence of early
speculation.

6. Cultural Evolution and Attempts to Comprehend It
In the 19th century, resurgent commitment to historical analysis was becoming
perceptive enough to make theoretical overview of the human race’s civilized past a realistic
goal, and it was clear to early researchers that economic conditions had largely determined
the fate of the world’s populations, with class divisions, wealth distribution and much of
political development subject to vicissitudes of financial evolution. In pre-Renaissance
Europe, a politically unempowered congeries of craftsmen and agricultural laborers had
subsisted under nearly complete control of autocratic upper classes in sole possession of
military power, access to higher education and political influence. The essence of this
arrangement had originated soon after the dawn of civilization, been traditionalized in social
structures such as the patrician/plebeian and then plebeian/commoner differentiation in
ancient Rome, and persisted all the way until the early Middle Ages of aristocracy as
discriminated from serfs and peasants. At this time communication and travel between
various geographically distant regions of the globe was on the rise. As trading in exotic
wares of considerable expense became more common, a new middle class of merchants and
the most successful craftsmen began to take shape who exercised some autonomy afforded
by their lucrative professions.
Europe’s middle class, the bourgeoisie, entered into a struggle with aristocracy for
command of governments, and through a long series of civil conflicts and reforms gained
primary control of political legislation and an enlarging share of the world’s wealth. What
started in the Middle Ages as entrepreneurship of modest means escalated into big business
and the emergence of barons whose flow of capital propelled an accelerating sequence of
technological developments, precipitating the Industrial Revolution of the 18th century.
Economic change presided over by the bourgeoisie reconfigured social structures in
profound ways, rendering aristocratic influence negligible, condensing the multifarious
social distributions of Europe into a stratification of three main classes - noble, merchant
and commoner - and eventually two: bourgeois business owners bent on achieving ever
greater levels of profitability, along with a new lower class, the proletariat, consisting of
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wage-earning laborers dependent on the rich for their livelihoods, first surviving at a bare
subsistence level. As societies became more familiar with exploitative features of
industrialization, humanitarian support was effectuated in consort with more representative
governments and working conditions improved. But in a contrasting turn of events, national
banks and other financial institutions were founded that began to usurp political institutions
by making it possible to separate legislatures from management of tax money, drawing this
capital via investments into a free market, ‘laissez-faire’ sphere of influence. This was
perhaps an unavoidable, necessary step in the growth of government budgets, but put even
more power in the hands of national and international business interests that colluded
financially with government officials everywhere, challenging gains in laborer standard of
living, assimilating law-making, war and justice into a trend towards mergers, monopolies,
absolutist domination fermented by the capitalist system.
Theorists tried to understand economic phenomena in terms of evolution, but at the
onset of this mid-19th century effort the world was an extremely heterogeneous mixture of
old, nearly feudal ways of life, and a modernization blossoming unprecedentedly fast,
rearranging the relationships of millions of citizens at a fundamental level. Human beings
did not even have a vocabulary to describe what was going on at this beginning stage, which
was a composite of explosive growth, collapsing morality, widespread concern for human
suffering, cutthroat competition, pervasive violence and oppression, along with further
contradictions. Society was becoming more like a single organism spanning the globe that
needed a theory of its own kinesis in order to predict, prepare for and manage the future,
delivering itself from the specter of self-destructive upheaval looming on the horizon.
Attempts to construct general theories adequately supported by evidence while
dealing with this spasm of world events were complicated by the fact that modernization
looked vastly different depending on where you were viewing it from. In England, the
birthplace of Industrialism, outdated factories and confined space for growing population
turned the leading country into a polluted, dismal mess. In mainland Europe, wars,
revolutionary activity and all kinds of civil strife meant greater efficiency was greater military
efficiency, necessitating all kinds of balance of power contortions to avoid massive
destruction. In the United States, capitalism was looking good as growing populations
expanded westward without major trouble, building cities containing the latest materials
and equipment, which became world-renowned centers of manufacturing and commerce.
In Russia, the most repressive monarchy in Europe could not find a way to widely institute
industry and seemed to require a new political framework to keep pace with the West. In
India and the Far East, ancient ways of life had been practically untouched by Industrialism
at this time, with no plans to modernize in the near future; these two regions alongside most
of the rest of the world (besides the majority of South America) in essence ended up with
the economic status of European colonies, in a state of limbo as foreigners extracted their
resources and manipulated trade customs to European advantage.
In applying evolutionary theory to human life, the primary 19th and early 20th century
concept became “survival of the fittest”, which involved two fields of analysis: a body of
historical fact that could potentially reveal essentials of adaptation, indicating the most
promising traits, and a derivation of value statements in a science-based ethics defining
fitness for purposes of social engineering. The issue was simply to determine what the facts
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of evolution are and how to incorporate this knowledge into public policy and culture in
general.
Framing the issue was easy enough, but all anyone knew about evolution was “descent
with modification” that had somehow occurred over huge amounts of time: as generations
of a species pass on their traits to offspring, new traits called mutations appear, and those
most well-fitted to environmental conditions undergo ‘natural selection’ by way of more
prolific reproduction and ultimately prevail. Accurate in general, but no one at this stage
understood much about how mutation happens or how to partition vast biological
timespans according to causal significance; there was a growing but still insufficient body of
historical data. Establishing definitions of fitness was a bewildering task: was adaptation
protean, powerful, collective, competitive, intelligent, numerically large, mechanistic,
intentional? No one had articulated clear principles of evolutionary transition in any
biological context, let alone that of exceedingly intricate human nature and civilization.

7. Dilemmas and Uncertainties of Early Evolutionary Theory
Evolutionary thinking rose to prominence as a sedulous proposal made at greatest
length by English scientist Charles Darwin, based on a wide-ranging though introductory
compendium of information about biology, but soon entangled with all sorts of crude
outlooks on life and society as individuals or even whole cultures tried to simultaneously
comprehend fitness and promote their own often deplorable biases.
Darwin surmised that basic evolutionary fitness was the most obvious factor in
longevity, namely a species’ responsiveness to changing environments, the rate of mutation
and how quickly these processes of mutation tailor to an ecosystem, but from the frequency
of extinctions indicated by the fossil record it was clear that change in an organism’s
surroundings far outstripped development of advantageous traits: favorable adaptation and
predominance was more good luck than an explanation for and guarantor of historical
continuity.
Many ponderers tried to define fitness as ‘power’ in some sense, but the dominance or
freedom from predation therein implied is actually a liability to weathering dramatic
environmental change, as the top of the food chain has higher energy demands and usually
more targeted adaptations. As a somewhat amateurish example we can compare sabertoothed tigers to a typical snake: saber-toothed tigers were in general much less vulnerable
to predators than most snake species, especially as juveniles, but snakes can live in more
climates such as deserts, jungles, every temperate landscape, and are depauperate only in
urban environments, while the survival of saber-toothed tigers ended as the most recent ice
age drew to a close. Perhaps they could not find enough food in frigid climates to support
anything but sparse population, then the food chain changed at the receding of tundra and
glaciers in such a way that it became inaccessible - smaller, quicker, hidden, more elusive
prey. Compare also an anaconda to a garden snake: anacondas are more formidable by far,
but disparity between mobility limitations of their large size and the speed of relatively large
prey they must acquire to meet their energy needs restricts them to water travel and cover
of dense foliage in the Amazon river basin, while garden snakes and those of similar size are
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nearly cosmopolitan when sufficiently camouflaged, with camouflage being one of the most
malleable traits. This did not ward off an anthrocentric analogy between evolutionary
fitness and social power, fostered by a combination of limited biological evidence and
confirmation bias, which could prove extremely corrupting to all kinds of authority.
Glancing at evolution gives a strong impression that ‘competition’ could be chosen as
its formative principle, as unfathomable amounts of organisms die each second due to fights
to the death, ingestion by predators and natural causes, with an equally unimaginable
volume of biomass rising up to occupy these momentarily vacant niches. Even symbiotic
relationships between species can easily be interpreted as in the service of competitive
needs, enhancing the safety and health of life in general while organisms struggle to survive.
Furthermore, genetic material composing the genotype can be viewed as promoting its own
reproduction via control of phenotypes - biochemical and physiological characteristics that
satisfy an organism’s needs.
However, a closer look can induce us to reverse this way of thinking: the
ecosystem/phenotype interface coordinates with the genotype for propagation of both;
symbiosis may contribute to a type of social accord that, when cognitive, is conceivably an
evolutionary precursor of altruism, community and peace; even predator/prey relationships
usually evince a degree of mutuality as they sustain predative species and prevent
intraspecies conflicts from overpopulation, which are capable of pushing evolution towards
maladaptive behaviors, as well as facilitating expansion of territory via holistic migrations.
Unfortunately for distinctly human existence and quality of life, we began to hunt each
other with some undiscovered cause, an inclination that probably accounts for deadly
violence as a phenomenon occurring everywhere in some form. Luckily, and probably
crucially, human culture is no less collective than confrontational, with compromise and
group solidarity present in all parts of the world.
Mutuality, though, was not to be relied upon in the high political tension of
modernizing Europe, as this continent barely sustained order amongst a dynamic
equilibrium of hostilities and aggression. It was either commitment to competition or
possible obliteration of whole classes and ways of life, with the theory of biological evolution
accentuating this outlook. A fight commenced in Europe over who was going to dictate the
evolution of culture, speciously condoning war, revolution and propaganda, so that global
dystopia was a not unlikely fate if large-scale mimesis set in.
It is a stretch to call these discontents intelligent, but there is no doubt that humans
are the most creatively intelligent species, making possible our status as the world’s apex
predators, most adaptable vertebrates, and organisms with the greatest potential to
determine their own future and make life secure for themselves. It will always be impossible
for any other species currently on this planet to manufacture an automobile, write literature
or build a nuclear missile unless an extremely improbable cognitive transformation occurs,
but it is hard to see the sagacity in fabricating enough atomic bombs to destroy civilization,
emphatically asserting without proof that a book written five thousand years ago and
translated from a sequence of multiple languages is literal fact, or assembling a large fleet of
electric cars for the worthy purpose of reducing fossil fuel emissions and then disposing of
them before a single one has hit the market. Intelligence is typically a very potent quality,
but can become acutely impractical, for as both it and the power of our technology increase,
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management of society becomes more demanding and the danger to ourselves escalates.
Progressive intellect must supersede itself, its reasoning and memory, as well as regulate
itself in order to steer away from catastrophe, succeeding in damage control when
unportented consequences occur. High-level thinking can imbue organisms capable of it
with superior fitness, but also set off devastation, obstruction, failures of colossal extent.
The evolutionary value of numerically greater population was even more ambiguous as
humans exerted themselves to define fitness, with a plethora of contradicting instances to
consider. It was quickly deduced that reproducing groups of organisms grow exponentially
in the absence of limiting factors such as food supply, predation, disease, and territorial
aggression or exclusion of whatever type, meaning that larger congregates can indicate
greater fitness, a more effective set of adaptations. But as species approach the maximum
size that environments permit, quality of life tends to diminish: survival becomes more
difficult for the individual organism and lifespans shorten.
The most salient example from today and most instructive for humans is China, where
a huge rate of population increase inundated social planning. The Chinese have a labor crisis,
with the government struggling to get every citizen some form of wage, which of course also
hinders the update to automation. This country has a cancer epidemic, probably caused in
part by severe industrial pollution of highly populated areas, as well as extremely long work
days, and surely many more issues that have been concealed from rest of the world, though
conditions are improving as government policy advances. An even more striking instance is
birds in East Asia, where millions perish each year from new strains of flu that spread like
wildfire in an environment of unceasing contact, but similar to humans the overall survival of
these disease-ravaged species remains unphased.
By contrast, flamingos can flock by the millions to locations in Africa, forming bevies as
dense as possible, but do not seem to undergo any major elevation in harm. Antarctic
penguins would become extinct without compact living, as their huddling generates enough
warmth to get them through the worst season of an unbelievably inhospitable climate;
perhaps something similar could be said about schooling of fish and herding behavior. A
human example is provided by ancient ethnic groups that often may have been safer from
intersocial conflicts the more numerous they became, though massive, heterogeneous
populations have made detente more complicated in the historical era, not to downplay the
fact that the multimillennial arms race and reliance on lethal force to resolve international
disputes could be drawing to a close. These considerations in mind, it seems that the
evolutionary significance of larger population is indeterminate, affording no final analysis;
the most we can accept is that it depends on some combination of reproductive and survival
fitness corresponding to the particular situation of each species.
Comparison of our deterministic concept of exponential population growth with the
impact of seemingly spontaneous thought most obviously demonstrated in human beings
illustrates the crux of the dilemma intrinsic to solving the puzzle of evolution and the
physical world as a whole. Is reality mechanistic, operating in accordance with some set of
natural laws giving humans the potential to describe and predict substance of the universe
in all its forms to completion, or is it manifestation of will, a self-generating thrust towards
actualization of which ‘mechanism’ as we conceive it is only a local, bounded, hypostasized
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phenomenon, in the case of human intellect constrained within a fluxing manifold of
instinctive and often ephemeral perceptions precluding complete generalization?
Environments might be a finite intersection of billions or more causal vectors capable
of being defined abstractly, with science at least conceivably holding potential to match the
structure of phenomena in a perfect fidelity only complicated by the limited precision of our
observational instruments such as telescopes, microscopes and measuring tools, which
statistical analysis can perhaps render negligible. This state of affairs would look something
like a scientific theory explaining the way brain composition - neurons, glial cells - modifies
the fluctuating rate of a species’ growth in population, with the exponential model
previously mentioned being a ‘control’ concept, the essence of an initial subset of vectors
capable of being coordinated with the pooled modeling of other vectors to theoretically
reveal the essence of the entire system.
But instead, perhaps vectors can never be better than conditionally defined, with the
condition/definition complex always incomplete because the essential nature of the so
called “vector” or any idea for that matter exists beyond all conceptualizing of causal
“foundation”. Our conceptual foundations, as fundamental theories, are rooted in the
constellating of a multiplicity we only fractionally conceptualize as our own biological “traits”
and “mutations”, which assumedly synthesize with what we generalize as “environmental
pressure” to actuate our postulated concept of “biological function of self-preservation”, a
highly anthrocentric notion derived at least in part from perceptual/conceptual intuition,
much of which predates recorded history, barely touched by a field of neuroscience newly
minted in the latter 20th century, so that our cognizing is quite unsystematized,
unsystematic, constrained, even at times massively prone to error. Furthermore,
“constellate”, “synthesize” and “actuate” are no more than vague analogies,
decontextualized into a sort of nontechnical imagery as opposed to verified mechanisms;
honestly, this is true of all generic vocabulary. One might start to wonder within this
perspective, though we seem to be intentionally managing our actions well enough in most
circumstances, “what in the world are we even saying?”
The mind-centric interpretation of reality gives rise to something that seems very much
like the Heisenberg uncertainty principle in theoretical physics: just as the position of a
particle becomes less precisely knowable the more exactly momentum is determined and
vice versa, so properties of a conceptualized entity, whether it be a solitary object, motion or
pattern of any type, become less precisely describable the more broad or general the range
of a given applied concept, and the more precisely a sole conceptualized entity is described,
the less apparent are general principles. An isolated moment does not necessitate any
conclusion about the general nature of a series of moments, and the more generally a series
of moments is conceptualized, the less incisive its application to a single moment will be.
The composition of an isolated apple tells us nothing about the theory of gravity, and the
theory of gravity tells us nothing peculiar to the composition of an isolated apple. The more
exclusively one considers what an entity is, the less one can generalize about multiple
entities, and generalizing is meaningless and arbitrary, pure abstraction, without a degree of
particular knowledge about individual entities to which it refers.
The ‘fundamental essence’ perspective is enticing because an all-encompassing model
would make technology powerful beyond our wildest dreams, and the ‘anthrocentric’
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perspective is entertaining as a mind-bending thought experiment that flirts with the very
real and strangely skirted issue of uncertainty, but for human beings, existence has thus far
always resided between these extremes: mind does not invent reality out of nothing, and
the essence of anything humans try to conceptualize has always eluded even the most highly
regarded theories.
In our current state of ubiquitous discovery efforts, the methods we employ to acquire
and analyze information are much more pivotal than contents or generalities of any
particular model. Research consists in a feedback loop: we cycle between hypothesizing
based on plausible principles, a very intuition-based endeavor, to obtaining data from
numerous kinds of observational techniques streamlined for the requirements of all the
varying disciplines, then refine our hypothetical principles based on progressive conclusions
of novel research projects: this is simply the scientific method. Both specific results and
general implications are then incorporated into education so that students graduate with an
even more potent set of initiatory intuitions and observational strategies, sometimes going
so far as to modify our experimenting hybrid of conceptual paradigms and investigative
techniques in revolutionary ways. The particular and general are grafted together as we
advance analytical thinking and practice.
These days this methodology seems straightforward enough, but at the close of the
19th century, thinkers lacked instructive precedents, possessing a turbid or shallow
knowledge in most areas of study, and a limited collection of discovery procedures. The
freshest research could be so absent in dissemination that it made hardly any impact on
government decisions at all beyond its practicality for misering wealth, the invention of
more destructive weapons, and a modest though expanding body of engineering
applications. Economic and political phenomena were stretching and warping society into a
chaos of conflicting values: citizens were at least rational enough to avoid punishment (in
the view of authorities), mobilized enough to give authorities a taste of their own medicine,
empathetic enough to advocate for the disadvantaged, callous enough to pursue totalitarian
control, gullible enough to trust antiquated institutions and their vulnerable orchestrators.
It probably seemed as though anything could happen, and researchers had to be entrusted
with the first broad-scale infusions of empirical knowledge and prediction into a world
convulsing and bloated with conflagrating priorities and uncharted causality.

8. Facts and First Modernized Theories of Cultural Evolution
The history of social structure is rife with contradictional diversity as personalities of
individuals, geography of various regions, orientation of classes to each other, degree of
international security, precedents that inform beliefs about power and authority, status of
ideological movements, and undoubtedly many additional factors have all contributed.
Idiosyncrasies of famous political figures quickly come to mind: Pericles, who expertly guided
an Athenian golden age in ancient Greece; Emperor Nero, who burned part of his capital city
Rome to the ground in order to accuse Christians of dissent; or Czar Ivan the Terrible of
Russia, who was simply insane. As civilization progressed and we learned about our own
nature as it expresses itself within this new context, we steadily, though not without
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interruption, drifted away from society at the mercy of unrepresentative, unaccountable
minorities and towards greater inclusiveness and responsibility, not merely a series of
uneasy civil truces punctuated by uproar and disorder, but rather governments designed by
geniuses that are built to last, weathering all the misfortune and transformation that befalls
populations everywhere.
There have been two common sense notions regarding the means to mobilize social
action: either letting the populace have its collaborative say or telling the populace what to
do. In terms of centralized power, what we historically identify as institutional politics, these
two facets of bureaucratic decision-making manifest as ‘representative’ or ‘authoritarian’
government, usually existing in some combination. Authoritarian approaches are much
more suitable to circumstances that require absolute, conclusive fiat, such as wartime
maneuvers and fast-paced reaction to severe logistical challenges like natural disasters or
resource shortages; the first leaders of large-scale societies were of course generals, kings
and oligarchs with exclusive control. Representative organization is preferable during
periods of peace and calm, optimizing civic action by getting everyone involved, analyzing in
greater depth and from many perspectives the more complex, intellectual aspects of
changing conditions, sometimes contentious but minimally oppressive. From the
pervasiveness of war and rebellion it is easy to intuit which style traditionally prevailed:
human society has inclined towards authoritative forms, if only for reason of self-defense.
Still, representation is a shining ideal, particularly since founding of the United States with its
expansion and rise to eminence, the fecund growth into a wide open frontier that perhaps
attenuated some of the country’s intense struggles and many near collapses of unity.
The first political theorists often had a strong conservative leaning because many of
their philosophical efforts were patronized by monarchs or oligarchs, though there are
exceptions such as Jonathan Swift in England, the most famous early satirist, and many
additional jabs at authority made by literary figures in mainland Europe, most of this being
from the Renaissance onward. A significant and always popular contributor to this oeuvre is
Niccolo Machiavelli, who wrote The Prince, a short book of advice for a newly appointed
ruler in Italy drawn from the author’s experience in Italian government posts, which paints
an unflattering picture of the country’s political integrity in the form of an ultrarealist
presentation of basic facts and necessities of the system. Politics had rarely been analyzed
closely let alone critically in European literature until rise of the financially independent
middle class, the bourgeoisie, simply because of danger to the author, but from the 17th
century onwards commentating started to look for general principles that could indicate
which political strategies were faring better than others and how power structures might
change in the future.
In order to have a comprehension of social structure in total one has to have an
understanding of human nature, and the first political analysts of the modern, postMedieval period in Europe were deeply involved in epistemology - theory of what
constitutes knowledge and how we acquire it - as well as rudiments of understanding the
psyche. They made initial proposals ranging from English philosopher John Locke’s blank
slate theory of thinking that attributed social arrangements to utilization of experience by
mature reason, all the way to countryman Thomas Hobbes’ diagnosis of life on Earth as
“nasty, brutish and short”, an arational productive force.
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As the perpetual cycling between conflict and rapprochement maintained its course
within governance of Europe, more segments of the population were incorporated into the
political process as a means of palliation, and checks on autocratic power began to take
effect: branches of government that mitigated the power of each, popular elections
including all classes of confirmed citizen, limits on terms of office, and social programs that
gave various segments of the citizenry more equal standing, reducing poverty, concentration
of wealth in the hands of a minority, and consequent incentives to class antagonism. This
was a worldwise approach to politics, introducing concepts of legal equality as guidelines
and permanent standards for society while fettering gravitation of human nature towards
corruption and self-promotion that can implode a government when under duress.
Unfortunately, commitment to improved institutions did not take hold in all locations
or all at the same time, meaning that different countries were at differing developmental
stages and had unique sets of policy complications, in most cases at least partially without
precedent. Philosophers strove mightily to formulate these missing precedents by
contemplating the origins of civilization and humankind, with numerous speculations about
antiquity and prehistory varying widely in their degree of optimism or pessimism about
power relations as well as the “state of nature", but there was not enough information
available to generate reliable constatations. More success was reached by investigating
economic data: Englishman Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations gave theoretical consideration
to a large range of economic fact, which stimulated dialogue with reason-based concepts of
philosophers such as Locke and Germany’s Kant, while the somewhat later theory of
evolution granted theorists intuitions that joined a more Hobbesian perspective with the
observational, naturalistic, progressive rationalism of early science.
German/English Karl Marx was the first to boldly predict the future of social
organization, asserting that the bourgeois/proletariat arrangement was a natural outcome
of economic forces driving civilization towards a truncating of class stratification that would
lead to a classless society, with each worker fully compensated in proportion to his labor and
need. He conjectured that this usurpation of the two class system would begin with a
proletariat dictatorship, which would someday be peacefully displaced by communist society
absent of inequitable finance and the inefficiencies induced by class rivalry.
Marxist philosophy acquired a large following throughout the Western world because
of its positive prognostication for a lower class that was becoming aware of its position as a
social force. This line of thinking was particularly poignant for Russia, the most oppressive to
peasantry of any society in Europe, where a whole culture was lagging behind its neighbors
for the sake of bourgeois comfort and upper class opulence. Communist agitation in Russia
was at times aggressive, even violent, and its foremost proponents were looking for
opportunities to revolt, not waiting for supposed natural principles to run their course. They
believed Russia had outgrown its traditional government, and revolution would be easily
accomplished if peasants could be motivated to advocate for their own interests.
WW1 accentuated the plight of the Russian lower class, which was often conscripted
into the military with insufficient training and little hope of survival, also violently
suppressed by the Czar as a reaction to public demonstration. Technological advances of
Western Europe were outstripping the means of Russian industry, and future security of the
country under these conditions was looking bleak. Russian communists knew the time was
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ripe for insurrection, and their most prominent figures came out of exile, entering the
country from all across Europe to swiftly depose the monarchy with peasant support, setting
up a new government founded on Marxist ideas, a dictatorship of the majority proletariat.
Like all dictatorships, this new Soviet government treated its supposed detractors
harshly, with untold quantities of executions, which of course hit the bourgeoisie especially
hard as doctrinal opposition, the capitalists. It also soon became apparent that
interpretation of economic phenomena as a function of labor arrangements failed to
account for some of the economic issues arising within this new system, in addition to
bureaucratic delays and inflexibility caused by a hypercentralized, top-down structure. The
system displayed some shortcomings in comparison to more minute, diversified responses
to fluctuation that characterize capitalist economy, but undoubtedly proved the leader in
ideological control, with the country maximally integrated into a united front, knitted
together by propaganda, tightly regulated access to information, and strictured interaction
with the West, also under pressure from suppression of dissent, both real and only
suspected. Domestic danger was a fact of life for even the most typical citizens, as it has
been many times in authoritarian circumstances throughout history.
The first large-scale social experiment testing a completely uncorroborated theory of
human history proved that rapidly instituting a novel way of thinking by distribution
radiating from a narrow, centralized source is possible, and also that the human mind is
acutely adaptable, almost impressionable in relation to ideological change, but flaws in the
theoretical framework involved caused a Soviet Russia to also trail behind its Western
competitors economically, requiring transition to a more hybrid system of governmentregulated rather than government-controlled business. Chinese communism underwent
similar hardships in conjunction with its centralization and reached the point of opening the
country’s economy to capitalist companies of the West at the demand of its citizens.
Marxism and its ideological relatives did not prove to be the solution to class conflict, as
ruling subcultures evolved into new concentrations of financial privilege often at odds with
the general population, but it was obvious that authority is capable of driving cultural
evolution and perhaps biological evolution internationally.
Marxist theorizing was by no means a flop, as proletariat classes have developed in all
industrializing countries worldwide, resembling the pattern of Europe. However, in addition
to its fairly introductory analysis of global economy, it did not account for the way power
itself, the domination or subordination of one individual by or to another, creates a trust or
tension relationship based on expectations, an arrangement not eternally sustainable due to
changing conditions, inevitably coming to a head as reconstitutive influx of both sociopathic
qualities of human nature such as anger, deceit, cruelty, and empathetic qualities such as
goodwill, patience, commitment, continually sending societies into disarray. Secondly, it did
not address the way that bureaucratic machinery of a large organization such as a
modernized government hinders individuals carrying out its functions from experiencing the
vital connection between causal relations of power and positive emotions that mutualize a
community. This lacuna of lost altruism is shrouded with propaganda, often directing
citizens to violate each other, and making them capable of pushing the structure of society
towards any destination at all without the least resistance, even against their own interests,
what has been called by 20th century philosopher Hannah Arendt “the banality of evil”.
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Thirdly, it did not apprise the public of how to deal with belief in one’s own superiority that
arises from the successful imposition of power, which morphs revolutionary triumph into
coercive measures and reactionary aggression.
The first issue - power relations - was addressed by John Locke in his ‘social contract’
theory of politics, the idea being that a society of mutual respect between citizens arises
naturally if egalitarian reasoning is fostered, included in the American political system as the
right to free assembly, free speech, essentially personal and professional associations of
one’s own choosing for purposes of maximum benefit to all involved. The third issue power hunger and greed - was combated in American government by a separation of
powers, so-called "checks and balances", with heavy influence from French philosopher
Charles Montesquieu, also stemming from a long tradition of British political evolution
through divine right monarchy to a parliamentary-style administration based on direct
accountability of politicians to an electoral public, and then founders of the country went
even further by codifying all kinds of legal equality in the U.S. Constitution. The second issue
- banality of evil - was underestimated, as the soaring growth of diversifying population
accompanied by government enlargement, an accretion of impersonal, nontransparent
departments, was not anticipated by anyone, and while inordinate power - the third issue had been considered and dealt with, no one realized how a meteoric rise of national and
then multinational corporations could outpace regulative concerns, liberating itself from the
general interest.

9. New Facts of Cultural Evolution in the Late 19th and 20th Centuries
Ethnic conflict is a timeless element of society as the customs and views of various
cultures are brought together by migration and immigration; they speak different languages,
have competing beliefs, look and act differently, and just plain don’t trust each other at first
contact. Race-related atrocity is a sad fact of history, with minority cultures of every region
being at the mercy of volatile shifts in majority sentiment and mob actions. Usually this
settles down into a relatively sedate coexistence, but sometimes conflict is so constantly
reinforced that hate can become a cultural institution, a problem still unsolved in many
cases. Infrastructure and universal commerce in a region can start to reduce animosities by
simple accident of mutual self-interest, but well into the 20th century eruptions of archaic,
almost civically infantile attitudes could still seize populations.
In industrialized Europe this kind of fomenting subsided somewhat for the paradoxical
reason that the Caucasian contingent, which was the vast majority, far exceeded the rest of
the globe in technological advancement and comfortably regarded itself as by all indicators
superior to its competition, both domestic and foreign, though condescending to unfair
trade relations with alacrity. Imperialism of those of European descent seemed to have
global affairs under control: even Germany wanted to enter the sweepstakes with South
American colonies in the late 19th century.
The situation changed in the early 20th century when WW1 severely taxed the
resources of mainland Europe and made its hold on empire much more fragile. Taking for
granted its superiority, Europe had exported all kinds of technology to distant cultures in
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order to secure its interests in the rivalries of European nationalism, not a fundamentally
flawed undertaking, but insisting that populations obey you to your advantage and
simultaneously upgrading their militaries to levels equal to your own is a highly questionable
policy. WW2 again drained Europe of surplus power, and this time broke its colonial edge,
essentially freeing the world politically, though the United States whose economic rank had
skyrocketed due to fully optimized wartime production had a huge role, with its allies, in
drawing up new national boundaries within age-old imperial domains, surely with its own
diplomatic and economic leverage in mind.
The Great Depression of the 1930’s was the severest period of economic adversity in
world history and the largest challenge to social planning. While it was an ordeal, efforts of
governments to resuscitate their countries’ financial systems with groundbreaking programs
taught the world, especially the developed world, much about how economies function,
their cycles of expansion and contraction and how risks of inevitable downturns can be
minimized. The U.S. government committed to insuring bank deposits for the sake of
obviating panic and runs on banks, provided unemployment support, actively worked to
create jobs, subsidized vulnerable sectors of the economy, and developed spending
strategies to mitigate deflation. The country also increased its involvement in other areas,
offering social security income for the retired and disabled, poverty assistance, and further
social supports. This narrowed the gap between rich and poor that was one of the legacies
of Industrialization, but expanded the size of government, increased taxation by a large
magnitude, and rendered bureaucratic many aspects of American society that had once
been reliant on the independent initiative of individuals micromanaging their own affairs,
one of the hallmarks of middle class potency and the building of wealth.
WW2 economy in the U.S. had been a war-centric economy, with factories remodeled
to support combat efforts, as well as all kinds of rationing and regulation of goods and
services to divert capital into military production. Increased volume of economic activity
during this five year timespan turned the United States economy into the leader in GNP and
financial influence, but also caused military development to be a heftier percentage of the
country’s budget in both the private and public sectors. WW2 general and eventual
president Dwight Eisenhower called this the “military-industrial complex", warning that it
could threaten diversification and adaptability of the U.S. economy as well as drive foreign
policy into forms not in the best interests of the country’s population and international
standing as political role model and trend setter, a responsibility which seemed to be
coalescing in the 1950’s.
The war also gave the world a hard lesson in the cost of militancy as German cities
were reduced to rubble, the prospects of European unity and primacy were demolished for
the near future, and weapons had become destructive enough to actually end civilization or
perhaps even eradicate the human species. Psychological damage to those in combat zones
was also significant; though not as extreme as WW1 shellshock, which rendered many
veterans catatonic, unable to even register normal stimuli, WW2 veterans and bystanders
acquired behavioral and emotional problems that put great strain on the medical
establishment, issues often persisting for the rest of their lives. And of course there was the
Holocaust, a gruesome and shocking outbreak of racial and cultural homicide orchestrated
by an institution, blown up to proportions unlike anything the world had ever imagined
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possible, many millions dead for no reason but prejudice and stupid theorizing about
heredity. This was the other side of the coin, the overwhelming horror of evil, and scars it
leaves on the psyche were plain for all to see.
Conscientious leadership realized it was a pivotal time in human history. A third all-out
war between imperial powers would decimate the planet and absolutely had to be
prevented. Technology was becoming unbelievably powerful and integral to society,
necessitating careful contemplation of future prospects. Social planners also had to consider
why a sudden spike in aggressiveness as occurred in WW2 Germany materialized and how to
subdue such tendencies. It had become clear that radical changes in ideology can occur in a
very short time, completely remaking the values and priorities of a culture: after merely
fifteen years of German fascism, many citizens, particularly youths, had to undergo
educational programs in order to revert back to modes of analytical and political thinking
under construction for centuries. Similar events took place in the postwar Soviet Union,
which ostensibly had an entirely difform political philosophy. It seemed that influential
governments and their allies in many locales were being hijacked by some new formative
force capable of effacing priceless historical achievements.

10. Art as Information, the Origins of Qualia Control
Human beings have always and everywhere had an insatiable appetite for art; as
everyone knows, most of the oldest archaeological discoveries feature drawings and designs
of apparently aesthetic or symbolic value. Even engineering is in essence highly artistic, with
concern for mathematical properties such as symmetry, proportion, balance, and
psychoactive properties such as color, animation and intention, a synthesis of meaning with
function, unfolding in what we conceive as an evolutionarily parameterized physical world,
approximated with concepts like gravity and electromagnetism, stretching back billions of
years. Art is taken very seriously in some applications, but fundamentally it is recreational, a
luxury humans have to entertain themselves, stimulating thought and perception at
moments of leisure. It also has subliminal impact, influencing our attitudes, preferences and
tastes below the threshold of awareness, giving us primal experiences that we may not even
notice let alone analyze. It also reflects beliefs and values of a society, the individuals who
observe it, and the artists who create it. Art’s effect emerges out of some characteristic or
nature of those who are bound together with the artistic object as their locus, even if this
natural attraction is not understood. Essentially, art has power over the human mind and
can make and remake the psyche.
Those who promote and utilize art have always intuitively know this to be true, and
can skillfully mold culture into various forms by selection or rejection of motifs. In the 20th
century, extensive effort was made to determine how art can be systematically used by
organizations to consolidate their control and the consent of those they manage for
purposes of efficiency and predictability, guiding behaviors of populations. Advancing
technology was enlisted to enhance the effect, encompassing ever larger swaths of the
populace within these spheres of cultural influence.
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To be brief, writing was a multimillennial derivation from pictorial art that allowed
language to be integrated with images, stimulating imagination, reflection and dialectical
reasoning with visual symbols. Writing as symbolic representation fashioned a schematic
facet of ocular art consisting of the factual and logical essence of expressed reality, a
communication of “true” reality versus all the various “false” realities, both possible and
impossible, that can be conceived, and thus the progressive analyticity of a higher form of
thought we call 'rationality' from which our more advanced technologies proceed. The
culture of rationality is based around a dialogue of collaborative innovation that grows factbased truth and derivative practices by applying theoretical models. Image capture
technologies such as photography and video accomplished a further integration of high
conceptualizing with optical fact, and tapes and records the same with sound, blending
artistry and much of apparent reality, a souped-up engine of truth.
Conveyance of concepts via artistic mediums has of course become an integral
component of every nook and cranny of civilization: we form our picture of the world with
news sources that relay their content as language-saturated images; learn professional skills
and advance these vocations with literature-based methods such as textbooks, visual
teaching aids in lectures, and note-taking; navigate our civilized environment with signs and
symbols of directional and instructional significance; power social consort with the engine of
computer object languages and their linkage to pictorial interfaces. There is virtually no
moment of modern life lacking the influence of artistic design. We have no doubt reached a
point of no return with our dependence on art; our worldviews are based on the meaning of
symbols and would we or could we have it any other way? The task must be to assess both
the nature of our art-centered culture - its constructivity, manifestations of ambivalent value,
and destructive potential, both possible and realized - as well as elucidate its historical
development into a primary force of the 20th and 21st centuries, a quest that has strong
implications for critical analysis of the institutional methodologies that manage it, and
ultimately the prognosis for opinionated leanings regarding contents of the human mind,
located within institutions and in constant direct contact with art, which philosophy has
termed ‘qualia’.
The empire of art began in earnest with European invention of printing press
technology in the 15th century, setting the stage for mass distribution of written material,
the origins of a broadly impactful progress of ideas, and also an intellectual war of ideas that
transformed sacrosanct tradition into the craft and craftiness of drumming up support for an
always temporary collection of seemingly incommensurable views. Emerging from the
stringency of Middle Ages orthodoxy, secular sophistry reminiscent of ancient Athens
became possible once more, and literary expression was as much about what you could sell
as what you could justify, with an audience wide enough to satiate any degree of hubris.
So doctrinal convention lost its vice grip on public discourse and lenience increased for
secular commitments as political control transferred from the dogmatic severity of religionbased high leadership to more manifold arrangements of competing aristocrats who took
pride in achieving some level of academic enlightenment or patronization. Ambitious
monarchs sought to become not only the principals of power relations, but also of cultures:
Louis XIV of France, the “Sun King”, is a quintessential example with his construction of
extravagant Versailles palace and proclamation “I am the state”. Citizens took pride in
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ideological dominance or envied the predominance of competitors. A lifestyle of intellectual
conflict and vehement support for or opposition to even the newest ideas became
commonplace.
This was especially true of the American colonies; a high degree of
contemporaneousness with Europe - universities, newspapers, political activism, modern
technology and infrastructure, some city life, and a not insignificant level of independent
wealth - combined with large distance from centralized control made for a vibrant and feisty
cultural identity. When the British tried to reinforce their hold with taxation and standing
army measures as well as suppression of activism, colonists struck back with highly effective
militias that utilized guerrilla tactics and novel weaponry, won their independence, formed
the era’s most cogent government, and became global leader in political progressiveness,
level of citizen involvement, and faith in a political process. Dozens of parties with original,
grassroots-inspired platforms was unheard of, but more than a century of relative autonomy
had taught these individuals what they wanted and how to get it: the difficult but rewarding
upgrowth of free cultural assembly and assembling. Political literature was everywhere; it
had helped win the Revolutionary war and was making this small but determined country
work like nothing ever had.
A simultaneous revolution was playing out in European cultures everywhere, especially
in mainland Western Europe: Germany, Austria, France, Italy, and to a lesser extent England
and Russia. Dance hall productions and mood music for various occasions had been popular
from time immemorial, but a new tradition of art, especially music-centric art, as public
spectacle was on the rise. It was probably a secular outgrowth of church music, the grand
cathedral settings featuring some of the finest organ players and other instrumentalists in all
of Europe, with compositions so moving that many were still in performance centuries later.
The race was on for the biggest, most mesmerizing production to date, and in the 19th
century this movement towards grandiosity culminated in Romantic operas, hours of the
most intense musical dramas the world had ever witnessed.
A seminal opera composer, Richard Wagner of Germany, wrote a famous polemic
published in a prominent editorial proclaiming that dramatic art should be the centerpiece
of a population’s cultural life, reflecting the values of a society, molding its attitudes, and
even organizing its intellectual life, the life of the mind. This was no doubt the common
sentiment after attending these breathtaking productions. A huge corpus of art criticism
grew in reach and sophistication, a promotion and entertainment subculture: who wouldn’t
hang on every word of an article describing the most incredible plot and aural experience
ever witnessed?
In the fledgling United States, European civilization moved inexorably west, with
promise of practically unlimited land supporting all forms of European lifestyle, bringing
immigrants from throughout Europe to American shores, converting frontier into farmland
and swelling the populations of many cities at key locations: ocean and river ports; centers
of resource extractment; and infrastructure hubs that were centers of commerce. As
technology of all kinds advanced, there was always a new place to test and incorporate it.
By the first half of the 20th century, the country was a mixture of European values and
American optimism, a combination of politically active, grassroots enthusiasm and age-old
art sensibilities from across the pond, with a big dose of technical ingenuity to grow it.
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11. Information Distribution and Modern American Politics
In the early 20th century, photography, video, phonograph, and movies with
soundtracks had been invented in the United States, technology which then of course
spread to the rest of the world, though the country still remains world leader in mediarelated budget and production by a large margin, though manufacture of electronics
involved has been matched elsewhere. Once these innovations hit the market, an avid fan
base for their entertainment applications quickly gelled. Movies, T.V., as well as newspapers
and magazines enhanced with photography became commonplace, also music recording and
radio. It was soon realized that hundreds of millions and eventually billions of dollars could
be made from sale of these media entertainment products, making producers and
performers wildly rich, men and women who had often come from ordinary backgrounds
with no undeniable genius, but happened to be in the right place at the right time. The likes
of Mozart and Wagner had struggled to make ends meet, while Tschiakovsky was actually
discouraged by his music teacher who had barely more status than a peasant from
composing, but these new showbiz gurus and celebrities could become immortal icons in
their own lifetimes while influencing the behaviors of millions.
This incredible hype machine transcended the hopes of even the most idealistic
entrepreneurs; it became clear that society could revolve around media, with it being the
primary cultural tone-setter just as Wagner had prophesied. It was also found that
mountains of money could be made essentially for free, by getting paid to include
commercials marketing products that would be associated with media-related entities and
expand into fads, making the overall business model look like a cliff if you achieved just the
right mix. Toys, seasonal themes, teenage rebellion, family bonding, romance, beauty,
power, the Wild West, space travel, victory, the dollar signs were astronomical! These
media companies, probably with some exceptions, had fairly good intentions: they were
going to give citizens what they wanted and make a lake of cash doing it, with portrayal of
sanguine families, historical and futuristic imagination, childhood educators, good-natured
thrills, tasteful images of reality, comedy, current events; it could be a supplement to daily
life that might even bring happiness. This was the main paradigm from at least as early as
the 1940’s to perhaps the 1960’s, but then U.S. and world events converged to largely derail
outrageous promise.
The Korean war of the 1950’s had been what one might call, speaking very traditionally,
a "just" war: there was the clear purpose of protecting an official U.S. ally from incursion by
a belligerent neighbor with a much more oppressive form of government, supported by
China, an international rival at the time that was trying to extend its influence against the
will of foreign citizens. It was an imperial power play; the U.S. was on top of it, congress
approved war, and three years of hostilities brought the conflict to a close, sparing an ally
from coercion, though the regional border remains unstable, requiring permanent U.S.
military commitments as a safeguard.
The next U.S. military action was not so clear cut, the notorious Vietnam debacle. In
the late 1950’s, the government decided to send a small force to this distant country in
order to counter an invasion of South Vietnam by communist North Vietnam and its
powerful ally, again China. Over the course of a decade, involvement escalated until the U.S.
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was fighting a large-scale war in formidable jungle environments with huge loss of life,
reaching roughly 60,000 dead and many more casualties, without having officially declared
war or acknowledged that this even was a true war. Reports of combat results and progress
were not provided, probable timetables and statistics were not given, and hundreds of
thousands of young adults with their whole lives yet to live were being drafted into the
military without legitimizing consent from the American citizenry. It was an ominous
disrespect, and public sentiment was growing that something had to be done about a
government action with "military-industrial complex" written all over it. Sure, the region
might become more communist, but maybe we should fight ideology with the diplomatic
strength of our own ideology rather than death and destruction, at least the American
populace deserved to be involved in a decision-making process with such long-term
ramifications. Were we going to distribute millions of troops throughout Asia and elsewhere
to micromanage every possible conflict? It seemed logistically unwise to start down this
path and politically unrealistic as well. Additionally, there was evidence of questionable
military operations, bombing neighboring countries and their civilian villages, even bombing
South Vietnam; the situation was sketchy.
As a growing contingent of veterans returned from combat, word got out and
resistance was mobilized: soldiers testified before congress in publicized hearings, rallies and
demonstrations were organized, while college students supported their generation with
protesting. It became universally recognized that this military endeavor was not winnable in
a traditional sense; weeding the highly elusive Vietnamese army out of thick jungle was not
going to happen, nor was there support from American citizens for unlimited sacrifice. The
government pulled out of South Vietnam and a communist regime moved in with little
resistance, a military failure but a domestic and perhaps humanitarian triumph.
News media had not reported much about initial stages of the war itself because there
was simply no information provided, but covered the protests in some depth and gave an
accurate impression of the impetus for change, namely grassroots activism. Socially
conscious agitation had a substantial history in 20th century America, with landmark
successes such as women’s suffrage - the right of women to vote - and incendiary labor
fights that originated unions, dislodging oppressive Industrialism in the U.S., improving
working conditions, and generally raising blue collar employees’ standard of living, bringing
much of the proletariat closer to the middle class demographic. The civil rights movement
ended racial segregation in schools and elsewhere, with illustrious proponents like Martin
Luther King Jr., and living conditions as well as economic opportunities for all so-called
minority races began to improve considerably. It was looking like racial diversity and accord
might be realizable goals and a new day of cultural harmony could be dawning.
However, the U.S. government, though in some ways quite answerable to its citizens,
was not a humanitarian organization and had hired brilliant strategists to develop plans for
promoting its own political and financial interests with an aggressive, sometimes
swashbuckling foreign policy approach. The CIA had been established immediately after
WW2 in the interests of foreign intelligence gathering for the purpose of preventing
anything like the Pearl Harbor attack from happening again, but its involvements spread to
all corners of the world as financial preeminence fueled an effort to control the future
globally. This organization, as everyone knows, became executive branch of the military-
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industrial complex, and weapons trafficking, support for puppet governments, financial
payoffs, coups, espionage, and military intimidation tactics became regular occurrences, in
addition to more pedestrian activities. This was not exactly impractical, for every other
internationally influential government founded its own departments of foreign agitation as
surveillance technologies and the projection potential of power advanced.
The agency and its affiliates were especially concerned with the Middle East since huge
reservoirs of oil had been discovered that could supply the world for the foreseeable future,
perhaps hundreds of years. It was clear the U.S. economy would be uncircumventably
impacted by this foreign market while seeking to sustain profitability of its own Alaskan
production, and U.S. strategists feared a scenario in which most of the world ended up
grovelling at the feet of an Arab financial hegemony, a subservience perhaps capable of one
day including the U.S. The Soviet Union, the U.S.’s communist rival, might collude with this
more practical Arab trading partner to the exclusion of the U.S.; it was a situation of
substantial risk.
U.S. government agencies decided to influence the politics of Arab countries, forging
an alliance with Saudi Arabian princes guaranteeing their political security, and promising
support as well as assisted military development to Iraq and Israel. Unfortunately, this was
probably the most culturally volatile region in the world, with racial and Muslim sectarian
conflict that had been operative for millennia, only exacerbated by national borders drawn
up after WW2 displaying a high level of ignorance about the geographical distribution of
these combative groups. Most countries were hotbeds of bad blood between perennial
rivals who of course wanted to vie for exclusive or primary control of their governments,
also with vicious border disputes; the region was an ideological powder keg.
The majority of the Arab world is mostly Sunni Muslim, including all westernmost
countries such as Saudi Arabia and its bordering states as well as Syria and its Arab
neighbors. Iran was historically Persian and is predominantly Shiite Muslim. Iraq is the
border region with a Shiite majority that was mostly poor at this time, the 1970’s, and
governed by Sunni ruling tribes in a dictatorship which was oppressive bordering on
atrocious. Iraq has a sizable ethnic Kurd population to the north with strong affinity to
Turkey’s somewhat embattled Kurds. The Sunni-led government of Iraq was propped up by
U.S. support for totalitarian Saddam Hussein, a main factor in its persistence, though he
used poison gas on Kurds and committed other unconscionable violations of his citizens.
Afghanistan is also Muslim, with influence from a severely oppressive faction known as the
Taliban, but its economy is agrarian and not particularly affluent or centralized. And then
there is Israel, the Jewish state smack dab in the middle of the Middle East, an arrangement
loathed by many Arabs, a country created from scratch at the close of WW2 consisting of an
ethnic majority Arabs believe has no mandate to be in the region and that is only sustainable
by being propped up with U.S. military outfitting. Arab countries jointly attacked soon after
its formation, but through a somewhat strange set of tactical happenings Israel managed to
win and exists to this day, though contentiously.
Iraq and Iran, as the epicenter of Muslim conflict, have always been in a tense
relationship, and in the 1980’s this exploded into full out war, with the United States
supporting Saddam Hussein and the Iraqi army by supplying weapons. The fighting was
hugely destructive for these two countries, a million soldiers dead, with Iraq getting the
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better of it slightly, though no significant amount of territory changed hands. An Islamic
revolution had taken place in Iran during the late 1970’s, overthrowing a monarchical
government more kindred to Iraq’s in favor of a regime that postwar became extremely antiU.S. and anti-Western, at the highest levels controlled by Muslim clerics who engaged in
severe castigation of the Western world. Afghanistan had been invaded by the Soviet Union
in its pursuit of growing influence, a move resisted with U.S. supplies to rebel Afghanis and
their supporters. After a short time aid was cut off, and though the Soviets never managed
to annex the country, these rebels were left to barely stay afloat or go into exile, a desertion
that left long-lasting scars on an embattled generation of Muslims. Together with additional
self-serving and sometimes meddlesome political machinations, this led to financing and
organization of ambitious terrorism for decades; embassies, travelers, anything "U.S."
became at risk in the Middle East and sometimes places as Western as Europe.
Then in the early 1990’s Saddam Hussein arrived at a notion that he should violate the
long disputed border with oil-rich Kuwait, laying claim to this lucrative prize politically. He
easily seized the country - there was practically no army - but the U.S. quickly retaliated to
this destabilizing imperial move, and in what Saddam no doubt considered egregious
transgression and hypocrisy, heavily bombed Baghdad along with further locations in Iraq,
drove the Iraqi army out of Kuwait, then soon arranged for international sanctions that over
the course of a decade crippled Iraq's economy, putting the reputed third largest ground
force in the world into perpetual decay. Saddam put up a front, coyly dancing around the
issue of WMD’s - chemical, biological and nuclear weapons of mass destruction (he had
already used chemical weapons) - and gave weapons inspectors the run around for years,
but when it became clear he could harbor an uprise of anti-U.S. terrorist activity, the U.S.
military struck and easily deposed him in the early 2000’s.
Sagas like the exorbitantly costly Iraq affair are common, though usually more
backstage politically, militarily and financially, but even with a lack of easily accessible
information, the prevalence of oversight is amazing; war is almost never declared, with no
official approval by congress, approbation from the American population, or publicity at all.
Burying of information is the rule, as it is only due to some very limited activism and
investigative portrayal after the fact that any U.S. citizens ever have a specific idea of their
military's vast commitments; minuscule articles in the back pages of newspapers are all the
ordinary individual has to go on. The population's inattention is not without domestic
consequences, for coups and bribes are extremely expensive, an expenditure that taxes
citizens quite literally as IRS requisites inch ever higher. The Clinton administration of 1992
to 2000, in time of nearly constant peace, was able to cut the country’s budget deficit and
actually achieve a surplus without retracting funds from major social programs, a
monumental achievement, but in the attempt to set up a new, representative, coalition Iraqi
government to replace Saddam’s dictatorship, together with the fight against terrorist
strongholds in Afghanistan, the U.S. military’s occupational, training and battle requirements
orchestrated by a new administration racked up the largest national debt in world history by
far. In combination with a big recession that required massive government spending to
jumpstart the world economy, the U.S. was being drained of wealth, losing credit leverage,
and letting a large percentage of the middle class drop into lower tax brackets. Then
disgruntled, unrealistic haranguing about domestic policies started to gain traction,
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arguments that “welfare” is too pricey, only banks too big to fail should be insulated against
calamity by government policies, universal health care would not work in the United States,
access to social security income should be curbed to preserve supposedly dwindling funds,
though none of these claims about what is simply a matter of budget vs. expense ever
provide conclusive proof, though any fool can understand dollars and cents.
If your beloved donkey passes, you see it laying in the field, feel your inexpressible
sadness, give it its respectful due and invest in a replacement: even though we sometimes
have strong emotions, fact implies cause and consequence and appropriate action is taken.
But in the supposedly progressive United States, there is no ironclad or exhaustive body of
fact, nor responsible investment in the future, only dispute, perhaps it can even be called
spiteful bickering. In an age of instant internet communication and extensive
documentation as well as publicity as cultural anchor, vigilant U.S. citizens probably wonder
how this can be and whether it is even still possible to have a viable social consciousness and
conscience. The society of the most powerful country in the world and hub of the world
economy seems to be either degenerating in some way, sabotaged, or perhaps suffering
from covert depredations, but one might be tempted to wonder if this turn of events is even
fully aware of itself, or rather an unconscious corruption of the rational traditions so
symbiotic to human will.

12. Decay of Rational Integration and Divergence of Subcultures in America
In many countries around the world, introduction of media institutions took a more
foreboding turn, as state radio and T.V. were tightly regulated by totalitarian government to
place a stranglehold on public opinion, often masking true inclinations of these
hypercentralized sources of power. This was especially tragic in Premier Joseph Stalin’s
1950’s Soviet Union, as the government promulged messages of communist strength, unity
and cohesion in the face of enemies while roughly eight million citizens were put to death in
paranoid purges, often instigated by supposed icon Stalin himself. It was such an abject
travesty of communism that the party organized a series of testifying hearings to document
what had happened, vowing it would not take place again, though it is doubtful this did
much to assuage the population's terror.
In the U.S. around the same mid-20th century period, as already touched upon,
prospects were much brighter: the media was inculcating values in a commendable way,
with even representations of danger and social conflict containing a strong dose of
conscience. Vietnam protests had been effectively platformed by the media, and a cultural
revolution was gaining steam that professed brotherly love, freedom of style and thought,
and general unity. Cultural experimentation by even ordinary folks was fostered, somewhat
exaggerated in the form of hippie lifestyle but not to tasteless effect, and mass
disseminations of progressive music, literature and art were on board. An image of utopian
life, the ever elusive wedding of solidarity with individuality, was tangible at last. Some
thought a new age of ideal community might be on the rise.
This flirtation with sane society started to get off track first, but probably least
significantly, due to the use of strong, mind-altering drugs such as LSD, the dangers of which
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were not common knowledge at the time. What began as recreational use of mild pot to
enhance social satisfaction graduated to substances that, though capable of producing aweinspiring sensations, cognitive revelations and spiritual awakenings, their initially intended
function, could alter the chemical composition of brains, actually mutating or retarding brain
function like a physical injury such as a concussion, often permanently, and at this time it
proved impossible to predict who was most at risk for these side effects. The highly
addictive properties of these chemicals became public, and though a subculture of
experimentation had developed, most drugs were criminalized. A sizable segment of the
population was suddenly marginalized, in an instant at odds with law enforcement and
facing potential jail time if caught in the wrong setting, with a dealer or by an undercover
police agent, or perhaps entertaining themselves a little too conspicuously somewhere.
Peace and love transformed into social ineptitude, strained patience and incarceration, but
there were far more momentous factors in play.
In the 1960’s, citizens who grew up in small towns, often in and around farming, could
move en masse to smallish cities by today’s standards, start at the most entry level
employment, file-sorting or mail run jobs, and progress through years of promotions with
the same or similar companies to senior and even supervisory positions, huge increases in
pay grade that moved them from small apartments to nice houses in inviting neighborhoods
with comfortable family and friend relationships, some much valued leisure and amenities the American dream. Suburbs were built around this ideal lifestyle everywhere, and cities
became enlarging masses of commercial and industrial zones supporting suburban sprawl.
Not everyone was able to adopt this way of life, as low income employment that had
been concentrated in urban industrial areas became scarcer at the advent of automated
manufacturing. A transition to the service industry occurred, with restaurants, retailers,
stores of all kinds dispersed throughout a city becoming the typical lower class job. This
sector of the economy happened to initially be least organized for collective bargaining and
consequent labor rights. These individuals could not afford to live in cozy residential areas,
but instead were relegated to less prosperous neighborhoods with low property values,
places known for pollution, small houses, few beautification measures like parks, waterways
and trails, unappealing views of drab buildings, which essentially entailed close proximity to
the industrial inner city.
The first occupants of the modern inner city, associable with the late 1970’s, were
beneficiaries of the civil rights movement, minorities with access to unsegregated
employment, though hours were long and reliable health care unavailable. As nonEuropean immigration accelerated in volume, these new denizens of America who had often
been poor even in their native countries and were looking for a fresh start with a higher
ceiling ended up in the inner city, the cheapest real estate available; a culture of
heterogeneous and low income minority populations took shape.
Metropolitan expansion placed great strain on infrastructure: mass transit such as
busing and light rail were incorporated into city planning, but these expensive projects took
decades to complete and often did not reach poorer, immigrant neighborhoods where
expenditure was not as high a priority. Tax money was serving the well-to-do first and
foremost as it always has. This meant that residents of the poorest minority-dominated
areas had to rely on local economy in many cases, unable to integrate with the commerce of
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thriving downtowns and affluent suburbs. There were not enough jobs to go around,
though by saving and spending wisely the children of low income households had the chance
for a better future, perhaps post-high school training in a trade, or for the most fortunate,
college. Government eventually instituted federal student loans, and colleges set up
minority scholarships to combat endemic poverty, but for the majority these neighborhoods
were going to be their lives.
Those who cannot make enough money to support their needs are going to engage in
theft, and many residents in these low income neighborhoods had to go into business for
themselves, selling stolen merchandise or keeping it for their own use. Crime of this kind
leads to confrontations, and the carrying and use of weapons became common. Armed
robbery and break-ins were rampant, with many residents organizing into gangs to pool
resources as well as amplify the ability to carry out illegal acts. Illegal trades such as drug
dealing used these neighborhoods as vital links in the distribution chain, and gangs staked
out their territories, sometimes getting into turf wars that put everyone in danger of
crossfire. Police presence increased to curb these developments, frequently using strongarmed tactics that only radicalized gang activities. Residents were arrested, locked up, and
reemerged as much more hardened criminals. Cheap forms of street drugs were cooked up
to sell in these poor neighborhoods, which had impurities that practically melted brains, in
addition to addictive properties which robbed drug users of even the paltry sums of money
they had as they tried to get their next fix, and homelessness became a fact of life. Career
criminals recruited impressionable youths, indoctrinating them into gang life. A whole
culture of illicit lifestyle spread to all corners of the inner city.
There was strong influence from wholesome ethnic traditions as well, brought into the
country from cultures all across the world, and Latin American, African and East Asian
influences among much else began to combine with traditional Americana. Exotic foods,
foreign holidays, and new linguistic tendencies like accents and slang began to enter the
country’s consciousness. Unfortunately, dangers characteristic of many so-called minority
neighborhoods bred a large amount of fear in outsiders, so were generally avoided, in
addition to transportation limitations that divided these disparate populations. Urban
sprawl separated Caucasian from minority, also ethnic minorities from each other, and like
prehistory's geographically separated tribes with their cultural and linguistic divergences,
many subcultures in the U.S. did not much trust each other and were undergoing a
phenomenon of segregation once more.

13. Corruption in the Capitalist System, Information Degeneration, and Qualia-centric
Prejudice
American entrepreneurship that burgeoned in the 19th and early 20th centuries had
been a smashing success; immigrants with no roots or reputation in the country but high
degrees of technical skill in sewing or mending clothes, shoemaking, watchmaking, and all
the soft good trades could corner city markets, becoming rich and successful with local
shopping empires. Novel technologies established new industrial markets: railroads, steel
manufacturing, vehicles, phones, radios, T.V.s. It all propelled many citizens of modest
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background, often lacking elite education, to the status of business moguls with far-reaching
economic influence. Founding of the New York stock exchange at the turn of the century
invested large amounts of capital in top-tier companies that gradually bought up less
valuable ones and entered new markets. Though legal restrictions on monopoly moderated
this trend, mergers and acquisitions forged huge national and then international
conglomerates with such diverse involvements that they could evade many laws intended to
regulate their activities, even lobbying government officials for preferential policymaking.
Of course these wealthy individuals had tremendous confidence and industriousness,
no doubt hard workers who attributed successes to their own initiative as all the triumphant
are wont to do. They were competitive, wanted to reach maximum achievement,
unprecedented progress and influence, to be associated with the legendary, and so they
were greedy. Second and third generation economic development was guided by an
aristocracy of financiers who had the best educations, most prestigious jobs, and who were
turning American society into a collection of business entities called corporations with
deepening cultural influence.
They were not, however, as independent as one might suspect; there was extreme
pressure to satisfy shareholders by increasing returns on investment. A demanding business
model of exponential growth in profits became the norm. Corporations were not competing
for sustainment, they were seeking expansionist domination simply as a result of the
mathematical, formulistic paradigms used to process financial data. With gains in
profitability, everyone in the boardroom had a higher income, the corporation could enter
new markets with the purchase of additional companies, conceivably extending its reach to
worldwide. Perhaps no one was quite arrogant enough to say that corporations would mold
the future of mankind and were in fact beginning to do so.
Prejudice associated with the differing lifestyles of individuals from different ethnic
background living in noninteracting neighborhoods, alongside police and gang brutality,
reinforced the general stereotyping of public opinion. Some claimed that Homo sapiens
originated in Africa and then spread to the rest of the globe with minimal adducement or
clarification as usual, tacitly implying the race was a kind of appreciable relic. Some
researchers claimed that there was greater genetic diversity between individuals than races,
a more veracious proposal suggesting that racial discrepancies were superficial compared
with traits like intelligence and personality. But there are easily observable variations no
one can deny, whether or not they are superficial or merely conditioned, and which instantly
turn affable socializers into hardened sociopaths if circumstances necessitate a tough
exterior, as racially charged situations commonly do.
Meanwhile, the intense crunch on corporate planners to sustain financial growth
placed great strain upon conscience or at least good taste in marketing and promotional
media (excepting political content, which had always been raucous and irreverent). Much
success was obtained not just by expanding markets but also in creating new ones, finding
some untapped niche to fill. An aesthetic of pushing the envelope by stunning the senses
infiltrated formerly conservative leanings, and utilization of shock value became prevalent,
as it has so many times on a smaller scale throughout history.
Entertainment media had been corporatized like everything else financial, and similar
to many business strategies it started to drift into the unbroached subversive. Heroism was
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replaced by gritty gunslinging protagonists, senseless violence in media productions became
common, and explicit sexuality and sexual exploitation waxed archetypal to visual and aural
art alike. A demographic of sleazeball voyeurism was being generated, with curious,
experimenting youths along for the salacious ride, and though there was still wholesome
fare, media was losing its moral compass.
Conditions worsened in the inner city, and by the early 1990’s it was almost a war zone,
with gangs roaming the streets and dominating the economy, cops cracking down on
whoever might be a gang member, and drugs, prostitution, crime everywhere, even in
schools where gangs often recruited and police monitored students, providing security. The
typical Caucasian adult was afraid of these areas, but youths of all stripes were fascinated by
the unsettling and rebellious nature of it all. While many activists wanted to publicize
developments such as this for the purpose of stimulating institutional and charitable aid,
media corporations were looking for dollar signs.
At first inner city influenced media was fun-loving hiphop levity and positive messages
that resonated with those struggling to transcend poverty, but the starker kind of portrayal
gained increasing notoriety, and while these music and dramatic artists were representing
their neighborhoods and cultures, making reality known, corporations marketed violence
and drugs as teenage rebellion to naive kids. There were conscientious efforts to give the
movement a message, but more prejudiced elements of corporate leadership, perhaps
labelable as a self-appointed, modern day aristocracy, probably thought they could out
anonymous gang activity and consolidate all at risk and vulnerable youth into one monolithic
mass or movement to be disposed of somehow, a clandestine war on “fandom”. Needless
to say this was atrocious, and bred distrust of corporate culture in numerous demographics,
especially minority-dominated ones. Many early counterculture or working class artists have
become independently wealthy enough to influence the entertainment industry’s course,
infusing it with some integrity by investing profits in social programs to support the
disadvantaged and like endeavors, but corporate-funded entertainment is still highly
exploitative bordering on antiethical to this day.
News media eventually took the same tact, cannonading its viewers with images and
stories of murder, war and immorality. This was all real, but the quintessential media
production gave an apocalyptic impression that only heightened racial prejudice and distrust,
as if the whole world was being swallowed by hatred with no possible analysis or
explanation. If programming was not based around abuse, it was vapid, mindless comedy
(with some commendable exceptions) or a complete confusion of viewpoints that did no
more than talk past each other, try to shout each other down, avoid the core of the issues,
or engage in laughable neuroticism. But at least Americans have sports to distract us from
our declining culture; small consolation.
It should be said though, before proceeding to further bash anything, that media still
has a lot to offer society despite its often regrettable recent history. Media-driven
speculation about the future, most saliently in the sci-fi genre, has done much to prepare
citizens for technological developments, their risks and prospects, disarming seemingly
inevitable disasters, and media can give hope where some do not even realize hope is
relevant beforehand. Portrait of the dilemmas surrounding nuclear war were probably the
most influential factor in preventing use of a nuclear warhead as well as the arrival of
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nonproliferation treaties. Media has stretched scientific imagination in the general public,
also instilling awareness of situations around the world that had been largely unknown. If
financial influence can ever again become motivated by natural community, with stimulation
of realistic concern for its conditions and controversies, the potential for media in all its
forms to be a progressive, conscience-driven force might be restored.
Back to present concerns: a strong strain of multiculturalism survived in the United
States despite business models that link economic change to the corruption of values and
social regression even in affluent countries. U.S. multiculturalism was a legacy of the civil
rights movement, giving professional and educational opportunities to minority populations
that more than prove themselves, and founding programs offering poverty assistance and
health care to the lower class, though continued advance and avoidance of regression are
certainly not assured due to prejudices and confusion about race that prevail in the country.
Much research into racially linked facets of culture has been embarked upon, a voluminous
body of literature examines ethnicity, and there is hope that we may one day truly
understand the way socialization interacts with race and how it perhaps can transcend it.
A complementary research trajectory exists, no less crucial than the sociology of
culture, which seeks to understand human populations biologically, with a necessarily strong
emphasis on the genetic endowment of our species. As previously mentioned, it has already
proven that human ethnicities are more closely related than anyone formerly thought
probable. We may one day be able to tailor medicine, education, and maybe much more to
all individuals in a way that supersedes ancient race concepts, in addition to drawing
conclusions about the origins and development of humanity with certainty.
There are factions inimical to each other, trying to manipulate this information. Some
want to block scientific progress, vilifying biological research in an understandable fear of
oppressive social engineering. Some want to undermine efforts at preserving cultural
diversity, which they believe complicate social planning, even though this is actually vital to
broad and lasting peace. Some want to confuse or misrepresent these issues for their own
acquisitive or hostile ends. Some have been so snakebitten by abuse that they no longer
care about the ineludibly joint future of all races. We must not let the cataract of data in this
internet-driven age drown fact, truth and social commitments, all vital to the future of
everyone, and we must commit to educating ourselves out of traditional conflicts and
uncertainties. Most issues are surprisingly simple if maximum exertion and inclusion is
actuated; we have barely scratched the surface of all human potential and someday we may
be able to plumb the depths.

14. The Practicality of Cautiousness about Qualia
In a civilized history of dazzling variety there have nonetheless been some constants:
technological advancement; alliances and collaborative efforts; war and destruction
followed by renewed interaction between cultures and restoration, with mutual
transformations; and prejudices of numerous kinds as we continuously distrust each other,
misjudge each other, and perpetuate cycles of abuse and recovery, with every recovery thus
far tragically disintegrating just as those involved reach the verge of transcending habitual
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outbreak of self-defeating behaviors, in mob fomentation and elsewhere. By some stroke of
improbable genius and much unlikely good fortune, reasoning has built edifices of
institutional sanity, an adventure spanning six millennia, turning us into a more humanist,
intelligent, globally integrated civilization, whether or not players on this epic stage honestly
cared about the big picture. Maybe most of us merely wanted to make some dough
together and our curiosities, interests, intellectual growth were the supplementary means,
derivatively liberating many from the species’ most flagrant sociopathies.
Regardless of how subservient rationality may be in the context of motivation as a
whole, we can typically exercise some reflective control of our behaviors as well as gradually
teach ourselves out of fallacies that result in paranoid or predatory confrontation, the
presumptuous judgements associated with contours of qualia variation in the human race,
and also the inequities of instinctive relationship affinity, simply liking some individuals to
the exaggerated rejection and ostracization of others, a tendency active at every level and in
every sized sphere of human interaction. In a world that has been rubbing salt into its
wounds on a regular basis for six thousand years with utmost commitment to developing
much better salt, perhaps we should take a step back and be more contemplative in our
approach to defining and diagnosing an intricate and still little understood subject central to
human prospects: the interiors of many billion minds.
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iii. First Person Experience: Universal Characteristics
15. Perception of Mechanism as the Basis for Knowledge of Physical Reality
In the late 2000’s, mirror neurons were discovered, revolutionizing our theories of
cognition. It was found that these cellular structures of the brain, present in numerous
species and probably universal to the vertebrate phylum, grant organisms some direct
perception of the thinking and emotion of other organisms, obtained from simple
observations via a “mirroring” effect that elicits similar brain processes in perceivers, the
seeming rudiments of a psychiclike phenomenon, suddenly converting reputedly quackish
hokum into plausible science. Knowledge of this neural phenomenon could help us better
understand language acquisition, empathy, many facets of social interaction, as well as
provide scientific explanation and treatment possibilities for conditions such as autism, and
confirm the compatibilities of plasticity in human brains to extents that the most fervent
multiculturalist or ecologist could have previously only dreamed of.
Though both mechanistical perception and social dynamics, which rely on intuitive
cognizance of the unintentional and intentional respectively, arise from many of the same
brain structures and functions, making knowledge of mirror neurons potentially applicable in
theorizing a wide spectrum of behaviors, from seeing all the way to verbal communication,
there are major differences between these two domains. The kind of perception we have
introduced as associated with the appearance of inanimacies tends to be more purely a
matter of reason, consisting of value-independent cause and effect recognitions that
permute logically into all kinds of simply functional beliefs about physical structure and force
relationships. In modern times, we have developed detailed and wide-ranging scientific
theories, but easily note the commonalities between this methodical constructing of
elaborately abstract form and simple concept-based procedures like judging the varying
properties of dissimilar objects such as mere differences between a baseball and basketball,
nailing boards together to make emergent structures like a fence, or inventing a makeshift
net out of twine or some jerryrigged material to catch a fish. All our technical exertions,
from the most ordinary to the most cutting edge, are essentially an outcome of material
intuitions and their refinement into more mechanistic intuitions, the applications of which
do not at base depend on cultural method and institutionalization at all, though imitative
behaviors and teaching activity that spread mechanistic techniques are certainly something
we would classify as social.
Group dynamics, on the other hand, while often involving some kind of reasoning
process, in cases like attempting to deduce probable reactions to our own or others’
behaviors based on previous experiences, or predicting and molding trends of demographics
mathematically, also encompass less reasonable activities such as verbally assenting to
someone’s bizarre idea just to get along or make peace, deciding to endanger one’s mind
and future because of peer pressure to join in drug abuse, eating a jalapeno pepper whole
because someone dared you to, bullying someone you could befriend, even human crowds
stampeding like herds of cattle.
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Educational methods and all kinds of organized learning are the intersection of
mechanistic and social experiencing, an integration of reasoning, emotion and instinct of
every context into cultural traditions that foster it, grow it, and guide it so that all the
partially unique trait endowments of each individual, an ever swelling and diversifying
corpus of mutation, can function as a cohesive whole, a developmental process still
unfolding to this day in every category of behavior. Perhaps we can analyze characteristics
of individuals within cultures to create a synthetic explanation of the various facets of
human agency, synchronizing our knowledge in a way that clarifies relationships between
the most universal features of perception, which we might regard as basic to the species,
and our vast variety of social contexts. This may make theorizing the complex nature of
civilized life more manageable and suggest new avenues for examining behavior of all types:
technical, emotional, instinctual, and most importantly, ethical. We can begin at a basic
level, general properties of how humans interpret the physical world as having structural
foundation.

16. Fundamental Recurrences - Patterns
The physical world is enormously variable in the forms it assumes, from frozen rigidity
of near absolute zero to seemingly instantaneous synchronicity of subatomic particles,
ranging from incalculably weightless quarks to immeasurably massive black holes at the
center of galaxies, and furthermore an indefinable acceleration of these galaxies away from
the originating point out of which the universe began and to which astrophysicists have
proposed it may one day return. However, all of this multiplicity can be cataloged into two
basic categories: ‘distal extension’ and ‘occurrence’.
Distal extension is simply the occupying of space that is characteristic of all physical
entities. We define this property with geometry accompanied by processing techniques of
algebra, trigonometry and calculus, which can be based on any degree of dimension, but in
practical applications are usually restricted to one, two, three or four dimensions. The first
three dimensions combine in universally intuitive three dimensional space as length, width
and depth. The fourth dimension is more technically abstruse ‘spacetime’, with relevance
for many scientific fields that involve modeling relativities of change falling within the
purview of conceptualizations such as gravitation, chemical reactivity, and quantum
mechanical accounts of subatomic phenomena.
Occurrence is the phenomenon of time, mathematically measured as duration
integrated with spatial dimensionality as the fourth vector in four dimensional spacetime.
While time as pure mensurative concept is very abstract, simply a counting of bare numbers
in nondimensional quantities, physically it is no more than distance: length of the equator is
the essence of a day on Earth, and it is very intuitive perceptually, the chronological unity of
all things, an interrelationship of sequential causes and effects, foundational to notions of
structure and logic that underpin civilized reasoning in general.
These two domains, distal extension and occurrence, conventionally known as 'space'
and 'time', delineate basic corporeality, the principal medium by which behavior integrates
with nature. They are organically experienced as a synthetic manifold of cyclical ‘recurrence’,
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the repeated returning of all substances to at least approximately similar states. This seems
to be a universal principle of our perceived reality: the constrained, recursive nature of
transformation. Though mysteriously fascinating, quite the enigma, we can elementarily
define the phenomenon as ‘pattern’, a general concept for ubiquitous, perpetual presence
of unity in multiplicity.

17. The General Nature of Concepts and the Types of Patterns They Interpret
Before launching into an analysis of patterns, it would probably be good to clarify the
concept of ‘concept’ at the risk of sounding somewhat ridiculous. We have talked about
conception as the facet of cognition most associated with self-aware thought, but what is its
basic unit in the context of reasoning, our higher-level thinking as we perceive it qualitatively
versus some physiology-based account of neural networks or analogous theorizing?
Concepts are essentially any sized unit of the knowledge content intersecting with
whatever the perceptual process, our stream of consciousness, has singled out as its focus.
Conceptual material consists in amorphous webs of attributes, interpretively defined as the
composition of what we are regarding fundamentally as pattern. These patterns partially
emanate from outside awareness, with recurrent, characteristic properties that we try to
understand by thinking. Human apperception is an interaction of our concepts as units of
meaning with patterned perceptions acted upon by extraconscious phenomena first
translated into precursor sensations. The conscious and extraconscious converge on the
cognitive domain of perceived pattern in all its various instantiations.
The color red is a concept associated with the word “red”, also an ineffable qualia
experience (that can nonetheless be stimulated in many cases by mirror neuron function). A
house is a hybrid concept, firstly what Kant called 'a priori synthetic', consisting of the
compositional features of windows, doors, boards, general shape that instantly make it
more than the sum of its parts. Houses also have an experiential, 'a posteriori' nature
involving empirical facts such as their location, owners, and style of construction. This
hypothetical house is to some degree just as ineffable as the bare color red, consisting of
indivisibly perceived qualia - the color brown, textural roughness, the impression of tallness only differing in that it is a combination of many distinct qualia we cognize as separate
attributes. Perceived patterns are indeterminately both external and internal to
consciousness, a puzzle already touched upon that occasions much theoretical uncertainty
about the accuracy of many observations, with innumerable experiences being illusory,
mere figments of our imagination or glaring errors our thinking deceives us into believing
true. This necessitates careful analysis as we strive to incorporate new experimental results
and scientific conceptualizings into a common fund of valid knowledge.
The mind/environment interface embodied in perceived patterns is describable as a
combination of two facets of basic substance: phenomenality and supraphenomenality.
Phenomenality is what the mind contributes to perceptions, which exists as an element or
potential element of consciousness even in the absence of direct inspection of
complementary contents in the external environment, streamlined to assimilate the natural
world with an adequate amount of abductive functionality. Supraphenomenality is what
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the external environment contributes to perceptions, the compositional integrity of which
remains in some way as unobserved reality while inspection is not happening, constituting
the nature of what existence essentially is behind the scenes of awareness, which may be
nothing like the intuitive perceptual world human minds have adapted to assume veritable
within Earth environments. Reality and human subjectivity are of course a unity or at least
some kind of linkage or simultaneity, but also separate in a way that has so far limited the
capacity of human comprehension, a paradox of intrinsic but to this point imprecisely
knowable boundaries.
As a tentative, somewhat speculative effort, patterns can be divided into six general
types: simple, natural, theoretical, technological, symbolic and artistic. These categories
correspond not to some underlying metaphysical or ontological structure, but rather to
concerns of human activity such as observation, function, aesthetic sensibility, meaning, and
further delineations. Distinctions made according to these criteria can be considered the
general parameters of parallel and related observational perspectives with features central
to human agency at various scales, from the qualitative experiences of an individual mind all
the way to civilized cultures comprised of billions. Augmenting this notion with more
specificity, there is some degree of overlap: all categories of pattern can be symbolic; natural
patterns are applied and simulated with technology; theoretical patterns interact with or are
a central component of other types of patterns, especially everything technology-related;
simple patterns are the building block material of all other patterns; and more possible
connectivity.

18. Simple Patterns
Simple patterns are basic perceptual phenomena resulting from a constraining
resolution of apparencies into particulars within the manifold of our observing, a process
greatly impacted by the conceptual facet of consciousness, in instances like noticing an
individual color as set apart from its surroundings, or noting a surface as simply rough,
distinct from its other qualities and without cognizance of slight textural variabilities.
Perceiving is never devoid of extraneous content having minimal or no relevance to
what we are focusing on, but it is undoubtedly the case that any observation involves
numerous indivisible unities the mind forms within perceptual contexts, isolated in active
awareness, at least as something hypothetical like a pure color, the unitary form of an object,
a flawlessly uniform texture, a particular sound, or anything from our other perceptions as
well. Once contents of our mental process are fixed into the form of a simple pattern in
thought, we can divide the substances associated with this specific perception into a
multiplicity of more finely grained parts by applying technical practices, so that naked
human hand/eye coordination creates ten shades of blue, or a hundred shades using
computers, a variability so far only limited by our conceptual capacities as contextually
bounded in theory and technology.
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19. Natural Patterns
Natural patterns are the spontaneous phenomena of nature, occurring as an
immediate heterogeneity produced by a combination of our perceptual apparatus and what
it interacts with, from out of which simple patterns become apparent as we focus on
particulars, a specifying influenced by conception. Natural patterning is everywhere, to the
extent that we hardly note most of it; on a walk through the wilderness, almost everything
we experience is a purely natural pattern, with all biological systems and their contents
falling into this category.
A blueberry is a simple instance: it is the combination of slightly uneven coloring we
perceptually resolve into the form of a more definite, simple pattern, conceptualized as pure
blue, purple and green; an approximately round shape cohering with our basic concept of a
sphere that exists in a matrix of further mathematical conceptualizations; added upon by the
aural and tactile memory of berry plucking, its sound and feel that we can imagine
independent of the act itself; and an arc concept associated with the shape of its stem, also
connected to the broader context of math. These among many more perceptual/conceptual
simple patterns are experienced as apparent parts of a synthetic manifold in consort with
constellations of more technical conceptualizing such as those of engineering and science.
Many natural patterns are also symbolic patterns, representative in their implications
of phenomena not being observed or interacted with directly. Symbolic natural patterns can
be found everywhere: a tree frog’s bright-colored skin indicates its toxicity; bright colors of
fruits can suggest edibleness; a snake’s rattle or hissing communicates it might strike; and
many trillions more examples of varying complexity, all the way down to molecular
processes of identification involving cell membrane structure, antibodies, hormones,
neurotransmitters, or genes.

20. Theoretical Patterns
Theoretical patterns, which are concepts fashioned by analytical efforts, arise from
investigating parsed natural patterns in technical contexts such as physical experiments or
conceptual simulations, then hypothesizing about the implications of resultant
metaconceptually defined patterns of all kinds in an attempt to devise causal generalizations.
This technical process breaks down natural patterns into simpler patterns in environments
that are substantially controlled or initially predictable, then formulates causal principles
based on observation and measurement of these analytically contextualized patterns,
ultimately for purposes of further prediction and the fabricating of technology. Analysis
configures patterns as concepts in theoretical structures, often a translation of these
patterns into technically abstract variables within systems of mechanisms, in many cases
utilizing quantitative definition. While actuating technical contexts, we hone in on the few
most salient or suggestive regularities of observed patterns, which seem to hold the largest
promise for more apt description, better prediction and improvement of technology, then
try to manipulate or anticipate their behaviors presumed to be operative in numerous
settings. Theorizing approximates select patterns in order to create conceptual frameworks
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of structurality and abstraction, arrays of mechanistic interrelations that are schematically
representative of observations, making patterns more intelligible to extents sufficient for
furthering technical practices.
An example is our theory of the color blue. We can with experimental methods
observe it as a kind of electromagnetic radiation located in the visible spectrum, a wave
shape with a range of wavelengths/frequencies that we perceive as various shades. Visible
light smoothly transitions from blue into higher frequency violet on one end of the spectrum
and closer to red on the lower frequency end, though there are of course more colors
between blue and red, as blue is a relatively high frequency (shorter wavelength) color. This
wave form concept, though a keenly practical definition that appears reliably in various
experimental contexts, is still no more than a model. There are equally valid photon
theories of light that under many conditions interpret the phenomenon of electromagnetism
as a stream of particles, and also models of radiation as kinetic and potential energy
contained in the structured comportments of atoms, transformed in some way by
absorption properties of electrons and their motions. The color blue understood as
electromagnetic radiation, though it accords with something that certainly exists, is
foundationally a mechanistic concept infused into what we have called our basic cognition of
‘recurrences’ - patterns as they manifest in perception, defined by our conceptualizing - not
the actual phenomenon in total. Theoretical patterns are descriptional concepts that enable
us to formulate even more generalized, synthetic models of causality while we construct our
progressing accounts of reality, not essences.

21. Technological Patterns
Technological patterns are any combination of simple, natural or symbolic patterns
grafted together by human proficiency within the context of theory. For example, the door
to a house constructed of rough surfaced wood painted forest green is a combination of at
least two simple patterns, bare texture and pure color. The smell of an air freshener
combined with the aerosol mechanism that sprays it are the natural patterns of freshening
chemical and aerosol as well as the simple pattern of spraying, among others. A hammock
hung between two trees conjoins theoretical/technological patterns of the hammock’s
shape and manufactured composition, also the natural pattern plant substance for which
the manufacturing process was designed. Possible arrangements seem endless, soaring into
the trillions or more.
The amount of symbolic patterns that can be created technologically is also mindboggling; they can take pictorial, natural language and mathematical form. A stop sign is
composed of the pictorial and mathematical octagon shape, with the natural language word
“stop” in the center, the pictorial colors white and red, and a mathematically engineered
wooden post functioning as support and for visibility.
Symbolic patterns can be simple, natural and technological: in the case of a stop sign,
the color red is a simple pattern, the word “stop” is the simple pattern color white, also the
natural pattern of the word “stop” as a linguistic feature, and the support post and octagon
shape are technological patterns, among much else. The whole sign and all its parts fall
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within the designation of theoretical pattern, an imposition of concepts for purposes of
conforming environments to the needs of life as we strive to make our world hospitable for
ourselves, by driving and more.

22. Artistic Patterns
Artistic patterns are agglomerations of natural, technological and symbolic patterns
used to produce aesthetic effects. Natural elements of art consist in what the artist is
attempting to depict on canvas, inspire with music, portray while acting, and commonly
multiple goals simultaneously in these and additional kinds of artistic efforts. The
composition of tools, musical instruments and props can also be reckoned natural patterns:
hair of a paintbrush, metal of a brass instrument, costumes of the stage all start out as raw,
unprocessed materials garnered from nature’s basic spontaneity.
Once raw materials have been collected, technological puissance assumes its role,
crafting tools of the trade, which amalgamate with innumerable techniques that have been
developing and maturing for millennia to make technological patterns on canvas, in air,
during a performance seem shockingly lifelike, astutely meaningful, sublimely diverting,
something the public connects with, either as a piquant reference to its own experience or a
startling, perhaps strange or disturbing antithesis to it.
Art is saturated in symbolism as artists begin with general themes coloring and
informing the whole work, then proceed to minute depictive detail, usually granting purpose
to every brushstroke, note or word, captivating the audience to such an extent that it can
actually forget where it is, forget itself, and become wholly immersed in even wildly fictional
presentations, seizing upon the grains of truth to be found in the sedatest and craziest fits of
imagination alike.
Aesthetic effects of art spring from emotions, thoughts, twists, humor, irony that
works utilize to move patrons; these often ineffable qualities can be split into roughly three
categories: mood, cognition and uniqueness. Mood is the most irrational, subliminal aspect
of art, with dark shades of color, minor key tonality and intense vocalization tensing the
body, and bright colors, major tonality and light, cheerful banter exulting or relaxing the
nerves of patrons (every form of art deserves recognition for also eliciting these types of
responses). Cognitive processing is aroused by concepts and symbolic content, making the
patron think about issues that may not have seemed important before artistic exposure,
often under the guise of allegory allowing presentation of politically or morally sensitive
subjects. And last but not least, uniqueness refers to the need for art of persisting impact to
do something unprecedented, an effort that constantly amazes as every major artistic
project, numbering in the many millions, manages to somehow be original, if only for just a
moment.
Defined at a level this general, we find art everywhere, in building designs,
advertisements, books, magazines, newspapers, soundbites and music, internet pics, with
millions of instances per second, as almost every human act within modern society involves
either constructing art or experiencing it. What most distinguishes a work of art from
similarly elegant, complex, even stylish productions, as in the structure of some
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technological achievements, is intention to convey profound meaning, drawing or startling
human populations out of their complaisance so that they actively think in uncharted,
unanticipated ways. Art is a constant revolution of sentiment that can peacefully change
minds, making political, physical revolts unnecessary.

23. Special Cases of Patterns - Objects and Forces
All recurrence phenomena can be explained as patterned in one or more of the
foregoing six ways, from something as inert as a tree, board or ball all the way to material
with properties as variable or fluctuating as intensity, viscosity, pressure or memory decay,
but there is nevertheless some further specification to be made, namely two especially
important categories of mechanistically relevant pattern: objects and forces.
Objects are a special perceptual type: they are composed of patterns, but have
emergent properties such as internal stability and externally evident attributes that exceed
the typical pattern’s degree of coherence, essentially because our perceptual apparatuses
have been sculpted by evolution to mentally subsume these entities as quickly as possible
for the purpose of assuring our safety, acquiring food, and many more functions that
necessitate extremely intuitive sensory recognitions. To be brief, this is simply like the
difference between our perception of a rock and humidity: we sense atmospheric pressure
as a vague absence or presence of discomfort caused by moisture on our skin, in essence
consisting of physiological and partially cognitive responses to temperature dynamics, but a
rock sitting in front of the viewer is as objective as anything can be, requiring not even a
thought or bodily sensation to know you are sharing the experience with almost every
human being. Objects like that rock are patterns having a larger degree of resonance for the
psyche's reasoning and observational instincts, an intuitiveness built into and adjuncted to
the fabric of perception and conception. This type of instinctuality is primarily aimed
outward because of its pivotal role in mobilizing efficient response to the superordinately
impactful content of sense-perception, as well as having core significance for analytical
problem-solving efforts and technological invention.
Forces are essentially the motive features of objects evident within a matrix of
positional field, memory and stream of consciousness, exceedingly intuitive compared to
motions of more ephemeral or imperceptible kinds of patterns such as rates of chemical
reaction, microscopic cellular machinery, or geological and galactical change occurring over
millions of years. Compare this to the motion of a thrown rock, which almost any mammal
can perceive with similar accuracy given sufficient attentiveness.
Objects and forces can be divided into two main types: natural and conceptual.
Natural objects are concrete entities observed in the wilderness, all lifeforms with the
objects constituting their environments, any material body that grows or transforms out of
some essentially invisible, nonhuman source. A natural force is something like wind
pressure, illumination, maturation, death, metabolism, all the processes noticed by
observation but impenetrable to naked conception, animating objects as if their perceived
forms might be willed by some kind of supernaturality. Conceptual objects are anything
engineered by human efforts or envisioned as a particular component in mechanismlike
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collections of causes, which includes all technological materials and the theoretical content
that underlies them. Conceptual forces are something such as gravity, electromagnetism,
kinetic and potential energy, any theoretical construction or structural model giving form, as
an incarnation of defined causes and effects, to the enigmatic motions of untheorized
matter. Natural objects and forces are some of the most salient phenomena of spontaneous
reality, and the basis for our concepts of object and force mechanisms upon which the
multifarious edifice of scientific knowledge is grounded.

Conclusion
Introspection has always been a slippery, deceptive means of acquiring knowledge,
especially regarded as such by the proof-preoccupied Western world that seeks to surpass
levels of certainty available from the many techniques for facilitating awareness of one's
own subjective mind, like those of Buddhist meditation and cabbalistic stylings of mysticism.
Western empirical tendencies pursue a knowledge of properties universal to all minds, the
essences of consciousness.
The West can be inclined to overgeneralize, trying to force thinking into a one-size-fitsall container, and many individuals conversely underestimate the collectivity of our selfawareness, corrosively falling short of faith in civilized sociality or losing their faith. Humans
can tend to exaggerate in either the reductionistic or skeptical direction, but despite our
proneness to theoretical illusions, superlatively valid insights are obtainable by merely
sorting through some common sense notions in a cursory way, identifying facets of the mind
that make universally shared, factual reality even possible. Patterned phenomena churning
at the base of all perception allow for us to undertake general education, produce popular
literature, maintain a scientific worldview and technology-based lifestyle, coordinate our
day-to-day behaviors and communications in ways that are in some cases virtually reflexive.
What is unintuitive about human relations and self-knowledge can be analyzed with
our methods of scientific theorizing to render human nature more comprehensible on a
universal scale. We can learn about ourselves in collectively applicable ways by diligent
study and collaboration, convening group efforts that craft conceptualizings into devices for
mutual observation and cognizance, compensating for the weaknesses of individuals on each
other's behalf, triangulating to truths that, though thus far temporary and incomplete, can
help us increasingly overcome our intellectual and behavioral limitations, cognitive
blindspots and biases.
With all this practical communality, it is perhaps surprising we ever struggle to manage
society at all, yet culture has always been vulnerable and dangerous, an antagonism
between adversaries and incredibly at times nothing less than a bloodbath as we inflict pain,
agony, misery on each other with abandon. How can this reasoning organism with such a
penetrating mind be such an enemy to itself, such a bane to its own existence as a species?
We can start to address this query by consulting and ordering our knowledge of what
reasoning is.
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An Introduction
to
Conception,
Our
Faculty of Reason
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Intro, Reasoning - the Processing of Concepts
Conception, often adjudicated in humans by deliberate acts of what we call ‘reasoning’,
is a cognitive function of generating and manipulating associations between all the various
concepts that together constitute a structural framework of meaning. We can consider
some examples to illustrate this idea:
The statements “God is omniscient” and “God is omnipotent” link two properties as
indicative of one entity’s nature; a triangular structure is created with two concepts
adhering under God as his attributes. “That apple is red and round” is a similar triangle of
meaning, subsuming two properties, red and round, within the designation of a single
natural object by virtue of which they are also connected. In a more technical vein, PV=nRT,
Boyle’s ideal gas law from chemistry, expresses the concepts ‘pressure’ and ‘volume’ as
varying with direct proportionality to ‘moles’ (number of atoms, molecules or any other
basic atomic form), ‘temperature’ and the universal gas constant ‘R’, with values on the left
side of the equation multiplying to equal those on the right, altogether a quantitative
concept we envisage as masses of physical particles colliding within a space or container.
“All humans are hominins, and all hominins are mammals, therefore all humans are
mammals” is a logical relationship generalizable as “if a=b and b=c then a=c”, a symbolic
representation of the associative form involved, which can also be expressed structurally as
‘a’ or ‘humans’, encompassed by ‘b’ or ‘hominin’, in turn encompassed by the much larger
category ‘c’ or ‘mammal’, a hierarchy ascending towards increasingly comprehensive
conceptualizings with accompanying linguistic designations. We could interpolate ‘primate’
between ‘hominin’ and ‘mammal’, and ‘hominid’ between ‘hominin’ and ‘primate’, enriching
specificity with further associations.
As we see, there are discrepant kinds of concepts corresponding to differing kinds of
conceptualizing that can nonetheless be readily correlated or even serve as different
formulations of the very same phenomenon. Image concepts, symbolic concepts referring
to constituent properties and their relations, mathematical and mechanistic forms in
technical systems of relativities, as well as concepts of abstract and intuitive logic having
various degrees of generality can all exist as instantiations of single associative meanings.
Concepts can first of all be understood as hierarchies of the more general overarching the
more specific, and it is a simple matter to provide oneself examples. We can further say that
all of these hierarchies relate to those considered external to them in some sense also; for
instance, conceptual relationships characteristic of God and an apple display comparable
logic insofar as they are giving similar form to their content, such as a triangle of association
in the simplest case. Reasoning submits both entities, though obviously quite incongruous,
to like mental intuitions, such as generalizability and the law of noncontradiction. Image
concepts attach to hierarchicizations as well as so to speak same-plane associations, and can
often be substituted into associational frameworks without alteration to meaning. And a
vaporized apple obeys Boyle’s law under most terrestrial conditions, as if the apple has been
transformed into ricocheting particles; disparate forms of matter and more can be subjected
to analogy.
It is tempting to identify webs of concepts with neuronal associations we find in the
brain, with which they are highly correlated, but this is premature as there is much more to
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the brain’s biology than “wiring” for electrical conductance. Each cell is composed of
intricate structures combined with fluxing chemistry, all varying in local behavior at any
given region and instant; positive feedback coupled to negative feedback forms a delicate
balance belied by the obsolescing theory of neural gridding; and the brain is in a constant
process of renewal and modification only fractionally explicated by current neuroscience.
Ultimately, the very concepts of electricity, electromagnetism, electromagnetic fields and
radiation may permit revolutions in understanding based on further investigation of effects
such as those treated by quantum physics, reconstituting our theories of brain, cognitive,
conceptual mechanisms.
Nevertheless, there are some clear parameters and tendencies that reside at the heart
of conceptualizing, which can be enumerated in order to start explaining what we are doing
when we think, how our concepts relate to linguistic elements that often enhance their
function, in what manner concepts subsisted in prehistoric and historic contexts, and how
continuities exist between the past and our contemporary world. We can begin with a
sketch of reasoning instinct, then proceed to construct a general model of how conception
works and the ways it advances.

i. Reasoning Instincts
1. The Basis of Reasoning Instincts in Causal Intuitions about the Physical World
Our reasoning emerged in response to interactions with nature during prehistory and
so have ties with hunter-gatherer lifestyles that prevailed for hundreds of thousands and,
taking into account probable similarities to hominins, millions of years. Our minds have of
course transformed during that timespan in step with procession to large, complex societies
and high technology, no doubt in some hardwired and nearly universal ways, but the
environment’s structure as something we can define in terms of particulars and generalities
is comparable, and many generalizings hold in both the most basic circumstances within
which concepts are formed as well as the most modern and theoretical. We exercise many
of the same assumptions and processes of concept formation as did our distant ancestors,
and these reasoning instincts are involved in abstraction and philosophy of even the most
abstruse kinds.
a. Object classes
Humans categorize phenomena according to general type - particulars and classes of
like particulars - which philosophical parlance defines as ‘tokens’ in ‘types’, and mathematics
as concepts and ‘sets’ of concepts providing the structure of ‘set theory’. This amounts to
‘generalization’: a simple instance is recognition that mammals have four legs, and
mammals tend to have higher intelligence than animals such as six-legged insects and eightlegged arachnids, so a four-legged animal is probably perceiving me in a complex way, and if
it has fur and additional features of a mammal but a different number of legs it is either
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injured or mutated. There are of course exceptions to every generalization, as in dolphins
and whales seeming more like fish, and octupi with their eight tentacles being quite
intelligent, or dogs more sociable and less solitary than housecats who have a resilience to
greater levels of isolation, a divergent sort of intelligence. All of these overlapping
categories - ‘animals’, 'mammals', 'aquatic mammals', 'insects', 'octupi' - develop as we
establish a coherent picture of the world, modified by personal experience as well as
teaching and theorizing techniques, constantly reorganizing our hierarchies of conceptual
association.
b. Wholes and parts
We see wholes as composed of parts: pieces, segments, sections, and in terms of the
physical world, subatomic particles, atoms, compounds and molecules, cells, tissues, organs,
organisms, ecosystems, planets, solar systems, galaxies, the universe, and the postulated
multiverses of vanguard science. We derive many insights about the world from this way of
thinking: sand is very old, highly eroded rock; matter is divisible, capable of being reverse
engineered for a mechanistic knowledge of its nature; we can theorize environments by
applying systems of quantitative units; and similar conceptualizings.
Knowledge is not ordinarily recognized as a history of analytical contexts that gave rise
to particle intuitions, in fact we are predisposed to forget most of this background in the
absence of careful documentation. Instead, we envision a hierarchy of larger or smaller
physical objects existing independent of conceptual evolution. Though collected
observations change, we tend without strong cultural impetus to view conceptualizings of
the world and the world itself as existing without interposed uncertainty or major
transformation.
Thinking in terms of absolute structure, as if concepts are fixed like the perceptual
patterns we experience as objects, which they label and are partially determined by, is a
condition for progress that can only occur in self-contained increments as we carry out
procedures aimed at specific goals. This defining and parameterizing that is in effect during
pursuits such as problem-solving, a simple example being the conceptual frameworks
generated by reasoning through exercises of a math lesson, generalizes and abbreviates, and
these reasoning shortcuts allow us to then incorporate more information within the free
space created for our minds. We consolidate concepts using structures, systems and
techniques, a process which has a degree of arbitrariness in relation to bare percepts, but
enables associations to be more succinctly reasoned about using metaconceptualizings
implying broader contexts from out of similar resources, equal amounts of wording with
wider reference, or procedures that employ simplifying assumptions. This is essential for
efficient thinking, but can sometimes make integrating unintuitive facts and concepts into
entrenched intuitivities a grueling task of deconstructing implicit association. Institutions
fostering critical analysis are necessary to moderate the difficulty that inveterated
truncation presents.
c. Mutually exclusive positions
We perceive distinct objects as occupying different locations; for example, a moving
billiard ball will displace a stationary one when they collide, and we anticipate outcomes
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such as this in myriad situations. We extend this intuition to the invisible, conceiving
diffusion of a gas as the product of collisions between particles that restrict and realign each
other’s movement rather than passing through each other or mixing and morphing upon
contact. Theory itself does not preclude particle mutations, and in many cases suggests it,
as in the dynamic equilibrium within our atmosphere between single atoms of oxygen gas,
predominant O2, and O3 (ozone), or within liquid water, hydrogenated (H3O+) and
dissociated (H+ and OH-) ions in dynamic equilibrium as small proportions with the common
form (H2O). Of course we then interpret these fluctuations as rearrangements of subatomic
particles, extrapolated to some fundamental unit. When objects meld or divide we incline to
think of them as discrepant substances, usually particles, instead of transition phenomena.
We ask “what is it” in contrast to or as identical with other things, not “what ‘activity’ is it”,
though patterns are always fluxing relativities, with many of our particularity notions added
onto phenomena as cognitive intuitions of structure. Awareness of form assists in rendering
causality intelligible and is materialism’s foundation.
d. Relatedness of objects
Abutting or simultaneous phenomena seem connected in some way: if multiple objects
are in contact with each other, it is assumed they are in a force relationship of tension or
support, and the cooccurrence of events suggests causal relatedness, becoming less
plausible the greater the separation of time and space. In science, this gives rise to concepts
of causal interrelationship, and when a mechanism cannot be witnessed directly we seek an
explanation to fill the void.
Philosophically, this type of perceiving gives credence to notions of universal oneness,
a mystical link many feel between objects, events, patterns separate in both time and space,
an order and harmony amongst phenomena. Whether this is an experience of unity in the
cosmos or integration of the elements comprising our minds is contestable, but it
constitutes the essence of cerebral spirituality or what the psychologically inclined might call
'individuational' inspiration, a sensibility for aesthetics which transcend the desensitization
to unity amongst dispersity so characteristic of human awareness.
e. Objects maintain structural integrity when they disappear and then reappear
There is depth in our visual field, with objects that disappear from view maintaining
their structural integrity as they pass behind other objects or are blocked by other objects.
We perceive continuity between all the trajectories and orientations of objects. More
cerebrally, patterns of all kinds are signs of this continuity independent of direct perception,
with properties indicating natures, the attributes of similarity or relation, representing
identities of both animate and inanimate phenomena. This can be as concrete as a marking
on an animal, as subtle as a scratch, as meaningful as a new piece of jewelry or a speech act,
and abstract as a logical symbol or schematic diagram. It is essentially a function of memory:
perceptions are lodged within and tracked by the brain as well as synthesized to contrive a
coherent view of the world.
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f. Larger objects force smaller ones to move - material ‘power’
We recognize larger objects as exerting influence on smaller objects, forcing them to
move. An object rolling down a hill that instantaneously becomes stationary because of
adhesive attaching it to a smaller object and bonding that smaller object to the ground
startles us, gluing our attention just as strongly.
Because of physical constants, such as gravity associated with Earth’s mass, the fixed
mass of Earth’s atmosphere, and innumerable other factors in material contexts, we can
quantify this phenomenon quite easily. A larger object will fall at the same rate as a smaller
object when they are released in a vacuum chamber because the effect of gravity on much
smaller objects than the planet is nearly identical absent friction, such as in the famous
demonstration performed with a rock and a feather. However, our atmosphere produces
drag on falling objects, so that two spheres of equal density but different sizes will fall at
differing rates, with the bigger sphere having an even larger volume to surface area ratio
and mass to surface area ratio that trumps friction. At the same time, the atmosphere
exerts opposing force on the falling object, with this gas being at such a density that it
eventually trumps gravity as it compacts at an increasingly deep volume underneath
accelerating mass, stabilizing the descent of larger objects at higher terminal velocities, with
this resistance effect increasing in direct proportion to the density of a frictional medium,
such as liquid water’s greater impedance than both water vapor or even our O2, N2 and CO2
laden air.
The intuition of relative force is so convincing that it seems to almost possess our
minds as a presumed principle of the natural order when our thinking becomes fixated on
notions of control, political and social stability, power projection, units of military, material
and economic force, and all such conceptualizings of the larger to the smaller, reified as the
greater to the lesser in ways that are often disingenuous or half-baked.
g. Foundation and flux
We understand phenomena as grounded in fundamental substance, whether it be
unstable entities and systems supported by a stable foundation, or apparent stability
providing a temporary calm in what is generally turbulent. The former case applies when we
view sedentary objects such as rock features or plants: we look for how their positions are
reinforced by a more stable base or an interpenetration of forces, which in the case of a
plant is its root system fanning out beneath the ground and rigid constituents such as xylem
of wood, and with a precarious stone we would also inspect for anchorage to the ground or
distinctive shape in relation to its surroundings. With wind or the flow of a river, we see
stillness as unrepresentative of its essential nature, which is to be perpetually in motion or
agitation.
Intuitions of stable medium enable us to perform feats such as engineering with stone,
concrete or steel foundations, buttressing with supplementary force, and architecting
extremely tall structures via the use of bases extending far underground. With phenomena
that appear to be in constant flux, we model them as dynamical systems, in terms of
fundamental change, and predict their cyclical and constrained patterns. In philosophy,
cognizance of stability has produced notions that fundamental and timeless being or
perhaps “infinite recurrence” is the root of all things, and transition states salient at
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moments like explosions or natural disasters have stimulated notions that all is flowing and
mutating, with stability an illusion. This is the tension between concepts of ‘being’ and
‘becoming’ that has pervaded metaphysics, epistemology and science.

2. Fallible and Illusionary Reasoning Instincts
Though conceptualizing is of course integral to survival, some of our interpretive
tendencies can lead us astray. Everyone knows something about sensory fallibilities, such as
those of vision called ‘optical illusions’: our sight enhances the contrast of boundaries
between light and dark, distorts lines and shapes depending on their surroundings, and
awareness of depth can easily be fooled by the interplay of shadows. Just as our senses
evolved to manage wilderness environments and prove treacherous in other contexts, our
conception developed to function within a hunter-gatherer lifestyle of small, simple, age-old
communities, which place demands on the psyche that differ greatly from modern
civilization with its dense populations, written communication, high technology and rapid
transformations. The biology of our minds is similar to the species’ ancestors, but our
epistemic milieu, a vast assortment of facts, theories and methods, is utterly unlike
prehistory, resulting in pervasive error and even delusion.
a. Analogies are unequivocal realities rather than conditional conceptualizations
When we see parallels between objects or other phenomena, we analogize them as if
they are related, operated upon by the same principles. This tactic of knowledge formation
is vital as scientific correlating, but despite our reliance on advanced investigation, it remains
necessary to reiterate that correlation often does not indicate a cause with certainty or any
actual cause at all. Knowledge of causality only meets contemporary standards after
analysis has determined that statistical significance and explanational validity obtains, in
research and everywhere.
Compared to previous eras, we have trended towards sophistication in analogymaking.
Even a few centuries ago most human beings believed that macroscopic features indicate
medicinal value, so cauliflower was thought to be beneficial for the brain due to their similar
shape, and animal genitalia or fluids an aphrodisiac. Similarity in appearance of a substance
to gold was thought by alchemists to suggest chemical likeness - they were so close to
transmutation! - and before telescopes the human mind was contemplated by some as a
microcosm of the universe, existing in congruence with the formgiving mind of God. Even
today, near superstitions exist about the efficacy of purified substances such as supplements
in providing health benefits, as if a direct route always exists between contact with the
digestive system and its function in an organ such as the brain instead of unmetabolized,
ineffectual passage through the body, or dubious claims that animal and plant products we
have rarely as a species consumed are salubrious and lack potential for negative side effects,
as in all the herbal stimulants purported to promote concentration, something unverifiable
without careful case studies and examination of the chemistry.
It is as if we assume everything peddled as organic is of benefit to us, as if it is intrinsic
of the “natural” to cure us, but it must be admitted that ill-considered ingestion might be
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the root of all medicine. Despite this credulity, the placebo effect is strong, the human body
resilient, and most phenomena are harmless when engaged moderately, so error is rampant
and sometimes an accidental prerequisite of successes, though with mass production of
most medications, initial accuracy has become crucial for avoiding disasters.
b. Metaphors are unconditionally real rather than conditionally perceptual and conceptual
Human consciousness tends to concretize imagery, experiencing the qualitative
phenomena stimulated by symbols as exhaustively signified or consisting in definite content
though perhaps with some ambiguity, rather than transiently and often fallibly cognitive.
This is innocuous enough in the context of literary metaphor meant for informal,
recreational meanings: “a hurricane force glare” might suggest anger or some intense
passion, a facial expression or blue eyes for the purpose of a memorable diversion that does
not require readers to assess precision or uncertainty; picturesque portrayals such as this
certainly fulfill a worthwhile artistic function. The statement “structure of an oxygen atom’s
outer electron shell facilitates bonding into O2” similarly evokes imagery but is technical,
with the image being in essence a structural model, not metaphorical but rather an
embodiment of ‘true’ and ‘false’ in chemistry, differing from the literary trope in that it
functions by evolving systematically.
Even though literary language is meant to make a sensory and emotional impression
that works strongly upon the reader's subjectivity, independent of procedures for
justification like those of science, and the theoretical one is different, designed to be
modifiable with explicit logic for deliberate progressions in what we regard as objective,
universalizable truth, we tend to neglect the rational evolution aspect of the technical when
we communicate, conflating metaphor and epistemic form. As a consequence we say things
like “the elegant nature of oxygen’s electron sharing affinity for other substances”, as if a
molecular model is for emotivity, or lifelike, or generalizable to all possible theorizing of the
physical, as though it is representation of something tangible as a feeling or sensation rather
than a mechanistic concept constructed and revised in a formal way by our thinking in order
to augment and surpass the intuitions of any given moment.
Much more insidious is the 'force' metaphor, which reifies both the experience of
resistance to actualizing our purposes and the notion of antagonistic causes, implying
existence as an overpowering of what is external. The subliminal effect of this ideation on
conceiving of the world runs deep, to the point of being almost unanalyzable, perhaps a root
of war and institutions of domination that plague human communities.
Basic forms we experience as we perceive and think - space, time, color, sound, feel are indispensable to our survival, tailored for a working baseline of interpretative ability, but
when we slide into the realm of technical abstractions, metaphorical expression can become
deceptive rhetoric, beguiling communicators into an inflexible or oversimplistic certainty. In
modern discourse, vivid imagery is useful because it assists in analogizing theories while
providing the spice of artistry, no doubt important facets of popularizing science and
technology, but when facile expressiveness piles up and ossifies, with instruction too often
neglecting to both convey reasoning practices near a professional level and stimulate
consideration of flaws, shortcomings and possible modifications, vitiated thinking can render
alternatives alien and unimaginable, or more often misunderstood. The degree to which
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science has been misconstrued and troubled during paradigm shifts by confounding of the
metaphorical, theoretical, factual and perceptual due to literary gloss, imprecision, glibness
or the dumbing down of theory is inestimably large, and it can be a monstrous battle to fight
confusion that delays change, obfuscating decisions about public policy and fragmenting
society.
c. Unexplained motion suggests intention or agency and by extension nature is essentially
animate
The mystery of animateness in humans and animals has fascinated Homo sapiens, and
since it is not at all clear where the line should be drawn between inanimate mechanism and
intention, especially in prescientific worldviews, we have tended to attribute soul to nature
in general. Prehistorically, humans interpreted unexplained motion, in phenomena such as
the sunrise and the weather, as instigated by invisible spirits, with perception of calls, voices
and apparitions in nature reinforcing this inclination. We see and hear signs of vitality in
ourselves and creatures in relation to which the ability to anticipate intention proves fruitful
for our existence - avoiding territorial haunts of predators, or hunting - and our psyches
presumed intention in the atmosphere, water and all motivity. Cosmos seems to be an
expression of spirit rather than a mechanistic system of interrelated variables in the absence
of ubiquitous technologies that stimulate our discernment of material desiderata such as
natural resources as inanimate appendages of our own mentality. Without technical
concepts of self, psychology and matter, everything seems as alive as we are.
d. Everything has a beginning
We can with no trouble imagine an interminable future, but it is impossible to
comprehend what an eternal past would be in comparison to the content of experience; we
know of nothing that has no origin, with our cognition being hardwired to look at everything
as caused. An infinite regress of causes defies our mental makeup to seek the root of things,
which in circumstances of the ordinary leads us by increments to a closed system of
mechanisms that further phenomena fit into as progress. This enigma is reinforced by
incipience of our own perception at infancy; to have existed forever as potential in a past
that never began is nearly inconceivable.
We thus look to creational explanations for even the universe as a whole, that it is a
cycle of big bangs or some other kind of cycle: the closest we can get is a notion of perpetual
rebirth. Myths and scientific accounts of the cosmos, even those of the greatest profundity,
presume a beginning, even though the idea is based on reflexive presuppositions of our
thinking, that what is permanent but changing must come from something or somewhere.
There may be a conceptual null set but there is no null substance, and there is a conceptual
infinite set but no perceivably infinite substance, the paradox that forces us to choose
philosophically between spontaneous generation out of nothing or an uncaused cause, or
remain suspended in uncertainty.
e. No significant mutations or inaccuracies in the oral transmission of narratives
All ancient cultures give a central role to mythological narratives; these stories explain
the origin of the world and workings of nature with symbolism. They are full of fantasy and
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superstition, and it is easy to understand how this could derive over many millennia from
descriptions of even real events: memory makes information self-coherent at the expense of
fidelity, performances for others are embellished to dramatic effect, and as already
discussed, we have a tendency to ascribe agency rather than mechanism to nature in the
absence of technological proficiency. As error crept into accounts of historical events,
humans failed to note inclination towards inaccuracy, and a pantheon of the spiritual
ascended to primary importance in ritual and art that had little connection with anything
observed as plain fact.
Even though we think less mythically about our world since the advent of civilized
empiricism and education, disinformation is still rampant, leading to panic, hatred, or
zealotry for questionable causes, one of the antecedents of fascism’s potential to wrest
power from rational and egalitarian institutions. The compelling narratives of demagogues
can whip up society into a frenzy of misplaced allegiance and extremity to this day in ways
much more perilous than most prehistoric valuations.
f. Ancestors are cause and justification of the world and social practice
For hunter-gatherers, age denotes experience, understanding and authority, so they
lean heavily on contributions of elders in decision-making and all sorts of cultural continuity.
As many millennia passed, the distant ancestors of tribes acquired significance as
progenitors of their ways of life, becoming honored as protector spirits, ultimately merging
with additional aspects of spirituality such as the supposed intentionality intrinsic to natural
and numinous forces to become demiurges, beings of the spirit world with intense interest
and influence in the course of human affairs.
Population increased and consequently so did large-scale contact with death and
consideration for the dead, a trend accentuated as diseases became epidemic, more salient
to these vast collectives. As a result, supplication of demiurgic entities for health and wellbeing in this life and the afterlife grew into traditions of ritual, and eventually into a primary
social institution forming one of the pillars of religion. Security of society was viewed as
dependent on these pleromic wills, and allegiance to them could be enforced severely.
Successful precedents were interpreted as endorsed by ancestor or creator spirits, and
resistance to change in cultural practice has been the norm as anxiety spreads throughout a
society in which apotropaisms have been transgressed. Only the most prolonged of
catastrophes could shake deference to spiritual sovereignty.
g. Dreams are supernatural products of a spirit world
Prior to the science of psychology, and especially before philosophical and scientific
analysis of the way humanity attains knowledge, the self was conceived as a direct line to
the world in all its forms; there was no intermediary of ‘psyche’ mechanisms in the human
view of perception. As a consequence, visions of various types, especially dreams, were
viewed as equal in their verity to experiences had while in more lucid states, and
hallucinogenic substances seen as connecting humans to another domain of the real world
rather than our modern view that they scramble brain chemistry, in the majority of cases
doing no more than propagating delusions.
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Most vision experiences are disregarded due to indistinctness or desensitization, but
some are vivid enough and seem of sufficient profundity, including voices and appearance of
the dead, that they are interpreted as of great portent, defining moments of life or culture.
In combination with ancestor worship and its blending into spirituality as the
anthromorphized demiurge, visions auguring the will of gods or the future held an important
place in making decisions for oneself and one’s tribe. Shamanic rituals were organized
around experiencing and inducing visions in an attempt to acquire guidance from what
seemed to be existence beyond this one, even beyond death. For most of Homo sapiens’
history, vision interpretation has been integral in forming beliefs, and many still seek insight
from altered states, sometimes attempting to impose epiphanies on others without
objective verifiability, responsible for the appeal of religious cults and many instances of
fallacious conjecture considered premonition.
h. Illnesses and misfortunes are deserved, and all potentially contagious
With all of this numinosity conceived as operative in nature, mind and supernatural
realms, it was perhaps inevitable that humans would think of their own bodies and fates as
profoundly linked to spiritual happenings. Sicknesses and misfortunes were viewed as divine
judgements, the means by which deities made known their approval or disapproval of lives,
with the ill and destitute often ostracized. Coupled to guttural fear of contagion and
associated pains of an excruciating degree that persists to this day, still bringing on paranoid
and persecutory acts even in a civilization of modern medicine and robust explanation by
science, we see the ill as outcasts throughout much of history, as in the lepers of ancient
times or the pesthouses of plague-afflicted Europe. Debtors were formerly imprisoned
regardless of circumstance or level of culpability, and the poor were an economy of criminal
mischief unto themselves for portions of European history, for poverty relief was not yet
available. The rich supposedly deserved to dominate the poor, a viewpoint brought into
stark apparency by squalor precipitated at the start of the Industrial Revolution, when mass
production enmeshed an entire lower class in the role of soot-besodden, economic unit.
Tendency to demean the unfortunate is certainly not incapable of being overcome, as
much investment has been made in recent times towards fighting impoverishment,
deformity and pandemics at high cost and risk to many individuals. Even in more primitive
societies and ancient ways of thinking, the belief that adversities such as diseases are fair or
retributive can diminish with habituation: in sub-Saharan Africa there are regions where
Elephantitis, a severe disfigurement from a parasite carried by the Tsetse fly, is so common
that no imploration of the numinous is undertaken, but indifference prevails to a condition
that leaves Westerners aghast.

3. Belief - A Constructive and Destructive Reasoning Instinct
Judging the import of environments is reasoning’s foremost concern, and this effort
evinces constancies due to the rigidifying of cognitive approach despite transient and
diversifying contexts of cultural development with their accumulating complexities. We
desire progress, an improved future, and occasionally attain some of our enlightened ideals,
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but also demand continuities in our ways of life, thinking and modes of believing, stimulated
by childhood conditioning, ingrained as dispositions, and assumed as the basis for
solidarities that cause our behavior to fall into patterns, many of which have remained in
effect across millennia despite much evolutionary drift in meaning conjuncted to the
changing features of economic and technological circumstance. Belief deeply influences
human action, an immitigable phenomenon yielding industriousness, inspiration,
recklessness and disaster all at once in every society, one with the psyche but of sometimes
ambivalent or even tragic consequence.
The function of modern belief is to be a locus of justification, and a belief achieves this
justifying role when we can regard it as true, implying enough ‘accuracy’ - an according to
some criterion valid mapping of causality by associational structures cohering with
perceptual content - that it can be held as the basis for appropriate method, technique,
action. The substance of beliefs, our accepted truth, informs purpose in a given context,
usually formulizable as a statement indicating what will work. The psychical complexes of
accepted truth that we call ‘beliefs’ generate experiences, behaviors, and are reciprocally
molded by them. Beliefs participate in the effort to organize our thinking about which
actions should be repeated, which should be discarded, and to what degree for each action.
They are a summation of the contribution to and fro between that which is unknown and
the perceiving and conceiving of both circumstance as well as the effectiveness of behaviors.
In technical contexts, beliefs are tied to procedural behavior, and when innovation based on
empirical analysis is called for, as in engineering design and science, theoretical positings
such as hypotheses are employed to modify beliefs alongside revisionary construction of
both procedure and its observational milieus. Empirical activity proves so effective that it
has engendered a ubiquitous paradigm of functional behavior called ‘empiricism’ comprised
of technical, mechanism-based concepts and methods that progress via the invention,
modification and analysis of formal experimentation. Empiricism produces some of our
preeminent standards for true and false belief, generally seeking the maximal explicitness
and universalizability we call ‘objectivity’.
Believing is a hub of our determinations regarding the importance of behaviors, how
habitually they should be engaged in when assessed next to alternative commitments.
Beliefs hold a primary place in organizing our lives as principles of decision-making, often
becoming tacitly assumed. Belief systems, the interrelationships of so-considered true
concepts, have a hierarchical structure rooted on a vast array of basic fact ascending
through more inclusive beliefs to philosophies and values enmeshed with ritual and practice
around which whole cultures are coordinated.
There is no total disconnect between believing toast will taste good in the morning and
that a deity should be worshiped (religious fasting and vigilance about gluttony are simple
examples), or between our beloved toast and the view that atoms exist and determine the
nature of macroscopic phenomena (the Maillard reaction gives toast its pleasing aroma).
The most particular to the most general beliefs are all grounded on supposed reality
concomitant with our actions and consequent sensibleness of purpose, the value of behavior.
Our reasons for living, while raising a family or whatever it might be, are not unrelated to
the act of putting on our shoes, in fact these everyday concerns are commonly motivated by
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profound beliefs, often unintentionally once habits have been inveterated, with simple fact
colored by our heterogeneous web of truth-contingent valuations.
At this stage the issue of defining ‘causality’ arises. All beliefs about causality derive
from observations, which in turn are based on perceptions, but there are various methods
for obtaining observations and different sorts of perceptions. The empirically-minded
student of science that higher education typically produces inclines to view the truth of
cause and effect as platformed by empiricist objectivity, which seeks after what we can
render as general knowledge via technical instruments in experiments that succeed in
making subjectivity negligible. Technical instruments augment perception in consort with
procedural methods, enabling us to synthesize and model data. Models are considered
objectively verifiable when contexts they define can be controlled well enough to isolate and
bring into sharp relief precise variables (e.g. gravity, heat, molecular motion or
‘temperature’, concentration, electromagnetic absorption) using procedures replicable by
any adequately trained individual. This controlling of the investigative environment such
that precision repeatability is possible validates some beliefs in the strongest possible way,
which we call scientific theories: anyone anywhere can corroborate or debunk them by
carrying out the exact same processes. Scientific ‘proof’ is relevant for everybody at all
times and thus exceeds efficacy of individual experience and unscientific group assent.
Scientific methods of data collection and analysis have not been able to observe and
theorize all causality as inanimate, deterministic mechanisms, which is particularly true for
contents of introspection. The individual psyche is difficult to model, and the interplay of
many introspectors even moreso; to demonstrate, all we need to do is glance at disputations
surrounding the voluminous DSM, an official manual for diagnosing psychiatric illnesses.
However, introspectiveness - complex intentionality and cognizance of it in ourselves - often
seems to be transmuted by environments of large-scale sociality into more generalizable
dynamics of mass behavior, analyzed as economics and politics, though not without
methodological caveats, lurking uncertainties, extremely large data samples, difficult
reasoning, and a constant lookout for systemic changes of highly unpredictable kind.
The efficient-market hypothesis depicts behavior in economies under constant
conditions, in which the coordination of individuals grows increasingly predictable as these
actors learn about their financial environment, becoming more knowledgeable and
discerning until near optimization is reached. This notion led to assertions that no one can
beat the market, even flying in the face of much contrary evidence. Refutation derives from
data of frequent transition periods, during which novel circumstances must be analyzed by
economic decision makers. There is more uncertainty, and a greater quantity of
maladaptive strategies are attempted, trends often amplified by the overestimated models
of prior efficient markets. Similarly, political science has yet to explain reemergence of
totalitarianism in populations that want to have influence on their social fate, which would
seem to lend itself to a democratic culture if accurate reflection and well-adapted
collaboration were at work. Just when we begin to think theory is finally grasping the
patterns of society and rendering human individuals conceivable deterministically, as
rationalizable units in a mechanistic system, anomalies produced by intention once again
crop up and confuse science.
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We not only arrive at beliefs predicated on our own thinking and education into
scientific methods, but also form beliefs based on what others believe and represent as true.
We decide who’s beliefs to trust and sources we trust become authorities. Acceptance or
rejection of fact is more a function of what we have been told than what we have personally
confirmed, and so it is opinions about facts more than facts themselves that determine
beliefs, dependent on those we acclaim, with dichotomous backgrounds often resulting in
incompatible beliefs.
Consider a perspective becoming rarer with the advancement of knowledge, but that is
not exactly irrational. An admired religious leader has claimed a creation story is literal
history delivered by a deity to enlighten humanity about the truth of our origins, not at all
impossible if you believe this deity communicates with humans and with you. Therefore
anything contradicting this narrative must be an error, provisional of alternate interpretation.
Let's say the theory of evolution contradicts many literal implications, which means
evolution is impossible and misguided. Species are related because the deity is intelligent
and systematic in its engineering, assertions about the fossil record and additional aspects of
biology, geology and chemistry must be challenged because any cause at all is hypothetically
possible, my social group is more ethical than evolution-based thinking has commonly
suggested plausible, and the theory of evolution cannot explain how something exists at all
any more than intentional design: the universe is supraconceptual by all past and present
models and measurings.
The truth is anyone can believe anything at all provided they are insulated from
negative social and material consequences of their choice. Interpretation of fact is arbitrary
when it does not have survival function for our ecology, a pressing traction upon causality
that transcends intersubjectivity. Humanity’s relationship to causal necessity began with
solutions for hunting, gathering and spiritualizing, graduated to mineral extraction and the
cultivation of plants and animals for purposes of nutrition, medicine, transportation, along
with expressions of both the soul and passions for community. Innumerable movements
have come, gone and mutated into forms that would be incomprehensible to their founders,
yet science and technology have expanded in application to levels that influence the whole
biosphere. It seems as though cutting edge objectivity is key to the species’ future.
But to flip the script, a case can be made that even science-based paradigms of
evolution should be acknowledged as no more than passing phases along the path of
progressive objectivity. We may actually be threatened by entanglement of promotional
rhetoric with evolutionary concepts, especially misconstrual of unintuitive qualities that
foment endless uncertainty about what should be straightforward science: e.g., opaque
avowals that global warming occurs with regularity, or that altruism is in actuality selfish and
was of limited scope during our ancient past. Even though many of the mechanisms we
classify as evolutionary are vital for understanding the world, ossification into doctrine is
dangerous because it makes us less vigilant about spotting flaws in current theories and
more sluggish in responding to the unexpected. The rapidity of transition in contemporary
knowledge means we can no longer organize culture around paradigms erected to demiurgic
status, even those as modern as evolution, reified as formative forces which subordinate the
imagination, no advance in relation to religiosity as such and, when granted this role,
perhaps regressive. Hopefully traditional ways of believing do not inhibit accustomization to
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a scientific and technological world, for the only choice is enlightened commitment to
consciousness-raising, a continual reinvention by rational agents with intellectual integrity.
Stagnant orthodoxy is no longer a viable option.

4. The Role of Reasoning in Prejudice
In modern times, some consider prejudice irrational, a cognitive flaw that emerges
from excessive emotion impinging upon reason, and though it is true that most experiencing
has an emotional dimension, prejudice intersects with the very roots of thought. Three
main factors constitute recalcitrance in reasoning: constraints of working memory, reliance
on presumption, and social standards for perspective-taking.
Human perception is a powerful apparatus, processing a vast range of phenomena
instantaneously, but even in the most capable brains it is subject to limitations. To the
extent that perception is intentional, it divides into two main functions: long-term recall,
which is the partially conscious access to memories spanning lifetimes, and a short-term
memory that holds content to the fore of our minds for more deliberate access. Active
awareness, the recognition, organizing and generalizing of qualia, is a kind of synthetic
manifold we can express with aural signs, our verbalizations, and visual signs, our gestures
and writings. Conceptualizing together with language use are largely exacted by an
executive function of the psyche we call ‘self’, far exceeding the interpretive depth of
perception alone. Intentional conception amalgamates diverse percepts into informational
schemas, iterating towards greater comprehension.
As memory, perception and conception formulate meaning, their activity is based on
phenomenal experiences that effectively serve as premises. Reasoned intuiting is so rapid
that we do not even perceive our own assumptive commitments much of the time as we
launch forward along sequences of association, often with the lightest of touches upon
linguistic expression, though when it is deemed relevant we can contain the effluence of
thought as logical structure for the purpose of explicit communicating.
The most logical thoughts derive deductions from percepts, memories and conceptual
associations, a type of reasoning which can readily be formed into the linear patterns of
verbalization. We perceive and modify this inferencing as successive meanings, racing
around and through patterns, interpreting and reinterpreting, synthesizing, comparing,
contrasting, a psychical act which in humans can require almost no connection to tangible
environments. The range of possible conclusions is often subliminally constricted until
further experiences are incorporated, sometimes necessitating highly self-aware reflections.
Prejudices occur when reasoning terminates in generalization such that a check is placed on
further fact-gathering, disconnecting us from consequences latent in our total collection of
memories. These implications would frequently be accessible by deeper thought and a
more intensive convening with contrary perspectives, but we tend to restrain ourselves well
below maximum cognizance in order to serve our own purposes and meet community
expectations.
Outward appearance is a common source of prejudicial judgement. We associate
clothing, hygiene, jewelry, posture and general presentation with behavior, social status,
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intention, chances of conflict and the attitudes of our cultural niche, deciding almost
instantly how receptive we will be to someone we have never met. It is often regarded as
vital for one’s safety and reputation to act warily based on the slimmest of evidence,
perhaps merely upon media-promoted stereotypes that have no personal basis. This
contributes to a milieu of unempathetic anonymity as millions of citizens pass each other
daily without so much as a care or with distrustful avoidance despite the truism that we all
want and need friendship and comradery in all walks of life. Most think it better to slight
strangers a hundred times than risk getting burned even once, though some are of course
more trusting than this baseline approach. If someone looks respectable and we are idle we
may initiate a shallow conversation, but this is also mediated by prejudicial profiling and
prompts cautious, probing tests and hesitations if either party delves any deeper.
Introductions in ambiguous contexts are usually scrupulous and ritualized, capable of being
disrupted by the briefest of negative impressions.
Presumptions ossify into stereotypes as modes of thought by which we interpret the
characteristics of social groups are reinforced by our own subculture. Our beliefs about the
human race become resistant to alteration, even dictating what it is possible for us to
recognize. Unless circumstances intervene or we live under conditions that allow for an
unusually tolerant and considerate viewpoint, we see what we expect to see, and only an
exposure to experiences uncommon for us, the unknown, can break the spell. There is at
least a grain of truth in every generalization, even if it is a misinterpreted truth, and this
meager accuracy can be magnified by the mind into absolute principle, an outcome made
more likely by sensationalism in culture.
In capitalism, divisiveness is rebarred by incentive to create and satiate demand at the
expense of informational accuracy in order to maximize consumption for the sake of growth
in profits, assessed as optimal by ethics-neutral business models. This economic paradigm
that accompanied modernization operates best, though probably below what is ideally
achievable, by striving to bend and even fashion rules in service of increasing the worth of
one’s monetary holdings from millions of strategic centers, which can give incalculable levels
of diversity a venue for expression and adaptation, but extensively fails to motivate
mutuality. A society lacking direct cooperation is tugged in sundry directions, and our
instinct to become biased tends to oblige.
At first this variety was decentralized enough to permit much individuality, as in the
beginnings of capitalism. Culture and its economy could change course at an extremely local
scale, making millions of minute adjustments with rapidity, and this transitional efficiency
functioned as a corrective to rampant error. Increasingly, capital was consolidated, followed
by an atrophying of strategic diversity and spontaneity. The various demographics of society
were forced to remain sundered because of constraints on beliefs and values imposed by
marketing, incapable of conceiving beyond the boundaries of convention nor exercising selfdirection apart from interventions by corporate authority and its amoral profit motives.
Innovation became restricted to a narrow collection of creative paradigms enacted by big
business. In this environment, citizens grow distrustful of cultural values as capitalist
authority consolidates and the system’s ethical artificiality grows easier to notice, with no
compensatory stimulus to set new precedents via collaboration. If these trends continue, a
society can reach the point of failure, barely sustained by consent to a lifestyle of consumer
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fads that give the hollow illusion of progress in the form of profit to leaders who have no
sense of joint responsibility that would temper narrow-minded cupidity, nor a mutual
respect and tolerance for financial agendas of their peers as a path to diversity in economic
strategizing.
A complex atomization of popular interest, which maximizes the intermittent
reinforcement of random variety as a means to make spending optimally attractive and
profitable, combined with an unanalyzed tight coupling of similar business models enacted
by a small collection of corporate regimes, makes for a dangerous mix and systemic collapse,
only avertable by the influx of wealth from governments in times of economic crisis, capital
that will someday not be concentrated enough in one source, such as the U.S. government,
to effect planned resuscitation of global finance. Authority tries to control populaces from
out of nearly delusional thinking, doctoring and regulating information so as to better fit
human behavior into its models, but paradoxically produces still tighter coupling with the
application of stopgap theories alongside untested selection pressures on human nature
that make it even more unpredictable, while every demographic’s aptitude for systematic
observation as well as innovation, in social organization and elsewhere, prodromally declines.
Prejudices that limit our perspective-making can destroy us.
Looking at prejudice more optimistically, the mental makeup that underlies it is
nothing to feel guilty about or condemn in itself, for this is simply a cost/benefit analysis
enabling us to assess our environment. A simple example is the interaction between a
doctor and patient in medical settings. The doctor says an abnormal growth is a tumor - a
factual premise - from which the patient infers that my life may be in jeopardy or an
operation of some risk might be required, perhaps even chemotherapy. But it is further
revealed that the tumor is benign, so it will not spread, and though an operation will be
necessary, it is in an accessible, risk-free region of the body, information modifying the
cost/benefit analysis to assuage the patient’s anxiety by simple elaboration of cause and
effect: low danger and pain compared with indispensable and reliable payoff.
As an aside, we can assume the doctor’s presentation would be polished to minimize a
patient’s fears, having some subtlety, but more to the point, the reasoning, accessible to
almost any human being, is no more than a succession of prejudicial presumptions about
reality reconstituted by each piece of additional information, entirely practical and even
necessary. We are inherently prejudiced - it is an intrinsic feature of thought processes - but
we can easily revise our prejudices, making them less myopic or pernicious by reflecting
upon our surroundings, accepting fact that is inconsistent with current beliefs. We do this
naturally all day long, but many socialized contexts exert opposing pressure, and it is one of
the challenges of life to make our prejudiced, bounded perspectives as accurate and capable
of growth as we can manage.
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ii. Applied Reason
5. Qualitative Intrastructural Reasoning
As was described, we have intuitions about the physical world that can be clarified
with reference to objects: there are types of objects or object classes, wholes and parts,
mutually exclusive positions, object interactions, persistences of structural integrity, larger
objects forcing smaller ones to move, and substances conceived as in a state of perpetual
stability or a state of perpetual motion. We also have sometimes suspect tendencies:
reifying analogies and metaphors, ascribing animation and agency to mysterious motion,
presuming the necessity of origin, supposing the verity of oral narrative, reverence for
ancestry, naive belief in the fidelity of dreams, and conviction that fate is deserved.
Whether or not our assessments are accurate or illusion in any particular case, all of
this exists in a matrix of space, and reasoning instincts consist in our minds bonding the
contents of spatiality together in various ways, linking events within a medium of perceived
unity and adjacency. Our own form of this is not a condition of all possible experience, but is
species specific or rather brain specific, thinking of ‘brain’ as a rough stand-in for the
concept of cognitive apparatus without assuming anything definitive about the mind’s
structure and function, for neuroscience is still provisional, in development from a relatively
crude stage compared to what its reach might be in say a hundred years; obviously much of
our mental capability remains unexplained.
We realize this is true by observing our buddies the housecats, who see us move
objects with our hands but do not always perceive by direct inspection that the hand is
connected to the arm, which is connected to the shoulder, which is connected to you; this is
even more true of objects we are holding, and the closer an object looks to a mouse’s tail
the more convincing illusion of disjunct is to a feline. When a cat gingerly reaches for
something unfamiliar with a forelimb it often paws at the item rather than holding with a
sure grip; its grasping is centered around the jaws, mouth and teeth, with some pouncing
aptitude thrown in, so even self-awareness and some awareness of the intentions of others
do not grant an intuition of hands. From sudden movements or the close proximity of our
extremities they can infer intention, basically “figuring it out”, but also make the mistake of
scratching or nipping without meaning to inflict harm on us. They perceive space, but the
causality within that space uniting its elements differs from ours.
Similarly, we have a sense for historical accuracy far exceeding the beliefs of huntergatherer ancestors, methods of concept formation that upgrade our integration of
happenings into a more sophisticated framework of technical causes, but issues such as
negative effects of fossil fuel emissions on the atmosphere still elude our intuitions of
causality in space, even when we view both the vehicle exhaust and smog, though we can
infer the truth and possible solutions during our most lucid moments: perhaps a global
carbon tax could counteract the problem, instituting of which would probably be one of the
most herculean tasks the human species has ever aspired to. Like housecats observing our
limbs, it pushes the limits of what our minds can handle.
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Our intuitions of the physical world, to the extent that they are spatial, perform an
assessment of proportionalities that are a kind of sense-perceptual relativity, and they can
be divided into types of proportion: relative size, rigidity, balance, intermingling, movement,
resistance. As these proportions have been examined ever more deliberately during
successive eras of humanity, we acquired increasingly integrated conceptualizings of their
structural nature, proceeding to systematic generalizations such as action, reaction,
impedance and equilibrium. Space as a substrate of conception has become not merely
static intuition about permanent tangibilities, but further a progressive hypothesizing of
dynamic interrelatedness within and between even apparently stable substances, including
some that had formerly been regarded as immutable, like the cosmos. This materialist
insight that posits substance as in flux, the ‘becoming’ of ‘being’, facilitates mechanistic
comprehensions of reality as a congregate of coordinated parts acting, reacting, cycling or
obstructing in simultaneity. Thus, a trend towards more potent conceiving of perceptual
relativities spurred arrival of mechanistic relativities organized into synthetic contexts of
causality with parameters formulated as laws of nature.
Principles of the natural world take different forms depending on the investigative and
experimental contexts under consideration. Some hold in all known cases, ranging towards
theoretical proposals permitting alternatives or with explanatory gaps, all the way to the
most hypothetical speculations that, even though they are useful ideas to guide research,
are either untestable to this point or inconclusive. Similar to basic sense-perception and
derivative conceptualizings, the theoretical modeling of natural principles also consists in
relativities, but these proportions are not always intrinsic to phenomena themselves, rather
being structural or mechanismal images we project onto observations in a technicalizing
process partly determined by cultural priorities, a stark contrast to the more asocial and
unreflective spontaneity of naked sensing. Theoretical structures are in many cases based
on synthesis of data sets, a mathematical reasoning out of which approximate trends and
statistical correlations become apparent, feeding back into the modeling imagery and
impelling us to modify, augment or accept it as our thinking and data collection unfold.
The images and abstraction we employ to model data are essentially spatial, consisting
of basic elements - shapes and sequences - mixed and matched into hybrid structures. Basic
models trace the form of data sets directly, often with simple implications such as ratios of
atoms in compounds and molecules, quantities of electromagnetic or heat radiation,
durations of chemical reactions, or distances travelled by projectiles. Higher order models
can be considered those that are not in direct contact with sense-perceptual spatiality, but
which synthesize intermediate conceptual relativities. Some higher order models are the
periodic table of the elements in chemistry, Boyle’s ideal gas law, and E=mc2: paradigms for
metaorganization or abstract formulas, with diverse degrees of generality. Their very core is
often mechanistic, with ancillary contribution from naked stream of consciousness, as for
instance direct and inverse correlations, averages with deviations regarded as negligible,
patterns viewed as by some standard identical or analogizable, and similar ideas. We infuse
dimensional proportionality, the sense-perceptual matrix of our world, back into
environments as precision structures hybridized via abstract inference, which makes
information processing and problem-solving more intuitive in such a way that technical
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facility is increased, but submerges to implicitness or even unconsciousness the foundations
of theory in tangible substance.
Thus a rift has developed between basic intuition of patterns in perception on one side,
and conceptual inference with its snowballing amount of functionality and meaning that is
leaving these intuitions in the dust on the other, a gap only uncommon philosophical
reflection bridges. Modern knowledge has drifted away from the basics of nature, as an
almost inscrutable tangle of commitments, though it reaches colossal heights by way of
intricate and diverse generalization.
The chasm separating nature from meaning cannot be dismissed as trivial, for this is
intrinsic to the total structure of conceived reality and our judgements about it.
Technological tradition has transitioned from close contact with the innate as in prehistoric
practices, to rapid innovations that are unprecedented for Earth’s ecosystems and our
societies, surpassing communal necessities amongst immediate acquaintances to become
responsibility for a potentially boundless future of logistical travails and possible suffering
throughout the world. Our actions are inseparable from the prospects of all humanity at
levels that might induce one to shrink away in horror, far beyond personal fate. Billions are
bound together by mechanisms, theories, an objective culture upon which everyone’s way
of life depends.
One of the simplest examples of a theoretical model is the hierarchy of needs put
together by Abraham Maslow. It is a pyramidal design with five successive levels, the
bottom one labeled with physiological needs of human beings, ascending to the somewhat
more demanding need for safety, then sublimated needs for love and belonging, esteem,
and self-actualization. Narrowing width of each category as the diagram approaches its apex
conveys the relative rarity of achievement, with each higher level supported by lower levels
that must first be reached before greater sublimations can take place, in that order. It
captures the nature of cultural life in a way summing everything from hunter-gatherer
existence to the Information Age, encapsulating decades of research and forming a pillar of
sociology’s picturing of the world, just as John Dalton’s tenets of atomic theory, which
everyone learns in American schools, accomplished for chemistry.
This model deals with the subjectivity of intention and is not quantifiable, nor would
there be much reason to make the attempt; it is an image with a particular shape, but not
one that involves precision measurement. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is a generalization
that synthesizes a wide swath of knowledge, directs the observer’s thought, and postulates a
framework of principles, but is not meant for prediction of every instance of fact it draws
from. It does not dictate anything specific about moment by moment practices of
counselors for instance; only specific research projects that the hierarchy is based on can
manage that. One could probably consider it a pedagogical tool more than a technical
criterion for procedures, though it is innovative and founded on accurate observations.
Sigmund Freud’s theory of the tripartite psyche is also a qualitative model, but goes
further in deriving particular objects, namely those of mental structure, claiming to be actual
- functionally and justifiably reified (though admitting of progressive revision) - rather than
solely a descriptive tool for clarifying thought as in the needs hierarchy. We can assert that
Maslow’s model is a way of looking at society, while Freud’s is presumed to be the psyche
itself, as if it were composed of three units analogous to atomic elements. These two
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models are both based on empirical analysis, but Freud’s has discovered something while
Maslow’s has only defined; Freud’s is a theory of structure and Maslow’s a method of
conceiving. Freud would perhaps claim that his phenomenon of psyche is lodged in the
brain, akin to physical reality, while Maslow’s is fundamentally a way of looking at culture,
with the act of looking being primary.
The hierarchy of needs can be reduced to phenomena that have no resemblance to it,
like a theory proposing some general form descriptive of a species’ subsistence, a lifecycle
diagram for instance, incorporating key characteristics of structure and activity in its
formulation but by no means establishing anything foundational in its causality, such as
some new detail of biochemistry, whereas Freud’s theoretical psyche is like the organisms
themselves. Maslow’s model is of course based on a vast assortment of sociological
particulars, but is more of a metatheory than directly addressed to substance, generalizing
what we already know so as to bring it into clearer focus, though like modeling of the psyche
it has conceptual form: Maslow’s image is a simple pyramid, and Freud’s is a set of three
disembodied patterns - repetitive structures or ‘recurrences’ - he discerned as common to
his records, extracted and generalized from specific patterns of individual case studies with
patients, but again present as the psyche itself, tangible as organs of the brain.
Freud’s model of the psyche consists in three layers corresponding to successively
more civilized function. The ‘id’ is base psychical instinct, centered around the sex drive and
its supposed manifestation in behavior. The ‘ego’ is our intentional self that consummates
needs of the id by reasoning from goals to their realization and projecting a personality,
allowing the individual to deal with practical concerns. The ‘superego’ is our social
consciousness, the sense we have for what is ethical in cultural contexts, enabling the ego to
navigate institutions with appropriate approaches.
Freud's theories have caught a lot of flak for interpreting ambiguous phenomena as
submerged sexuality, including childhood behavior, but it was plausible as an initial
supposition, for reproduction intuitively seems to be the core behavioral function, and
‘rapport’ - patient/psychoanalyst relationship - with it’s complicating of objectivity via the
dynamics of psychoanalytic communication had not been studied. Still, the concept that any
behavior can be unconscious in a distinctly human way as opposed to animalistic or demonic
was huge advance and a forerunner of neuroscientific concepts viewing the psyche as
physiological modularity with arational division of labor.
There are theories that can be considered intermediate between Maslow's hierarchy
of needs and Freud's model of the psyche. A simple example is provided by Freud himself in
his psychosocial stages of early childhood development, oral and anal, periods of maturation
during which the kinds of interactions with caregivers are a factor in whether or not a child
ends up neurotic as an adult. The most well-known instance, famous as pejorative slang, is
'anal retentive' or 'anal' for short, when strict and guilt-inducing toilet training results in
obsessive concern with cleanliness and order later in life. To utilize our species conceit,
Freud's model of anal retentiveness is like theoretical description of a growth phase in an
individual organism, whereas Maslow's social model is like a very approximate image of
change in entire populations, and again Freud's model of the psyche is like the individual
organism itself. Models of specific data-sourcing are nested within more generalized ones of
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broader but less precise application, and we can zoom in and out in an often fluid way to
focus on information we find most relevant.
Despite connectedness between general and specific models, there are major
disjunctions, divisions that stretch throughout the entire structure of the episteme. These
are the levels of what is called 'emergence', modeling contexts that all of course describe
and predict the same natural environment we call ‘physical’, but which operate in
accordance with different principles because of discrepancies in content, scale or complexity.
Subatomic physics is the 'lowest' level of emergence, smallest in terms of particularity;
it consists in unintuitive, ‘quantum’ phenomena such as the spontaneous disappearance and
appearance of photons, particles synchronized in "spooky action at a distance", matter
spread out diffusely as a wave, and more oddities. The next level is thermodynamic
chemistry, trillions upon trillions of atoms colliding as well as combining in compounds and
molecules. Organic chemistry is the next level, bioactive matter sustaining its greater
organization by harnessing a mixture of thermodynamic and quantum processes to support
metabolism and reproduction. Intraplanetary or ‘classical’ physics is next, force phenomena
that function on a more macroscopic level in both inorganic and organic chemistry, flirting
with a planet's gravity to drive mechanisms by kinetic and potential energy differentials in
what is called material 'work'. Currently, the highest level is interplanetary, galactic physics,
directed towards solar systems and galaxies equal in unintuitiveness to the quantum level,
comprised of phenomena such as the bending and morphing of energy sources by
superdense black holes and across vast distances within which even light speed is relatively
slow. Psychology and sociology, what could be called theories of intentionality, free float in
their midst, incorporating facts and structural paradigms of multiple levels to definitionalize
the mental as mechanism.
Classical physics is by far the most intuitive level of emergence, with content based on
unaided sense-perception, and was the first to be rendered in the form of natural laws.
Thermodynamic chemistry followed closely on its heels, then organic chemistry after that as
an extension. Psychology and sociology were roughly coeval with the rise of organic
chemistry, as parallel life sciences. And quantum and galactic physics, the very small and
very large, are still in their early stages, though much progress is being made.
Models not only fall into one of these six categories of emergence, but also mutate
into novel forms as knowledge advances; to illustrate this, we can return to psychology. Carl
Jung’s philosophy delved deeper into the psyche, exceeding analysis of basic drives and their
socialization in relationships to look for the roots of conception, an unconscious structure
within reason itself. One of his contributions was a concept of the ‘collective unconscious’
composed of ‘archetypes’, mental imagery and social roles that were postulated as having
innateness due to formative conditions of prehistoric culture that fashioned the trait profile
of our species’ cognition. He wrote that when one’s ‘persona’, the ego’s assortment of
socialized tendencies, breaks down with severity as in schizophrenia, underlying archetypes
are given greater influence on thought and behavior, so that a manifestation of primordial
mental imagery and archaic beliefs about oneself and the world occurs, as evidenced by
actions and experiences of afflicted individuals, such as the drawing of mandalalike shapes
or the onset of delusions that one is a prophet.
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He pointed out parallels between schizophrenia’s symptomatology and motifs in
ancient myths of hunter-gatherer tribes as well as those from the dawn of civilization. Jung
noted the same material in dream symbolism of virtually normal but stressed personas as
their unconscious, while unconstrained by the logical thinking of waking life in modern
civilization, tries to work its way through some social pressure or life transition, a process
the analyst can ideally assist. This could be considered the first effort to express an
evolutionary dimension of the unconscious in theory together with a stab at the topic of
conceptualizing instinct, an examination of unintuitive features which contribute to activity
of the reasoning mind.
As Jung conceded, data available at the time of his authorship was scant, and it
became clear that analysis of brain function by neurology provides a firmer foundation for
unveiling many aspects of cognition, in particular those that manifest as reflexive. This is a
narrow objectivity that tends to view the psyche in the context of its most salient
biochemistry and unmistakable behaviors. Unfortunately, neuroscience often fails to
acknowledge many of the deviancies in human consciousness, restricting its subordinate
analysis of qualitative experience to mainstream sensibilities. It often neglects controversial
fact or falls victim to paradigmal fads, feeding into prejudices about gender, sexuality,
intelligence and sanity. Emphasis in psychology shifted from investigating and relieving the
sufferings of those with neurosis, to talk therapy as assistance in coping with common
stressors such as divorces or temporary trauma on the one hand and treating supposedly
physical causes on the other.
The subjective psyche was downplayed in favor of physiological and biochemical
interventions, with counseling a normative influence to snap patients out of it into typical
behavior or superficially mitigate their troubled minds, and everything extraordinarily
difficult allotted to medicine. Diagnostic labels were assigned to more and more kinds of
experience, with psychology becoming a rather careless institution of demographic
classification as opposed to an empirical enrichment of theory and truth, more about
defining what is or is not wrong with patients in bulk than developing better accounts of
what is going on in particular minds, though the field still makes positive contributions.
The mental health profession sometimes produces bad outcomes, but also does a
respectable amount of good by lending many rare mental traits or traumatic backgrounds an
officially agnized niche so these patients can be in good standing and participate in society,
working, forming relationships, with resources to combat adriftedness and discrimination.
Physical reductionism has been revealing and its applications to treatment consistently
improve, but can be constricting or even dangerous when materialistic approximations
prove invasive to or dismissive of the unfathomed depth and cultural construction of the
first person psyche, an ongoing struggle for balance within healthcare.
So there can be continuity while theory develops, as can be seen in diversification from
the first, Freudian model of the psyche, to a Jungian account of the ego in particular, to
neuroscientific models of brain structure and function that predominate today, such as were
described in chapter 2 of section 2, “Current Theory of Cognition”. There are also
discontinuities across time: recent transition to a paradigm that neglects the human
psyche’s dark side, its unethical features, in favor of value-neutral categories of interest such
as ‘thought’, ‘memory’ or ‘emotion’, which when given exclusive attention can diminish
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vigilance of how manipulation and repression infuse themselves into human relationships, a
disjointed shift to utilitarian materialism that holds the nuances of subjective experience in
less regard while designing treatments for psychological ailments. Theory of the psyche also
demonstrates a productive trend towards historicity, the inclusion of an evolutionary
viewpoint that regards prehistory as an important source of insight for the modern mind.
The hierarchy of needs is a metatheory generalizing the discoveries of many
researchers into an overarching framework that sums much understanding of how the
psyche relates to society and giving intimations of the direction in which sociology should
proceed, namely towards consummation of human actualizing (though not necessarily
heeded of course). Scientific progress is fractionalized within a hierarchy of six categorically
different levels of emergence. It is also continuous and cohesive, a progressing effort
dividing up facts in complementary ways, but takes the form of differing structures: for
instance, pyramidal ascent and foundation (of actualization), abstract triunity (of the
conscious and unconscious mind), compositional layering (the ego located atop the
collective unconscious), inanimate physical machinery (of the brain), all addressing the same
phenomenon, the cultural human psyche. We can see how psychoanalytic theory has given
way to physical theory, a course derived from the expansion of chemistry, biology and
physics, which are more uncontroversial and quantitatively precise, into examinations of
thinking and behavior.

6. Quantitative Intrastructural Reasoning
Quantified models have also gone through differentiation, incorporated new
paradigms in what are considered the hard sciences, and been coopted into applications
that transform them in step with demands of practice, but have the distinction of being
more verifiable and in some cases incontrovertible up to this point, capable of attaining
status as natural law, which is still nearly impossible for personal psychology. Perhaps the
state of quantification as primarily addressed to the inanimate is a consequence of
developmental tradition. Motion and minerals are mercurial, ‘external’ phenomena, while
human behavior conforms more closely to natural intuition and effortlessly to the fulfillment
of will and desire. Perhaps this is one of the reasons that Western culture inclined towards
concepts of mechanistic, ‘physical’ matter and nonmechanistic soul, neglecting overdue
formulation of biological and then psychological material and mechanism with attendant
laws of formal causality. Relatedly, everything located in the mind is more value-laden, of
greater ethical import, and thus vulnerable to bias that can inhibit the revisional process. So
once understanding of material environments superseded our somewhat arbitrary
presumptuousness about the spiritual and began to be elaborated mechanistically, it far
outpaced empirical investigation of the mind, which is just beginning to achieve escape
velocity from prejudices and ancient intuitions, making its arrival as systematic,
universalizing objectivity.
Hard sciences revolutionized our way of thinking about technology, but there has been
some resistance to revised theorizing about ourselves, even though it is inevitable and has in
fact had a modest effect on common beliefs under the radar, as in cultural assimilation of
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some Freudian concepts. Hindrance comes from fear of social disorder on the part of
authorities whose governance is jeopardized, also from new power structures that go
through oppressive, reactionary initiations, and growing capacity to force behavior via
psychologically primitive yet highly effective techniques of propagandistic control, kindling
false confidence in members of higher socioeconomic strata and resurgent class
antagonisms. Somehow the culturally predominant have arrived at a conviction that they
can convince the populace of its equal status while sucking it dry of capital and diminishing
the standard of living, a trend which should prompt serious, soul-searching reflection by
everyone. The way psychoanalytic theory and evolution-based models of human nature
among additional facets of science have been poorly understood, deficiently incorporated,
and become corruptive to institutions bodes ominously for the future of civilization: social
Darwinist tendencies and diagnostic conventions are the first rumblings of potentially global
forces of destruction.
Getting back to quantification, we have tended to project our own will into
phenomena we examine at the beginning of a modeling effort, anthromorphizing the world
as intentional. Disciplines such as alchemy and astrology, which evolved into chemistry and
physics respectively, inspired much credulity about whether they evidenced sparks of divine
will. Before invention of the telescope, the Earth was thought to be enveloped in a spiritual
empyrium, and alchemists regarded their material as composed of spirit or 'pneumatic'
substances to the extent that transmutations were invisible. Precision standardizing of
measuring instruments allowed natural philosophers and then scientists to finely control
laboratory environments, repeating procedures to exactitude and developing numericallydefined concepts such as velocity, acceleration, mass, heat, energy, along with statistical
margins of error, so that variables both internal and external to experimental designs
became keenly perceptible, rigorously predictable and mechanistically modelable.
One of the foundations of our physical understanding of the material world is the first
law of thermodynamics, which states that matter and its associated energies of
transformation are never created nor destroyed but only converted into different forms,
such as kinetic and potential energy, heat (a measure of motion), electromagnetic radiation,
and varying particle structures. It was derived from experimental setups insulated from the
rest of the laboratory to such an extent that no phenomenon of conversion escaped
measurement. Researchers found that exothermic reactions heat up surroundings and
endothermic reactions cool them to a degree exactly proportional to reactive masses and
atomic structures. Negligibility between trials of the same reaction process with the same
instrumentation, alongside conservation of quantities in mass and energy regardless of
direction, rate, amount and frequency of change, implied that the content of a material
system can be redistributed but never vanish nor spontaneously generate. In classical
physics as well as with chemical reactions between atoms and their subatomic particles,
every physical process has seemed to only affect proportions of motion, mass and structural
configuration, not alter the scale itself upon which they are balanced.
The law has never been unequivocally violated by a laboratory experiment, and so we
of course lack a model describing how it could be, but it only applies in the context of
standard atomic theory, so even this extremely reliable presupposition is still no more than a
conditional assumption. It is for the foreseeable future at least hypothetically possible that
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something in the unknown universe could confound it, which might transform it from a
scientific law into a theory. Ability of photons to spontaneously materialize when nuclei split
into subatomic particles, and the generation of nearly massless electrons upon decay of
comparatively heavy neutrons, may challenge or at least qualify the law pending further
observations with more sensitive equipment.
This kind of caveat-making process has already occurred in relation to Newtonian
mechanics in the context of which scientists had formulated what was termed the law of
universal gravitation. From the 17th to the late 19th century, all motion in matter at the
macroscopic level could be explained in terms of relative mass, with smaller bodies
collapsing into or revolving around larger ones, a mutual but disproportional pull we all
know as gravity. This force concept was used to account for arrangement of objects on
Earth along with friction and erosion, the paths traced by moving objects, their inertia,
additive influences when acting jointly, even the movements of celestial bodies. All of this
mass was described as three dimensional, with time being a definition of the strength of
mass-generated force in terms of rate, an epiphenomenon of inanimate substances obeying
mechanistic laws of size proportions. Even individual atoms were projected in theory as a
nuclear core like the sun with electrons orbiting at some characteristic rate.
For centuries physics seemed to be fully accounted for with these classical principles of
mass and motion first addressed by Isaac Newton, but further observation at the boundaries
of instrumentation revolutionized the science. Behavior of light had been something of an
enigma, as it seems to exist as a wave under many conditions but act more like a series of
quantized energy bundles when travelling through a vacuum or absorbed in discrete
segments by atoms. Albert Einstein proposed that light is composed of particles called
photons that only appear wavelike when traveling through mediums such as gases or liquids
which impede and channel their path. He performed thought experiments that reify rate; in
this schema, the speed of purportedly massless light in a vacuum is a constant top velocity,
and rates of interrelated motion in massive objects span a spectrum from relatively fixed to
hurdling around each other at a dizzying speed of hundreds of thousands of miles per hour.
Theory of relativity interprets gravity in terms of fourth dimensional spacetime, the
mathematical substrate of rate measurement, similar to three dimensional space's role as
the substrate of particularity. From relativity theory's frame of reference, scientists can
account for some further cosmic events, such as shifts in electromagnetic radiation’s
frequency upon entering the gravitational field of a black hole, theorized as caused by four
dimensional curvatures of three dimensional space within which light bends. This theory
also describes variable acceleration of objects under the influence of varyingly massive ones,
as if warping of space’s shape by mass acts as a sort of proportionally broad and eccentric
rate funnel. Relativity, though still a conditional model, can predict more of the observable
universe than the traditional concept of gravitation, which became a special case of relativity
applying only to earthlike environments and our own solar system. The Newtonian
framework was demoted from a universal law to the ‘theory of gravity’.
Analysis at the subatomic level also reveals a close relationship between experimental
design, image perceptions and concepts, and mathematical measurement. The famous
double-slit experiment in quantum physics highlighted some surprising features of matter.
Two slits in a walllike apparatus were spaced a narrow distance apart and bombarded with
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streams of electrons. When a florescent screen was placed behind the wall at close distance,
it registered two bands of brightness beyond each slit, as if particles passing through them
had taken a nearly direct, uninterrupted route and clustered around an average location of
contact. When the screen was placed further away, with electrons allowed to more freely
propagate in space, it instead registered a wave interference pattern with bright bands
corresponding to in phase waves and dark bands to out of phase waves, yet the wave
interference pattern emerged only as an additive effect of large quantities, with each
individual electron registering in a specific location on the screen, as though still a particle. If
a single electron was fired at the wall, its passage through one or the other slit was
equivalently probable, a fundamental unpredictability only modelable over sustained
periods as a statistical trend in relation to bulk amounts of particles. Placing a sensor at
either one or the other narrowed slits to detect the passage of these single particles
obliterated the interference pattern so that electrons once again showed up on the
florescent screen as clustered bands.
Apparently electrons, depending on the experimental setup, exhibit both wave and
particle behavior, with the wave structure being delicate enough that small disturbances to
the system such as those caused by the sensor can dissolve it and reestablish particularity.
From this double-slit experiment with its image recording of light and dark bands as well as
very fine mathematical adjustments to the system, whole new physical properties became
observable. Subatomic particles had been demonstrated to consist in a particle/wave
duality, as entities scientists call ‘wavicles’. Photons and atoms also manifest these wavicle
properties, and though the effects are more difficult to generate in the lab as mass is
enlarged, molecules with as many as a thousand atoms have evinced a wavicle nature.
Decomposing effects of the sensor inaugurated the concept of quantum decoherence and its
hypothetical counterpart coherence. Subsequent experiments found that wavicles, such as
photons, electrons and atoms, exist in the form of what is called quantum ‘superposition’,
existing as multiple overlapping phase states modeled with the Schrodinger equation.
Further lab work revealed more unintuitive aspects of quantum-scaled environments.
An experimental setup in which two electrically charged metal plates were aligned with a
minimal barrier of atomic material between them revealed nearly instantaneous, faster than
light transfer of electrons across the gap, a phenomenon that was called quantum tunneling,
and protons were found to perform the same feat. An experiment with two photons
emitted in opposite directions from the same source revealed that they can be quantum
‘entangled’, as their phase states were found to be statistically related, with interruption of
one photon during its travel causing almost instantaneous change in its partner irrespective
of spatial separation. Entanglement effects have also been found between more massive
particles such as electrons, protons, even whole atoms. It was also discovered in the photon
experiment that introducing a slide into its path less than a picosecond (a trillionth of a
second) before its contact with a terminal measuring device also generated an entanglement
effect even though the theoretical speed of light in a vacuum implies the photon would have
already passed the point of intersection. Thus, causality of photons was shown to happen
retroactively as well as by way of faster than light speed entanglement. Electromagnetic
radiation broke its own supposed speed limit and even violated the Newtonian model of
sequential cause and effect. These experiments are revolutionizing our understanding of
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what matter is and does, with scintillating implications for knowledge of phenomena beyond
the laboratory.

7. Quantum Biology, an Example of Maturation in Representational Modeling via Quantified
Empiricism
Quantum mechanics has not only enabled postulation of new causes for biological
processes that have been inexplicable any other way, but its mathematical precision
provides the platform for ingenious experiments putting the imagery of its models to the
test. Most biochemistry within living cells occurs too rapidly to be accounted for with
Newtonian concepts of force transfer by three dimensional contact between particles as in
diffusion, even if the cytoskeleton arranges reaction pathways on the order of thousands.
Lightning fast mechanisms of the quantum scale have been proffered as key features of
biology.
Quantum theory is also suggestive for understanding consciousness, with alternate
mechanisms potentially available to perception than those of solution chemistry. Where no
conclusive experiments have yet been constructed, what we do already know gives a good
indication of what quantum effects can look like, their structure in natural environments and
conditions which must be present for them to operate.
Up to this point, it has seemed that biochemistry at the quantum scale is exceedingly
sensitive to incoming energy, so even the slightest increase in entropy can produce
decoherence, converting a system into the more familiar form of self-contained, jostling
particles combining and separating at rates determined by three dimensional structure.
Hypothesizing claims quantum biology is in need of a thermodynamic buffer shielding its
actions from even most molecular-scale forces, which directs the search for its presence to
specific components of even large macromolecules, particularly anywhere that individual
protons, electrons or other charged particles are relatively free to shift across some kind of
gap, such as between atoms.
An instance is the fast triplet reaction. An electron in an outer atomic orbital paired
with its partner of opposite spin is so to speak knocked or drawn out of position into another
atom due to the orientation of these atoms to each other. Even after this happens, the
newly positioned electron remains quantum entangled with its former mate, while
electromagnetic force is also exerted on it by its new partner, in which state it is in
superposition putting it into a statistical percentage of same spin with each, a highly
unstable formation that can be driven out of its wavering tension by tiny quantities of
energy. When this type of reaction exists upstream of biochemical pathways in key cells, its
behavior might be magnified by molecular flow it instigates, engendering exquisite
sensitivity of organic processes to the environment.
A fast triplet reaction was found by molecular biologists in cryptochrome, a pigment
that is sensitive to blue light, present throughout the animal kingdom within many cell types
and body parts, and was also identified in the eyes of European robins and antennae of
monarch butterflies by collaboration with field biologists. These two instances came to the
attention of biochemists because it was apparent that the cryptochrome reaction is sensitive
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enough for responding to Earth’s magnetic field, a vanishingly small energy source, possibly
constituting a perceptual mechanism of long-range migration. Through a fortunate set of
events the camps joined forces, discussing each other’s research projects and pinning down
cryptochrome as a likely candidate for stimulating magnetically-induced qualia in transient
species. Cryptochrome and similar molecules in additional organs also have a plausible role
for making organisms sensitive to the magnetic charge of storm fronts and other natural
events, allowing them as everyone notices to find shelter far in advance. Statistical math,
conceptual modeling and chemistry experiments with a bioactive molecule have, along with
ongoing fact-gathering about the natural world and interdisciplinary efforts, set modeling on
course for mechanistic understanding down to the atomic level of a perceptual phenomenon
previously untouched by science.
Enzyme activity has also been something of a mystery as its catalytic rates, hundreds of
thousands of reactions per minute, seem beyond Newtonian physics. Scientists
hypothesized that quantum effects may be at work, and set out to uncover whether
tunneling of protons or electrons at active sites might be in play. A primary target of
analysis was the hydrolysis reaction that breaks peptide bonds between amino acids, the
building blocks of protein, inserting lysed water molecules into the former bonding site and
stabilizing both monopeptides. It was speculated that attractive and repulsive forces might
induce near instantaneous motion of subatomic particles as peptide and water molecules
split and form new chemical bonds, a sort of ricocheting flow of quantum wavicles towards
and away from centers of charge, through whatever trace amount of solution occupies the
catalytic space on this minuscule scale. A fine theory, but a way to test it was required.
The quantum scale is of course tiny and so difficult to observe, but as has been stated
it is also highly sensitive to surrounding energy as well as slight changes in atomic structure,
and researchers utilized both of these properties in their search for tunneling. Everyone
knew that proteases, the peptide-lysing enzymes, function best at human body temperature,
and reducing temperature slows the reaction at a measurable rate. The degree of molecular
agitation by heat is a significant variable, but if quantum tunneling is involved, a solution
saturated with enzyme and substrate then chilled to very low temperature might result in a
plateau of catalytic rate rather than continuous decrease as thermodynamic effects are
rendered negligible and quantum effects continue unperturbed due to diffusiontranscending high concentrations. Suppressing thermodynamic properties could perhaps
unshroud the quantum process, and this is in fact what experimenting with super-cooled
solution found, a rate plateau in a reaction laced with heat independence.
An experiment was also designed that exploited sensitivity of tunneling to particle size.
Batches of a protease’s substrate were prepared containing the hydrogen isotope deuterium
in its peptide bonds, having one neutron in its nucleus as opposed to the nonneutron form
almost exclusive to nature. The hypothesis was that if tunneling of hydrogen wavicles was
happening in the active site, rate of reaction would be slowed by a hydrogen nucleus roughly
twice as massive because of its impaired ability to slip through interposing aqueous solution
to adjacent atoms. This chemical alteration yielded the result of a large drop in catalytic
productivity, still more evidence that quantum tunneling is probably involved. So far,
experiments with enzymes have failed to rule out quantum effects and matched the
predictions of quantum theory. Though much remains to be learned about the flux in active
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sites, tunneling seems to be a key mechanism for cellular biochemistry, and hypotheses
regarding metabolic pathways will be formulated with quantum mechanics in mind going
forward.
One hundred percent efficiency in photosynthetic conversion of light energy to
chemical bonding energy was another theoretical problem that researchers set out to solve,
and once again quantum mechanics was at the forefront. Chlorophyll pigments that capture
UV light are found in abundance within plant surfaces, but the molecular receptacles for
electron-absorbed energy, reaction centers where biochemical pathways are initiated that
generate bond formation in molecules such as NADPH and glucose adapted for energy
storage and transfer needs, are much less numerous and must service a multitude of
chlorophyll molecules. Newtonian mechanics predicts significant loss of energy in the form
of light and heat as a statistically large portion of random movement by energized electron
spheres misses its mark for energy transfer to other orbiting electrons in the transport chain,
not proceeding in the right direction or finding the appropriate orientation at least some of
the time. However, energy of an excited electron in chlorophyll is harnessed by a reaction
center every time - total energy yield - regardless of proximities or other fluctuating
conditions in a transport chain complex. This exceeds by a large margin the performance of
any energy transfer technology based on traditional mechanics, but quantum theory has led
to devices such as superconductors with near photosynthetic efficiency, so it was pondered
whether photosynthesis might be an ideal quantum system sculpted to virtual perfection by
billions of years of evolutionary adaptation.
Scientists know that electrons can exist as wavicles - spatially diffuse and capable of
near instantaneous motion - when sheltered from thermodynamic entropy, so it was
hypothesized that an electron wavicle in its spread out form might, because of structure
peculiar to the cellular chemistry, take multiple routes to reaction center activation, perhaps
overcoming random disalignment and decoherence as well as the Newtonian speed limit in
some kind of tunneling. As an amazing technological accomplishment, it became possible to
stimulate the chlorophyll electrons of a single transport chain complex including only one
reaction center with a laser and observe whether statistical signatures of quantum diffusion,
wave particles flowing through multiple molecules to the reaction center, appeared. The
electronics are beyond most, requiring a highly technical understanding, but suffice it to say
that this experiment did show mathematical signs of wavicle tunneling, which will perhaps
help science enhance the efficiency of technology as we reverse engineer photosynthesis
and learn to simulate it with assemblies of manufactured materials.
Quantum mechanics, in particular superposition, has also been invoked in one of its
stranger applications, namely for hypothesizing the theory of evolution. It has long been a
quandary as to how the improbable leap from inorganic to organic chemistry transpired,
especially the way in which self-replicating molecules emerged when they cannot even
perform any functions at all without enzymes that simple intuition tells us they must have
proceeded in time. Looking at the relationship of DNA with crucial enzymes DNA
polymerase and reverse transcriptase, it is hard to see how a symbiotic evolution through
hundreds if not thousands of more primitive forms could occur. We have not recreated it in
a lab, as the basic ingredients simply do not yet come close to the refined machinery of
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actual life in our experiments. The means of evolution have been quite alien to the
evidentiary legacy of molecular genetics.
What seemed chemically impossible a few decades ago became more tenable in the
21st century. Researchers discovered that RNA, single-stranded replicators, are much more
prone to mutation than DNA, as RNA polymerase does not proofread its genetic copying, so
unprecedented enzymes are constantly being produced by new code in even modern cells,
some of which can perform novel functions and change intracellular metabolism, at least
temporarily. This flexibility shortens the timeframe necessary for evolutionary transition.
Ribozymes have also been observed in the cytoplasm, hybrids of RNA strands and protein
chains that catalyze some of their own functions. These could be descendant molecules of a
missing link: self-directing replicators. It has become convincing to think of the living cell not
as a factory or manufacturing plant with fixed, mechanical structure, but rather as a dynamic
ecosystem in which its elements are semiautonomous, competing, coalescing into complex
symbiosis, adapting to the nanoscale environment at rapid rates.
Even with the viability of an RNA and ribozyme ecosystem as the breeding ground for
macroscopic life, the chances of thousands of types of symbiotic macromolecules each
containing thousands of atoms arising in perfect sequence is astronomically small by
conventional standards in solution chemistry. A degree of functional order on that scale
emerging from the inorganic environment would require a much longer duration than the
entire 14 billion year history of our universe in the context of thermodynamically-driven
diffusion along with energy transfer between basic particles of a roughly spherical nature
and their chains and loops, let alone the less than 3 billion year incubation of prokaryotic life.
This led scientists to wrack their brains about what could accelerate rates of evolutionary
formation.
The tentative solution, still in its speculative stages, is the idea that protons and
electrons in macromolecules can be in superposition with themselves as they undergo a kind
of vibrational fluxing within and between atoms, existing in the form of overlapping wave
phases as modeled by the Schrodinger equation, meaning that each molecule is in hundreds
of different configurations at once, greatly reducing the time necessary to achieve an
adaptive form. The beginnings of replicator-generating evolution would be less competitive,
with primitive macromolecules free to adopt a plethora of wave forms simultaneously, until
in this blindingly fast tailoring of organic metabolism to the inorganic surroundings a real
replicator or replicator/enzyme hybrid was born. Expansion and diversification of replicator
populations would exert additional forces of natural selection as more effective function
self-propagated at higher rates, perhaps causing some of the replicators' sites of quantum
behavior, modelable as superposed wave functions, to collapse into forms providing greater
reproductive fidelity, more subatomically stable, thermodynamic structures adapted for the
inheritance of enduring traits, though pragmatisms of speedy reaction rate, magnified
biochemical triggering and more complete energy transfer must have kept quantum effects
in these molecules from entirely vestigializing, a total decoherence. Though life has not yet
been created from nonlife in the lab, it may be the fastest and most inevitable step in
evolutionary history, capable of happening in myriad ways. Quantum mechanics makes it
seem realistic that we will someday evolve the organic out of inorganic chemistry by artificial
means, perhaps very soon.
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Also in its initial stages is quantum theory’s promise for clarifying the workings of
consciousness. It has been known for decades that nerves function by voltage conductance
down their length as ions are transported into the cell via a cascade of ion channels in the
axon's membrane, a sequence which ends by stimulating the release of neurotransmitters
into synaptic clefts between axon terminals and dendrites as well as between dendrites,
where neurons intersect. A well-founded model, but as in the case of enzyme activity, this
process happens too fast to be explained as discrete, spherical particles ferried through a
three dimensional rate bottleneck. It is also unclear how the qualia that comprise subjective
experience can exist at all in association with traditional chemistry, resulting in a persistently
advocated dichotomy of mind and matter within our modeling of the central nervous system.
Accounts have ranged all the way from consciousness as a byproduct of brains,
supervenient on matter and some kind of illusion, at most a certainty-bolstering
epiphenomenon of perceived free will, to awareness as fundamental to the universe and
matter nestled within it, the corporeal world essentially a perception. Philosopher Rene
Descartes proposed the pineal gland as the point of intersection between mental and
material, physicist Roger Penrose offered that microtubules in cells might abet a mechanism
of qualia production, but quantum biology presages a superior model, though tests are still
forthcoming.
Those versed in quantum mechanics find it likely that rapid turnover in the ion flow
cycle of nerve cells implies these ions take the form of a tunneling wavicle as they enter and
leave through transport channels. Rather than being seized as localized mass by some kind
of membrane machinery and moved or coaxed with electromagnetic charge through a
medium of three dimensions, they probably undergo higher dimensional, near
instantaneous tunneling into and out of the cell, along with a complementary mechanism of
wavicle afflux down longitudinal transport chains internal to the axon that bust through rate
barriers of diffusion. Along the length of an axon's interior, transduction of the total signal
via diffusion alone would require hours in some cases, yet comes to pass in milliseconds, so
something much more potent is at work.
In this quantum state, ionic motion may be acutely responsive to minute inputs of
energy, just as in the fast triplet reaction, and the electromagnetic field of brains as
registered by an EEG machine may be such an energy source. If brain waves linked to states
of awareness can in fact impact ion channels or other quantum-scale facets of the
biochemistry of brain and nervous system, this may go a long way towards explaining how
qualia seem both supervenient and causal, with subjective consciousness being describable
and predictable in terms of energy field/quantum mechanical interactions. Maybe we would
gain the ability to say what something such as ‘color perception’ or ‘stream of
consciousness’ is at the cellular level, and the dubious view that professes a paucity of
function for the pervasiveness of qualia would be overcome.
Experiments have been performed showing statistically significant matching amongst
the brain wave readings of meditators, just one instance of a wealth of evidence for
quantum entanglement as a biological function that can trump thermodynamic decoherence.
These many observations befuddle even current quantum theory; a comprehension of the
diverse conditions under which either entanglement or decoherence effects triumph is still
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to be devised, and we will hopefully be able to make inroads into the much contested arena
of paranormality, determining what is and is not in fact illusion more decisively.
Mathematical measurements of an advanced kind provided us with models of matter
and energy interrelatedness, its causal features, that had evaded theory until the 20th
century, what we conceive as the quantum world, and crafty experiments based on these
models promise to dramatically remake our knowledge of nature’s structure and our
technology. A wholesale transformation of the episteme is gaining steam that, if we can
vouchsafe the continuity of scientific objectivity via strategic handling of institutions, may
see humans safely into a new age of possibilities for humanist rationality.

8. Qualitative Inferential Reasoning
Over the course of human history, intrastructural reasoning has blended with language
for the sake of coordinating social groups around complex concepts of causality and related
practices. Perceptions and conceptualizings of structure, dimension and duration enabling
humans to define the world participated in molding phonetics such that, although language
did not wholly change form in reply, being still a sequential cadence of sounds eliciting acts
from others, it became more systematic. What began as utterances such as shrieks and calls
compelled by physiological states of arousal and performing simple roles like warning or
rallying other organisms became intrastructural itself in its own idiosyncratic way, evolving
into grammatical parts of speech with enough hierarchy and intricacy to overlap concepts
and qualia in a fidelity that made precision verbalizing realizable. Thus notions of truth, the
facts and beliefs associated with all kinds of perceptions, though not identical in form to
grammar, were linguistically mirrored closely enough to represent them as phonetically,
then lexically, eventually alphabetically and syllabically conveyed meanings, a detailed
expressiveness with infinite generative capacity. This was the origin of logical language,
conversion of mental images and additional psychologic contents into temporal increments
of sound, eventually empowering humans with written descriptivity to overcome almost any
degree of physical, historical or cultural separation except in the case of the most arcane or
specialized concepts.
At first linguistic meaning was rather basic, relaying extremely intuitive content, and
it’s inferential strands of plain technical or common sense were thinly threaded into
elaborate profusions of arational social mores. Communality of meaning was not
extensively reflected upon let alone approached critically, but rather submerged to
implicitness, subservient to distinctive styles and traditions of diverse societies, which were
coerced as the basis of status and solidarity. Linguistic expression, like broader culture, was
largely aesthetic as well as promoting of social identity and ritualized practices. Systematic
proof, the methodological inference-making initially innovated for justifying assertions of
truth in the civic rhetoric and scholarship of logistically complex civilizations, did not yet exist.
Meaning could develop in almost any direction at all when not motivated and evolutionarily
selected according to basic drives, survival requirements, and exigencies intrinsic to human
sociality, being mostly unconstrained by hardwired human nature as vicissitudes of cognitive
plasticity determined the course of cultural indoctrination with a large amount of moral
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arbitrariness, resulting in a vast range of possibilities for standards of behavior, as all the
variety and often bizarre grittiness in hunter-gatherer traditions and antiquity’s early
empires make clear (a baseline condition of society that is not merely historical but
continually surfacing in cultures everywhere).
As civilization grew in sophistication and societies became more complex, combining
all kinds of cultural backgrounds and viewpoints, the meanings of language informed by
communal truths, to which inferencing was bound, were destabilized in a profligacy of
competing suppositions that could not easily be reconciled. In antiquity, the ethical facet of
communicating verbally began shifting from either stating simple fact in a small group's
intrinsically mutual interests or enforcing and libidinously projecting beliefs and actions
judged appropriate, to presenting facts in such a way that individuals could sway
heterogeneous collectives to their side despite the ambiguity and variability of subcultures
that had independently become highly developed cognitively, even at this stage intellectual,
in contrasting ways.
Despite stark differences between collectives, there were some constants: almost
everyone wanted control bordering on powerlust, almost everyone was willing to fight
violent battles to secure it, and almost everyone believed that support from both the gods
and those who obey their reputed messages was vital to successes and failures. These
commitments often conflict greatly with the patience and tolerance required in public
deliberation, and so civic decision-making in enlarging and diversifying civilizations was quite
bellicose, with factions competing, overthrowing and warring as directed by the whim of
inconstant yet stubborn beliefs.
Around 500-400 B.C.E. in Athens of ancient Greece, a democratic society was taking
shape in which all confirmed citizens, numbering in the thousands, were expected to hold a
government position at some point during their lives and participate in creating public policy.
This city state also happened to achieve status as the future world's fountainhead of
philosophical speculation and theoretical system-building, the rational as opposed to
superstitious and mystical approach towards setting the course of civilized culture.
Rationality had at least some influence in other societies of antiquity; it seems that all went
through phases of skilled planning alternating with periods of internecine chaos, and
prejudice was always rampant, but Athens is notable for the substantial records we have of
their highest level thought and civic planning along with its heavy influence on traditions of
modernizing Europe from the Medieval era onward, which in turn impacted educational
authority, political and social theorizing nearly everywhere by way of mimesis from
economic and technological preponderance.
Democracy, republicanism, communism, socialism and fascism can all be understood
as reactions to the philosophic and civic innovations, the extreme egalitarianism, of Athens
that has given every modern theorist pause, at least through some circuitous route, either
prompting favor or disfavor, though of course the train of analysis takes on a local flavor in
the hands of different civilizations with variant histories. Modern rationality is distinctly
Greek, the actualization of a scientific thinking style combining abstraction, naturalism and
progressiveness, not merely as an inferential expressivity processing static models of reality,
which change only slightly or cyclically with time as authority alternates between a small set
of precedents and largely dismisses uncertainty, but further a critical method committed to
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tackling uncertainty head on, continually superseding itself. This idea of perhaps infinite
potential for advancing truth by way of explicit communication - unbiased objectivity - can
be traced to Athenian culture and its antecedents, as can our understanding of the kind of
inferencing that is its foundation, for when these Greeks became some of the first to
intensively analyze the logicality of language use, they studied themselves.
Ancient Greek analytical thinking began in the colonies of Ionia on the coast of Asia
minor, imported to Europe via immigration and commerce. The Ionian paradigm sought to
arrive at comprehensive theories of the general principles and constitution of the cosmos,
making hypotheses about its essence, whether water (Thales), some indeterminate
substance (Anaximander), air (Anaximenes), or fire (Heraclitus). As the locus of
philosophical thought shifted to the mainland, more concepts were introduced, such as the
idea of metaphysical unity in the 'One' of Parmenides, Pythagorean notions that the material
world of sense-perception accords with intrinsic mathematical form, Democritus' primitive
atomism, and critical responses of various kinds such as Zeno's paradoxes.
In Athens, a need to galvanize the whole population against threats like tyranny, rival
city states and a Persian invasion required every inhabitant to have a respected role,
producing a broad base of social prerogative as claims to substantial status in the wake of
logistical successes were not revoked. Citizens were free to think creatively and contend
with each other, in fact it was demanded to at least the extent of civic obligations in what
became a highly democratic political system, and loosened constraints on discourse and
activism gave progressing rationality more opportunity to take root than ever before.
With the cruciality of public communication, oration was placed front and center,
transitioning from narrative traditions expounding Greek myths to epic poetry, tragic and
comic drama and philosophical verse, which blended with democracy to birth a richly
developed institution of practical speaking for purposes of persuasion called 'rhetoric'. Since
political involvement permeated every facet of Athenian citizenship, training in rhetoric
emerged as one of the most important elements of education, and those skilled at teaching
or exemplifying the discipline were in high demand, not only listened to but studied and
emulated, for speech was power. Experts in argumentative method were the sophists, and
they held a key place in the life of Athens; the rich paid handsomely for their instruction and
philosophy not only contemplated sophistry but incorporated its prose-based pedagogy and
presentative techniques into its own expressive efforts.
Philosophers in Greece were not only concerned with achieving persuasiveness for its
own sake in likeness to the priorities of sophistry, but also with arriving at truths valid
enough to withstand all angles of criticism for extended timeframes in interlocution with
reflections of the most able minds offered by their civilization. The philosophers were
idealistically striving after unprecedented degrees of accuracy, which brought them into
friction with more provincial outlooks of sophists as manipulators and masters of oratorical
force for purposes of legal consent, but also affected a synthesis in which legal traditions,
dialectical methods, theorizing about the essences of reality, and social responsibility with its
incumbencies upon the individual combined in an inchoate rational ethic seeking to ground
behavioral standards on a comprehensive account of what constitutes integrity - apt thought
and action - along with construction of a path to this wisdom for the general public and
posterity to tread and build upon.
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The greatest originator of this effort whose work has survived is Plato, authoring
literature in the form of fictional dialogues between representatives of various schools of
thought, revealing the strengths and weaknesses of their viewpoints by teasing latent
implications out from underneath veneers of authority in order to derive more viable beliefs.
He analyzed what he knew, what competing approaches to philosophy and life in general
propounded, and what everyone thinks they know and tends to assume, all to inspire his
audience towards the pursuit of knowledge as well as an honor for truth, unchained from
conflict between perennial orthodoxies. He saw that the diverse activities of fellow citizens
were linked by common interests - compatible language, practices, needs, abilities,
standards - and sought to render explicit these commonalities for the sake of stimulating
socially conscious action, improving culture, and better understanding the world collectively.
Though Plato founded an academy and lectured on many topics together with his
associates, he was cautious to leave the quest for knowledge open-ended, acknowledging
where uncertainties existed; he was no dogmatist. This is apparent from the
groundbreaking inheritors of his leadership, especially his legendary pupil Aristotle who laid
the foundations of empiricism, which when grafted to math and technology after the
Medieval period, evolved into quantified naturalism, our contemporary science. Aristotle
made contributions to all fields of inquiry in vogue at the time, but thanks to an educational
milieu of debate and contestation, during which he was no doubt exposed to a constant
stream of ingenious argumentation, along with the prominence of communication as
supreme craft amongst Athenian society, he was ideally situated to analyze rhetoric itself at
an elite level, a discipline English speakers, taking their cue from Aristotle, know as 'logic',
the study of forms and methods of inference by which we assert truth based upon explicit
fact, with their intrinsic patterns and principles.
Aristotle and his contemporaries described the basics of logic aptly enough, as selfcoherent statements, premises and conclusions consisting in predicate terms attributing
qualities to subject terms, such as “Socrates (subject) is a man (predicate)” (major premise),
and ‘all (universal quantifier) men (subject) are mortal (predicate)” (minor premise),
therefore “Socrates (subject) is mortal (predicate)” (conclusion), along with principles
enumerating constraints on valid formulations, most fundamentally the law of
noncontradiction expressing that a statement and its opposite cannot simultaneously be
true. In this schema, the truth-value of language consists in subject/predicate combos,
which are arranged such that some function as premises rendering conclusions necessarily
true or false by ‘deduction’ - the core procedure of making an argument and validating a
point of view, 'inferring' from one statement to another. At the time, these criteria of so to
speak atomic meaning were generally considered a satisfactory account of fact-based
inference (there were contemporaneous and many future dissenting voices), but it was far
from obvious how the substance of logic itself, in contrast to its subject matter, fit into the
world of perception and observation. Relationship between the abstract structure of logic
and concrete objects it participates in delineating was mysterious and perpetually disputable.
It was a massive challenge to theorize logical proof, the theorizing mechanism itself,
somehow a particular component of the material world and at the same time a determinant
in its total structure.
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Early innovative thinkers of ancient Greece had noticed a strong correlation between
organized reasoning, the logicality expressed within language, and order of the material
cosmos, but efforts to explain this correspondence, this intelligibility, increased in difficulty
as theories of causality accumulated. Fact-based theories could be contradictory, with
attempts to conclusively justify or reconcile them stretching the limits of even meticulous
reflection. Thales of Miletus, a town in Ionia, regarded water as the fundamental property
of matter because everything in his culture's experience involved a degree of moistness.
Anaximander proposed that an invisible substrate composes the various observed
substances, uniting them as multiple forms of the same. Anaximenes viewed air as the
essence of matter, and Heraclitus suggested that matter, with its tendency to change, was
always liberated into a chaotic essence of fire under suitable conditions. Plato averred that
all possible instantiations of ‘matter’ or sensible substance are theorizable to exhaustion by
a surplus of transcending logical and mathematical forms, and Aristotle claimed form as
intrinsically united to four elements of matter (earth, air, fire and water), which transmute
into each other in a process responsible for morphing form into particular structures. It
seems the body of fact was challenging analysis merely in ancient Greece, let alone the rest
of the world. Though the reasoning of any intellectual tradition has its degree of
cumulativeness, what humans know and how humans know was an enlarging menagerie of
unwieldy confidences.
As the array of logical speculations became age-old tradition, discourse started to
crystallize out of a growing sequence of closed, rival systems into a critical method
characterized by continuity of development, regulated according to the standards of a
universalizing academic culture. Educational practices in institutions of progressive learning
were disseminated in Europe and elsewhere with some occasional interruption until logical
analysis was worldwide, coming to full fruition between roughly the 17th-21st centuries.
While proceeding through this period, logic graduated from a niche technique for making
particular kinds of arguments to the foundation of scientific, historical and futuristic analysis,
increasingly formative of theory as well as mathematical and natural language.
As logicizing method improved, it became a system of formal abstraction with
idiosyncratic terminology, symbols, conventions, a language of its own. Academic logic and
theoretical causality split in two, the former a set of technical inventions for modeling
expanding variety in inferential proof, the latter diverging into intrastructural, figure-based
modeling linked with geometry and algebra as we know them today. Thus, two symbolic
categories emerged: logical/inferential representation and image/intrastructural
representation. They differentiated and progressed until well-developed enough that the
mechanical concept of a Turing machine, essentially technological structure programmed
with logical instructions for procedures, was feasible. Scientists combined theories of logic,
spatiality and quantitation to invent arrays of linear and object-based programming
languages, limitless instructional flexibility conjoined with a physical machinery proving just
as formidable: the electronic computer.
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9. Quantitative Inferential Reasoning
Number intuition is evident throughout the animal kingdom, with most organisms
seeming to count, demonstrated by their movements, vocalizations, and additional sounds.
Animals have a sense of proportion, for their sound production swells, recedes or otherwise
modulates with continuity that signifies the integrating of relativities: pressure, volume,
speed and the like. Human conceptualizations and grammatical constructions also
proportion, consisting of hybrid structures organized as relativities nestled within relativities.
Proportion is ubiquitously intuited in complex ways, but the ability to count seems
more limited, which is clearly the case for humans as research shows perception of quantity
in sets of multiple objects is increasingly delayed after exceeding only a couple items, and
ancient languages such as those of hunter-gatherer tribes have words for 'one', 'two' and
'many', with even ancient Greek leaving etymological signs of similar origins despite the fact
that this culture became mathematically advanced. It is probable that, though the intuited
law of the excluded middle applies to any sized quantity of particulars as a nearly
unconscious, immediate perception, being simply the quality of distinction between multiple
objects, counting is added on to human thought as a pragmatic and cultural construct, its
acquisition linked to the scrutiny of specific percepts. Unlike almost fully a priori space and
time, comprehension of even small numbers and related mathematical operations depends
on brain plasticity, requiring practice with fingers ('digits'), objects, symbols or a calculator,
after which it becomes internalized like language.
Synthesis of number counting with perceptions of proportion were of course crucial to
the success of early humans, as our species is incapable of achieving apex status without
production of technology that requires both quantity, as in amount of wood or stone to
build a dwelling, and symmetry as well as balance for the sake of a functional projectile,
working snare mechanism or the like. Technology involves interrelated, counterbalanced
objects and forces along with their numerical definition, the conceiving of which is ingrained
in human thinking as memes.
Proportion is not only a matter of utility but also aesthetics, and some of the most
notable examples of mathematical precision, its roots and social niche, come from art. Cave
paintings of Europe, dances of prehistoric and historic cultures, music providing the
backdrop or centerpiece of so many gatherings all reveal the love of form and contrast,
order amongst variety, so central to our psyches. Words do not do justice to impact on the
mind of experiencing talented artists conjure their creations godlike out of nothing,
effortlessly when well-practiced. It floods the body with pleasure and jolts the observer into
intense focus, like a cathartic miracle. In prehistoric youths of a less sublimated time,
artistry probably resulted in more than a little infatuation. The art itself inspires wonder,
awe, respect, seeming almost supernatural; one yearns for union with it, a connection to its
beauty. The spirituality of art probably engendered disproportionate or prioritized
reproduction, with the development of an elite artist a key event for the tribe conferring
prestige upon that individual.
As cultures began to apply math in more complex ways, advancement in techniques of
abstract counting was driven along to supplement mensuration rather than as the
independent logic puzzle it became in modern academics, which put the first artists in an
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important position as supreme measurers, the masters of structural precision. Art,
numinosity and technical innovation tended to initially be entwined as religious, symbolic
and functional beauty, the expression of what was most valued in a society and its
impressions of the cosmos, with strong impetus to exceed the boundaries of previous
achievement in competition with rival craftsmen and cultures. Incarnation of proportion
was progress and one-upmanship, so math had to make huge strides to meet snowballing
demand for greater quantities of more precise measurement.
Civilized division of labor took shape and mathematical expertise became a specialized
professional role having a specific training regimen, coinciding with formulation of methods
for difficult calculating to assist the counting of lengths and dimensions. Humans had used
hands, feet and other roughly standardized objects to estimate quantitative properties in
the building of structures and tool construction for at least tens of thousands of years, the
primitive seeds of formal geometry, but with introduction of the requisite social class,
techniques were improved and measurement apparatuses honed to minute precision in the
service of obtaining exact numbers and figures.
Ancient Greeks were the first to construct a system of principles in mathematics,
derived from geometrical methods in common usage, a conceptual synthesis in their
literature that culminated analysis spanning centuries. The Greek historian Herodotus
speculated that formal math originated with rope-stretchers of ancient Egypt who used their
devices to survey land after Nile floods, reestablishing boundaries between agricultural plots
in which identifying markers had been disturbed or washed away. Aristotle hypothesized
that math as a distinct discipline emerged from priestly classes of Egypt who used the leisure
afforded by their social standing to measure and calculate movements of celestial bodies,
the passing of time, record the history of their politics, and peer into properties of ideal
shapes like polygons and circles. From modern investigation, including the deciphering of
cuneiform script, it seems likely that ancient Mesopotamia, the most heavily populated
region of early antiquity, had math as advanced as trigonometry even before Egyptian forms,
from where it spread to Egypt, and later to Greece after in excess of a thousand more years,
by about the 6th century B.C.E. or even prior.
In building the first large-scale structures, the main variables to be considered were
length, width, height, angle, weight, and by calculative extension area and volume. The
more massive constructions were typically made of a small collection of materials with
reliably known, resilient hardness, the basic property in structural engineering. Knowledge
of the range of possibilities for antiquity's narrow selection of materials and chemistries
blended over many generations with growth in understanding mathematical figures to
facilitate more geometrically complex city planning.
Early Mesopotamian math analyzed to completion the triangle, the most basic
geometrical object, establishing trigonometric ratios of every applied triangle's component
sides and angles. Since all polygonal shapes can be broken down into a right angled figure
such as a square or rectangle and some combination of triangles, it became possible to scale
up the proportions of any angular structural plan to dimensions as majestic as materials
made practicable starting with a minimal amount of guestimation, trial and error. For
instance, a hexagon is simply a square and two identical isosceles triangles, and an octagon a
square and four identical isosceles triangles. Even many irregular triangles were mastered,
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their constituent ratios approximated to as many as six decimal places, so that weight was
the only barrier to construction with straight lines.
While formal principles of calculus such as limit laws had not come available yet in
antiquity, some calculuslike techniques were in use as a means to define properties of circles.
The area of a circle could be determined by the method of exhaustion, circumscribing a
polygon or inscribing a circle inside of it, measuring and calculating polygonal properties
such as lengths of sides trigonometrically, then incrementally increasing the number of sides
and recalculating until properties of the circle could be adequately extrapolated from a
trend in the shrinking ratio between successive values. This mathematical procedure had
been perfected by the height of ancient Greece, and building with circles, spheres and round
columns was common practice. The nature of arcs - combinations of straight lines and
curves - was also studied, and by Roman times arches were regularly included in building
designs such as the famous Roman coliseum, parts of which are still standing today.
All the math of antiquity was very spatial since Hindu-Arabic numerals were not yet in
ordinary usage and even basic operations such as multiplication and division proved difficult
tasks. Finding unknown quantities was accomplished with geometry, converting sets of
values into proportionalities of diagrams, then applying properties of figures, and many
treatises were written to consolidate and generalize the characteristics of ideal objects.
Most influential was ancient Greek Euclid's Elements, the majority of which survived
antiquity, providing the basis for Western geometry all the way until Europe’s Early Modern
mathematics of the 17th century.
Arab mathematics of the late first millennium C.E. assimilated ancient math and
combined it with the use of Hindu-Arabic numerals to invent linear algebra, solving for
unknown values with expressions rather than figures. These techniques simplified
arithmetical and algebraic calculation enough that they became accessible to even young
children; math was no longer a rarefied technical field. By the Renaissance, the latest
developments in Arab scholarship had become fully available to Europe, and linear algebra
was extensively analyzed by the most brilliant mathematicians on the continent in order to
exploit its full theoretical and practical potential.
The next big event in quantification was effected by Early Modern Europeans, their
synthesis of geometry and algebra. Frenchman Rene Descartes inspired the Cartesian
coordinate plane with the 'x' and 'y' axis still in use today, enabling description of two
dimensional geometric figures by two variable equations of linear algebra, the basic variety
of what is termed a 'function'. Geometers outline the form of either angular or curved
shapes by plugging values into these languagelike expressions consisting of mathematical
symbols and then solving for two or more ‘variable’ unknowns, with each set of solutions
converging on a particular point within a coordinate system, oriented in space. This
launched analysis of more complicated figures, as any constituent properties - points,
lengths, areas, volumes - could be easily calculated from their location within an ideally
precise quantitative matrix, then materially instantiated to extents constrained only by
technological capabilities, which were improving rapidly. 17th century mathematicians had
rendered numerical definition of geometrical form much more finely grained, both in theory
and practice, as maximally as contemporaneous data acquisition could require, opening up
exponential change, elliptical orbits, and reflection from arcs to examination.
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Even with coordinate systems, the method of exhaustion was a huge challenge to
apply to complex curved shapes because of the overwhelming permutability in their local
behavior. Math was no longer a matter of perfecting knowledge of a few basic shapes while
disregarding anything asymmetrical or of complex symmetry. Some saw the acute relevance
of geometry for defining and predicting patterns in the natural world, and sought to fashion
a generalized account of ‘limits’, solutions to the method of exhaustion, which would both
address 17th century theoretical problems and prepare humanity for a future of quantitative
modeling.
The English Isaac Newton and Germany’s Gottfreib Leibnitz independently developed
calculus, a set of laws, theorems and formulas that continued to expand after completion of
their foundational systems, which allowed the method of exhaustion to be applied by
analytically processing functions, without slavery to laborious measuring. Leibniz's
formulation was primarily in the abstract, as pure math, but Newton was a physicist and
used calculus operations to analyze functions as descriptions of complex structure in
previously inaccessible phenomena of the physical world, a joining of math and empiricism
to educe the first quantitative laws of nature, most influentially the dynamics of
gravitational attraction, sufficient for explaining all motion of macroscopic objects in the
era's known universe. Along with eventual modeling of the wave nature of electromagnetic
radiation, sound waves, liquid waves, and the friction-induced shock waves of energy
transmission through solid matter, the loose ends were tied together and a complete theory
of force dynamics amongst macroscopic objects in our solar system finalized, what we know
as classical physics.
Alchemy was transitioning into the scientific discipline of chemistry, and calculus
provided assistance in defining changes in matter, for collections of experimental data
regarding proportions of substance and rates of chemical reaction could be fitted with the
most statistically accurate shapes to make these phenomena more intelligible and
predictable. With precision measurement of minuscule weights, as well as the concept of
heat and various other types of radiation transfer, energetic changes of material form and
motion became quantitative, and intuitions about the macroscopic world were found
applicable to features of microscopic substantiality in innovative modeling. Scientists
pioneered theoretical descriptions of vanishingly minute concentrations and amounts of
substance by utilizing mensurative concepts of nanoscale 'volume', 'mass', 'density',
'pressure', 'moles', envisioning these phenomena as produced by movements and
fluctuations of postulated atoms. Particle chemistry provided the basis for structural
conceptualizings of 'temperature', 'kinetic energy', 'potential energy' and 'electrical charge'.
As matter became more modeled and predictable in laboratory settings, experimental
setups were standardized, then scaled up in order to industrially mass produce chemicals
with a large array of properties defined to quantitative exactness using infinitesimally
detailed, calculus-based analysis of data sets. The core, thermodynamic paradigm was a
picture of atoms exchanging energy via collisions and achieving relatively stable or unstable
arrangements by way of electromagnetic attractive and repulsive forces, sufficing to
represent in images almost all the math of earthbound chemistry.
Even with calculus-based processing of functions, the method of exhaustion in analytic
geometry was a monumental task to employ in real world situations, as massive amounts of
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calculation with complex decimals had to be performed, schematics drawn, instructions for
immensely long procedures written, and double-checking of all the elements in an
engineering project - quantitative specifications for materials and structures - carried out for
quality control, a process that could take months if not years, requiring intricate division of
labor and prolonged collaboration. Electronic calculators simplified calculation, but it was
not until advanced computing came on the scene that engineering reached its full potential.
Programs such as CAD (computer-aided design) translate mathematical expressions into
computer code, with inferencing needed to proceed step by step to the solution of a
problem enacted automatically by a visual interface on the computer monitor calibrated to
this programming, sliding seamlessly between any numerical values. Engineers could
interact directly with spatiality - the model of a physical structure or data set - while the
computer processed quantification submerged beneath the display. With an immediate link
between conceptual creativity and material instantiations in an elimination of calculative
delay, the accelerated rapidity of modification and completion granted engineering a
dexterity to be markedly more original, one might even say artistic. A whole new world of
structural aestheticism opened up to technologists at the automation of mathematical
reasoning.
Math began with instinctual and practical love of proportion, breaking through a
succession of technical barriers that were placing limitations on functional possibility to
come full circle and once again be almost pure artistry as computers dissolved restraints on
form. Mathematical inference provides humanity the means to not only envision precision
structure but write and talk it as language, more than natural grammar’s rough
representation overlaying something of fundamentally different configuration, but further a
direct correspondence of symbols to qualitative properties that when quantified are
identical to the symbols, a lexemic method which greatly reduces ambiguity and error while
wholly eliminating inexactitude. Our techniques of mathematical inference harmonize
proportion, counting, the brain's capacity for plasticity and the human aptitude for
understanding concepts in the form of figures and linguistic linearities, ascending to
categorically greater levels of both preciseness and complexity of expression.

10. The Conjoined Evolution of Conception, Language and Sociality
a. The functional arbitrariness of language-influenced thought
Despite a vast variety of circumstances in which humans apply reasoning, the basics
are the same, an intrastructural connectivity provisional of extrapolative and interpolative
inferencing, mapped onto the causality observed and inspected as we perceive and conceive.
Psychical blending of the unconscious with perceptual, conceptual and inferential
association as well as intentionality, reflection and egoism, all typically admixtured in the
context of cultural meaning, of course differs by situation, whether it be intuitive, technical,
socially personal, educational, or some hybrid of these, but the activity of inventively
generating linkages between mental contents is present in all forms of higher thought.
The more succinctly associations are produced, the more rapidly processes of the mind
can proceed. Consciousness develops shortcuts for honing in on features of the
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environment as indications of larger scale phenomena existing in the background, which in
fact-based contexts of modern human reasoning involves summing and condensing explicit
information. As the mind cognizes experiences and makes associations, it often tends
towards parsimonious frameworks, forms of interpretive representation that strike a
balance between fidelity and efficiency, streamlined for utility at the inevitable expense of
accuracy, a mental truncating upon which even reason depends, that always has a degree of
arational arbitrariness, more functionally adequate than indicative of existence’s essence.
Thinking, memory, imagination, stream of consciousness, phenomenal qualitativity in
general do not give us total reality, but rather a working awareness sufficient for
propagating reproduction, survival, and additional drives of greater theoretical obscurity, all
fitted to naturally selecting circumstances.
We can see this abridgement effect in the mnemonic facet of language. Consider
acronyms for instance: “LGN” has no necessary relationship to the brain structure “lateral
geniculate nucleus” beyond affinity for the first letter of a word, which is unrepresentative
of this thalamic subregion’s nature. Furthermore, even our mental impression of the
thalamus, the synthesis of apperception with an immediately perceived particularity, is
largely dependent on an interposition of neuroscientific theories that are schematic
concepts derived from an evolutionarily parochial history of experimentation. More
recently conceived notions of nonlocal phenomena such as those modeled by quantum
physics may revolutionize our image of the relationship between the physical world and the
psyche, and if we can find a way to base laboratory methods and instrumentation on the
PSU (Planck Scale Unit), which is almost infinitesimally more finely grained than the AMU
(Atomic Mass Unit), new theorizing may entirely usurp traditional chemistry's explications of
brain tissue, with further seismic shifts perhaps possible. At least since the beginning of
civilization, ongoing observation and revampings of conceptualizing practices change the
apparent structure of the world at fundamental levels, rendering even potent, economical,
convincing truths mere relics of arbitrarity.
So efficiency-enhancing arbitrariness seems key to our thinking, conceptual
contractions such as “L” for “lateral”, comprising structures of meaning which can be
envisioned as generalization pyramids ascending from the most dispersed
conceptualizations to the more compact. It seems obvious that most if not all linguistic
thought conforms to this mold, with grammar having a hierarchical arrangement of
phonemes into parts of speech and sentences, loosely congruent with our conceptual
organizing of perceptual material.
The closely related great apes, who also engage in problem-solving of high intelligence,
have the primary grammar center Wernicke's area in their brains, but lack the total
apparatus from which human language emerges. It thus seems probable from comparative
anatomy as well, in addition to introspection, that grammarlike hierarchization plays a
pivotal role in humanlike reasoning as such by scaffolding and organizing many kinds of
higher concepts, to which verbalization has been bootstrapped in synergistic coevolution.
Grammar is not only almost universal to the human species in its hierarchization, but
also in its minute details, as natural languages are composed of something like atoms, parts
of speech unconsciously underlying formal grammars, which scientists have organized into a
periodic table of compositional elements with combinatorial properties reminiscent of
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chemistry. These basic forms with their limited range of interactions can arise identically in
the languages of societies that have been separated for numerous millennia. The trait
profile of human grammar is surprisingly narrow, a universal template within which we only
slightly diverge from each other and can readily converge as well. This supports the intuition
of deep compatibility between the thinking of individuals in any variety of collectives, a
human nature empowering us to culturally synthesize in dramatic ways as we attempt to
disseminate the content and methods of science for the sake of globalized objectivity. It
likewise means that both old and new social ills with accompanying catastrophe are
probably universalizable.
b. The coevolution of cognition, socializing and the body
In terms of intentional communication between organisms with common interests,
there is little selection pressure for perfected truth and high selection pressure towards
being gullible, reflecting the simple fact that reacting to even dozens of false alarms is more
conducive for subsistence than not responding to one veracious alarm, with alarms under
most conditions not being disruptive enough to jeopardize feeding, reproduction, or caring
for the young. We see this in monkeys with smaller brains than ours: they contagiously howl
and scamper up trees at the slightest predatorlike sign without much analysis, though not to
a maladaptively frequent extent, while capable of being desensitized at least temporarily.
These raw communicative acts allow the group to preserve individuals, promoting survival
and ultimately the reproduction of all, resulting in persistence of this interpretive style of
cognition.
It is likely that gullibility is a natural emergence from the instinct of offspring to imitate
their parents long before any sort of advanced reasoning ability has developed if one ever
materializes at all. We see this in the way newborn ducks imprint onto their first caregiver
even if it is a human being, following the object of their devotion around heedless of
consequences. This trust can be linked with increased requirement to care for the young;
the more dependent a newborn is on its chosen adult for survival and maturation, the more
impressionable it will be, all else being equal. This can be contrasted with an animal such as
a crocodile that receives no care from its parents and as a result has minimal imitative
instinct, conscious or not, though these reptiles do obviously recognize each other and
convene to the extent required for reproduction and territorial stability.
The less invested parents are in the success of their young, and the more precarious
the young’s survival in general, the more young required to preserve the population’s size:
ducks have a few young ranging over wide territory, crocodiles have a dozen young in
smaller territories, frogs can have hundreds of young in a single pond, and some fish species
such as salmon have thousands of young in a single stretch of river that must migrate back
to the ocean alone as fry, for their parents die before they hatch, from which only a small
percentage survive as the next generation. The less shelter provided by parental care or
otherwise, the more vulnerable young are to predators or the elements, and the less
metabolically intensive maturation of behavior can be, so that these species tend to be more
asocial - under most circumstances. In the absence of predators, a huge growth in the
population of relatively asocial species may even result in adults consuming their own young.
In organisms that display bonding behavior, a reverse imprinting of the parent on the
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offspring often takes place that is not quite as strong or pervasive because it is not as
universally indispensable, and can become detrimental if reproductive success depends on
the development of independent maturity.
The relationship of intelligence to culture is far from straightforward. Bees and ants
have large and complex societies with individuals that are highly coordinated and
communicative, but the small size of their brains makes it doubtful whether they can be of
much intelligence unless their cognition is based on different structural and functional rules,
such as an electromagnetic blindness relative to humans coupled with some kind of
pheremone-based analytical capacity; it is tough to tell how much they are improvising,
deducing, or rather behaving randomly and reflexively. Housecats have an affinity for
humans and socialize, but display obvious limitations that reveal their reasoning to be
inferior and absent of culture. Tigers have much larger brains than housecats but are not
nearly as social, hunting about anything sufficiently nutritious and accessible to be worth
their effort, including humans, and engaging in minimal interaction between adults. Lions
are also big cats but are highly social, living in prides of a dozen or more that hunt and spend
all their time together, though upheaval does exist as their societies are based around gangs
of males competing to possess females. Wolves hunt in packs of up to dozens, and some
have been bred by humans into dogs for their sociality to be perfect pets and communal
companions who play and show affection to the same extent as we do if not moreso. Orcas
and dolphins live in pods and hunt creatively, with dolphins showing evidence of proper
names while pursuing the pleasures of recreation in clever ways. Chimpanzees are
intelligent at coming up with technical innovations for activities such as food-finding, but
lack complex cultural transmission, especially between generations; like lions and humans
they have disruptive conflicts over status. Bonobos live in highly social groups of hundreds,
but their bonds do not seem to involve technological creativity or educational sophistication,
being organized around sexual behavior. Sperm whales have huge, complex brains but do
not provide evidence that they are extensive socializers. And domestic chickens are rather
unintelligent but seem to have social hierarchies we call pecking orders. Perceptual type,
environmental need and evolutionary history allow for a plethora of intraspecies types of
relations, to this point fractionally evaluated by research, but an introductory understanding
of cognitive uniqueness in human nature can be obtained by focusing on a couple welldefined and simple analogies, comparing us to our nearest cognitive relatives - the primates
- and our nearest linguistic relatives due to convergent evolution - songbirds.
To start with, it has been mentioned how more cognitively primitive primates such as
monkeys have an erroneous communication style with high levels of gullibility, which social
arrangements and status as prey species give rise to; their mentalities are designed to
combat collective dangers by reflexive, affect-driven responses. Gorillas, though intelligent,
have a far different social structure than modern humans, primarily consisting of all male
groups, and also less common mixed sex groups of females and their young headed by an
alpha male. They are herbivores with enough food available in the wild to munch all day and
little incentive for tool use. Gorillas are smart and social, but though troupes go through
transition periods with shifting roles and status, these communities tend to lack the kind of
egalitarian power dynamics that would result in selection pressure for increased guile,
greater lie detection capacity, and more nuanced communication in terms of the true and
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false. Bonobos are also intelligent, but analysis of their natural socializing has been minimal.
They are humanlike enough in the strength of their bonds to consider capture and captivity
of much invasiveness almost akin to slavery, and are vigilant of human presence in the wild,
complicating efforts to acquire an accurate behavioral profile for the species; their complex,
sexually charged social lives discompose in research facilities. Chimpanzees, by contrast,
have a long history of living with humans and seem not to mind the intrusion of researchers
in the wild to a greater extent. They are apex omnivores like us, smart, sociable, and their
societies are egalitarian in a way that is similar to basic human associations, so are ideal
candidates for study and comparison.
We immediately notice that chimpanzees are creative, coming up with solutions for
acquiring food and getting what they want from other chimpanzees; they plan both
technologically and socially. They also have some mores and higher concepts, evincing a
sense of humor and ideas of fairness that hold everyone accountable. They play, interact in
complex ways, and even try to outsmart each other to gain ascendance in the group, also
with intergroup conflicts similar to human tribalistic rivalries. However, upon close
inspection it appears that the psychology of their societies is much different than humanity’s,
especially in the wild.
A single generation of chimpanzees will adopt partially conscious, partially unconscious
sets of coordinated gestures and mannerisms as they grow up interacting, and individuals
will learn from other individuals. However, this is all unorganized culturally: chimpanzees do
not proactively teach peers or imitate their compatriots in response to intended meanings,
and they do not attempt to transmit knowledge to the next generation in a systematic way.
If a chimpanzee learns something, it is by observing the products of success - usually food and then figuring it out for him or herself. Observation of behavior is an offhand adjunct to
personal discovery. If chimpanzees sync their behavior, it is not something taught or
reflected upon extensively, but in the main what works first and best for that generation.
Chimpanzee protoculture evolves its form in each generation and then is mostly lost to the
next, an incidental waxing and waning. There is no building on discoveries of elders, and so
it rarely happens that chimpanzee societies learn something like using a rock from one
location to make a tool somewhere else for use at still somewhere else. Their high creativity
is limited to immediate needs, and behavior means "affection", "fair", "food", "sex",
"danger" or recreation, not the “true” and “false" of human communication and instruction.
As an aside, meerkats are a contrasting case, living in societies that transmit culture
between generations without intelligence at the level of chimpanzees. They have scorpion
school: grades of maturing meerkats will be presented with dead and disabled scorpions,
live and disabled scorpions, then dangerous ones, with adults teaching juveniles the
techniques for catching them. This tradition is not much individualized, however; upon
hearing a recording of "cheeping" sounds of a particular pitch, adult meerkats begin
preparing scorpions at the appropriate level without much regard for the presence or
absence of students. Their behavior seems to be triggered by the pitch of the calls they hear,
with deeper calls indicating more advanced pupils, not an understanding of true and false
content or much of any deduction, results assessment, and evolution or nuance in teaching
method, though at least something in this area would escape human notice.
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Songbirds have language ability comparable to humans, with basic grammar that
develops during a critical period in the juvenile’s maturation and, in the more intelligent
species, a capacity to expand one’s repertoire in adulthood, even sometimes mimicking the
calls and sounds of other species. Cerebral cortices of birds are much smaller than primates,
so it seems probable that their range of meanings is more limited, though the chattering of a
flock of songbirds on a sunny day is reminiscent of utterances made by human crowds. This
recreational communicating must have perceptual significance, perhaps saying something
about food, the weather, mating, migratory or territorial planning, nesting, or gossipy
content of interest to birds; maybe it is also for the sake of aesthetics or concepts of sound
itself. Like humans, birds have technical expertise, though of a more constrained variety,
building complex nests resistant to the elements and navigating long distances by
recognizing landmarks while keeping track of flight directions and durations. Their songs
have a correlation with access to territory and mating arrangements, so they must be
indicators of fitness and symbols of status, just as humans order their relationships
linguistically as well as impress each other with verbal wit and musicality. Sexual and social
selection pressures probably maintain and enhance bird vocalizing as they do in humans.
We must wonder then, if birds and humans converged on similar form and function, facility
with linguistic sound, once inclined towards that developmental direction, what constitutes
the superiority of humans and how it arose.
Of course larger cranium size in primates than songbirds allows for more brain matter
and a greater array of functions, but the key to understanding human intelligence with its
unparalleled linguistic ability is recognizing ‘neoteny’ - the persistence of juvenile
characteristics into adulthood - as a component of cognitive evolution. The majority of
animals, including fish, amphibians, birds and most mammals, mature to adulthood fast, in
only a few years or less. Like all growing organisms, they have an expanding surplus of
neurons in their brains that are pruned and tailored to environmental need, making the
behavior of adults stringently directed toward particular goals, whether it be hunting,
eluding predators, raising young and roosting, communicating, exemplifying fitness by
courting, or anything else naturally selected via individual, social and ecosystem dynamics.
Our distant hominid ancestors such as Australopithecus and like species had similar
maturation constraints, so though the transition to bipedalism was made, they did not have
brain power much exceeding modern day chimpanzees, as indicated by a lack of technology,
artifacts that would require complex, hybrid tool concepts.
A major leap forward took place when cranium size in hominids increased, simply the
neotenous continuation of growth past previous limits, likely tied to an enlarging of the body
fueled at least in part by competition with and threats from large predators, other
intraspecies groups and intragroup rivals. This made possible an expansion of the brain’s
size in its own neotenous process, which probably boosted solidarity and cooperative action
for acquisition and defense of food sources, likely among additional roles. More brain tissue
was retained and a greater body of cortical associations emerged before adulthood with its
hormonal inhibitors curbed the process. This must have involved a succession of selection
phenomena bridging the gap to an intellectual adaptation, increase in brain size relative to
body mass, which roughly corresponds with the beginnings of tool construction as culture,
revealed by fossils and nearby archaeological finds. As the ability to reason about the
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environment and ways to manipulate it increased, so would the ability to analyze and
understand behavioral tendencies of other members in one’s social group, and mating most
likely became increasingly cerebral, stimulating further neoteny by more acutely perceived
cognitive capabilities, pushing these species towards less neuronal pruning during brain
maturation, a more intricate development over longer periods.
This provided for all kinds of mental faculties, and of course neoteny in bodily
characteristics proceeded along with that of the brain, maybe even regarded as signs of
thinking prowess, pushing evolution away from a thick coat of fir, towards new facial
features such as larger eyes in females and softer skin, along with many additional changes.
Duration, rate and degree of cognitive growth increased, but the age at which sexual
maturity is reached remained young even with these transformations because selection
pressures upon survival and reproduction could still be rigorous, pushing the species
towards neoteny from above as well, with physically youthful individuals participating in
mate selection before traits of full-blown mammalian maturity appeared. The behavioral
stage of reproductive selection would have then ascended upward in age as brain function
caught up with and overcame primitive inhibitors, extending the timeframe of neotenized
mate preference, its selecting for mutationally enhanced cognition together with a youthful
body type. Links between behavioral repertoire and rigid, early maturity were relaxed by
neotenized attraction and upsurging intelligence. Plasticity in the evolution of brains,
biochemistry and physique eclipsing that of any other primates came to prominence.
A further evolutionary step influencing brain expansion was birth at a nascent level of
development: babies of Homo habilis, Homo ergaster, Homo erectus, Homo
neanderthalensis, and ultimately Homo sapiens had to pass through a narrower birth canal
resulting from the switch to bipedalism. Caring for less matured newborns increased
intensiveness of parental investment, invasiveness of social and environmental selection
pressures on early growth, and the scope of traditions for inculcating knowledge in the
young. This stimulated an earlier onset of evolving facility with concepts tied to language,
tool use, structure building, and understanding the motivational inferences of fellow minds,
an allometric enhancement of higher level thought's role in a blossoming psyche.
As hominin and then human life became more technological, communicational and
educational in step with a neotenizing trajectory in brain growth, modern speech, artistic
ability, the fabrication of instruments, more complex theory of mind, teaching practices,
division of labor, trade, elaborate beliefs about the connection between natural and
supernatural, modern bodily form, all the hallmarks of contemporary humanity took shape.
It should be noted that many animal species are smart enough to display some of these
abilities we consider distinctly human and do under some circumstances. The main
difference is our spontaneousness, for humanity often does not need an optimum
environment in order for behaviors such as artistic and spiritual creativity or teaching to
occur; they happen almost instinctively.
c. Evolution of the cultural template for expression-saturated civilization
The relationship between social structure and cognition in humans, both historically
and in the present, is not simple. Each family has a hierarchy due to birth order, personality,
and parent/child association, typically linked with relative maturity, ability, and the
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leadership or deference role that entails. In hunter-gatherer cultures where familial instincts
originated, children are apprentices of parents and sometimes older siblings, while they
compete and collaborate with those close to them in age, their peers. Children from
different families have played together in bigger groups, and in combination with
disciplinary action and adult guidance, large-scale social order emerges from what would
otherwise be quite anarchic. Children acquire subordinate roles in the family, then a
functional role in communities as they come of age, establishing accord or enmity in peer
relations between relative equals.
So humans naturally have an inclination towards both respect for authority and a
sense of fairness or unfairness at the root of compromise; absolute or egalitarian
concessions must be made depending on context. A disposition to conflate spirituality with
contacting the dead, regardless of how corroborated - perhaps it is merely a convincing
conjecture from dream content, spells and possession experiences - produced reverence for
ancestors, and the combination of these eternal caretakers and advisers with notions of
spiritual forces instated god pantheons and creational mythologies over hundreds of
generations of mutating oral tradition and ritual. Some members of hunter-gatherer
cultures become especially prominent in the spiritual hierarchy and are entrusted with
managing relations within a tribe; these are shamans, chiefs and the like. Their children are
apprentices in social leadership and default heirs to authority, so ruling tends to run in
families, along with more subservient skills essential to the society’s division of labor. A
strong connection is commonly drawn between talent and heredity that drives hereditary
privilege, an adaptive form of stereotyping at this stage, for it ensures stability.
Archaeology suggests that even before the advent of agriculture and what we regard
as civilization, hunter-gatherer populations convened to hunt in sizable groups, supplicate
the gods, as well as honor and bury the dead at symbolic meeting grounds. Many social
interactions included then as well as today a large amount of feuding and warring due to
competition, divergent languages and bigotry. Councils to establish accord between
populations became common, hierarchies of leaders and subjects were encoded in legal
practices, and where no resolution proved possible by verbal means, some cultures
subjugated others by victory in battle and incorporated them as underclasses, tributaries,
servants to domination, even if like ancient Greeks to the Romans, intellectual
independence and influence persisted.
As technological and social practices became more elaborate, all kinds of factual
content materialized: facts about how to accomplish things, relate to other human beings,
about the nature of the world, which cultures and classes have prerogative to do this or that,
what is likely to happen in the future, what can be inferred from the past, what human
nature is, and all the auxiliaries of these. Some institutions were based on precedents, some
on collaboration, some on conflict, some on race, on caste, on autocratic mandate,
punishment, reward, retribution; conflicting values were merging as civilization expanded
and brought traditions into interactive alignment. This confluence was the beginning of
systemic uncertainty and the profundity of questioning true vs. false, our decision-making
about how civilization should proceed based on beliefs regarding what is real or factual as
opposed to illusionary or mistaken and what constitutes improvement.
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Three general approaches have been possible: multiple parties conceding something
for the sake of mutual action followed by reassessment, deferring to a higher power and
fighting it out violently if this proves ineffective, or imposing a nonnegotiable set of norms
on every society and individual encountered in order to attain harmonious conformity. The
mutual analysis and modulation approach is the democratic process, achieved most
sustainably in the sciences as peer review and joint evolution providing the lifeblood of our
academic system. It has been instituted more perishably in political systems, which instead
often utilize the force of power hierarchies to resolve disputes, often with much destruction,
but greater legal equality has been fostered at times by a reasoned survey and nurturing of
human nature. The strategy of attempting to induce uniformity has been an undercurrent of
much civilized organization, perpetuating conflict in most instances, though it can
occasionally pacify a populace. Coercion of a static cultural template tends to eradicate the
independence that is vital for innovation, consequently paradigmal progress as opposed to
fluctuation amongst a constrained set of nonmutating, nonadapting conventions, and most
important, the feasibility of overcoming social inertia in order to enact emergency
transitions, which becomes a claimant issue in the context of advanced technology and
larger scale civilization.
In all societies, institutions exist that transmit culture from one generation to the next,
in contrast with the unorganized, relatively chance commencement and extinguishing of
chimpanzee culture. We have written language to express practices and truth claims with
symbols as well as robust methods of education, a capacity that has hugely expanded and
brought us to the Information Age. But as has been indicated, the essence of truth is to be
rather arbitrary, a collection of mnemonic devices, abbreviations functioning for quick and
sure response, which means progress cannot be defined as simple verity. Advancement of
truth past current levels will consist in complex treatments that enrich and also overturn
established mental shortcuts with unintuitive and sometimes difficult reasoning, taking into
account theoretical history, uncertainty, all kinds of present analytical contexts, and even
the basic issue of how to make ideas implant in the heads of human beings or at least
remain close enough to the foreground for later reference.
Contemporary knowledge, the fact-based models upon which we found many of our
newest beliefs, are more determined by methodological, conceptual and technological
elements whose interplay fashions the morphing episteme than in consort with a so to
speak actual state of the world providing some fixed benchmark. Our inability to even
define what we could possibly mean by this external absoluteness given cultural variety and
change, the persistent discovery of fallacy, and our perceptual and conceptual constraints,
asymmetries, revolutions and mutations shows that interpretation of the world as fact,
exacted by native reasoning, collective culture and universalizing objectivity, is a mentally
generated compounding of technique, fundamentally a work in progress, never during our
entire two hundred thousand year legacy being unconditionally true. The challenge is to
keep incumbent conventions of language, culture and comprehension along with prejudicial
inclinations towards these conceptual and symbolic contents from swamping cognition so
we do not end up in some eternal "scorpion school" stasis, or worse, a cascade of
disintegration as we face growing complications in civilized environments. We must
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maximize our modicum of objectivity without stunting individual diversity and autonomy in
order to optimize society.

Conclusion
After analyzing conception - the locus of thoughtful intention in the psyche - we are
positioned to define the structure of self-aware, reflective consciousness. It is rooted in a
perceptual substrate arising from unconscious sources, impinging upon awareness as
internally and externally originating qualia, integrated as the substance of memory.
Perceiving and exacting of our own intentions from out of self-awareness is the synthesis of
these qualitative givens with a multiplicity of purposeful but not always explicit thoughts, all
of which go in and out of phase with each other as we act upon and amongst component
contents of our minds. We largely mediate the relationship between perception and
behavior using our concepts, bodies and objects of utility we call technological.
This assimilation of qualia for purposive action, a partially instinctual apperceiving of
causality in the form of our own concepts, is the bedrock of reason, making environments
intelligible in idiosyncratically human ways, but also rendering us susceptible to fallacies,
delusions and uncertainties. Taken together, the reasoning instincts underlying thought
have, over the course of untold thousands of years, become enriched in an ascent of
meaning and then truth as we exercise them and observe ourselves doing so, bringing into
existence extremely detailed and lucid generalizations, our 'theories', as well as theory of
theorizing itself, a facet of technical logic, together with an effort to approach beliefs
critically, teasing apart truth and error with a view towards greater levels of accuracy.
What evolved into our species' linguistic vocalizing began as a primitive means by
which adaptive behaviors could be elicited from other organisms, consisting of simple,
implicit or unconscious signifiers, but as intuitions about causality and a sprouting phyllotaxy
of applied reason flourished, they exerted selection pressure on utterance, first impelling
mutational conversion to primordial speech, then to the grammatical language of modern
Homo sapiens, which coordinates only approximately with perceptions and conceptualizings
of causality, but deeply, precisely and universally enough to make an expanding verbal
medium for technical concepts possible. Means to represent the forms of space and time distal extension and occurrence - with written symbols for both natural language and also
objects themselves via geometry and corresponding mathematical language generated
cultures of professionalized discourse vanquishing many of history's limitations on the
integration and application of our ever-enlarging body of knowledge. Organizing the
mountain of information in our infocentric culture for its most practical and efficient
utilization is a vexing difficulty that, though perhaps incapable of being entirely resolved,
nevertheless admits of much potential for continuing progress.
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Intro, the Origins of Science
Modern objectivity, the approach to knowledge which utilizes theoretical science along
with derivative high technology to define our world, increasing the potency of both its own
technical procedures and the professional practices that rely on its progress in an
accelerating ascent towards the ecological hegemony of our species, is probably our most
powerful avenue for actualization, but its emergence was not abrupt, a radical rupture with
tradition, and perhaps not inevitable. The development of objectivity stretches back
thousands of years, to at least the 1st millennium B.C.E., arising from a long, gradual train of
discoveries and insights by individuals throughout the world.
In ancient Greece, the philosopher Anaximander (b. 610 B.C.E.) was one of the initial
Europeans to suggest based on astronomical observations what later ancients proved, that
the Earth floats freely in space as opposed to resting on a foundation. Democritus (b. 460)
was the first philosopher to proffer that natural phenomena are caused by collisions
between tiny particles he called ‘atoms’ in a cosmos governed according to mechanistic laws.
Eudoxus (b. 400) created the first astronomical model of the cosmos and became one of the
earliest Greeks to conceive the method of exhaustion as a potentially unified system of
mathematical principles, what in the 17th century C.E. would be refined into calculus.
Aristarchus (b. 310) proposed a heliocentric theory that the Earth revolves around the sun a
full eighteen centuries before Nicolaus Copernicus, but his ideas were soon dismissed in
favor of the geocentric model championed by Aristotle and others. Archimedes (b. 287)
made advances in mechanics, inventing ingenious devices, and also furthered hydrostatics,
discerning many principles and possible uses of water pressure, while also working out some
mathematical proofs, no doubt as a supplement to his protoscientific endeavors.
Eratosthenes (b. 276) calculated the Earth’s size and made contributions to what would
become the science of geography. Hipparchus (b. 190) determined the distance between
the Earth and moon as well as the positions and magnitudes of hundreds of stars.
In India, Brahmagupta (b. 597 B.C.E.) became one of the first to use the number ‘0’,
both in pure and applied mathematics. Like the Greeks, Aryabhatta (c. 5th century) figured
out the exact distance between the Earth and moon, as well as surmising that our planet is
round and rotates on its axis. Near the turn of the millennium, Charak (b. 300), a doctor at
royal court, wrote a book which outlined the principles of digestion, metabolism and
immunity, as well as displaying a sophisticated grasp of genetics. Varahamihira (b. 505 C.E.)
postulated the existence of gravitational force, also that celestial objects reflect sunlight,
along with contributing to advances in mathematics. During the Medieval period, Indians
contrived a version of atomism along with additional schools of thought, while
dissemination of their culture’s irrigation technology throughout much of the Old World at
this time facilitated the growth and stability of populations.
In ancient Rome, Antonius Castor had been well-known as a botanist and
pharmacologist in the first century C.E. Pliny the Elder (b. 23 C.E.) wrote Naturalis Historia,
an encyclopedia that compiled much of his era’s extant knowledge, as well as himself
investigating many natural and geographical phenomena. Claudius Ptolemy (b. 100)
cataloged the positions, relative brightnesses and constellations of more than a thousand
stars. Galen (b. 129) was a pioneering physician who began to clarify the relationship
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between diet and health. John Philoponus (b. 490) theorized that both projectiles and the
motions of planets result from mechanistic forces exacted by and among them rather than
due to some kind of divine vitalism.
In China, Cai Lun (b. 50 C.E.) invented a papermaking process, probably the first of its
kind in the world. Zhang Heng (b. 78) engineered a hydrostatic device called an armillary
sphere, and also documented more than two thousand stars and a hundred constellations.
Zu Chongzhi (b. 429) estimated the value of pi to six decimal places. Li Chunfeng (b. 602)
introduced an extremely precise calendar. Chinese civilization is credited with originating
the abacus, compass and gunpowder, together with assembling an episteme that by the end
of the Middle Ages consisted in natural sciences, medicine, mathematics and geology among
much else. And of course their intellectual founding father Confucius (b. 551 B.C.E.) had
been instrumental in universalizing education and scholarship in China, an influence that
persists to the present day as one of the most impressive movements in world history.
Arab civilization experienced a golden age of scholarship around the end of the 1st
millennium C.E., and much progress was made. Abu al-Aswad al-Du’ali (b. 603), considered
the father of Arabic grammar, founded a school of Islamic linguistics which did much to
promote religion and intellectual life throughout an expanding empire. Al-Asmai (b. 740)
made great strides in zoology and taxonomy among additional domains of study. Avicenna
(b. 980) was a philosopher, physician, astronomer and literary figure, one of the most
authoritative scholars produced by the Medieval world. Ali Ibn Ridwan (b. 988), a notable
physician and astronomer, commentated and expanded upon the ancient Greek and Roman
knowledge which European civilization had failed to preserve. Avempace (b. 1085) authored
works in astronomy, physics, music, philosophy, medicine and botany. Ammar al-Mawsili
(11th century) was an ophthalmologist who invented the hypodermic syringe to perform
cataract removal procedures that were state-of-the-art for the era. The preeminent
polymath Averroes (b. 1126) wrote on many subjects, such as medicine, astronomy, physics,
psychology, mathematics, law and linguistics, while being one of the foremost Medieval
analysts of Aristotelian philosophy. Nasir al-Din Tusi (b. 1201) was a prominent architect,
physician and natural philosopher who authored more than 150 works. A whole host of
Arabs from this epoch added to the field of mathematics, including their seminal system of
linear algebra.
The European Middle Ages saw much progress in many areas. Paul of Aegina (b. 625
C.E.), a Byzantine Greek surgeon, wrote a medical encyclopedia that was the standard for
hundreds of years, unparalleled in its accuracy and completeness. The Venerable Bede (b.
672) was a Christian monk who authored an important book on naturalism, required reading
for the education of clergy, as well as making some original discoveries into the nature of the
tides. After a decline, Michael Psellos (b. 1017) helped reform the Byzantine university
curriculum to emphasize Greek classics, a major stimulus for the Renaissance a few hundred
years later, and composed treatises on grammar, law, medicine, mathematics and natural
philosophy. Robert Grosseteste (b. 1168) wrote texts on mathematics, optics and
astronomy, also advocating experiment as a means to test theories, a substantial influence
on the development of full-fledged empiricism a few centuries later. Albert the Great (b.
1193) was key in integrating Greek and Islamic natural philosophy into European universities,
and taught St. Thomas Aquinas among others. Roger Bacon (b. 1214) contributed to
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mechanics, astronomy, geography, and an optics tradition that led to telescopes as well as a
complete overhaul of cosmology in the 16th century. William of Ockham (b. 1285) was a
philosopher who established some of the main tenets of empiricism. Jon Arderne (b. 1307)
was an English physician who devised a new, particularly effective anesthetic in addition to
innovating surgical procedures. Nicole Oresme (b. 1323) authored works on mathematics,
physics, astronomy and economics, notable for the originality of his thought. Nicholas of
Cusa (b. 1401) was a German philosopher who promulged some cutting edge cosmological
ideas, such as that the Earth is not the center of the known cosmos, and that celestial
objects are not perfect spheres, with their orbits noncircular and varying in relative velocity
as they traverse the sky. Regiomontanus (b. 1436) was a mathematician and astronomer
who influenced the later Copernican theory of a heliocentric cosmos.
During the European Renaissance which reached its height in the 16th century, rate of
empiricist progress started to increase, partly inspired by discovery of the New World. The
Paracelsians among others made much headway in alchemy from Medieval times to the
beginning of chemistry in the 17th century. Nicholas Copernicus (b. 1473), Galileo Galilei (b.
1564) and Johannes Kepler (b. 1571) revolutionized the model of our solar system with their
astronomical observings. Andreas Vesalius (b. 1514) described the anatomy of the brain and
additional organs, while William Harvey (b. 1578) gave a complete account of the circulatory
system and wrote extensively on medicine. Navigation technologies improved dramatically
during this era to further exploration of the globe.
From the Early Modern 17th century to the 21st century Information Age, European
empiricism came into its own with what we recognize as modern scientific disciplines and
their foremost progenitors: physics (Isaac Newton, b. 1646; Michael Faraday, b. 1791),
chemistry (Robert Boyle, b. 1627; Antoine Lavoisier, b. 1743; John Dalton, b. 1766), biology
(Antony van Leeuwenhoek, b. 1632; Robert Hooke, b. 1635; Charles Darwin b. 1809; Gregor
Mendel, b. 1822), politics (John Locke, b. 1632; Charles Montesquieu, b. 1689; Karl Marx, b.
1818), economics (Adam Smith, b. 1723), and much else.
The quantity of intellectuals who gained fame for subsequent findings in diverse areas
is of course massive. In physics: James Clerk Maxwell (b. 1831), Max Planck (b. 1858), Marie
Curie (b. 1867), Ernest Rutherford (b. 1871), Albert Einstein (b. 1879), Neils Bohr (b. 1885),
Erwin Schrodinger (b. 1887), Werner Heisenberg (b. 1901), Paul Dirac (b. 1902), and Richard
Feynman (b. 1918) to name a few. In chemistry: Louis Pasteur (b. 1822), Alfred Nobel (b.
1833), Dmitri Mendeleev (b. 1834), Otto Hahn (b. 1879), Linus Pauling (b. 1901), Rosalind
Franklin (b. 1920), Mario Molina (b. 1943), among many others. In biology: Claude Bernard
(b. 1813), Joseph Lister (b. 1827), Ernst Mayer (b. 1904), Norman Borlaug (b. 1914),
coresearchers James Watson (b. 1928) and Francis Crick (b. 1916), Edward O. Wilson (b.
1929), Stephen Jay Gould (b. 1941), and the list could of course grow lengthy in all fields of
study.
The entire world has been high achieving since early B.C.E. times, but with the
globalization of Western civilization’s breakthrough objectivity in the 20th and 21st centuries,
many cultures made progress in science and technology, blazing their trail to the
Information Age. By the 15th century C.E., Indians had become proficient in mathematics,
astronomy and metallurgy, then in the 19th century the British made some enhancements
to government and the education system. By the latter half of the 20th century, India trailed
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only the U.S. and Soviet Union in technology spending, with a space program, nuclear
science and biotechnology. China has an illustrious technological history stretching back to
pre-Medieval times, but after 20th century modernization undertook research into
agriculture, genetics, bullet trains, aeronautics, nuclear physics, superconductivity and
artificial intelligence, while being the 21st century leader in academic papers. The Middle
East, after a post-Medieval decline in progress, has matched or exceeded much of the world
in 21st century science, especially in the domains of media technology and biomedical
research. South America produced premier 20th and 21st century scientists in nuclear
physics, the life sciences, geology and information technology. In 21st century Africa,
science and technology expenditure is not as high as much of the world, but the continent
boasts estimable education systems and a recent Nobel Prize winner. Southeast Asia, Japan,
and many other regions around the globe have made equally prestigious bequeathments to
21st century science, in electronics, medicine, engineering, and all professional undertakings.
The entirety of protoscientific and scientific accomplishment around the world cannot
of course garner a mention, but this list is roughly proportional to the quantity of
intellectuals immortalized by history, and proportions of permanently famous intellectuals
correspond in an approximate way to the priority placed on academic culture in various eras,
so that the foregoing list gives a good indication of where the main centers of philosophical
and technological effort were located and when. Focusing on the Old World, it seems to
have been intellectually able since B.C.E. times, with an extraordinary concentration of
activity in ancient Greece. South and East Asia along with many other regions made
academic and technological advancements throughout late antiquity and the Medieval
period. Europe, while under Roman dominion, preserved Greek learning with some minor
additions, but then gradually fell off in productivity after the empire’s collapse, a
diminishment in learning severe enough that the 10th century is referred to as a dark age.
During this deterioration, Arab culture experienced a golden age of empire and academia,
conserving ancient Greek and Roman learning, which was reintroduced to Europe in the
13th century after the continent’s scholarship had revived for a couple hundred years.
During the 15th and 16th century Renaissance, European culture delved deeply into the
study of ancient Greek and Roman traditions, ushering in a total revision of its cosmological
model and an escalating technological ascent that by the 17th century was surpassing the
rest of the planet. By the 19th century, Europe had a clear advantage, and its knowledge
began to spread throughout the world via colonization. With the absorption of Western
learning into cultures around the globe in the 19th and 20th centuries, humanity as a whole
began to practice the philosophy and theoretical empiricism traceable all the way back to
ancient Greece. Universal modernization was the outcome, a drive towards scientific and
technological progress which seems to have reached escape velocity from the uncivilized
“state of nature”, probably destined to reconstitute life in unimaginable ways over the
course of the next few hundred years, provided we do not destroy ourselves somehow with
our own technical power.
Human beings have fashioned objectivity, a blend of speculative projections and factcollations centered around a potent combination of rationalist and empiricist methodology
which applies quantitative modeling for enhanced pattern recognition and prediction.
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Institutions can at least in principle tap into this culture of objective science to globalize the
episteme and improve public policy decisions.
Scientific discovery has become the foundation of human development, and at this
stage only the worst of planetary cataclysms can threaten its ascendance, but this positive
contribution to our species’ quality of life via technology and medicine was perhaps not
inevitable. As mentioned, if Islamic civilization had not been so well-organized and high
achieving during the dark age in which Europe lost contact with its academic traditions,
antiquity’s progress may have been wiped from history, incapable of effecting the 16th and
17th century Scientific Revolution and seeding modern quantitative analysis along with the
many technological breakthroughs we take for granted. If Mongol unity and expansion had
not halted with the death of Genghis Khan, their unstoppable invasions may have decimated
the European population, disrupted the continent’s governance, and made Medieval
Scholasticism impossible to sustain, preventing a blossoming of academic science after the
Renaissance. If Europe’s “balance of power” political system, in which complex alliances
were arranged and continually realigned in order to avoid decisive advantages, collapsed
between the 18th century Enlightenment and the 20th century, world wars and invasions
may have stunted mainland academia, made any colonization even more militaristic than
intellectual, and inhibited or even halted development of the philosophies and methods of
science. Most Enlightenment advances are associable with a surprisingly small region of the
world - Southern England, Northern France, Germany, and some of their immediate
neighbors - so that misfortunes such as a local natural disaster or an outbreak of war
between only a couple countries could have demolished the infrastructure and general
stability that made dissemination of progressive ideas possible. And if at any point Western
civilization had regressed into an orthodoxy that viewed pioneering intellectualism with
hostility, science may have never come to fruition nor spread to the rest of the world.
New technology of course impresses us immensely on a very instinctual level, but the
philosophy of science which enables our technical paradigms to advance in dramatic ways
requires consideration of many issues that are cognitively trying and sometimes
exasperating. We must figure out based on historical analysis how schools of thought
change, the problems that surface during these transitions and how to resolve them, and
also how to make advanced scientific concepts accessible for the entire population, with
simplified explanations, well-constructed user interfaces and ergonomy, language that
works in an interdisciplinary way, and most importantly a steady growth in the theoretical
intuitions of general humanity.
All the world’s cultures have an important role to play in furthering science, technology
and knowledge of what history can teach us while averting catastrophes of every type,
including a degeneration in respect for our culture of objectivity which is ever threatening to
set in, but what follows will primarily focus on Western civilization, where rationalist
empiricism of the modern kind originated and from whence it became a juggernaut of
potential progress on a global scale. The most influential movements in Western academia
along with some major thinkers will be discussed, and an attempt made to infer the
implications of many historical sequences and current domains of knowledge for
contemporary civilization and future investigations. We can begin by looking at the
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inception of science in some depth, with introductory consideration given to contemporary
theories of emotion.

i. The Historical Development Towards Empirical Objectivity
1. Theoretical Models of Emotion
There are two main paradigms in the science-based analysis of emotion which
currently prevail: a framework viewing emotion as emergent from basic behavioral instincts
that can be boiled down further to automatic physiological responses dictated primarily by
chemistry of the nervous system, and an opposing account promulging emotion as social
construct, an array of conceptualizations superimposed on physical processes, including
those of the body, governing expression of instinct in ways capable of varying by culture.
Though these outlooks may at first glance seem complementary in that they both locate the
origin of feelings in structuring of the brain and its auxiliaries - sensory and motor neurons,
sense organs, neurotransmitters - taken to their logical conclusion they result in very
different assumptions.
Instinct-centric theories see emotion as innate, preprogrammed or 'hard-wired' in a
way rendering many human actions ineluctable whenever circumstances they have been
evolutionarily adapted to arise; this perspective impugns free will and takes a deterministic
stance in relation to social dynamics. We are supposedly slaves to our emotions as a
consequence of millions upon millions of years of natural and social selection: happiness,
sadness, anger, fear, all affect is rooted in biochemical certainties that, looked at
optimistically, exist in near universal and exceedingly predictable forms, but conversely
assure that the epidemic discontents of human relationships will be nothing less than
ubiquitous and eternal apart from stringent regulation and invasive selection pressures
enforced by institutions. The adage that you can't reason someone out of what they weren't
reasoned into is the idea, and these theorists anticipate stiff resistance to change along with
severe oppression in a leviathan jungle of society, with cultured lifestyle being no more than
a veneer and science the iron hammer of progress wielded by a utilitarian elite to forge the
masses.
Construct-centric theories regard emotion as a product of thought processes molding
the expression of instinct into culturally accepted forms by way of environmental
conditioning, with emotion being fundamentally conceptual, an interpretation of both
internal bodily states and external stimuli, with their unconscious roots, into the
personality's frame of reference. This theoretical perspective proposes a high degree of
plasticity in human emotion, substantial levels of ambiguity and flexibility in behavioral
responses to our surroundings. While discharge of instinct is supposedly quite malleable, to
the extent of empowering no more than a conscientious education to dramatically shift
social relations and the effects of institutions, indoctrination can push cultures in divergent
directions by way of cognitive discrepancies that make the beliefs of individuals with
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different backgrounds incompatible, especially by the time mental maturation has reached
completion. Crafting of healthy, well-adapted emotion and behavior by authorities does not
require coercion, but neither does it have much prospect of becoming universalized without
meticulous social planning and even visionary foresight. Proponents diagnose culture as
extremely complex, with human nature being of the utmost unpredictability, mutability and
corruptibility.
Once again, it seems there is common ground between the two camps as they both
treat of phenomena such as conditioning, human nature, institutional structure and culture,
but it is not immediately obvious how to synthesize them. Instinct-centrism would point out
the way emotions tend to be reflexive, also well-developed and spontaneous in even very
young children lacking much ability to make fine conceptual distinctions or complicated
decisions. Construct-centrism would parry by saying the wide variety or "relativity" between
cultures and subcultures is an undeniable fact, it having been proven scientifically that
emotion is an interpretation of experience into the form of concepts that differ by region of
the world, as evidenced in divergent linguistic categories. Both ways of looking at emotion
have strong merits, so it is uncertain whose opinion about institutions is most accurate:
straightforward in application but necessarily draconian, or provisional of peaceability but
persistently vulnerable, a delicate matter requiring fastidious assessments. For progress on
this subject it would be profitable to take a more detailed look at a particular representative
of each theoretical angle.
Neuroscientist Douglas Fields has written a book explaining the emotion of anger as a
result of the brain's "rage circuit": under traumatic or chronically stressful conditions, he
claims humans are predisposed to snap violently as our instinctual tendencies towards
aggression are set on a hair trigger. It is not simply a question of whether the individual is a
good or bad person, moral or immoral; tolerance for conflict is worn so thin that even
horrifying violence is virtually a biochemical certainty. He references many of the most
famous violent crimes of the past couple decades, outlines circumstances anyone would
recognize as common to everyday life but in these cases of especially acute or prolonged
degree, and shows how average citizens became insane with rage for as long as a couple
hours or more, enough time to commit atrocities that shocked acquaintances, families, and
often left the perpetrators themselves stupefied by their actions. He portrays how building
animosities towards authority or difficult contacts and situations radiate out into whole
families, and how powerless civilization seems to be when it comes to preventing moral
collapse, with communities turning a blind eye until the tragic occurs. The immensity of
social pressure with its biting tenderhooks in the individual really becomes apparent as
nearly every one of his interviewees proves impotent to make sense of their unsettled or
mournful experience of violent crime.
He identifies LIFEMORTS triggers, an acronym with each letter being the first in a
descriptive word for a type of stressor that can lower the threshold past which rage is
discharged; more than one trigger greatly increases chances of aggression, and many active
triggers makes aggression almost assured.
Life/limb: threats to physical safety
Insult: affronts to the ego
Family: those we love and care for at risk
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Environment: unstable or distasteful situations
Mate: access to a sexual or romantic partner transgressed
Order in society: violations of laws and social norms
Resource: vulnerability of money and possessions
Tribe: flaunting of a close-knit group's expectations
Stopped: barriers to meeting one's needs and goals
A glance at this list and his cursory treatment of the many crimes they have instigated makes
it clear how intensely even ordinary social relations goad individuals into contemplating
violence, how vulnerable we all are to those around us and even ourselves. At the same
time, our impulse to fight protects us during volatile moments of physical altercation and
can hardly be dispensed with as we must frequently defend each other and our livelihoods
from hostilities, in war and elsewhere.
His authorship becomes more nuanced as he depicts the population's variation in its
ability to act reasonably under duress, differences between individuals that go all the way
down to genetics in some cases, those who have the aptitude needed by professionals such
as elite combat troops and bodyguards. He also talks of the other side of the coin, a religion
such as Jainism that repudiates all violence, achieving an environment of placid but
intellectually strong community for more than two and a half thousand years, which Fields
investigates firsthand by sitting in at a gathering and interviewing some of its members. He
leaves open the possibility of deviations from the typical, but even so it is obvious that
civilization is steeped in an enmity with which societies that value freedom barely cope and
in which a society of even austere law enforcement can only hope to deter and otherwise
clear the damage. It is not a rosy picture; mainstream culture is constrained chaos, and it
seems that without institutional intrusion we will always be at risk of fury run amok. Of
course heavy-handed social engineering has in fact been embarked upon in some locations,
which bodes ominously for our sliver of liberty even as it allegedly lays the groundwork for a
permanent civil future.
Neuroscientist Linda Feldman Barrett's "theory of constructed emotion" presents a
stark contrast, asserting that emotion is a phenomenon of culture fashioning instinct via
social norms which vary widely between communities and countries with different origins,
something we can actually create in the process of consciously regulating our own behaviors.
She points out how slight variations have crept into even Europeanized cultures, so that for
instance American jurists have regarded an Eastern European defendant as lacking in
empathy during a trial when in fact his upbringing conditioned him to appear stoic in the
face of danger and stress, preventing him from interpreting the situation demonstratively
except when a particular trigger, damage to the family reputation, temporarily evoked
outward grief. In this and many cases, it is not lack of remorse but rather discrepancy in
cultural standards for displaying and perceiving emotion that leads to critical judgements.
Variations are even more pronounced in cultures of greater divergence, such as
between American society and those of some indigenous tribes. Emotion researchers began
a few decades ago by formulating a theory of universal emotion, which erroneously proved
itself because no matter how different the cultures actually were, scientists taught their
subjects "correct" responses - smiling = happy; pouting = sad; baring teeth = angry - and
then elicited nothing more profound than their own prejudices. More subtle future research
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found substantial differences: in some tribes, smiling = laughing, not happy; wide-eyed and
open-mouthed expressions = yelling or the test subjects were uncertain, not surprise or fear;
baring the teeth = uncertain subjects, not angry. It was clear that gut instincts about
emotion could differ by culture (what we could call cognitive milieu), and situations of rapid
assessment, snap decisions, or limited exposure (such as trial by jury) are almost certain to
produce misunderstandings. This is a serious matter because Western civilization has taught
its members that you can read someone's emotions merely by looking at them, which in a
society of factors such as cultural diversity or social conflict can be destructive to
relationships or, as in law enforcement situations, trials and war zones, even fatal.
Barrett explains some of the physiology underlying her theory. The human nervous
system in this account is not the last link of a causal chain starting in the external world, a
passive receptacle for sensations which then mechanistically converts its content into
information, but is rather in active exchange with both the external environment of our
outside world and the internal environment we call 'homeostasis', a process constantly
making interpretive adjustments as it balances needs of the body, keeping us safe,
responding to demands of the immune system, regulating hunger, thirst, wakefulness and
everything else. This homeostatic state of the body is termed 'interoception', and is
integrated into our so-called "body budget" in a way that can be misconstrued by
constrained human minds to extents capable at times of altering or at least coloring our
perception of the world, giving us poor judgement about what we sense or intuit. A fever
can be confused with romantic attraction, or hunger and sleep deprivation can make an
individual ornery and prone to moments of social ineptitude, which in our fast-paced
professional and personal worlds where many millions of relationships must integrate
flawlessly and unhesitatingly like a perfectly calibrated machine, renders social error
epidemic.
At any instant our minds might lapse, but with time and practice we can use analysis of
ourselves and our culture to foster the upgrowth of techniques and institutions that master
interoception. She terms this cognitive willpower the 'core network', a control center of the
nervous system and especially the brain, which can be trained to understand the body's
signals with increasing facility. Our biological makeup developed to ever more accurately
comprehend ourselves, regulating instinct by the integration of memories and behaviors via
reflection, but evolution has not even come close to fully mastering unconscious signals and
meanings (there may be contrary forces that hold back this trajection, like the need to forget
for purposes of streamlined, coherent thinking, or the necessity of filtering out at least some
stimuli). Much advance can be made by introspection, which generates emotion concepts
cohering with impulse and what we know as physical phenomena to grant our behavior
cultural significations making us more intelligible to each other and our own selves, causing
society to simply work better. Studies have shown there is no exact physiological correlate
to any reported emotion, as each experienced moment is a synthesis of the whole nervous
system and beyond. Emotions are a small slice of the assumedly nondeterministic (at least
currently indeterminate) pie, but one of the most influential to social progress and an aspect
of what we know and can control as ourselves.
'Emotion' is a broad category and the theories of Fields and Barrett do not intersect
exactly, but a direct comparison might be possible on the topic of anger addressed by both.
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Barrett would make the assertion, subordinate to her general interest in cognitive regulation
of instinct using emotion concepts, that thought processes alone can radically alter our
propensity towards emotional violence, and these thoughts can be regulated and channeled
by culture to make social relations more harmonious on a near universal scale. She
intimates that institutional reform is capable of teaching humans to be more peaceable,
equable and considerate of others. It is a fine ideal, but Fields makes it abundantly clear that
danger and violence are intrinsic to human relations, with conflict an institution in itself
existing as a result of our innate psychical comportments, presumably a natural outgrowth
of evolutionary selection pressures that make some level of lawlessness and discord the
default condition. Anger is not only reinforced by society but also proves vital in our combat
against corruptive forces and to survival, ensuring that a constant tipping towards disorder
of the vessel that is civilization does not capsize the ship.
The essence of this distinction is the view of emotion and consequent behavior as a
reason-tempered subsidiary of the human mind vs. the view that emotional behavior is, as
instinct, a superordinate producer of something like entropy, intrinsically manifest in human
nature, constantly eroding self-imposed restraint and threatening to inundate the reason
that must fight this instinct to at best a draw and uneasy truce. The question is to what
degree and in what way reasoning controls behavior.
It becomes clear we are presented with a paradox, two equally supportable analyses
leading to very different conclusions. It is not, however, a purely logical and thus
unassailable form of contradiction because the facts involved are imminently pliant to
empiricism. It is simply a case involving such distinct paradigms of theoretical development
and assumption that some deliberate effort must be made to pool the diversity of fact into a
new fund of material within a common conceptual framework, which would go a long way
towards clarifying and perhaps harmonizing general perspectives.
The facts are free-floating like the surface of the sea underneath a cloudy sky
periodically storming with frictional force of memetically driven clash, which pulverizes
those below at intervals as explosive lightning of social unrest, and while venturing out as
sailors in search of new horizons, we can suddenly be caught in these squalls, at the mercy
of the elements, the mercuriality of unfathomed human nature. What causes water to
evaporate into the expanse of the mind and its culture, precipitate to the surface, an
immediate reality where we barely manage at times to stay afloat or shelter the fruits of our
labor from destructive deluges, or flow and cycle in unknown depths? Why the interminable
tempests? That is what we would like to understand.
We must investigate whether there is some means of bringing order and predictability
to the human condition so that we can achieve climate control or at least weather
vicissitudes thus far intrinsic to thinking and living in all cultures, a hoped for halcyon
resolution brought forth by systematic method in objective practices and realities reaching
intellectual maturity as a universalizing scientific rationalism.
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2. The Origins of a Modern Philosophical Dilemma in Antiquity’s Theorizing
So conflict between the wholly mechanistic vs. nondeterministic view of emotion's
causality stares us in the face, a paradox that stalls scientific theorizing and especially
institutional integration until concepts are sifted and sorted, deductive choices based on
comparison and contrast are made, and our image of reality submerged within the facts,
including uncertainties as well as proposed truth, are plied and assembled adequately by
reasoning, thus brought into focus clearly and distinctly enough to propel us past current
barriers.
Like most problems bouncing around in a shiftless way at the level of pure concept, as
generalizations, it has substantial history with numerous instantiations, in this case traceable
all the way back to 18th century German philosopher Immanuel Kant. In his Critique of Pure
Reason he puts forward four essential 'antinomies', conceptual issues that each allowed at
the time for two diametrically opposed points of view equally valid as chains of logical
inference, and one of these was the quandary of whether existence operates spontaneously,
beyond the realm of natural laws which would be mere definitions, or rather is in essence
mechanistic, predictable to potential completion from human knowledge, as if governed in
its activity by some collection of delimitations analogous to engineering specs. This concern
has been delineated earlier within this text and doubtless occurs at some point to anyone
who has delved into philosophy or science's heart of abstraction, their conceptual
foundations, but as was discussed, both of these perspectives seem to be plausible: the
entire body of fact falls within their purview while not yet managing to adjudicate with
decisiveness between them.
We have drawn a very definite battle line with our treatment of emotion phenomena;
instead of asking whether 'existence' obeys mechanistic laws or spontaneously generates
itself, we are asking more concretely whether 'emotion' does. So is the question more
approachable in our time than Kant's? Though the issue has not been resolved, empiricism
is more developed and replete with content than in Kant's era, so consideration of the
paradox is for us less speculative and more fact-centered. In a sense, Kant's theorizing is the
historical boundary between a philosophical tradition stretching back to antiquity and the
modern epoch.
For most of human history, abstract thought lacked a contemporary level of
observational capacity; analysis of the cosmos was mostly reasoning without
instrumentation, though sophisticated telescopes and the microscope appeared postRenaissance, beginning to change the picture. The first philosophies were steeped in myth
and naivety, originating at roughly the advent of ancient Greek written records. Artistic
creativity, spirituality and beliefs about existence were entwined in modes of cultural
expression that had for the most part originated during distant prehistory, an organic
outgrowth of inspired human nature during which libido was discharged, the experience of
beauty realized, and a maturing sense of truth communicated in symbolic form.
As technology took a great leap forward with the Neolithic-era adoption of a lifestyle
centered around villages and farming, with its greater demand for finely crafted tools and
wares, specialized division of labor, and intensified analysis of novel ideas and techniques to
meet the need for detailed explanation and intellectual exchange, written forms of truth
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purveyance also became enriched and more systematic within an initial medium of poetic
verse. The first philosophy was actually Greek poetry, which underwent gradual transition
from symbolic metaphor to materialistic theory as the meaning and nature of cosmos
morphed into the substance of the cosmos and then into its constituent elements.
It was always apparent that reality is not necessarily what it seems, yet the first
philosophers were struck by the orderedness of their surroundings, how phenomena take
the form of patterned consistencies, and this intrinsic cohesion amongst all the variety
suggested the presence of some basic aspect of nature that unites appearances, a
fundamental essence. Attempted postulates that regarded this essence as varyingly air, fire
or water gradually stimulated analysis to seek the truth of nature by delving behind
appearances, prying into a supposed unity that seemed so convincingly to be the anchor of
all-pervading regularity. This was the christening of metaphysics, a search for formative
principles understood as ontology, moving and structuring the totality of the world and
rendering it intelligible.
Philosophers felt compulsion to integrate their prototype theories with practice,
discerning relevance so as to better organize their own lives while providing wisdom and
guidance to broader society as well. The Pythagoreans, who established one of the first
schools of philosophical thought, regarded math as the keystone of truth and ordered their
behaviors according to a collection of beliefs that can be considered a cult of numbers, with
perfect mathematical proportions being the underlying structure of cosmos and the
foundation of human meaning, both epistemic and ethical. In fact, in Greece of the 6th
century B.C.E. there was no clear distinction between the rational and religious, with most
philosophy advocating a strong strain of mysticism, transcendental dogma and ritual
observance. The deepest thinking subcultures not only fashioned a body of knowledge but
acted out their convictions and defined the sacred, each in a distinctively holistic way.
Subsequent to Pythagoras, various philosophical schools emerged in ancient Greece.
Stoics held that logic and analytical knowledge should be the arbiters of human action, a
rationalism promoting mental discipline and cerebral commitments to values like love and
learning, which devotees must exemplify even under the most unfavorable conditions.
Epicureans viewed pursuit of pleasure as the guiding principle of human life; they believed in
delayed gratification with an eye towards future and greater pleasures so were of high moral
standing, but eschewed academic knowledge in favor of a life steered by simple common
sense. Cynics and Skeptics took a critical stance, instilling sometimes radical doubt and its
implications as an essential feature of intellectual life. Eclectics drew from these and other
ways of living and thinking to derive their viewpoints, often adding Mesopotamian sorcery,
Judaism and sundry Eastern Paganisms to the mix.
Plato had embarked upon a great rational synthesis that would influence Stoicism,
employing dialectic to examine with a keen intellect subjects as diverse as math, politics,
love and religion. His literary characters ranged from statesmen and rhetoricians to a slave
boy, who all had something to teach his readers about the world and human nature.
Though he made progress in many domains of thought, especially metaphysics, math and
government, his central achievement was to demonstrate that a civilization and lifestyle
based on rational method applied to practical need does not have to be a combat between
factions in which exploitative subdual is effectuated, but virtuous behavior is entirely
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consonant with community by way of collaborativeness, during which every participant is
respected as playing a role in the body politic. It was revolutionary in any extant society,
which all placed such a premium on hereditary privilege, class status and superiority, to
assert calculated public planning as an intrinsically mutual endeavor for serving the greater
good of one's peers and posterity - an existence of civic cooperation - and would positively
influence Western values and institutions forever.
The next great synthesizer was Plato's pupil Aristotle; he provided a counterpoise to
his instructor by evincing what would become some of the quintessential Epicurean
sensibilities, amassing what Greeks knew of the natural world and rather than forcing it into
a framework of supposedly transcendental abstractions such as those of math (which were
still in an underdeveloped state), let facts speak for themselves and guide the observer
towards concise empirical theories.
Natural philosophy had settled on the theory that matter is composed of four
elements - earth, air, fire and water. Aristotle introduced the idea that these elements do
not arise as admixtures of a single essence, but transform into each other depending on
relative proportions of four material properties: hot, dry, cold and wet. Fire was hot and dry;
air hot and wet; earth cold and dry; and water cold and wet. This anticipated more than one
modern concept. Phase changes in matter became conceivable, as in this schema earth
(solid) and water (liquid) could change into air (gas) just as contemporary chemistry models.
Aristotle proposed that earth and air are not forms of water as Thales had claimed, but
when moisturized their properties are altered, which prefigured solution chemistry. He was
the first major European thinker to explain that transformation of earth and air into fire
occurs, what we know as combustion. And he recognized the core significance of heat
exchange to material state, which is foundational to modern chemistry. What the ancients
called 'physics' was still primitive, but Aristotle's theories of elemental transfiguration, which
had been in plain sight to observers yet unrecognized, prepared the way for future
paradigms in the definition of chemical states and reactions.
His treatment of human values in the Nicomachean Ethics was also an innovation.
Aristotle started with facts of his culture's behavioral standards and sought a holistic model
that could encompass all of this content. He realized there were two ways behavior could
fall short of the mark ethically: either an individual could be incontinent, displaying
inappropriate control of impulses, or intemperate, making inappropriate decisions due to
failure in controlling one’s emotions. For instance, he identifies arrogance and timidity as
intemperate, while slovenliness and obsessive fastidiousness are incontinent. Basically,
social relationships were a matter of balancing the needs of multiple individuals, and this
translated into requirement that balance or moderation be achieved in the ordering of one's
personal priorities, especially as expressed in communal situations. Thus, the correct
standard seemed to be in ordinary cases a mean between extremes of either excess or
deficiency that could inconvenience or disrespect acquaintances.
This framework saw the individual as a microcosm of the social group, which was in
turn a microcosm of the state, so that what is needed by collectives imposes exigencies on
particular citizens and vice versa. It demands high integrity, as the correct standards are
those of polite society, and thereby labels many individuals as in almost insurmountable
disharmony with so to speak ethical good, but like the Epicurean pleasure principle it
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encapsulates common sense and simply works in all but the most extraordinary
circumstances so long as the majority is complicit. We can contrast this with Plato's ethical
thought, which though also guided by an idea of the individual as public entity, a microcosm
of the collective, is almost quantitative in the exacting preciseness with which it arranges
social structure in the ideal Republic, a speculative and utopian vision intellectualizing
culture in terms of what it could be rather than focusing more on what it is.
Plato's philosophy can be considered the idealistic synthesis, and Aristotle's a
pragmatically minded empiricist bent inspired by this synthesis. Plato placed priority on
ideas, Aristotle on facts, and these dual analytical approaches - deduction-centrism and
induction-centrism respectively - would not be fully integrated until the maturation of
science, which conjoined them in an ongoing correspondence between abstract conception
and observational practice, modernity’s empiricism.

3. The Permanence of Modern Empiricism Compared to Empiricism of Antiquity
Aristotle's successors sustained his observation-based methods, diversifying within
subject matter such as botany, taxonomy, geology, anthropology, physics and logic. It is
clear from the departmentalizing of Aristotelian-influenced academia and its commitment to
approaching natural phenomena with realism, as concretions dispersed independent of
meaning, that these thinkers had a notion of the empirical similar to the 21st century. At
this stage, many philosophers were not making naive or purely logical arguments for beliefs
about the corporeal, but rather cataloging without an excess of reduction to fundamental
concepts and with cognizance of the unruly and unintuitive domain we regard as physical
function, like the most competent modern scientists (those who have not succumbed to the
pressure towards reifying their theories for purposes of propaganda, anyways). However,
while protoscientific impetus burgeoned post-Renaissance into a universalizing objectivity
that in the present day has attained planet-altering potency, the ancient world’s naturalistic
inclination waned and then fizzled out before it could consummate its potential. We must
wonder, then, what distinguishes modern science from the empiricism of antiquity and why
it has taken such firm root in cultures from the 15th century to the contemporary age.
One factor in the development of European empiricism was a desire to explore the
world and confront the unknown, which came to prominence over the course of the Middle
Ages and was solidly entrenched by the time of the Renaissance. In the 13th century,
reports entered Europe of a vast Mongol empire still on the rise that was crushing every
army in its path, becoming wildly rich, powerful, and reaching the threshold of direct contact
with the West. It was imperative that occidental powers establish diplomatic relations with
this foreign behemoth, investigate its strengths and weaknesses, and exploit its unifying
effect on the East to augment Europe's wealth via absorption of newly forming trade
networks. International commerce had become not just a mercantile novelty restricted to a
few cavalier entrepreneurs but a political necessity, and concern with global preeminence
went from a rising movement to a way of life. Medieval sailors probed the African coast,
emissaries set out across Asia and returned with detailed reports of places as distant as
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China, while fledgling astronomy and cartography rapidly progressed for the sake of more
ambitious expeditions.
As European governments scrambled nearly uncontested to dominate trade by sea,
navigational and seafaring technologies advanced, leading to discovery of the New World,
conquest of what meager resistance gunpowder and iron deficient militaries of the Americas
could muster, and a huge influx of precious metals into Spain and then the rest of the
continent, which in combination with a disintegration of Mongol unity and stagnation of
their expansion, tipped the balance of world power in Europe's favor. Economies surged;
financial competition stimulated by more widely distributed buying and funding stoked
political aspirations and arms races for continental control, with military developments such
as artillery and guns. Together with this mobilization for war, the need for greater
organization in finance bred an emphasis on precise quantification, which seeped into the
arena of technological mechanism in general with metal casting of an increasingly wellcalibrated nature for complex moving parts, higher-grade metals and alloys with more
durable chemistries, all kinds of ingenious gadgetry and machinery, and ultimately a grand
synthesis of technology and efficient economy in the manufacture of mass produced goods.
Religious life had an equally profound effect in transition to modern empiricism as the
church gradually lost influence over secular events during the Middle Ages until the
definition of progressive thought as heretical had practically evaporated. The Pope wielded
European-wide power upon approach of the second millennium C.E. and for a couple
centuries afterwards, for most thought the end of the world and judgement day were fast
approaching, with one's spiritual status of utmost importance. This had granted the
Christian pontificate power to forge military alliances with royal courts, initiate and alter the
course of wars, as well as instigate persecution of any movement presenting a challenge to
official doctrines.
Papal preoccupation with consolidating and exacting power achieved significant gains
as France, Italy, England and elsewhere were at times in a vice grip of Catholic sovereignty,
but this intervention in worldly affairs produced constant contentiousness that broke
religious leadership’s control when chiliastic fears subsided and Christians began to soberly
reflect upon the construction of future eras. Antipopes had been promoted by kings
excommunicated because of their politics, internal church disputes over dogma weakened
authority for stretches of time and church diets to resolve these conflicts were usually
ineffective, much unsuccessful crusading proved onerous to populations, the amassing of
wealth by spiritual leaders disillusioned lay preachers and prevented the church from ever
entirely dissuading its members from heresy, and all of this hypocrisy came to a head in the
16th century as religious rebellion over corruption and doctrinal disagreement rocked
Europe, bringing on the Reformation which fractured Christianity into a multitude of less
politicized denominations. Without the power to fight new ideas contradicting traditional
beliefs that had been based on archaic theories of the cosmos, church reigns on innovation
slackened and protoscientific efforts spurred on by technological advancement proceeded
with little impedance.
Human thinking of the early Middle Ages had been dominated by conceptual
hierarchies: peasants, feudal vassals of lords, and at the top the highest lord, the king, in a
rigidly tiered politics. Cosmology arranged substantiality into successively higher celestial
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spheres encompassing the Earth, culminating in a divine realm beyond human observation.
In spirituality, the first medievals saw a ranking of numen, at the lowest level occupied by
laity, then priests, ascending upwards through bishops, cardinals, pope, and then saints in
heaven, angelic beings, and finally God himself. Their schema was not merely logical but
ontological; this mindset did not recognize distinction between principles of world and mind,
for order in the cosmos was exemplary of God's supreme providence omnipotently and
omnisciently permeating everything. True and false were not a matter of equivocation;
everything was made and meant to be truth, with God's creation his gift to man, a reality not
of course transparent, for faith was considered crucial, but nonetheless making sense, a
purposefully intelligible existence.
A couple centuries into the Middle Ages, concepts began to change. Previously, during
the Carolingian Renaissance of the 9th century, Charlemagne's Frankish court had assembled
a collection of scholars who sought the fashioning of European-wide academic standards in
order to foster a spread of analytical methods for the sake of more rational society, but at
the end of his reign political unity disintegrated and the continent descended into a dark age,
at which time scholarship was negligible. It took three hundred years to restore institutions
to former levels, but by the mid-13th century a universal paradigm of logical reasoning was
being established, radiating out from key locations such as monasteries and the new
network of universities to enrich European thought.
As logic began to transform into more systematic method, the naive ontology which
had predominated for centuries began to break down, with it no longer unanimously held
that truth is purveyed as cosmic rationale, but often contrarily considered to be an outcome
of human efforts, the way we look at the world. Coupled with this humanizing of knowledge
was emergence of a more nominalist worldview proclaiming descriptions of reality to be
models rather than essences, the Ockhamist school of thought. The seeds were sown that
would lead to conceiving the world as an arational system we corral by imposing our
reasoning methods as a kind of psychological force. This movement began to wane in the
latter part of the 14th century, but a burst of Renaissance interest in the art and literature of
more progressive, humanist antiquity gave it new life, a bold and creative spirit that
together with quantification and its enhancement of technology produced the observations
and experimentalism capable of launching a new, increasingly scientific age.
Flowering of this intellectual movement never would have achieved the universality it
did without a vital invention arriving at just the right time: the printing press, wooden and
metal blocks on which movable type could be set, allowing books to be produced in bulk.
Ability to mass distribute literature empowered the whole bourgeoisie to get involved
academically, reflecting upon new ideas and actualizing the desire for a more egalitarian
society in which broader swaths of the citizenry could flex its muscle politically. With
humanist perspectives gaining a large following, it was only a matter of time before
revolutionary liberation swept Europe, precipitating greater inclusion in technological
modernization and a more objective empiricism by way of widespread participation.
The Black Plague was an additional factor, dramatically altering the structure of
European society. In only fifty years, nearly a third of the population perished in this
epidemic, in some places as much as half. Reduced manpower proved disruptive to the
manorial system, in which 90% of the citizenry lived on the property of a lord and owed him
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work as well as portions of what was grown and raised in exchange for military protection
and political security. Peasants were very poor, and population growth had made them
even poorer as land was divided between descendants in ever smaller plots. By the 14th
century, commoners were powerless to change their standing by economic means, simply
being too destitute in comparison with their lords, and did not have access to education that
would enable them to devise strategies of some subtlety for improving this predicament.
Even in towns and cities where life was somewhat more affluent, dense population with
little wiggle room for entrepreneuring made social mobility almost nonexistent.
After the Plague, lords struggled to maintain their income, levying new taxes and
exacting more demanding work schedules from surviving peasants. Trust in the constancy of
lords and their provision faltered, peasant revolts took place, and the venerated system that
tied the common man to hereditary institutions collapsed. Peasants moved from the
countryside to depopulated towns and cities, replacing jobs of dwindled citizenries, the
wealthy swooped in to purchase land and corner markets, and subsistence living
transformed within only a couple generations into a society of economic sectors, in which
work was arranged for merchant ventures, often exporting at the expense of domestic
welfare - wool production and the enclosure movement in England being the most studied
example - with commoners obligated to whatever work wealthy bourgeois barons chose as
most profitable.
Thus, the majority of the lower class was displaced from self-supportive farming to
membership in the proletariat, subjected to vagaries of markets; it was a more flexible way
of putting individuals to work, but also a culturally and legally uprooted one. This set the
stage for a dynamic economy capable of quickly adapting to technological progress, and a
restless populace with no option except to pave its own way with whatever knowledge it
could acquire and power it could impose, or else be victimized by the most fleeting
economic dependability the world had ever known. Contrary to the short-term interests of
businessmen, technology would prove at least for a time to be the great equalizer, with
weaponry and additional inventions so easy to utilize that the lower class found it possible
to affect society in fundamental ways, gaining less limited access to information and in some
areas forcing civil reforms that brought science, our modern empiricism, to the verge of
finally actualizing the masses.
Though the ancients were competent in naturalistic investigation, they lacked some of
these conditions. First and foremost, advanced quantification had not been integrated with
technology as during the late-Medieval period and Renaissance, though Plato and his fellow
academicians were prescient about the dazzling future in store for mathematical form. This
lack of technicalized math made the printing press a distant possibility, financial notions like
credit, exchange rates, tariffs and institutional banking a nonfactor in coordinating
commerce, exploration of the globe unfeasible, though some trade routes spanning the
entirety of the Old World did exist by Roman times, and the modeling of nature’s
profoundest secrets would have to await advent of improved optics technologies such as the
telescope and microscope as well as the development of analytic geometry, what was called
calculus, by philosophical free-thinkers with the cultural prerogative and literary
infrastructure to alter the course of history. Instead of sustained progressiveness, Europe
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regressed towards orthodoxy, with an intellectual collapse that could only be surmounted by
centuries of painstaking labor and the fortunate influence of Arab civilization.

4. Religious Orthodoxy, Then a Philosophical Revolution
Christianity began as one of many “mystery” religions based on faith in the miraculous,
a derivation of Judaism that suffered persecutions at the hands of Roman authority with its
officially sanctioned paganism, but attracted throngs of followers due to the fortitude of
adherents and their proselytizing, eventually becoming a strong enough cultural force to
gain recognition from the Roman empire. Christianity must have had serious political upside,
perhaps from its broad appeal and the uncommon fervency of its members, as it had
transitioned from local cult status to one of the foremost religions of imperial Rome by the
4th century C.E. with aid from key supporters such as emperor Constantine.
As Christianity grew more influential, it started to blend with still preeminent Greek
philosophy, finding particular affinity with Plato's celebration of both spontaneous human
spirit and the uncanny nature of truth. His notion of metaphysical form was spiritualized by
Christian thinkers until Greek 'nous' or psychical substance was synonymous with one's
supernatural soul seeking immortality in a heavenly afterlife. This gave inspiration to
mysticism, the pursuit of transcendent connection of personalities with the Christian God,
and also a leaning towards the metaphysical in intellectual efforts of Christian academicizing.
Cosmos was conceived from the perspective of this Neoplatonism as an orientation of
spiritual levels, the ones unparalleled in terrestrial creation occupied by God and the angels,
and then below that those attainable through human piety which culminate in achievement
of eternity for the soul and in the case of saints, a degree of numinous power. This
spirituality was regarded as emanations of soul substance within a supernatural core of
being, in which perception's attachment to material apparencies exists as an illusory
constraint to be sloughed off at death, when the full reality will be unveiled. A high priority
was placed on symbolic objects allegedly endowed with potency by rites linking them to the
spirit realm, icons and relics for instance, as well as inducement of enhanced conscious
states such as trances, reveries and intense focus by meditation, chanting and fasting.
The Christian religion took on an even greater political dimension as it became
entrenched as the core of Western culture, possessing power to regulate intellectual activity,
mainstream belief and, as previously mentioned, policies of governments. Starting in the
late first millennium C.E. and resuming with a renewal of paradigmal innovating in the
Middle Ages, the church waged a ceaseless fight against movements and doctrinal claims
judged to contradict traditional norms, burning thousands at the stake and censoring scores
of academics, demanding recantations and in a few cases destroying all extant copies of the
collected works of unorthodox intellectuals. For average religious enthusiasts, their mystical
inspirations and homegrown agitating were severely repressed, with the most popular
inventions resulting in executions throughout Europe. Even the most respected theologians
like St. Thomas Aquinas, who a hundred years later in the 14th century would be regarded
as the premier Christian philosopher, usually had some of their works challenged by
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inquisitional councils and expurgated under threat of career-ending consequences,
sometimes with potential for imprisonment.
Antiquity's literature had been mostly lost to Europe during its 10th century dark age,
but Arab scholars, in a civilization that was experiencing a golden era, preserved much of this
material, and it gradually reentered the West by way of the Holy Land, North Africa and
Muslim Spain. However, European intellectuals had a fight on their hands as they tried to
integrate novel ideas with orthodox Neoplatonism, most significantly those of rediscovered
Aristotle, a process complicated by the fact that the meaning of these works was filtered
through the lens of idiosyncrasies in translation and detailed commentaries of Islamic
thinkers who could differ drastically from Christianity on certain points.
Muslim philosopher Avicenna presented opposition to church doctrine, but the
primary dissent came from Averroes. Averroism interpreted Aristotle's notion of
hylomorphism, the essential unity of form and matter, as implying a lack of independent
differentiation in Platonic forms. In a religious context, this led to the conclusion that
human souls are not distinguished from each other but exist as a uniformity, a single
psychical entity fused with material substance. Averroes' formulation was well-received in
Europe and spread like wildfire at the universities, but contradicted orthodox belief in
personal immortality, the supposed judgement by God of each individual's soul as its own
spiritual 'form' or substance after death. Church leaders saw Averroism as undermining the
foundations of Christian morality (for some, merely their means of control) in its denial of
both human will's autonomous responsibility and justifiable punishment in the afterlife.
Traditionalists were mobilized, meetings convened, with all the machinery of prosecution
that could be mustered against intellectuals devoted to stamping out this rival philosophy, a
battle the church ultimately won, as Aquinas' more conservative Aristotelianism, though at
first also controversial, proved victorious.
In this way, orthodoxy prevailed with only minor doctrinal changes until the 16th
century, but by then the universal church's opulence, corruption and meddling in secular
affairs had lost it much of its credibility, printing of books and pamphlets was enabling more
concerted social action, and religion could no longer stem the tide of humanist curiosity and
creativity. The Reformation, set off in large measure by clergyman Martin Luther's
incendiary written protest at what many perceived as a decadent church's money-grubbing
ways, fractured Christianity into denominations, the conservative Catholics and
revolutionary Protestants, and as traditional papacy drew government after government
into a fanatical fight against heresy-happy dynamos, all of Europe erupted into war, with the
political landscape remade as a more diverse admixture of claims to regional power. Many
liberated European districts could harbor the rebel educated effectively enough for them to
engage in more radical pursuits, a trend of asylum-granting that had become common in a
few select areas during the Middle Ages, and new hotbeds of cutting edge philosophy and
empirical activity arose all across the continent. This empowered the spreading movement
we call the Renaissance, a revisitation by 15th and 16th century Europe of antiquity’s
greatest cultural achievements and a rekindling of the Greek thirst for progressive
knowledge.
In addition to full-blown immersion in ancient Europe’s artistic and literary traditions,
technology began to advance at a quicker pace, and astronomy with its relevance for both
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navigation and cosmology headed this procession towards modernity. The sextant was
developed as an improvement on the astrolabe, which likewise used the stars to potentiate
better precision in bearing assessment at sea, but the telescope did nothing less than
revolutionize comprehension of existence to its theoretical essence.
Following in the footsteps of Polish Nicolaus Copernicus, considered the father of
modern astronomy and a seminal proponent of the heliocentric model that claims planets
orbit our sun, Italian Galileo Galilei was a somewhat unfortunate trailblazer who’s main
findings went unpublished until his death for fear of repercussions from ecclesiastical
authorities. He fabricated his own lenses based on the latest optics, and when he pointed
his instruments at the night sky, he did not behold orbs of transcendent perfection as
postulated by the ancients, but a crater-pocked moon, Mars and Venus as reflective surfaces
rather than spotless, luminescent beacons of supernatural substance, a cosmos composed of
matter very much like that found on Earth, with planets he conclusively proved revolve
around the sun. He spent most of his career petitioning for freedom of thought, the
exemption of knowledge from punitive backlash, but his successors would build on the
modest theoretical progress possible for him to be even more seachanging.
Contemporaneous with Galileo, Tycho Brahe of Denmark founded the most
sophisticated astronomical observatory that had yet existed; he and his staff painstakingly
tracked the paths of celestial objects, providing a foundation of extreme accuracy to be
utilized by future investigators. The German Johannes Kepler used Brahe's data to show
that the planets have elliptical orbits, with speed of revolution along their circuit varying
according to mathematical laws. The millennia old whopper of geocentrism had been
demolished, completely reorienting Europe's image of human existence, converting belief in
a cosmos centered on terrestrial life, moved by the spiritual power of divine purpose, to a
vast spatial frontier with no intrinsic principles besides inanimate mechanisms that came to
seem increasingly impartial to our interests.
By the 17th century, empiricism’s epic ascent was well underway, with ever more
penetrating instrumentation integrated into advancing methods of analysis, enhancing the
ability of inquirers to fashion experimental setups, controlling independent variables by
sophisticated means and then assessing fluctuations in dependent variables to determine
causal associations. There were two main facets of burgeoning empiricism: a proposal of
hypotheses with the intention of corroborating intuitions, enabling the positing of
progressive theory, and a critical dismantling of previous theories, providing a recursive
niche for improvement. These complementary aspects were inculcated at universities,
infused into the continent’s intellectual climate as modern skepticism, what could be called
systematic doubt, and what came to be much later known in the 20th century as positivism,
the pursuit of comprehensive theories as well as precepts to guide development.
The philosophical underpinnings of science, a foundation still under construction in the
Early Modern 17th century, tended to adopt one of two general approaches in taking the
not yet synthesized skeptical or positivist turn, either rationalist, essentially falling in line
with an analysis based on pure conceptualization traceable all the way back to Plato's
abstract, Socratic dialecticism, or a materialist strategy founded primarily on observation of
the natural world more in likeness to the thinking of Aristotle. Philosophers, with the newly
coalescing scientific instincts of their milieu, mused from a starting point of ideations or facts,
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usually attempting to either construct a complete system or deconstruct knowledge in order
to reach explicit recognition of what can be known with certainty.
Frenchman Rene Descartes was the quintessential instance of rationalist skepticism
with his elaboration of radical doubt. In his Meditations he dismissed all the trappings of
conventional wisdom and traditional belief, reflecting upon what a solitary human being can
know in a "clear and distinct" way, with the greatest certainty, from which he attempted to
derive a grounding of knowledge. He realized it was possible to doubt everything on
principle, for all our understanding of existence reduces to claims that can conceivably be
false, either by errors of our senses or fallacious hearsay, except for one truth, that he
himself exists, the necessary condition for any experience at all to be taking place. He
expressed his idea with the words "cogito, ergo sum" - I think, therefore I am - and
proceeded from this assertion to erect a hierarchy of most reliable to less reliable truths,
notably averring that the theorems and objects of pure mathematics as ideally precise
concepts are more certain than facts of nature and a potential foundation for the defining of
existence. This was early stimulus to development of quantitative modeling, the coming of
age Plato had anticipated for mathematical form; in addition to Descartes’ critical
epistemologizing, he was a genius mathematician who launched the standardized
implementation of coordinate planes, a pillar of modern science and engineering. His tiered
arrangement of relative certainties was no mere novelty, for it touched off trajection
towards the most efficient and powerful systematizing of conceptual frameworks the world
has yet attained, our profusion of quantitative theories and their technological functions.
England's David Hume introduced a similar brand of radical doubt to the domain of the
empirical, discussing how factual knowledge, that which is based on observation, can never
offer more than probable certainties. He famously wrote that the fact of the sun having
always risen is no unequivocal proof it will rise tomorrow, for our concepts of material
causality assume continuities and linkages existing only in the mind as perceptions, based on
bounded experience. He pointed out how reality is no more than approximated by
thought’s limited, even sometimes illusory interpretation of what exists, and so every datum
of knowledge involves a degree of incertitude. Like Descartes’ reflections, this made explicit
the concept of a gap between mind and world, influencing all future critical thought, most
notably the philosophy of Kant, who claimed Humean skepticism as his inspiration for
challenging the naive reliance on pure logic in traditional metaphysics.
Positivistic theorizing was an aspect of most Early Modern thinking as academics made
constructive assertions, some from a rationalist perspective and some from a more
observation-based one. The Dutch Baruch Spinoza is the best example of an ultrarationalist;
he invented a system from scratch for organizing truth claims as logical propositions in order
to inferentially validate an ontology, intent on granting the force of necessity to certain
beliefs, in particular those related to the notion of a prime mover as formative force of the
cosmos and to the origins of existence. Englishman Thomas Hobbes was more of an
observationalist who addressed stark realities of human nature and society, which had often
been glossed over by moralizing, in a controversial political philosophy alleging the necessity
of strict authority for taming subordination of human life to the "nasty, brutish and short"
antisublimation of our instincts within culture, firstly rooted in the tumult of bare survival,
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then ascending in civilization to selfish interests along with perceptions of security via the
violation of others.
This revisionary progressiveness of high level thought in system-building and critical
epistemology all came together in Kant, who completely altered philosophy's frame of
reference. Until his time, even major advancement in empirical method and the body of fact
had failed to dispel confusions and fundamental disagreements about how to demarcate the
relationship between mind and causal essence, logicality and ontologicality in metaphysics,
but Kant firmly established in scholarly consciousness that apparent reality is a conceptual
realm with perceptual parameters. He gave a detailed account of philosophical discourse’s
foundation in the structure of humanity’s capacity for ‘reason’, welding diverse strands of
critical and positivistic tradition into a systematic psychology, explaining the order of world
and cosmos as arising from universal characteristics of human mentality that render proof,
truth, knowledge possible, "the conditions of the possibility of experience". With Kant we
see introduction of the notion that 'space' and 'time' are internal to mind, also his
"categories of the understanding" or types of concepts, the mind’s compositional framework
that shapes our reality.
Subsequent to the Kantian paradigm, it was definitive that order in the cosmos is not
driven solely by some providential purpose, a 'final cause' to use Aristotle's term, existing
independent of human observation as reality’s perhaps divine rationale. Instead, it was
crystal clear that final causes depend on the structure of our thought, our intuitions, and it
dawned on many how we may be able to dramatically transform causality by the application
of science and technology, viewing the world through a medium of mechanistically
enhanced perceptions. ‘Efficient causes’, the billiard ball type interactions between
particulars, are not entirely subordinate to what had been understood as external purpose,
but rather morph the external into forms functional for humans as raw material of a
growingly efficacious set of theories, our models of cause and effect. Humans are not at the
total mercy of final causality, but are a transfiguring force upon final causality, and efficient
causes are not imposed upon us irresistibly but are rather the perceptual matrix for plying
and molding the world to the benefit of our subsistence and actualization. This idealist
paradigm asserted that it is the human condition to have control over our destinies.
Kant's philosophy embodied the tenor of the 18th century Age of Enlightenment in
Europe, an optimistic movement believing in thought’s capacity to articulate and achieve the
ideal. But all of a sudden the weight of responsibility for our fate was displaced from
metaphysical divinity to the human agent, and our inadequacies or failures were no longer
arbitrated by a superseding spirit world but instead were our own. As war, discord,
immorality, the continual disruption of social order persisted without abation, it became
necessary to interrogate human nature, questioning how genuinely pure so called "pure
reason" actually is. Did the flowering of this idea 'reason' really fertilize our thinking with
certainty about the nature of our minds? How would we make sense of disintegration so
perpetuitous in society?
Perhaps reason was not the freshly illuminated means by which to achieve our ideals,
but actually was the ideal, which we consistently fall short of due to causes that were at the
time poorly understood. As human intention became more and more the perceived source
of collective fate, we could no longer in the manner of the ancient world depend on
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astrology, augury to guide our lives and reveal truth to us; we had to embrace history's
loftiest standards, met by only a rare few, and commit to arriving at our own truths, putting
our minds to the test. No more could we entertain fanciful and oversimplified speculations
about an idealized psyche as a kind of sideshow while pursuing extravagant ambitions or
acquiescing to cosmic fate, but had to get down to the serious, gritty, tortuous, even
torturous business of iconoclastically self-analyzing and then piecing together a precise
anatomy of consciousness. Life was no longer a matter of inevitabilities, obligations, glory,
in essence fortune; our futures seemed to depend on taking radical responsibility, but could
we handle it?

5. The First Philosophies of History and of Culture Dynamics
Kant partitioned human experience into 'phenomena', every occurrence within the
range of our senses, 'noumena' which lie beyond as “things in themselves”, and the organs
of reason, abolishing the chimeras of metaphysics with their age-old failure to specify a locus
for the cosmos’ order. He firmed up once and for all that rationale is in essence a product of
the mind’s activity of conceptually interpreting what he described as perceptual foundations,
imbuing experience with many characteristic forms, but it was then incumbent upon
scientists and philosophers alike to analyze reason and eventually an expanding array of
arational psychical properties as embodied substance, aspects of nature to be pried into
mechanistically like matter instead of a sacred, inviolable miracle pedestalled by articles of
faith. This was a risky task because outlooks on human mentality and behavior along with
many cultural conventions might be at stake, including class stratification and the mandate
of authorities. What little social stability humans had been able to muster was suddenly no
longer spiritually or precedentially binding but rather theoretical, pending a modern account
of our nature and intentionality. Incentives for acceptance of social inequality had become
disreputed relics of more naive eras; even the upper class had to justify its belief in itself to
populations empowered with literature and hungry for a say in their own futures. Concepts
of power were on the chopping block.
The Western analysis of intentionality developed somewhat independent of its political
dimensions, for the idea of the individual as a microcosm of the state did not apply to an
international, ethnically diverse European civilization populated by hundreds of millions.
Theorizing of human behavior eventually split into two main fields, a psychology of personal
motive and a pursuit of techniques for instituting efficient social order on the national and
imperial scale, but before this future could be realized, the deepest thinkers had to come to
terms with history.
The "historical period" is something of a misnomer unless referring to that which is
encompassed by relatively recent scholarship, as humans tended to know very little about
the past. Written records for anything except legal and political purposes were limited, with
these documents of provincial significance, telling something of the day-to-day lives in local
areas or administrative happenings during a particular regime, with minimal integration or
concern for dynamics over large swaths of time that might inform a modeling of cultural
change. There is some evidence of concern in antiquity for the origins of their way of
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thinking: Aristotle wrote a lost biography of Pythagoras, one of the founders of ancient
Greece's investigations into mathematical form, and he and the historian Herodotus made
speculations about events which in all probability led to their era, so at least some had an
inkling of historical causality as transformative chronology. Greek philosophers also started
to produce a metaorganization of facts into domains and departments, revealing their sense
that they were going somewhere, crafting past into future with methodology in the present.
Politicians also had a hand in history-making through the genre of memoir, leaving a
repository of information about daily decisions of government officials; some such as the
Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius even waxed philosophical. Unfortunately, before
invention of printing, books were a luxury, laborious to produce, and usually too rarefied to
support any but the most indispensable writings, so a niche for substantive metaanalyzing of
records or literature itself was prohibitive in time and expense. Academia was generating
almost no factual knowledge let alone theory of anything more than a hundred years prior
until the 19th century.
Even with influential Enlightenment thinkers on the cusp of historicity, who saw
humankind's future would be additive stages in the building of globalized collectivity, and
who genuinely cared about instituting ongoing discovery and articulation of principles that
would optimize civilization as well as raise the standard of living, glaring errors were made
simply from a lack of sufficient information.
18th century English philosopher Adam Smith sought to explain economies and
elaborate upon means by which the affluence of humanity can be maximized, but he
showed what seems in the present day to be ignorance of human motivation, for instance
asserting that wages of the poorest workers should not be raised because they will then
have more children, incurring greater demands on their income until again reaching mere
subsistence, which checks further reproduction. Smith had intellectual integrity, at the time
an uncommon respect for even quantitative data, laying the groundwork for theorizing
world economy as a capitalist system to be understood in terms of currency distribution,
profits, cycles, financial incentives, but there were moments at which he was armchair
philosophizing, making superficial conjectures.
Based on more than two hundred additional years of analysis, we know for a fact that
as the poor's standard of living and education improve, they as a rule seamlessly transition
into a lifestyle of smaller families with higher quality parental care. If facts available to Smith
indicated otherwise, they were either too meager at that stage for accurate generalizations,
obscurant of factors besides potential for competence that fortunately have become less
prevalent, or simply misconstrued. Most likely his closer proximity to the upper class than
the lower gave him some less than magnanimous intuitions; considering status of the poor
at all was probably a radical departure for his station. Modern sociological techniques of
total immersion in the lives of research subjects lay far in the future.
Jean-Jacques Rousseau was an influential Enlightenment philosopher from France who
also displayed some incredible presumptuousness. To develop a theory of prehistory,
humankind's "state of nature", he performed a thought experiment, imagining with almost
no factual basis an existence he surmised must have been idyllic, then corrupted by cultural
clash and the civilization that institutionalizes it. He made the important point that complex
society causes many of our problems, but his apparent belief in the innocence of an
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uncivilized human being has been contradicted by almost every archaeological find and
observation of indigenous society produced by science. All the evidence suggests that
violence and war are nearly instinctual to the human psyche under conditions thus far
inhering for at least a hundred thousand years.
This error actually undermines his intentions: impressionable thinkers learn the
contrary truth, and in the absence of further input from additional sources conclude that
because the argument is flagrantly flawed, his conclusion that institutions should be blamed
might be confused. This strain of his philosophy is a flop, a mistake in assessing human
psychology that reverse psychologizes the reader into doubting his claims, which are actually
valid for different reasons as well as crucial. Upper class French culture went through a
phase of sympathy for "common folk" in the 18th century, and this is probably one of many
instances, but in isolation and within any other context it might tempt his audience to think
that philosophers were no more than daydreaming. There are perhaps alternate readings;
he could be erecting an ideal more than dealing in facts, pondering what life could be if we
with our world-wisened backgrounds started from scratch, creating a state of nature for
ourselves. Whatever the meaning, it is fantasy and gives no indication of concrete steps to
get us from present discontents to more stable ground.
Despite occasional credulity, European social theorists had undoubtedly become
concerned with foreign subcultures and their ways of life. Philosophers realized that
technological advances were equalizing the power of aristocrats, bourgeoisie, and members
of the newly mobilizing proletariat, with the course of culture to be determined by popular
majority, and they were concerned with building institutions accommodating broadened
sources of social force. However, it was halting, hesitant procession towards egalitarianism,
often contradicting itself because of a basic confusion. The educated elite tended to see
close correlation between social conditions and human behavior, which offered some
encouragement to reform, but only the most forward thinking viewed behavior as capable
of substantially transcending predispositions molded by previous conditions. There was a
sense for the expediency of universal legal rights to maintain law and order in societies
where popular agitation and wholesale revolt had become possible, in especially oppressive
circumstances even inevitable, but the majority were still clinging to traditional prejudices.
Thus, the ideal of equality was no more than a veneer for pervasive and deep-seated myopia;
there was not yet much species consciousness, a concept of the "human race". Few really
believed in human nature; there was only ethnic, class, cultural nature, linked in human
minds to heredity, with much muddled thinking about the degree to which apparent traits
and conditions are reversible and how changes might be effectuated.
These earliest initiates into modernity’s transition towards a globalizing culture can
hardly be blamed for their tendency to fall back on traditional belief, even if assumptions
involved were often ridiculous, for they did not really have a clear sense yet for what they
were even talking about when entertaining psychological considerations. Kant had begun to
delineate the realm of concepts, their categories and bounds, but what about motivation,
what made the conceptual apparatus choose, select, move? His static model did not
account for dynamism of the psyche; he gave a good indication of human thought's
construction in Critique of Pure Reason, and the most specific framework for ethical ideals
he believed possible at the time in Critique of Practical Reason, but he did not explain how
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the mind works, and as humans increasingly adopted a mechanistic understanding of
existence, inquiry into how the human mind came to be also grew pertinent. At the
beginning of the 19th century, the psyche was in theoretical terms like robotics of a
manufacturing plant frozen solid and spontaneously generated in toto out of nothing.
The perceived present had been extricated from metaphysics, a gradual
reconceptualization in theory of reality's structure as physical mechanism, reaching its
apotheosis in recognition of apparent order as the product of reasoning intuitions applied
via the technical modeling of causality, but the perceived past as well as the motive force
driving existence were still steeped in ontological vagary.
The first major grappling with an ontology of history can probably be attributed to the
German Georg Hegel, who at the start of the 19th century postulated an abstract concept of
spirit as a general mechanism of temporal change; the essence of this view was expounded
in Phenomenology of Spirit. His theorizing’s central tenet was that history is dialectical: a
novel manifestation of 'spirit' - spontaneous impetus - comes into being, a 'thesis', which
then prompts responsive impetus, an 'antithesis', finally resulting in 'synthesis', the
combinatorial form of a new thesis out of which the process continually reasserts itself. In
this schema, our history is like parallel movement steadily expanding in width, drawing more
and more of existence under its influence, into the scope of its relatively systemlike,
interweaving, temporal strands of substantiality. Propagating threads of spirit bind into an
enlarging whole as internal conditioning occurs until they achieve an organized equilibrium,
which draws growing swaths of the environment into its mutating form, just as dialectical
communication in pursuit of truth increases the breadth and alters the configuration of
knowledge. His philosophy was abstruse and speculative, but he made the significant move
of trying to support this ontology with as much historical fact as he could assimilate.
The main inheritors of Hegel's paradigm were Karl Marx and Charles Darwin, who
adapted his concepts to the understanding of environmental influence over time. Marx
analyzed volumes of economic data to discover historical trends, the result being his book
Das Kapital, which set forth a theory of bourgeois/proletariat relations predicting transition
to a communist society in which the formerly oppressed proletariat would abolish class
distinctions. His basic idea was 'dialectical materialism', that the 'value form', humanity's
locus of economic leverage, develops in consort with material conditions of economies such
as ownership, wealth and product distribution, the logistics of business, bureaucracy,
employment, and as these parallel influences unfold, social structure goes through
enormous changes. He affirmed that in 19th century civilization the value form was 'labor',
franchising the proletariat who supply this labor and granting power to bring about a global
revolution. Darwin applied a similar notion of history to biology, describing in The Origin of
Species, based on observations of organic form and function around the world, how
changing environmental conditions over large timespans transfigure life by differentials in
the reproductive success of mutating species, which he proposed as chief source of the
entire planet's biodiversification.
What evolved into scientific psychology was partly inspired by the German Arthur
Schopenhauer, especially his book The World as Will and Representation. He explained the
cosmos as a manifestation of fundamental 'will', a form-giving force that bends and morphs
reality irrespective of human need, sentiment, rationality. His view that the impetus giving
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shape to the world along with whatever apparent causality we experience is essentially not
an accomplice to our values, to the extent of declaring human existence a state of perpetual
suffering, was perhaps excessively pessimistic, but these kinds of contrarities to mainstream
belief, in his case with some influence from Buddhist philosophy, disrupted the delusional
and disillusioning film of propriety on the surface of an ethnocentric Western culture
enough for progressive intuitions regarding human will to germinate.
Schopenhauer made his mark primarily by way of impact on countryman Friedrich
Nietzsche, who used a technical knowledge of the history of human language, thought,
culture and literature to expatiate this notion of will into an aggregate of intuition-bursting
insights about psychology, meant to vanquish what he called 'nihilism' - the absence of
impulsion to participate in determining human fate and future symptomatic of a culture he
saw as an abyss of insipid, outdated and abandoned orthodoxies. He was a literary loose
cannon, occasionally contradicting himself, plainly displaying confused understanding of
evolution, and at times outrageously violating religion as well as public decency, but his
ability to engage critically with the most recondite philosophical ideas and systems while
sidestepping the usual stultifying reductionism, which always creates yet another sham
epoch to be arduously dismantled, was unmatched as well as hugely influential to future
analytical and literary method. Ironically, the profundity of his philosophy was probably
given a boost from latitude afforded by a lack of notoriety in his own lifetime.
His training as a philologist gave him deep knowledge of the way historical changes in
connotations of words as indicated by written contexts reveal cultural evolution,
corresponding changes in how humans live, what they believe, and even how they think.
But where his colleagues were superficially parsing and categorizing, shuffling around
minutia of a new discipline, seeking the petty distinction of owning credit for being the first
to state a fact only so-called experts would find meaningful, Nietzsche was filled with the
vision of cultural history as more than a tinkertoy for grownups, as a torrential deluge of will,
overflowing with spirit, the essence of what it is to be human. He was perhaps the earliest
to examine in connection with philosophical discourse the way culture, knowledge, meaning
mutate over time in discernible ways. It was this spontaneous, evolutionary impetus of the
human psyche encoded in written history that he was driven to investigate.
Nietzsche's epistemological insight, the spin he put on theory of knowledge, is that
defining concepts like Kant's noumena as supraphenomenal is an error; there are no things
in themselves within experience to round out an exhaustive explanation of perception’s
allegedly foundational essence. Lightning is not a thing in itself, an unconditional essence
that flashes, rather lightning and its flash are one and the same thing, a happening in a
reality that is perspectivally conditional to the core. He realized from his close acquaintance
with history that culture influences what it is possible for a human being to think and do,
beyond perception, and actually colors our interpretations of the world. Perception may
have features that seem universal to some, but our apparent universalities are trivial in
many ways compared with cultural valuations affecting what it is possible for us to think
about ethnicities, classes, conventions, worldviews, ways of life, even seemingly basic
phenomenal recurrences; truth, the meaning of our experience, evolves rapidly, diverging
and converging in dramatic ways.
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In On the Genealogy of Morals, Beyond Good and Evil and elsewhere, he makes a
preliminary attempt to trace the evolution of human values and touches upon implications
of this cultural process for his own era and the future. He controversially explains morality
as an outcome of convergent evolution coerced by punishment and additional forms of paininfliction in the context of ancient societies and then class warfare. According to his analysis,
an often cruel battle for dominance in which cultures attempted to impose their behavioral
standards gradually settled down by intermingling and synthesis into more homogenized
perceptions of probity, making the transition to large-scale civilization with its law and order
possible, though he believed Europe's morality was losing stature in his day due to
obsolescing truth-value as the psyche becomes more intellectualized.
He proposed that modern knowledge has its roots in spiritual ascetism, essentially a
mode of experience resulting from inchoate psychical mutations perhaps originating as far
back as prehistory, which found various cultural niches in different times and places,
occasionally becoming relatively isolated in a stable enough environment that substantial
divergent evolution took place. In Europe, conducive embryonic conditions had most
recently been provided by the Medieval religious establishment, providing shelter from a
tumultuous mainstream, and some votaries became leaders in progressive thinking in
addition to their devotional practices. He claimed that in asceticism, the psyche turns
inward, in a sense doing violence to itself by denying itself pleasure and forcing itself to
struggle with its own weaknesses, but this way of experiencing with its various cognitive
incarnations gave birth to a new value - protracted, soul-searching reflection - whose forms
ultimately converged in the niche provided by institutions erected to stimulate high-level
problem-solving, an academic culture making human life more reasoned, from which science
emerged.
He prognosticated that an inevitable loss of traditional morality accompanying
overthrow of both an archaic episteme and outmoded religious observances would lead to
an era of unchained thirst for power, a disintegration of standards for civilized justice
unleashing undercurrents of revenge and cruelty. Chaos of this naked struggle for cultural
supremacy would only be mitigated by a strong-armed regime of elites with a rare
combination of high intelligence, deep knowledge, ascetic self-control, and the strength of
will to relentlessly manipulate power relations for purposes of social planning, endowing
them with a mastery of the application of science to which the masses would be subjugated.
This is not even close to portraying the entire spirit, significance or content of
Nietzsche's philosophy, but he had an uncommon combination of intellectual integrity and
free-thinking honesty, to the point of risking self-effacement, so even from this much we can
draw some solid conclusions. First of all, it seems clear that the seeds of 20th century
upheaval and two world wars must have already been present in the mid-19th, for he was
able to predict this with little difficulty from an introductory analysis of what minimal
historical knowledge humans had at the time. He was also clearly wrong on certain points:
the ability to do science is not at all rare with a competent system of education; violence,
punishment, pain-infliction are not the sole or even primary means by which all human
cultures and subcultures manage to resolve or prevent conflicts; and as for ascetic selfcontrol, drugs and alcohol are popular irrespective of demographic for a reason.
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Like most individuals of his time, Nietzsche's concept of evolution was rather vague.
Darwin had successfully proclaimed natural selection, but no one had any idea in what way
or to what extent mutation happens. Jean-Baptiste Lamarck theorized that organisms
inherit acquired characteristics, so for instance a giraffe's long neck was the result of
constant stretching for tree leaves barely within its reach over the course of many
generations. Nietzsche's notion of cultural evolution was a hybrid: social conditions select
for values, beliefs, thinking and instincts that produce behaviors, and these behaviors can
change the cultural environment in some cases, converting a novel trait into the selection
pressure, cumulatively iterating itself and the nature of its conditions. But the difference
between a value, a belief, a thought process, an instinct was undetermined; Nietzsche was
applying conventional concepts to distinctions not yet factualized, standardized, prior to
scientific psychology, its synthesis with natural science, and technical theories of the psyche.
It is astounding to see how far he got without genetics, neuroscience, psychoanalysis
or sociology, lacking any proven mechanism of evolution or cognition; his analytical
intuitions about historicity and human psychology were unprecedented. If he had only
acquired comprehensive knowledge of physical theory and experimental practice along with
credentials to be widely read in his lifetime, he and his philosophical relatives may have
immediately given science and its history the cogency and momentum to harmonize a
concept of power with a realistic, futurist concept of humanist objectivity, staving off the
ideological and violent conflicts over egalitarian ideals that plagued subsequent generations,
in contexts of oppression, revolution, socioeconomic warfare. Unfortunately, he did not
exorcise the fallacy of social superiority, nor diffuse compulsion to believe truth is reputation,
nor tame the beast of badly informed human passion, though he was flirting with these
breakthroughs. The quest for a universally inclusive ethic will come down to the deadline.

6. The Transition to a Philosophy of Science and Technology
By the close of the 19th century, European institutionalizing of historical analysis was
well underway. Anthropological study was exploring the world, sending out expeditions to
research foreign lands, mastering foreign languages, authoring increasingly competent
translations into Caucasian tongues, getting a better sense for the way behavior and belief
vary by culture, excavating important sites in ever more remote areas and combining this
archaeology with knowledge of indigenous life to construct theories of human prehistory.
Much of the effort was initially subordinate to political and economic considerations as
European governments sought access to resources in distant parts of the world as well as
imperial hegemony, but science steadily gained in fame accompanied by more lucrative
funding and greater independence so that interest in illuminating the facts of human history
took on a life of its own. Biologists were putting together an accurate chronology of the
evolutionary past based on geological science and the fossil record; by the mid-19th century
scientists were convinced eukaryotic life had existed for hundreds of millions of years. Study
of historical literature and all kinds of written material was also a growing field, with the
fashioning of deeply perceptive theories of how myriad cultural transitions had led to
contemporaneous civilization.
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The science of intentionality, however, was still in its infancy. Most European natural
philosophers and then early scientists avouched that animals are governed by instinct, an
appetitivelike function of behavior, acting to satisfy physical needs. Humans were spiritual
beings with a 'rational' function superior to the rest of nature. It should have been obvious
how human beings sometimes act in animalistic ways for elaborate reasons, and biological
theories are finally in the 21st century starting to give animals credit they deserve as
reasoning beings that manage complex emotions. But in the 19th century and prior, the
significance of psychological theory was no more than "humans have understanding; animals
don't", and individuals with minds judged abnormal were treated like animals, locked away
in asylums for life or worse unless they were from respected families.
The first systematic forays into a more modern conceptualizing of the psyche were
probably carried out by founders of linguistics and phenomenology. The philosopher
Ferdinand de Saussure of Switzerland put forth a theory of language based around the idea
that linguistic structure conforms to an intricate framework of rules and conventions of
correct construction that exists semi-independently from content it expresses, not entirely
determined as passive representation by the conceptualized fact and underlying perceptions
to which we intuitively attribute the reality of what we mean. Language operates according
to its own principles of action and development, an organ of the mind on par with concepts
and perceptions, a substantive cause, a distinct set of processes, with a somewhat separate
evolutionary history. This was a seminal step in progressing towards scientific psychology,
the insight that language and thought are analogous in their causality, conception being the
rational function, and language its own symbolic function. Concepts of course were always
regarded as an influence on the form of language as we construct our communications, but
Saussure made it comprehensible that language can be an influence on the forms of
concepts, not merely either nominal or the same as real. This divided the mind into two
causally distinct modules, made possible theorizing of psychology as a machinelike system of
parallel mechanisms, and helped to even more explicitly break loose rational modeling from
the naive assumption that its symbolic forms of theoretical representation are identical to
the structure of reality, opening up a niche for mass movement toward extremely
unintuitive, fallacy and error conscious science. Phenomenologists such as the German
Edmund Husserl arrived at similar insights regarding language, and even further refined
theories of the mind as what was a growing set of modular forms and functions, making
Kantian reason look more and more like the geocentric model of the cosmos.
German philosopher Gottlob Frege introduced Saussureanlike notions to mathematics,
explaining quantification as an independent domain capable of undergoing its own process
of change as an expanding set of structures with their general principles - advanced forms,
axioms, proofs, and their elaborations - derived via symbolic logic. He introduced the idea of
'sense', which is concept in expression as an organization of 'signs', and opposed it to
'reference', the addressing of an expression to facts insofar as they are given by perception,
a dual psychology mediated by the interposing of mathematical structure. Frege talked of a
"recarving of meaning" in which mathematics would be continually reconstituted as the
nature of concepts and perceptions changes with both the advancement of knowledge and
modification to technical practices. This was a strong influence on modernity's pure math,
the resumption of Platonic regard for quantitative entities as a universe of immaterial
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constructs operating according to rules of potentially infinite complexity and variation, a
limitlessness that seems to transcend perceptual reality.
At the turn of the century, the medical establishment began assembling empirical
methods for analysis of the first person mind, trying to make the subjective and
intersubjective more objective and scientific. Sigmund Freud of Germany was probably the
first clinical psychologist, observing, recording and analyzing patterns in idiosyncrasies his
subjects evinced during therapeutic conversations to fashion a theory of psychical structure
and development. He refined his techniques of patient/practitioner interaction into a
method called psychoanalysis, which provided the foundation for future counseling practice.
American psychologist William James inspired the pragmatic paradigm in psychology, which
theorizes components of the psyche in terms of their functionality for natural and social
environments. The Swiss Carl Jung theorized psyche as well as treatment technique in its
evolutionary dimension, investigating the origins of psychical features in the ancient past
and attempting to integrate these discoveries into psychoanalysis.
Early 20th century Austrian philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein, in his book Tractatus
Logico-Philosophicus, embarked upon a synthesis of inferential reasoning with
intrastructural reasoning, making some innovative insights regarding the logic of fact-based
truth-value, and conjoining this with visualizing descriptions, a supplementary
representation of logic as spatial structure. He generalized the perceptual underpinnings of
explicit truth with the concept of an ‘atomic fact’, then from this starting point went on to
construct a system of basic premises and derivative conclusions expressed in symbolic
terminology, infusing it all with what he called "picture thinking", giving his logical
deductions a sort of schematic architecture. His approach helped to found the analytic
philosophy that theorized logical meaning as a holistic universe of interrelated particulars,
inspiration for positivistic consolidation in the domain of abstract reasoning, which soon
seeded technologies of more intricate logical mechanism such as computers.
In Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein reflected in a more informal way on the
relationship between expression and truth, promoting a notion that came to be called the
‘language game’, an advancement to the idea that the 'sense' of language is not only
determined by its relationship to fact and truth-value, but also by conventions of usage
providing groundrules for communicative relationships between individuals employing it,
with a history and cultural significance equally formative to meaning. This was indicative of
the move towards understanding truth more naturalistically, with reference to its many
functions that vary by context. Linguistics, with Saussure as its founding father, was going in
a similar direction, becoming the science of how individuals and cultures acquire, convey
and evolve complex forms of knowledge that only take hold in the presence of language use.
Pure math was also making strides as thinkers worked on drawing all the strains of
conceptual development into a unified metamathematical theory. Frege had attempted to
put math on the firm foundation of its presumably finite array of logical principles,
explanation of which would generalize the whole field to completion. Austrian/American
Kurt Godel's incompleteness theorem foiled him, demonstrating that the underlying logic of
a system of mathematical generalizations can never be closed, a self-supporting, verifiably
self-consistent totality of requisite proof. This led philosophers to analyze the connections
between quantitative form and conceptualizing, with humanity’s mathematical thinking
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theorized as emergent from organic intuitions, generated as open-ended culture in some
kind of evolutionary way by the mind in its relationship to perceptual, social and natural
environments. But essential causes of math's intuitiveness remained largely unspecified: the
degree to which the forms and expressions of math are some kind of mental construction or
a facet of reality's deep structure was uncertain. Salience of this theoretical conundrum
persisted until the development of set theory (a set is for instance all integers, or any three
integers, or any three consecutive integers, or all functions, or all functions of slopeintercept form). It is a flexible modeling paradigm for math itself, enabling thinkers to easily
analogize quantitative concepts at any level of abstraction, intricacy or generality by
interpreting them into set types of infinite possible parameterization. This definitional
framework for unboundedly streamlining the metaorganization of mathematical content
eliminates any compounding of unintelligibility as pure math expands and its applications to
physical theory and technology diversify. We have a conceptual superstructure - set theory making the math itself as simple, direct and coherent as we will ever need it to be. The only
limit to human knowledge is our ability to conceptualize information as mechanism, seeing
patterns in the quantified facts of technicalized observations and then refining these into
theories of causality.
It had finally become clear that we should not expect possibilities for truth in
mathematics to be constrained nor determined by existing logic, but many thinkers
nonetheless recognized practical potential in combining the concepts of logic and math.
17th century German philosopher Gottfreib Leibnitz had invented a very early technique for
expressing logic with a sort of mathematical language, as binary code - 1's and 0's - for the
equivalent of true/false dichotomies. Late-19th century American philosopher Charles
Sanders Peirce and additional logicians expanded upon this paradigm to encompass in
mathematical and otherwise symbolic terms what were becoming increasingly complex
logical concepts. After early 20th century developments in number theory, it became
conceivable that linguistic rules can be applied to large sets of mathematical quantities,
systems which can then be used as instructions for procedures of machine mechanisms with
their logical structure, and the idea of the modern computer was born. In the mid-20th
century, English scientist Alan Turing developed the first electronic computer design, his
Turing machine, and implemented a rudimentary version to crack the German military's
Enigma code encryptions during World War 2, winning the war for the Allies, but it would
require some advances in chemistry and electrical engineering to bring it as high technology
to the masses.
A philosophy by which to understand the nature of human knowledge was still being
pursued, and American philosopher Willard Quine made contributions in this area. He
formulated a positivist concept influenced by Wittgenstein's vision of logic, theorizing the
episteme as a gigantic, mutating web of interrelated beliefs and theories. Quine addressed
the nature of truth with his concept of 'confirmational holism': verifying hypothesis or
theory in one area of our body of knowledge changes, if only slightly, the general structure
of the whole, especially beliefs in closest proximity to it. He regarded math as
"indispensable" to epistemic progress, one of the most important types of conceptualizing in
our attempts to process information and make sense of reality.
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Quine's ideas were not the cause of modern developments in science, but certainly
apropos, as empiricism became ever more reliant on complex quantitative calculations to
model collections of facts expressed in numerical form to an increasing extent. The
quantifying of fact made massive amounts of experimental trials and additional sources of
hypothesis testing much easier to compare, with patterns in perceptual content provided by
the many observational instruments and methods of science thrown into sharp relief as
approximations, averages for instance. Deeper understanding of all kinds of phenomena
was facilitated by applying complex concepts of dimension, distribution, and rate of change.
As mathematics synthesized with methods of observation, the immensity of factual
information and categorization became more manageable, and where scientists had been
limited by relatively simplistic intuitions when constructing theories - proportion, direct and
inverse correlation, linear and exponential change, force vectors, cycles - more complex
concepts became possible. Advanced notions such as unique energy quantization for each
atomic element, retroactive causality in elementary particles, fluctuating rates of evolution
or 'punctuated equilibrium', amplification of localized reactions by biochemical pathways in
sensation and elsewhere, quantum entanglement, and transmission of electricity were
modeled, transitioning humanity to more modern technologies.
Contemporary science's reply to Humean skepticism, the uncertainty involved in
extrapolation from past conditions or integration of dispersed information, is statistics. This
field supplies techniques for quantifying probability of error in the relationship of any
particular datum to any potential geometric model of a data set, making decisions about
how to fit figures to information much more exact as deviations are pooled mathematically
and processed collectively according to well-defined standards. General implications of
spatially and temporally complex or large-scale math for hypotheses and theories have
become easier to assess, corroborated or controverted with greater precision.
Descartes' skeptical challenge to rationality has been met by the scientific tradition of
peer review. Once a research project has been completed, academics present their work at
conventions; attendees ask questions, getting as much clarification and further analysis as
desired. Results are also published in journals so the whole scientific community has an
opportunity to reflect upon and discuss new facts and theories as well as incorporate ideas
into their own professional endeavors. This collectivity is a triangulation to the most valid
perspective on reality; "I think, therefore I am" is blown up to massive proportions, as "we
can agree, therefore we know". It is not a perfect system, for groupthink and irrational
bandwagons sometimes take hold, in addition to personal rivalries and the occasional
crucified reputation, but science often involves real honesty, transparency and
accountability, a combination fostering as much intellectual integrity as any subculture has
yet achieved.
The observational side of positivism has matured in the context of science as an
implementing of technologically advanced instruments, enlarging the scope of human
perceptivity so that we have more information at our disposal, increasing theoretical
modeling’s efficacy and enriching our image of the world. The conceptual side of positivism
has crystallized into the scientific method, an analytical procedure that is essentially
recursion producing ever more potent hypotheses as investigators design an experiment,
collect data, process results, draw conclusions, and utilize those conclusions to make further
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predictions, modifying theory as they go. The method has been clarified and generalized to
such an extent that it is simple enough for schoolchildren to grasp, and students are typically
instilled with this mode of thinking at a very young age.
Hegel's vision of history is coming to fruition in the context of Quine's confirmational
holism: research trajectories of the many scientific fields are starting to interact with each
other, sharing their theoretical paradigms and information so that the episteme is becoming
more integrated. The first examples of this movement were contributions of biochemistry
to medicine, then neuroscience to psychology; these interdisciplinary efforts have been
spectacular successes, giving inspiration to astrophysics (astronomy and physics),
biogeochemistry (biology, geology, chemistry), environmental science (ecology, politics,
economics, sociology), ethnic studies (anthropology, sociology, psychology), the previously
discussed quantum biology (physics, biology, chemistry), with many more instances as well
as all their subdivisions.
Ever since the days of prototype Turing machines, scientists have dreamed of
manufacturing more powerful computers. The first electronic computers were networks of
vacuum tubes, programmable with math-based languages that are hierarchies of
instructional protocols, at the most fundamental level binary code, which modify input of
electricity through logic-based linkages between tubes, as a mechanistic system of 'on' and
'off' states for representing and processing information. This activity was then outputted to
primitive visual interfaces, strips of paper tape with characters printed on them for instance.
These machines were extremely expensive, operated at a snail's pace by today's standards,
and the most powerful could be as large as a whole room while doing no more than
elementary tasks like managing a company's payroll database, basically glorified calculators
and file sorters.
This all changed with the invention of microchips; they are made of silicon, a
semiconducting material on which are etched tracks with linkages called logic gates, intricate
patterns that channel and modulate flow of electricity, carrying out the same type of
information processing as vacuum tubes but on a microscopic scale. The logic-based
networks of a microchip are called 'integrated circuits', which are combinations of individual
circuits that can each be fabricated with millions of logic gates for organizing electrical
conductance to represent data. The whole apparatus of circuits has to be synchronized with
signals from a clock mechanism, an additional set of wires and circuits, the design of which
has become sophisticated enough that it is included in the structure of the microchip itself,
making the whole system much more efficient. Microchip technology has become so
advanced that all a computing device's information processing is directed by a single chip,
sometimes as small as a thumbnail; in personal computers (PC's) it is called the 'central
processing unit' (CPU). Round, flat disks within which microscopic magnetic particles can be
arranged and rearranged an effectively unlimited number of times store information as
memory. Together with interfacing devices such as monitors, keyboards, mouses and
control pads, microchips have become central to almost all technology, impelling a gigantic
leap in humanity's information processing capabilities. Computer technology is
revolutionizing society as the internet disseminates astronomically huge and growing
amounts of data, the ability of science to model extremely large assemblages of information
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soars, and computers become complex enough to analyze the world at levels that may, if
current trends continue, soon exceed human intelligence.
Modern empiricism has synthesized conception and observation, our reasoning
augmented by math and our perception enhanced by technology, instating a culture of
technical method with seemingly unlimited potential to harness natural environments.
Empiricism has settled into three main scientific fields: physical matter, individual
psychology in humans and additional organisms, and the study of societies; nature as
inanimate, intentional, and collective. In the context of human decision-making and public
policy, these domains - material, mental, and cultural - are starting to blend into
consciousness of the future as universal in its human meaning, a species-wide sphere of
action characterized by the intrinsic mutuality of progress. We are close to setting out on a
joint path that will quell Schopenhauer's human suffering and dispel the uncertainties of
Descartes and Hume in optimized living. Contemporary culture has so much promise, our
ideals become so practical that even an average education can come tantalizingly close to
envisioning steps by which to attain them, conceiving universal incentives that would beget
a utopia.
We can imagine what perfect life would be in concrete terms, the very real possibility
of meeting every human's needs, but then we look at actual conditions of the world: a
superpower country squandering wealth and tarnishing its reputation with temporary
expedients and isolationist policies, violent conflict that can flare up almost anywhere at any
time, a global financial system in which periods of ubiquitous anemia are unavoidable and
always threaten to put governments at odds with each other as well as overturn social
systems, an upper-class trying to consolidate dominance in an effort that has always proved
futile and ultimately destructive to social order, a failure to uplift the poor into an
enlightened lifestyle of regard for the long-term prospects of our species, and worst of all,
environmental crises that may become severe enough to destroy civilization in some parts of
the world and sabotage progress permanently. One wonders how we, with the incredible
power of science and technology, can so consistently be on the verge of widespread
disintegration and collapse. What about human existence makes it so vulnerable to setbacks?
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ii. An Introductory Analysis of Behavior and Social Theory
7. The Roots of Behavior
There are two opposite means of conditioning behaviors: negative and positive
reinforcement. Negative reinforcement provokes anxiety and fear, stimulating the amygdala
and associated brain regions in conjunction with release of the neurotransmitters adrenaline,
glutamate and GABA, a neural event that triggers the hippocampus and additional brain
subregions to translate the feeling into a long-term memory regulating thoughts and actions,
ultimately with influence on the psychology of decision-making. Positive reinforcement
induces release of dopamine into the nucleus accumbens, which initiates the brain
processes responsible for a sense of well-being, also capable of exciting the hippocampus
and imprinting the psyche with long-term memories, affecting decisions no less strongly.
The amygdala, nucleus accumbens and hippocampus are located in the midbrains of Homo
sapiens.
Every experience judged positively or negatively lies on a continuum of relative
impressions made on thought, linked closely with memories that grant us expectations
varying at least slightly in each moment of our lives. Merely the anticipation of fear and
anxiety excites the amygdala et al conglomerate in consort with the hippocampus, and
likewise with well-being and the nucleus accumbens, inclining us to avoid or seek aspects of
our environment, preempting the direct experience of a stimulus according to our
idiosyncratic histories and recognitions. All but the most extreme events, such as
perceptions of severe and immediate threat, an object hurtling towards the head for
instance, or intensely addictive sensations, the effects of chemical substances like drugs
being an example, do not generate an absolute feeling of anxiety, fear or well-being, but
rather consist in the meaning of an event relative to what preceded it. In the majority of
cases we feel “more" or "less" well-being in relation to a positive stimulus, or "more" or
"less" anxiety or fear in relation to a negative one, better or worse, with sustained changes
to environments or the unconscious body and brain resulting in our conscious minds
recalibrating to these new conditions.
Feelings can be complex, but it is fairly simple to understand the fundamentals of their
evolutionary function. In evolutionary terms, their role is of course tied to reproduction and
survival. Human conception is a unique synthesis of frontal lobe activity with the rest of the
brain, and their is plenty of variation between individuals, but we have reflexive responses
to sudden, salient stimuli - dodging, flinching, wincing, grimacing, smiling, scowling, lunging,
balancing - that are not only universal to our species but found in the rest of nature as well,
particularly noticeable in closely related species such as mammals, birds, as well as many
reptiles and amphibians, the behaviors of which our anthrocentric intuitions provide some
insight into. So the frontal lobe, especially the prefrontal cortex’s involvement in personality
and long-term planning, is a salient difference, while the midbrain and also the hindbrain are
a similarity, as most humanesque species - two eyes, four limbs, a backbone, affect - have
well-developed arrays of midbrain and hindbrain organs. It is elementary then to associate
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them with activities these organisms hold in common, what has traditionally been called
'instinct' and perhaps more aptly can be called 'core behavioral function', necessary for all of
these organisms to remain alive.
We know from a study of anatomy that the midbrain is a sort of central station in the
production of voluntary behavior. Most nerve signals from the body converge first on the
base of the brain (hindbrain) - pons, medulla oblongata - where involuntary activities such as
heart rate, intestinal contractions and unconscious breathing are regulated, then proceed to
the midbrain where affect is generated along with corresponding impulsions to approach or
withdraw from stimuli, simultaneously sending messages along to the cerebrum and
cerebellum from which higher-level decision-making exacts its effects. This aggregate of
causes is exceedingly complex, for neural flow bypasses its most common routes under
many conditions: conscious regulation of breathing and intentional control of emotions by
the suppression of affect are a couple of the innumerable examples. Nevertheless, we can
say that human emotions like anxiety, fear and well-being with their conceptual meanings
respond to, act upon, complement more visceral affect, this whole apparatus of experience
having its rough equivalencies in different species, interfacing with other bodily systems as
well as an organism's environment via basic perceptions.
Perception is not well-understood scientifically, our theories still being rather primitive,
but we know that almost any percept mediated by core brain structures ("core" from the
point of view of voluntary awareness and what it experiences as in its orbit) - the frontal
lobe, amygdala and additional regions - can be overridden by repetitious input from the
"outer" body, for example nerve endings, sense organs, skin, limbs, mouth, or stomach. A
light, comfortable massage, the repeated rubbing of our muscles, stimulates a mild feeling of
well-being; repeated tapping on our skin or harsh, glaring light gives us a mild feeling of
irritation, or if potentially threatening - a stranger tapping us on the shoulder unceasingly,
the direct and sustained approach of a car's headlights at night - a more intense experience
of anxiety or fear. This effect of accumulating sensations is not simple; we repress the
perception of a stimulus with habituation, react variantly to different patterns in the
frequency of a stimulus, and respond to stimuli in ways that vary in each case and at each
moment, but given enough persistency or severity our behavior will become completely
absorbed in coping with them, revising our memories, engrossing our thoughts, and
affecting what we decide to do on a long-term scale.
Perception is subtle, protean and incalculably complicated, but nonetheless involves a
limited array of sensations, chemicals, cells and orientations in interpreting the environment,
which are finite, stable and well-adapted enough that we can intuitively associate
perceptions with two concepts expressed by the words 'pleasure' and 'pain'. Pleasure is
what tends to give humans satisfaction and fulfill desires, and pain is the discomfort and
hurt experienced. Anatomically and chemically, the processes that contribute to pleasure
and pain are occurring at the same time, and so transitions can confuse our intentional
minds, which are just one localized facet of the brain. What is pleasurable at one moment
can seem painful at another and vice versa, which is probably true for a plethora of
additional species as well. But if conditions are universal, especially conditions of juvenile
development, the structural properties of human minds, already similar by heredity
relatedness, will adapt in similar ways, and individuals can have rather uniform experiences
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of pleasure and pain. This is the basis for order in society, where negative reinforcement as
punishment and positive reinforcement as reward are systematized so a society's members
have comparable enough reactions to stimuli that large-scale solidarity is possible.
Looked at from the viewpoint of overall organization, this standardization of pleasure
and pain is of course necessary, giving us the capacity to engage in mutual behavior and
obey laws, but the freedom to differ is also a benefit to the human race's cultural
development and perhaps biological evolution as it enables individuals to conceptualize in
diverse ways, with variant perspectives on phenomena that are held in common, but which
admit of alternative behaviors, procedures, methods, knowledge, reasoning, awareness.
The history of human values, currently in civilized contexts, has been a history of this tension
between the pursuit of unity via sameness and the pursuit of progress via difference, a
struggle amongst influences of convergence and divergence, and theories of this dynamic
are pivotal to the future of the species as we strive to construct the best possible societies
and prevent social calamities.

8. A Framework for Theorizing Human Values
In understanding human values and their intersection with the historical development
of behavior and culture, those resulting from a compulsion towards self-preservation must
be distinguished from those that do not. Anger has clear survival value as a motivational
force in life or death battles and rivalries for access to resources like territory and mates, so
it is easy to surmise how it would have been naturally selected almost inevitably in the
context of environmental and population pressures typical for Earth's lifeforms. Cruelty, on
the other hand, provides no easily discernible benefit to survival, being merely pleasurable
excess, perhaps related to self-gratification of the hunting impulse in predator species,
which usually involves repeated infliction of pain or fear at the expense of whatever
organism is unfortunate enough to be a placeholder for prey. All behavior has its basis in
biology, related to interactiveness with real situations and usually material conditions, but
not every behavior is strictly practical from the perspective of ecological function, physically,
psychologically, spiritually, or in any sense. Motivation and meaning in the most cognitively
self-determining organisms are typically a sublimating of core behavioral tendencies into
finely balanced high conceptualizing, the executive role of which can be existentially
discomposed on occasion as intense experiences propagate beyond constraints of
immediate need, simply an intrinsic outcome of ample consciousness. Since humanity’s
complex conception is buffered via cultures of technology from the usual claimancies of
biology (even hunter-gatherers are quite technological), it gives rise to many behaviors with
attendant perceptions, thoughts and profusions of elaborate beliefs that have not been
honed by natural selection for survival value and on the surface seem, well, crazy. Like a
wolf howling at the moon, one’s at risk thrill-seeking, obsessions, phobias, or belief that a
bird spirit created the world by shitting it out of its ass are not always maladaptive, just plain
strange if you really think about them.
The first psychological theorists like Freud and Jung had plenty to say about the most
bizarre human mentalities: hysteria, neuroses, delusions of all kinds came to their attention.
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Suggestive power that the human mind wields over the body is fascinating, in some cases
seeming to make a complete break with the rest of nature. This topic is unintuitive, content
for a trained psychoanalyst to describe and explain; what follows will not be concerned so
much with all the idiosyncrasies possible for the individual psyche while it matures and finds
its niche as features apposite to the structure of institutions, which are near universal and
affect the fate of the entire species.
Culture is largely an evolutionary extension of family dynamics that are fundamentally
a means of preserving human life, involving perceptions and feelings associated with kinship.
Most parents have compulsive desire to care for their children and often a solid
commitment to reflecting upon their methods, also a sense of pride wrapped up with the
fate of offspring as both a kind of empathy and representation of their own value in the
context of social groups, producing an eclectic mixture of self-sacrifice, intrafamily tension,
interfamily jealousy, and occasional hostility at moments when parenting is difficult.
Children must preserve their own lives by securing nourishment, care and status with some
degree of competition from brothers and sisters, so intrasibling tension is common, though
not guaranteed as strong empathy can easily arise in bonds created by deep awareness of
mutual interests, dispositional similarities and reciprocal experiences; the inseparability of
some identical twins is a good example. Parents are peacekeepers of the family; they
resolve disputes between children when immature selfishness surfaces, and in healthy
families teach children to share and take into consideration each other's needs. As very
young children grow, they go through multiple stages: thoughtlessly and impatiently trying
to procure what they want, then working at meeting parents' expectations of self-restraint
yet still feeling pangs of self-preservational desire in "that's not fair!", and eventually, if
skillfully raised and unimpeded by misfortunes of injury, illness or syndrome, equipped to
advocate for their family and fill a productive role.
The original means by which to achieve these developmental ends, however, was
anything but pacification. We can get an initial sense for why negativity of punishment
prevailed over positivity of reward in the crafting of early human relationships and ways of
life by comparing incentives to each. Extrinsic rewards as structured systems of positive
reinforcement require a large investment of time to construct as well as excess resources to
administer consistently, as a reasonable strategy for making behaviors likewise organized as
habits. Basic punishment, on the other hand, is simply pain-infliction or the withholding of
benefits, which requires no extra resources and much less planning, assuming the recipient
is sufficiently subordinated physically or socially, as are young children or those relegated to
inferior status. Punishment is also often gratifying to the inflicter in what was defined as
cruelty, a discharge of aggressive affect, surpluses of which can build up as anger or malice
at times of frustration, disappointment or contempt, even when the source is merely
harmless incompetence of a student to one's methods. Physical or emotional pain also
supposedly toughen up the recipient, regarded as essential for circumstances of violent
conflict, and the traditionality of war to even prehistoric society provoked convictions that
punishment is an essential tool in safeguarding the survival of one's culture. Simply put,
conventions of negative reinforcement, what we call punishment, seem superior to naked
intuition, much easier to conceptualize and implement.
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Of course the meaning of pain-infliction and the withholding of pleasure is more
complex than only this. To start with, pleasure and pain are built into human sociality;
simply a smile or a thousand similar visual, chemical, conceptual subtleties can positively
reinforce, inducing shades of pleasure, and a frown or a thousand like phenomena can
negatively reinforce, eliciting shades of pain. Unconsciously, the human psyche has a vast
conglomerate of signals that reinforce or discourage socializing, and consciously, every
individual constitutes their personal standards by which to judge those they interact with,
accomplished by analyzing one's experiences, imbibing culture, and making all kinds of
generalizations. The boundary between conscious and unconscious awareness is not fixed
of course, as the unconscious can become conscious, the conscious can become unconscious,
and social experiences as well as much else can also be a combination of both.
As discussed in section 1, there are behavioral functions that select for the evolving
structure of organisms on the scale of both individual lifespans and multigenerational
timespans, so that a living creature becomes essentially a congregate of modules that are
either adequately functional and thus tending towards stability, growing more functional, or
trajecting towards extinction due to obsolescing function:
1. Avoidance of diminishing health, the immunity and healing modules
2. Acquisition of energy and nutrients, the metabolic modules
3. Protection, the combat modules
4. Mating and birthing, the reproductive modules
5. Communication, the symbolic and linguistic modules
6. Recognition of surroundings, the perceptual and conceptual modules
7. Growth and maturation, the developmental modules
All of these modular structures and their subcomponents, however defined, are mutating,
interacting, changing both independently and synthetically in the context of selection
pressures acting upon them; if they lack efficacy to be selected within their conditions, they
are displaced, diverted, atrophy or even vanish.
It must be remembered that this is reifying the conventional paradigm of emergence
amongst the particularity we know as 'matter', superimposing a common method of
generalizing upon a reality of unfathomed depth to render causal intuitions more lucid,
more tangible. It cannot give us an indication of what existence absolutely is, but provides a
framework for conceptualizing the way cognized domains of activity are both sets of sameplane modules and a vertically nested structurality of different scales, existing as
congregates of spatial and temporal vectors exerting simultaneous but disproportionate
influence on each other.
Spatial causality has been intuited for millennia - Plato's concept of the forms, which
he spun into a derivative philosophy of geometry, exemplifies the gist - but robust
conceptualizings of temporal vectorization came later, at the beginning of the 19th century
after a deep searching, first for rational principles of historical continuity, then for
knowledge of the more arational conditioning over time imposed by unconscious contexts.
This is the seminal Hegelian idea of spontaneous generation and propagating synthesis,
elaborated into the Darwinian idea of natural conditions as an ecological scale of influence,
the Marxist idea of material conditions such as those of economies as a technological scale
of influence, the Nietzschean idea of cultural conditions as a memetic scale of influence, the
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Freudian and Jungian idea of conditions of the mind as a psychical scale of influence, the
neuroscientific idea of neural conditions as a scale of influence more finely grained than
Freudian-inspired concepts of the psyche, and the quantum physical idea of even more
finely grained energized forms of matter underlying even neural conditioning. Arriving at
the 21st century, we have generated this set of theoretical spheres of influence, taken
together they can be considered parallel layers of relative causal scale, that extend from the
subatomic all the way to the largest size that has any relevance for distinctly human history,
the planetary and interplanetary scales. Every scale that could possibly apply in assessing
the human self’s structural history is likely available to us, so we should try to define this
entity, "ourselves", in its complex depth and historical vastness.
The interplanetary and planetary scales have indirect pertinence to epistemic progress
as our very distant history; they give us notions of how the matter we seem to be made of
came into existence and our relative location. They have taught us that we are one small
speck in a vast universe, but this universe does not exist on a different plane than our own
existence; the cosmos we have always witnessed - twinkling stars, wandering planets, a
blindingly bright sun, a seemingly large moon, years, seasons, days and nights, and
everything terrestrial - is not fundamentally isolated, as what lies beyond it can be a subject
of human knowledge, and we may be able to push beyond our current boundaries one day
with more powerful science and perhaps space travel, also countering possible catastrophes
such as meteor strikes as well as the uninhabitability of our planet due to an expanding sun
predicted to take effect in a billion years. Still, organic life on Earth is quite distanced from
the originating chaos of our universe and solar system, as well as buffered from the rest of
the galaxy, and human life is almost unimaginably new in evolutionary terms, so that our
immediate environment and past are much more germane to an examination of human
nature for purposes of social planning than anything beyond present-day Earth's forms of
influence.
At times, the neural scale gives us deep insights into behavior that can controvert our
intuitions, especially as we scrutinize the impact of accidental or rare injuries, lesions and
additional abnormalities that isolate or alter regions of the brain, revealing individual and
combined functional roles by comparison to normal subjects. With fMRI machines, we can
generate images of brain activity in real time, correlating brain structure with mental and
behavioral function in ways that are inaccessible to nontheoretical conception and its lack of
high technology. Nevertheless, we have much to learn about how brain structure
corresponds to mind; for instance, the more controversial aspects of human maturation
revealed in psychoanalysis are nearly untouched by neuroscience. Neurology thus far has
given us knowledge of averages, as well as anomalies interpreted in a way that aligns with
mainstream ethical sensibilities, but there is much more than this to account for. In its
currently underdeveloped state, brain science can be no more than a sporadic supplement
for defining the human self, not so much in the context of the self's structure - for example,
an understanding of the midbrain certainly clarifies our model of affect - but with regard to
its ontogenesis and phylogenesis. We have not yet modeled changes over extended periods
of time in the single subject let alone lineages, nor do we have even the beginnings of
procedures for doing so.
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As was previously discussed, application of quantum mechanics to biology holds great
promise for modeling perception and additional qualitative experiences in physical terms,
for the mind very well may be an interaction of thermodynamic chemistry with the brain's
electromagnetic field mediated by quantum effects, perhaps all situated in some kind of
nonlocal substrate. However, this area of research is still speculative, being in its earliest
stages, so does not as of yet have solid contributions to make towards an understanding of
behavior, its mental or even biochemical correlates.
The natural scale increases in relevance the closer we get to the origin of Homo
sapiens, with theoretical accounts of changing ecosystems, ancestral characteristics, and
selection pressures on and within social groups all contributing to models of how humanity's
traits came into being, in the current context of analysis with a focus on behavioral traits.
Some of these characteristics are universal enough that any diagnosis of institutions must
address their history and present causality.
With the start of early hominin existence and its eventual evolutionary divergence into
the lineage of Homo sapiens roughly two hundred thousand years ago, technology took on
an increasingly significant role in determining the nature of behavior as well as social
structure, and archaeological artifacts give us much information about this factor. The first
technology was simple, stones crudely cracked into sharper pieces for cutting and chopping,
graduating to more precisely fashioned stone implements until finely crafted knives, spears
and arrows became the standard. Harnessing fire enabled the cooking of meat,
counteracting spoilage so that hunting could be based out of an entrenched, defensible
location. Salts kept meat palatable for longer, and territories with roving camps could
become stable settlements where the first permanent housings were erected. From roughly
thirty thousand to ten thousand years ago, due to these and additional innovations, the
population of Homo sapiens was exploding, filling all available land, so that negotiation was
necessary to moderate conflicts over territory and resources. Hunter-gatherer social groups
began to mingle in religious, political and probably economic ways, leaving evidence of
regular convenings as large expanses of artifacts of which some are apparently ceremonial,
most of this currently underground, where hundreds if not thousands of individuals must
have congregated.
As provision for basic needs grew more secure, time came available for thoughtful
experimentation, and these early denizens of larger scale culture began to master farming
and herding, the domesticated breeding of plants and animals, which enlarged food supplies,
transitioning the species to an even more settled lifestyle with still greater population
growth. Humans also began experimenting in many additional areas, making rapid material
advances in architecture and tool-making that improved city planning, crop yields, the
general standard of compact living, as well as introducing all kinds of new products to be
distributed from workshops of specialized professionals. Humans also engaged in purely
conceptual inventiveness as well, founding religious, legal, economic, educational and
intellectual standards for behavior. This grew into enduring civilization, a competitive but
also cooperative lifestyle of congress between large populations fueled by technology,
complex division of labor, the exchange of ideas, and trading of goods.
As civilization evolved, recurrent complications such as wars, inequalities of power
distribution with consequent unrest, scarcities of resources, dangers due to climate
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fluctuations, natural disasters and exploitative excesses all came to the forefront. Many
became absorbed in social planning, reflecting deeply on how to best organize society and
cope with these problems. This was the beginning of institutional rationality, the
construction of social structure by an analysis of precedents and the imposition of systems
intended to be maximally effective modes of thinking and behavior. Thus, humans planted
the seeds of objectivity, decision-making with both material and so-regarded "immaterial" or
spiritual conditions of collectives in mind, a culture seeking optimization of method in all
spheres of human existence, concerned to articulate truth in the context of issues that in
their generality, arcaneness or newness presented serious difficulties. If these notions were
not always expressed in universal terms, ponderers at least pursued the most practical
formulations they considered possible.
So the growing technical prowess of humanity conjoined with desire for effective social
planning to birth a tradition of careful observation and objective analysis engendering an
ever more capable perceiving of patterns in natural and social environments as well as the
theoretical modeling of these patterns as causal mechanisms. But of course culture is much
more than this; many of our ideas are not technical, procedural or explicitly practical, but of
some alternate type. This is the aesthetic side of culture that is more recently developed
than tool-use, a distinctly human blend of artistry, pleasure, pain, thought, and rich funds of
individual memory and meaning acquired over lifespans. The personal orientations of
human beings at any given moment can spread to the wider population as 'memes', creative
conceptualizings with effectively infinite potential for expressive novelty that elicit
experiences in additional individuals. Increased ability of humanity to transmit ideas and
information via developments such as media and internet makes memetic effects pivotal to
all coordination of human behavior, and we are still trying to get a handle on how to manage
these cultural forces modifying likes and dislikes, opinions, beliefs and ways of life.
This brings us to the core phenomenon that must be addressed in any grasping of
human behavior - the human psyche - and theorizing it is a demanding task. As we have
seen, it is located in a context of technical and aesthetic influences that mold it over time,
leaving only a partial record of this past in academic, artistic and material mediums like
philosophy, technology, painting, music, drama, dance, literature, written correspondences,
essentially remnants of memetic dynamics in bygone eras. It has innate features universal
enough to the species that almost all individuals can come to a workable understanding of
intention and its emotional implications as expressed in every culture by a manageable
amount of description (psychological research performed by Americans with indigenous
tribes among much else suggests this), yet the exact subjective quality of someone else's
experience is always somewhat foreign as the human brain is extremely intricate and labile,
with unfathomably complex neuronal connectivity. Subtle differentiation pervades the
spectrum of brain compositions, but higher-level thought has enough plasticity that culture
is able to coax the mind's conceptual/perceptual apparatus towards not just functional but
structural convergences, making our experiences even more intelligible to each other by way
of likenesses in neuromaterial form than they would be initially, and this includes the
collective meanings of behavior. Human minds can meld to each other under conducive
conditions, in various ways not yet scientifically well-understood, such as chemically,
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linguistically and mimetically, an adaptiveness that makes our combination of creative
reasoning and social solidarity exceed any known species.
Rational social planning previously discussed is one of the primary collective
techniques for achieving high levels of solidarity, the difference between populations of
hundreds and many millions. But before the species began welding into large-scale
civilizations with their multicultural commerce, divergent evolution in practices and beliefs
of separate cultures had taken place, contributing to the unintuitiveness of inaugural
integration efforts. Additionally, humans have engaged in intervals of warfare stretching
back to distant prehistory, at least hundreds of thousands of years and maybe millions;
chimpanzees have similar tribal rivalries, gorillas are known to forcibly usurp control over
troupes from each other, and bonobos are avid social climbers. A tendency towards pursual
of exploitative power and the violent conflict it instigates may be ingrained in the biology of
anthropoid species. Humans also do violence to themselves, with piercing, bloodletting,
foot-binding, self-starvation and self-flagellation being common to many cultures and
subcultures, indigenous and civilized. Progress towards spiritual and psychological maturity
is often closely tied to ritualized pain, suffering, even agony.
With the centrality of violence to the psyche and its cultures, manifesting in eons of
war and self-inflicted pain, it is only to be expected that the first moves toward civilization
frequently utilized violent conflict to achieve their ends. Violence was one convention
almost all societies had in common, and of course those who could not muster even
defensive capabilities were either crushed militarily or required to pay tributes, submitting
them to the agenda of an overlord culture. Thus, civilization began as a gigantic competition
for superior arms, tactics and strategy. Trade was also a prime motivator, as it probably had
been on a smaller scale for prehistoric ages, and militarily preeminent cultures could make
sure the lion's share of economic benefits in whatever form were their own, an unequal
distribution of wealth that would engender class-based societies. Upper classes applied
paradigms of domination in times of peace to maintain control of what had been conquered,
with the result being a gradually more systematic collection of regulations supervised by
bureaucracies that utilized threats of punishment, the promise of power, and also
sometimes notions of spiritual supremacy to maintain order. Social authority had been
institutionalized as enforced political systems, administrative hierarchies upholding
gradations of privilege with their penalties and incentives.
There was much variety in how burdensome governments were to subjects; some
regimes were paragons of efficiency, amassing prodigious wealth and mandate, while others
virtually preyed upon the citizenry. Every political system went through periods of unity
contrasting with descents into corruption characterized by severe injustice, and when
decadence took hold, as it frequently did, populations rebelled against rulers or became
anarchic, with a variety of outcomes. In the Athenian city state of ancient Greece, repeated
overthrow and expellation of autocratic leaders known as "tyrants" eventually led to a
democratic system with almost full participation. In ancient Rome, a famous slave revolt led
by Spartacus was brutally crushed with well-trained legions, having no appreciable political
effect despite the assembling of a hundred thousand man army. Also in Rome, domestic
turmoil in response to logistical complications and class conflict led to transition from the
Senate-governed Republic towards a more dictatorial system. Ancient Chinese empires
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repeatedly collapsed at the deaths of occasionally competent leaders, at which time
thousands of square miles would once again sunder into rival regions with chaotic,
widespread warring. And the Mauryan dynasty of antiquity united all of what is currently
northern India under a talented administration that for a time made it one of the most
stable and honorable civilizations in world history. Human beings were often uncertain
about the future and rogue ambition was always looking to hit the power jackpot, but with
repeated upheavals and disintegrations it became apparent to all that standards of fairness
as reliable laws and legal systems were necessary to keep the peace and secure even the
upper class' position in society, so that rationality-based tradition grafted to power-based
tradition in institutions, moving towards more conscientious oversight of human behavior.
As already alluded to, at large scales the negative reinforcement of punishment is
much simpler to invoke as a motivational tool than the positive reinforcement of reward,
and in cultures where violence was so endemic it was only natural to accept the method of
enforcement with pain or deprivation. Early civilizations did not have highly developed
economies where minimum wages, complex promotional pay grades and insurance against
misfortune were everywhere possible, nor could citizens be compensated for malfeasances
and logistical complications that can inconvenience or even ruin them. At antiquity's stage
of legal development, if there was any justice to be had it was in response to injurious
wrongdoing by someone within or below one's own class, and the standard repercussion
was injury or deprivation structured as a balance between respect for an offender's social
status, proportionality to the wrong committed, effectiveness as a deterrent, and commonly
the need for supplies of cheap labor as convicted criminals were forced into servitude with
minimal standard of living. Life was hard, and so were the expectations placed upon human
nature by societies.
As progressing technology brought humanity into the modern era, life grew
increasingly comfortable, value associated with the acquisition and exchange of resources
could be distributed with greater efficiency via complex financial systems, making wealth
more egalitarian, and new resources or applications for existing resources were discovered
that expanded economies and put more citizens to work, which lessened the incentive for
technologically advancing warfare and its devastations. With better standard of living,
Earth's population began to grow exponentially, but as the world develops economically,
becoming industrialized, commercialized and better educated, even this complication
dissipates; individuals become more fiscally conscientious and families remain smaller.
It is increasingly possible to structure society as a system of positive incentives that
reward citizens for achievement, compensate them for misfortune, and rehabilitate their
weaknesses into the strength of competence and productivity. Where disabilities make
occupational independence and financial contributions impossible, we can still afford to give
these disadvantaged citizens the support they need to live with dignity. Yet many ancient
conventions atavistically recur; wars, coups, unjust lawmaking, exploitation of the vulnerable,
complacency about both the prospects of our neighbors and the future of humanity are all
unremitting. We must question how we can overcome these problems and why they keep
resurfacing. Central to this effort will be an analysis of human nature seeking understanding
of the self to the furthest extent possible, a process which is nowhere near definitiveness,
but at our current stage of knowledge allows for some suggestive ideas. This theorizing will
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draw from all the modules of behavioral function in their natural, technological and cultural
contexts with auxiliary support from biology and neuroscience to give some indications of
how the psyche interacts with institutions, both from a historical perspective and in the
present, where civilization is heading, and ways to improve life while averting disasters.
Hopefully this can offer some contribution to the comprehension of behavior and an
updating of values for the 21st century.
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ii. Healing, Nutrition, Combat, and Reproduction
9. Immunity and the Institution of Health Care
It is unlikely that a mutation from changes to the genetic code during transcription of
the DNA sequence has caused widespread alteration in traits of the human immune system,
at least since the origin of our species, unless there is some phenomenon of transmission
between individuals we know nothing about. Beneficial mutations are too rare to alone be
an explanation for the distinctive immune function of modern Homo sapiens as opposed to
humans of earlier eras. However, the selection pressures of virulent epidemics may be
capable of transforming the overall immune system of a species as well as proportions of
additional traits by the cataclysmic elimination of phenotypes. A percentage of human DNA
is of viral origin, meaning that the immune system participates in regulating the genetic
endowment of our species, and conceivably has even had its own genes structured by
viruses. There are probably some genotypic differences between individuals due to distinct
ancestry, the founder effect in which a small social group migrates to a new area and grows
as a population, magnifying any unique traits it possesses and touching off genetic drift
towards independent trait development. This has happened many times during human
history and especially prehistory, resulting in slightly variant trait profiles across the world
population, and immune system function is almost certain to have been potentiated in the
process, though the details may be subtle, and most mutations prove deleterious, limiting
their spread. Small-scale variation can arise at any time from mutations to particular
lineages, the appearance of new traits in only a single individual that then may be
transmitted hereditarily, leading to idiosyncrasies in many families, similar to the vast variety
of body types and facial features.
Efficacy of the immune system is affected by lifestyle factors such as diet, hygiene and
level of exposure to pathogens. Inflammation can be caused by a hyperactive first line of
defense against foreign material in the bloodstream, intestinal tract, respiratory system and
throughout the body, occurring primarily as collateral damage from macrophage behavior.
Prolonged low level activations of the immune system, as in food or inhalation allergies,
lingering bacterial infections, chronic stress, and that which obesity causes, are a risk factor
for heart disease and cancer, but this is usually minimal, and some regular stimulation of the
immune system actually makes it stronger (doctors and nurses are familiar with this truism),
so that when a major infection occurs, the body is capable of immediate, efficient response.
Too much immune system activity is unhealthy, but too little is as well. In general, modern
civilization in developed countries has a satisfactory immunity profile, so that the average
lifespan is probably as long as it ever has been. However, pollution of the environment with
synthetic chemicals keeps a huge institution of modern medicine crucial, accounting for
statistics like half the males of the U.S. population coming down with at least minor cancer
at some point during their lives.
It is possible that the human immune system vestigialized during prehistory once we
began cooking food due to reduced ingestion of live pathogens, and even further in a
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modern context from disinfecting environments and the surfaces of our bodies with heat,
soap, alcohol and bathing. This might be why systemic infections are more virulent for us
than many comparable species, as a large proportion of the human population is knocked
out of commission for a stretch by a wide variety of bugs each year. Human infants are less
functionally developed at birth than the young of most species, which includes their immune
systems, contributing to regular bouts of illness. Before modern medicine, infant mortality
rates were very high. Antibiotics and additional substances are useful for supplementing
immune system function, but their total causality and often even a theoretical
understanding of proven benefits can exceed our knowledge, meaning it is in many cases
good for medical practitioners to be wary of excessive usage so as to avoid negative
consequences such as detrimental mutations, increases in inflammation, and changes to
body chemistry.
Neglecting to complete an antibiotic regimen can leave more resistant bacteria alive to
reproduce and spread in the environment. With repeatedly inadequate dosing, natural
selection for hardier strains takes place until the antibiotic is ineffective. Global medicine
has caught on and attempted to educate the public, but many species of pathogen have
become resistant to multiple treatments, and we must continually develop altered versions
of antibiotics in the lab to restore efficacy. If individuals continue to misuse antibiotics on a
large scale, we may one day entirely lose our ability to treat some common infections, so it is
paramount that directions given by doctors and pharmacies are followed exactly unless
severe or disturbing side effects occur (most medications have at least some mild side
effects), at which time a professional is consulted for guidance, perhaps switching the
patient to an alternative medication for the same issue.
Looking at the origins of medicine, it is clear that those living in the tropics had an
advantage from the sheer variety of vegetal matter and its chemical compounds. Many of
these substances - leaves, roots and juices of plants - resemble compounds in the human
body closely enough that they can enhance tissue repair as well as provide pain relief and
additional prophylactic effects when ingested or applied topically. Antibiotic and antifungal
properties of many tropical plants and herbs also help the body fight infection. Many
modern antibiotics has been derived from nonsynthetic sources. Penicillin, the first
antibiotic compound to be isolated in the lab, was a fungal extract, and there are numerous
such cases. Those living in temperate and especially polar and desert climates were less
fortunate, but even in these regions tens of thousands of years experimenting yielded many
natural remedies.
The tradition of using substances from all kinds of wild and domesticated sources for
medical purposes persisted as humans entered into civilized living, but not all treatments
were effectual, often being incidental to the body's own healing process or stimulating
recovery by placebo effects, and the prevalence of illusion increased as humans lost touch
with long-standing hunter-gatherer traditions. Transition to civilization's medicine is a vast
topic that can only be thoroughly addressed by performing much meticulous research, but in
essence humans of antiquity started to replace natural palliatives with alchemical
compounds and rare medicinal commodities whose economic value was the main factor in
their appeal, the more expensive and exotic the better; much of this was actually toxic.
Initial forays into anatomy also led to some ineffective and sometimes harmful procedures
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based on crude models of bodily function. A chief offender was the practice of bleeding,
intended to draw noxious humors out of the body, but it actually weakened patients so they
were less likely to rebound. With a few notable exceptions such as the ancient Greek
physician Hippocrates, who's central motto was to at least do no harm, medical pretenders
of antiquity and the Middle Ages went on poisoning and enervating those in their care for a
fee until the alchemist Paracelsus arrived on the scene, who introduced a more conservative
approach, in many cases doing no more than managing to forego interference with the
body's own recuperation, so much so that he was occasionally accused of swindling. As the
sciences of biology and chemistry matured, models of bodily function improved by leaps and
bounds so that it became possible to have some sense of why treatments work and how to
develop better ones, an integration of laboratory experiment, theory and technology out of
which sprung surgical, diagnostic and pharmaceutical methods increasing the average
lifespan in many countries by as much as thirty years.
Perceptions of illness and contagion have changed considerably over the course of
history. Early on, there was occasionally some sense of contributing causes, but the way
diseases spread was a mystery. Humans had recognized the link between tetanus and
wounds by antiquity at the latest, but the afflicted were left to sweat it out on a mat in
isolation, given a wide birth by everyone. Ancient leprosy, whatever this disease actually
was, inspired much fear in biblical times, and the infected could become homeless outcasts,
beggars who were generally shunned.
When Bubonic plague hit Medieval Europe, the continent was unequipped to deal with
a major epidemic. Citizens believed this disease was transmitted by air, so took the
unnecessary precaution of covering their noses and mouths when in the presence of the sick.
It was actually being spread by fleas from rats, but no one discerned this at the time. Posies,
a type of flower, were ineffectually carried in the pocket to ward off illness, pesthouses were
set up for quarantine but proved inadequate because of the flea vector, leeches were placed
on the ill to draw out humors of infirmity; everyone was dropping like flies. Outbreaks kept
recurring, and in fifty years a third of the European population died. Many thought the
world was ending.
Smallpox was another virulent disease that could reach epidemic proportions in
Europe and the United States. It was so widespread at times that citizens did not bother to
rework their routines much to avert it. Even the likes of immortalized composer Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart, recognized early in life as one of the supreme musical talents of Europe,
came down with this disease as a child and had pockmarks of a survivor to show for it.
Smallpox nearly decimated the American army as it wintered at Valley Forge during the
Revolutionary war. Mortality rates can be as high as 90% in the absence of treatment, but
soldiers had learned from African slaves that infecting a puncture in the skin with discharge
from a smallpox sore produces less severe infection, and once individuals have outlasted the
disease they are usually inoculated. This reduced deaths to 10% and probably saved the
American bid for independence. Good fortune did not teach them to play nice: Indian tribes
were especially vulnerable to the new disease, and Americans occasionally traded
possessions of smallpox victims, decimating some native populations so that Caucasians
settled the West with less resistance.
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The United States set up a national quarantine at Ellis island in New York City to
prevent epidemics of Europe from entering the U.S. via immigration. Crowds of potential
citizens were required to stay in isolation for up to two weeks, assuring that no one was
infected. Pragmatic approaches such as this became more prevalent as science learned it
was incubation of microscopic pathogens causing all of these illnesses. The first
epidemiological research was carried out with cholera: European doctors carefully recorded
demographic data of its origin and spread in populations during 19th century epidemics and
were able to identify contaminated water supplies as the source.
Growing comprehension of nature and its causes led to more systematic concepts such
as vulnerability by season, vector organisms, vaccination and fever control, greatly reducing
the dangers posed by contagious disease. A massive inflow of capital to the medical
profession due to relevance for universal need is rapidly technologizing the treatment of
illness. Unfortunately, like any indispensable economic sector, medicine is a magnet for
abusive practices, and vigilance is necessary to keep populations from being divided even
further along class and ethnic lines by prejudicial policies regarding insurance and otherwise
unequal access. It has become apparent that the profession must be tightly regulated, and
many governments have taken steps to put stringent legal directives in place, but mischief is
constantly challenging the boundaries of law, seeking loopholes by which to circumvent
barriers to corruption.
One of the problems associated with medical treatment is the difficulty patients have
with discussing their health. One's own pain can be taboo as a topic of conversation, and
many illnesses require some technical competence to understand. Most find bodily
functions and disorders unpleasant to think about, especially those of others, and inability to
broach the subject of sickness can keep knowledge of health care superficial. Tolerance for
pains and illnesses of others is improving, so that measures such as health insurance and sick
leave are becoming standard throughout the world.
Mimetic disorganization in modern society can exacerbate health care shortcomings as
disinformation occurs, with sometimes tragic consequences. There was one noteworthy
case in the United States during which some citizens went door to door telling individuals in
a neighborhood of recent immigrants that vaccination endangers the health of children.
Upon failure to vaccinate, all kinds of rare ailments started to crop up in the infant
population. These pathogens are still in the environment and immunization is key to
preventing reemergence of diseases they cause. Online resources have huge potential to
improve health care as citizens can educate themselves about possible causes of their
symptoms, providing a check on professional incompetence and abuse. Acquiring the ability
to think critically about one's own health and recognize when a supposed authority is
legitimate are key to making the system run as smoothly as possible. When patients know
their condition, they report illnesses accurately, diagnosis is more successful, and the
distribution, spread and causes of disease are easier to track, model and control.
Medical treatment is a good example of what cultural evolution looks like, how
collective conventions filiate as a consequence of differing perceptions, observations,
theoretical paradigms, technical practices and environments. In Norway, some skilled
researchers noticed very soon after antibiotics were introduced that bacterial resistance
develops and immediately designed medication regimens to counteract it. This can be
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contrasted with the United States, where it became usual to wantonly prescribe antibiotics
as if they are pain relievers, with no acknowledgement of long-term consequences. After
decades of divergent practice, Norwegian hospitals have 1% as many antibiotic-resistant
infections as the United States, all because of a simple observation that is probably
attributable to only a few practitioners and some fortuitous events in a lab. In China,
hospitals have sterilized and reused needles, which probably leads to some contagion and
would be unacceptable in the United States. Yet Chinese citizens wear masks in public
during flu season to compensate for the effects of concentrated population, even while
walking down the street, a practice that would probably get one stigmatized and even lead
to confrontations in the United States, though it is no doubt a sound countermeasure. (The
American attitude towards protective masks seems to be growing more tolerant as we
speak.)
Addiction medicine demonstrates how perceptions of illness can change and vary by
culture. As the prevalence and variety of hard drugs increased, it was noticed by authorities
almost everywhere that addicted individuals are much more likely to engage in at risk
behaviors. Their judgement is often negatively impacted, and they are frequently running
low on cash from paying for a fix or too impaired to work, contributing to theft and
additional criminal activities. In the U.S., drug use has become stigmatized because of the
link to crime and poverty. Addicts are treated like villains by a legal system that fills jails
with those convicted of drug-related crime. Portugal is a stark contrast, where new policies
of decriminalization and extensive health care have remedied the country's problems with
drug abuse. In the U.S. also, institutions are becoming somewhat more rational about drugs,
getting many of the addicted into treatment facilities where they can kick their habits with
medical support while remaining active and connected in the community.
Decriminalization like that instituted in Portugal is a difficult policy issue for
governments to grapple with. When drugs are illegal, there is no middle ground for users:
they must either avoid drugs altogether and remain on the legal side, or in many cases
arrange their lifestyle around buying, selling and concealing illicit substances. But if hard
drugs are legal, a whole country can suffer, as happened to 19th century China when Great
Britain shipped huge quantities of opium to the country, addicting the population and
instigating the Opium wars as Chinese leadership attempted to militarily save its citizenry
from the destruction of their society. In general, medical understanding of addiction is
currently sophisticated enough that at least some decriminalization can be successful in
many areas, but logistical and cultural challenges differ by country. The question as to
whether a nation of three hundred million like the U.S. with so much sprawling diversity can
decriminalize requires much careful analysis.

10. The Food Supply's Central Role in the Origins of Our Species and in Culture
Homo sapiens may have descended from a monkeylike species forced to spend more
time on the ground as the Earth entered a period of cooling sometime between fifty and
twenty million years ago, during which the amount of jungle shrank dramatically. The
largest of these primates would have no doubt been most successful at exploiting land-
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based food sources while avoiding large predators, peering over the long grass of savanna at
greater heights and escaping to the shelter of sparse trees with improved foot speed
afforded by longer stride length. In the jungle there is more to eat, nutritious vegetation
and plentiful protein from insects and grubs, so these very early ancestors of anthropoids
would have had to be creative in order to feed themselves in sustainable and defensible
ways, probably behaving cooperatively with a multiplying of deliberate roles, a cognitive
root of human division of social labor, also becoming able to learn food-finding techniques
from their most innovative members and other species by studious observation, the first
selection pressures for humanesque brain plasticity and teaching, leading to cultural
transmission of ideas and methods.
An alternate explanation for the transition towards humanlike traits by our anthropoid
ancestors is that these species did not encounter much selection pressure from predators,
and in combination with ample food of all types in tropical rainforests increased in average
size and intelligence due to psychosocial demands on individuals within intraspecies groups.
If this is accurate, anthropoids may have been virtually immune to predation by the time
they moved out of the jungle, closer to great apes than monkeys in body type, a migration
perhaps impelled by shrinking habitat and additional population pressures or maybe even
mere curiosity, with human physique and psychology being almost exclusively a product of
natural and social selection for reproductive success (as opposed to mere survival) and
problem-solving acumen when food became scarce during climate changes over many
millions of years.
Whatever the case, it is clear that these anthropoid ancestors began to spend more
time upright, encountering selection pressure for scouting out greater distances and walking
miles at a time while carrying loads, which assisted in acquisition of food and drink, until
humanity's lineage had adapted bipedalism, standing almost full time on the two hind limbs.
Maybe they hunted cooperatively, but likely would not have been able to take down large,
live quadruped prey because of deficient running speed. They probably scavenged
territories for anything edible, moving around to cope with seasonal or climate-driven
changes in food availability, and started competing with predator species for access to kills.
This may have played a role in driving hominid preoccupation with tool use, as the ability to
throw rocks and wield objects in largish groups would have made securing meat from big
game brought down by sizable predators easier to accomplish, in addition to divvying up the
meat itself. As anthropoids became hominids eight million years ago, and hominids became
hominins five million years ago, the protein content of their diets thus expanded, a
palatability not yet lost in this lineage from the days of smallish primates eating tropical bugs
more than twenty million years ago. This was the fuel for optimum development of brain
metabolism and structure manifesting as peak mental performance, a factor in the evolution
towards more flexible, technical and social intelligence.
Populations of evolving hominid species likely remained small and limited in range for
millions of years since reliable food sources were meager and local. Quite a bit of creativity
was probably required to fill their bellies; only so much success in scavenging could be had
when terrain grew unfamiliar, and poaching a kill from lions or other large predators would
have been infrequent. Over millions of years, forests, grasslands and deserts expanded and
contracted as hominids moved about, possibly first in Africa, adapting however they could to
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changes in food availability as they migrated, so that by the time the first hominins such as
Homo habilis and Homo ergaster were both alive, around 2 million years ago, intelligence
and protoculture had reached levels conducive to all but the harshest environments on
Earth.
Paleontology and archaeology indicate that Homo ergaster populations spread
throughout the Old World, evolving into Homo erectus in Asia and Homo neanderthalensis
in the Middle East and Europe. Our own species, Homo sapiens, probably evolved in either
East Africa or Asia roughly two hundred thousand years ago. There was some interbreeding
between early humans and Neanderthals, but every Homo species besides ours went extinct.
The cosmopolitanism of precivilized Homo sapiens is probably attributable to higher
intelligence, the ability to construct finely crafted tools and develop techniques for hunting,
trapping and food storage, growing their populations to sizes exceeding what was possible
for earlier Homo species. Neanderthals must have been no match for humans if there was
direct competition, for archaeology reveals many signs that human cultures were more
refined conceptually, active diplomatically, and technologically proficient. Early humans
lived a hunter-gatherer lifestyle still present in remote parts of the world, with men leaving
mobile camps or small villages to hunt for lengths of time that varied depending on
conditions, and women foraging edible plants. Humans had the compulsion to branch out
into untapped landscapes, and their populations swelled prodigiously in these areas of
abundant food availability. Genetic studies reveal that the entirety of indigenous society in
the Americas was seeded by no more than a total of roughly five thousand individuals who
trickled into the Western hemisphere by way of a land bridge from Siberia to modern day
Alaska during the most recent ice age between fifty and ten thousand years ago.
Despite technical adaptability, human hunter-gatherers could struggle at times when
regions of plentiful sustenance grew barren due to climate fluctuations or natural disasters,
forcing prehistoric tribes to regularly move so as to merely stay alive. Initial attempts at
civilized organization were hampered by climactic transitions, as centralizing tribal
federations would be forced to disperse with periodic downturns in the food supply, and
there are many ancient ruins to show for it. Upon switch to an agriculture-based diet
provided by compact farming, in some parts of the world taking hold as early as 10,000
B.C.E., larger communities could be supported on the same territories, and a huntergatherer lifestyle only maintainable in many places by continual relocation with the changing
seasons transitioned towards settled living in sprawling, culturally integrated populations.
Food supplies became collectivized, and in boom times that could last for centuries,
surpluses freed a proportion of the community to specialize in nonfarming trades, so that
peripheral technologies advanced at a much faster rate. Some of this inventiveness cycled
back into food production, making farming more efficient and stabilizing civilization even
further.
Yet in order for civilized living to take permanent hold, specific conditions had to
obtain. Many burgeoning cultures faced famine, a major factor in recurring declines. In the
Americas, when El Nino and La Nina effects were prolonged or severe, conventional farming
techniques could become inadequate, limiting organizational momentum of early
settlement in what are modern day Mexico and Peru. Many ancient communities of
nontropical regions in sub-Saharan Africa also faced climactic conditions unfavorable to
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large-scale agriculture, usually remaining tribal or relying on strategic location as hubs of
commerce, and these centers of trade always ended up abandoned when resource
distribution and availability changed: naturally occurring alterations to the course of rivers
affecting travel routes, political upheavals, exhaustion of nonrenewable desiderata, and
mercurial weather all took their toll. In tropical jungles, food was so abundant that there
was virtually no impetus for advanced agriculture, in addition to higher incidence of disease
that becomes intolerable with crowding. In drier and more frigid climates, humans relied on
both wild and domesticated herds such as buffalo, deer, oxen, or cattle as their food source,
and they were unable to settle in dense communities as areas were razed of vegetation by
grazing and animals had to move on. It was in the Middle East's fertile crescent, Egypt, the
Mediterranean, China, north India, and after a time Europe where agriculture was both an
upgrade and conduced by the natural environment, chiefly due to appropriate amounts of
water, and this is where farming, civilization with its organizational systems, and
technological advancement first put down deep roots.
For most of civilized history, food has been a hot commodity, with the majority of
human beings having precious little of it, and that only by backbreaking toil carried out
under the yolk of economic dependency. Conditions of the average farmer in antiquity are
not entirely clear; much of the agrarian economy was managed by aristocrats and those
affiliated with the military who used slave labor to tend their crops. Average soldiers could
improve their economic standing from plundering territories, purchasing or seizing property
throughout an empire and becoming pastoral landlords themselves, a major incentive for
the replenishment of martial manpower. It is less clear what the city dwellers of antiquity
ate, but markets with meat, produce, cooking oils and grain shipped in from outlying
provinces supplied at least some of their needs.
There are extensive records of peasant life in some parts of Medieval Europe. This is
true of England, where it is clear from legal documents that most of the population lived a
life centered around manors of seigneurs, the aristocratic lords. A minor percentage of
peasants owned their own property, most were tenants who owed a share of produce or
coinage to the lord in exchange for access to land as well as protection, and the rest were
"villeins" who lived on extremely small plots and worked someone else's land for a paltry
wage. Most citizens had particular tracts assigned to them, usually adjacent to their mud
and brick abodes, but the system was quite collectivist: oxen teams and plows were often
shared or loaned, and at dates of the harvest calendar, peasants communally worked land
set aside for the lord's income, events at which seigneurs provided bountiful feasts at their
own expense, the best meals of the year, accompanied by festivals and gaming. This was a
big deal, for most of what peasants ate was "pottage", vegetables mixed together and
cooked as a bland soup with trace amounts of meat. Even this minuscule access to food
could be reduced by fees and confiscations of produce resulting from any delinquency in
meeting one's work obligations; not appearing in the field one day as expected could cost
you. There were no fences, little private property, just the potential for a small fine to keep
peasantry tending to their business, and individuals could move about the fields as they saw
fit. In most regions of Europe, serfs owed three days a week of work to lords, a practice
called "robot", the rest going towards their own livelihood, but Russian serfs had been made
to contribute as much as six grueling days a week to the income of manorial lords, one of
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many historical factors in the early 20th century overthrow of the Czarist monarchy,
replaced by a Marxist dictatorship of the proletariat that at least initially sought to elevate
the status of working class citizens on the path to a communist society.
At the end of the Middle Ages and into the Renaissance and Early Modern period,
Europe’s population doubled with corollary political, economic and cultural unrest. Upon
discovery of the New World, Western European farmers began immigrating to these vast
new territories by the millions in search of more land, improved financial prospects and a
better future. In the U.S., settlers pushed inexorably west until by the early 20th century all
but the most remote areas from the Eastern seaboard to the Pacific coast had been
Europeanized. The Midwestern United States, with its fertile soil and favorable climate, was
converted into the country's "breadbasket", many hundreds of square miles of farmland
bolstering population growth and providing a portion of the nation's income from food
exports. Most of this was shipped back to European countries where land formerly allotted
to agriculture was fast being industrialized, with a swelling, concentrated class of proletariat
factory workers who needed to be fed.
Western European demand for U.S. agricultural products made this sector of the
economy a lucrative business, and wealthy interests entered the market, buying up land,
working towards a monopoly on farming by consolidation under corporatized auspices.
These large companies, with influxes of capital from investment as well as ancillary ties to
external markets, could assume the risks of speculation into more efficient methods and
equipment, and as ownership contracted with mergers and acquisitions, becoming
increasingly exclusive, the presence of competition for materials necessary to run their
farms dwindled so that they were able to fund operations for cheaper, which allowed them
to lower the prices of their products. In the latter half of the 20th century, this began to
drive small-scale landholders, the independent farmers, out of business, families which had
lived on their land for generations near small towns that were hubs for a whole way of life.
The U.S. government recognized families were being choked out of agriculture by big
business and adopted subsidization measures as an aid, but this has only slowed the
changeover to full control of food production by national and international corporations.
Agriculture is a good example of capitalism’s social effects, in particular its relationship
to governments. Even though corporate monopolies can endanger small businessmen, in
this case farmers, regulatory capabilities of the U.S. government are robust enough that
transition to farming as big business has not been cultural slash and burn. Quality control is
possible and pricing stays within a reasonable range; the food industry has not become
unchecked exploitation. U.S. agencies have spent enough on national infrastructure since
WW2 that agricultural products can be distributed throughout the country with high
efficiency. Supermarket chains that achieved commercial domination after the Great
Depression of the 1930's have streamlined delivery to consumers so it is cost effective to
import food from all across the world into the U.S. as well as invest in developing improved
varieties of produce and livestock by selective breeding, with novel products having wide
appeal. Media assists this effort at diversifying the food industry as cooking shows and
cookbooks teach individuals how to utilize exoticisms in dishes, a modest encouragement for
the appreciation of diverse cultures.
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Unfortunately, government regulation is starting to stall as capitalistic corporations
become powerful enough to control legislation going forward. We see the first indications
of this trend in disputes over genetically modified foods, as consumer concern about the
poorly understood effects of introducing synthetic genes to the environment goes largely
unheeded. All of the real decision-making is behind the scenes, but as far as anyone can tell,
research and analysis seems to be skewed towards the interests of businesses that can
influence every facet of an industry and its regulation. Corporate money is flowing in the
industry itself, into oversight, into any oversight of the oversight, into government
policymaking, education, and the legal system. Some degree of institutional overlap is to be
expected, but companies can throw so much weight around with astronomically huge sums
of cash that it is doubtful if anything highly profitable in the short-term, such as increased
crop yield or insect resistance, will ever be prevented by a regulatory agency, and it is even
more unlikely for the public to acquire detailed information about the food industry's
conduct absent a disaster. U.S. citizens face the same issue with globalization of food
sourcing: few new standards are being put in place to guarantee a greater array of products
from other countries are accompanied by expanded procedures for quality control,
accountable to citizens. Links between the food industry and action on public health are
likely to be stuck at 1990's levels barring incidences that are absolutely impossible to
overlook. Of course some simple progress is still possible, such as the introduction of golden
rice, a vitamin rich strain offering nutritional supplementation.
In the developing world, where governments are more unstable and less
representative, the situation is much worse. As many of these regions exited their phase as
colonies of European empires and began to embark upon self-determination, the first move
was towards government management of food distribution. Nonsustainable farming
techniques that had been imposed by colonial governance were not updated, and especially
in Africa, desertification of land and a lack of funding for infrastructure led to the
relinquishing of national control, during which foreign corporations entered the picture,
dominating the industry abroad. Much of the produce in developing countries is exported to
Europe and the U.S. by these companies of Western origin where it can be sold at higher
prices, and local governments coordinate with foreign operations no more conscientiously
than for a bit of easy cash via taxes, money that usually does not get cycled back into social
planning for the sake of bettering the general population's standard of living, which at the
very least could go towards sponsoring roadway projects similar to those undertaken in the
U.S. during the 1950's and 1960's. Western supermarket chains and complementary food
distribution companies are starting to extend their business interests to less affluent
countries, but infrastructure limitations inhibit the growth of logistical systems, meaning
that for the near future most countries will depend on local food supplies, with periods of
famine only countered by the constrained reach of charitable relief.
Well-functioning government is certainly one of the conditions for a healthy capitalist
economy, but too much bureaucracy can be a bane to populations. Early Soviet socialism is
an instance, as their five year plans for grain distribution were not flexible enough to adjust
to fluctuations in supply due to the climate anomalies which were always occurring
somewhere within huge territory. Shortages were common and life was less comfortable
than in the U.S., its chief competition for political supremacy. In the 1980's, the Soviet
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system was overthrown by a populace frustrated with an economy lagging behind its more
democratic rivals. Early Chinese socialism likewise faced some tribulations. At the founding
of its revolutionary administration, leadership toured industrialized countries and decided to
make ironworks a staple of the government-directed economy. However, they did not
initially reach an understanding of technical subtleties involved, and a large portion of the
population was assigned to manufacture inadequately refined pig iron, worthless on the
international market. Food imports for their huge population were impeded for a time by
the inability to sell this inferior product, and famines ensued. In the 1980's, citizens of China
demanded that capitalist corporations be allowed to set themselves up in the country under
threat of rebellion.
It is apparent that economies go through cycles, periodic booms and busts, and
governments are vital to ameliorating lows by tweaking the financial system at key moments.
However, the U.S. government has proven limited in its capacity to channel the economy’s
course into planning that is representative of citizens’ interests. American corporations have
become international, moving much of their manufacturing to foreign countries where labor
is cheaper, reducing jobs in the United States as well as sucking money out of the nation’s
middle class and into the pockets of a corporate ownership largely unconstrained by any
particular country’s regulations. U.S. citizens’ standard of living drops, with deficiency in
what should be elevation of the standard of living for developing countries. There are
exceptions to this neglect of public welfare by authorities: in Germany, due to subsidization,
the country projected that its electrical grid would be powered entirely with clean energy
sources such as wind and solar power by 2020, fossil fuel free. The world is full of divergent
strategies for political and economic organization, and it will be one of the main tasks of the
21st century to analyze all this variation for the sake of improving quality of life via healthier
diets and more.

11. The Psychology and History of Violent Conflict
Human combat is one of the few contexts where primal instinct is unleashed without
restraint, and so reveals much about the psyche that is not ordinarily observable. Its roots
are in the fight-or-flight response, the surge of energy that prepares a physique under
duress to defend itself when in danger or flee at maximal speeds, present to some degree in
all mobile species. It is not just activated by threats from other organisms, but also when an
animal is about to fall precipitously, or is excited by something in its environment, or must
rapidly dodge a moving object, any situation that requires enhanced reaction time,
stimulated by lightning quick perceptions.
Epinephrine, more commonly known as adrenaline, is the main hormone involved in
initiating this physical response; when it is released into the blood stream from the adrenal
glands, heart rate and blood pressure increase, breathing quickens, blood flow shifts from
internal organs to skeletal muscles, concentrations of stress hormones increase in the brain,
and the senses become hyperalert to stimuli. This process is reversed by the hormone
norepinephrine. The neurotransmitter acetylcholine is involved in muscle contraction and
floods nerves when the body is in fight-or-flight mode, potentiating strenuous exertions.
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This physiological system is designed for sudden bursts of full on effort; when prolonged
activation occurs, the body's chemistry depletes and exhaustion ensues. Persistent stress
from a high-octane environ can cause damage to the brain as well as elevate the risk of
heart problems and additional health issues.
Psychologically, battle between humans is very much an extension of the hunting drive,
a euphoria that accompanies ambush of an enemy. It is difficult to describe the exhilaration
of a primeval hunt, but it is one of the strongest emotions in the human repertoire and
probably a main motivator for hunter-gatherer warfare. Upon hand-to-hand engagement,
adrenaline surges and the body becomes much stronger. If peak athleticism is necessary,
the mind slips into an intense focus during which the environment seems to slow down, with
all the minute details of even complex movements under full conscious control, a
heightened awareness that is pure, relentless physicality. This is the same mental state
experienced at moments when competitive sports require total commitment of the body's
kinetic resources.
Well-trained warriors and athletes seamlessly enter and leave the aggressor mentality,
and most societies have members who train their whole lives for this sort of battle readiness.
In hunter-gatherer cultures, most of the men at the very least are conditioned by hunting
and mock combat experience to fight effectively. An additional enhancement of fighting
ability can occur in the moment of altercation as a result of pain caused by injury,
stimulating the mind to apex performance and sometimes a vengeful rage that makes one
impervious to fear and further pain, with nearly invincible strength, stamina and reckless
courage, irresistible in hand-to-hand combat until entirely incapacitated.
For novice warriors, real battle can be an unsettling experience of jitteriness and terror
during which they get rattled by the sheer brutality enveloping them and endangering their
lives. Fear of inexperience is why veteran forces are so much more effective; training is
essential, but circumstances on an actual battlefield simply cannot be simulated by practice,
when death is imminent and combatants know they require a large dose of luck to survive.
This element of fear increases with the size of armies and equivalence in their formidability,
as life and death for single soldiers is almost a matter of chance, and it becomes impossible
for anyone but generals to tell who is winning or losing while in the thick of it. Sophisticated
modern weaponry can pose further difficulties, as highly technical procedures and
communications must be carried out while in an extremely lethal and long-ranged line of fire.
Battle brings out a host of impulses and emotions. In early antiquity, when moral
sensibility, the human conscience, was less developed, war was more merciless, bordering
on bloodlust. Upon victory, soldiers pursued the fleeing enemy and slaughtered whole
armies. There are records of the ancient Greek city state of Athens murdering nearly
everyone in a dissenting colony, the Bible describes armies dispatching entire male
populations in conquered territories, and there is at least one instance of a Persian fighting
force descending on a defenseless Indian city, killing tens of thousands of unarmed citizens.
The enticement of power was also strong at this time and militant imperialism was a fact of
life, often the glue that held cultures together, legitimizing leadership. Many armies
required mercenaries to supplement their ranks, especially once significant losses were
incurred, and with no intrinsic allegiance to a civilization's cause, these soldiers had to be
placated by material compensations less readily available in nonacquisitive peacetime,
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necessitating constant hostilities to prevent idle pillaging at the expense of political aims as
well as mutinies.
Over the millennia, warring has become more intellectual, with soldiers and civilians
alike reflecting deeply on large-scale aggression and experience of the battlefield, what it
means for them and their countries. With larger and more complex armies, teamwork grew
essential to military success, and this has in modern times developed into strong bonding
between fellow conscripts who are compatriots and coworkers. Seeing their deaths has
become excruciating and can cause damage to the psyche that lingers for a lifetime.
Revenge or "evening the score" are ever-present motivations for violent conflict at any level,
as perceived wrongs easily lead to feuding, sometimes drawing whole countries into the fray,
but society is becoming more practical-minded about war, with many determined to
minimize its incidence despite whatever beliefs exist regarding culpability. Competitiveness
has always fueled a desire for supremacy in battle, with war being a high stakes sport for the
self-identifying warrior; reading Homer's Iliad or the Norse Njal's Saga makes this clear.
Related to this gamesmanship, the modern coalescence of personal ego and national pride
are deeply entwined with the outcome of engagements, which can make soldiers willing and
able to perform actions unlike anything in their civilian lives despite the high risk. In
antiquity and into the Medieval period, battle was inherently honorable, and a valiant death
in war was its own reward for both individuals and their families. From the Early Modern
period to modern times, the more destructive and disruptive nature of technologically
progressing war has resulted in transition to viewing its value more sociopolitically, as a
benefit to the homeland but more of a necessary evil for the individual. With populations of
many millions across the globe, it is no longer practicable to seize total control of a conquest,
annexing lands and plundering possessions, so treaties must be negotiated that subdue
governments while avoiding excessive onerousness to their citizens, and honor is bestowed
in the form of extrinsic rewards such as ranks and medals that function as incentives to what
has become expedient self-sacrifice rather than rapacity.
As civilized organization increased, the sophistication of fighting techniques did as well,
until strategy was an integral aspect of war. In antiquity, battle formations such as the
Greek phalanx, a block of soldiers with bristling spears who moved in unison, became
common. Armies were assembled in divisions with complementary roles. Every fighting
force had some kind of foot soldier armed with spear or sword. Synchronized arching
became common as it softened enemy lines at a distance. Most armies also included horsebased units, first chariots with one soldier driving and the other using bow and arrow while
on the move or dismounting to fight with sword or spear, then mounted units of even
greater mobility with armed riders that charged enemy lines to trample and disorient
ground forces.
Alliances, economic factors and strategic disasters were key in determining the
outcome of wars. There are hundreds of famed examples, but the fight between Rome and
Carthage during the Second Punic War near the end of the 3rd century B.C.E. is a textbook
case. Hannibal, the brilliant general of Carthage's forces, was born in an outlying settlement
in Carthaginian Iberia, what is modern day Spain. His father had influential rivals in
mainland North Africa, and for this reason their military involvements never received full
economic backing from the empire, which would have allowed them to easily overrun still
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modestly sized Roman territory and dominate the Mediterranean. An invincibly large
ground force crossing the Mediterranean sea from Carthage proper and landing on the
Italian mainland to route Rome was out of the question, so when Hannibal's time as
commander arrived, he decided to depart from the Iberian peninsula, traverse Europe and
cross the Alps with a hundred elephants, thousands of cavalry and a vast agglomeration of
foot soldiers, altogether consisting of an unstoppable hundred thousand men.
The operation went well until reaching high elevations in the mountains; there was no
infrastructure to support such a massive war party, so the army had to repeatedly pause on
its journey while detachments scouted out an adequate route, then build a system of roads
from scratch, all in heavy snow and freezing temperatures with diminishing supplies. The
hardships must have been tremendous, for by the time Hannibal arrived in Italy, only ten
thousand Carthaginian soldiers remained. He had counted on support from neighboring
tribes who were enemies of Rome to strengthen his ranks, but logistical issues related to the
language barrier as well as deficiency in training limited the effectiveness of these
reinforcements.
Despite adversity and its weakened state, Carthage's army was still a formidable foe
for Rome and marched through Italy with impunity, supporting itself by despoiling farms and
towns. The Roman military first decided to take shelter in its capital city, but its generals
were accustomed to risk-seeking strategies, rushing headlong at the enemy and crushing it
immediately in pursuit of glory, honor and prestige. Under Hannibal's leadership, Carthage
was not the pushover Rome was used to encountering, and legions departed the capital
multiple times to force open confrontation, only to be decimated due to inferior tactics,
buying the Carthaginian army years of time to regroup and recruit mercenaries from
surrounding regions in what otherwise would have soon become an attritioned, vulnerable
opponent.
Rome’s command finally began transitioning to veterans of the war who knew their
enemy well, capable of tactically exploiting any weaknesses that materialized during battles,
headed by the general Scipio. Carthage had marauded all the way to southern reaches of
Italy, then north, and then back to the capital, but was unable to assault the main Roman
force biding its time behind city walls. At this juncture, a decade after their arrival, the
Carthaginian army consisted mostly of foreign mercenaries from bordering tribes, sapped of
its impeccable discipline, an army Rome could handle. Hannibal escaped to Carthage with
some of his troops, and the opportunity to submit Rome had passed them by. He was
forced into exile by political competitors at home, and a century later Carthage fell to a
Roman expansion that was destined to bring almost the whole of Europe and the Middle
East under its domination.
Rome’s rise in antiquity was the high-water mark of military-backed control until the
Mongol invasion of China and what is modern day Russia in the 13th century. Under
Genghis Khan, the Mongols were nearly invincible, as their mounted soldiers had
unparalleled ability to fire bow and arrow with deadly accuracy at full gallop. They also had
adopted some innovative tactics that gave them an advantage. Chiefly among these was
their approach to enemy horsemen. Mongol mounted units would feign retreat in the thick
of battle while picking off pursuit with bow and arrow. Their pikemen hitched a ride
alongside until the ideal moment, then dismounted and took out the enemy's horses with
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long spikes braced against the ground, after which resistance to highly mobile Mongol
archery was all but impossible.
The only barrier to Mongol conquest of Europe was probably the death of Genghis
Khan, after which a power struggle between his relatives halted expansion and fractured the
empire into multiple kingdoms. Near the end of the Medieval period, new weaponry came
into regular use as an effective counter to traditional tactics, first cannons that pulverized
even mounted soldiers and made city walls useless, then muskets rendering the average
foot soldier much more dangerous. Firepower and accuracy of these ranged weapons
increased with progression to artillery and rifles, until by the mid-19th century equivalently
sized armies were much more potent when dug in defensively than while on the attack. This
was put on full display by the American Civil War, during which the Union and Confederate
armies could spend months maneuvering around each other seeking a strategically superior
position, then upon engagement both lose hundreds of thousands of troops in only a few
days anyways with no substantial gains in territory. The Union emerged victorious primarily
because it had a larger population and more industry with which to replenish its supplies.
This was similarly the case during World War 1, when the front between the French and
German militaries remained impenetrable for years until fresh troops from the United States
joined the war, outresourcing the Central Powers.
At the end of World War 1, tanks were introduced, the first armored vehicles. Fighter
planes also came into use, though at this time their weak firepower gave them little
influence in events on the ground. Navies with their sail-based travel had also advanced
from a time-lagged part in transport, blockading, the bombardment of ports and seizure of
trade goods, rudimentary by today's standards, as U-boats, the German submarines, almost
indefensibly harried British and American shipping during the war. Technology progressed
so rapidly that by World War 2, only about twenty years later, air force bombing reduced
military bases and industrial sites to rubble, artillery and naval power turned cities into ruins
with long-ranged shelling, and high-powered motors at sea and on land stretched supply
lines to thousands of miles. There was not a single spot on the whole globe free from
imminent invasion by militaries.
No doubt World War 3, a struggle for sovereignty between American and Soviet
Russian spheres of influence, would have occurred a couple decades later if not for a
terrifying development: the invention of nuclear weapons. Dropping only two bombs on
Japan obliterated a couple cities, compelling unconditional surrender and ending World War
2, but the U.S. and Soviets soon became embroiled in an arms race and military rivalry, the
Cold War, during which nuclear arsenals grew to insane proportions, capable of vaporizing
every square foot of both countries and obliterating world agriculture with climate change
from fallout in the upper atmosphere, the notorious "nuclear winter". First air force
bombers were equipped for a nuclear strike, giving this apocalyptic weaponry a range of
hundreds of miles, then submarines were outfitted with nuclear missiles that could reach at
least some territory in any country on the planet if penetration of enemy perimeters was
achieved, then ICBM's, intercontinental ballistic missiles, extended the range of nuclear
power to worldwide. Society was coming close to ending civilization with warfare; as the
famous physicist Albert Einstein said, actually one of the scientists responsible for expediting
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America's nuclear program, "I know not with what weapons World War 3 will be fought, but
World War 4 will be fought with sticks and stones".
After the scares of the 1960's and 1970's, when hostility between democratic and
communist ideology was peaking and civilization came within minutes of total destruction
on multiple occasions, the U.S. and Soviet Union began to soften their stance and enter into
negotiations for nuclear disarmament. By the 1990's there were several countries with
nuclear capability, feeding into some tense situations such as bad blood between primarily
Hindu India and Muslim Pakistan, rancorous neighbors who both became nuclear-armed.
The world arsenal of nuclear, chemical and biological WMD's, weapons of mass destruction,
is largely under control, as military ambitions are kept in check by economic sanctions. The
irascibility sometimes characteristic of international relations can be set aside when survival
of every population on the planet is at stake. It requires constant vigilance to foster
rapprochement and cooperation that keep arms development under wraps.
As communications technology advances, surveillance has become the front line of
warfare; most military activity consists in finding out enough about rival forces to engage in
competent diplomacy. First, extremely fast spy planes such as the SR-71 Blackbird were
engineered, circling the planet in only a few hours while taking high definition photographs.
Then came stealth technology, making aircraft undetectable by radar for deep penetration
into foreign territory. In the 21st century, spy satellites keep constant watch on the
movement of military paraphernalia so that there are no longer any surprises.
With total dependence on electronics and growing reliance on computerization,
cyberwarfare capabilities are becoming central to military strategy. An arms race for
logistical control via software is happening behind the scenes, as technology-based
installations of rivals can be manipulated and sometimes disarmed or destroyed by utilizing
computer networks, from convenient locations safely inside a home country. Armies of
brilliant programmers are being recruited in every nation to employ and defend against
remote-controlled drone warfare as well as discover the weaknesses of rival cybergrids, and
it will be a parlous adventure for humanity to handle all this futuristic weaponry.
Prolonged exposure to large-scale war places a huge amount of stress on the psyche.
War can desensitize individuals to violence and confrontation, making it easier to tolerate or
commit acts considered criminal in civilian life, so that it is more of a challenge to remain
law-abiding. Psychological wear and tear of constant life or death struggle recalibrates the
brain so that it cannot function without the shock of danger and aggression, even if the
individual's conscious mind is opposed to unnecessary conflict. Soldiers can become
hypersensitized to stimuli such as fireworks, yelling or additional loud noises that mimic
sounds of the battlefield, jumping back into an extreme fight-or-flight mentality that is rare
for the general population while lacking a behavioral outlet sufficient to discharge this affect.
Veterans in war zones long enough for combat to become a way of life sometimes face
difficulties readjusting to normal society. They do not often come across anyone who truly
identifies with their cognitive situation, the horrible memories and keyed up psyches, so
take refuge in each other's company, frequently remaining more isolated from the rest of
the community than they would like to be. War always ruins or ends innocent lives, and
most veterans have seen this firsthand, maybe even with responsibility for unjust deaths
while in search and destroy mode, so guilt gnaws at the more ethically developed psyches of
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modern soldiers while they are not fighting and diminishes their self-esteem. As if this is not
bad enough, mental scarring is often accompanied by physical disabilities from war wounds
that limit former soldiers' ability to work or in many cases care for themselves, and support
for these individuals who have thus far been essential to any country's survival can be
shamefully inadequate.
In antiquity, with warring still very much at the core of culture despite an ongoing
switch to more civilized lifestyles, the erosion of inhibitions caused by inurement to violence
was glaringly apparent as armies on the move scourged the countryside, assaulting citizens,
vandalizing property and stealing whatever they needed. War increasingly became a
subsidiary institution, and by Medieval times many inhabitants of Europe wearied of
scavenging armies disruptively roving to and fro across the continent. The last crusaders
were abandoned to fend for themselves against Muslims in the Holy Land by merchant
interests of Italian cities that they relied upon for transportation and supplies. Culturally
refined societies of Southern Europe still took enough trouble to rescue crusading kings
when fortunes of their armies plummeted, as they almost always did, but by the 15th
century upper class leadership usually bade good riddance to militancy incited by religion.
Corruption in the universal church hijacked this progress towards a less violent
European culture. The 16th century was a perfect storm: clergy became outspoken about
hypocrisy at high levels; the crusading mentality was turned against papal hierarchy as well
as its allies in secular governments with their punishment of reformist doctrines; the upper
class, even in many cases including reformist clergy, balked at warlike insurrection and
about-faced to backing crackdowns on laity; simmering ethnic and class tensions boiled over
in this emotionally charged atmosphere; everyone was fighting everyone. Europe would be
divided along religious lines for centuries, and as the mere animosity itself became
traditional, part of basic public consciousness, it was integrated into politics as the modus
operandi of newly forming nation-states.
From breakdown of papal mandate until the beginning of the 21st century, Europe had
been beset by violence of class, ethnic and religious origin, often instigated by national and
regional governance, but since formation of the European Union and denouement of the
West's face-off with Soviet Russia, Caucasian culture has experienced more relative peace
than at probably any time during its history. Legal systems of the Western world have made
huge strides since the days of feuds, pogroms and berserking, when contemplation and
execution of violent acts diminished every human life. Berserkers were no doubt cadres of
psychologically overtaxed warriors who found it impossible to resume civilian existence and
instead lived a countercultural life of grizzled comradery with predatory assaults on the
mainstream population. Law enforcement hinders developments such as this and is of
course a necessity, but much more is required to dignify human life and tame incentives for
violence. Some societies are getting better at responding to conditions like PTSD (posttraumatic stress disorder), which manifest in those who have been immersed in violence,
also at giving individuals a decent life regardless of circumstances, reducing incidence of the
factors that trigger a lashing out at authority or one's community and foment derisiveness.
We have a long ways to go however, as violent conflict, war, along with distrust and hate
they breed are ever on the brink of flaming up into social destructiveness.
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12. The Psychology and Institutions of Intimacy and Sexuality
The first notions of the psyche's development were theorized with reference to 'libido',
the formative spontaneity of an organism as it extends itself into surroundings, grappling
with environments in order to meet its needs, primarily those of nutrition, reproduction and
aptness of perception-driven response, for which processes the nervous system and
especially the brain are the body's control center. Psychical libido was conceived before
researchers had performed much modeling of the nervous system as physiological and
biochemical structure, initially derived from analyzing correlations of behavior and
introspective communication with perception and conception, which psychological
practitioners such as Freud and his contemporaries were the first to systematically observe
while conversing with patients. They noted the way reactions of gesture, speech, emotion
and thinking unfold in one-on-one psychoanalytic sessions, and began to construct a picture
of the human mind's functionality, a flowing and morphing interactivity and adaptivity that is
nonetheless highly modular.
Since psychologists had committed to an intuition that the mind is a subsidiary of
biological purpose, it was believed to be closely linked with physiological structures most
essential for these purposes. Freud in particular began by theorizing that the mouth's role in
feeding and communication as well as the anus and male genitalia's part in excretion make
these regions of the body focal points of infant psychical growth, a nascent set of mind/body
behavioral complexes where sensations, decision-making and motor skills first coordinate
most intricately. The general model has been corroborated by neuroscience, which reveals
that neurons are densely packed at anatomical loci of core behaviors, and more brain matter
is devoted to control of these bodily locations. With this encouragement, Freud's paradigm
was expanded by Jacques Lacan et al to visual and aural modules of the psyche, and we can
add by way of increases in knowledge of nervous system anatomy our tactile, olfactory and
gustatory experiences, also collected effects in the brain of internal organs and organ
systems - for example, the lymph system, stomach, or adrenal glands - known as
'interoception'.
Upon birth, pleasure and pain are almost exclusively a product of simple nerve
stimulation; sensations of hunger and thirst as well as their satiation, touch, sickness, and
everything else experienced by a newborn elicit almost automatic responses, first smiling,
crying and suckling, then giggling, yelling or gibberish vocalizations. From classical
conditioning a tiny baby learns to associate indicators such as an adult with linkages
between phenomena, for instance acquisition of a meal and the quelling of hunger, just as
Pavlov's dogs connected bell ringing with arrival of food, so that both cognitive and bodily
behavior are honed by social contexts into strategies for exploiting cause and effect as the
first primitive inferencing. Cognition quickly matures and these social contexts elaborate
into a forum for the exercise of complex meanings, with youngsters forming relationships,
experiencing positive and negative reinforcement in reply to intentions rather than merely
from material benefits proximal to personal contacts. Approval or disapproval of adults and
peers shapes physiology of behavior more and more until children are utterly dependent on
social consequences as they seek to engage with the environment.
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While psyches of the young grow, so do their reasoning faculties, and they are
continually making all kinds of creative inferences, defining surroundings via an increasingly
involute conceptualizing. Nascent consciousness is lodged in a body with causal
relationships to the outside world that upon leaving the womb are at first totally alien, and
body and brain functions of course change in major ways as an individual develops, so the
mind must combine sensations with memories and observings to fashion a malleable
concept of its own self, figuring out what its transforming needs are and how to meet them
in an expanding agglomeration of contexts. This self-concept is a human being's identity, an
integration of beliefs about the nature of material desiderata, variously intimate
acquaintances and abstract information, which combine with a fluctuating plethora of
interoceptions, perceptions and observations to progress as the individual cultivates a
persona, enters into adult life, and copes with the stresses of full-fledged responsibility.
Maturing human beings interact to an ever greater extent with society at large, and
culture comes into play as a sculptive force upon the psyche. Attitudes and opinions of
those that youths observe influence beliefs and behaviors, one of many domains within
which the conditioning of sensory stimulation takes effect: visual, aural and further cues,
with their personal and collective significances. Art has profound impact, shaping young
individuals' likes and dislikes, accustoming them to motifs by repeated exposure so that they
seek out a narrow set of familiar experiences, then indoctrinating various kinds of imagery as
signs activating interpretive concepts, actuating a culture's convictions about behavior,
intention and reality in general, which makes thought processes and the meaning of
environments fall in line with convention. This cultural template as a collection of social
norms molds mind and behavior by influencing the experience of pleasure and pain, inclining
humans towards a particular self-image - the perceived identity that constitutes one's worth
in relation to collective values - and casting views about authority, social status and much
more.
So a physique that is both innate and elastic changes as a result of intrinsic impetus
and interactivity with environments, a course of development concentrated around centers
of functionality, the organism’s behavioral units. Nervous systems thicken and diversify at
interfaces between the body and external milieus as well as locations regulating
homeostasis, all intersecting by various routes with a cognition that is the long-term
strategizer and executive decision maker. After parturition, social conditions almost
immediately start selecting, extinguishing and channeling behaviors. This initially happens in
the context of personal relationships between infants and caregivers dictated by the need
for simple, immediate results such as acquisition of food and drink, cleansing of the body
and response to illness, then, as cognitive awareness deepens, affected by concepts
imposed from out of increasingly wide social spheres - family, community, then culture - so
that the body subsists in an ocean of memes manipulating and motivating the mind, the
most important factor in a human's fate, especially for civilized living. All of these
ingredients converge to fixate physiological structures as forms carrying out particular
functions, a solidification that obstructs adaptability even as it streamlines behavior on both
an unconscious and conscious level for effective response to stimuli. A stomach can never
compensate for heart failure, a spinal cord never takes over the former role of a damaged
frontal lobe, and a mind conditioned for long-term survival in a war zone or transmuted
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chemically by long-term drug exposure often does not fully return to its untraumatized form,
though the brain has more resilience than most features of the human body.
Like libido, the original concept of 'fixation' arose in a psychoanalytic context, with
practitioners observing behaviors of patients, in particular their speech, to document how
concepts coalesce in cognition as stable complexes. It was noticed that conceptual fixation
often involves irrational associations and behaviors, for instance Freud's exclamation of a
"hair-brained" idea peripheral to the conversationalists inducing in a female patient a
moment of self-consciousness about her hair, or a neurosis in which the presence of a male
acquaintance rendered a female patient mute until once again in the company of her
psychoanalyst Freud. It also became apparent from evaluation of his notes and recollections
that patients' pauses and slips of the tongue during conversational sessions had
unintentional meanings, revealing how processes of association with import for
understanding a subject's psyche take place below the threshold of self-awareness,
recognized only by psychologists via reflection upon subtle patterns evinced over the course
of multiple appointments. This provided support for Freud's intuition that the mouth as
locus of verbal communication, a main interface between the most complex and profound
thinking of human individuals, exists as a conduit to workings of the mind submerged below
language and the subject's own considered purposes, the outer layer in a deeply rooted
congregate of symbolic, conscious and unconscious structures.
Freud was convinced that affection between human beings as relational bonding,
which involves instinctual stimulations such as the sight of a smile, the sound of a laugh, a
mother's touch, a hug, a kiss, is closely linked to the physiology of sexuality along with its
development. The sex drive is largely interoceptive, a result of hormonal and
neurotransmitter effects that well up from the unconscious core of the body, and the
conscious mind must learn to interpret, regulate and socialize these impulsions just as it
must gain comprehension of that which is perceived as external. Furthermore, whenever
hormonal or structural changes contributing to sensual experience take place, the most
obvious example being puberty, the mind is thrown into disarray and must recalibrate
towards a new equilibrium.
Autostimulation is of course wrapped up with intimate relationships, as the experience
of one's own ego temporarily blurs or seems to blend with another individual, and someone
else's pleasure momentarily becomes equivalent to or substituted for our own. The psyche
not only hybridizes conceptual meanings with perceptual or erogenous phenomena
occurring throughout the body and one's egoistic, emotional and social identity, but also
seeks to actualize other psyches in an often bewildering combination of noncognitive
immediacy and physicality, emotional and intellectual self-fulfillment, as well as sometimes
intense empathy. Humans not only befriend and love, but transgress boundaries, take
possession of and responsibility for the needs of other individuals as the psyche construes its
own self-image to depend on successes, failures, opinions of romantic partners, family and
friends, a small circle of especially devoted individuals. Consequently, there is close
adjacency between solicitude, sex and power: care, submission and domination are all rolled
into one labyrinthine whole, quite unconscious and irrational even for the relatively
intellectualized psyche of humans.
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The biological basis for social relations is superlatively intricate in most vertebrate
species; field biologists are well-acquainted with this fact, but the amazing details exceed
common knowledge. Like humans, other animals spend their lives working out the
stratification of populations, distinctions of status that govern privileges, territorial claims
and the parameters of interaction, influencing food accessibility, mating opportunities and
the prospects of juveniles, all the essentials of individual and collective conduct honed by
evolution that enable species to ensure hereditary success, transmitting genes to the next
generation, which propagates facilitating traits, physiological and behavioral profiles of
stunning variety. Sexual activity usually occurs during specific phases in the lifecycle that can
last for only a couple hours of a whole lifespan in many species to decades of allencompassing impact in humans, a range of possibility scarcely believable to the uninitiated.
Cichlids, a type of small fish, have three genders that all play a role in mating. The
masculine males, of larger and stouter body plan, iron out their territories by aggression,
chasing away rival males so that once it is time for reproduction, boundaries have been
demarcated by which females can indicate interest via proximity. These keyed up males also
spend most of the time chasing away females that will be their reproductive partners.
However, there is an intermediate gender, a more slender male with whom the macho
males cannot reproduce, but which establishes an intimate male-male relationship: the two
males take part in courtship rituals, a slow, undulating swim while their bodies are parallel
and in contact. This relationship between fish with male sex organs plays an important part
in actual mating, as the slender male is a mediator between females and territorial males:
when it comes time for coitus, a female accompanies the slender male into territory, with
the three fish gradually spending more time together until finally mating, a group effort
during which the female and large male do the characteristic slow, undulating swim while
discharging eggs and sperm, but with the slender male also participating, sandwiched
between them. Ability of males to make these intrasex bonds is key in determining whether
they reproduce, as sexual interest depends on the slender male liaison.
Hummingbirds have four genders, a masculine male, a feminine male, a masculine
female, and a feminine female. Masculine males are stocky and aggressive with the shortest
beaks. Feminine males are slender and unaggressive with the longest beaks; they spend
almost all their time exclusively with each other, behavior organized around divergent
feeding habits, for they can access nectar from more kinds of flowers. Masculine females
are closer in body type to males with intermediately sized beaks, and feminine females are
the smallest in body size but with the second longest beaks. As of the early 2000’s, field
biologists had not observed hummingbirds extensively enough to know how this gender
complexity plays out in socializing, courtship and mating, but further discoveries would no
doubt be fascinating.
Bowerbird females roost in densely packed nests, but mate with males in groups called
"leks" outside their home territory. Males mate with both males and females, and the
raising of young is an amusing chaos of communality, with eggs shifted around between
nests while residents are away and nestlings furtively fed by birds other than even
nonbiological parents. Male mountain goats live most of their lives in single sex groups and
frequently mate with each other, while an effeminate minority of males live with the
females. In some snake species, males and females congregate upon emerging from
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hibernation, writhing together in coiled up balls, what appears to be group sex. Some fish
species have as many as five genders. Roughly one thousand obviously gender-bending
species have been documented, and there is probably much more variety not yet accounted
for. Most of this involves refined behaviors, not just social but probably conceptual as well,
and hopefully scientists will one day be able to account for what some of these animals are
perceiving and thinking when left to their own devices.
The entire spectrum of anthropoid species - gibbons, baboons, orangutans, gorillas,
chimpanzees, bonobos and humans - is well-known for the centrality of sexual behavior to
their lifecycles, with long-term intimacy being the norm. Sexual liberality has also been
documented, as promiscuity and homosexuality are universal to this taxonomical family.
Power relations are integral to their socializing, complex distributions of status along with
social climbing, especially in Homo sapiens and the great apes.
The psychology responsible for these characteristics probably bears resemblance to
humans, a flexibility in cognition that produces tractability in concepts of self, others and
general causality, a multifaceted and transformational identity. With nonhuman
anthropoids, it is difficult to discern exactly what spontaneous socialization involving
reproduction-related meaning consists in, but despite some clear similarities human libido
seems to differ considerably, at the least due to culture and the unique pacing of our
maturation.
As children grow into their social context, developing bodies and brains calibrate to
surroundings. First, control of eating, drinking and excreting functions is achieved, then
motor coordination advances to picking up objects and moving them around with purpose,
walking and running. Next, grammatical speech and accurately articulated vocabulary start
to take shape, with well-constructed sentences as well as awareness of a culture's
colloquialisms and additional idiosyncrasies of expression. Cognitively, the very young
practice organizing objects spatially and categorizing by type as well as figuring out or
imaginatively concocting functions and meanings during play, all the while matching up their
concepts to linguistic capabilities.
Adults are key in expediting adaption of children to their environments; the more
supportive, empathetically patient, rational, reliable and fair caregivers are as they interact
with impressionable babies, toddlers and young kids, the faster and more competently
youngsters make progress towards well-adjusted behavior and mastery of thought patterns.
Every preteen has a different timetable for reaching hormonal and cognitive equilibrium
where body and mind can handle everything ordinarily in the vicinity. Rates of maturation
depend on personal temperament, changing physical and mental aptitudes, and a
confidence derived from healthy relationships, adequate guidance and culture. Despite the
many obstacles that must be overcome, skillfully raised youngsters will by late grade school
usually be a pleasure to spend time with, probably, aside from any sibling clashes, the least
neurotic stage of a human being's life.
All of this changes with puberty as hormonal and physical features of the body
metamorphosize, and the conscious mind spends the entirety of its teenage years struggling
to readjust. An unfamiliar, mercurial physique and chemistry out of sync with the psyche
cause cognitive and behavioral awkwardness, with a substantial amount of emotional stress
as social status is reconstituted upon emergence of every pubescent's new personal
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characteristics. An average girl can become an alpha female if her breasts develop early; if a
boy matures quickly, he becomes one of the top athletes and can gravitate towards jock
subculture, sometimes neglecting academics. Teens cope with challenges of puberty by
diving into a hobby, engrossing themselves in excelling at a musical instrument or the
technicalities of some intellectual field, pursuits which can become integral to their selfimage and prepare them for a career. Many kids, lacking extraordinary achievement, jump
on a subcultural bandwagon around which friendships and recreation revolve, distinguishing
themselves with fashion, adopting the role of fan, engaging in subversive behaviors and
bonding over thrills involved, and sometimes finding themselves adrift, teased or bullied
until the onset of adulthood provides relief from teenage difficulties, often as an opportunity
to completely remake their standing in society.
Sexual attraction becomes a primary concern; hormones are suddenly raging, but the
psyche lags behind these compulsions, needing to learn its new nature and arrive at
strategies for managing sexuality as well as sustaining a romantic relationship. Some youths
end up battling through tumultuous dating drama with their reputations on the line, some
experiment sexually without much seriousness, and rarely teenagers find long-term
romance that leads seamlessly to adult marriage or somewhat more often skip introductory
dating rotations altogether and proceed directly to a marriagelike arrangement as an adult.
The chief test is in working out how to avoid or navigate breakups, tolerating any anguish,
self-doubt, distrust, jealousy, shame, insult and infamy from the roller coaster that is
intimacy.
Domestic violence can be a problem as early as the teenage years, for males surpass
most females in muscularity, anger from hormonal changes and social tensions boils over,
and images of violence in the media grow increasingly influential as parents begin to
relinquish their monitoring role, so that youths not only access more graphic material but
are alone with each other for longer stretches, at times giving the ability or inability to
exercise self-control free reign. Romantic relationships are signs of status in addition to a
source of pleasure, and many feel that their egos have been violated when conflict or
rejection occur, which in the immature teenage years can make individuals possessively
domineering. Verbal abuse is inevitable in any relationship, and is capable of escalating into
physical confrontation. According to many studies, domestic violence and worse are
epidemic in American society. The main method of prevention has been threat of legal
repercussions intended to deter with fear in addition to striking out offenders socially,
though sometimes with potential for reform, but countervailing media conditioning is a
strong opposing pressure, making the modern mind the battleground in a war for relational
harmony, waged against memetic forces inflaming immaturity, which are synergized by
emotional isolation and mass cruelty in our huge, impersonal civilization, putting immense
strain on willpower.
Once an individual reaches adulthood, sex and romance become less experimental,
with practical consideration of what a lifelong relationship will look like. Still, the emotional
and logistical twists and turns of a decades long marriage cannot be entirely planned for,
and most modern couples fight through major conflict to stay together. The institution of
marriage has been around since distant prehistory, as all indigenous tribes have rituals
symbolic of the culturally binding commitment that converts a sexual, political or economic
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relationship into a familial one. Marriage has always been an agreement to share material
resources and usually cooperate in bringing children into the world, raising them to be
competent adults, an arrangement which, as a result of eons of tradition, solidified into clear
division of labor within heterosexual couples. Tasks assigned to each sex in reproductioncentric relationships vary widely between hunter-gatherer tribes due to different
circumstances and beliefs, but each of these societies imposed in the past and sometimes
still today an ancient set of work expectations that children are brought up into and to which
they conform upon attaining connubial status. Rigid occupational roles made marriages
extremely stable, and divorce was less common than in modern times despite any
personality incompatibilities. Husband and wife were lifelong partners in what can be
likened to business, forms of companionship that had existed nonnegotiably for tens of
thousands of years, coerced upon adult life with psychological pressures exacted by
communities and impressed upon children from birth.
There is of course much divergence from the basic template. Young, unmarried
women were often offered to travelers in sexual diplomacy, and much record has been
made of this practice by European explorers of the Americas, Africa and Asia. Many cultures
live in extended families with three or more generations housed under a single roof; usually
it is the oldest son's responsibility to support aging parents. Polygamy is acceptable in some
cultures and subcultures, one male having multiple wives. For the upper class, especially
autocratic rulers, economic barons and otherwise rich, famous or eminent individuals,
extramarital promiscuity is often tolerated, and in some cultures those with superior status
maintain harems at their discretion, a prerogative of power. Prostitution has existed
throughout history, and though typically of ill-repute, societies assent to it at some times
and in some places or at least turn a blind eye towards its countercultural presence.
In modern Europeanized cultures, nuclear families are the standard, a husband and
wife living with no more than a few children, usually less. This form of household entered
the 1950's U.S. mainstream when independent farming became less profitable due to
competition from corporate food producers and the citizenry began a migration from rural
to urban areas. Cost of living was higher and a large family was not necessary to supply the
labor required in maintaining expansive land holdings, hundreds of acres of crops and
pasture. City occupations did not demand the same level of communality as farming, where
anticipation of inclement weather could force towns to sow or harvest at maximum speed
regardless of who owned which field, and there was neither paid leave for illness nor
insurance, only relatives and neighbors to pick up the slack for each other when adversity
struck. Families populating suburbs springing up everywhere did not have a
multigenerational history of mutuality, nor was this any more regarded as of much
importance, so culture drifted away from close-knit environments and towards valuing selfsufficiency. The trend was reinforced by heightened dangers of poverty in urban settings
where access to food depends on wages rather than one's own produce, and also due to the
consumerist mentality of laissez faire capitalism that obsesses over elevating one's status via
accumulating possessions. Corporate interests are trying to disperse these values around
the world from out of a lucrative business model providing the shortest distance between
current bottom lines and still more profit increase. It is for expert sociologists and
economists to discover exactly what the effects are outside the United States.
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Due to plasticity in human cognition, our conceptualizing of intimate relationships
spans a broad spectrum that can change considerably from era to era. There are
expressions of sexuality in any age that the majority of moderns would consider deviant,
reaching all the way back to Roman orgies, ancient Greek homosexuality and earlier. Sex
and the emotions with which it has close kinship gain spiritual significance as peak
experience; they usually mean something sentimental, and even when this is not the case, a
connection is made to our resilient but also vulnerable identities as we partake of them,
whether or not this is wanted.
Intersection of sex with reproduction, power, livelihood, intense emotion, spirituality,
and the familial contexts thus far vital to human development, essentially the fate of our
species' members in all individual and collective spheres, puts its cultural corollaries at the
nexus of feeling, thought, belief and institution-building. There are copious examples, of
which only a few will be mentioned. In the Medieval Christian tradition, some female
mystics were known for ecstatic visions, with institutions formed that allowed them to live
cloistered as a "bride of Christ". Medieval chivalry was a tradition of gentle manners in the
courting of a lady by a knight, from which may have evolved premarital rituals of courtship
performed by gentlemen, devolving somewhat into the dating scene that has such a
prominent place in modern culture. Expressions of erotic love have diversified, ranging all
the way from intellectualized sonnets of Shakespeare and those influenced by him, to
innocent and simple love songs, to explicit or vulgar innuendo in all art forms, to the
pornography of modern media as a multibillion dollar business reaching vast clienteles.
In Christianized Europe, the church placed stringent regulations on marriage, regarding
fornication, infidelity and divorce as punishable by excommunication and eternal damnation
to hell in the afterlife. Even in modern times, Christian leaders advocate for the sacredness
of family, against both infidelity and premarital sex as evils, and spend millions of dollars in
the U.S. on political lobbying for pro-life legislation and restrictions on birth control,
considering abortion and contraception a violation to the sanctity of God's righteous will as
manifest in unimpeded reproduction. Corporations crack down on sexuality to eradicate
tension, misunderstanding and offense from the workplace. Almost every company has
policies against sexual harassment backed by national legislation that result in immediate
firing and sometimes legal action for vulgarity, innuendo or sexual advances on the job.
Employees can report their own incidents and also those of coworkers, putting everyone in a
straitjacket of vigilance.
This contrasts with conditions beyond employment, where culture is hypersexualized.
Entertainment mediums such as acting, music and literature have always utilized romantic
and sexual content to attract the public's attention, probably the most prevalent subject
matter next to trepidations of imminent death and thrills of life-threatening violence.
Suggestion of eroticism generates strong emotions, some of the most memorable
experiences, and all types of media induce this desire, then satiate it voyeuristically.
Modern entertainment media has thoroughly incorporated themes of intimacy, earning
hundreds of billions of dollars per year promoting sexually attractive performers who are
paid huge sums because of their economic value and in order to fuel even further hype,
putting these employees as celebrities at the fulcrum of culture. Famous entertainers
advertise products, do publicity tours with busy interview schedules, coyly reveal details of
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their personal lives, become sensationalized for the beauty, sensuality, romance, charisma,
independence and wealth they represent.
At the same time as business models utilize sex and intimacy to drum up interest, an
observation has been made by production companies that children are the most
remunerative audience. Kids are easier to excite, parents and grandparents are often willing
to spend more on youths than themselves while attempting to make those in their care
happy, and adults will often be paying their own way as well when they chaperone or
otherwise try to be involved. Unless parents are willing to give curious young children
extensive access and risk psychological damage, these two marketing strategies do not
hybridize until the teenage years, at which time youths become strongly attracted to sexual
material and strive to liberate themselves from parental control. The entertainment
industry assails the fragility of this developmental stage in order to maximize its profits from
out of some misguided rationale, encroaching upon innocence in early relationships by
relentlessly portraying idealized, stylized and unabashedly physical romances between
teenaged or young adult idols, finding ways to make shocking or disturbing material come
off as funny, having pushed the envelope over multiple generations until pubescent
immorality of not only a sexual kind became normal, the graphic content that in its cathartic
subversion captures adult imaginations and makes youthful naivete feel mature.
It is clear that violent imagery is of some detriment to behavior of the young, though
how and to what extent is debatable, a topic well worth addressing, but for current
purposes the impact of representing idealized intimacy will be the focus. Media content is
meant for evoking powerful emotions, and as such it consists in plots that string together a
series of dramatic experiences. In romantic fare these are the climactic moments of
relationships: getting together, dates, making out, sex, arguing and breaking up.
Observation of histrionic intimacy shapes the young psyche, so that instead of settling into
an even-keeled, stable relationship that takes occasional friction over practical matters in
stride, teenagers seek a constant train of intense pleasures, an outlook that is impatient,
demanding and unrealistic. It can require a lot of personal trial and error to overcome this
pleasure-seeking mentality, and an intimate relationship between inexperienced
participants that encounters trying circumstances, frequent aggravations or a period of
malaise wants to become an emotional rollercoaster instead of a delegative, joint,
recalibrative effort. Simply put, it requires more maturity to stay together in modern
society's environment of high-octane stimulus.
Couples that marry are making a pledge of commitment, counting on fidelity,
deferential treatment and protectiveness, whatever a culture's criteria are for spousal
fairness, respect and trust. As civilization developed and local rituals of spirituality
synthesized into the standardized practices of world religions, these institutions often
assumed the role of obligating large populations to ethical precedents, including groundrules
for conjugal behavior. The potential for intense love in a new relationship is of course
intrinsic to the psyche, but any long-term commitment must transition into a financial
arrangement where partners consent to a division of labor for management of a household
and family, with romance occurring sporadically if at all, and cultures reinforce their norms,
which can grow onerous, by sometimes harsh conventional attitudes and even prosecutional
authority.
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In Christianized civilization, the division of labor between heterosexual couples
developed into a framework applied with near universality and supported by religious
doctrine: the husband's responsibility was to earn the majority of the family's income as a
professional "breadwinner", and the wife's role was to back her spouse, tend the house,
supervise children, cook, clean, and supplement finances only if necessary. At least in the
U.S., by the 1950's most Caucasian couples conformed to this outline: the man commuted to
work and earned a wage while the woman acted as homemaker whenever fiscally possible.
Businesses paid women less, many vocations were unavailable to them, there were no
husbands with subsidiary income, and male unemployment was disreputable, a social ill.
This began to change in the 1960's as movements that had sought equal standing for
disadvantaged demographics gelled into a progressive paradigm advocating liberation from
all oppression. Activism launched a feministic revolution with the goal of ending
submissiveness and gaining economic parity by countering traditions of male chauvinism
with art, literature and media. The Christian church's paternalistic stance on heterosexual
relationships seemed increasingly out of date, and females trended towards revolt against
not only economic but religious conventions. Women who wanted financial independence
often adopted a contrasexual lifestyle of romantic self-determination, insisting on more
control in their intimate relationships and sexuality, an equivalence to male partners. As
espousal of these values acquired momentum, diffusing over the course of decades into
mainstream culture, new job opportunities came available to females, unmarried and
divorced women no longer faced financial ruin or disgrace, and Western marriage
transformed from a spiritual concept sanctioned by religion to a juristic concept adjudicated
by the court system, a kind of financial contract defined primarily in connection to its legal
parameters, with the morality of sexual relationships, while still sometimes considered
important, being secondary and more subculturally diverse.
Financial emancipation of the female sex is nearing completion, a commendable step
in the minds of those who value egalitarianism, but life is by no means getting easier for
anyone. Cost of living has increased in the U.S., and together with inflation, a couple in
which only one individual works is typically no longer an option. Some need their
relationship to merely stay solvent and must fight tooth and nail during divorces. When
both partners work, allocation of earnings is more complex; they are both footing
substantial costs and must negotiate compromises over spending that can cause recurring
disagreements and power struggles. U.S. citizens must work longer hours with every passing
year, which gives couples less recreational time for each other and any children they may
have, a more frantically paced lifestyle of higher stress. Add in ideals of starry-eyed romance
and erotic beauty foisted on individuals from childhood by media and marketing, which
make the path to realistic visions of what a long-term relationship entails almost impossible
for some to attain without first fighting through colossal failures, and the chances of
satisfaction are minimal. When couples egress from the passionate initial phase of a
relationship, with romance become rare, their deep-seated cravings for peak emotion no
longer consummated, even minor hardships added to already demoralizing pressure can
quickly push them to the breaking point.
More than half of all U.S. marriages end in divorce, with tensions so tremendous that
most couples begin with a trial period of cohabitation before tying the financial and cultural
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knot that entwines their fates. Average age of a first marriage is rising as romantic
relationships usually do not prove sustainable in the long-term, with many individuals
getting sexual satisfaction from temporary, low commitment hooking up. Those who do
manage to make it past the stage where ideals of romantic love are sometimes realized
often get these pleasures that are so difficult to obtain in the real world vicariously from
media, a happiness-starved desperation plugged into the mainframe. Many citizens of the
contemporary world are lost without media to keep their spirits up, an institution to
substitute for and profit from the decline of natural socializing in a self-amplifying feedback
blasting our cultural heritages to dust, the "dustbin of history", a trend so obscured by the
swirling cloud of memetic debris that our deluded psyches can only stagger in the dark.
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iii. A Closer Look at Representational Modeling
13. Causality and Uncertainty
We have thus far talked of the science, psychology and institutions of human health,
food consumption, combat and reproduction as if they are distinct modules with separate
developmental histories, but they interact in profound ways. All four of these domains are
interdependent: an immune system is useless without adequate metabolism, both of these
are impotent if the bodies they sustain are not defensible from external threats, and all
three of these categories with their characteristic functionality are wiped from the face of
the Earth in one generation without the ability to reproduce.
The following provides one of a vast quantity of possible examples for how each
module affects the others in intrinsically reciprocal relationships:
The immune system requires good nutrition to operate normally; an overactive immune
system can cause unpleasant and sometimes life threatening allergies to food. Epidemics
have been a reason for victory or defeat in war; the spread of disease is utilized by
populations against each other, culminating as weaponized biological agents such as anthrax.
Circumvention of the body's defenses by pathogens alters genes, causing birth defects or
premature death, but also beneficial mutations; it has been tentatively suggested by some
research that the scents of romantic partners can reveal whether immune system profiles
are a good match, which may be one of many factors contributing to the health of offspring
(simultaneously caused by reproduction and immunity). Victory in war has been achieved by
starving populations into submission with sieges; physical rigors of combat training can
make the body's metabolism more efficient so that an individual stays in better health.
Maturation of a human to reproductive age of course depends on sufficient nutrition, as
does fertility; children of obese parents are more likely to be born with a metabolic disorder.
Violent conflict has affected the distribution and intermingling of ethnic groups in thousands
of ways; more enlarged communities of Homo sapiens compared to other Homo species due
to richer culture and better technology may have been partly responsible for our triumph if
direct conflict ever stirred up violence, and knowing human nature it probably would have.
We can further incorporate the modules of human perception/conception and
language/symbolizing into this framework of causal reciprocity:
Failure of the immune system to ward off infection can result in damage to sense organs and
cognition; over the course of human history, contaminated water frequently produced
disease as its transmitting of pathogens went unrecognized until modern times. The human
eye requires vitamin A to work properly, and memory can be enhanced temporarily by
amphetamines even though addiction and brain damage are likely from prolonged use;
archaeology reveals that around 6000 B.C.E. rickets became widespread in Europe as its
populations transitioned to agriculture because the association was not made between a
cereal-based diet and vitamin D deficiency, resulting in natural selection for lighter skin
shades with greater UV absorption in these northern climes. Mongol invasions were a
motivator for European exploration of Asia and eventual voyages that discovered the
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Americas; satellite surveillance makes response to rival military strategies much more
effective. Mere sight of their child can activate the genes of parents (a mutually
reproductive and perceptual/conceptual cause). Factual description often compels humans
to seek further understanding via firsthand experience; new observations made with
scientific instrumentation lead to a modifying of descriptive models.
As for the language module:
Communicating that a treatment will work can result in the placebo effect, boosting immune
system function and healing by the power of suggestion; cancer may injure portions of the
brain, mouth, larynx, bronchial tubes and lungs, sometimes interfering with vocalization.
Instructional materials explaining nutrition are an efficient way of teaching individuals how
to maintain a healthy diet; the attention span necessary for kids to get maximum benefit
from school lectures flags if nutrition is not satisfactory. Cracking German encryption, the
Enigma code, during World War 2 led to victory for the Allies; British imperial conquests
spanning the globe along with U.S. expansion turned English into the international language
of commerce. Conversation is a primary means by which human beings establish intimacy
and decide who their romantic partners will be; language talents or impediments can run in
families.
From the huge amount of possible combinations, which readers can no doubt add to
from their own knowledge, it becomes obvious that division into these general categories is
somewhat arbitrary from the perspective of total causality in the real world. A focus on
each of these modules of function as individual domains serves more to demonstrate how
our previously specified layers of causal emergence tend to hybridize in wide-ranging
explanations than to account for the entirety of causal vectors as we reason about a
phenomenon.
For instance, there is more to the Mongol invasion than historical records can ever
reveal. If we went back in time, we could do a brain scan and psychological evaluation as
well as cultural research to find out what made Genghis Khan such an effective expansionist,
whether it was his personal characteristics, the rarefied convergence of various material and
social factors within Asian cultures, or some concatenation of both. Today's sociologists
could embed themselves on the ground, with interviewing and analysis of what all the
players on this historical stage were thinking, what motivated them, including Europeans
who emerged from the Middle Ages as such determined explorers and imperialists.
Neuroscientists and geneticists from far beyond even our era would perhaps be able to
model Genghis Khan's brain and trait profile with a specificity unimaginable to us today,
illuminating exactly what made him tick.
With research into modern life, where records are practically unlimited in specificity
and comprehensiveness, and in which powerful science and technology exist for modeling
experience in ways markedly exceeding personal observations, opportunities to accumulate
fact and formulate truth are much greater. In order to understand the interrelationship of
media with behavior, we can do better than making the mere speculation that
entertainment mediums are propping up a culture in decline from crushing economic and
mimetic pressure on individuals, an environment in which we barely hold on to a
disintegrating institution of marriage and stem the tide of degeneration in families.
Neurologists can use fMRI analysis on hundreds if not thousands of individuals as they
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interact with interfaces of their communications devices to grasp how media technologies
such as smartphones and computers affect the brain. Scientists can accumulate statistical
data about divorce, teenage delinquency and media exposure to discover whether there are
suggestive relationships. We can do more intensive analysis of a smaller but representative
selection of individuals to get a sense for how the course of their lives is influenced by
cultural trends, their thinking modified by social milieus, and where information technology
fits in.
Qualitative synthesis of the type undertaken by this book is not authoritative, it is a
starting point, a series of thought experiments utilizing argumentative logic as a chemical
indicator of sorts, analytical design focusing our reason as a measured infusion of factual
matter for explanatory solution, inspiring hypotheses that only precipitate out from the
mixture of existence when we agitate its elements, objectively contextualized as if in an
Erlenmeyer flask, forcing them as causes into salience and alignment with our conceiving, a
dynamic reaction within which they momentarily flicker like a chemical titration, as
particularity the mind can resolve, remember, define, record, render meaningful from the
perspective of function, essentially control, until tincture of culminative insight is attained.
The potency of theorizing, our fixation of environments as conceptual structure,
rapidly progresses, but is still limited in its capacity to penetrate natural fusion of the whole,
which transcends naked perception and intuition. Even with the methodologies and
explications of science that grow more formidable every day, we must compartmentalize
causality: separate academic departments reverse engineer or deconstruct, fracturing reality
into fields and components, then reassemble the melange of information and data sets into
no more than a patchwork of probable and often loose correlations. Irrefragable certainty is
mostly lacking, but the potential to synthesize contexts of analysis into a general picture
giving clear implications for further investigation has reached high levels.
With the heftier mass of detail available since arrival of media platforms such as
institutional education, printing, audio, video and computers with all their many
instantiations, our thoughts about the previous hundred years are less retrograde, but even
contemporary inquiries into centuries-earlier epochs present some perhaps permanent
difficulties.
Looking to the past, quantum physics and neuroscience are not yet applicable to an
examination of prehistory if they ever will be. Evolution of the psyche is fraught with
vagueness; a disjunction between primeval memes revealed by archaeology and those of
the modern world surfaces; and ancient technology is obviously inferior. In essence, our
brains have transformed in some unexplained way. The natural environment is more of a
constant, but even so we can only conjecture about the precise timetable and causality of
parallel changes in ecosystems and human traits, which becomes truer the further back we
go in the lineage of Homo sapiens and prior.
Theorizing of modern behavior and mentality, even from a very broad perspective, still
seems to make substantial headway. Neuroscience provides deeply descriptive models of
how living brains function, their similarities and differences, and quantum biology will soon
be supplementing this knowledge. With conversation and additional formats by which
personal experiences are observed and reported, we can get an objective sense for the way
subjectivity works, though we must be careful to keep tabs on the influence our models of
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thought and emotion have on the supple structure of the mind as concepts that are
subliminally transmissible in socializing, capable of revising culture in unintended and
unwanted ways. Our memes and technology are intuitive to us, and research into their
character and spread can begin at a more advanced stage than consideration of prehistory
or previous centuries. Natural environments are transforming in ways unprecedented for
the historical period as our technological footprint gets bigger, but this is well within our
means to understand scientifically if we allocate the necessary resources. We can have
more knowledge of everything about contemporary life, but even so, it cannot be stressed
enough that the effort to comprehend present reality has always faced obstacles.
A chief complication consists in how phenomena can exceed the bounds of
observation and theorizing, not even noticed let alone comprehended, an issue surfacing
throughout recorded history. Hat-making used mercury-containing compounds pre-science,
hence the phrase "mad as a hatter", for inhalation of vapors produced was found toxic to
the brain. In the 1950's, schoolchildren dangerously handled mercury without gloves in
classrooms, fascinated by the rarity of a metal that was liquid at room temperature. Lead
was formerly an ingredient in industrial paints, and homeowners' walls used to be poisonous.
Billions of dollars have been spent removing asbestos pipe insulation from houses, for
certain kinds of exposure cause lung cancer, a health hazard that can take decades to
materialize as microscopic fibers lodged in the body slowly make their way to the lungs
where they produce tumors. CFC's (chloroflourocarbons), refrigeration chemicals, eat holes
in the atmospheric ozone layer protecting Earth's surface from harmful solar radiation, and
though banned, some regions of the world have had to exercise caution when going outside
because of increases in skin cancer risk, though the environment is fortunately recovering.
In these cases, innocent mistakes were the culprit and response to these threats was
immediate, but often human beings incline towards willful ignorance. This was the situation
with tobacco; it was an expensive, high-class, popular product, grown in the New World for
centuries as a staple of European economies, but nicotine it contains is well-known for being
extremely addictive, and toxins released by smoking it damage every organ system of the
body. There must have been indications of these effects for hundreds of years, but mass
production of tobacco as cigarettes nevertheless began in the 20th century along with mass
marketing of smoking as culture, and inhalation of a burning leaf became one of the leading
causes of death in the United States as well as around the world, proving almost impossible
to phase out due to its firmly entrenched social niches, despite regulatory mechanisms such
as laws and taxation that put tremendous strain on the finances of individuals together with
additional inconvenience.
Intentional disregard and selective memory can graduate to systemic bias, in which
social groups become attached to beliefs or theoretical paradigms and refuse to
acknowledge negative consequences or admit progressive alternatives. We have already
touched upon Christian theology's attachment to Neoplatonist concepts, which delayed by a
century Europe’s reincorporation of Aristotelian philosophy, the bridge between religious
orthodoxy and progressive approaches of modern science and technology. The epic battle
over the move from geocentrism to heliocentrism has been discussed, as committed clergy,
even many of those with integrity, refused to so much as look into a telescope for fear of
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dramatic shifts in our model of the cosmos, and religious high leadership treated direct
visual observation as if it was political insurrection and chthonic wickedness.
What has come to be called social Darwinism originated as the simple-minded
presumption by 19th century Europeans that distributions of political sway indicate the
evolutionary fitness of their nations. Minority ethnicities were beset upon by popular mobs
and some official governments in belief that since the majority race had the majority of the
power, an absolute majority would be more powerful. Preponderant ethnic groups in many
countries backed their embattled populations across the border. This ignited World War 1
when a Serbian with ties to a radical nationalist faction assassinated the Archduke Franz
Ferdinand, heir to the Austrian throne. Much larger Austria declared war on the mainly
Slavic population of Serbia, predominantly Slavic Russia declared war on Austria, and the
rest of Europe along with its colonies was pulled into the fray by way of alliances. The
multicultural, middle class U.S. population sledgehammered this sort of vapidness militarily
in the first half of the 20th century, but not before the continent of Europe had lost its
developmental edge and nearly destroyed itself in a two century frenzy of upheavals and
clashes. Unfortunately, ethnic and cultural conflict are a quick and easy cause by which to
divert populations away from self-empowering unification, so keep cropping up as tenets of
propagandistic doctrines around the globe.
Though research has largely surpassed the definition of evolutionary fitness as efficient
causes vying for supremacy, with nature analogized to a game of pool or perhaps a lottery in
the minds of the more cynical, our thoughts about scientific fact still get sabotaged by
inclinations towards bias. Theorizing of the universe confuses us when we contemplate
existence as a vast array of spherical particles, or a probability distribution, perhaps a
heterogeneous energy field or a sea of wave interferences. In our attempt to connect
specific concepts within large associational frameworks in order to formulate general
principles, we can overanalogize the structure of various theories, with subtle distinctions
between contexts vacated from consideration and an apex model, still only a concept,
erroneously regarded as the essence of reality. Even though we know atoms are a
conditional concept, we come to believe we are atoms, and though we know structure and
function of the neuron in its correlation to the mind is a succession of revisionary theories,
we can fixate on the idea that consciousness is biochemistry, no more than an emergent
property of reactions between atoms.
The foundation of our reality is not truth, it is perception, and though we have become
much more perceptive by incorporating theory and technology into our acts of observing,
standardized modeling and model-based instrumentation are essentially an outcome of no
more than hypothesis. The meanings of our conjecturing grow complex and seem to take on
a memetic life of their own, but are nevertheless rooted in basic intuitions, first spun by
early humans into artistic ideations such as myths from out of raw concepts of substantiality,
eventually assuming the form of materialistic speculations, proceeding towards innovative
hybridizing of concepts into more abstract generalizations as philosophies, then built into a
distending and diversifying superstructure of predictive descriptions we call science,
incomparably more powerful but no less hypothetical.
To demonstrate, we can muse about the history of light. Early humans observe the
sun move spontaneously, giving light and life to the world as if with supernal purpose,
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therefore this occurrence is the creative act of a divine will, a god. Astute ponderers, natural
philosophers and mathematicians notice that effects of the sun are predictable from the
nature of surfaces under its sphere of influence, and we gain the concept of our sun
radiating a substance traveling and deflecting across distances. We recognize that
luminescent objects besides the sun produce comparable effects, and the concept of light as
a single radiating substance with many independent causes is born. We associate light from
numerous sources with the generation of heat, one of the first protoconcepts of ‘energy’ or
intrinsic changeability in substance. We note the iridescence of light and progress to prism
technology that predictably differentiates this substance into the visible spectrum. Early
scientists observe by serendipity and then clarify in experiments that light takes the form of
a wave. A theory is proposed that the differing colors of light result from different
combinations of constituent wavelengths. The concept of the electromagnetic spectrum is
introduced in conjunction with observation and theory of light's interactions with materials,
its reflection, absorption, emission and energetics. Invisible portions of the electromagnetic
spectrum are postulated as causing many phenomena by the same radiative process as
visible light, spawning all kinds of new technologies, such as microwaves, x-rays, radio,
infrared sensors and nuclear energy. Theory of electromagnetism and atomic theory are
combined in a particle theory of light, the idea that electromagnetic radiation takes the form
of discrete energy packets called photons, with each photon absorbed or emitted by an
electron, giving each atomic element, compound or molecule with its unique electron
arrangement a characteristic color and in many cases, such as with water, glass and metals,
some type of reflectivity. The speed of light is theorized as constant at all wavelengths
based on equations that model interrelationships of matter and energy within chemical
bonds, from which is derived the formula E=mc2 (Energy = mass times the squared speed of
light). The behavior of photons is shown to be statistically related under some experimental
conditions, and this interactiveness is revealed to happen faster than the conventionalized
speed of light as well as retroactively. Extremely sensitive equipment registers photons
materializing out of nowhere during chemical processes such as nuclear fission, and together
with many additional observations, a theory of energized matter (photons being a type of
nearly massless matter) as fluxing in five or more dimensions while capable of spanning
three dimensional distances almost instantaneously comes into vogue, though a proven
model has not yet been constructed.
We all assume we know exactly what light is, a satisfying notion enters our minds in a
split second, but as can be seen from the foregoing, our conceiving of light has a many
thousand year history, with this brief summation highlighting no more than the most basic
conditions that obtained in order for the most salient leaps forward in our understanding to
occur; it can be expanded into volumes. A species with different perception proceeds
through an entirely variant history: we are the only species out of more than a million on
this planet that has a theory of light; our awareness of light does not even exist for any other
species, and our light did not even vaguely exist in human minds either until probably the
Holocene era's dawn of civilization. Conception infuses into our perceiving so pervasively
that it gives us a different world to observe: the sun's "rays" were probably almost
inconceivable to early humans, and light "waves" not even possible. Ours is a theoretical
reality in a technological chassis, transforming what we attribute to naked perceptions, a
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technical culture in which our hardiest strains of intuition, ideal geometrical structure for
instance, can spread and evolve more viable forms and functions such as those of calculus
with guidance from contemplation, while we also give new strains like quantum mechanics
and crossbreedings like quantum biology a place to be cultivated and grow.
There is an informal sense in which atoms and neurons are real, for aspects of their
nature do present themselves to perception independent of our will, as if they have an
existence of their own, but the fact remains that atoms and neurons have always become
something besides what we think they are, and this reformative process does not yet show
any signs of terminating. What atoms and neurons are is undeniably actual, but the way we
know them is evolving in such a fundamental way, even at the bedrock of observation as we
modify our instruments and experimental designs, that it is patently false to say theoryreliant beliefs, our objective truths, are reality. Theories are speculating models, though
entangled in perception like a root system, so integral to our experience of the universe that
we do not even notice without serious reflection upon our own thinking, and even then
culturally modulated intuitions can be so instantaneous that careful introspection fails us.
The phenomena which produce atoms and neurons exist without our awareness, but atoms
and neurons themselves, the supposed truths of their nature, are conditional constructions
of our minds arising from a dense web of hypotheses, from our human perspective a
marathon of growingly apodictic claims and counterclaims, absent of determinate inception,
but in terms of reality as a whole, whatever it is, thus far of limited scope.
If the absolute essence of reality is an empty concept, devoid of factual content, we
must wonder what makes a belief true, for it cannot be free-floating in space, a complete
arbitrariness; if truths are conditional, they must be conditional upon something. To precis
the psychology of truth proposed thus far as simply as possible, we can say that it depends
on the structure of single minds, also on social contexts of shared observing and
conceptualizing that are intricately cultural and linguistic, derivatively on the convergence of
these individual and collective domains in recognition of qualities we generalize as material,
physical, spiritual, intentional, social, natural and supernatural, as well as on shades of
happening that lie beyond the purviews of mutually verified fact, when they touch upon our
awareness at all.
Psychologically, our minds are subject to perceptual illusions that science has no
trouble classifying, such as optical or auditory kinds, as well as crude understandings of
causality based on personal experience that collected observations can improve upon.
Sociologically, our minds often become biased in group settings, overestimating the
accuracy of common beliefs because of confirmations by agreement that happen at the
expense of observational confirmation. Even well-reasoned beliefs can become insufficient
at the onset of some new problem or deficient when a better explanation develops.
Due to these multiple domains of uncertainty, most knowledge consists in only
probable truths, scientific 'theories' - hypotheses proven to describe patterns in empirical
observations aptly enough that additional occurrences are predictable - with every theory
being in principle open to refutation by further evidence. There are exceptions to the
mostly tentative nature of truth. In the realm of pure concepts such as those of math,
structures and processes can be of unquestionable validity due to logic exhaustive of their
implications, as in the statement of an operational rule such as the law of distribution in
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algebra, a criterion for rearranging parts of mathematical expressions in accordance with
finite sets of logical constraints.
There are some laws scattered around empirical science as well, such as the first law of
thermodynamics stating that matter and energy are conserved, never created nor destroyed.
The reason why chemists called this conditional description a law is this: if we assume that
the thermodynamics of standard chemistry, during which matter and energy have never
vanished nor spontaneously generated but only interconverted such that every instance has
been quantifiable and predictable, are a match for the thermodynamics of matter and
energy composing the universe generally, then this concept is a logical necessity. It is not a
mere proposal, but a foundational presupposition of quantification as it applies to physical
modeling. The theory of gravity was a similar such concept, formerly the law of universal
gravitation, as it applied to all mathematical models of the 17th century's known universe,
which did not much exceed our own solar system. However, future discovery of conditions
in the galaxy that diverge sizably from our own solar system revealed phenomena this
classical concept of gravity does not predict, significant enough to disciplines like cosmology
that major reclassification took place. Boyle's gas law is in a similar situation: it fails to
predict the behavior of gases under more extreme experimental conditions than could be
generated with Early Modern lab equipment, and so also became a special case applying
only in environments similar to those that naturally occur on Earth's surface, but since it is
more of a niche idea, addressing something akin to properties of a gas in glassware
containers at room temperature as opposed to the entire known universe, scientists have
not bothered to rework it much; it made a subtle change in nomenclature to "Boyle's ideal
gas law". Perhaps the second law of thermodynamics will one day be redefined as a theory
if our observation of particles at the subatomic level evinces more phenomena like
spontaneous generation of photons and develops deep implications for core models. Under
some circumstances, thermodynamic chemistry as a branch of classical mechanics might
become a special case of advanced quantum mechanics explicitly indicated as such.
From a cursory analysis it becomes clear that the only incontrovertible laws of our
human reality are probably tautologous rules that either assert the boundaries of meaning
in set contexts with their deliberately constrained contents or elaborate procedures for
manipulating symbols that represent these fixed contents. The laws of noncontradiction
and the excluded middle are examples of the first type, assumptive commitments that frame
the breadth of possible meaning. The distributive law of algebra is an example of the second
type, logic by which to rearrange symbolic characters that state a particular concept into a
different but equivalent form for functional reasons, perhaps in order to make calculation
easier, or render inferencing more intuitive, as in techniques for translating the linguistic
expression of a concept into spatial structure and vice versa, e.g. the slope-intercept form
for the equation of a line, a configuration of algebra for geometric purposes.
Any truth claim stretching past the bounds of conceptual frameworks, addressed to
reality beyond the mind, has always included at least a sliver of uncertainty because we have
thus far not been capable of knowing either the constraints on our minds imposed by a
fractionally comprehended physical world or those operative in the even less known total
reality. We make decisions and can come up with better hypotheses for how to make our
decisions effective, but we do not see anything in its entirety, not even ourselves. All
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historical, present and imaginable knowledge can conceivably be wrong in some way, and
from a perspective that takes historicity into account, it always has been in error and will for
the foreseeable future remain, if not illusory, at least incomplete.
Even so, science has made uncertainty manageable with methods that indicate when
deviations from expected or desired outcomes are meaningful enough to warrant attention.
Mathematics has been fashioned into a statistical tool for determining if differences that
show up between almost every trial of a laboratory experiment or any scientific analysis are
significant. Though the causality in these discrepancies can never be pinpointed exactly, and
if we were more perceptive, smarter or more advanced, this basic unpredictability might
remake our worldview into some kind of chaos theory of matter, when we pass the
standardized threshold of precision, the randomness of order, the disorder in patterns, is
negligible to theory, technology and their functions. There are also qualitative indicators
that the unpredictable wiggling around of phenomena has gone from negligible to significant.
Developments such as unusual spatial patterns, critical slowing down, or widening
oscillations in the dynamical properties of a system are warning signs that give us enough
certainty about the imminence of rapid, extreme, disruptive change to garner swift and sure
responses.
Philosophical thought experiments of those like Descartes along with the mystique of
quantitative science can lead us to view certainty as an arcane topic that requires
professional expertise to grasp, but it is merely extending cognizance of negligible
uncertainty built into interaction of our minds with the world. To demonstrate this, we can
once again consider modules of biological function in their connection to human nature.
Consuming a pint of water with a high concentration of Vibrio cholerae, the bacterium that
causes cholera, then refusing treatment will result in death. A human being that does not
eat for more than a month will die of starvation. A direct hit to the head by a cannonball
fired at point blank range will kill you. In order for a human being to be born naturally,
fertilization of an egg by a sperm must occur. We cannot yet observe whether there is
Earthlike life on Jupiter's moon Europa even though liquid water is present. It is not possible
for a human being to speak one hundred languages with fluency. A three year old cannot
perform a heart transplant.
These facts may be so obvious that stating them seems bizarre, but even though we
have one hundred percent assurance of their truth, we cannot actually prove them in an
absolute sense since there are always more instances to be accounted for. Despite the
intrinsic limitations of knowledge, possibility exists within a range, between extremes
beyond which the likelihood of an event such as remaining alive, perceiving something or
carrying out a task becomes so improbable that giving it consideration is unnecessary to
effective hypothesizing. The composition of our apparent world is constrained such that
uncertainty evaporates under many conditions, even though no conditions have ever been
comprehended to completeness.
So we know some truths with negligible uncertainty though we are unable to identify
all of their causes or even how much of this causality our most reliable knowing apprehends,
and despite fallacies in perception and reasoning that pervade thinking and social
collaboration. Knowing without proving, intuitive knowing or knowing in general is a
product of stable causality that has modified our lineage for billions of years, involving a
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narrow spectrum of environmental conditions relative to existence as a whole, to which we
have adapted.
Prehistoric Homo sapiens on the cusp of civilization was from the perspective of
ecology a nearly ideal species, invulnerable to self-destructing, destroying its environment,
or being driven to extinction by typical selection pressures, even though life could be hard
and it was only a matter of time before a mass extinction like that which wiped out the
dinosaurs again took place. With advancement of culture, our ability to survive reached
such a magnitude that we could do better than perennially act out adaptations as an
evolutionarily unassailable species; we could reconstruct the environment to suit our needs.
But as ecological and social circumstances transformed in both intended and incidental ways,
new pressures took effect that our natures were not adapted for, and we have struggled
both with and against each other ever since to tame, harness and exploit for our benefit new
dynamics of human life in globalizing civilization. We can undermine ecosystems on a
planetary scale, annihilate ourselves with the invention of intelligent technology, potentially
secure our way of life against natural cataclysms such as asteroid strikes and social
cataclysms such as ruinous violence or the oppression that tends to stagnate progress. Our
future is largely ours to control, but we have not yet achieved a self-control and theoretical
understanding sufficient to optimize civilization in peak mobilization, quality of life, and
general prognosis for human individuals and their collectives.
Theory and self-control converge in the intentional facet of the psyche, which from a
biological perspective is a cognitive function structured to regulate behavior, actualize
desires and in many cases give pleasure as the decision-making control center of a human
organism. Our consciousness integrates causality that influences us: the fluxing within both
our bodies and ordinary range of environmental conditions is fixed into artificial but efficient
forms of representation as sensations; rendered as a synthetic manifold of perceptions and
affect; processed, often inferentially, as a conceptual defining of stream of consciousness,
short-term memory, long-term memory and feelings; and enhanced by self-awareness with
its intention-driven, desire-motivated and pleasure-seeking observation, reasoning and
experimenting in the most intelligent animals such as humans.
The systematic analyses of modernity are in essence an extension of this intentional
thinking, the mind creating and assessing theoretical generalizations with their wide-ranging
significance for truth and practice via methods of observation and reflection as well as some
imitation. Science imposes theories and technologies experimentally, and refines them
based on appraisal of their consequences. We collect together generalizations that work, in
scientific theorizing and elsewhere, the ones which are predictive or fulfilling, and these
practical generalizations become our preeminent truths, functioning as standards for judging
when, why and how procedures and other behaviors are appropriate, guiding decisions.
Reason's embodiment in technical theorizing has become basic to our interpretation of the
world, deeply influencing customs and valuations, so lets take a closer look at the history
and current status of theory's interrelations with the psyche.
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14. The Synergistic Function and Coevolution of Language and Theoretical Thought
One of the most apparent aspects of modern theory is its intimate relationship with
language. Settings where theories are taught, applied and analyzed often feature a barrage
of verbiage, and this becomes truer the farther individuals advance professionally. It seems
language is a condition of the possibility for highly developed theoretical frameworks:
spoken and written communication are necessary when either breadth of fact or complexity
reaches a threshold past which clarity can only be achieved with assistance from a linguistic
guiding of thought, inducing intricate cognitive procedures usually conjuncted to diagrams,
tools and technologies, which do not make obvious sense to naked intuition. In many cases,
humans will not even know what they are looking at without changes to the style and
content of their thinking, and in many cases their worldviews. When major shifts in the
structure of the mind must take place before meeting the requisites of a field is at all to be
expected, where purely on the job training would be a months or years long comedy or
perhaps tragedy of errors, language is integral to making the transition, stimulating
imaginations in a pedagogical environment, molding minds via engagement with
descriptions so that the real world of technical practices, electronic interfaces, automated
machinery and innovation has at least a minimum intuitiveness. Even savants who grasp
concepts with almost no elaboration or practice, for whom arcane knowledge slips into the
mind in an effortlessly perfect fit, still need language to at least point them in the proper
direction, focusing their attention on pertinent details.
Language enables experts in the theories of a particular discipline to explain concepts
to the uninitiated, giving novices from all sorts of subcultures the gist of what is going on, a
technical idiom to translate between technical ideas and common idioms. Professionals not
only learn how to think themselves, but also acquire an understanding of the way those
from differing backgrounds think about their niche, so that connection can be made with
diverse knowledge levels and specializations as well as all kinds of social conventions and
customs. At the same time, language is nearly superfluous as specialists carry out tasks
individually; the practice itself of theorizing and analyzing can be almost nonverbal. The
application of theory spans a large communicative spectrum that depends on context, from
pedantic to nearly mute, so comprehending lodgment of theory in the psyche, a causal
complex which is the core of the relationship between modern knowledge and culture as
well as our efforts to transmit concept-based functions and drive progress, demands some in
depth consideration of this versatility in the human thought process.
Before assessing the psychology of linguistic meaning, it would be good to specify
exactly what we mean when we speak of the theorizing that is central to its content and
development. In general, 'theory' is a term loosely referring to any postulated explanation
for observations. Theories can be as nontechnical as a proposed reason why someone did
not get called for a second date, and as informal as a casual notion of why time seems to
pass faster the older one gets, but our overall idea of what theorizing is, in all its
incarnations, essentially derives from the place it holds in science, its technical function. We
call explanations "theories" because scientific theories are our central ideas regarding the
causal nature of events. In the previous chapter, scientific theory was defined as "a
hypothesis proven to describe patterns in empirical observations aptly enough that
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additional occurrences are predictable". Deconstructing this definition can reveal much
about the nature of knowledge formation.
First of all, a hypothesis can be regarded as a testable postulate. Postulates in
nontechnical situations do not necessarily have to be verified and may not even allow for
the possibility, but scientific hypothesizing is distinguished by the fact that it is seriously
entertained only when some experimental or analytical context would provide for it to be
refuted or corroborated with certainty. A hypothesis predicts a particular result in
circumstances already defined with enough specificity that conceptualizings conveyed by a
postulating expression can be clearly wrong or viable as an accounting of those
circumstances. If we hypothesize that adding table salt to water increases the freezing point,
and then discover that this aqueous solution is still a liquid as we adjust the temperature
below 0o C, our hypothesis is absolutely wrong, and if we had made the opposite hypothesis,
it would be true, though not unfalsifiable simply on principle. We may draw the conclusion
that dissolved salts in general lower the freezing point of water, or with more certainty that
table salt always lowers the freezing point, but these claims, no matter how likely, are still
conceivably disprovable, and any description of the chemistry has to this point lacked
exhaustive validity, as sciences of atomic structure transform in a revisionary process that is
far from complete, undoubtedly as a whole if not in relation to every application.
Proving a hypothesis does not only depend on its legitimacy in a particular
investigation, but also on replicability of conditions under which the hypothesis appeared
accurate, with negligibly dissimilar results in trials performed by a multitude of researchers
at separate places and times increasing certainty. Keeping the environment as constant as
possible isolates factors under consideration such that many accounts of what is going on
can be ruled out and precision increased. Using a constant amount of distilled water and
table salt in initial trials of the aforementioned experiment eliminates possible variation in
the dynamics of these salt solutions due to quantity discrepancies and errant substances,
basically unassessed causes. It also makes exact proportionality of table salt concentration
to freezing point measurable, so that results allow additional contexts, such as solutions of
larger volume or those using tap water to also be assessed. We might hypothesize that
changes in volume with constant concentration have negligible effect, or tap water solutions
a slightly lower freezing point because of higher solute concentration, which new
experiments could validate or debunk. We might also, with extremely stable experimental
setups, be able to hypothesize about unexpected factors, as in such standardized laboratory
conditions that the only realistic explanation for different results in Denver, Colorado and
Los Angeles, California is difference in barometric pressure resulting from elevation above
sea level.
With repetition, minor anomalies average to negligibility and a definite pattern begins
to stand out from the overall data. With many systematic variations, numerous correlated
patterns are generated and a general picture starts to take shape. With investigation of
changes in matter, it was the pooling and modifying of rudimentary, alchemical practices
into millions of slightly tweaked hypothesis tests employing growingly standardized
instrumentation that fashioned the colossal edifice of modern chemistry. Hypotheses are
the conceptual scaffolding that allows us to build a proven science.
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Descriptive expression essentially uses some combination of symbolic features,
whether sounds, pictures, or visual characters, to represent and convey perceptions and
meanings as well as discharge affect. Scientific descriptions provide these same benefits,
but their symbolism also serves a technical purpose, not merely actualization of the psyche
in a fulfilling and socializing activity with functionality adequate enough for survival,
reproduction, and motivational desires of all kinds, but an almost psyche-subordinatingly
direct and explicit modeling of reality for the sake of clarity and accuracy as the most
indisputable conceptualizings of truth.
'Truth' is a broad term of many applications, but in science its meaning is simply the
apparent nature of a definite pattern, whether it be consistency within and between data
sets from experimental trials, the persistent properties of a phenomenon, or any perspicuity
at all, orderedness predictable enough that we can say we know what it is going to do in
conjunction with notions of its form and function. Ultimate causality has so far exceeded
the range of human perception, but the definite patterns of science are conditional
perceptions of causality arising in controlled or at least solidly cognized contexts. Scientific
modeling describes the systematic cause and effect that manifests during environmental
analysis in terms of conceptual parameters upon which comprehension of these
environments is based.
Water freezes when temperatures drop below 0o C, a quantified concept established
by many experiments, and we also observe that volume and concentration vary in
quantitatively definable ways. Our saline solution experiment assesses how table salt as a
solute affects the freezing point of water within a context in which these conceptualized
phenomena - temperature, volume and concentration - are controlled. Analysis apprehends
the research environment within its technical constraints, converting notions of causality
from nebulous factors into discrete variables. We make the environment mechanistic - like a
machine with its array of precisely defined components - in ways that our hypothesized
expectations lead us to believe might result in insight, then vary these components and look
for patterns that illuminate their relationships. As we experiment, tweaking these
conceptual systems that are like hypothetical machines, some outcomes surprise us and lead
to reconceiving the nature of the system: table salt lowers the freezing point of water, like
steel parts make machinery more resistant to corrosion than iron parts. As we carry out
further observations guided by our expanding collection of hypotheses, small-scale patterns
gel into larger scale patterns, but the whole structure as a sprawling mass of concepts
becomes difficult for the mind to handle.
In order to lighten the load, these dense webs of innumerable patterns are fitted with
simplifying metapatterns, more intuitive interpretations of scientific truth that make
reasoning easier, streamlining the cognition accompanying analytical procedures, integrating
conceptualizings so practices become more manageable and reliable. Maslow's hierarchy of
needs made the content of sociology holistically intelligible and ideals of diverse cultures
analogizable. The periodic table of the elements succinctly organized a huge and growing
collection of quantitative patterns in chemical reactivity, rendering them readily
memorizable. Atomic theory made the many quantitative differentiations of chemistry
friendlier to the mind as a general concept of interactions between spherical particles.
Metamodels such as these abbreviate the staggering quantity of basic models describing
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patterns of scientific observation directly, which often involve extensive mathematical detail,
translating them into forms that are more intuitively cognizable and universalizable.
The experiencing of patterns is as complex as cognition which brings it about, all
situated in a massive aggregate of the organic much more complex still, in turn located
within Earth environments tucked into a tiny corner of the universe from which we get only
a sliver of a glimpse into the totality. However, despite a thus far inconceivable surfeit of
phenomena taking place behind the scenes or beyond the reach of consciousness, analytical
transmutation of environments into 'definite' patterns describable as scientific truth
requires a very palpable state of awareness, combining perceptual content, conception and
often inference in heightened attentiveness, a sort of active, focused mentality. It is almost
effortless, but deep introspection is required to gauge this purpose-guided mentality as a
subsidiary component rather than the core of one's consciousness, for our awareness
paradoxically tends not to be entirely aware of itself. It is an intentional state of mind that
holds an executive role in discerning what qualia are and what they mean.
Though there may certainly be differing ways to classify patterns, we can get a sense
for the nature of this self-aware, purposive state of consciousness with reference to the six
categories of pattern outlined in section 2, subsection iii, “The General Nature of First
Person Experience: Universal Characteristics”. The ocean is a natural pattern: a perception
of manifold qualia, an observational resolution of this manifold into a flowing body of water
with wave peaks, troughs and whitecaps against a skyline, and the aggregate of concepts
that constitute what an ocean is, its causes, effects, implications and meaning. More
specifically, we perceive the ineffable color of the ocean, resolved by observational
attentiveness into an approximate bluishness linked to our concept of the particular color
blue embedded along with its inferential possibilities in the perceptual and conceptual
multiplicity of the visible palette, altogether a simple pattern. The theoretical pattern of
light's radiation and reflection, founded on simple patterns drawing from perceptions, has
been clarified by experiment as a wave form with constituent wavelengths corresponding to
different colors, and we deduce that the ocean is blue because water more readily absorbs
the rest of the visible spectrum with its longer wavelengths. Theory allows us to realize that
water is perceived as clear in a small vessel because it requires large volumes to absorb all
long wavelength light in the environment, and we of course engage with this property when
noticing that one can introduce substances imbuing water with any hue, applying methods
such as adding food coloring to make transparent water blue, a kind of basic insight into
causality enacted as a technological pattern. Perhaps we are swimming at a Hawaiian beach;
we feel the sensation of warm water, realize by rapid analysis together with a general
understanding that warm ocean water is populated by many sharks, the cognizance of
warmth being a symbolic pattern representing to our minds an important feature of the
environment not witnessed directly, and decide to stay close to shore, behind coral reef.
We look at the artistic patterns of a painting, experience the perception of a lurid blue color,
observe it with more intentiveness as a sort of jarring depiction of the ocean, and start to
contend with its surrealism, considering whether we like it, what it means, and how to
categorize it stylistically.
In all these cases, percepts and concepts blend and morph via an intentional mentality
we would identify as targeted thinking, distinguishable as existing in between purely
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perceptual spacing out and ruminative daydreaming. Active attentiveness, our self's focused
awareness, while certainly not the only practical state of consciousness, is key to all
experimentation, for it is in this condition that we strategically analyze our environments
and memories in order to characterize phenomena in new, progressive interpretations of
causality. Human hunters scrutinized and thereby learned feeding habits of species, inferred
the concept of particular foods as bait, and set traps accordingly to make an easier catch.
Prehistoric humans noticed that salts absorb water, then that salts cause meat to retain
moisture without decomposition, a counter to desiccation and spoilage, even further how
absorbed salt seems to prevent freezing, and scientists eventually put these salt solute
properties to the test in the lab, establishing with quantitative precision how concentration
effects freezing point. Human beings of all times and places figure out what phenomena do
and implications for our lives, essentially making the world intelligible by intuiting, forming,
recalling, and expressing associations amongst percepts and concepts, from out of which
springs the experience of reality as a collection of facts functioning as the basis for
understanding, organizing, reconfiguring, adapting the world for our wants and needs.
Modern empirical observation applies this analytical frame of mind within the
methodological context of 'empiricism', a paradigm based upon the modeling of perceptions
that are capable of being experienced and comprehended collectively. Our aqueous
solution experiments are quintessential examples of the empiricist approach: any human
being can prove associated hypotheses true or false anywhere on Earth at any time, even
those lacking professional education in the science of chemistry, so that the evidence
produced is almost universalizable. We can contrast this with the equally observationdependent postulate that telepathic communication occurs between ants, which is an
entertaining thought, but not conceivable with enough machinelike, mechanistic clarity to
parameterize an investigation and formulate a hypothesis verifiable or confutable with
certainty. The postulate that life exists on Jupiter's moon Europa is formulizable such that
we can construct a testable hypothesis, such as "alien microorganisms will be observed in
the liquid water on Europa's surface", but do not have access to environments where this
investigation would be practicable.
As scientists carry out research, proven hypotheses accumulate, from which are
constructed models accompanied by technical terminology, elaborated via academic papers
into a broad framework of description that furthers intuitions, discovery procedures,
methods of analysis, and infers a wide range of implications for the relevant field. These
productions become the raw material of a discourse that expands factual foundations,
disseminates ideas, suggests applications, and contributes to the development of new
research projects. Simpler ways of organizing technical concepts are invented, such as
Maslow's hierarchy of needs, the periodic table of the elements and atomic theory,
technicalities are translated into descriptional forms more accessible to nonspecialists as
well as the general public, all of these knowledge contents and communication tactics are
incorporated into education, and derivative endeavors in technology are commenced.
Occurrence simply exists: stuff happens. We perceive this in distinctly human ways, in
line with our intuitions, knowledge, opinions, beliefs and worldviews, both individually and
socially. Entrepreneuring intellects observe novel aspects of nature, collecting a
hodgepodge of facts that at first make only vague sense as a whole, but a pervading
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orderliness starts to stand out as the causality of many patterns, their structures,
interactions and functions. Once we gather enough information, the context grows more
coherent, and we reach the point of being able to make many effective predictions. At this
stage, assembling facts becomes an enterprise of more systematic experimentation by
which we test our burgeoning apparatus of concepts, and we eventually can anticipate how
further fact will confirm our notions either true or false, with postulation transitioning to
more provable and disprovable protohypothesizing. When the investigative context is
understandable enough that many of its features are conceptualized as well-defined and
deeply predictable 'constants', the environment has been parameterized to an extent
rendering it controllable, or at least provisional of some extremely dependable assumptions.
Experimental and analytical empiricism has made its arrival, with environments subsumed
into conceptual frameworks, including presuppositions sufficient for turning fact-finding into
the application of long-standing approaches for discovery as well as information processing:
the methods, techniques and classifications of research.
Once methodologies of analysis are firmed into conventions, postulation has
progressed to theorizing, which utilizes generally applicable procedures for the introduction
and assessment of hypotheses. Patterns revealed in individual analyses give rise to
emergent overall patterns, or looking at this process conversely, from the perspective of
cognition rather than technical context, the large body of factualized conceptualizings
derived from hypothesis-testing coalesces into conceptual frameworks. These top-down
paradigms give strategic direction to the search for further descriptions of phenomena, and
theoretical modeling of causality graduates to theoretical disciplines, the institutionalizing of
foundational thought forms that consolidate the task of converting phenomena into
knowledge.
Once the causality of patterns has been theorized such that it is extremely predictable,
attempts are made to use theory for predicting real world situations as well. Scientists
proved by experiment that table salt lowers the freezing point of water, ponderers also
conceived its potential to prevent water from freezing outdoors, and the decision was made
to test whether applying this cheap and easily obtainable substance to road surfaces in
snowy weather would mitigate formation of ice and keep traffic flowing at a normal pace.
Predictions of highly developed theory usually have some degree of effectiveness; in the
instance of salting roads, this technique at first seemed to be working like a charm. But
initial deployments of theory, though often modestly successful, tend to result in
unexpected consequences or insights, for actual environments are always much more
complex than any investigative context of analysis with its schematic conceptualizings of
phenomena as mechanism. In the case of deicing roadways, technologists discovered that
salt has the unwanted effect of causing metal in vehicle surfaces to rust. New experiments
were designed to test hypotheses about which likewise inexpensive and accessible
chemicals might have the same effect as NaCl and similar substances while not resulting in
corrosion. Theoretical predictions were made, and the practice of liquifying water on streets
at below freezing temperatures was modified to better outcome.
So to summarize, modern theories, science's descriptive models of reality, start with
basic perceptions, proceeding to active observation, at which time general patterns grow
apparent amongst the plethora of individual patterns. We seek out many investigative
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contexts to test our initial impressions of general patterns, and reflect upon the validity or
invalidity of these intuitions. Our intuitions are enriched by cataloging more information
until general patterns become a general picture of overall causality, exhaustive of the body
of fact under consideration, into which further fact fits with greatly reduced uncertainty.
Intuition becomes potent enough that we can predict what subsequent fact will imply in the
context of our conceptual framework, so that it is possible to formulate hypotheses,
statements of factual truths observers can expect, based on preexisting knowledge, to
corroborate or invalidate with a high degree of certainty in investigative contexts of more
systematic parameterization. These investigations can take the form of controlled
experiments, such as in laboratory chemistry, or an analysis of natural environments using
mechanistic models, like an assessment of global warming in terms of the rate at which
arctic ice is currently melting compared with the remaining signs of past trends. By sorting,
comparing and synthesizing millions of hypothesis tests, emergent theory gives a broad
image of reality, making technological applications more efficacious and, if we think critically,
with a willingness to challenge and update conventions, we achieve a progressiveness that
steadily grows less error prone.
As can be seen, language's role in current theorizing is simple to discern: it facilitates
the popularization and dissemination of ideas by expression that makes indirect
experiencing of someone else's thought processes greater in realizability. This leads to the
question of how we reached this point; the multimillennial coevolution of theory and
language must be explained, along with how these developments, so vital to the social
organizing centered around technology, have changed the way humans conceive as they act
and communicate.
Like was touched upon, the psychical processes associated with current theory and
technical practice as exacted by lone individuals do not vastly differ from those operative in
prehistoric problem-solving, which we know of based on the similar circumstances of
hunter-gatherers as recorded during the historical period. A primeval warrior observes the
vulnerability of flesh to sharp objects, makes mental note of various types of sharp objects in
the environment, experiments with and classifies their compositional properties, develops
techniques for fabricating implements of optimal weaponization based on a general
conceptualizing of both sharpness and the diverse materials at his culture’s disposal, then
enhances his hunting and fighting capabilities. A primeval human perceives to the point of
indifference that rainwater collects in puddles, and absentmindedly that many shapes have
water-gathering properties, but one day realizes in a flash of insight how vessels can be used
to collect water for drinking, applies this general concept derived from exposure to many
analogizable patterns by placing pottery outside during a rainstorm to grant quick access to
a clean draught, and a technological strategy is born. Automobile drivers accumulate many
observations of vehicles during their lives, and ideally also some studied knowledge of
vehicle construction, notice an unusual sound while operating their car, realize from their
conceptual frameworks that a fan belt is probably the culprit, and take the car into the shop
to get the part replaced, averting a total breakdown. At the turn of the 20th century,
researcher Marie Curie was intrigued by the uninvestigated phenomenon of radiation in
uranium. She systematically observed in a series of hypothesis-testing experiments that
varying the amount of this element changes the quantity but not intensity of these
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emissions, and generalized her results by proposing that the structure of this substance's
atoms is responsible for what she coined "radioactivity", the first evidence of the atomic
nucleus from which radiation of this type exudes. Her Nobel Prize winning discoveries
initiated the science of modern atomic physics, after which she supervised introduction of xray technology based on her research.
In all these cases, progress is not primarily dependent on talking to oneself or anyone
else, but rather on a sequence of fractionally verbal cognitions: becoming aware of general
features inherent in a multitude of perceptions with focused observation, finding a way to
contextualize the environment of causal factors from which one's intuition arises in a way
sufficient for further refining these intuitions, and converting investigative contexts into
technological ones. To condense, we can say that development of systemlike
comprehensions, postulates or hypotheses upon which all kinds of explanations are founded,
including scientific ones, involves the following procession: basic perception; deliberate
observing; generalization as the conception that unifies observed patterns; conceptually
parameterized observation; synthesis of analytical observings under mechanistic concepts as
in theory and technology; and application of one's increasingly cogent concepts to alternate
environments, both naturally occurring and man-made.
During prehistory, evolving language became entwined with and transformed by
technical sorts of concepts when it transitioned from predominantly representing to
someone towards exacting a detailed representation of something, a closely scrutinized
object or some such phenomenon, at which time the endpoint of verbal communication
surpassed libido discharge, concordance or satisfactory response, becoming a matter of
correctness. Holding preciseness of language in high regard probably began in force with
quantitative measuring, the fastidious approximation of dimensions using visual gauging,
hands, feet or mensurational devices, giving language as addressed to objects more than just
conceptual meaning, but also a conceptual structure in the context of material causes.
Structural conceptualizing, due to constant gravitation and additional properties of the
environment, proved extremely practical, and materialistic thought as applied to technology
became the foundation for managing logistics of civilization, in settlement planning,
management of the food supply and elsewhere.
Soon after the dawn of civilization, technical thinking had ascended to primacy as the
fulcrum of life, though still infused with many spiritual notions, and as writing became a
form of speech, expressing the phonetics of verbalization in addition to its initial role as a
pictorial system for inculcating and preserving concepts, language grew to be more of a
reflective mirror for the relatively nonverbal mentality of perception, observation and
conception alone, at least in some contexts. This conversion of precision thinking,
evolutionarily synergized with quantification of the environment, into precision talking
seems to have waxed institutional with a filiating of literature as narrative myth into the
genre of philosophical narrative. Painstakingly crafting speech into lengthy writings
provided a venue for not only richer symbolic meaning but also the ponderous cerebrations
necessary in efforts to translate the substantially nonverbal thoughts involved in managing
material causality into nonprecisional natural language that had initially developed for an
aesthetic of striking immediacy and, by modern standards, a crudely "good enough"
representing of concepts, not as an analytical instrument.
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Grammatical language resembling that of current humans likely coexisted in some way
with perception, conception, observation and socializing for at least tens of thousands of
years prior to the invention of writing, contributing to the stimulation of concepts in other
minds during interactions, but though its forms coordinate with thought, the core mutations
of spoken language unfold partly independent of cognition, and features of verbal
expression transform whenever populations separate or a distinct subculture develops, even
one as small-scale as a single family. Words blend, vocabularies expand or contract, sound
production undergoes all kinds of phenotypic drifting, a phenomenon beyond the baseline
meanings and functions conjuncted to ecosystems, as well as external to structural
constraints of single minds and society at any given time. Furthermore, speech offers
pleasure for many individuals regardless of its particular content, attributable to a host of
causes, and so trajects towards peak expressiveness, its full capacity, via the impact of affect
satisfaction and bonding within the framework of both social norms and assertings of
distinctiveness. Simply put, humans like language, and so behavior often selects for its
enhancement as it evolves.
A unique characteristic of human language is its creative potential, for the possibilities
accessible via speech acts are practically unlimited. Humans not only take pleasure in
language as a hub of self-meaning and identity, but variability in these highly conceptual
pleasures is inexhaustible, and so speech provides a conduit to the diversification of
intentional behavior. Communicators innovate expression, these novel expressions shake
up social arrangements in a way that gives not only verbalization but also the full-bodied
experiencing of new thoughts, feelings and instincts a niche, and human nature reinvents
itself as it constructs its linguistic architectures, a social phenotype infinitely accommodating
to behavioral phenotypes. If we can say anything, we can at least in principle be anything
we can want to be.
Of course behavior is influenced by causes besides language use, factors of
environment, brain structure, perception, most of which are at least partially unconscious
and that all involve constraints: what we want to be exists within boundaries that limit our
purposeful control. So even as we intentionally create our world by arranging, rearranging,
remaking society with license afforded by love and tolerance for language, our enriching
cultures of behavior can ossify into conventions, becoming foundational to human life, so
that behavioral/cognitive archetypes such as the shaman, the warrior, the chief, the artist,
the healer, took effect as society evolved. Psychological phenotypes that exceed the self,
together with their traditionalizing in practices such as those of religion, war, authority,
media or medicine, direct the course of culture as well.
The procession of our prehistoric living was like the surges, cascades and eddies of a
river, contained within the shores of human nature's deep structure and its transcending of
our wills, but gradually altering course by carving out new features. With arrival of
civilization, huge population and rapid technological progress, the human psyche’s cultures
have been amplified into a churning maelstrom, pummeling our unconscious with massive
waves, torrential downpours and gale force winds, flooding the surrounding landscape of
unconsciousness to much destructiveness, but also with power to more thoroughly reshape
the lay of the land.
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At the start of antiquity, what became the perfect storm of modern culture was
comparatively mild, with more sporadic disturbances, and integration of analytical thought
with natural language was able to make its pioneering headway. As literature shifted from
primary concern with incarnating the most evocative values, enthralling or edifying its
audience, and towards analyzing what and why the world constitutive of its content is
materialistically, as an objectified causality, language use acquired a greater dimension of
technicality.
The first philosophers stated their intuitions about reality as truth postulates expressed
with common words, then organized this primordial fact into generalizations, an attempted
accounting of the environment's structural essence in qualitative terms, the holism of its
causal factors. They claimed that events occur because of elemental properties, but did not
yet have any kind of formal method to systematically put their musings about substance to
the test: technical thought was generalization without science, the postulation of broadly
encompassing principles in the absence of what we know as modern hypothesis. These
generalizations of causal structure were unprecedented linguistically, and as they grew
increasingly abstruse, reconfigured to assimilate new fact, the connotations of common
language became inadequate for intellectual discourse. At this stage, the nonscientific
naturalism of philosophy began to use terms in idiosyncratic ways and coin new terms - in
ancient Greece for instance, 'nous', 'logos', 'eidos' (forms), 'arete' (virtue) - to the extent that
deep thought and some specialized training were necessary to understand the literature. In
B.C.E. Europe and perhaps elsewhere, philosophy parted ways with natural language as it
attempted to express technicalized materialism, the structural essences of substance,
diverging from mainstream meanings. This process began in a fringe genre of conjectural
poetry, but advanced to a professional field - metaphysical epistemology - that by the height
of antiquity was cutting edge academics, then after a late first millennium C.E. decline in
European scholarship, restored to preeminence during the Middle Ages.
Mathematical language also got off the ground during antiquity as quantitative
measurement grew more precise and standardized, calculation with abacuslike devices
became commonplace, and an alphabet of numerals was introduced. The methods of math
were applied in defining trade value, fully quantified with the introduction of currency.
Mensuration for engineering purposes increased in complexity until structure building
involved ambitious designs based around labeling and arranging objects as pure
mathematical, quantitatively idealistic specs. Proliferation of technological and economic
practices gave all the materials of civilization numerical identity via a combination of
vocabulary innovations, drawing and writing. Compulsion to rationalize environments with
math was extended to the natural world also by communities such as the Pythagoreans of
ancient Greece, and these subcultures helped transition the first materialistic concepts into
notions of atomistic units and their quantities, which ultimately led to theorizing of a
mechanistic, ‘physical’ reality.
The progressing practice of measuring geometrical lines and shapes with precision,
then terming these quantities with numerals, produced some new concepts. Human senseperception innately perceives proportions, but the application of math in defining
proportionality resulted in a clearer notion of fractions, the exact relativities of parts to both
wholes and each other, also equivalence as identical proportion, and congruency as the
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resizing of an object, changing scale while constitutive proportions remain identical.
Principles of proportionality in various kinds of objects led to methods for finding unknown
values without comprehensive measurement, the origins of algebraic thinking.
Concepts of fractionality, identicality, and their utilization in problem-solving were also
fostered by calculations performed with standardized objects such as pebbles, beads and
coins, then these more nonmaterial applications of math, disengaged from the concrete
properties of any particular substance, stretched intuition even further. Philosophers
pondered infinity, the limitless divisibility and iterativity of a pure, disembodied quantity,
and mathematics eventually arrived at ways to notate, theorize and apply the idea.
Outcomes of subtracting a larger quantity from a smaller quantity or subtracting a quantity
from itself did not represent anything material, but what if you did it anyway? From these
tinkerings, negative numbers and the number zero entered the mathematical repertoire.
"Zero" proved to have major ramifications for linear algebra, as equations that are solved
using operations of multiplication and division can often be frustrated by this lurking
nonquantity, and much of algebra demands some technical effort to work around conniving
ciphers. Taking the square root of a negative number was impossible, but mathematicians
invented a notation for these ‘imaginary numbers’ and did it anyway.
As the first theoretical math of antiquity deduced principles of quantitation, it relied
heavily on verbal explanation, proofs that usually consisted of labeled figures with a couple
of natural language paragraphs using something like Roman numerals, which described
geometrical properties. As the centuries passed, Hindu-Arabic numerals entered common
usage, and this user-friendly alphabet of numerals made feasible the development of
mathematical grammar, with symbols for operations, some of which everyone learns - e.g.
"=", "+", "-", "x", "/" - so that quantitative thinking became linguistic, with acts of deduction
based around construction and manipulation of symbolic expressions.
Advancements in quantitative language made it possible to prove principles - laws,
axioms, theorems - that could not be easily represented with spatial diagramming, and
mathematical deduction was empowered to progress independent of material substance
and its idealizations in geometry. Nonmaterialistic math expanded with the ongoing process
of deducing all kinds of abstract conclusions from symbolically expressed premises in formal
proofs, and mathematicians innovated ways to represent these new quantitative concepts in
progressive geometries, using various coordinate systems. Thus, mathematical thinking was
converted from deducing quantitative fact within the limits imposed by sense-perceptual
intuitions of substance, to representing an unbounded range of quantification-related
abstractions with all kinds of ideal form, an edifice of functions and formulas alongside
complementary dimensionalizing. Complex geometrical structures and the algebraic
language which expresses their properties are used to model observations that investigators
quantify, making the products of empiricism more intelligible, a finely grained
contextualization of fact as organized data.
With technicalization of some natural language contexts and the crafting of a symbolic
language for mathematical concepts, institutional education as a means of spreading
technical thought and procedure gained in relevance. During antiquity, this began as forums
of instruction like Greece’s sophist-taught rhetoric and philosophical academies, or
Confucianism-inspired study in the service of sculpting administration and policy within
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ancient Chinese government. During the Medieval period in Europe, scholastic pursuits at
monasteries and universities managed to reach every region on the continent and realize
the potential to provide a foundation for enculturing entire populations with systematic
thinking. Literature was the focal point of training and professionalism in academia, so it
seemed practical to make languages more standardized. In the Middle Ages, word lists for
teaching vocabulary had been put together at particular establishments, but by the 17th
century alphabetized dictionaries were being compiled, the lexicons of language fixated as
universal definitions.
Academic education and then public schooling settled the meanings of common words
so that natural language with its tendency towards evolutionary drift became more
constrained, by the 20th century almost stationary aside from a trickling in of deliberate
additions moderated by scholarship. Ordinary usage stabilized, though these resources are
frequently stretched in literary artistry, and as technical contexts continued to diversify in
new directions, the definitions of existing words were expanded to encompass scientific and
technological connotation. "Matter" came to mean not just material in general, but a
precise concept of physical substance and its composition, derived from theoretical
chemistry. "Heat" was no longer merely sensation of warmth, but also the kinetic energy of
matter. “Energy”, meaning motivation or vitality, was coined in the 19th century as a word
for the property of change in matter. In physics, "work" means the energy of motion
associated with a force acting upon an object, added to its general sense as "effort". "Ego" is
the ancient Greek word for "I", entering usage in 18th century metaphysics as "self",
ultimately adopted by Freud's English translator as the word for his technical use of "Ich",
the German word for "I", a concept that has become integral to even casual understandings
of human psychology in the Western world. And we all know a gigantic assortment of
neologisms for new technologies: for example, "telephone", "car", "airplane", "radio",
"television", "internet", or "texting".
Nontechnical words are constantly entering languages also; in English, some examples
are "jumbo", "bonkers", "autotune", "bling", "bromance", "chillax" and "infomania". This
new vocabulary reflects the nature of modern language use, for appeal and staying power
are usually a result of quirkiness or humor rather than literary function, with a strong aura of
technological savvy, words related to new electronic gadgetry or that someone might think
of in the shower to make friends laugh. Words from foreign languages like "yoga" and
"karma" also spread widely as the English-speaking world grows more multicultural. At least
in the U.S., the artistic sensibility of language is becoming informally conversational, a move
that indicates still greater shifting from aesthetics of ostentatious sound and style to
meaning as direct correspondence with objects of nonverbal analysis upon which our
increasingly technological culture is based and that absorb more and more of our attention.
Written language is following in the wake of speech as much authorship moves away
from the pretentious metaphors or sophisticated grammar of former eras and towards
economy of expression. There are a few main genres that all evince this transition to plainer
verbiage. In fiction, novels and short stories are the primary forms, and tend to be much
less academicized than in the 19th century and prior, as florid prose transformed into
realism and naturalism, probably under the influence of scientific viewpoints. Articles are a
pithy means of conveying fact in newspapers and on the internet, the foremost source of
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information for most individuals, a stylistic form designed with reading speed and ease of
comprehension in mind. Textbooks and encyclopedias are the core literary tool of education,
with a hybrid format including illustrations and diagrams integrated into the flow of their
declarative exposition. Poetry is also still popular with many, and has become much more
freeform, as writers usually assume a personal, even confessional style rather than
conforming to structural conventions and treating of epic themes, invoking emotion and a
tone without the requisite for ambitious plots, learned allusions and deference to tradition.
Nonfiction books explaining scientific, historical and practical topics are a key player in
inserting technical and methodological concepts into popular culture.
The nexus of conceptual development's intersection with spoken and written language
in the contemporary era is academia, for it determines the methods and contents of
education, which in turn influence theory, belief, occupation, and the growth of society. It
consists in two general fields of discourse: research reporting and literary analysis, which
extensively combine in most real world practices. Research reporting explains theoretical
models generated by scientific disciplines of all kinds, with procedures of peer review that
aid in regulating and strategizing its agenda. It is as purely functional in its meaning as any
communications get, exactitude aimed at individuals whose thoughts and activities must be
intensively devoted to consideration of a small, almost absolutely defined set of details in
order to utilize them at this level of expertise. Some technical articles in scientific journals
are full of so much specialized, precision terminology that they are unintelligible to the
nonprofessional. Literary analysis is the other end of the spectrum, composing interpretive
theses in art and cultural criticism that try to broadly ascertain factors formative to
civilization, such as works of art, movements and events, discerning their import as
comprehensively as possible in the most intellectualized, deliberative considerations of
human action as a whole. It examines language's role as mass expression, more concerned
than any other discipline with pure aesthetics, the nontechnical and often irrational aspects
of meaning and behavior, analyzing dynamics that in their generalness and independence
from any finite set of facts introduce high levels of ambiguity. Usually its grist is
communication of allegorical, unspecialized, everyday, mainstream and popular varieties. In
essence, research reporting does the quibbling about basic fact, and literary analysis
quibbles about overarching truth.
Schooling of youths indoctrinates research reporting, the qualitative and quantitative
evaluation of technical content, with lab reports, papers, group projects, and presentations
in both hard and soft science classes: physics, chemistry, biology, anthropology, psychology,
sociology, economics and politics. Successfully handling concepts in professional settings
depends on possessing a basic fund of general knowledge as well as the ability to translate
technicalities into spoken and written form. This allows new facts and methods to be readily
grasped, and when language is required, communications effectively carried out.
Literary analysis, the assessing of cultural generalities, is instilled by reading, essay
writing, creative writing and stylistic performing in art and literature classes. This subject
matter cannot be exhaustively taught because of the indefinite vastness of thought, belief
and behavior, which spontaneously generates transcendent to any singular or unified
enactment of intentions, and beyond any possible adumbrating of strategies and
consequences in social organizing. Thinking analytically about past and present memes does
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not tend to make their emergence a more closed, law-governed system, and can sometimes
shake up society in profound ways, the reason for authority's love/hate relationship with
social commentating, but it gives citizens the ability to comprehend the nature of new
memes, in whatever organic and often unpredictable way they arise, apprehending their
background of influences, motivations, and the honorable, practical, predacious, deceptive
or ill-conceived purposes served. Individuals obtain the capacity to grasp not merely how
concepts are to be applied in a specific situation but also a wider sense of why, which
exceeds insights available from personal experience, local conditions, and institutions
attempting to advocate particular facts and beliefs. Broad-mindedly critical judgement is
not so much a benefit in meeting one's daily needs as bulk immunization against
degenerative ideologies, for citizens become capable of penetrating the facade of social
movements with thought, recognizing and then rejecting pernicious stereotypes, fanaticism,
mass hysteria, apathetic varieties of nihilism, intellectual submissiveness and selfdestructiveness to which uneducated human beings are more susceptible. Reflection upon
large-scale dynamics of culture, during which the boundaries of individual communities and
eras are challenged, is necessary for Homo sapiens to be not just a technologically reasoning
animal but further a mimetically rational one, with a self-possessing integrity that does not
succumb to herd mentality, an independent intellect mobilized to organize and progress on
its own.
Communications aimed at a mass audience are often intended to mislead, manipulate
or obscure flaws and uncertainties. Practice with logical expression, while minimally
applicable to interpersonal speech and decision-making, enhances with intellectual growth
the ability to analyze propagandistic kinds of truth claims, such as those of a political or
otherwise rhetorical nature, for which the opportunity to achieve greater clarity by
collaboration and teaching of an organized kind often does not exist. Let's face it: modern
citizens are regrettably not allowed to talk about some subjects in an explicit way, with
many expressive forms designed for restricting communication to a parroting of the facts
and beliefs that communities or institutions have sanctioned, antipathetic to critical analysis.
But education can stretch these constraints by indirect means, making it so that what
individuals cannot say about society they can still think, assessing assertions in terms of
deductive structure, interpreting persuasional language inferentially so as to more readily
perceive whether an idea justifiably leads to another.
With training in the construction of thoughts as argumentative proof, declarations of
truth by politicians, pundits and promoters are more intuitively resolved into a collection of
premises and conclusions mediated by evidence, which can stimulate reasonable skepticism
and allow a contemplator to obtain clarification via the targeted pursuit of information, in
strategic ways. Instead of rhetorical contexts reinforcing one's own views via confirmation
bias, as notice of only the most self-validating or provocative information, an audience is
more likely to conceive in an analytical way what the total presentation implies or fails to
imply, impartially assessing its intellectual merits. Recipients of rhetoric that are schooled in
logical expression are also less likely to be distracted by irrational peripheralities, a
communicator's appearance, tone of voice or linguistic style, thinking more perceptively
about the meanings of even common language, regardless of how appealing an aesthetic
milieu might be for our instincts. This fully aware mindset can be a frustration to authority,
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but nonetheless benefits society by reducing its vulnerability to cultural regression when
power becomes corrupt and strives to exact its aims with tactics of duplicity. Enough
practice in the finer points of complex logic, and seeing through verbal sleight of hand
becomes child’s play.
So putting it all together, we can start by saying that the Holocene era capacity for
grammatical language probably evolved between fifty and a hundred thousand years ago. It
grew more object-oriented rather than merely concept-oriented as technological methods
advanced and thinking became more technical, with simultaneous progress from the
rudiments of quantitative conceiving to more complex procedures for measuring, counting
and calculating. With the beginnings of contemplative leisure, intellectual specialization and
rapid dissemination of ideas at the onset of civilization, thinkers threw considerable weight
behind precisely expressing technical concepts using both natural and mathematical
language. Technical language of both qualitative and quantitative varieties began to diverge
from common tongues, the origins of an academic discoursing that first sought to express in
literature the general principles of material substance, a way of formulating thoughts
stimulated by technological system-building, then proceeded towards reflection upon the
metaphysical essence of existence, as well as contriving modes of logical proof which
provided formal methodologies for organizing the analysis of all this technicality. Academiamediated education spread until it was a primary institution consolidating the whole of
language, theory and philosophy. This universalizing of quantification, philosophy, logic,
language, and their employment in technological development gave rise to modernity’s
empiricist rationalism spearheaded by experimental science. Sophisticated analyticity led to
high technology and a deeper awareness of memetic dynamics. Technical concepts and
methods function as tools by which to theorize at a more progressed level. Also key in
forging the modern episteme and engineering society is evidentiary, inferential proof. This
critical approach to expression not only streamlines reasoning in academic settings, but
makes civic involvement more cogent by empowering the general public to think
systematically. We can secure the species’ future by rationality in policymaking as language
infinitely accommodates the recording and analysis of historical precedent together with an
expansion of the reach, profundity and lucidity, the humanist power of theory.
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v. Advanced Theory of Perception
15. Orthodoxies and Revolutions in the Science of Human Perception
Science is only beginning to grasp human perception with a combination of
neuroscientific, psychological and sociological discovery procedures conjoined to theories of
cause and effect, but the evolutionary conditions that gave rise to its modern forms are
simple enough to generalize, for the essence of Earth environments has not drastically
changed in hundreds of millions of years, excepting a few aberrant events such as the
Permian extinction or the demise of dinosaurs at the end of the Cretaceous period.
Perception is first and foremost constrained by ecological necessity, the demands
nature places on organisms as they endeavor to survive in circumstances wedded to
photosynthesis, respiration, nutrition, reproduction and more organic fundamentals, an
assortment of features that constitute the continuity of present biology with the distant past,
and which have held a primary role in shaping physical and psychological properties of
lifeforms.
Existing within this context are the dynamics of sociality buffering congregates of
organisms from total subjection to material conditions. Mass action and then coordinated
perceiving augmented satisfaction of immediate need, eventually outstripping these
requirements with population-selected behaviors, which are not, however, necessarily a
producer of speciation events. Evolution of both speciating and nonspeciating competition,
cooperation and indifference resulted in not only nuanced mentalities with enhanced
prediction capability, but also an experience of apparent animacy that rivaled what we in the
present day consider to be inanimacy as an evolutionary factor in ecosystems.
In common scientific terms, the domains that can be referenced to explain the
evolution of perception are natural selection, exacted upon what we theorize as material
reality, and social selection influencing collectivity, together delineating the bounds of
cognitive history and physiology in total.
Ecology, the factors and principles involved in evolutionary interaction of organisms
and their perception with environmental conditions, and sociability, those factors and
principles related more specifically to population-based dynamics and related perceptions,
provide the basic constraints on biological form, determining what it has and has not been
possible for species to be in a process of adaptation that molds trait profiles. This is the
broadest account of biologically functional value that can be given, the dual, all-inclusive
classes of criteria dictating whether the persistence of lifeforms as we know them is even
possible. This encompasses genotypes, phenotypes, every carbon-based organism, a
causality we define as both physical and phenomenal together with the likely arrival of
currently supraphysical and supraphenomenal concepts in the future, to which all
explanations of life are addressed, with a heavy reliance on methodologies of empiricism.
This functionalist contextualizing holds an important place in conceiving nature, but in
relation to the essential contents of theory it is an epiphenomenon: the so-regarded
‘functioning’ of photosynthesis, respiration, nutrition, reproduction and all biological
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processes is a generalizing of what reduces to the formative morphing of structure as
recognized by human minds. Functionalism is a partial categorizing of structuralism, for
causes readily emerge independent of any past or current function, in some cases without
ever acquiring a functional role, or reconstituting what we would incline to call function in
ways that can be both beneficial and detrimental amongst codependent structures. When
we assess function, we must always determine "functional for what?"
Judgements of functionality can be difficult to negotiate, for they are arbitrated by a
sometimes deceptive foundation of structure themselves, the essence, whatever it is, of our
metaphysical preference for particular points of reference, the standards in relation to
which we evaluate existence. Despite an existential veil shrouding total reality from the
human mind, even cultural values are not mysterious to the extent of being
unsystematizable, as the very possibility of civilization makes evident, but at this stage of
discussion the functionality we understand as of ethical implication will be set aside for
more scientific concerns.
In biology, many structures are ancient, refined for tens or even hundreds of millions
of years by selection pressures imposed in ecosystems, making them nearly mechanistic in
the efficiency with which they operate, the basis for interpretation of them as functional.
The human circulatory system is a textbook example: four chambers of the heart contract in
perfect rhythm, with arteries and veins that integrate every organ within a single system of
nutrient distribution, ranging from the macroscopic, heavy duty aorta artery to microscopic
capillaries infused into every tissue of the body. Veins, the vessels that return blood to the
heart after nourishment of the body's tissues, contain cartilaginous valves to prevent any
resisting backflow in these farther removed, lower pressure areas, and are located closer to
the skin surface than arteries to mitigate blood loss from minor punctures, which would be
greater with outgoing vessels closer to the heart's prodigious force. The most masterful of
human engineers could not have designed a better architecture.
This pinnacle of efficiency can be compared with the human appendix, which seems to
lack an essential role in sustaining life. The organ may be vestigializing in some way, perhaps
with outdated functionality for meeting dietary demands that no longer obtain, and is often
life-threatening to the human organism, becoming infected and requiring emergency
surgery to prevent swelling-induced rupture, an event that can endanger the body with
bacterial infection as well as cause extreme pain.
Looking at vital structures such as those involved in blood circulation, it seems that
selection pressure has honed this physiological system and its broad role in homeostatic
regulation to near perfection. Its efficiency can improve with only days of exercise as the
heart and blood vessels remodel themselves for a larger workload, with a well-organized,
consistent workout routine providing boosts to mood and the body's general health.
Hormone secretion, metabolic vitality, even cognitive dynamism seem to be enhanced by
the integrating effects associated with a strengthening of tissues and organs that function in
nutritional provisions for motion.
In relation to evolutionary pressures, the circulatory system has reached near
optimization, exceeding basic reproductive requirements to such an extent that its potential
to alter the inherited trait profile of our species via spontaneous collapsing is almost
negligible. Ordinary behavior grants the almost complete majority of human beings
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sufficient cardiovascular health to reproduce, which passes on a nearly identical trait
distribution to the next generation. However, this mastery of reproduction-related selection
pressure means genetic endowments formative to the cardiovascular system may not evolve
much in response to contemporary ways of life in developed nations, which could mitigate
decades of chronic stress, more sedentary living and unhealthiness in a mass produced diet.
Predisposition for long life has been nearly invisible to humans in most parts of the world
until the advent of modern medicine in the 20th century, so adaptations for postreproductive vigor are mostly lacking, and together with the aforementioned
deleteriousness of recent lifestyle factors, declines of aging are onerous on an almost
universal scale: weight gain, epidemic heart disease, cancer-producing inflammation,
diabetes and more. Circulatory health as well as most other human characteristics have
been substantially disjuncted from prehistoric conditions within which they were suitable for
salubrious quality of life.
This impending heart health catastrophe was thwarted by the workout regimen and
facilities such as community gyms. All sorts of professionals spent decades developing
fitness techniques and a mainstream niche for exercise, with many citizens making a
commitment to at least aerobic routines for maintaining cardiovascular health, frequently as
a continuation of physical education and sports programs of the school years. The negative
impact of senescence conjoined to processed foods is still a challenge to stymie, as most
individuals must begin to take medications for high blood pressure, high cholesterol, or
other aging-related conditions during lifespans that are unprecedentedly long for civilization,
but exercise helps curb the exacerbations of food consumption endemic to modern society,
burning excess calories that are so taxing to the physique along with accelerating our
metabolisms such that toxins are quickly flushed out of the body. Promoting exercise while
striving to improve nutrition as much as possible makes heart disease and all its satellite
conditions within our means to contain.
The circulatory system does more than fuel macroscale exertions; its distributing
function plays a vital part in immune response and all kinds of biochemical communication
between distant regions of the body. However, despite the intricate variety in processes it
facilitates, circulation's mechanism of action is extremely simple, a piping of aqueous
solution streamlined for sustaining human organisms as a reproducing population, in
essence parameterized by Earth's gravitation. Cardiovascularization subsists in accordance
with a narrow set of structural principles: the basic template of muscular pumping,
networked tubing, and diffusion across membranous linings does not vastly differ between
all warmblooded creatures. Even mechanisms with a similar role in the much different body
plans of insects, arachnids or worms are easily analogizable to vertebrates, with our
experience of gravity and a few dissections all we require to intuit the anatomical
foundations of substance distribution in macroscopic eukaryotes. Humans of antiquity
would effortlessly assimilate our concepts of blood circulation once the seminal insight of
physiology as mechanism had been attained.
This can be contrasted with the nervous system, which presents a greater conceptual
challenge in multiple ways. First of all, neurons transmit electrical signals called synapses,
the core mechanism of action and intercommunication in these types of cells, and electricity
is an advanced scientific idea, becoming widely technologized only in the 20th century,
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making neurology one of the more incipient disciplines. Unlike other parts of the body,
electrical surges in nervous tissue produce a supervenient electromagnetic field, and in
brains this shows up as global wave signatures correlated to states of awareness. The
functional significance of brain waves for nervous system function, especially the
mechanisms of consciousness, is still very much undetermined. The nervous system
contains a staggering quantity of different cell types that dwarfs any other category of
tissues, including more than ten thousand kinds of neurons, most of which are densely
packed together in the brain as an almost incomprehensibly complex web of connectivity.
This neuronal complexity is amazingly no more than ten percent of the entire brain's
structure, for most of the organ's mass is comprised of glial cells, and their role is less
understood. The majority of the body is structurally complete by early childhood, with
changes in scale as a human grows being far and away the main transitional factor, but the
brain is constantly undergoing massive physiological and biochemical transitions, perhaps
only rivaled by sex organ metamorphosis during puberty. These transformations are not
simply mechanical like circulation, but reconstitute thought, emotion, personality,
socialization, the intricate mentalities and behaviors from which awareness, reasoning,
meaning and culture emerge, phenomena that have reached an exceptional enough
causation to blanket the surface of the planet with human beings and influence the entire
biosphere via technology, every ecosystem on Earth.
Pioneering neuroscience research has produced theoretical concepts ranging from
well-established conventions to speculative developments that nevertheless hold much
promise for refining our models. One of the keys in understanding brain structure is
investigation of ‘synesthesia’, the wiring together of adjacent neuronal complexes, a
phenomenon hybridizing roles of brain regions in ways that can have significant effects on
perception. A good example of the functional importance of synesthesia is Wernicke's area,
a portion of the cerebrum located at the junction of the temporal and occipital lobes. The
temporal lobe is involved in hearing, and the occipital lobe in vision, with this small patch of
connectivity responsible for integrating phonetics and the perception of written characters,
becoming activated when humans read. Wernicke's area is universal to human brains, of
course crucial for academic study and the advancement of knowledge. A rare hereditary
defect in this segment of the brain has been found to cause impairment in the acquisition of
grammar, and for many decades it was considered the brain's grammar center, though it has
been discovered that many additional locations in the cerebrum are tied to grammatical
language. A couple rarer forms of synesthesia are the cross-wiring of a color detection
center in the cerebrum to a nearby region linked with perceiving number, and also to one
that participates in experiencing music tonality. Many humans imbibe music as tonal color,
and individuals have demonstrated the ability to do extremely complex calculations in their
heads by instantly noting numerical solutions as a particular shade. Synesthesia can result in
some astounding aptitudes, but is sometimes accompanied by deficits in other areas. The
most famous human example of math/color synesthesia has difficulty getting dressed.
Brains show much variability between individuals, and uncommon structural forms can
manifest rare abilities. Albert Einstein was so renowned for genius in the field of physics
that science preserved his brain after he passed away and studied it closely. Researchers
noticed that a region in the temporal lobe associated with spatial perception was larger than
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normal, which appeared to be filling in free space provided by smaller than average adjacent
structures. This seems to partially account for singular achievements, a reifying of
geometrically expressed rate as a spatial substrate of physical reality, the ‘spacetime’
dimension vital to his thought experiments and insights into the relativity of motion.
Simultaneous deficiencies may explain some of his mild eccentricity, which historical
investigators have speculated as bordering on what we call Asperger's syndrome, a highfunctioning, verbally proficient form of autism. He also had a much thicker corpus callosum
than is typical, the bundle of fibers in the center of the brain connecting left and right
hemispheres. And his glial cell concentrations were well above average, implications of
which are still largely opaque to neuroscientific theory.
Also uniquely characteristic of the human brain when compared to closely related
vertebrate species is plasticity in regions involved with higher-level cognition. This probably
accounts for the ability to assimilate complex concepts, in educational settings and
elsewhere, which become deeply integrated with behaviors, emotions and perceptions
emergent from the whole brain, in acts of reasoning, writing, artistry, or spoken
communication. An additional determining factor in the makeup of human brains is
developmental pruning: during a few periods of the species' lifespan, particularly in the
midst of childhood and teenage growth phases, the least active neuronal connectivity
disassembles to make way for growth in more frequently utilized nerves, so that
conditioning has major impact on functional aptitude, in cognition and elsewhere. Human
beings can deliberately structure and restructure their brains in conjunction with goals and
practices, but dormancy is capable of ingraining deficits that are difficult to surmount,
though research is far from precisely modeling how all of this malleability and rigidification
works.
Beyond synesthesia, some brain tissues connect more distant regions. An instance is
neural fascia recently revealed by brain scans to link the prefrontal cortex, located at the
base of the forehead and correlated with personality as well as long-term planning, to
additional areas in the brain. This fascia does not fully develop until humans reach their
mid-20's, probably one of the last brain structures to mature, so it must hold an important
function for distinctively adult intentionality. Most healthy teenagers and children evince
plenty of personality and accurate recognition of the means to achieve individualized goals,
a capacity that vastly increases as the prefrontal cortex grows, but one of the defining
features of adulthood is diminishment of impulsiveness once an environment for actualizing
drives has been attained. The adult personality does not fully succumb to affect as sought
after contexts are perceived, while the minds of youths toggle more holistically between
prefrontal reasoning and compulsive reaction to cognizances, desires and consummated
sentiments. The young are more prone to display extremeness such as explosive anger,
overwhelming sadness, unrestrained enthusiasm, risk-taking, and dejection from failure, for
at moments their prefrontal cortexes almost completely submit to an emotional experience,
becoming largely incapable of intervening in acts of affective expression. This leads to
greater propensity for abusing drugs, reckless partying, unmitigated cruelty, dangerous
driving habits, and derivative anguish or exhilaration. When excitatory chemicals flood the
brain, immature prefrontal connectivity tends to disengage more from behavior, resulting in
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an on average less subtle, micromanaged form of emotion-laden decision-making and
consideration of consequences.
Along more hypothetical lines, some newly uncovered mechanisms of brain function
are being tinkered with and analyzed. Mentioned in an earlier chapter, quantum effects as a
feature of molecular bioactivity, a phenomenon completely unknown until the 21st century,
are becoming the subject of cutting edge experimentation and theorizing. High sensitivity of
these molecular sites of quantum behavior to trace energy sources and their prevalence in
all kinds of sense organs as well as additional tissues suggests a systemic function for
reacting to, perceiving and in many cases experiencing conscious awareness of
environmental features lying beyond visible light spectrums, sound waves, shock vibrations,
and relatively large-scale atomic structure in scent and taste, a responsivity to
electromagnetism for instance, which we might traditionally classify as extrasensory.
Molecular mechanisms capable of registering the Earth's magnetic field have been identified
in birds, insects and elsewhere in nature, what has been termed ‘magnetoreception’. The
body's own electromagnetic field generated by the nervous system and especially brains
may also interact with these quantum state chemical reactions as an additional layer of
organic causality, possibly offering better explanation for the integrated, fluid holism of
qualitative consciousness in contrast to the fundamentally dispersed nature of biochemical
particularity as traditionally modeled.
Already touched upon, synchronization in the brain waves of meditators has been
recorded with instrumentation, hinting at nonthermodynamic, ‘nonlocal’ phenomena, a
modeling of which will probably subvert many assumptions of conventional chemistry,
though much more data must be obtained in order to form a solid picture of what is going
on. Scientists are finding mechanisms that transgress three dimensional images of matter,
defying billiard ball portrayals of efficient causality, which employ the concept of direct
contact between entirely self-contained particles, equal and opposite reactions of the sort
defined by classical physics, to describe the atomic and subatomic scale.
Science's thermodynamic models work well in the majority of laboratory and industrial
contexts, but the synthetic nature of mental experience seems to be deeply disjuncted from
standard atomic theory with its absolutely discrete nanoscale units and their time-lagged
interactions. The most recent lab work in theoretical physics reinforces our more
introspective intuitions, for the notion of atoms is transforming into a model of the basics of
matter as more structurally diffuse, capable of exceeding spatial constraints characteristic of
macroscopic, sense-perceptual objects, consisting of flowing and perturbing quantum fields
that surpass possibilities inherent in theories of chemical bonding behavior between
localized particles. Consciousness, external reality and their growingly well-defined
connection seem to destine a reconstituted conceptualizing of the physical, as involving
quantumlike properties that contradict the classical paradigm of force interrelationships
between collections of fundamental spheres.
Matter is seeming more and more to be pervasively supraspatial, transcending
Newtonian physics in many domains of science, with the apparent role of entanglement,
coherence, synchronicity, superposition, and retroactive causality increasing. Despite this
trend, the classical model is not to be considered illusion. Though quantum nonlocality
undoubtedly obtains, matter evinces some intrinsically spatial properties that cannot be
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explained away as an artifact of anthrocentric perceptions. Phase changes in large
aggregates of molecules, from solid to liquid to gas to plasma, take place according to
principles of entropic motion with much more affinity to models based on three dimensional
particularity than any notion of nonlocality. It is clear from scientific analysis that as the
amount or ‘mass’ of matter increases, constraints on quantum behavior grow in influence,
so that for instance complex biochemical systems display salient quantum mechanisms set
apart from a general dampening of quantum coherence in the larger scale thermodynamic
interactions which surround them. Classical physics and traditional chemistry provide such
effective explanations because phenomenality in its incarnation as macroscopic objects and
motions accurately reflects dynamics of our planet’s environments that subsist at similar
scaling, with our spatially oriented sense organs such as eyes, ears and noses adapted to
complement aggregated mass. Thermodynamic phenomena may differ greatly under the
macroscopic conditions of nonearthlike environments such as those of extremely massive,
gravitationally compacted black holes, where it is postulated that subatomic particles are
not even capable of forming atoms let alone molecules, but bulk matter never, as far as
scientists can to this point surmise, totally dissolves into a nonlocal state. Structural
properties of substances at the macroscopic level look to be deeply consonant with three
dimensionality, despite nonlocal coherence.
Consistent violation of Newtonian physics by phenomena of nonlocality in perception,
nature and the lab, combined with only partial inhibition of nonlocality by mass interpreted
classically, suggests that the most accurate paradigm is one regarding properties of
nonlocality in substance as primary. The more local phenomena we observe as
particularized matter, which seem palpably fixed in place relative to light waves, sound
waves, vibrations and our own bodies, in interactive dynamics inhering at or near the human
scale, seem to then be a subset of possibilities for how substance is instantiated.
Macroscopic masses perceived as particles are modelable as “atomic" only under a partial
range of conditions, namely as experienced by humanlike "organisms" adapted to the
"chemistry" (bulk properties of substance) of Earth ecosystems. Science currently theorizes
these biochemical ecosystems in relation to some key phenomena enriched by analysis into
overarching principles, such as "reproduction", "metabolism", "physiology", "natural
selection", or "mutation", which give us a fractional but nonetheless workable
comprehension of causality that from a historical view seems to hold much promise for
persisting progress, though not lacking difficulty.
So, science has quite an array of accomplished conventions bringing clarity to the
awareness of nature, in physics, chemistry, biology and elsewhere, yet some of our more
obscure experiences along with new avenues of research strongly intimate that reality is not
essentially structured in the way even most modernized modeling has suggested, as a
timeline distributed in a matrix of three dimensional space. Three dimensional objects
traveling in apparent sequences, a notion characterizing the core knowledge of molecular
chemistry we associate with superstructures such as macroscopic objects or life, is unique to
mass and its entropic properties on an earthbound scale, which our sense organs adapted to
find reflexively intuitive. The properties of macroscopic matter, with deep impact on life
processes, are one of the main sources for our impressions of stability and mercuriality in
the environment, its organic relevance constraining and motivating human behavior as well
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as that of biology as a whole. But the structure of matter and bodies on our planet seems to
have underlying facets of nonlocality, and the mind taps into this more pervading,
quantumlike substrate of causality as it perceives, experiences and is affected by the socalled paranormal. The causes and effects of our world have demystified facets and also
many theoretically unintuitive ones, with human conception laboring greatly to comprehend
this diverse manifold as integrated, rationalized consistency.
Uncertainty has constantly lurked, regardless of how efficacious theories become,
teasing us with an ever receding but never lifting shroud of the unknown, thus far always
presenting a new challenge just when we begin to settle into an orthodox paradigm,
believing mastery is imminent. Nevertheless, analysis makes huge strides towards better
descriptions of reality, evincing a coherent logic of development despite spanning multiple
millennia and a variety of cultural circumstances. Let's give some thought to where
knowledge started, with particular focus on the interplay of evolving matter and mind
concepts, how theory arrived at its current stage, and what the prospects are for progress in
the future. It is truly amazing how far humanity has come.

16. Perception of Perception: History in the Theorizing of Reason, Mind, Matter and Soul
As mentioned in chapter 8 of section 1, “A Brief History of Quantification in Science”,
awareness in early humans and other intelligent organisms almost certainly made no
distinction between spirit and matter, but the most cognitively advanced species at the
same time had their dispositions to experience the environment as consisting of causal order
manipulatable in predictable ways by behavior, such as in nest-building, hunting or courting.
These species have a prototechnological sense for how they can order their surroundings, a
problem-solving mentality making survival in the service of reproduction more possible,
which self-perpetuates by being reproduced as well as via what is vaguely called ‘libido’, an
assortment of compelling drives that are difficult to specify at the current stage of
knowledge.
By the time humans reached the Neolithic era, our species had a unique and potent
combination of thinking ability and some additional traits. Problem-solving acumen had
reached levels of inventiveness and flexibility that were probably unprecedented for Earth's
organisms. Language fostered the social projection of subtle drives and thoughts as
intentions and thus the growth of one's mind in relationships. This expressiveness enabled
humans to bond more deeply by mutually experiencing complex motivations with attendant
conceptualizings, which made creativity, in technology and elsewhere, a synergy of
collectivity and individual reflection. Brain plasticity for enculturing new thoughts and
behaviors also heightened. Altogether, the human mind reached a critical mass in its trait
profile that made manageable and desirable the logistics of enlarged, settled community:
self-awareness and self-expression, pleasure in relationships, self-actualization, memetic
dissemination of ideas, tool-making, construction, farming, division of labor, all the shades of
cultural behavior. A great leap forward to civilized lifestyles took place, supporting bigger
and initially more empowered populations in a liberation from baseline survival that had
demanded much exclusive attention to food, shelter, clothing, safety and health.
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Abetted by opportunity for thoughtful leisure in civilized settings, human curiosity
began to stretch its proclivity for technical problem-solving well beyond the sphere of mere
practical logistics in an effort to understand the causality of natural environments as a whole.
Thought experiments that applied technological thinking towards understanding
spontaneous phenomena were the origins of materialism. We could perhaps say that
‘matter’ as a concept was at first hypothetical. Philosophers such as the ancient Greek
Thales of Miletus were antiquity's equivalent to Albert Einstein; his groundbreaking
speculations that the dynamics of moisturization are central to causality were at the time
akin to Einstein's theory of relativity, with the hypothetical generalization of water as
essence being analogous to the speed of light as a hypothetically constant maximum, both
postulated points of reference around which to aim for systematic explanation. In Greece,
Thales helped initiate a multigenerational analysis picked up and extended by additional
thinkers, who developed theoretical narratives based on for instance air (Anaximenes) or
fire (Heraclitus).
This seems like child's play to the modern mind with its preparatory education, but a
notion that the world in total can operate according to principles comparable to those
intuited by structural problem-solving contradicts the somewhat chaotic subjectivity of a
human's perceptual lifetime and strains the delimitations of common speech. Using a dab of
imagination reveals that ordering reality from scratch as the generalization of diverse
experiences into comprehensive structure, defined with reference to abstractional forms of
some precision, in contrast to the more imprecise symbolic contents and emotion-laden
themes of most prehistoric myth, presents a daunting challenge to untrained thinking.
Structuralizing would encounter a huge inertia of incoherence from obliquities of ordinary
language use, also induced by what many in the present day consider ‘immaterial’ qualia
such as dreams, visions, mental images, memory and apparitions. This insight is also
supported by more direct means, when we observe the detrimental yet strangely actualizing
impact of sensationalistic propaganda as media "stories" in contemporary society, along
with the popularity of mysticism-based belief and practice in a modern economy founded on
mechanistic knowledge.
With thinkers such as Heraclitus, Greek philosophy started to move from materialism
towards more metaphysical conceptualizings. Fire as essence was not merely a unifying
description of matter, but a concept of the cosmos' form as gradations of change or
‘becoming’, a phenomenon which allegedly undergirded all apparent stability. A few
generations earlier, Anaximander had proposed that nature appears to us by way of
transmutative properties in a single substance, a comparable sort of essence. Parmenides
introduced the ‘One’, a thought experiment that reversed the notions of Heraclitus, seeing
all fluctuation in appearances as an illusory form of eternal and unchangeable ‘being’.
Plato, as a continuation of previous thought, enriched form into more than a new
generalization of material observations, introducing the notion that the cosmos’ causality
consists in metaphysical laws which order the totality of appearances and being as such.
The Greek mainstream had given credence to the will of the gods and the supremacy of
cosmic fate for at least centuries before Plato's time, a belief system still unreconciled with
burgeoning philosophy of material essences, rendering thought-centric perspectives
unintuitive, repugnant to some, and on occasion blasphemous, as in the case of Socrates.
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Plato rationalized Greek deference to transcending power by coupling it with the worldview
that spiritual causes are not set apart from this hypothetical realm of matter, but rather
operate upon it intelligibly, in cogent ways accessible via contemplation instead of as an
impenetrable enigma of overarching, suprahuman force. His philosophy inculcated the idea,
extrapolated from a distinguished tradition of high-level thinking, that intrinsic organization,
a sort of grandiose harmony holds existence under its sway. This was not dismissive of the
godlike, but implied a unifying ‘telos’ or rationale amongst disparate domains, such as
traditional spirituality, the relatively new materialistic naturalism which Greeks had
expanded into thought experiments addressed to essences, and cultural life, to be sought
idealistically and unveiled progressively by the reflections and knowledge complementary to
a systematic reality.
In this view, telos - generative essence on a cosmic scale - was paralleled by ‘logos’, the
essence of this order as it manifests in musing and thoughtful conversation. The cosmos
unfolds as raw substance - matter - granted its appearances by the influence of principles
inherent in metaphysical instantiation of matter with ‘forms’. Plato's philosophy synthesized
the concept of material reality as composed of a dual form/matter substance with the
traditional Greek idea of ‘nous’ or psychical substance, which we translate as ‘soul’,
postulating that form also manifests in the soul as a limitless fund of possible ‘ideas’. This
conceptualizing of soul as the realm of ideas, a type of constitutive particular, was a big jump
towards psychology, the definition of qualia as having properties to be understood in terms
of structure. Plato saw the soul as deeply coordinated with existence as a whole, perhaps
even regarded by him as the primary antecedent substance of reality's apparent nature,
giving humanity the power to comprehend cosmos in the form of ideas, with acts such as
reasoning. This dovetails with his commitment to the method of dialectical reflection and
conversation, during which meanings inherent in the logos but not patent as an immediate
totality are elucidated by explicit communication for the sake of giving clarity to the cosmos'
fundamental rationale.
Aristotle expanded upon Plato's paradigm of a cosmos structured by metaphysical
principles, differentiating the concept of orderedness as essence into four categories of
causality. Like Plato, he specified ‘material causality’, reality's quality of simply being
capable of appearance. ‘Formal causality’ is a phenomenon of structuralization that gives
matter the property of delineated features, responsible for compound shaping, which makes
all material apparencies more than the sum of any particular assortment of parts. ‘Efficient
causality’ consists in properties of interaction between material forms, their effects upon
each other. And ‘final causality’ refers to the tendency for material forms with their
interactions to proceed towards some outcomes while excluding others, the direction-giving
parameterization in relationships between initial causes and consequent effects.
Aristotle’s conceptualizings of metaphysical principle pushed past previous naivety
regarding the relationship between reasoning and experiencing to cognize knowledge as not
simply a reflective mirror for those properties of the absolute world which happen to be
intelligible, but instead the apprehension of a looser framework within which essentially
contingent transformations of appearance occur, with our knowledge having a capricious
dynamism, like matter and Plato's dialectical knowing in itself. He inserted Plato’s
metaphysical ‘rationale’ back into the cosmos as a theoretical entity to be examined by
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humanity's ‘active intellect’, moving towards a more naturalistic account of what Plato had
intuited as nous’ supramaterial participation in unconditional essence. This paved the way
for enrichment of reasoning into an empiricist method based upon the notion that causal
principle, while constrained, does not transcend the changeability of appearances Greek
philosophy had termed ‘becoming’, but can transmogrify in profound ways as investigation
proceeds. The door was opened to breaking ground in all of the following areas: theorizing
of fundamental composition (material causality); mathematical modeling and theoretical
psychology (formal causality); diversification and refinement of theoretical systems into
empirical disciplines (efficient causality); and the differentiation and improvement of
prediction capabilities as a central value (final causality). With Aristotle's malleable
approach to rationale, observation as an expanding family tree of increasingly precise
models and philosophy as a long-term discourse of strategic inventiveness became realizable,
eventually giving birth to protoscientific culture and more advanced technology after
reintroduction of his lost writings from Arab civilization to Medieval Europe.
Contemplating the nature of soul, what present day science addresses as
consciousness, was popular throughout the world, and with the rise of Abrahamic faiths in
the first millennium C.E., spirituality came to the foreground of European philosophy while
materialism's standing diminished. Theories of matter began to divide back into
contramaterial notions of reality and unintegrated problem-solving techniques aimed at
specific technological needs, a fissure between beliefs about vitality and technical practice.
European civilization had not lost its analytical prowess as what we call the Medieval period
commenced, but accoutrements of intentionality were regarded as miraculous or sacred,
with governance requiring submission to the doctrines and decrees of orthodoxy, in addition
to superstitions and heretical fads that were also difficult for even obvious evidence to alter.
Empirical activity in Europe had temporarily devolved from a progressive institution towards
enslavement to social and ideological power, the pursuit of war, wealth, control, status, and
otherwise serving haphazard economic advantage as the ancillary of occupations organized
around local purposes.
Neoplatonism gained a large following on the European continent, becoming the pillar
of theological orthodoxy until resurgence of Aristotelianism in the 13th century. Plato's
refinement of soul substance as a philosophical concept had amalgamated with spiritual
beliefs throughout the Roman sphere of influence, emerging from this crucible of cultural
synthesis as an immaterial substance comprising the core of existence, sorted into a
hierarchy of soul-infused beings ranked according to numinous power and governed by
divinity as the purveyor and enforcer of moral order. Causality of soul upon the world was
conceived as exacted by ‘emanation’, a miraculous intervention of immateriality in workings
of the material, with matter considered subordinate, a fleeting stage of superficial, illusory
appearance in the lives of human beings.
Contemporaneous with Europe's early Medieval religiosity, academic institutions such
as monasteries and especially the new universities became concerned with instilling
standards for logical analysis via schooling, with some modest bolstering of technical
thought, at least in the most literary circles. This seems to have been a renewal of
intellectual values temporarily set aside after the Frankish Emperor Charlemagne's 8th-9th
century, government sanctioned golden era of study called the Carolingian Renaissance. So
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even prior to rediscovery of Aristotle, the movement of Scholasticism expended much effort
to jumpstart progressive pedagogy for making the educationally elite's mode of thinking
more systematic. Once Latin translators got their hands on Arab-preserved Aristotelian
philosophy, scholars soon realized that Europe was destined for a paradigm shift, but
intelligentsia were at the same time committed to preserving the authority of Christian
theology and the mandate of a universal church. The task was then not to dispute
Neoplatonism, but rather synthesize it with this new source of profound and wide-ranging
theories.
Monastic professor St. Thomas Aquinas is probably the foremost figure in this 13th
century synthesis. He had a pragmatic strategy of analysis, giving consideration to not only
contents of his theories but also the presentational medium that would make an assemblage
of ideas by him and his colleagues edifying and strengthening to Christendom. His writing
indicates concern with integrating logicality and theological tradition. In some cases he
structures his arguments in question and answer form, resembling a doctrinal catechism. He
applied a Christian interpretation to Aristotle's metaphysics, giving the concept of cosmic
totality as ‘prime mover’ the Neoplatonic connotation of God's omnipotent spirit, and
formulating telos, Plato's and Aristotle's notion of rational order within the cosmos’ causality,
as ontological, cosmological and teleological proof of a sentient God's existence. His social
and political commenting has a conservative flavor that makes divine authority and
centralized institutions the keystone of culture and morality.
Conceptual consolidation brought greater clarity to some long-standing issues in
philosophy. Chiefly among these was contentiousness about the relationship between
objects and concepts, how and to what extent essences of apparent particulars are ideas, a
question moderns might be inclined to frame in terms of the division between material and
psychical. Simultaneous with this conundrum was uncertainty about what names for
particulars are, whether words and language in general are ‘realistic’, touching base with
absolutes constituting the essence of reality, or ‘nominalistic’, an approximation that can
perhaps be exacerbative to error.
Constant pressure to comprehend the nature of objects, concepts and words resulted
in the 14th century Ockhamist movement, a departure towards radical nominalism that
theorized elements of language as an approximating representation rather than direct
correspondence. This had ramifications for notions of proof, as truth came to be seen at the
time as governed by working principles such as ‘Ockham's razor’ - a tenet that least
assumptive, most economical explanations are superior - rather than provisional of an
unmediated access to metaphysically essential rationale, intelligibility, orderedness. The
image of truth as inexacting and deeply hypothetical inspired some speculativeness in
theology, with professorship much more progressive for a time in its theoretical approach as
language became in scholarly assessment an adaptive instrument rather than a channeling
of the cosmos’ static coherence.
A paradigm viewing methodological mediums as decisive in the essence of truth was
important, scientificlike insightfulness, but without sufficient development in math and
technology, data-based empiricism was impossible and this qualitative kernel of modernity
had nowhere to go, so that for a prolonged period in the late Middle Ages and early
Renaissance, philosophy settled into an orthodox suspension of both criticism and the
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revisionary program. Everything changed with the Reformation, as stern regulation by the
church evaporated in regions all across Europe, and intellectuals were no longer merely
chartered to steer academic culture in line with church politics, but liberated to pursue
individualistic projects of conceptual and artistic experimentation. This gave the
Renaissance momentum, an immersion in Europe's ancient roots, bursting out from the
orthodoxy of theologically assimilated Plato and Aristotle to embrace the whole of Greek
and Roman achievement, including the foremost Classical, non-Medieval values.
Art of the European Middle Ages had been designed for piety-inspiring functions,
austerely symbolic of Christian values like holiness, divine love, religious devotion and
sacrifice. Its depictions of matter and form were intended to promote these spiritual
meanings, with servile concern for fidelity to the nature of immediate appearances.
Renaissance artists became unfettered from theistic archetypes, striving for portrayal of
overabundant beauty, striking sensuality and exquisite detail in human and natural forms
along with worldly interpretations of history and social life, in similarity to the Greek and
Roman aesthetic of Dionysian realism. This movement wanted to push the envelope like
antiquity.
Renaissance artistry was quickened by ancient style, but also sought to pave its own
way with innovations in the representation of perspective, color, and increasingly lifelike
proportioning of figures. This progressive technicalizing of art had two crucial outcomes.
Firstly, the forms of visual and aural art alike became closely linked with technological
advancement as forward thinking individuals attempted to distinguish themselves with
invention, consummating their visions. Secondly, meaning and appearance were placed on
more equal footing, with aesthetic effect recognized as a function of nonconceptual sensing
as much as intellect. Thus, the experiencing of matter and form in their dimensions as a
surface world of appearances grew more technologized, and the notion of sensation as a
distinct module of perception produced by sense organs, consisting in the seemingly
mechanical nature of physiological components and their interactions with the environment,
came to prominence. The intersection of perception with the world was increasingly
understood as depending on the nature of material and organic bodies, and the forms and
dynamics of these bodies were analogized to technology, intuited by the cutting edge as a
mechanistic coordination of parts.
As was mentioned, technological problem-solving had continued to move forward
during the Middle Ages despite a lack of theoretical integration. These developments were
closely linked to the improvement of quantitative methods for precision in measuring and
calculating. By the time seminal analogizing of matter and machine had been entrenched,
technological practice was refined enough to merge with mechanistic materialism and the
new insights into perceptual perspective. Advances in optics resulted in telescopes and
eventually microscopes, while theories of sonority gave rise to acoustically sophisticated
buildings. Expanding knowledge of the world in terms of material properties, combined with
engineering breakthroughs, provided raw desiderata for the Scientific Revolution's image of
the environment as a physical system.
Together with revitalized materialism, also the technologizing of culture, and a
blossoming humanist worldview seeking to synthesize acts of sensing and machinations of
physical bodies with the soul’s rational intellecting in pursuit of a systematically
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comprehended existence, logical methods from the Middle Ages began to come under the
influence of experimentalism. Francis Bacon was the most illustrious personage in this
movement; he is often credited with popularizing the scientific method, clarifying how
logical analysis can be organized as progressive iterations of hypothesis testing.
Accumulation of knowledge accelerated and empirical activities were welded into an
empiricist paradigm, the synergy of fact-acquisition and theorizing that would reach
maturation as science.
While Ockhamism had declined in influence, the spirit of nominalism must have lived
on in academics, as early scientists clearly had a sense that they were more than passively
revealing the nature of cosmos with descriptions of experimental results, but actively
actualizing curiosity, rationality and civilization in a customization of language to
transforming collections of fact, a process that came to be called ‘modeling’. Nascent
protoscience was not just analytical thought and greater accuracy in knowledge but a
cultural phenomenon, formative of revisional, revolutionizing congress between the human
race's scholarship and the world. Representations of the cosmos seemed capable of shifting
in massive ways, the most notable cases associable with development of the telescope and
microscope, at which time a more than one thousand year old foundation of naturalistic
truth had to be discarded as all but worthless.
With all of this new fact, as well as the practical proof that linguistic resources used to
describe it are nominalist techniques of approximation rather than a correspondence with
absoluteness of reality, much consideration seemed necessary as to how models should be
advanced and integrated. Development of algebra, coordinate geometry and calculus made
this issue more manageable, an endeavor that is of course still taking place to this day as
mathematicians continuously come up with better methods for representing and organizing
facts as data.
By the Early Modern 17th century, protoscientific culture was here to stay, but even
humanist, nominalist mathematicians such as Descartes were still puzzling over the nature
of soul. This dilemma became growingly significant as early empiricism researched the
human body, with a clear notion of physiology as composed of coordinated mechanisms
infused into the materialist perspective. Based on the newest medical science, a correlation
between anatomy of sense organs, brain anatomy, thought and behavior had grown
unequivocal, but if structure of the mortal body was inextricably linked with personality and
awareness, the ground beneath orthodox belief in a soul as immortal consciousness, one of
the pillars of Western religion, began to quake and threaten to topple the whole edifice of
spirituality. It was apparent that soul in its intersection with organic matter had a sort of
supervenient anatomy, and this modularity became known as ‘mind’. Early Modern
philosophy was thus the origin of the mind/body problem, persisting into the late 21st
century, a confusion about whether or in what ways experience or matter have causal
priority. ‘Matter’ is of course a concept derived from and modified by experience, but
phenomena of matter in the brain and elsewhere exist independent of experience and can
alter it in fundamental ways, as if having causal precedence. It was uncertain if matter is a
component of mind or mind a component of matter, and where our sanctified notion of
immortal soul fit into the picture.
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Aristotle's theorizing in the domain antiquity called ‘physics’ had been some of the first
naturalistic description of the soul/matter complex. He based this primordial naturalism on
concrete facts as given to observation by environments, in contrast with the Platonic style of
Socratic method during which dialecticians intuited in the realm of pure ideas. Aristotle's
theorizing did not accept an idea as valid simply if it could be connected cogently with some
further idea in accordance with group consensus, but was more oriented towards the act of
so to speak psychically picking up an object of the intellect, accepting its measure of
perceptual individuality in that enigmatic, singular moment, including of course its material
aspects, probing it as a spontaneous phenomenon with a nature all its own, which exceeded
the determinational scope of nous, then formulating context-dependent accounts founded
on collections of particulars themselves rather than questing for absolutely merged
intelligibility. Aristotle's approach to knowledge preserved the immediate manifold as much
as it refashioned for the sake of synthetic rationalization, and so his generalizing, while
certainly presumptive of an essential, cosmos-wide order, had more robust commitment to
progressing from separate angles simultaneously. He expended much effort, with his
colleagues, at organizing formal concepts and procedures into disparate categories and
academic fields, acknowledging in praxis, if not yet with theoretical explicitness, the mutual
exclusivity that differentiates causality into various types while humans attempt to correlate
and inference. This paradigm is mostly absent from Plato's dialogues and likely in excess of
even his technical modes of analysis, though we cannot be completely sure as no records of
Plato's specialized thinking remain.
It might be said that Plato's psychological ambiguities become in Aristotle's philosophy
a more methodological ambiguity. Plato's vaguely acknowledged sense for the elusiveness
of presumed unity in the cosmos' rationale was pragmatically regarded by Aristotle as a
multiplicity, not entirely integratable utilizing any existing approach to the search for
knowledge. Aristotle implicitly recognized this dispersity in knowledge as a function of the
intellect's physicslike qualities, its variety of causal factors, with nous being a property in the
hylomorphic form of a human nature he believed to be rooted in plenitudinous materiality
as much if not more than the unificational cogency of ideas. Plato exemplified a
metaphysical psychology of applied speculative idealism, and Aristotle resolved this into a
more naturalistic psychology of working realism capable of building Plato's idealism into the
modus operandi of institutional practice and expansion, allowing for not just philosophical
discourse but construction of academia as a progressive culture which adapts to diversifying
circumstances. As has been stated, this naturalism was one of the main motivations for
civilization's move towards empiricism as the core of society, a lifestyle based around
advancing science.
So even as far back as Aristotle, we can see a move being made towards the notion of
anatomically structured mind. He divided behavior in organic lifeforms into three general
categories. ‘Vegetative’ functions were responsible for sedentary processes, active in all
plants, animals and humans. ‘Sensitive’ functions were the motivational and sensory
processes in animals and humans that satisfy basic needs such as mating, acquisition of food
and self-defense, involving what modern science calls affect, in acts such as aggression or
fleeing. And the ‘rational’ function was unique to humans, the presence of an intellect that
thinks and has ethical sensibilities as well as a spirituality associated with the soul. Thus, in
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Aristotle's rudimentary estimation, organisms were similar to what we call biological, subject
to structuralizations closely linked with matter.
Upon developments in anatomy during the Renaissance and Early Modern period, this
tripartite division of the organic began to resolve into a more complex theoretical picture.
What had been conceived very basically as types of natural function became intricate
mechanisms, the interactions between physiological modules made comprehensible by
detailed knowledge of the matter organisms are composed of. Even properties of reputedly
immaterial experience were seen as involving certain inanimate, billiard ball type
mechanisms emergent mostly from matter, in sensations generated by sense organs, and
perception as it seemed to link up with the brain. Human capacity to understand ideas,
consisting in the mechanisms of reason, was the bridge in theory between immaterial soul
and the material body. Reasoning was easily correlated to brain matter, but most natural
philosophers viewed it as also bound up with immortal, supernatural soul substance, giving
the race a more meaningful existence than the rest of nature.
Dividing up this more and more complex knowledge of anatomical features into the
inanimate functions tied to matter and those of distinctly human intentionality tied to soul,
intersecting in allegedly rarefied qualities of the contemplative human mind, settled into
two theoretical categories of behavioral process: reason and instinct. The rest of nature was
viewed as ruled by instinctual compulsions, while humans alone were capable of meditative
reflection, what we might call soulfulness, but not completely liberated from instinct's sway.
The first theories of the relative predominance of instinct or reason were as numerous and
varied as philosophers who produced them, and even the thinkers themselves would have
probably admitted they were largely speculating, but efforts to progress this sci-fi discourse
of human psychology had serious implications for understanding social dynamics and the
crafting of economic and political organization. Philosophers who saw instinct as
dominating reason tended to emphasize the need for strong, invasive authorities, while
those regarding reason as master supported more liberty-based society. But regardless of
how much faith philosophers had in reason, everyone agreed that social structure was
capable of profoundly impacting human behavior, either by suppressing corruptive instinct,
giving instinct destructive free reign, allowing reason to reach optimal productivity, or
degrading reason to the point of making humans vicious to each other and generally
animalistic. The first theorists of mind were deeply embroiled in determining how to best
institute law and order so as to attain the greatest prospects for a global civilization of
billions fueled by technological invention.
By the 18th century, science was putting together a comprehensive theorizing of the
universe in terms of mechanistic laws, with all kinds of natural phenomena subjected to
study and modeling description. Uncertainty apparent in the relationship between
operation of these mechanisms and any particular observation generated the concept of a
distinction between the principles of nature and those of human apprehension, so that
rationale became more overtly viewed as not only a product of ontology but also a “faculty”
of reason with structure paralleling and partially determined by physiological function: the
organs of thought. Academia was advancing knowledge of the universe's mechanisms in an
innovative discourse based on fact-gathering, theoretical proposals supported with
persuasional argument, and criticism followed by progressive revisions. This kind of
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intellectuality had been tightly regulated by institutions during the Middle Ages, and also
constrained to social elites via exclusive reliance of literature and higher education on Latin
as the language of learning, but a post-Reformation society bred vernacular art scenes, while
censorship greatly diminished. The reach of pedagogy and intellectual activity was
extending to more demographics, so that Europe at least was ready for populist philosophies
bringing knowledge to the masses in a more rationally motivated society at large.
The classes and sectors of many European cultures, especially in England, had been
fighting a centuries-long battle since the Middle Ages for political self-determination, with
acrimonious negotiating accompanied by frequent periods of unrest. This agitation resulted
in a move towards governments that better balance the needs of all citizens, with
constitutional documents such as the Magna Carta obligating even supreme rulers to
institutional guidelines, complex administrations responsible for all kinds of minutia far
exceeding the capabilities of a royal court, and eventually legislative bodies composed of
members who represented the vote of ordinary folks. Government had grown beyond war
and the exacting of justice, with an obligation to facilitate social welfare in many spheres.
Even in areas of Western Europe such as France and Germany that had not progressed
much beyond monarchy by the 18th century, political philosophy was starting to gel with a
suitable climate for promoting rationality to birth intellectual values of a populist kind. This
consisted in the ideal of legal equality as a standard to improve upon traditional status
criteria, with many endorsing full participation in politics by the citizenry as well as
institutions that nurture collaborative culture, with maximized freedom to devise and
exchange ideas. The movement had as its goal a stimulating of progressive reforms that
would make entire societies fairer, more secure, and individuals more empowered to
actualize their potential. It was realized by leading philosophers that these ideals were
vulnerable to corruption, and much thought was given as to how institutions can be
constructed so power remains distributed in equitable ways despite the ever present threat
of greed, ambition, mob mentality, and the vengeful feuding which often arises as citizens
seek to place blame under adverse conditions.
As the discourse of rationality moved forward, philosophy started to become more
conscious of itself, concerned with reflecting upon its historicity, tenaciously unresolved
issues and future prospects. Immanuel Kant was the premier analyst in this vein,
architecting an ambitious synthesis of philosophical tradition that consolidated the discipline
by holistically outlining the psychology of intellectual knowledge in a detailed account of
humanity’s capacity to reason. He argued that philosophy revealed some forms of knowing
to be inaccessible in his era simply on principle, as fundamental paradoxes. He also clarified
the close relationship between reasoning and ethical decision-making, showing that if a
culture can become universally rational, a sufficing degree of universalized morality would
be achievable. Preoccupation with universalizing rationality made its way into the literary
climate, especially focused on civic ramifications, coming together in a paradigm of valueconstruction called the European Enlightenment that would have far reaching influence as
an egalitarian strain in belief systems and politics throughout the Western world.
Enlightenment philosophy and literature were adamantly individualistic, stressing the
need for society to be a vehicle of self-determination. Literary figures everywhere in
Western Europe exemplified this individualistic mindset with eloquent prose designed to not
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merely exposit logically but also inspire citizens towards proactive, actualizing independence.
This cultural movement was celebration of humanity as much as a pursual of practical
reforms, with reasoning seen as spiritual fulfillment, the search for a meaningful life via
commitments to furthering the community's well-being through one's public role. By the
19th century, broad-minded, reformist rationality had become more than the hallmark of
responsible authority but a universalizing ethic.
While political theorists attempted to integrate the philosophy of reason into
institutions, more purely academic endeavors worked on pushing beyond the history of
rational discourse to understand the nature of history as a whole. The first theories of
history conformed to the Hegelian mold, viewing procession from past to future as a formgiving impetus or ‘spirit’ with ontological rationale in likeness to ancient notions of essence.
The history of humanity was increasingly seen as one small strand in a spontaneously
generated, self-coordinating, vast universe of causes, with human will a fractional
component in the will of a much grander spirituality unfolding at the cosmic scale.
This notion of reality's essence as having intrinsic creational force was indicative of
detachment from the concept of the universe's orderedness as existing in the form of
transcendent principles, a critical rejection especially prevalent as it related to human
behavior. With the rise of reason, those well-versed in the latest academics and positioned
for progressive leadership started to abandon advocacy of morality as unconditional fiat
reliant on punitive measures to promulge itself. Cultivated rationality tended to view this
arrangement as a means of oppression, a way to coerce populations into submitting to
excessively preeminent, self-serving authorities at every citizen's ultimate expense. Those
who had accepted reasoning as their standard for ethical judgement regarded moral regime
as inimical to actualization of the individual, and also capable of making the intellect
wantonly irresponsible, an unspoken nihilism arising from failure in adhering to
unrealistically absolutist ideals, with everyone inured to hypocrisy. The most extreme
incarnations of this sentiment were succinctly expressed by philosopher and economist Karl
Marx's quip, "religion is the opiate of the masses".
As philosophy of will took center stage, this new paradigm for the interrogation of
reality opened up two fronts. There was the formative impetus external to or outside of
human reason conceived as biological and then economic evolution, contexts of temporal
development composed of causal factors - ‘materialistic’, what we call ‘memetic’, or some
combination - interacting as parallel influences in a dialectical process. The idea that culture
and nature undergo transitions dramatically altering their forms broke theorizing out of a
strictured essentialism viewing the world in terms of rigid, absolute types. The vice grip of
reification upon thinking, a recurring tendency to analogize the fixed nature of concepts as
expressed in written symbols with the phenomena they denote, was loosened, making
hypothesizing more receptive to the idea that a cause's form may differ drastically from the
form of even its immediate effects, with the past potentially varying greatly from the
present. Then there was the formative impetus internalized or inside of human reason, a
source of unconscious motive as arational force submerged within the species' behaviors.
Unconsciousness was not at all like brute instinct nor analogizable to Kant's categories of
reason, but rather a protean labyrinth of ulterior desires and meanings characteristic of the
specifically human ‘psyche’, growing increasingly visible as diverse cultures of the world
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made more extensive contact and information about ancient and prehistoric societies came
available via literary analysis or excavations, with this wide-ranging grist for theory subjected
to scientific systems of comparative analysis. The dazzling variety of possibilities for customs,
practices and beliefs was becoming uncontestable fact of human nature, as was the
subordination of life to environmental causality on a timeline ranging from the origins of
civilization and humanity to the beginnings of the universe, events which were constantly
being pushed back to earlier, even more undocumented and unintuitive dates.
The initial impact of theories of evolution on culture was encouragement to more
materialistic and psychologically complex notions of humanity's place in the universe, with
the species recognized as existing under circumstances in which reason has contingent
control, but at the same time fostering belief in the possibility for personal growth, the
evolution of one's own lifestyle and way of thinking through sheer willpower. By the mid19th century, it was looking as though humans are profoundly affected by environmental
and cultural conditions as well as an unconscious psyche yet to be theorized in detail, but it
also seemed to be the case that values are not unquestionably transcending absolutes,
placing the weight of onerous or unrealistic obligations upon us beyond the purview of
justification, which can sometimes be no better than mostly ignored. Our values are
modifiable and enhanceable by decision-making at both the individual and collective level, a
process of self-overcoming that is a sign of healthy adaptation, not indubitably subversive to
the natural order. The range of human values seemed more complicated, no longer a
matter of unconditional certainties but relative to variability in context between different
times and places, yet dismissal of the assumption that ideals are dictatorial, unyielding
authority could free humans to personalize values, taking them to heart as applied truths to
extents that do not seem as pertinent within a milieu of institutionally enforced, deitybacked moral order with its dependence on extrinsic reinforcement via threats of damnation,
excommunication, general estrangement from the community or worse, vulnerable as
motivational tools to the fomentation of irrationality, corruption, subversive backlash, and
consequent diminishing returns. With the locus of valuation for newly educated masses
becoming intellectual knowledge, these many well-informed citizens had to make
profounder choices: commitments to furthering human actualization and quality of life via
practicing the sciences of theory and mechanism, a personalized spirituality based on
inspired integrity and one's own initiative, a pragmatic approach to life with functionality as
its standard, or more than likely some medley of these. The onus was on a growing
population of learned humans to use knowledge for inventing and reinventing both society
and themselves, progress vital to the future prospects of all humanity.
Though the theory of evolution was put to some positive uses, in encouraging the
human spirit to evolve and personalities of individuals to reach their full potential, analysis
was not sure what to make of its ethical implications in a natural world where immorality
reigns supreme. Even with respected cultures, no one had any doubt that the species
violates its own moral codes on a consistent basis, and biological evolution as a central
theory could motivate acceptance of this fact. It was always tempting to aggrandize
“survival of the fittest” into notions of competition as a fundamental principle of nature,
intuiting that organic behavior revolves around combative rivalry, and though conventional
religion could at times blend with the philosophy of human will to produce an existential
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spiritualism moderating this trend, ideals of liberty shifted towards a sense that humans
should be free to dominate. For some citizens, the idea that superior status is a sign of merit
and an indication of inherited virility proves appealing, as it legitimizes power as well as
traditions of imperialistic conquest so seductive to many psyches.
In societies working within a capitalist framework, ideology became more tolerant of
letting events run their supposedly natural course, with citizens allowed to take full
advantage of alleged inequalities in aptitude, very vaguely conceived, by accumulating
inequitable proportions of wealth and control. Adam's Smith's economic "invisible hand" of
rationality transformed into a ‘laissez faire’ paradigm, acquiescent to acquisitiveness and
domination. The theoretically rational market, in principle free from corruption, waxed
more susceptible to intrigue, collusive manipulations and lawlessness. In more authoritarian
societies, the "survival of the fittest" concept compelled leadership towards exploitation,
imposing a draconian agenda of social engineering on citizens, applying mandates of power
to the purpose of coercing evolution, a misguided attempt at procuring advantages over
rival cultures by submitting the populace with fear and force, ironically causing these
societies to lag behind the efficiency of more capitalist competitors. Ensuring ruling class
security was of course viewed by the ruling class as vital to the success of oppression-based
systems. Concepts of evolution could reinforce the view that human existence is a fight
waged between individuals and subcultures for the sake of their future, a science-centric,
instrumentalist holy war, resulting in some ill-conceived or even atrocious public policies.
The interpretation of matter as a manifestation of intrinsic impetus, which was
descended from the concept of will as essence, together with advancement in models of
physiology and biology accompanied by conceptualizing of the mind as similarly anatomical,
resulted in a synthetic view of organic function as self-propagating mechanistic process. This
inspired Freud and like-minded researchers towards the pioneering of medical psychology, a
modeling of the psyche and its motivations as modular constructs, socialized by
relationships and enculturation. A delving into the nature of the psyche faced up for the
first time to just how much irrational drives and compulsions contribute to behavior, with
core desires and meanings hidden from the conscious mind, residing in an unconscious that
traumatizes, neuroticizes and even destroys us in contradiction to our intentions, professed
commitments and occasionally our obvious best interests. While psychoanalytic counseling
was capable of helping patients tremendously, these threads of examination also had a
foreboding side, unveiling how human beings can be conditioned by cultural manipulation of
the unconscious into altering their behaviors without consent, impressionable to all kinds of
institutional pressures and techniques of indoctrination. We create progressive values via
reasoning, but rational valuation can be undermined by unconscious forces beyond the
control of intentional thinking.
19th century materials science also made huge strides, introducing the interpretation
of matter we call ‘atomic theory’ that streamlined scientific reasoning about chemical
processes. Initial concepts of atomic structure were improved in the 20th century. The
Danish Neils Bohr and German Max Planck, along with contributions from many additional
scientists, theorized matter as a duality appearing more particlelike or more wavelike
depending on experimental context. Wave and particle concepts were combined in a theory
of all energized mass as ‘quantized’, occurring in discrete bundles that are however spatially
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diffuse in ways still, in the 21st century, only probabilistically definable. Research into
quantization advanced knowledge of the internal structure of the atom, producing the idea
of atomic ‘orbitals’ as energy wells in which spread out subatomic constituents such as
electrons and protons flux in coordinated ways. Quantized ‘wavicles’ were found to be
arranged within atoms according to mathematical ratios associable with chemical bonding
properties, analogous to the harmonics of vibrating strings, and to move about the
environment in approximately modelable forms, but attempts to predict their behaviors
exactly have so far been subject to fundamental imprecisions theorized as the ‘Heisenberg
uncertainty principle’ and similar concepts. Measurability of various properties at the
subatomic level - mass, velocity, energy - varies depending on the design of laboratory
setups with their mutually exclusive observational focuses. This prompted even sciences of
the inanimate such as quantum physics to contemplate how the apparent nature of reality
may be indistinguishable from perspectives of human agents perceiving it.
Psychology was simultaneously continuing to work on this theoretical problem of
human perspective from the angle of immateriality, studying the nexus of brain, behavior,
thought and communication in the modular mind. Research techniques like double-blind
experiments were developed for analyzing decision-making and motivation in a more
unbiased way. Methods of this kind better blocked scientist's personal judgements and
beliefs from unconsciously or otherwise surreptitiously influencing results. Objectivityenhancing strategies provided a more impartial picture of what humans spontaneously do
under all kinds of perceptual and social conditions, knowledge which is integrated into
clinical practice to make interaction between patient and practitioner more insightful and
therapeutic, as well as utilized in the construction of culture.
Improvements in behavioral psychology and sociology were correlated with brain and
nervous system function in increasingly perceptive ways as physiology and biochemistry
advanced. It became possible to associate specific classes of molecules and regions of the
brain with the mental and physical activities of organisms, and psychologists gained the
ability to intervene in emotion and decision-making at an anatomical or biochemical level.
The paradigm investigating mind and the kinetics of body in their relationship to nervous
system structures is called ‘neuroscience’, and this discipline hybridizes with sciences of
human subjectivity and motive to conjure effective treatments for many illnesses of
consciousness.
Application of quantum concepts to biology is revolutionizing our biochemical models
of life. As has been discussed, quantum effects are being discovered in all sorts of cellular
systems and mechanisms of perception, foreshadowing wholesale conversion to a quantum
mechanical paradigm for organic phenomena, Earth environments, and perhaps matter's
overall structure in the universe. Thermodynamic concepts work spectacularly on the scale
of human bodies, in the lab and in the factory, but never quite added up to the blazingly fast
rate of many natural processes nor the facts of introspection. Research into many areas,
including quantum tunneling's ubiquity as a metabolic mechanism, magnetoreception via
quantum effects in biomolecular reactions, the presence of tunneling and entanglement in
photosynthetic reaction centers, and retroactive causality in entangled elementary particles
are a prelude to the possible coming of a new age, a progressive dynasty of theoretical
nonlocality and quantum coherence.
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The future of science and technology holds much promise, but society also faces grave
obstacles. Individualism that took root especially in the United States contributed to an
ethic of free enterprise and entrepreneurship, driving the country's GNP towards
unprecedented heights as it became the hub of world economy. Unfortunately, in a laissez
faire environment, private ownership was allowed to dominate the market via unchecked
consolidation, giving rise to international corporations that often evade, manipulate or even
control the laws of national governments, a problem for many countries as their political
response to ecological crises arising from economic sectors such as energy, manufacturing
and agriculture has been inadequate to curb buildup of pollution and destruction of the
planet's ecosystems. Capitalist business models of financial exponentiality, which only
radicalize a paradigm of economic conquest and sovereignty, have been appealing because
they led to a century of ascending U.S. affluence as the country accumulated disproportional
amounts of wealth, translating into ownership, influence, securer livelihood, in essence
greater self-determination, a standard of living the rest of the world would like to match.
But even absent any brazen meddling in politics, there remain some negative
repercussions of technological commoditization, which is based around the mechanistic
materialism that managed to advance much faster than knowledge of intentionality and
unconsciousness with its more complicated objectivity. A cultural climate was produced,
especially in centers of concentrated population such as major cities that were rapidly
enlarging and shifting demographically due to an exodus from rural regions, where identity
and progress are defined not by what individuals do, the activities their lives in these new or
transforming communities consist in, but more in relationship to what they own. Denizens
of capitalism-influenced environments are expected to achieve financial independence,
supporting themselves with their personal possessions, business networks and drive to excel.
This compels certain neglects: of forging and sustaining intimate relationships, participating
in activities of benefit to local neighborhoods, committing to the public good and longranged need in a self-directed way. The locus of culture and meaning shifted towards
technologized matter and away from social relevance, employment took center stage as the
means to obtain possession of material objects and thereby secure one's status, with
lifestyles tending to revolve around earning money. Capitalism exerts additional pressures
on human beings to fend for themselves.
Humans have a natural gravitation towards social connectedness that counters
capitalism-induced atomization in populations, which under some circumstances might
settle into a balance between community supports and wants of individuals, perhaps as a
less than ideal arrangement for the psyche, but relatively stable. However, the science of
psychology eventually caught up with material science and facilitated invention of
techniques for controlling attitudes and behaviors by conditioning the unconscious below
thresholds of self-control. Most human beings are prone to lapses of ill-advised behavior
from time to time, a natural feature of the psyche that may be adaptive in moderation, but
theories of mind-control and habituation empowered business to reconfigure motivations
and priorities using culture, accustoming populations to getting pleasure from individualism
become unreflective and sometimes irrational so that marketing can more easily turn a
landslide profit, a win-win in the context of economic models and a lose-lose for the quality
of mental and social life. The outcome was excessive consumption - a "consumer culture" -
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and overspending dictated by shortsighted strategies of finance, giving society no direction
besides a series of fads emerging from successively more banal, trivial, nonsensical
precedents for what will sell in a degeneration of rational purposefulness.
School classrooms were no safeguard against this atmosphere of incoherent meaning,
and even in the populations of developed nations, better educated than any in history,
citizens were liable to deviate towards extremities of selfishness and mob mentality, which
stoked the flames of some destabilizing movements of cultural imperialism that generate
the simple-minded satisfaction of fighting for dominance while satiating irrational affect.
Authorities who had grown up under these conditions were no more rational than
subordinates, striving to take advantage of irrationality and shallow pleasure-seeking for
callous power plays as well as narrow-minded and self-centered fulfillments, on occasion
completely ignoring the whole reason for their stature in the modern world, responsibility to
organize a public agenda augmenting humanity's future. It seems that capitalism along with
every alternative socioeconomic system faces the ever-present threat of devolving into a
global spread of exploitationism.
On a more optimistic note, perhaps a quantum theory of reality will empirically verify
that the immortality of soul is a valid concept in some nontrivial sense, but if we become
what we might call in our more lucid moments soulless, it will be an empty victory of no
significance. Soul would no longer be soul anymore, even if it truly exists, but some
footnote to a utilitarian nightmare. Peering more deeply into the issue than economics, we
must inquire how humans succumb to systemic irrationality so readily when reason is near
perfection as an ideal, the foundation for modern political systems as well as much of social
progress, and reasoning clearly a core tool for actualizing our goals. If we want to
understand this war between rationality and irrationality waged on the battleground of the
human psyche, we might as well start at the beginning.

17. The Origins and Evolution of Perception in Organic Matter
The Big Bang theory is science's leading model of how our universe began, offering an
explanation for background radiation that would have been produced by explosiveness of
this event, also the way more distant galaxies seemingly accelerate into empty space at a
faster clip, and more phenomena. This theory claims an extremely dense point of matter
was destabilized chemically, creating a huge blast that ejected all the universe's material,
ultimately forming every galaxy and solar system we observe.
Implications of a big bang for the development of atomic quantization phenomena are
not known, but mechanisms of quantum nonlocality such as entanglement, coherence,
superposition and tunneling are active as an intrinsic feature of the material universe.
Particles can synchronize their behaviors across vast distances, on both the nanoscale
(entanglement) and in more bulk quantities (coherence), exist in multiple states
simultaneously (superposition), as well as travel across distances and through some
substances by near instantaneous motion (tunneling). Phenomena of nonlocality seem to
have causal primacy over three dimensional forms adopted by large aggregates of particles
as mass, for bulking of matter as a general rule inhibits the degrees of freedom in
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mechanisms of quantum nonlocality rather than excluding these effects. Quantum behavior
tends to be less pronounced the more concentrated matter becomes, which is at least true
of how atomic structure subsists on an earthlike scale, resulting in complex contours of
nonlocality.
Variability is determined by much more than relative density of course, as masses
aggregate into a huge array of chemical bonding types, so that capacity for nonlocality
probably differs with each atomic element, compound and molecule, and further in the
immeasurable diversity of macroscopic forms. A couple examples: liquid solutes and
solvents, such as comprise aqueous solutions, seem much more prone than while in the
solid phase to a powerful form of coherence we know as electricity transmission because
their electrons are less fixed than when atoms are bonded into crystal lattices, and metals
template the coherence and tunneling of electrons more readily than nonmetallic solids,
giving them their functionality for electrical conductance in electronic wiring.
How life arose from nonlife is still a mystery. As has been mentioned in an earlier
chapter, scientists hypothesize that deep sea hydrothermal vents may be the origin of
metabolismlike, cyclical reaction pathways, with life’s basic building blocks, such as carbonbased molecules, hydrogen ion gradients and catalytic metal surfaces, either injected into
porous rock from beneath the ocean’s surface or induced into existence by agitative forces.
But even with all ingredients present, it is not clear how lifelike chemistry transitioned from
subsisting in relative chaos, unamenable for rapid growth and diversification, to a more
stable environment of microscopic ecosystems, conducive to subtle processes of mutation
and natural selection. Perhaps planetary conditions changed such that hydrothermal or
similar such dynamics became more equilibrated, maybe protocellular life was able to make
the switch to more favorable environments by gradual spread during the course of millions
or even billions of years. It is impossible at the current stage of knowledge to know for sure,
but science does supply a good grasp of organic fundamentals, from physiology down to the
atomic level, so we at least have parameters within which to frame the issue, providing
focus to ongoing consideration as well as derivative research.
The most important constituents for the existence of life are carbon compounds.
Carbon chains, rings, and the many emergent hybrids of these shapes give life structural
integrity, rebarred by extremely stable carbon chemistry against physical forces of bulk mass
in the environment, which works as a foundation for nanotechnology as well. At the same
time, carbon can combine with additional atomic elements in a practically limitless array of
configurations, at least two chemical bonds per carbon in molecules containing up to
millions of atoms of the element, all organized into extremely involute arrangements
supporting the delicate interactions of biochemical pathways, including both
thermodynamic and quantum effects, a diversity we have infinitesimally fathomed.
The next most important feature for life is the phospholipid. These molecules
compose membranes of living cells, assembled into a two-rowed ‘bilayer’ with an interior of
hydrophobic lipid tails, and hydrophilic phosphate heads facing outward, forming spherical
and oblong bubbles of some porousness, interposed into aqueous solutions such that their
contents are sealed off from external environments. Membranes facilitate the integrity and
evolutionary divergence of biochemical pathways, communicative interactions between cells
via embedded molecules, and ultimately a process of naturally selected specialization which
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tailors prokaryotic cells for better adaptation to microscopic ecosystems, evolving billions of
years ago into symbiotic roles in colonies, also giving rise to symbiosis between prokaryotes
confined within single microscopic membranes, the simultaneous differentiating and
collectivizing that was destined to provide a eukaryotic template for macroscopic lifeforms.
Intracellular fibers are key to the functioning of cells, reinforcing stability and
organizing biochemical pathways. Organelles and macromolecules are held in place or
moved about within this scaffolding, bringing minute structures into alignment so that
nanoscale chemistry can trump thermodynamic entropy, enabling quantum-based
mechanisms to subsist in the molecular randomness of amorphous solutions. How this
fibrous framework in cells originated is unknown, but it evolved towards stronger and more
effective shaping until becoming an organelle of sorts itself, the cytoskeleton.
Mixing of metallic elements into carbon compounds produces some superlatively
functional macromolecules; a well-known example is iron as an oxygen carrier in the
hemoglobin protein of red blood cells that distribute this gas throughout the body via blood
vessels. Metals can catalyze reactions that are highly sensitive to environmental conditions
when positioned appropriately in macromolecules, allowing a huge variety of chemical
processes to occur at particular pressures, temperatures, or acidities. These catalyzing
molecules are of course enzymes, usually consisting of multiple proteins conjoined in a three
dimensional shape that orients functional metals or metallic compounds at an active site.
Enzymes enable the totality of body chemistry to exist within a narrow, homeostatically
generated temperature range, which makes warmblooded creatures such as mammals and
birds better suited than coldblooded reptiles, amphibians and insects for activity in cooler
weather. Catalyzation also has helped organisms adapt to environmental changes that
happen over the course of tens or hundreds of millions of years, with metal-based enzyme
structure tweaked by mutation and natural selection so that species gradually readjust.
Functional metals in enzymes also equip extremophile organisms such as many bacterial
strains to live under the most inhospitable conditions on the planet, in niches that would not
otherwise be available. Quantum effects are no doubt key to the workings of bioactive
metals, as flexibly distributed electrons readily tunnel, entangle and superposition,
morphing reactive substances into bondable forms at energies that would otherwise be
prohibitive. Versatile quantum reactivity in enzymes is probably the main factor modifying
and expanding possible conditions at which cellular chemistry can take place.
Rudiments of life began as some form of reaction cycle, refined billions of years ago in
conjunction with growingly complex membranes and carbon-based molecules until
evolutionary independence from fully inorganic features of the environment arose. Though
all the molecular parts of recycling biochemical loops were interdependent, these first
membrane-parsed solutions, even when their protocells were clumped together, must have
been more like an ecosystem than a mechanized factory, with chemical bonds breaking,
forming and adaptively transforming as energized quanta of matter flowed at the nanoscale.
This streamlining of dynamic equilibrium was punctuated at times by key evolutionary
events, simple subunits of molecular ecosystems coalescing into more complex
macromolecules, segments of reaction pathways refined by natural selection for greater
efficiency until stabilized as persisting, relatively large three dimensional structures.
Evolving macromolecules would have become loci of intramembrane ecosystems, primary
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drivers of pathways in energized mass that brought overall chemistry into their orbit. Apex
molecules must have reached a stage where structural integrity was no longer especially
vulnerable to decomposition via any surrounding chemical reactions, but instead mostly
recycled from smaller building blocks of matter or sustained by repetitiously drawing energy
out of atoms and radiation in the environment, graduating from basic chemistry to what we
might call functional mechanisms. This would have been the beginning of metabolism,
primordial macromolecules utilizing quantized matter for replenishment, as nutrient sources.
At some stage, molecules in these metabolic systems gained the capacity to not just
generally exploit environments for energy, but also precisely replicate external subunits,
which was a huge evolutionary advance, surpassing mere utilization of various smaller
molecules to the point of finely controlling their concentrations, regulating nutrient supplies
as the first primitive enzymes, a sort of inanimate farming based around feedback
mechanisms. Paralleling this outcome, some molecules became capable of introducing to
the environment stretches of their own structure, built out of surrounding molecules, the
ancestors of RNA. How these two threads of evolution - enzymatic and self-replicative
activity - gelled into a stable genetic system is unclear, but judging from the nature of
modern cells, it seems this process must have been complex, as molecules currently carrying
out these activities span a rather broad spectrum. The following all exist in sizable amounts:
self-replicators and the enzymes that catalyze their reproductive processes, partially selfreplicating enzymes in likeness to the ribozyme, and the much greater quantity of enzymes
not directly involved in self-replication, but which produce components of recyclitive
biochemical pathways.
If we can regard this evolutionary process as having an overall direction rather than
serendipitous cooccurrence, a claim about relative progress vs. relative chance which pends
further research into modern cells and their processes of adaptation, it seems biochemical
pathways generally settled into a division of labor, where some molecules are specialized for
self-replication, some for metabolism, and relatively few a limited capacity for both. The
most sophisticated forms of this cellular behavior, which are inextricably linked in modern
cell types by biochemical pathways, seem to have first evolved in ways that were isolated
from each other, in separate membranes, with the fate of macromolecules, already partially
streamlined for function, conjoined in symbiotic relationships when cells engulfed each
other without digestion as in the case of what became nuclei, mitochondria and chloroplasts.
At any rate, self-replicators advanced from modest regulation of intracellular environments
to such precise control of biochemical ingredients and pathways that molecules of RNA and
DNA can be analogized to hubs of information storage, the primary blueprints for cellular
biochemistry, with DNA molecules duplicated almost exactly upon mitosis and templating
most of the astounding variability in an organism’s physiology.
The final indispensability to the biochemistry of modern lifeforms was evolution of
pigment molecules that are sensitive to radiation phenomena such as light and
electromagnetic fields. Responsivity to changes in orientation of nearly massless
phenomena or their signatures involves labile quantum effects such as oscillating
superpositions, entanglements and coherences between constituent atoms of pigments,
which evolved into detection mechanisms that biochemical pathways amplify for assistance
in regulating metabolism or stimulating motility. Pigment molecules eventually acquired
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distinct colors as spectra they respond to were honed for greater precision, a narrowed
profile of absorption, reflection and emission. This was negligible for internal organs, the
hues of which are probably incidental in many cases to particular lineages of quantum
effects, but pigments could modify external coloration, a central factor in the success of
organisms by way of physical characteristics and behaviors tied to attraction and avoidance,
such as in camouflage, identification of food sources, or mating. Pigments ended up playing
a large role for both the recognitional and aesthetic aspects of perception in all kinds of
species, and are largely responsible for the beauty of our world.
Awareness had humble origins, the evolving of organelles in microorganisms for
response to light or vibration, concentrations of pigment molecules in eye spots, as well as
touch and motion sensitive molecules on the surface of cell membranes. These structures
enhanced reaction time to all kinds of phenomena in the environment, a specialized
connection between behavior and sensory molecules via intricate biochemical pathways. As
some biochemistry of sensation grew more sensitive, organisms became capable of
engaging in nuanced stimulus and response, a transformation which was the product of not
only competition, but also symbiosis as well as punctuating breakthroughs that could
dramatically reconstitute ecosystems.
As colonies of eukaryotic cells integrated into multicelled organisms, division of labor
took shape for the sake of coordinated function. Cell groupings were streamlined into tissue
types at various locations in these primordial bodies for greater biochemical efficiency,
serving survival requisites, reproductive purposes and more if environments were
accommodating. Biochemical mechanisms of sensation evolved along with the rest of the
organism, and by an unknown route made the transition to nervous tissue, a type of cellular
material with such potent dynamics of electron coherence and tunneling for transmitting
signals to integrate stimulus and response that it performs what we regard as conductance
of electrical current, an ultrafast quantum mechanism partially trumping thermodynamic
entropy in large aggregates of particles.
Due to selection pressures upon and amongst eukaryotic populations, the first nerve
tissues became a nervous system, stimulus/response mechanisms of electrical conductance
that expanded into complex networks of cellular connections for more unified biochemistry
and mobility. Molecular pathways between and internal to nerves acquired more
specialized ability to sustain themselves in some form apart from the actual moment of
stimulation or behavior, etching representations into cell structure as an unconscious
holding pattern of sorts, prolonging preparedness of organisms for successful response with
sensitization and habituation, the original mechanisms of memory.
Nervous systems became cephalized, with most of their sensitization/habituation
activity congregated near the locus of sensation and feeding, the head. At some stage, glial
cells also began to evolve, which seem to be of importance for orchestrating development of
nervous tissues as an organism grows, also key in producing some auxiliary structures such
as the myelin sheath - a layer of insulating fat encasing neurons that increases synaptic
efficiency in many organisms - and no doubt more functions not yet discovered.
In exactly what way consciousness emerged via evolution is a mystery, but we can be
fairly certain about what had to obtain in order for it to be possible. Initially, electrical
properties in aggregates of tissue such as the brain needed to be robust enough that a stable
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supervenience of electromagnetic field (EMF) was created by systematic electron fluxing.
Quantum effects in molecules of the body are sensitive to trace EMF energy sources,
creating a structural complex of relatively thermodynamic mass containing pockets of
relatively quantum biochemistry integrated by sustained radiation. EMF/quantum
hybridization is likely responsible for our synthetic experience of qualia, how we perceive
unfathomably minute and diverse fluctuating in environments as a perpetualized substrate,
perturbed by its surroundings but never vanishing while we are awake and lucid, the essence
of perceptual “stream of consciousness”. Nonlocal phenomena are ever underlying the
macroscopic substance of qualitative consciousness, its EMF properties as well as bulked
matter in which nonlocality is partially dampened, and quantum processes in cells interface
perception instantiated in bodies with nonlocality of the natural world which is still
enigmatic to scientific knowledge. Quantum features of biochemistry have likely been
refined evolutionarily so that mechanisms by which relative nonlocality affects organisms,
mechanisms of EMF/matter interfacing, mechanisms targeting particular environmental
stimuli via functionally tailored pigments along with further classes of molecules and cellular
tissues, and mechanisms for translation of stimulus into representational memory all
became increasingly coordinated until an arrangement involving what we call ‘intentionality’
emerged, a mind with executive functions of deliberative interpretation and strategizing,
beyond mere reflex-centric memory conjoined to stimulus/response. Qualitative
consciousness precedes the degree of unification we experience as humanlike awareness,
for qualia can exist and perform a functional role in consort with quantum effects and
additional gradations of nonlocal reality while an organism is almost entirely lacking the
centralized control we would classify as intention.
Thought, probably the precursor of intentionality, also made a very humble start. It
began with simple associations as a supplement to preexisting sensitization and habituation.
Stimulus/response mechanisms of the neuromatter/EMF complex, which are largely
responsible for qualitative experience as we know it, had become more influenced by
mechanisms for processing memory. As was mentioned, primordial awareness had first
been a translation of stimulus into lasting biochemical structures and pathways within
individual cells, linked to discharge of their processes, then intercellular connections
between neurons and additional nervous system features developed to perform a similar
function, but many orders of magnitude greater in structural flexibility. For example,
neurons in the human brain make more than a hundred trillion individual connections, an
integration constantly reassembling itself as environmental, physiological and behavioral
conditions change. At some point these rewiring processes became large-scale enough that
what we could characterize as primitive intuiting materialized, a sort of metaassociation
involving even further synthesis of functional groupings within neuromatter, the translation
of stimulus into more adaptationally advanced phenomenal/physiological forms. Essentially,
this metaassociationalizing was naturally selected for its priming function, enabling
organisms to “figure out” their environment, a primarily unconscious processing of causality
knitted together as ‘mind’ so as to discharge complex behavioral responses coordinating
large arrays of tissues and organ systems.
So the mind evolves in two arenas, at the biochemical level within cells, and as
interactions between neurons and additional types of cells. In the realm of intercellular
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connections, the cerebrum is a main structural innovation, especially well-represented in
higher eukaryotes such as mammals and birds. This thin membrane enveloping the top half
of the brain is composed of neuronal masses distinguished by their extreme plasticity,
capable of growing into dense, complex webs of interweaving dendrites and axons that wire
and rewire into synaptic firing patterns. The brain region’s ability to rapidly generate
associations via hybridized cellular activity exceeds by far the rest of the nervous system,
and is largely responsible for the possibility of not only more synthetic concepts such as
numerical definitions of objects and integration of objects as components in structurebuilding, but also complex reasoning, a particularly flexible way of thinking that can
disassociate from concrete qualia, generalizing causality as abstraction with in some cases
effectively infinite permutability for the sake of context-neutral problem-solving facility, of
course crucial to the technological behavior of Homo sapiens and additional species to a
more limited extent.
A salient example of evolution in the cellular biochemistry domain are von Economo
neurons, located in the anterior insula and prefrontal cortex. These types of cells are found
exclusively in humans and the great apes, with properties yet to be elaborated in great detail,
but so far seem tied to an experience of self-awareness that is categorically richer than any
closely related species. Substantial presence of these neurons in the prefrontal cortex
suggests close relationship with the formation of personality, a social identity reflective and
malleable enough to produce not just complex concepts of long-term status but the deeper
meaning of status as individuality, a possession of one’s own reasoning and desires that
compels improvisation as self-expression and also cooperative bonding, in essence the most
advanced incarnations of what is termed ‘theory of mind’.
Backtracking a tad, a major transformation in brains occurred with evolution of the
organs of intentionality, foci of functionality for organizing the modularity of qualitative
perception with the more specialized associational and metaassociational modularity of
conception so that the mind became able to pattern its own structure in a configuring and
reconfiguring purposefulness. This executive processing made mentality a self-defining
phenomenon without yet constituting humanlike self-awareness. Innumerable brain regions
delegated to separate tasks are melded into more efficient form, a spontaneously generative
“presence of mind” with overall direction labelable as metametaassociationalizing, though
perhaps not distributed within neuromatter in a way analogous to more elementary
metaassociationalizing. These cognitive behaviors give probably more than a hundred
thousand species relatively reflexive forms of what is nonetheless judgement, unceasing
consolidation of experiences from many times and places into a holistic model of the
environment embodied semiconsciously in the neuromaterial mind, aimed by thought as
willpower, further unifying the iterative interactions of neuronal linkages and cellular
chemistry, heightening an organism’s priming for future events with keener awareness.
Once qualia, stream of consciousness, associationalizing, and intention altogether pass
a critical level resulting from sufficient convergence of nervous system structures, an
organism’s concepts of environment, body, mind, behavior and relational sociality weld into
what we know as advanced self-awareness, a conceptual complex in the psyche that
interprets environments as having personal meaning. To what extent this evolved in
response to social or other environmental selection pressures is uncertain; it was probably
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due to a complicated mixture. Humans at least form a mental picture of their own self in
commerce with both intragroup individuals who provide feedback that assists assessment of
one’s own actions and nature, and also environmental stimulus in general as a vehicle for
actualizing oneself via subjective growth, consummating urges towards curiosity, creativity
and problem-solving. Higher level thought not only exacts intentions, but contemplates the
act of intention itself as it intersects with qualitative reality, reflectively pushing past
semiconscious mental and physical behaviors to a more conscious image of self-agency out
of which the world and one’s place in it is constructed as “identity”. Definition of self
propels the most cognitively advanced organisms to a conceptualizing of behavioral
standards, which in human societies regulate our sense of what we call “ethical”. Conduct in
an environment of complex identities involves defining and projecting oneself in a way that
transcends the demands of particular situations, making community more than mostly
instinctual and conditioned by continuity of circumstance as in herding quadrupeds or
similar such entities, but rather based upon valuations exceeding mere delayed gratification
of immediacies, with social life greater than the sum of its naturally selected functions. In
humans, this involves an adapting transmittal of collective meanings and practices we call
culture as interacting psyches self-consciously make and remake themselves, their societies,
ecosystems and future, injecting their own natures into the structure of apparent reality
with a purpose hugely amplified by communality.
Along with this evolution of intentional conceptualizing into complex reasoning and
the cooccurring sublimation of affect into emotional meaning, which in humans generates
concepts of individual and communal identity tied to a typically conscience-mediated
persona, quantum mechanisms continued to be refined by natural selection in many ways.
All indications are that nanoscale quantum processes will be found central to most biology
at the cellular level because they provide for greater nonlocality and thus more potent
mechanisms of fluxing, overcoming partial decoherences induced by mass, probably inhering
in many classes of molecules with functions yet to be theorized. Most of this quantum
behavior has in all likelihood been exhaustively selected by nature for efficiency, so it is
doubtful that basics of enzyme catalysis or photosynthesis for instance will be greatly
modified by any future evolution, but processes of quantum morphology are probably still
quite active in the realm of perception as the EMF/neuromatter complex can change
substantially by way of the brain’s plasticity, altering how nonlocality interacts with states of
awareness and the psyche’s conceptualizing of its own qualia.
Deeply understanding the seemingly paranormal experiences many have will require
experimental science only in its nascent stages, but we can conjecture that higher
consciousness such as is found in humans probably involved an evolutionary growing
together of conceptual, perceptual, and various stimulation mechanisms such as those of
sensation. The so to speak tendrils of nonlocality connect with the aggregate mass of
organisms via quantum effects embedded in a plenitude of bodily structures, producing
phenomena such as qualitative synchronicity between the brain waves of human meditators,
observed with scientific instrumentation, a “spooky action at a distance” in neuromaterial
functionality that is yet to be theoretically explained. Conceiving of one’s own perception in
coordination with self-awareness also most likely affects the way contours of relative
nonlocality - thermodynamic, quantum, and even more spatiotemporally diffuse material
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occurrences yet to be modeled - manifest to the human mind. How executive functions of
intentionality, reflective purpose and concepts of identity together with behavioral
conditioning intuitively manage the qualia that are still obscure to scientific knowledge, and
the way this whole apparatus of socially-oriented cognition changes along with theoretical
advancement and memetic dissemination over long periods of time, will require detailed
analysis to track and comprehend.
How an essentially nonlocal reality mediated in Earth’s thermodynamic and radiationbased organisms by quantum effects impacts consciousness, how it influences behavior, and
the degree to which experience of it is irrational or conducive to rationality is an unbroached
subject. The way it is sensed, the way it is conceived, the way it modulates human decisionmaking, belief and action, the range of possibilities for emergent sentience in nonlocal
substances, and future prospects for evolving our consciousness so as to optimize welladaptedness of brain plasticity and social environment are all on the cutting edge of material,
psychological and sociological research.
In similarity to circulatory systems, the evolutionary profile of human consciousness
has been relatively stable for at least tens of thousands of years, no doubt with some level of
drift in its traits, but lacking any massively transformational events approaching anywhere
near speciation. Both human hearts and brains are not radically restructured by biological
selection pressures, but the way we organize society is of utmost cruciality in determining
whether biological potential of the species, mostly held in common, is maximized.
Civilization has put a big wrinkle in the human psyche’s reality: we are more technologically
advanced in the 21st century than ever, but this progress is not handled particularly well for
many ecological and economic purposes, our ethics seem to perhaps be recently declined
even though they surpass much of the mainstream in previous eras, we certainly have less
freedom from invasive authority than citizens of many earlier epochs, and it is generally
difficult to ascertain which institutions in the most large-scale and fluctuating societies yet to
exist are degenerating and which are on the ascent. It will be the task of populations to
theorize all of this transitional vastness for the sake of engineering a world that avoids losing
sight of hard won ideals previous millennia labored to introduce, and which keeps citizens
mobilized to pursue them.
In addendum, an issue can be touched upon that is so challenging to theorize it almost
defies speculation. We have seen how the thermodynamic world of three dimensionality,
the quantum world of relative nonlocality, the mysterious nonlocal substrate existing
beyond the scope of current objective knowledge, and radiation that saturates this medium
of substance may in some form suffice to theorize image perception, but what we call
“feelings” are still inexplicable. What are the shocks and contours of auditory, olfactory,
gustatory, tactile and interoceptive sensations: not spatial, yet extremely localized, nor
temporal, yet time-lagged, not objects or concepts in themselves, yet intrinsic to our
experience of reality? No present quantum or thermodynamic dabbling can begin to
describe what disembodied feelings are without epiphanies of causality that have probably
not even been attempted, but perhaps we should attempt? Science and the culture of
objectivity have some monumental challenges ahead of them, and it will be fascinating to
witness hypotheses and theories of the future unfold.
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18. The Nature and Human Impact of Qualia
Qualia have captured the imagination of philosophy of mind for generations, with a
substantial body of scholarly literature devoted to analysis of this subject. What are these
phenomena both internal and external to mind, which create the appearance of our world
while simultaneously informed by environments, both inside and outside of matter? Why
do qualia differ between species and human individuals, even when surroundings are
identical, and looking at the opposite side of the coin, why are qualia similar enough that
many billions of organisms can perceive, conceive, predict each other’s behaviors, intentions,
even overall mental states despite the differing conditions of their biochemistries and
physiologies? Some phenomenon basic to the structure of mind as such must exist,
embodied in all these variant lifeforms as a foundational dynamic of cognition, yet at the
same time so diverse and intricate that no two moments of experience are ever exactly the
same, even for the intense self-observance of our human psyches.
Certainty regarding the nature of qualia pends further research, but we can make
some preliminary speculations based on current science. In particular, the application of
quantum physics to biology sheds light on intriguing phenomena. Scientists have identified
entanglement in photosynthetic reaction centers within which light-activated electrons of
multiple chlorophyll molecules are more like a single perturbing quanta field than a particle
transport chain, with energization transmitted to centrally located reaction center
complexes responsible for initiating biochemical pathways that drive much of cellular
metabolism in plants, stimulation that can take place from any direction and while diffuse
electron wavicle structure is in any orientation. We can liken this quanta phenomenon to a
subatomic body of water, where translation of light into kinetic energy at any point in the
electron field generates a holistic ripple effect that never fails to evince statistical signs of
reaction center activation in direct proportion to UV exposure, total energy yield from any
quantity or orientation of ultraviolet photons.
Though experimental proof is still lacking, the key functional role of ‘entanglement
systems’ or hybrid electron waves spanning multiple molecules to a biological process as
basic as photosynthesis makes it seem probable that this type of phenomenon is one of the
core components of physiology, a pillar of life’s chemistry. From this provisional assumption,
and it cannot be emphasized enough that it is wholly an assumption, we can consider wider
implications.
First of all, we know that photons of different wavelengths have additive properties
when combined: any two primary colors synthesize to produce a secondary color, and all
visible wavelengths together generate white light. Like photons, electrons also have a
wavelike nature and no doubt additive properties within single atoms or small collections of
molecules, which are probably minute enough to evade detection by the naked eye, and
most likely decompose quickly in an inorganic environment due to decoherence from the
thermodynamic “noise” of kinetic entropy characterizing large aggregates of mass.
However, in a physiological context, mass is much less subjected to the entropic effects of
kinetic motion, being stabilized as emergent structurality in biochemical pathways and
additional molecular systems, so that these additive properties of electron wavelength may
be sustained for a prolonged period. Not only this, but electrons can hypothetically be
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entangled in multiple ways at once, creating a superposition in which additive properties of
numerous entanglement structures are congregated into larger entanglement structures,
systems within systems that we might distinguish from the relatively simplistic situation
inhering in photosynthesis, a categorically different phenomenon of hybridized ‘coherence
field’. If coherence fields are found to be supported by the molecular assemblages of
cellular biochemistry in the nervous system, especially likely to be discovered in the brain,
their complex additive properties may be what we know as ‘qualia’. In this scenario, qualia
are not an immateriality supervenient on atoms, but instead an exceedingly complex “color”
or quantum resonance intrinsic to tangible structure of the physical world.
The question then is how consciousness can emerge from this qualia phenomenon.
How do qualia give rise to the qualitative “experience” of a perceiver? A possible
explanation is that biochemical and physiological structures exist, particularly in the brain,
for synchronizing sustained coherence fields, analogous to the clock mechanism of a CPU, so
that qualia are metaorganized into a large array of experiential modules, parts of which
compose the self-aware mind. Activity of these compound modules may manifest as the
standing brain waves detected by EEG (electroencephalogram).
Based on the anatomy of macroscopic organisms, it seems that some level of
constraint must be imposed on any ability of coherence fields alone to adequately manage
their behavior. Limitations would arise from the division of labor necessary for strong,
efficient mobility in an environment influenced by gravitation, with systems that must be
devoted exclusively to gas exchange (respiration) and distribution (circulation), excretion,
access to nutritional sources, or defense from predation, precluding the presence of
standing waves and clock mechanisms in many tissues. Nervous systems resolve this
structural complication as a means of integrating far-flung parts of the body by rapid
electron coherence and tunneling within dense webs of nerves, comparable to the electrical
conductance of electronic devices, allowing organisms to grow bigger without prohibitive
sacrifice of motility and general responsiveness to the demands of ecosystems. Extreme
density of nerve cells in the brain hints that either some kind of upper limit exists to the
possible size or synchronization of coherence fields amongst cells, requiring a further
mechanism of connectivity, or the organization of nerves is key for amplifying coherence
field effects, perhaps in conjunction with the chemistry of glial cells, which are actually much
more numerous. The vast variety of neuron and glia types in the brain may be an indication
of why there are such widely varying classes of qualia - visual, aural, olfactory, gustatory,
tactile - a gigantic miscellany in possibilities for additive resonance.
These insights point to some definite theoretical conclusions. Qualia themselves, as a
basic facet of matter, may be more fundamental than the modular experiencing we term
‘mind’. A bacterium or bacteria colony for instance could participate in an emergent
phenomenon of qualia as a result of its molecular assemblages, even to the extent of remote
analogy with the essence of human awareness, without a metaorganization sufficient to
yield the kind of agency we call ‘self’. It may also be possible to induce sustained coherence
fields as qualialike states in inorganic matter by some unknown mechanism, so that
awareness and perhaps self-awareness are not confined to carbon-based forms. Unintuitive
phenomena of the quantum scale such as retroactive causality in photon entanglement
indicate that entangled systems, hypothesized coherence fields and probably substance in
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general exceed the boundaries of spatiotemporality, a nonlocality transcending particular
places and times that organic processes and perceptual mechanisms have access to.
Ongoing synthesis of experimental science with introspective psychology can bring more
clarity to qualia as we investigate the nature of our own experiencing bodies, those of
additional species, and their interactions with the environment, contextualizing these
dynamics in theoretical constructs.
If qualia and emergent experiential modules of the mind are this deeply rooted in the
essence of matter, it shows human existence in a new light, not entirely unintuitive, but
certainly not conventional for science. Qualitative perception may have a multibillion year
history, and qualia may be as ancient as the universe itself. Even the slightest signs of what
would become large-scale civilization by contrast, with its institutions for inculcating highlevel reasoning as the foundation of a prediction-based social economy, appeared on this
planet only ten thousand years ago. From a historical perspective, qualitative perception is
an unfathomably vast tapestry, while rationality in civic systems is like a single pixel.
Nevertheless, reasoning has transformed ecosystems globally and given humans
unprecedented influence on terrestrial life’s destiny. Humans are an intelligent species, but
considering the colossal forces of nature that oppose this sliver of an opportunity for
reflective pauses we have attained, it is evident we must never take planned society for
granted. The security of humanity’s civilized future demands that everyone make
commitments towards advancing the precarious culture of rationality whenever possible, a
conviction to distribute and put into practice conceptual tools that built, maintain and
augment our humble edifice of sanity amongst the leviathan psychoactive essence of the
material universe.
Science inclines in modern times to think of the human being as machinelike, a
mechanistic system of coordinated parts analogous to our technological gadgetry. In the
Information Age, this has transitioned towards viewing consciousness as a massively
complex device of computation. The mind certainly calculates and predicts its surroundings,
so in this respect it performs many of the same functions as a computer, but even if
conscious experience does turn out to operate according to fixed mathematical laws that
resemble human engineering, its mechanisms must far surpass any theoretical idea we have
entertained. Scientific revolutions we can barely imagine are no doubt possible, but we can
stagnate from excessive attachment to precedential theories, or even make civilization
inhospitable for our actualization by overreifying, assigning names and concepts to
phenomena without a culture that provides for improvements in comprehension and
practice. We must achieve balance between dedicated thought and entrepreneuring
flexibility so that reason remains one of our primary psychical instruments rather than
becoming our oppressive structural master.
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vi. The Ethics of Cultural Change
19. Human Motivation and its Place in the Development towards Contemporary Culture
We have encountered some indications of why the human psyche, its motivations and
identity, seem more complex than most known species. Human creativity desires to fashion
and refashion not only its environment but also a purpose transcending immediacies of its
reality, the projections of imagination with a plasticity exceedingly liberated from
attachment to instinctual drives and concrete objects. Language with its infinite generative
capacity is the chassis that stabilizes growth in our relationships with the world, each other
and our own selves as reflective, tolerant collectivity, so that intellectuality is not only
problem-solving and self-satisfaction but sustainable as shared meaning in the context of
large societies. When languages diverge, they give rise to variant customs that are more
intellectually sublimated than what we find in other species, and when these languages
converge and blend, they become a vehicle for orchestrating diverse thinking and behavior.
Language-utilizing creativity makes collaboration and mass organization in heterogeneous
communities a dimension of individual lifestyles.
The existence of Homo sapiens tends to have sociality as its focal point, with feedback
from animate qualities of environments being the foremost selection pressure upon
behavior, but there are some more asocial factors. First of all, the creativity of our species
goes hand in hand with a measure of curiosity. Human initiative does not circumambulate
long-trodden paths like the behavior and development of most species, but makes elaborate,
long-term plans, experiencing hopes and dreams that at times absorb much attention.
Human thinking innovates for the sake of its wants and needs, assessing causality from the
vantage point of elastic abstraction, then recontextualizing its world as it derives and
organizes insights, occasionally reposing in contemplation of its own nature and future, a
diversion towards rendering years of experience coherent in their meaning, an integrating
narrative of one’s whole life. In essence, the world and our place in it captures our
prodigious imaginations, part of what it is to have a human identity under any circumstances,
social or otherwise.
Together with this imaginativeness, human beings act out of inspiration, an
overflowing stimulus to reasoning and emoting which arises from the psyche itself, able to
occur independent of demands exacted upon individuals by their immediate environments.
A self-motivating mind is not unique to humanity, as many thousands of species experience
some degree of sublimated fear, anxiety, excitement or anger, compelled by memories
disassociated from the present moment, but our imaginations sustain and feed into states of
conceptualized affect to such an extent that they take on a life of their own, blown up to
proportions that do not just influence behavior but actually change the way our worlds
appear to us. Fear and anxiety ascend from avoidance behavior, learned helplessness or
hopelessness to superstitions that seize the human mind, often amplified by social feedback
until reality is saturated with dangers and omens, which are sometimes unempirical
suppositions about the causes of events. Experiences that produce pleasure drift towards
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the center of a culture, including traditions for forming, reaffirming or rearranging
relationships, built around feasting, hunting, sporting, dancing and storytelling. Anger can
possess minds to the point of turning families or cultures against each other, setting off
generations of feuding between enemies.
This highlights one of the defining features of human nature, our expectation for
reciprocation in relationships and the retributive impulse experienced when standards of
fairness or respect have been violated. Similar to thousands of species, humans have
territorial domains, an ownership of their space and belongings, as well as systems of
manners that diffuse any tension over access with symbolic gestures, all regulating status in
a social group, the signs of dominance or submission which instill boundaries of superiority
or inferiority in populations. Humanity is largely unique because our memories and the
meaning we attach to both behaviors and the self are vivid enough to turn conflicts over
what we own and our place in society into a facet of one's identity, attached to executive
functions of intention, so that transgression becomes indelibly stamped on the psyche as
offense. Most intraspecies rivals diffuse these tensions with brief confrontation, usually
harmless, after which harmony is quickly restored, but humans are more prone to fixate on
the way they have been wronged, so that it can fester in the psyche, with feelings of
disgrace remaining long after an incident has taken place, motivating us to reason our way
to retaliation, or impelling us towards preemption to protect ourselves in the future.
Slighting someone can ignite lasting spite, even vicious hate. With some intermittent
reinforcement, grudges set off generations of divisiveness, threat or violence that put even
the innocent at risk. When a human being is wronged, getting away with it is not a simple
matter, and spats have repercussions that transform thousands or in the severest cases
millions of lives.
Behaviors and interpretations that orbit reciprocation are a factor in many cultural
outcomes. Punishment is key to the operations of society and has been since prehistory,
seeming to exceed the timespan of our own species' existence, indicated in acts performed
by distant relatives throughout nature. Mechanisms of reprisal spring from a sense that pain
or misfortune are the fair consequence for wrongs committed, and also concern with
instating methods of deterrence. This framework of assuring that individuals get what they
deserve and dissuading them from flaunting community boundaries has been the main
source of authority's mandate: consensual power in a society that is at peace has persisted
at the very least to arbitrate disputes and uphold standards for behavior by force if
necessary. Of course these overt conditions for legitimizing the infliction of harm are
susceptible to corruption as citizens who have been granted power abuse the prerogative of
their position for gratifications and advantages, activities which can be considerably
detrimental to the public at large. Repeated misuse of power is liable to instigate unrest,
and upheavals in response to exploitation of course occupy a prominent place in the history
books. Societies always seem to be trending either towards increases or decreases in
equitability as complex organization obscures degeneration in authority's integrity, followed
by backlash when citizenries get a whiff of the stench. Despite antagonisms, civilization has
made much progress since early antiquity, for even those with hereditary power realized
that their stature is on firmer footing if punishment is meted out according to some form of
standard. Thus, penalties for wrongs transitioned towards laws elevated above individuals,
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then justice systems for enforcement of legal criteria, with the axe potentially falling on
anyone regardless of station.
Human beings place great value on land and objects, so standards of reciprocation
extend to possessions, with the supplying of one's personal items generally expected to
garner a fair return. Negotiation of dispensation or exchanges of goods and labor was no
doubt integral to the behavior of prehistoric Homo sapiens, and in a civilized context this
developed into economies of trade, first based on bartering belongings directly or loaning
them with the expectation of recompense, then quantified using currencies, a mechanism
for regulating the contours of a society's trading independent of direct agreement, by way of
a decentralized balance between all the prices customers will accept, with changing supply
or demand in any one location compensated by the rest of the system, moderating
inappropriately high prices with inadequate buying power, and inappropriately low prices
with unprofitability. Love of wealth spurred everyone to get in on the action, so that rulers
levied taxes on trading to help secure control, converting authority into an even more
privileged class, while still further individuals sought to innovate new products or corner
markets, acquiring a bigger piece of the pie, which even in antiquity managed to integrate
much of the world's commerce, and citizens also found ways to make money from money
itself, lending sums at interest in the first banking.
Relationships are of course not a mere transaction, but involve strong attachments,
especially between family members and friends, and healthy associations can teach us into
deference for broader society as well. While we interact with those close to us, we learn
how to bond on a deep level, and shared interests progress to empathy for the experiences
of others. From respect for those around us or at least the desire to be a positive influence,
dowries, gift-giving, charity, and additional gestures of goodwill became a benefit to
solidarity. Emotional connectedness has led many human beings and cultures to better
understand each other, awakenings immortalized in the doctrines of religions, the logic of
ethical philosophy, and the theories of empirical pursuits such as biology, psychology,
sociology and anthropology.
Sometimes order breaks down as mob mentality takes effect in groups, circumstances
where individuals display little concern for fairness, appropriateness, or thoughtfulness. On
an unconscious level, when a crowd begins to surge, anything can happen: trampling or
crushing are the outcome at many sporting events, concerts, and other public gatherings.
When a horde such as the armies of antiquity is in action, propriety can disintegrate, so that
foes and innocents alike are abused or slaughtered en masse. Collective violence is
motivated by primitive social mores as focal points of solidarity, an us vs. them frame of
mind, prejudices about other races and cultures that lead to the condoning of cruelty.
The forming of habits, which increase efficiency and pleasantness of our tasks by
turning them into routines, can drift into the excesses of addiction, our bodies becoming
conditioned to biochemical states, sometimes at the expense of practical need. Any
experience of pleasure or pain can grow addictive as the unconscious pressures us to
achieve a peak experience against our wills. Alterations to the chemical composition of our
brains especially can transform the personality so that we recklessly or destructively seek
thrills, rushes, or other sensations, inconsistent with who we were formerly, who we want to
be, and sometimes our own good.
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Within contexts where shared motivators such as curiosity, uninhibited affect,
reciprocation of behavior and possessions, emotional attachment, mob mentality and habitforming find expression, we are also struggling with our instincts and unconscious on a
personal level, fighting a dark side in ways that are difficult and sometimes damaging to
divulge. When the psyche does not have an outlet for stresses and traumas it turns inward
on itself, putting the individual in a state of private turmoil. Encountering strong emotions
while isolated can challenge our sanity, which is particularly true when extroverts, those
accustomed to extensive social contact, and those calibrated to high-octane stimulus must
transition to an immured lifestyle. If we have no peers, confidants or absorbing purposes,
the psyche's tolerance for adversity wears thin and stressors can be overwhelming. We are
more likely to ruminate on problems, and anxiety remains at a higher level. If we are in
persistent danger, the additional stress can quickly become traumatic, ingraining a hairtriggered reactiveness to even minor predicaments, with disproportionate anger, anguish or
pessimism, as soldiers, former prisoners, or otherwise deeply taxed individuals readjusting
to normal life after the most scarring experiences can attest. Prolonged exhilaration can
lead to post-stimulus disillusionment when the ordinary no longer sates us.
Even in circumstances where other human beings are constantly present, individuals
can be "alone in a crowd" as the saying goes, and unsatiated affect still gnaws at us. Some
present an unusual profile to the public, whether eccentric in behavior, speech or
appearance, and these citizens are often ostracized, which only worsens their struggle with
themselves, making them more prone to addiction, stress, emotional explosiveness,
reticence or self-destructive acts. The same dynamic can occur from causes more related to
culture than personality, when humans adopt values or a way of life that conflicts with the
beliefs and practices traditional to their communities, with individuals shunned as deviant.
It is common to have plenty of relationships that nevertheless fail to meet one's physical or
emotional needs, so that many are in existential pain. Niceties required for the sustainment
of accord in personal interactions constrain this turbulence, further kept under control by
the shadow of the law, so that human beings must exercise caution with their restiveness in
order to have a successful life.
Though regulation by governments and additional institutions is becoming more
invasive, to the point of molding personalities at the national and international level, the
realm of personal relationships remains quite anarchic, an interplay of subtle differences in
character affecting and affected by a wide assortment of factors. But despite the free-for-all
nature of the interpersonal, there are some universal categories of relational cause and
effect that make even unreasonable behaviors intelligible.
Human beings take pride in their status and accomplishments, judging themselves and
other individuals by drawing comparisons while they strive to actualize their own ambitions.
If some feel relegated to inferiority, they may become jealous and seek to undermine the
status of those who are more respected, and if some perceive themselves to be superior,
they may consider the interests of supposed inferiors as less important than their own. The
unconscious can be shaped by debasement from any source, so that self-esteem is
diminished or thinking becomes defensive, leading to despondence, combativeness and
destructive behavior. The upper echelons of society often attempt to keep those of lower
status in their place, to the point of hypocrisizing laws they are supposed to uphold, and
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underclasses try to find ways around rule-making to gain a more secure foothold or even
simply survive. Competitiveness that rivalries engender is ever-present, and we jockey with
and against each other for position in ways that add fuel to the fire of our species'
inclinations towards rapacious cruelty, a fight which demolishes some personalities
altogether.
Many feel responsibility for the well-being of others, a sense that helping
acquaintances and often society in general is their duty. This is reinforced by the experience
of guilt; when we are a cause of suffering, it can eat at our conscience, causing anxiety and
regret. Everyone is striving to secure their own livelihood as well, and measures by which to
achieve safety and control are upheld as of the utmost importance, commonly at the
expense of some citizens. Individuals fear their own downfall, and usually that of families
and subcultures much moreso, so we are constantly battling to assure protection against
threats from those we believe might oppose us or undercut our aims. Much planning is
consumed with predicting who is most likely to become an enemy and how to insure our
standing against the risks that other humans pose. Our lives are a mixture of generosity,
grace, oppression and conflict, a dissonant existence which seems to perpetuate in
contradiction to all of our most utopian ideals.
Interactions between individuals can be unpredictable; some have effortless chemistry
and some cannot see eye to eye no matter what kind of situation they find themselves in.
Humans often like or dislike each other for petty reasons, perhaps because we are reminded
of something distasteful to us, our reputation is vulnerable, or manners and mannerisms do
not mesh. We all have idiosyncrasies of character, also preconceptions about social cause
and effect, as well as a history of conditioning that forges the nature of both. Human beings
are haunted by their unconscious, a force that can drive us to engage in antisocial behavior.
If we get far enough to safely communicate where we are coming from as the deep structure
of our character and rationale, which is sometimes an epiphany about even our own self,
most perspectives can find compatibility, but this opportunity is rare, so stereotypes and
misunderstanding run rampant.
In coping with all this chaos, traditions of leadership are of the utmost importance, for
if human beings cannot agree about an issue where opposing sides refuse to compromise,
someone must have the final say. Individualistic authority roles seem to have grown out of
battle, for most prehistoric societies lived a stable lifestyle in predictable ecosystems so that
group assent guided by an elder tradition was adequate in relation to all situations except
for violent, no-holds barred confrontation. Chiefs were set apart as the inspirers of courage
in war, evolving into generalship, professionals entrusted with command, the arbiters of a
society's sovereignty, usually granted some level of sway even in peacetime as a
countermeasure to civil unrest and incursions by adversaries.
An example of the dictator-general is Julius Caesar, who achieved brilliant successes
for Rome in battle and great popularity, so much so that he was soon assassinated by a
faction who believed his power would destabilize the government. George Washington,
commander of America's volunteers during the Revolutionary War, became the country's
first president, and during formation of its political institutions could have secured
disproportionate power by joining pressure for a system modeled more on monarchy than
Enlightenment theory. He declined the office of autocrat, helping pave the way for an
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experimentation with egalitarianism by the Democratic-Republican party, and is one of the
most revered figures in American history. Alexander Hamilton, also a founding father,
achieved preeminence in the rival Federalist party. He was key to the country's success in
setting up strong national government with a solvent bank and stabilizing economy, but
ended up on the wrong side of history as the foil of what developed into an organizational
structure with lax centralization among semiautonomous states, one of the most renowned
frameworks in institutional history, and his legacy is mixed. He is sometimes painted as a
villain who wanted to reintegrate into the British sphere of influence, and was killed in a
duel by a political enemy. Abraham Lincoln is also one of the most celebrated leaders in
American history, thwarting a secession that would have weakened the country by winning
the Civil War, but was unpopular with many for his liberation of African-American slaves,
and assassinated by a Confederate sympathizer. The position of political figurehead is one
of the most prestigious, capable of turning anyone into a legend, but ignominy is as likely an
outcome as honor, and the hazards are tremendous. Many look for scapegoats when they
dislike a logistical or ideological paradigm, with generals and politicians always fitting the bill.
Mystical or otherwise intuitional inspiration often produces a conviction in the psyche
that it has spiritual purpose, a calling to enlighten or liberate communities with leadership.
Plato's characterization of Socrates stands out as a textbook instance. In Plato's dialogues,
Socrates claims an oracle directed him to live for seeking wisdom, interlocuting with
representatives from all the classes and occupations of ancient Greek society in order to
increase his own understanding and spread truth. In The Apology, he is charged with
corrupting the youth and put on trial in front of the Athenian democratic assembly. He
makes an ultrarational argument to plead his case, a speech he avouches is inspired by a
spirit he calls his "daemon" intending that he appeal to the intellects rather than
sentimentalities of his listeners, facing danger as a valiant individual instead of the usual
begging for mercy with family and friends. The atypical presentation fails and he is
sentenced to death, a moment which became the proverbial sin against philosophy.
Scholars of Europe have taken great care to record the history of Christianity, and this
religion provides many examples of spiritual commitments and their consequences. John
the Baptist is described in the Biblical gospels as prophesying the coming of Jesus a
generation before his arrival, teaching in front of large crowds and baptizing in a Christian
manner, but was not appreciated by the wife of the Judean king, who had John's head
delivered to her on a platter. Paul of Tarsus was a powerful figure in the Jewish community
who began his adulthood as an opponent of the Christian religion, which was still a local,
blasphemous sect at the time. The story goes that he had a vision while travelling between
cities, during which God blinded him and gave the instruction to promote Christianity. After
more than a month, his sight was restored and he became the first international Christian
missionary, advocating this religion throughout the Roman empire and architecting some
doctrines. Joan of Arc was a teenage girl from Medieval France who insisted that the voice
of God had commanded her to lead the region's army in repelling an English invasion. She
proved to be a competent general, apparently the only citizen of France who could defeat
the English in battle. Her forces freed many occupied towns, and she was by the king's side
when the war had all but been decided in France's favor, yet an intrigue managed to hand
her over to England's custody and she was burned at the stake. In the 20th century, Mother
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Theresa was notable for the miraculousness of her ministry, documented in an extremely
reliable way. She was raised in Europe, and while a young nun, experienced a calling to
move to India and care for the poor. She entered the country with almost no funding or
connections, actually wandering the streets of India by herself while helping anyone she
could, and over the course of decades built a network of nursing facilities, becoming one of
the most authentic and respected philanthropists in the world.
One can easily see that leadership is closely linked with power struggle as the inspired
becomes political and the political becomes schismatic. Whenever citizens end up with
power or prestige, it can expose them to all kinds of complications: events do not proceed as
planned, some likewise powerful individuals or subcultures envy their status and have the
means to drag them down, or they get into the thick of disagreements about the course of
society. The president of the United States, holding one of the most important jobs in the
world, requires the country's Secret Service to clear a mile-long path around him nearly
every time he is on an unfamiliar road. Many human beings have commendable faith in
their cause arising from religion and love of their country, but a list of casualties to
indispensability would stretch to the moon. We can hardly blame Charles Darwin, the
foremost 19th century theorist of evolution, who unlike some of his peers was not especially
defensible politically nor spiritually inclined, for refusing to even attend conventions where
his research was presented let alone read his papers to the audience, and insisting that not a
word be omitted to fit a time slot.
The move from tribal clans of hundreds to civilization organizing populations of
millions transformed the nature of relationships. In particular, power began to hold more
sway over behavior. Citizens can acquire a huge impact on their societies, so that some are
making decisions about policy that effect thousands of square miles, and these individuals
congregate as aristocracies who can unilaterally dictate the course of history. Institutions
are often designed in such a way that the interests of upper classes are given precedence,
with citizens outside the loop barred from accessing advantages. Those outside the upper
class traditionally lacked opportunity to empower themselves with education and highranking employment, and throughout most of history have had no choice but to pursue their
interests by violence if conditions become so bad that mere survival is jeopardized,
fomenting countless acts of rebellion.
Since the European Enlightenment and its descendant philosophies such as democracy,
capitalism, communism and socialism, which have a culture of self-made citizenries more in
view than classism, where all at least in principle receive equal standing, some of this
exclusivity has dissipated, so that peasants exploited into squalor by early Industrialism
became a middle and working class, mobilized with public education and further
egalitarianism to promote their interests as well as contribute towards the intellectual
resources of a nation. The paragon of this equality is the 19th and 20th century United
States, which managed to avoid large-scale upheaval utilizing violence to achieve its ends for
an unheard of one hundred and fifty years, since the civil war of the 1860's, and the rigging
of elections with strong-armed tactics is absent from its system, though the 21st century has
seen some debate over the possibility of electioneering at high-levels.
The factor that most differentiates precivilized societies from those of civilization is
division of labor. In a social system requiring specialization, individuals do not fill a diversity
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of occupational roles while being self-evidently crucial, legitimized by the reinforcements of
shared benefit, but rather have their whole lives engrossed in a field as a personal, one
might even venture to say existential career, involving a narrow range of thoughts and
actions, with a salary and some creature comforts the main source of validation, marginally
actualizing. Butchers slaughter animals forty hours or more a week for decades. The
keystone of an engineer's waking life is dispassionately technical analysis. Politicians
sacrifice needs of the minority for needs of the majority on a daily basis. Law enforcement
trains to bully criminals when called upon as their life's vocation. Many medical
professionals spend adulthood surrounded by death, despite their best efforts and great
successes. The monotonous stresses of an all-consuming line of work can take a toll, at the
very least like liquid dribbling on the skin for decades, at its worst a bucket of ice cold water
in the face once an hour. Modern lives find refuge in family, friends, possessions, awards,
reputation, but specializing can be an unfulfilling existence, like coercing the brain and body
to compartmentalize or suppress themselves, a state of vivisectioned, paralyzed soul.
In large-scale societies based on division of labor, religion has held an important place
in organizing community life and uniting citizenries. The spirituality of prehistoric humans
evolved with settled living into proceedings built into the architecture of buildings such as
churches, synagogues and temples, rituals presided over by a priestly class. Religion
reinforced the legitimacy of governments or even, as in Medieval Europe, with supreme
authority. Religiosity upheld morals in a civilization, and rounded out prescientific
worldviews which were so impotent to explain most phenomena, tying up the loose ends of
unfledged rationality with narratives and doctrines. This sublimated barbarism by imparting
self-control, contributed greatly to solidarity, imbued life with meaning, and instilled
confidence in the midst of a dangerous, painful and often anarchistic world.
Religiosity brought benefits to humanity, but it was far from faultless. Its hold on the
imagination made it a political force, and religions could be coopted as a tool for coercing
populations into obedience with fear of supernatural punishments or promise of
supernatural rewards, making citizens subservient to purveyors of doctrine, a grip on the
psyche that went so far as to give spiritual authorities the clout to gather massive wealth,
start wars and topple governments. While origin stories, historical myths and doctrinal
notions satisfied the yearning for coherence, proof of their validity was lacking, and at least
in Christendom, movements sprang up everywhere blaspheming official views with more
personal convictions, which often gained cultural momentum while being equally unproven.
The immovable object of homegrown inspiration encountered the irresistible force of
politicized religion, and the consequence was persecution - excommunications, executions,
all kinds of inquisitional terrors - that in Europe destroyed spirituality's capacity to foster law
and order.
Christian academicians attempted to compensate for the arbitrary facets of their
religion by applying logic, constructing formal proofs that made doctrines more intellectually
satisfying. Unfortunately, philosophy's elaborations usually rely at some point on tenuous
assumptions, such as the idea that order implies a designer, that causality requires a
superordinate cause, or that morality has no basis apart from divine authority. From the
Renaissance onward, assertions about realities transcending sense-perception as formulated
by premoderns became difficult to harmonize with the tangibleness of empiricist rationalism,
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which synthesizes understandings of matter in nature with technical procedures in a
mechanistic worldview. Religion's condemnation of hypothesis and theory spurs backlash
from those committed to the pragmatisms of science, so that the spiritual and mechanistic
have been duking it out for centuries, creating confusion for youths especially and spilling
into the arena of conscience, subjecting ethics to vituperation while leading many to reject
morals altogether.
After many controversies and schisms added to acquisitiveness at high levels,
Christianity's decline in political standing began in force with the Reformation, at which time
some parts of Europe split into dozens of either Catholic or Protestant regions engaging in
power struggles and suppressions. Once violence settled down, rebel Protestants
recognized the freedom they had achieved to craft their own beliefs, and denominations
cropped up everywhere. The most unorthodox of these sects still encountered resistance in
Europe, but upon settling of the New World gained opportunity to strike out on their own,
forming communities accordant with nonconforming ideals.
Secular influences also increased in scope, with a subculture of academia that
contested many platitudes. New discoveries antiquated Aristotle's naturalism, calling into
question facts that Christianity had leaned on to support its tenets, and acknowledgement of
the vast miscellany in nature as well as between cultures led to a sense of relativism, the
idea that truth is a construction varying by context. Intellectualism of both religious and
secular kinds started spreading to greater swaths of the population via the intelligentsia's
effect on education, so that by the time the United States had achieved independence at the
end of the 18th century, founders of its government were committed to enshrining freedom
of speech, religion and assembly in the constitution, which at least in principle would
provide every creed the legality to put convictions into practice, turning this society into the
grandest forum for ideological experimentation the world had yet seen.
In a representative system within which any interest can exert control, the locus of
solidarity switched from movements of doctrinal inventiveness organized outside legal
channels to political activism. Citizens formed voting blocs such as parties in the hopes of
reforming practices by utilizing the mechanisms of nationhood. The keys to this
framework's viability are twofold: leveling the playing field so millions can agitate for any
possible cause, and fostering upward mobility so citizens from diverse sectors of society
attain leadership positions in order to help turn their strategies into realities,
commandeering cooperation from the establishment. The citizenry would ideally be able to
make its voice heard by both communicating with officials and electing into office leaders of
its own bent.
For most of U.S. history, the country's emphasis on democratic freedom has served it
quite well, with the enacting of progressive policies ranging from labor rights, to poverty
assistance, to universal suffrage, to emancipation of some of the most stereotyped
demographics in the Western world. However, this juggernaut of participation has declined
some since WW2. Government budget enlarged, which at first enabled it to better meet
many of the population's needs, but eventually extended power past the point where
oversight can be exacted from the base of the system, as majority opinion. Nontransparent
departments proliferated, taxation became exorbitant and unaccountable, capacity of the
government to stamp out movements by surveillance and force made citizens more hesitant
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to demonstrate, and an influx of money from corporate conglomerates eventually exceeded
in power the popular vote. With a capitalism that consolidates financial organizations while
isolating financial individuals, freedom of assembly transitioned into "money talks" and
"speak up at your own risk", while upward mobility dissolved into an oligarchy imposing
restrictions on access to the mechanisms of authority, disengaging political influence from
democracy. Similar to the decadence of Medieval Christendom, public welfare was
becoming a minimal consideration in relationship to war, wealth and lawmaking.
With the United States' loss of traditional institutions as a platform for solidarity by
way of participation, the society was set adrift, offering no promise of actualization by
political means. Together with laissez-faire economy, which tends to optimize profitability
of goods and services by inclining towards generation of scattered, short-sighted,
irresponsible business interests, which compartmentalize and often manage to short-circuit
the reasoning of what amount to consumer citizens by inducing maximum and sometimes
addictive spending, community integration began to decline. Interests of the rich upper
class were segregated from those of the majority. Government became more of an
authoritarian career track for dictating status via controlling the distribution of wealth than a
forum for conscientious leadership. The population's ability to remain vigilant diminished,
capitalist value was extracted from citizens at the expense of their quality of life by pressure
to work longer hours while living a shallow consumerist lifestyle, and much of the country
grew cynical about its system.
Citizens began to look for values and purposes besides civic activism to fill the void.
Many diverted their attention away from the powerlessness of decollectivized individuals by
preoccupying themselves with staying busy, contributing to a workaholism and recreational
immersion in which citizens do not have to articulate nor think deeply about the meaning of
what they are doing, its impact on the public good and the future of civilization. With
reduced necessity of well-crafted, demonstrational speech for reaching agreement on
complex issues, the essence of healthy democracy, logical analysis of the world seems less
relevant to human life than aesthetic stimulation, with culture drifting towards kitche
entertainment and away from substantive ideas. As reason becomes less adaptive, the
ability to critique ideologies wanes, so that communication and behavior grow less
cognitively satisfying. Individuals experience revved up affect, yet making these subliminal
experiences explicit and actualizing for themselves is harder, producing a vague sense of
disillusionment that eats away at the American mind.
One of the conditions for an activist society is that its members have good reasons for
what they do; this means they must seek to accurately observe, effectively reflect upon
these observations, and communicate insights of a sometimes difficult nature so as to
construct intelligent mutuality, achieving collective goals of a protracted kind. Humans can
predict and prepare for the immediate future with little trouble, especially situations likely
to surface during their generation's heyday, but once the long-term fate of civilization is
under consideration, spanning many decades, complications that will tax solidarity are all
but guaranteed.
Atomization of a capitalist populace by financial individualism does not in itself greatly
reduce the viability of moment to moment decision-making; for instance, parents can still at
least in principle teach their children about drug abuse by a few admonishing conversations,
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then remain available as support, which would typically be enough to mitigate any issues for
the duration of the teenage years. But over long periods of time, this individualistic
environment causes social cohesion to break down, and when coupled to financial pressures
that fix in place each more segregated stage, life becomes like every citizen's struggle in the
deep end with their personal python: no foundation, no time to think, no time for intimacy,
shrinking opportunity to live on one's own terms. Even the monetarily secure individual is
immobilized more and more to collaborate in considerate and well-considered ways, until
satisfaction of many exigencies can no longer be effectuated. The ascendance of technology,
with its acute economic relevance and absorption of effort, has prevented the materialist
aspects of American culture from falling victim to disintegration, obscurant of what is
developing under the surface into an emotional collapse.
The rationale that gave rise to these outcomes over the course of generations is
bewildering, for it is hard to intuit a logic that led hundreds of millions of citizens to unleash
forces capable of destroying their relationships. Giving a full account of the causality
involved would require consideration by the most expert of historians, but we can outline
some key cultural moments, even if their connections are not firmed up in an indisputable
way. Some of these events have already been touched upon by this book, but will be
reiterated to serve continuity of treatment.
U.S. society underwent conservatization after WW2, probably due to anxiety arising
from financial catastrophe of the Great Depression that had immediately been followed by
movements of totalitarianism around the globe, nearly commencing an era of domestic
spying and genocide sanctioned by governments in Europe, Asia and elsewhere, only
averted by remodeling the U.S. economy for war production. "In God We Trust" was
emblazoned on the country’s coinage, media programming began espousing almost saintly
values, and countercultural influence was nil. Much of the territory governed by developed
countries had sustained severe damage, with leveled buildings, crippled infrastructure and
crumbling institutions, excepting of course the U.S., which suffered no attacks on its own soil
and succeeded in revving up its GNP to optimization. At the close of the war, it is estimated
that 75% of the world's wealth resided in the U.S. economy, with the country's political
system as large and well-funded as it ever had been.
The combination of wealthiness, big government, global influence and conservative
values had seachanging effects. First of all, it was the task of the United States to lead postWW2 reorganization around the globe, and its government became involved in all kinds of
foreign affairs: Europe's reconstruction, Middle East conflicts, dealing with encroachments
from communist systems that were rivals at the time, and shepherding trade in the Western
Hemisphere. The average U.S. citizen's buying power was tremendous relative to the rest of
the world, so that the country's consumption became the hub of global economy. At the
same time, wage-earning Americans had been raised in close proximity to the Depression, so
were shrewd budgeters, cautious with their money. Together with a renewed contribution
of religion to culture, any drinking, partying and nightlife was not widely engaged in nor
given publicity. At the same time, a rich populace could afford new technology, and
businesses had the resources to expand their markets to more demographics, so that in the
span of only a decade, probably by the mid 1950's, everyone was connected to the electrical
grid, owned a T.V. and a car, with any appliances that came out bought up by tens of millions,
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turning all kinds of companies into the most massive private organizations ever in a blink of
an eye. The U.S. government used its vast wealth to invest in infrastructure projects, a
continuation of programs undertaken to jumpstart Depression-era economy, and the
country soon had an interstate highway system that heightened commerce even more.
Financial empowerment, travel tourism, economic development, infrastructure, and respect
for the rule of law were at an all time high.
American citizens who were more economically secure than ever used their standing
to agitate for causes with speech and demonstration. The civil rights movement organized
mass protests publicized by the media, ending racial segregation in America and opening the
way towards a less prejudiced society. When the government drafted hundreds of
thousands into the military to fight an unwinnable, mass casualty Vietnam War that was not
broadly regarded as in the interests of the population, activism launched an antiwar
campaign garnering substantial media coverage and succeeded in bringing the conflict to a
close. Women and additional groups who were still disadvantaged at the time promulged
equality and free expression, loosening the vice grip of stereotyping on the American mind
and lifestyle. Eras-old forms of oppression were being dismantled.
By the late 1960's, various strands of activism had coalesced into a countercultural
force to be reckoned with, as music, T.V., literature, news, all sorts of media gave desire for
progressive reform a voice. This cultural revolution attempted to combat stringent sexual
mores and additional kinds of prejudice by giving individuals an artistic outlet for exacting
the changes in sensibility that many yearned for but had been too inhibited by circumstance
to support. If citizens wanted sexual liberation, they could buy a book about the stark
realities of romance; if the rights of minorities were a concern, they could purchase books by
minority authors; if peace and love were the goal, citizens could become fans of music
addressing these themes. Police tried to arrest long-haired hippie motorists, some
employers barred demographics from workplaces, but containing such a vast base of
individualism was impractical as well as impossible.
Glorification of the individual is of huge benefit to civilization, for it makes society
personally relevant so that everyone simply cares more, but as we have seen, it does not
immunize humanity to degeneration. In the United States, crackdowns on activism spurred
many into an antiestablishment posture, contributing to the spread of illegal drug use and
resultant addictions, an angsty flaunting of traditional institutions, and eventually much
nonparticipation in politics. Subversive expression was seized upon by the new corporate
behemoths, refined into a media aesthetic of sensationalism until art was nearly a drug,
used to manipulate public consciousness for the purpose of profitability at the expense of
coherence and social consequence. Some degree of rebelliousness is only natural, but
portrayals of aggression, violence, and illicit sex became so cliche that art no longer required
any integrity to sell, draining the public of its capital with cheap thrills and guilty pleasures of
insignificance, a banal archetyping leached of all stimulus to conscientiousness.
In the latter half of the 20th century, the country was also facing logistical challenges.
Immigration by races that had traditionally been discriminated against in the U.S. increased,
with these new citizens sometimes finding it difficult to surmount poverty and all the crime,
exploitation, danger, nihilism and broken sociality that accompanies it. These discontents
radicalized into a culture of those marginalized by stereotypes vs. aggressive law
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enforcement, leading to an expanded penal system, more violent neighborhoods, and
antiauthority sentiment. Corporate media, which had already succumbed in full to the
temptation towards selling products with violence and sex, assimilated class and racial
conflict into consumer culture, and values of the nation in general, especially among youths,
began to similarly radicalize.
At the same time, corporations had grown rich enough to organize international
ventures, which freed them from the legal regulations of any particular country, meaning
that nations had to pander to private business rather than the majority opinion of citizenries
with their tax money if they wanted a share of the world's wealth sufficient to vouchsafe
economic interests and political leverage. In the U.S., government represented the
population less and big business more, with participatory politics dismissed by many as a
facade for oligarchical authoritarianism, and activism frequently regarded as futile.
Upon the lessened relevance of political life and its traditions of discourse, upsurging
violent and sexualized radicalism quickly conquered culture by capturing the imaginations of
youths in particular, and media-fronted corporations built around exploitative profit models
positioned themselves to capitalize on these new values. Corporations focused their
marketing of nihilistically subversive attitudes and imagery on teenagers. Media of all kinds
followed suit, arrogating the mediums of countercultural progressiveness that had been so
crucial in the fight for equality to shock viewers into undivided attention and obsession using
depictions of libidinous and self-destructive behaviors, stylized as unflinching immoralism,
an incorruptible corruption.
This effort to exploit immaturity for profit made schools the epicenter of disintegration,
as the prevalence of bullying, drug abuse, delinquency, promiscuity and disrespect for even
sensible rules increased. Schooling became less about preparing students for adult success
in the workplace and more of a struggle to contain this beast of immorality that had been
unleashed by nihilism gone mainstream. With all the bad examples provided by a media so
deeply rooted in American lifestyle, sense of obligation to common decency waned.
Families found themselves in turmoil, students became more likely to underachieve, the
compromising of safety and sanity by popular behavior skyrocketed.
Rise of the internet left almost no American citizen untouched by media, so that
commercial exploitation along with nihilistic expression and behavior swamped the country
completely. Subcultures hijacked internet communication to harass, intimidate and destroy
proponents of any belief system that stood against them. Anticommunity,
antiestablishment and antiauthority activity could sabotage the communications grid to
achieve its ends. Cybercrime stole the data of hundreds of millions by cracking encryption of
computer networks, which could severely damage companies and citizens financially.
Government was enlisted to monitor websites and correspondence for security, pushing the
society towards invasive surveillance by political institutions that had already become largely
unaccountable to individual opinion and inimical to activism. The culture was in danger of
turning into an exploitative monster, with free speech and assembly no more than a wistful
memory in the minds of the aging.
Threat of crime, as well as violent and sexualized imagery, antagonism between
subcultures, and manipulation of the young all took a psychological toll. Mental health
issues became more common: individuals suffered from affective disorders and negative
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thought patterns. This increased the incidence of 'resentiment' - outward projection of
antisocial sentiments - so that petty conflict, hate speech, relationship chaos, divorce,
domestic abuse, random violence and suicide were much more prevalent. The battle for
cultural preeminence instated neurotic aggression as its choicest method for strong-arming
enemies into submission, which both hardened much of the population and induced selfmedicative behaviors such as drug abuse and promiscuous sex that led to severe addictions,
causing ruination of many lives. In the 21st century, an undeniable decline in emotional
well-being and the quality of social life was in effect. It was far from clear how a country
with an economy utilizing this deterioration as its main source of financial profit and
memetic leverage was going to pull itself out of the cultural quicksand it had stumbled into.
It seems the contemporary United States is seeing a glimmer of hope for finding its
way out of these difficulties. The internet can do a lot of harm by aligning mob mentality
against minority groups and individuals, but civility and safety of online communication
might be on the upswing, and its potential to function as a vehicle for positive change is
tremendous. Corporate leadership is showing signs of assuming larger responsibility for the
well-being of society, on the cusp of investing gigantic sums in civic development.
Nevertheless, American life seems to have been disconnected from the historical
momentum behind its institutional framework, losing touch with centuries of intellectual
discourse and careful reflection by geniuses throughout the world. Yet we still teach ethical
philosophy in the American school system as if there is something to learn from values of
the past. Is studying traditional morality and complementary reasoning a mere novelty for
history buffs or those who predilect veneers of classiness, some kind of formality not quite
dispensed with, or does society still have something of substance to learn from the
contemplations of earlier eras?

20. The Nature and Origins of Ethics
Questions of ethics reduce to judgements about behavior. We must decide if an action
is likely to garner a desired outcome; when habitualization of an act or procedure is revealed
to more likely result in attainment of what we aim for, that activity is preferred and becomes
an inveteracy. When habits have implications for our social group, they become a matter of
appropriateness in relationship to the collective, which is the origin of interpreting behavior
as having ethical import, constrained not just by functional consequences for ourselves but
also impact on those around us.
A vast spectrum exists between, on one side, high functionality with minimal social
ramifications, and on the other, high social appeal with minimum functional necessity.
Constructing a shelter while stranded in the wilderness is vital to survival, and has little
social meaning besides sustaining ourselves until rescued so as to resume a community role
as well as reunite with family and friends, almost noncausal in these circumstances. Waving
goodbye has no practicality beyond the casual meaning it conveys, and dispensing with it
would lack serious repercussions, but we like it so much that it is a universal symbol of
affection. Chatting with strangers can have the positive effect of increasing social health in a
community, but sometimes prompts negative feedback or in rare cases attracts unwanted
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attention that might even get us attacked, so its ethical significance is ambiguous, left to
informal, personal discretion. Parking close to an intersection could be favorable in
situations where it is the only spot available, but reduces visibility in such a way that safety is
jeopardized, so everyone is expected to learn the regulations that sanction law enforcement
to cite or tow offending vehicles. But often the danger is negligible, such as in residential
areas, so police do not trouble with punishing an occasional violation despite the law, for
there are more important issues to surveil than parking in someone's out of the way cul-desac for instance, unless residents call in a complaint. Ethical standards, codes, systems of
rules and associated behaviors arise from our effort to balance consequences for ourselves
with communal consequences, which often involves a measure of complexity.
Individual benefit frequently comes into conflict with social effects, and this is the
source of ethical dilemmas. Coughing profusely without covering our mouths while ill with a
cold is practical for the individual as it ejects thousands of germs some distance away from
the body, so much so that our biology is ingrained with the coughing reflex, but can infect
those around us, so we are expected to keep germs to ourselves. Inducement of coughing
by pathogens is also of benefit to its population as contagion increases; we of course prefer
wellness of our fellow human beings to the vigor of microbes that make us sick, so have no
qualms about fighting our infections by obstructing millions of viruses and bacteria, and
neither do our immune systems. Unfortunately, many businesses have pressured their
employees to work while sick under penalty of firing or withheld pay, so offices can be
hotbeds of disease transmission. Shaking hands is unsanitary and likely results in quite a bit
of illness under the radar, but is a venerable tradition stretching back many centuries, with
massive effort probably required to eliminate it from culture altogether, in addition to being
a moot issue if we can get everyone to wash their hands. Hugging is likewise unsanitary, but
the sense of bondedness it engenders outweighs the danger, which is slight with diligence
about bathing and washing our clothes. Additional goodwill gestures of physical contact
exist that put us even more at risk, but we apparently would not give them up for the world.
Reasoning about the causality involved in ethical agency, where we assess the
influence of our behaviors upon ourselves and those we are socially linked with, falls into a
few categories. Numinous causality is the result of what we regard as divine interventions in
the course of worldly affairs, viewed as demanding obligations from human beings.
Synergistic social causality is behavior that emerges from efforts to act cooperatively, via
collaboration. Antagonistic social causality is the constraining of behavior by exaction or
threat of either harm, deprivation or inequality, legitimizing the permanence of hierarchical
authority in institutions by appealing to a wide range of both implicit and explicit criteria.
Mechanistic causality consists in dynamics of entities comprehended as analogous to
technology, the component structures manifested while we observe substances and human
nature in our quest for well-being. And psychological causality is the product of assessing
motivations of a relatively more personal or more social kind, including the machinations of
sizable groups, mass assembly phenomena that substantially differ from the dynamics of
single personalities.
We do not have certainty about the discrepancy between how these domains of
causality played out in reasoning during the two hundred thousand year duration of
precivilized living versus civilized circumstances, for written records of prehistory are of
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course lacking, and it is impossible to research a tribe while completely insulating it from the
modern world. However, some indication of what life is like in hunter-gatherer communities
can be drawn from documentation made by pre-20th century European explorers of Africa,
the New World as well as parts of Asia, together with some patchy modern research, and
the essentials of civilization are common knowledge, so we can perform valid deductions,
connecting some of the dots.
As we have seen, human motivation is complex, and its modes of expression can vary
by culture, but in general, the simple influence of concentrating into a large population can
explain why embarking upon civilization had such seachanging effect. In the quintessential
hunter-gatherer village on the cusp of transitioning to a civilized way of life, perhaps
consisting of about a hundred individuals as an estimate, all its members are living off the
countryside, hunting, gathering nuts and berries, with a bit of rudimentary crop-raising
thrown into the mix. They live on self-subsistent surpluses that require the same type of
tool-making and tool-use by almost everyone in the tribe. There is some primordial division
of labor, as a shaman may fabricate implements of spiritual significance and provide
guidance in exchange for food, a chief may also have his needs met by the group as a perk of
leadership, but most households are engaging in the same sorts of behaviors, supporting
their families by nearly identical means, and can usually function on their own just as well as
in commerce with the collective barring competition with rival tribes and warring. As
population increases, some families set out on their own and found a new village with
approximately the same lifestyle a distance away.
When humans first packed into towns and cities, conditions were much different. The
same amount of land had to support bigger populations, so almost full transition to largescale farming occurred. In order for farming to keep up with a swelling quantity of residents,
this profession needed to become more technological, requiring specialized tool-making by
nonfarmers in town, and necessitating that food producers devote the majority of their
working life to tending the fields, altogether reducing degree of self-subsistence. Agriculture
is susceptible to changing seasons and climates, so although surpluses could be achieved, as
in grain stored year round, sustenance of the population is impossible if crops fail, and at
this juncture of development they inevitably would at some point. Initial civilizations were
putting all their eggs in one basket when it came to the food supply: if agriculture collapsed,
specialized populations of high density did not simply hunt or gather instead nor pick up the
operation and move to a new area, but either dispersed, calling it quits, or starved.
Between 10,000 and 6,000 B.C.E., civilizations went through periods of dissolution
induced by mercurialities of long-term climate; this was especially true of the ancient
Americas with their sometimes severe El Nino and La Nina effects. But by around 6,000
B.C.E., stable growing seasons in Old World regions well-watered by river systems, such as
Egypt, Mesopotamia, India, China and many parts of Europe, prolonged an advancement in
farming and food distribution sufficient to permanently settle thousands of square miles.
Infrastructure and trade were indispensable for this full commitment to an agriculturebased lifestyle of specialization in large communities. At first, the erecting of economies
must have been local, an arrangement along the lines of Greek city states with their satellite
colonies, pockets of high population at strategic spots such as river basins or areas
defensible from attack. Some light trading probably took place along stretches of river,
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modest impetus for large-scale organization, but the key event in the move towards highly
enculturated antiquity was emergence of strong central authority, for it enabled civilizations
to pool resources in service of engineering projects such as civic construction and man-made
canals for irrigation or travel. Powerful government was also more capable of securing vast
populaces against inclement conditions - nomadic migrations, invasions by rivals, regional
food shortages - with enhanced military and commercial organization.
Though centralized legislating offers some logistical advantages when suitably
technologized, it originated with the obligation that populations give up their independence
in order to seek, resist or capitulate to imperial conquering, and many of the first rulers and
ruling classes considered themselves elites, committed to enforcing superiority over the
public. Popular psychologies that upheld this inequality across large spans of time involve
some subtle variety, but the basic factor in their persistence is elementary to conceive, for it
similarly obtains in the contemporary age. A civilized society in which almost no citizens live
a self-subsistent lifestyle depends on law and order for its very survival. If efficient
distribution and protection of goods and resources is not possible due to inadequate military
presence or civic upkeep, crises such as famines and wars are more threatening to the
population's way of life, a vulnerability to natural cataclysms as well as violence from hostile
cultures. Civilizations in political chaos, a state of uproar and unrest, are eventually overrun
by more unified outsiders as it is recognized that exploitative actions will not be capably
resisted. Citizens also often consider traditions sacred, with minds in antiquity all the way to
the present day seeing a connection between the viability of social structures and the will of
deities or their declared representatives, so that fear of divine wrath or belief in spiritual
mandate lead to consent for all but the most egregious oppressions. Thus, though no one
likes to be herded around by authority, individuals are usually agreeable to suppressing
some level of disgruntlement in order to ward off potential for utter catastrophe.
In a large, civilized populace, distinctive dynamics take effect. As was mentioned, loss
of self-sufficient living in communal territories providing for each household’s equivalent
way of life means that individuals are more susceptible to misfortune from changing natural
and economic conditions. Citizens also simply differ more, as they have divergent
professional and personal lifestyles, often with unintegrated ancestry that introduces the
divisive effect of language barriers and variant manners, a partition of society into
subcultures. Citizens can lack common interest with many in their own or other
neighborhoods, and may be unable to engage in spoken communication. Materially,
particular citizens matter less to sustenance of the community as a whole, with occupational
roles quickly filled by someone new when professionals are no longer able to render services,
and benefits often accrued by elimination of rival tradesmen from the economy. Value
placed on individual lives diminishes in a milieu of less trust, empathy, and solidarity against
detriments such as poverty or abuse of power.
In antiquity, the relationship between populations and rulers could involve a
conspicuous absence of oversight by commoners, contributing to a tendency for leadership
to become corrupt, living large at the expense of subjects or manipulating public opinion for
personal gain. But logistical crises inevitably happen, flagrant neglects of the public good get
exposed, and when citizenries become dissatisfied enough with the conduct of those in
power to overthrow a government, opulence is practically helpless against popular revolt,
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especially if conditions grow so bad that even military discipline disintegrates. Exploitation is
a tough sell, and the earliest authorities stemmed the tide of any opposition to their
sovereignty with immediate and harsh measures designed to scare so-considered “rabble”
into apprehensive obedience, usually nipping any inclination towards disorder in the bud.
Combined with a lessening of empathy in civic settings of anonymity, competition, and
subcultural differentiation, the administering of punishment waxed more than a little insane.
For hunter-gatherers by contrast, the most extreme response to serious
nonconformity was usually banishment, simply kicking those who commit heinous offenses
out of the tribe, and these communities were close-knit enough that a course of action such
as this rarely seemed appropriate. But overlord classes of ancient Egypt, Rome, and
additional cultures whipped, beat and murdered enslaved demographics while denying
them legal protection from even each other. The Spartans of ancient Greece occasionally
declared war on nearly defenseless slaves as preparation for real battle. Slavery persisted in
the United States until the mid-19th century, with enforcement left to the temperament and
choice of slave owners. Laws disenfranchising subcultures still existed well into the 20th
century, for instance U.S. segregation and South African Apartheid. Members of the upper
class treated each other inhumanely as well, with power struggles constantly breaking out,
leading to assassination and feuding. Violent lawlessness was so pervasive that 18th century
B.C.E. King Hammurabi of Babylon instated the first official code of law, which made the
magnanimous move of proclaiming that anyone who destroys the eye of a gentleman citizen
shall lose his eye. Mauryan society of 4th century B.C.E. India was particularly lenient: the
punitive measure for grand theft was severing of an offender’s hand, not even fatal.
Antiquity’s synthesis of antagonistic causality in a civilized context of law enforcement,
power politics and war with primitive mechanisms by which to incentivize human nature,
fed into by the paranoia, megalomania or Machiavellian impunity of many rulers, compelled
justice towards incredible cruelty: excruciatingly painful tortures such as crucifixion, flaying,
burning and dismemberment were a facet of common law for millennia. Desecration of the
human body and obsequious honor for families and classes were even further reinforced by
beliefs about numinous causality, for many individuals and leadership traditions hold that
deities demand humans submit their lives, sacrifice their health and well-being, even kill in
order to demonstrate piety. Spirituality exerts extensive influence over imaginations and
lives, with a priestly class still existing in all societies, receiving a portion of the population’s
wealth in exchange for mediating relationships to divinity by way of rituals and the
formulation of doctrine. In ancient Egypt, one of the earliest civilizations, religious authority
did not merely represent the will of the gods, but Pharoahs were viewed by subjects as a
literal incarnation of the deity. Over the course of history, social planning has sometimes
attempted to extricate religious devotion from the corruption that so readily materializes in
political settings, which in the Christian world culminated as the principles “separation of
church and state” and “freedom of religion”, embraced almost in full by the 20th century.
This did not diffuse all the violence endemic to many belief systems, but succeeded in
reducing incidence of ideologically motivated military action.
Antiquity’s commitment to a lifestyle based around piety rituals, wealth amassment,
arms races, conquest, and heavy-handed, sometimes brutal justice persisted without major
contestations until about the 6th century B.C.E., when a spiritual awakening seems to have
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gathered momentum. Movements inspired by what we moderns call ‘enlightenment’ began
to take shape throughout the Old World. In China, a political figure named Confucius wrote
and taught extensively about the ethics of public life with an emphasis on facilitating
scholarship and instituting an educational system, instilling a paradigm of synergistic social
causality that would exert influence all the way to the present day. Prince Siddhartha of
India had a spiritual epiphany, then travelled around his region advocating mastery of one’s
motivations by understanding and controlling the workings of the psyche as a path to
salvation, the beginnings of Buddhism. Mahavira, also of India, reached enlightenment as
well and became a famed prophet of the Jainist religion, which seems to have grown into a
subculture based around communal reflection. As already discussed, the ancient Greek
Thales, from a colony on the coast of Asia Minor, was one of the first recorded instances of
philosophical materialism. His poetic thought experiments proposed water as the
fundamental substance responsible for causality in nature. The Greek king Cleisthenes put
in place a series of political reforms during his reign of Athens that were called ‘demokratia’,
“rule of the people”, probably attempting to quell a chaotic era of struggle between
quarreling factions by establishing a system of collectivist participation. This was the origin
of our democratic values, hugely impactful to the modernizing world.
So as early as the 5th century B.C.E., all the main strands of ethics had taken root.
Notions of numinous causality were ingrained as a long tradition of god worship and spiritual
directive stretching back to prehistory. Concepts of antagonistic social causality led to
impositions of civilized power that had informed political life and the structure of
institutions for millennia. Key philosophical figures seminalized synergistic social causality cooperative culture on a large-scale - as a central facet of some religions and political
systems. Materialism originated in Greece, a perspective that would lead to the knowledge
of substance, nature and experience as mechanistic causal systems. And Buddhist thought
started to give a subjectivist account of the causality in mentality and motive with its
significance for quality of life in civilizations. Future analyses and practices of ethical import
essentially mixed and matched these domains, putting more stress on some areas and less
on others depending upon the thinker’s disposition.
Ancient Greek culture continued to develop intellectually, with what would be a
permanent influence on Western academia. Though many Greeks probably made
contributions to philosophical theory of the time, detailed records of this thinking start with
Plato’s 4th century B.C.E. outreach to a mass audience, his preserved popular works in the
genre of Socratic dialogue. In line with the highly public nature of Athenian lifestyle, his
analysis of ethics focuses on the relationship between behavior and civic practice, inclined
towards the social pole of the psychological spectrum. He advocates commitment of the
individual to furthering group knowledge with well-mannered collaboration, values his
literary character Socrates emblemizes. He shows great concern with crafting a seamlessly
functioning polis, his utopian Republic, and combines promotion of standards for social
synergy with attempts to theorize spirituality, the “godlike”, as well as human nature and
the cosmos. He intuits rational order as pervading existence, manifesting in the forms of
both qualitative and quantitative ideas that make apt belief and action intelligible via the
activity of reasoning, guiding us towards fuller notions of explicit truth, a systematic
knowledge of causality.
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Plato’s pupil Aristotle progressed over the course of his career into the realm of smallscale relationships, and his philosophy was one of the inspirations for what has come to be
known as ‘virtue ethics’, theories that regard character development as the means to
‘eudaimonia’: happiness in a good life. This is a deeper delving into Socratic-style
collaborative values, discussing the finer points of human interaction, outlining appropriate
behaviors that do not diminish pleasure for our personal contacts or incur negative
judgements, and those that are usually considered impolite, onerous to our acquaintances,
or lacking in integrity. So no matter how well Socrates states his point, if he flips the bird
while conversing, Aristotle would not approve.
Alexander the Great, heir to the throne of Macedon, a principality on Greece’s
northern border, was Aristotle’s pupil, and became one of the most successful conquerors in
world history. By the time he died at age 32, his empire stretched all the way from the
Aeolian peninsula to western reaches of India. He was entrenched in the tradition of
antagonistic social causality, committed to manipulating power relations for the sake of
glorifying his own status and that of the ruling class, but also seems to have imbibed some
sophistication from instruction of his youth, for he was determined to spread philosophical
culture to lands Macedonian armies annexed, building a civic infrastructure of knowledge libraries and more - that ‘Hellenized’ much of Southern Europe, Southwest Asia and North
Africa. Prior to Alexander, invasions had largely been carried out for the purpose of
plundering foreign territories to their detriment in order to increase wealth and prestige, but
his blend of imperialistic domination and dissemination of academics made fostering growth
in and commerce between a vast assortment of intellectual traditions precedential to
Western governance, setting the stage for conceiving Europe and the Middle East of
antiquity’s destiny for cultural synthesis.
Uniting of the Western world would be actualized by the Roman empire. Upon its
improbable defeat of Carthage in the 2nd century B.C.E., Rome undertook an imperial
expansion which by the beginning of the first century C.E. reached all the way from the
Middle East to what is modern day England, with armies of Germania barely staving off
conquest of the entire European continent. Its governance began as a republic, with
influence from a multiyear study of Athenian democracy by Roman officials. Rome’s
republic hybridized institutions of representative assembly and popular vote with an
autocratic dimension responsible for military campaigns. By the time the world reached the
common era, autocratic rule had won out over representation, evolving from the command
of renowned generals into a tradition of emperorship to which the Senate was largely
subservient, but this did not hamper Rome’s hegemony, which would remain nearly
invincible for almost five more centuries, internal power struggles notwithstanding. Despite
the decline of republican government, Rome’s division of the empire into districts of
regional administration proved effective, with its willingness to tolerate some local
autonomy that was answerable to consulates without being humiliatingly submitted by
them working extremely well. Roman taxation supported civil engineering that improved
the Western world’s infrastructure, even accomplishing a measure of globalization, for trade
with India and China thrived during the empire’s heyday.
Rome’s masterful synthesis of the antagonistic and synergistic in social structure
prepared the way for what would become a pivotal moment in Western history, Jesus of
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Nazareth’s legendary ministry. According to the Bible he was of Jewish descent, a carpenter
by trade, but around the age of thirty began travelling throughout Judea, what is modern
day Israel, attracting large crowds enthralled by reputed miracles as well as his teachings of
peace and humble piety in a worldly civilization; hundreds of millions of course still believe
he was God to this day. For three years he preached on many subjects, but his core principle
is encapsulated by what Christians call the ‘golden rule’: “love the Lord your God with all
your heart, and all your soul, and all your mind, and love your neighbor as yourself”. This is
a pithy synthesis of numinous and synergistic causality, touching upon their essence: the
divine purveyor of the possibility of morality in human lives expects us to demonstrate
respect for his creative purpose by reciprocating the gifting of existence to humanity
through both honor for his divinity and deference to a universal moral agency with which he
imbued the race, an ethic that can give our cultures a degree of liberation from mortal
realities “of the flesh”. As the story goes, leaders in the Jewish community resented his
popularity and managed to get him arrested and crucified on false charges by Roman
authorities.
This literary moment in which Jesus sacrificed himself for the sake of enlightening
humans would reverberate through the ages, as Christianity, a local sect founded on
narratives of his life, made a meteoric rise over the course of three centuries until it was a
state religion of Rome, and by the start of the Medieval period had become the foundation
of Western culture. Jesus-inspired morality is a huge benefit to behavior management and
peace of mind in many lives, but Christianity is quite the case study in hypocrisy. The
religion’s high leadership has at times extracted massive amounts of wealth from adherents
while preaching frugality and simplicity of lifestyle. Devout, would-be role models such as
mystics, pastors and political figures have backed persecutions of rival movements and then
denominations, in Europe stretching all the way from the Middle Ages to latter stages of
progressing religious freedom in the 19th century. And Christianized civilization has waged
class and racial warfare despite the pacifist morality of both Jesus and key proselytizers such
as 1st century C.E. apostle Paul. This religion boasts many exemplary figures as well who
seem to have fully embraced Jesus’ values of charity and love for humanity, but not enough
to stem the tide of institutional secularization from the Renaissance onward.
Despite Medieval Christianity’s political corruption, religiously motivated war,
persecutions, and the inaccessibility of theology for common laity due to reliance of priestly
academia on Latin, Jesus’ essential message was preserved in the Bible, and the religion’s
moral foundation thereby sustained to nurture future movements once technology for mass
printing of books had been invented. One of the central claims of Christian doctrine is that
humankind is the zenith of God’s creation, entrusted with supervision of the world and
capable of an immortal communion with the divine, positioned above the rest of nature.
This sense for the race’s privileged status combined with the timeless principle that we
should treat our neighbors well, placed alongside Ockhamist philosophy and growing GrecoRoman influences enriching the intellectual worldview of mind and behavior as autonomous
from the cosmos yet capacitated to profoundly understand it, gave rise to a humanist strain
in even pious literature of the tightly regulated late Middle Ages and early Renaissance, a
faith in our mandate for self-determination possessed by many “God-fearing” in addition to
worldly individuals. This humanism was the ethical heart of the Renaissance and Scientific
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Revolution, for no matter how far artists, technologists and natural philosophers strayed
from the doctrinaire, there was a strong sense in the most enlightened citizens that acts of
reasoning are of universal benefit to quality of life and universal relevance for our
actualization, a means by which humanity can transcend immediate reality and improve a
collective existence.
One of the modern incarnations of ethical theory is ‘deontology’, an approach that
seeks to ground reasoning and motivation upon a concept of duty. In an Early Modern
society of the 17th century that was still devoutly religious, many philosophizers, even some
as revolutionizing as Descartes, explained moral duty in terms of God-ordained necessity,
required in order for true piety to be achieved, what is called ‘divine command’ deontology.
As mechanistic conceptualizings became more deeply rooted in the European view of not
merely applied technology but nature as a whole, including a growing sense that workings of
human minds, especially reasoning, operate according to analogous sorts of principles,
justifications of duty became more pragmatically minded, elaborated as binding from out of
an analysis of causality and practice. Kant was the most influential theorist in this vein; he
argued in the 18th century that consequences of our actions often involve unintended
effects, so moral ideals cannot be derived solely from an assessment of situational factors,
but an ethical domain exists which, if universalized, would make society work better under
all conditions, including criteria such as not murdering, not lying, and not stealing: a core of
standardized morality in civilized contexts. Regardless of cause and effect, the possession of
integrity - a “good will” - is only achieved by commitment to imperatives such as these, for
they are the prerequisite for enculturated society to even be possible. This outlook views
ethical good as the rationally motivated adoption of especially universalizable guidelines for
behavior despite the challenge.
Contemporaneous with Kant’s reason-based deontology was a somewhat less idealistic
theory of ethics called ‘utilitarianism’, originated by Jeremy Bentham and his successor John
Stuart Mill. This view held that decision-making of an ethical kind is not universalizable as a
function of its rationalizability for each individual, but rather according to the degree of
pleasure or pain it produces for the majority of the population. While these thinkers
believed that much commonality in human nature and need exists, a condition for theirs or
any general framework to be implementable, the standard for ethical good should not be
personal beliefs but rather policies most justifiable in terms of practical consequences for
public well-being, resulting in “the greatest good for the greatest number”. This was a
particularly optimistic version in a long philosophical tradition of trying to validate ethics
with reference to effects of behavior, an array of perspectives encompassed in the 20th
century by the term ‘consequentialism’.
So upon egression of civilization from its phase of reliance on oppression to more
collective values, a chain of developments in beliefs about behavior sought to intellectualize
the meaning and purpose of human action via an analysis of causality, with various theories
placing emphasis on different kinds of causes: public, psychological, mechanistic, or spiritual.
This process of collectivizing behavioral concepts began in force with 6th century B.C.E.
movements seeking to rationalize culture and facilitate personal enlightenment, often
synthesized with politics to create notions of civic life as collaborative synergy, a particularly
important event for ancient Athens, Rome, and governmental systems based on 18th
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century philosophies of the European Enlightenment which were heavily influenced by
ancient democracy and republicanism. World religions diversified into a plethora of
movements and sects, each putting their own spin on ethics, in the case of Christianity
becoming a more prevalent dynamic after the 16th century Reformation’s attenuating of
persecution by the church. Humanism was often concerned to integrate notions of
collectivity with all the new empirical fact being generated by scientific investigation of the
natural world. As literary activity expanded its reach and academic paradigms spread to
larger segments of the population, theoretical ethics came to rely more on technical sorts of
arguments that sought rational foundations, such as advanced deontology or
consequentialisms like utilitarianism, having impact on educational curricula and social
policy.
The range of perspectives on ethics is vast, but if there is commonality it at least
stretches as far as the concept of universality. Theorists have always had an intuition that
ethical reality is closely tied to features intrinsic to humankind as a whole, with some level of
standardization relevant at all times and places. Yet thinkers have always struggled to
reconcile the intuition of plenary qualities in human behavior with complexities of specific
situations, evoked by individuals’ divers perceptions and the unfathomable depth of total
causality. New facts of evolutionary biology and the undeniable truth that appearances are
largely determined by the frame of reference from which they are viewed can, with a casual
glance, seem to accentuate this dilemma: we have demonstrated it possible for the present
to vary considerably from the past, traits are always mutationally diverging, causing even
behavioral dispositions to transform in some ways, and as we acquire greater quantities of
knowledge, especially of our instincts and ancestral origins, the world has looked more
convincingly to be anything but amenable to propriety, despite the common sense of many
moral ideals. Like an active volcano, growing pressure from a magmatic mass of
evolutionary and relativistic uncertainty can seem to bulge and warp the structural integrity
of our social order, threatening to burst through conventional rectitudes with some
empiricism-based revelation lurking beyond the horizon, erupting in cataclysmic destruction
of enlightened truth. Is the human mind closer to a rational intellect or an irrational
animality? In what proportion and in relation to which circumstances? Do our traditional
beliefs about ethical appropriateness resemble the Earth’s crust, no more than the slightest
of veneers for forces churning at the core of existence, which will one day dismantle even
our most cherished beliefs and championings of the collective cause?
The grand goal of universalizing society first took the form of building political
institutions that operated within standardized legal parameters. Technical knowledge
progressed to the dissemination of philosophical systems and practices by master teachers.
Organizations integrated collectivist insights of philosophy into universal templates for
collaborative problem-solving in civic settings. Philosophy blended with spirituality to birth
religions of mass appeal. Collectivism incorporated empiricist experimentalism and theory
into its pursuit of advancement. And a huge proliferation of new facts and models in all the
scientific disciplines was synthesized with philosophical and civic traditions of collectivism to
formulate updated worldviews. So why would insights about evolution and the relativism of
perspective derail this juggernaut of civilization in any way? If a seeking after collectivism
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has pervaded human living for many millennia, would we not expect modern discovery to
merely necessitate one more simple upgrade to the episteme?
Contemporary thinkers may have duped their audience and perhaps even themselves
into an impression that harmonizing the epistemology of evolutionary relativism with
universal ethics is much harder than it actually is. First of all, we can outline the conditions
for behavior to be ethical. Every human being needs food, shelter, clothing, health, safety,
and usually some kind of community: acts that purposefully diminish the satisfaction of
these needs are traditionally immoral, and upholding them is moral across the board. This is
the whole basis for an ethically “good” existence, exerting ourselves to sustain quality of life
throughout the population so suffering is kept under control and we can all experience
moments of pleasure instead. The modern question, rather superficially construed, is
whether some individuals, by virtue of majority status or superior ability, have the
prerogative to regard their own pleasure and actualization as prioritized over even the
degree of suffering in other segments of the population. Would unqualified helping of the
unfortunate obfuscate humanity’s evolution?
To start with, we should acknowledge that these basic needs are not mutually
exclusive: lacking food, shelter, clothing, health, safety and community in any combination
induces suffering, so consent to letting these conditions obtain is conventionally immoral, or
at least a clear corollary of immorality. For example, the borderline case: offering starving
individuals food while trying to rudely offend them is fairly unethical, though not exactly an
utter violation. By contrast, if we assist someone enough to meet all their needs, no doubt
exists that we have been impeccably ethical, helping the collective far beyond what is
necessary to our personal interests, the whole basis for much of the economy, international
intervention in political disputes, as well as charitable aid and kind gestures wherever they
happen. It is obvious that immoral acts spawn further immoral acts as humans give each
other what they deserve, so widespread ethical behavior would tend to increase goodwill
and lessen suffering in a population even when many recipients incline towards indifference.
Why should we care about the overall well-being of humanity in the first place? When
we look at real science versus the rhetoric of status-centric value judgements that
sometimes dishonestly represents it, this issue is incredibly simplistic. A distinctly human
nature exists, molded by one to two hundred thousand years of subsistence under the
almost constant social, technological and memetic selection pressures of a hunter-gatherer
lifestyle modified in thousands of minute ways, but more alike than different, consisting of
the the same sized populations with roughly the same psychical profile, solving the same
sorts of cognitive problems. Even more significantly, much of human physiology and
behavioral compulsion is an extremely stable core of functionality derived from millions
upon millions of years of biological ancestry. We all have on average the same nervous
system, the same type of brain, the same intellectual and emotional profile, and when
placed in similar conditions we will end up acting in exactly the same way given enough
consistency, becoming reflective, aggressive, passive, generous, distrustful or apathetic, and
likewise with any human comportment. Suffering is cognitively complex, but its essential
cause - pain - can be understood by virtually all human beings via analogy with our own
experience: even if we like a certain type of pain, it is undeniably a disrespect to inflict it on
others against their will because unwanted pain is the root of suffering for all humans.
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Of course the exact way justice should be administered using pain, deprivation, or
some alternate means is a difficult issue to tackle. Making sure that populations are
empowered by education to reach maximum achievement rather than hampered by an
inadequate system is also an important concern. Enhancing medical treatment and
technology in general is vital to prospects for quality of life. Assuring we do not destroy
ourselves with our own technological development is a salient dilemma. Restraining our
drive to have sex and desire to reproduce is also key for future well-being of the species. We
must avoid the destruction of our way of life with war. Society faces many complicated
problems, but the very possibility of these being stated in a universalized way implies that
human nature is substantially universal; we all depend on institutions and participate in
similar behavioral dynamics, so that much of what detracts from one life detracts from every
life in approximately equal measure.
Commonalities of need bearing upon relationships and the mechanisms of institutions
have obtained for roughly ten thousand years, while the window of time within which
human decision-makers must exercise themselves in the present to apply and augment
social factors along with our institutional contexts is only a few generations at the most, a
fraction of the single lifespan. So in terms of evolutionary relativism, we can express this as
follows: human nature changes very slowly relative to the timeframe of behavioral
judgements, to such an extent that evolutionary fate of the species is nearly negligible for
appropriate ethical action and associated engineering of society. The species’ traits differ
slightly, as do our personal and cultural histories, but from a practical standpoint, fashioning
utopian existence for the human race by generally nonoppressive methods while excluding
setbacks such as warlike radicalization of culture would require commitments to ethical
behavior over the stretch of perhaps a few lifetimes, while evolution of our universal need is
comparatively almost static, as ten thousand years of selection pressure upon at least a one
to two hundred thousand year old suite of trait profiles. Physical evolution is paltry when
contrasted with the cruciality of appropriate behaviors, those most likely to positively effect
any human life on a daily basis. It seems that big, bad evolutionary relativism is a mere
footnote in the conceptualizing of apt behavior, trifling compared to ethical reasoning’s
universality.
So a truly science-based outlook regarding human evolution diffuses any quandary
about whether ethical beliefs need to be adjusted. The theory of evolution is a dab of new
fact addressed to the same old run-of-the-mill human existence, and how could it be any
different? Thousands of years of recorded history have been compiled and analyzed to give
us penetrating intuition into civilized human nature, and much of what captured antiquity’s
imagination is no less provocative today. A pity for some, who would have liked to justify
the claim that their personal or subcultural pleasures, pains and potential should be put on a
pedestal, lofted above the rest of the species.
This gets at the very heart of simultaneous benefits and dangers posed by theories of
evolution and innovative theories in total: we can acquire a deeper understanding of nature
with progressive concepts, but the novelty of this information allows it to easily be
misrepresented and misused. Much of human civilization is starting to emerge from the
20th century darkness of Machiavellian exploitation it erroneously used the theory of
evolution to advocate, with a contrary insistence on ideal rationality, factual fidelity and
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respect for uncertainty sprouting from analytical literature. Prejudicial disingenuity is far
from dispelled, however, as organizations everywhere try to twist knowledge into a form
that serves their own interests at the expense of individual and collective well-being in the
wider population. Online communication has potential to counter this doctoring of new
fact-based truths, but realistic belief in regards to human nature is still very much at risk.
Though all the information that would hypothetically empower collectivity and selfoptimization of the individual has been assembled, access can be restricted such that less
apprised mindsets persist and spread.
The question of how we get billions of citizens to act responsibly such that both
goodwill and efficiency can be relied upon is a huge conundrum. Even small groups can
endanger lives and disrupt procedures on a regular basis, institutional intrusion is necessary
to prevent this interference, invasive institutions drift towards exploitative methods that
oblige them to waste time covering their asses, and the aforementioned rogue groups may
have a legitimate gripe in some sense, which festers as the cooperation necessary to resolve
tensions is a distant possibility under these conditions. The means to overcome discontents
is simple enough in principle: personal relationships in a structured environment where
individuals involved commit within reason to their best effort at cordial collaborating and
educating, what can be called “consciousness-raising”. But how to get everyone on board
with the project is a gargantuan difficulty, and real progress is hard to come by. It seems we
readily jump on a bandwagon for the sake of an experience or a feeling of accomplishment,
as well as shuffle by each other unthinkingly for the better part of our days while wisely
repressing any dissatisfaction with culture, but convention-busting discourse in a safe setting
is far from accessible to most. The objective of secure yet mobilized civilization is not a cinch
to render attainable and well worth our contemplations, so let’s give it some thought.

21. Norms, Customs, Conscience and Power
In the previous chapter, it was established with that the very possibility of human
existence requires satisfaction of some essentials: food, shelter, clothing, health, safety and
community. We can further say that meeting these universal needs depends on functional
mechanisms: tools, techniques, problem-solving, and occupations. Behaviors are of
universal value when they facilitate the actuating of universal human needs: lawyers get
paid the big bucks for making well-functioning communities in large-scale civilization feasible
via management of the law, doctors also as the most important factor in a population’s
health, or engineers as the foremost source of safety in a society that is totally dependent
on technology. Every profession has an important role to play, but those indispensable to
the most challenging facets of universal need are preeminent, often the highest paying, and
in possession of the most distinguished traditions. Capital tends to be diverted to these vital
sectors of the economy.
There is more to life than universal need, however, as much of our behavior is dictated
by the popularity of nonessentials that simply give us pleasure. Opportunities for pleasure
are crucial to quality of life, extending lifespans by better hormonal balance, giving citizens
contentment with their social systems and a greater feeling of actualization, but the exact
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way in which we experience it takes a huge variety of rapidly transitioning forms, and so
even though mountains of cash are made with recreational products, this sector of the
economy is more subject to the vicissitudes of fads, with even highest earning merchandise
disappearing from markets when it goes out of style or the next craze materializes. Unless a
pleasure-based company finds ways to dovetail with universal need or successfully reinvents
itself over long periods of time against the competitive odds, it will probably either go out of
business or avoid impending ruin by selling to a larger, speculating corporation that does
impact universal needs, at the very least by having some key role in platforming the
solidarity of communities, such as with megalithic social media, wireless service providers
and information technology of all stripes. Bursting of the dot.com bubble during the
internet’s initial stages is a perfect example of this phenomenon.
No social circumstances are ever identical, either by time or place, as cognitive states
of the individuals involved vary, as do environmental conditions in play. Thus, behavioral
judgements, whether or not we consider them of an ethical nature, always involve some
level of novel complexity that must be creatively assessed by the mind in each moment if it
is our responsibility to make an apt choice. Nevertheless, we can generalize the way ethics
organically emerge in specific situations, at the nexus of mentality and context.
First of all, we can state that human decisions about whether to engage in a course of
action arise from interests and goals: when we have the opportunity to reflect upon what
we do, our behavior is based on determinations of what we want and how to get it. Our
goals, the ‘ends’ of our conduct, are pursued by behavioral practices, the ‘means’, and
combinations of means and ends become confirmed in habitual acts when they are proven
effective by experience. Decision-making of collective import relies on the perception of
mutual interests and goals to legitimize itself, and when we come to rely on not just
personal success in working towards a goal but also the cooperation of other individuals in
the service of our efforts, we acquire expectations about what others will do. Multiple
individuals converging on a set of interests, goals, and the behaviors they anticipate
cooperation will assist results in graduation to a type of collective habitualization we can call
a ‘norm’, the mutual understanding between humans that they will carry out deeds for the
sake of the group.
Norms can take all kinds of forms, but generally lie on a couple spectrums: relative
reasonableness and relative collaborativeness. Some norms are extremely rational, such as
laws regulating corporations, formulated in lengthy deliberations and court proceedings,
with as much explicitness as possible, and some are irrational, for instance a meal of burger,
fries and a soft drink as the staple of fast food menus, both a nonnecessity as well as
unhealthy for the customer. Some norms are coercive, such as the U.S. law that anyone
who blows a .08 or higher blood/alcohol content into a breathalyzer when pulled over while
driving spends at least one night in jail, gets their license revoked for a period of time, must
pay a large fine, and attend group counseling sessions, a multiyear ordeal. Some norms are
based more on agreement, for example the law that every U.S. citizen has the right to vote.
Some norms exist from historical causes, rationalizable when their origins are taken into
account but basically arational in the present, such as standing during the Hallelujah Chorus
of George Handel’s oratorio The Messiah, a tradition that exists because centuries ago a
European king stood up while the song was being performed and everyone in the room
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followed suit. Some normalizations are more informal and some official, but when norms of
any kind are indoctrinated by learning and mimetic transmission in addition to enforcement
that might be in place, they become something more than rules and regulations, a
psychoactive cultural or subcultural entity that makes thinking and feeling standardized, the
keystones for what are regarded as appropriate beliefs about intention and behavior.
Norms are essentially based on reciprocation: the principle is that I will give you the
behaviors you want with expectation that you will offer equivalence to me in return.
Behavioral preference is complex, depending on a host of situational factors arising from
experiences of pleasure, pain, and varying obligation to different individuals and groups. But
sometimes norms are stabilized as central to a culture or subculture as well as transmitted
from generation to generation, and these ritualized norms we call ‘customs’.
Customs function as core standards for reciprocation, regulating when behaviors
should be anticipated. Shaking hands is a normalized gesture of goodwill, and refusing an
offer to shake hands without explanation is a minor insult. It is customary to regard picking
one’s nose as rude in the Western world, a disrespect for others by inducing the experience
of disgust against their wills, which might prompt a reciprocating “ew, you’re gross” or
simple shunning, and likewise for picking one’s fingernails in some parts of Africa. Kissing
the pope’s ring is a symbol of deference to elevated status, which includes his important role
of intercessory reciprocation as God’s representative to Earth’s Catholic population. A rain
dance is cooperation amongst a tribe in imploring the gods to deliver weather necessary for
a sufficient food supply. Handcuffing suspects during an arrest protects police and others
from those who may have violated the reciprocative customs we call laws, preventing any
attempt to carry out further deviancies of resistance or escape that are likely to escalate the
situation and possibly endanger officers, innocent bystanders, or the apprehended
themselves. It is also a minor form of punishment via requited offensiveness, shaming
citizens with a stereotypical sign that they lack self-control. All societies have innumerable
customs governing behavior, with these traditions persisting over long periods of time.
One of the main facets of culture is our methods for inculcating customs at a young
age. A simple example is forming a line without cutting while waiting your turn in public:
children in American schools are taught to line up after recess or when preparing to walk
somewhere, and by mid-elementary school most citizens fall into line without even thinking
about it. Blatant cutting absent justification is an infantile faux paux, and on the road it
leads to bad feelings between even adult drivers. A similar custom is appealing to authority
when a wrong is committed rather than escalating the situation until one of the parties is
subdued. Most children are taught to tell the teacher if someone violates them or the rules
by hitting a peer, stealing or whatever it might be, so that as an adult it is almost reflexive
for many to call the police or notify security instead of taking the law into their own hands.
Individuals who want to reciprocate perceived offense with unadjudicated confrontation are
often as likely to end up in jail as those they think are in the wrong, but sometimes brave
citizens will intervene vigilante-style and be rewarded for it.
Basic customs instilled in young children can become a focal point of their most
reflexive mental states, so that even discrepant trait profiles have similar responses to many
stimuli, a common conditioning that produces coordinated social dynamics. All cultures
have persisting criteria for when disgust, empathy, pleasure-seeking and pain avoidance are
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cued by a situation, cemented in the mentalities of their members by early interventions, so
that though behavior’s precise nature is virtually infinite in permutability, everyone has a
working idea of what to expect.
So an individual’s experiences and behavior are conditioned by cultural norms we call
customs, also a huge array of more local norms that are constantly materializing and
extinguishing, and these social phenomena exist in conjunction with mental states as a
feedback loop influencing tendencies towards pleasure, pain, empathy, disgust, in all their
various forms. As normalization shapes the meaning of events, reasoning is embedded with
presumptions affecting what we think and how we act. Decision-making becomes about
more than what works, but further what we preemptively should or shouldn’t do, which is
the substance of conscience, complexes of reason and affect that generate feelings of
compunction.
Conscience takes all kinds of forms: some believe they shouldn’t hurt a fly as the saying
goes, some that they should tithe ten percent of their income to the Christian church, some
that they shouldn’t eat meat, that they should call their relatives, buy flowers for their wife
or girlfriend, serve their country, all kinds of attachments and obligations, but the most
universalized dimension of conscience emerges from the implications of harm to humans.
Though many individuals feel more responsibility for the well-being of the species in relation
to some humans and social groups than others, most have a sense that their own fates
depend on beneficence to those around them, and others likewise rely on them, further that
quality of life in the communities they have chosen to affiliate themselves with rests upon
their actions. Suffering induced by inadequate quality of life is one of the primary factors in
whether citizens behave with integrity and trust, acting out of conscience rather than
manipulating, deceiving and aggressing, for severe or prolonged suffering consists in danger,
fear, inurement to pain, and can induce selfish disregard for others in response to
complacency or ignorance about one’s own misfortunes. Those who are refused
reciprocation of even basic necessities for law-abiding behavior are not going to feel
compelled to obey, so preventing suffering from reaching a critical level is key for the
security of a population as it attempts to maintain order. Concern for someone else’s wellbeing is the core of conscience, a cognitive prerequisite and collective foundation for all the
personal shades of positivity - love, friendship, humaneness, along with derivative pleasures
- to even have a chance of blooming.
Conscience regarding the well-being of humans is pervasive, but also vulnerable to
degenerativeness. Mishaps are always occurring, after which many seek to place blame. In
the more lawless societies of antiquity this led to much long-term feuding, and even in the
present day results in pursuit of retaliation. Eons of ethnic and class conflict have been
integral to social solidarity in many subcultures, and some citizens are raised from a very
young age to hate and demean traditional rivals or supposed inferiors, with prejudice to be
found almost everywhere. This susceptibility to antagonistic chaos must be kept under
control in order to have a well-functioning society, and though laws originated almost
exclusively for the sake of defending the interests of enforcers, justice systems have grown
towards a more legitimizable role of handling well-reasoned precedents for judging disputes
over alleged infliction of harm, facilitating exaction of fairer consequences so as to bring
about more peaceful resolution, ideally with the best possible closure for individuals and
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communities involved. Institutions of legal regulation, though liable to extreme and
sometimes calamitous corruption, can help assure that deficiency of conscience in relation
to harm infliction is held in check, a cultural selection pressure capable of upholding these
most important norms in a way exceeding what has so far been possible for large-scale
customs of even the most instinctive appeal. Sports, musical genres, media formats,
corporate business models come and go, but many systems of legality have been in place for
centuries. Expansive civilization without an honorable code of justice safeguarded by
oversight from ordinary citizens is trending towards either apocalyptic collapse or
totalitarian dystopia.
The concept of civic justice as an arbiter of conscience is a multifaceted entity,
balancing a few main categories for evaluating and governing behavior. First of all, many
citizens believe that crimes must be avenged, and official punishments are often crafted to
achieve this end. When the judge in a mass shooting trial is reported by the media as
claiming the court must assemble a “death qualified jury”, or when the U.S. government
obtains a five hundred million dollar verdict against a social media corporation for simply
advertising inexpensive medications, it is clear that some level of belligerence is motivating
those involved. Punitive measures exacting vengeance are usually meant to do double duty
as a deterrent, making it known to the public that many types of criminality will pay a heavy
price.
The capacity for moral agency is also a factor in the outcome of judicial proceedings.
We see this in the multiple degrees assigned to crimes, denoting the level of destructiveness,
premeditation, brazenness and maliciousness of the perpetrator. Crimes of passion as
opposed to those committed in cold blood are usually punished less severely because the
convicted were incapable of restraining themselves in the heat of the moment for
understandable reasons, such as violent instigation by the victim or other abuses. The
precedent of insanity defense is also a salient example, occasionally employed to assert that
punishment should be less stiff or more oriented towards medical care because the
defendant was unable to understand consequences of his or her actions at the time of the
incident, perhaps due to mental illness or low intelligence. Assessment of moral agency can
frequently come into conflict with value placed on revenge and deterrence: the justice
system views violent crime with enough seriousness that a guilty individual must have
almost no memory of what transpired as well as show obvious mental incompetence in
court for the insanity defense to meet with success, and even in these cases convicts are
usually locked in the most restrictive and dangerous units of mental hospitals for many years.
General inclination to harm comes under consideration, as those who have committed
prior offenses will be more harshly punished, and a defendant’s level of remorse is often
scrutinized by judges and juries. Parole boards periodically assess the behaviors and
attitudes convicted criminals have exemplified while imprisoned, and may release an
offender early if progress has been demonstrated. Malleability to reform also figures into
legal decision-making, for those who commit the most callous crimes receive the death
penalty or a life sentence without parole.
The U.S. justice system is relatively good at weighing intent in many trials if judge, jury
and media bias are mitigated, but needs of the victimized and prosecuted alike, even
aforementioned universal needs, are not always addressed. In the realm of lawsuits, class
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actions are often organized for commendable causes such as labor rights, antidiscrimination
or product liability, but litigators typically make hundreds of thousands of dollars while those
they represent can make merely hundreds. The majority of those jailed for crimes of all
kinds are minority demographics or those below or near the poverty line, and U.S. society
does not seem inclined to remedy this obvious correlation. Conditions in the jails and
prisons of even developed countries are notorious for being unsanitary, dangerous and
counterculturally deviant. When combined with cooccurring mass incarceration, much
strain is placed on hundreds of millions to uphold traditional values, so much so that
deterioration towards more lawless culture is underway in many locales. Some crimes are
sensationalistically publicized by the media, tempting populations into sleazy voyeurism,
fomenting obsession with criminality and general paranoia, also in some cases tampering
with the effort to carry out a fair trial as well as compromising the privacy and safety of
participants.
Historically, the origin of politics in administering justice for the purpose of bolstering
the interests of ruling classes with lawmaking evolved in the direction of more complex
institutions that better catered to all kinds of popular need, managing sprawling economies
with budgeting and policymaking by representative assemblies, and effectuating intricate
diplomacy with ministerial cabinets. Judicial systems became an auxiliary of total
government, providing a check on political accountability to the citizens by some oversight
of officials and their decision-making, in addition to the traditional role of doling out
punishments, altogether a more subsidiary status. In the 19th century, civil service
departments became widespread in European-influenced governments, subsuming a huge
upgrowth in the scope of national politics throughout societies of the Western world.
Modern U.S. government is a quintessential example of this outcome, divided into a
legislative congress that spends trillions of dollars, the judiciary branch with a supreme court
which rules on the constitutionality of many laws, an executive branch led by the president
and his appointees that compasses war, public relations and even further monitoring of
spending and policymaking, and an array of civil service departments such as the Social
Security Administration, Central Intelligence Agency, Food and Drug Administration,
Department of Homeland Security, or Department of Health that orchestrate the most
challenging logistics.
So politics has gradually moved from sole concern with justice to supporting the social
welfare of citizenries, and progressed from exclusively meeting the needs of upper class
station to supplementing the financial and material status of entire populations. Though
much advance has been made over the millennia, shortcomings can still cast a shadow upon
attempts at reform such as those inspired by the European Enlightenment. As has been
discussed elsewhere, enlargement of U.S. government finance converted representation
into a more oligarchical system in which business interests are deeply infused into official
proceedings via lobbying and campaign donations. This is not always corrupt, as imperatives
of corporations and the general population sometimes coincide, but even when mutual
improvements are made, this is often not for the express purpose of serving public need.
With gigantic amounts of wealth pouring into the political system via taxation and corporate
lobbies, the profession of politician has become one of elitism, staffed by those with the
most expensive educations, from the most illustrious families, and individuals most complicit
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in upper class hegemony. The meeting of universal need is quite subservient to personal
ambition and the culture of fiduciary domination.
Though economic investments are crucial to the health of a society, and governments
are key for regulating this activity in a system of venture and vigilance that works on a very
intuitive level, its values are largely implicit, at least in the U.S. left to every citizen’s own
preference, with minimal binding declaration of commitment. Some are extremely devoted
to furthering the public weal, and some have little if any desire to relinquish money for
philanthropic causes. Individualism is probably vital to a working capitalist culture, for it
allows minute adjustments to the economy by way of personal choices, preventing decay of
self-interested optimization into paranoid zookeepers tasing a deadly herd of restive lions,
but it also requires some kind of moral initiative to avert exploitation, an ethic of voluntary
devotion to social causes beyond oneself and one’s immediate acquaintances. Everyone
comprehends the meaning of generosity and has some inkling of universalizable values, but
beliefs about relational reciprocation and giving are rarely if ever formulated by individuals
as an explicit mission statement of sorts, criteria by which to justify a pledge to the common
good in general. All human beings should of course have some freedom to fashion their own
financial proclivities, but perhaps it is possible to express philanthropic inclination in the
form of basic principles that both explain its rationale, manifest to all kinds of big-hearted
individuals, and make this rationale clearly intelligible to all those capable of reasoned
agency.
Firstly, much of our desire is for nonessentials, more like wants or likes. It does not
really matter if we have Chi tea in the morning while sitting in a plush leather chair beside a
burning fireplace before eating our Lucky Charms, versus some alternative drink in some
other kind of chair at a kitchen table before eating a different kind of cereal. We are entitled
to our predilections and should usually act accordingly, but in the domain of nonessential
possessions, behaviors and cognitions, dictating them is burdensome as well as unnecessary,
while dispensing with some creature comforts if it would make for a better society is an
option worth entertaining, as many do.
As for universal needs, we can rank them by relative essentiality. Food on the table,
clothes on our back and a roof over our heads are the most indispensable, for without these
most have no more than a month to live. Next is probably safety: it is possible to live a long
life in war zones or other circumstances where we are under constant threat, but the
chances are slim, and the psychological toll is tremendous, scarring generations of children
especially, with it also being impossible in the most dangerous circumstances to maintain
many institutions. As for health, we can sometimes survive for long periods while in poor
condition, and populations tend to rebound from even the most dire epidemics of illness,
but lingering unhealthiness is a huge drain on economies as citizens cannot work as
effectively, and in some areas the costs incurred by medical care bring many individuals to
the verge of financial ruin. The least obligatory universal need is probably community, for
we can lead a mostly normal life without quality relationships if we have food, shelter and
clothing, are not in persistent physical danger, and our health is intact. However, over
prolonged periods of time a lack of satisfying connections can cause emotional problems,
and any issues in the more essential domains will tend to be exacerbated by less social
solidarity as citizens neglect or antagonize each other.
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As was mentioned, new norms regulating relationships are always cropping up
everywhere, and many disappear just as readily, so that behavior is only fractionally a
matter of ethics, necessitation of what humans in general should or shouldn’t do. An ‘ethic’
emerges as sets of universalizable guidelines for behavior, necessary in order for universal
needs to be widely met, which humans must largely reciprocate if society is to function. We
all know the basics: human on human killing, stealing, lying and cheating are all wrong; even
though individuals get away with it, there is not much anyone can say for themselves if they
get caught and retributed, because if everyone condoned this core of criminality, merely
leaving one’s home would be life-threatening.
As for how our central tenets of conscience are to be instantiated in behavior, the
situation can get complicated; perhaps we could call it grayscale. Many citizens highly
regard universalizable standards in relation to some demographics while not at all with
others, and this is not likely to change without herculean, multicentury consciousness-raising,
so as it presently stands, even those who have the most integrity must be willing to violate
sanctity of life in war, law enforcement and self-defense in order for civilization to persist.
The way ethical awareness is experienced also varies considerably between individuals:
some are motivated to perform ethical actions and avoid the unethical by internalized
feelings of respect for those around them, an introverted motivation, and some by
reasoning about external consequences, the causes and effects in their environment, a more
extroverted motivational complex. Furthermore, it is not simply one or the other, but rather
a broad spectrum of context-specific introversion or extroversion in how the most inviolable
norms, and all norms for that matter, are impressed upon ever-mutating personalities, so
that conscience cannot be legislated in a one size fits all method of conditioning. The moral
sense matures only over long periods of time in individuals who reflect deeply on the
nuances of how their orientations towards behavior influence a convoluted world. But in
general, we can say that the importance of reciprocating actions with like actions is
proportional to how critical these actions are for making it possible to meet universal needs,
and within the domain of universal needs, reciprocating actions is more important the more
essential the universal need is. Complacency about bold-faced killing makes merely feeding
one’s family a risk to one’s life, while telling unwelcome dirty jokes is a minor detriment to
goodwill in some communities, so the former is without a doubt of much more weighty
import.
It is straightforward that society can be more ethical if individuals are willing to
sacrifice their complex and sometimes ineffable personal desire for satisfaction and
reciprocation in nonessential matters to the more universal and essential needs of humanity
as a whole. If everyone in the most affluent countries bought less expensive products or
those with some kind of ethically redeeming value while donating to charitable causes,
devoting some time towards thinking of ways to best help the less fortunate in addition to
putting their strategizing into practice, huge progress would be doable in a very short time.
With modern infrastructure, it is not a stretch to say we could remake global society into
near utopia if the strongest possible commitment were made. But few have this outlook; we
view our economic and material advantages as a perk of cultural supremacy and know that
we are just as likely to lack wealth as anyone if we entirely disregard barriers between rich
and poor that have secured privileged ways of life for centuries. If we give lavishly to the
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impoverished, will they be empowered to begin taking from us against our wills? Can we
lose control?
Relinquishing hard-earned cash for the sake of the less fortunate is not a simple matter,
as unscrupulous handouts can cripple the developed world just as easily as hoarding of
wealth sinks the majority into disgruntling poverty. Massive progress is possible, but it has
to be carried out sagaciously, without incapacitating the very mechanisms seeking to attain
it. Philanthropy as not merely individual initiative but mainstream culture seems almost out
of reach, and when reflecting on the daunting complexities and risks involved, one might
wonder if organizing substantial aid to the destitute is even worth the trouble. We all realize
assistance to the poverty-stricken would be the most ethical course for our society to take,
but why should we want to be that ethical?
The history of France, Germany, the United States and modernizing European
civilization as a whole gives us a revealing lesson in the truth of power. By the 18th century,
French aristocracy was as well off as any landed class has ever been. Ongoing conflicts with
England had been resolved, and peasant unrest was minimal despite an extravagantly rich
upper class living large, probably assisted by the unifying effects of religious solidarity, a
uniform Catholic demographic. The monarchy was able to commandeer the country’s GNP
at will, funding huge, self-aggrandizing projects such as Versailles palace. France’s potential
rival on the European mainland, a loosely confederated Holy Roman Empire that would one
day become Germany, had been kept under its thumb for centuries by meddling in local
politics. France’s ruling class bribed German princes in order to foster loyalty to its foreign
agenda, which staved off consolidation into a unified nation mobilized to compete for
economic leverage.
This arrangement started to unravel after the late-18th century American Revolution.
Surprising success of an agrarian American populace in throwing off the shackles of imperial
rule by a far more industrialized England reverberated around the world, and France’s
subjects were inspired to agitate for egalitarian society. Residents of Paris resolved to
overthrow the government and stormed the Bastille, the city’s weapons cache. Citizens
encountered brutal resistance, and by the time they gained entrance, several hundred
revolutionaries had been killed. The population was enraged, battle erupted throughout the
city, and France’s royal family was seized, then executed in retribution. An interim political
body was set up to organize France’s new government, but its idealism soon devolved into a
bloody power struggle. As factions gained ascendancy, they engaged in reactionary purges,
which incensed the population to resume the revolt, after which similar measures were
undertaken by new leadership in a vicious cycle. This “Reign of Terror” kept the guillotine
busy, as many thousands were parted with their heads by paranoid crackdowns, including
peasants, bourgeoisie, aristocracy, politicians and foreign travelers alike, even American
visitors who had initially been sympathizers with the revolutionary cause.
Unrest was finally quelled at the turn of the 19th century with a dictatorship headed by
the famed general Napoleon Bonaparte, who was able to stabilize the country utilizing some
underhanded intrigues, then raise a large army that reunited France behind the pursuit of
European conquest. He met with mixed success on the battlefield, some legendary routes
along with what he himself called disastrous campaigns, but was able to bring most of
Europe under the dominion of French administration, reforming law codes in France’s
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international interests and strengthening the ranks of what became his Continental army
with mercenary soldiers from all across the mainland.
Despite Bonaparte’s overtures, Russia refused to integrate into a European-wide
system, and this recalcitrance eventually prompted an invasion. France had no reliable
maps this far east, so once the Continental army reached Poland, it was required to station
detachments of soldiers for hundreds of miles, and by the time it reached the stage of
engagement with Russia’s main force, Bonaparte was outnumbered by his adversary. Even
with this disadvantage, Napoleon was victorious by a slim margin and induced a Russian
retreat. He encountered no further resistance and marched triumphantly into Moscow only
to find the city deserted. France’s army was accustomed to supporting itself by scouring the
countryside while on the march, razing fields and drawing from resources of towns, but
Russia’s capital soon caught fire, and Bonaparte spent two weeks camped amongst ruins,
useless for replenishment, trying to work out a course of action. The Continental army
began a retreat, but the winter proved extraordinarily intense that year, 1812, so that
freezing temperatures and starvation combined with a constant harrying from Russian
guerrilla attacks along the way decimated a military that many thought had become almost
invincible. When total destruction was assured, Napoleon deserted his disbanding army and
sped back to France in a carriage posthaste. He attempted to raise a new force, but was
soon defeated by imperial Britain at the battle of Waterloo, which brought this era of what
the history books portray as French glory to a close.
Partially coeval with France’s period of sovereign aristocracy and then revolutionary
and imperial bloodshed, a German principality just north of the Holy Roman Empire called
Prussia had been making modest annexations of surrounding regions by negotiation and
minor conquest. Upon subdual of Napoleon, France’s international influence over Germans
and additional communities diminished. The long tradition of French intrusion in Central
European affairs coupled with an oppressive era of humiliating submissiveness to
scavengings of the Continental army made formerly Holy Roman territories more than ready
to coalesce into larger nations for the sake of countering future incursion and furthering
their interests. Prussia’s main competition for control of Central Europe, Austria, was
defeated in the Austro-Prussian War, ceding multiple territories to Prussian possession and
opening the way to Prussia’s political integration with its southern neighbors.
France had remained neutral despite a desire to prevent further declines in European
dominance for reason of its Catholic population’s allegiance to the pope in Rome, who was
opposed by an Italian majority that had pledged assistance for Prussia and made victory
against Austria all but guaranteed. Drawing Italian military support away from Prussia would
have required rebuffing papal mandate and risking possible dissolution of existing Catholic
hierarchy, greatly damaging the popularity of French government. It was further assumed
that this upstart north German nation could be easily handled in war regardless. Prussian
Prime Minister Otto von Bismarck incited the French public with some discourteous
diplomacy and France declared war, invading the north German frontier, at which time
multiple southern German states that had previously sided with Austria joined Prussia. At
the outset of the Franco-Prussian War, France’s army was formidable, but Prussia had
superior artillery, the capacity to much more rapidly transport troops to the front, and a
better crafted battle plan. Prussia incurred greater losses, but its superior deployment
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together with some good fortune overran disorderly French defense, and the Germans laid
siege to Paris within a few months. Outlying regions of France failed in trying to muster
more resistance on the fly, and a starving Paris opened its city gates to Prussian-led forces
four months later.
This had two lasting effects: Prussia and its southern neighbors formed a unified
German state as the foremost European power, and much of French culture became bent on
exacting revenge, chiefly by reacquiring the ceded territories Alsace and Lorraine.
Throughout the latter part of the 19th century, international relations in Europe were tense,
with a delicate balance of power barely able to prevent all out war. As mentioned
elsewhere, order finally collapsed in 1914 as assassination of the heir to the Austrian throne
aligned Austria against Serbia, after which Russia declared war on Austria, and Germany
came to the aid of what had become its Austrian ally by declaring war on Russia and
preemptively on France. Great Britain was dragged in by alliance with France, so that all of
Europe with its colonies began fighting World War 1. Russia’s inferior armed forces proved
incompetent to invade the Central Powers, and France and Germany settled into an
impenetrable front of trench warfare on French soil. Stalemate was broken when the
United States entered the war on the side of the Allies to stop German submarine attacks on
its trading with Great Britain alongside general detriment to the economy. Fresh troops
overwhelmed German-led forces on the Western front and the Central Powers surrendered
in 1918.
In the treaty of Versailles that ended WW1, Germany was strong-armed into accepting
full blame and paying the total cost of the war as reparations, also disarming and returning
Alsace and Lorraine to France among further ceded territories in the East and West. These
were extremely harsh measures considering the events that started the war, and a bitter pill
for German nationalism to swallow. Desire for vengeance festered over the course of two
decades, finally coming to a head as German voters elected ultraradical nationalist Adolf
Hitler of the Nazi party as their chancellor, upon which he and his accomplices immediately
dismantled the moderate Wiemar Republic and mobilized a totalitarian state for war. In
1939, a revved up German military began invading its European neighbors who were
unprepared. France and Russia declared war, but were unable to ward off German
occupation. France’s ally Great Britain also declared war, but was impotent at the time to
engage in battle. Nazi Germany seemed poised to impose its agenda of fascist culture upon
all of Europe unimpeded, but Japan’s surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, which destroyed the
U.S. Pacific Fleet, prompted the United States to declare war on both Japan and Germany.
The U.S. and Great Britain assembled a huge army and invaded Normandy, the Western
coast of France, in 1944. Germany was caught unawares by the maneuver, expecting
invasion to occur in a different location, and once the Allies had set themselves up on the
mainland, this theater of the war was inexorably brought to a close with Germany’s
unconditional surrender in 1945. Japan unconditionally surrendered three months later
after two atomic bombs were dropped on the country by the U.S., destroying a couple major
cities, and World War 2 was over.
At the denouement of the war, the Allies took dramatic steps to curb central European
power. The continent was divided completely in half by the Berlin wall, an “iron curtain”
passing through the center of Germany, partitioning Europeanized culture into a capitalist
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West and Soviet socialist East sphere of influence. A coalition called the League of Nations
had been unable to hold back deterioration of peace between WW1 and WW2, and an
organization established after WW2, the United Nations, similarly failed to mitigate
escalation between the two most powerful militaries of East and West, Russia and the
United States respectively, resulting in the Cold War. Both nations postured for tactical
advantage during the latter half of the 20th century, entering into a nuclear arms race with a
policy of “total retaliation”, intended as a deterrent but capable of destroying civilization if
actually executed. Both countries supplied massive amounts of weaponry to governments
around the globe in pursuit of strategic advantage, contributing to militarization and an
incline towards increases in totalitarianism. The Cold War ended and nuclear
nonproliferation treaties rescued humankind from the threat of wholesale destruction, but it
is still the case that more money is invested in military development than any other
economic sector by far, with every new technology instantly weaponized or otherwise
tailored for purposes of oppression.
It is desponding how quickly Enlightenment values championed during the American
Revolution were soiled by traditional class antagonisms of France, creating a power vacuum
in the country that led to a Napoleonic dictatorship, an early 19th century era of violent
French conquest, more than a century of strain and sporadic war between Germany, France
and their allies in Europe and abroad, then a nuclear confrontation between an America
spurred towards imperialist policy and the Soviets that came close to obliterating world
culture. Millions died brutal deaths in war, representative government in Europe was nearly
dismantled during WW2, the United States’ political hegemony was coopted in the latter
half of the 20th century by a corporate capitalism that instigated conflicts around the globe
for monetary gain as well as reducing the answerability of this government to its majority,
and authority became more invasive almost everywhere due to ramped up cultural and
economic aggression. An epoch of both international and domestic bellicosity and terror
gathers steam as information technology is customized for cyberwarfare, surveillance, and
financial inequality via the subjugation of consumers, brewing what may become a renewal
of class enmities as science and technology regress into instruments of elitism, perhaps
inflaming the oppressed to outrage.
Obviously a life of self-induced, malignant, destructive animosity is far as can be from
our ideals, but civilizations designed around the imposition of force cannot simply abandon
these commitments as if they never existed and freely construct a new world. The Paris
Commune of 1871 taught some this lesson the hard way. For two months after the
surrender of Paris and departure of Prussian-led forces at the end of the Franco-Prussian
war, the French military was in disarray outside the city, which gave ordinary Parisians
opportunity to carry out a comprehensive coup, violently deposing weakened residuals of
the old order with a battle in which two high-ranking generals were killed, then setting up a
new government from scratch, one committed to reforms which would rapidly eliminate
inequality by radical policies disregarding the interests of established business leadership,
such as a law that any proprietor who deserted his shop forfeited ownership to his
employees. This was the society revolutionaries had always wanted but never been able to
institute due to reactionary oppression that had hovered over late 18th century
reorganization efforts like a cloud of evil as the city proved unable to extricate political
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change from traditional militarism. Once the French army regrouped, it stormed the city,
summarily discarded the commune’s reforms, and slaughtered more than six thousand
citizens in one week. Few human beings want a life of miserable deaths, much moreso if
bypass of harrowing means to our ends would simply require standing down, showing
cooperative restraint rather than cruelty towards each other, but a community that is not
equipped to promote its interests violently has thus far faced certain annihilation.
Despite the paradoxical lawlessness of law and order, many reforms have been put in
place over the centuries that improve the quality of life in a human existence inseparably
bound to large-scale, institutional civilization. Poverty assistance, labor and civil rights, as
well as regulation of business are all more than possible if we so choose, working with
multigenerational diligence towards furthering these goals. Social experiments have met
with great success, setting new precedents for cultural organization, but ancient shibboleths
such as war and class can conflict with these developments, and are so rooted in the psyche
that dismissing them has rarely been sought, with flare-ups of exploitation at the expense of
popular reform a constant thorn in humanity’s side, though coerciveness is salvational in
some cases. Clearly, the interface of egalitarian idealism with security by force requires a
balancing act, setting new precedents while making sure old ones are not rendered
grievously ineffective during premature transitions. We must be willing to deescalate, but in
a cogent, cautiously realistic way. This process is not at all an impasse, but something the
human race has already experienced much triumph doing. What, then, might further
revisionary standing down justifiably entail?

22. The Ethics of Progress
So we can say that behaving ethically enough to meet universal needs - food, shelter,
clothing, safety, health and community - is commendable on principle, since suffering, the
main contributing factor to animosity and social disorder, would be more widely kept to a
minimum, making sustainable cultural contexts in which communality is both desired and
optimally possible. But how sensible are these principles? It is equally plausible as a pure
hypothetical that with shrewd decision-making, affluent countries and classes may be able
to hold onto their much greater wealth, actualizing the pleasures of more comfortable lives
without regard for the effects of suffering on a global or even national scale. Are financial
strategies and proficient militaries sufficient to turn logistically complex sufferingmanagement into a voluntary commitment, of superfluous relevance? Or do not just
feelings of conscience but dispassionate reasons exist for devoting ourselves to working
towards an ethical world, beyond serving personal inclinations of charitable empathy and
concern for the suffering that is troubling to think about but perhaps not strictly necessary
to address as a civic imperative?
Firstly, we should acknowledge that for all citizens, life is not always smooth sailing.
Classes and subcultures set themselves apart, living with a buffer that shelters them from
other demographics. There are places the upper class cannot go, and likewise for lower
classes, which is also the case for ethnicities and additional segments of the population.
When these boundaries are crossed, danger can ensue. The increased potential for suffering
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to which those living close to poverty as well as with insecure employment are subjected,
and conversely the common avoidance of involvement with risks faced by the less well off,
make society a divisive, even paranoia-inducing place. Apathy or ill will are a sometimes
subtle detriment to the quality of at least our cognitive and emotional lives, further a
corruptive force that in practice consistently eats away at our ideals of cooperation,
achievement, and enjoyable freedom.
We cannot count on perpetually submerging uneasiness while proceeding with our
day-to-day lives unscathed, but must often face the hazards of a subculturally divided
society head-on when crises of all kinds inevitably happen. A corporate CEO’s family must
go to the emergency room and wait their turn like everyone else while having a health
problem, the poor go to the same place when in need of treatment, those not in the upper
class are more vulnerable to natural disasters and epidemics than the president of the
United States, but presidents are held responsible for events that no one could have had
control over while required to justify every crisis management decision they make to an
intensely scrutinizing populace comprised of thousands of citizens who hate them with a
passion, pouncing on even the slightest negative publicity, which rival politicians are all too
ready to exploit, and this reputationally and occupationally threatening politicization of
social relationships is in effect almost everywhere on a smaller scale. In a truly ethical
society such as has not yet been achieved, all of these perils, discontents and frictions are a
nonissue, while in an unethical one, mobilizing coordinated response to predicaments of
safety, health and basic survival is characterized by compounded inefficiency, bitter
disagreements, even havoc. Furthermore, in cultures of average integrity, crime waves, riots,
revolts, oppression and institutional unreliability arise as dilemmas that would be
nonexistent in a population committed to ethical behavior.
Even in civilized societies that are not particularly motivated to uphold ethical
standards, someone must be responsible for dealing with logistics that would fall within the
purview of ethics-based choice if virtuousness was favored, legislating and maintaining law
and order as well as allocating funds in ways appropriate to the basic necessities of a system.
In an ethics-deficient culture where law is only respected and complex cooperative behavior
carried out if it is coerced, serves one’s own interests or appeals to herdlike mentality, the
task of nurturing social movements and attaining collective goals depends on power
hierarchies that rely on a small cadre of top-ranked organizers to enact the most important
logistical choices.
Leaning heavily on a small group of authorities exposes society to endless problems.
For starters, leaders may come to view themselves as elites possessing prerogative to act
with impunity. Emperor Nero of ancient Rome is a famous instance, performing outrages
such as setting fire to his capital in secret as a pretext for assigning blame to subcultural
rivals, the upstart Christians. Sometimes the psyches of high-ranking officials degenerate
into a toxic combination of megalomania and delusional paranoia due to intense
vulnerabilities of their position, loss of a private life, feigned unctuousness of those around
them, and perhaps also a degree of isolation from social supports. This may have been the
case with Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin, who’s secret police executed eight million of his
imaginary political enemies and who was known to contemplate purging associates because
he disliked their tone. Sometimes those with power have privileged information that
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generates a temptation to manipulate individuals for personal gain. A 21st century example
is the influential financier Bernie Madoff, who was for a time one of the most successful
investors in the United States, but is notorious for stealing billions from clients over the
course of decades in a Ponzi scheme. Defensiveness is not unwarranted: Nero committed
suicide after being officially designated a “public enemy” by the Roman Senate and
sentenced to death, while Madoff was convicted in a highly publicized trial and given a life
sentence. These were of course very different individuals in very different circumstances,
but the excesses of power destroyed both.
Often it is not abuse of power but rather incompetence that makes supreme authority
a liability to populations. President Napoleon III of late 19th century France alienated Great
Britain over minor colonial issues, allowed Germany to woo Russia into a pact that fully
protected its Eastern border, underestimated Germany’s military, and met the ignominious
fate of capture and imprisonment as he unnecessarily accompanied his armies into battle
during the disastrous Franco-Prussian war of 1870. Chancellor Bismarck of Germany, who
masterminded this unexpected victory over the French and skillfully architected European
peace for a couple decades, resigned under pressure from the Kaiser Wilhelm II in 1890, a
couple of years after this young monarch was crowned. Wilhelm II gave saber rattling
speeches that alienated the British among others, was instrumental in an abandonment of
Germany’s Russian treaty that led to Russia’s realignment as an ally of France, and
altogether made WW1 unwinnable for the most economically powerful nation in mainland
Europe. Ill-advised moves by only two sovereigns in Germany and France cost many
thousands of European lives and reparations soaring into the hundred billions, as well as
instigating deep-seated vengefulness in defeated citizenries that was precipitating war
almost a century later. Even Bismarck, one of the most successful leaders in modern history,
who receives most of the credit for welding internationally insignificant German
principalities into the most powerful country in Europe, had engendered a planet that was
extremely complex diplomatically, in which peace amongst nationalism could not be
sustained long-term without his personal aptitude. The 20th century aftermath was two
world wars, millions of battle casualties, and many millions of genocidal deaths.
We can contrast this with what is possible when humans commit to collaborating
rather than fighting each other, with the period of peace among the most powerful
countries of Europe between the Franco-Prussian War and WW1, 1871-1914, providing a
textbook example. While avoiding major conflicts, the Europeanized world made huge
strides towards a more advanced technological society, called the Second Industrial
Revolution. Mainland Europe was still in an arms race that drained much of its resources,
but formation of an integrated Germany with a booming peacetime economy allowed some
innovations to take place, notably invention of both the first automobile and the internal
combustion engine by German scientists. Over the course of the 19th century, Great Britain
had adopted a policy of not interfering in the affairs of European governments, culminating
in commitment to a turn of the century “Splendid Isolation” by top officials. As British
financing was diverted away from military buildup and towards civilian innovations, some
scientific progress occurred: invention of photoelectric cells (solar panels), the light switch,
construction of the first wireless station for radio transmission, discovery of the electron,
and research into electroluminescence that is the principle behind LED’s (light-emitting
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diodes) eventually used for displaying user interfaces in electronic gadgets. In the U.S.,
immigration and urbanization picked up during this era of political accord, and together with
minimal risk of invasive war due to the country’s distance from Europe’s modernized
militaries, a huge developmental surge in civilian technology was effectuated: invention of
the telephone, light bulb, handheld camera, air conditioning, airplane, typewriter, elevator,
phonograph, motion picture, electric generator for large appliances such as refrigerators and
washing machines, along with railroad and steel mill improvements all materialized on
American soil.
Regardless of how avoidable or unavoidable war has been historically, it is clear that
the greater cooperation possible while at peace is ideal. In the 19th and 20th century West,
attempts at progress during war were hampered by the need for austerity in civilian sectors
of the economy as well as massive destruction of property and human life. Astronomical
sums of money ineffectually shifted around as reparations; citizenries became lastingly
embittered at rivals in other nations or their own logistically failed authorities, with
derivative unrest; restrictions on travel, immigration, and general social mobility took effect.
Though some limited headway was expedited that probably would have happened anyway,
for instance canned food and better surgical methods, culture was inhibited. Turn of the
20th century peace, by contrast, allowed European civilization to initiate a new age in a
mere four decades, setting off vast improvement in the material conditions of human life, a
rapid sequence of technological breakthroughs that even lurking militaristic and totalitarian
tendencies have not thwarted. When we are inclined to pursue social goals with war, even
the most promising movements such as the American Revolution can get swallowed up by
reactionary hysteria as unforeseen complications and setbacks devolve into devastating
chaos and discarded continuity of purpose, as demonstrated by conversion of France’s
democratic revolution into an aggressive dictatorship. It is of course a given that harmony is
not accessible to all individuals and nations at all times, but favorable conditions of peace
are when the human race is at its most potent, with ruinous circumstances of war
disfortunate delays.
So far, modernity has been lucky enough to avoid the collapse of civilization:
apocalyptic nuclear war did not happen, invasive dictatorialism has never fully sabotaged
the world’s most influential institutions, and natural disasters have not taxed our resources
severely enough that preservation of overall law and order became a challenge. But what if
one day a genuine global crisis occurs, not one of our man-made dabblings in the highoctane stimulations of social hellishness, but a threat to our whole way of life? The closest
we have recently come to a predicament such as this is the Great Depression of the 1930’s,
when shallow understanding of how economies function led to a breakdown in the world’s
financial system. As per humanity’s usual gravitation towards belligerence, the outcome
was political isolationism, the biggest war in history accompanied by near destruction of
representative government in Europe, and transition in various countries from politics as a
matter of public welfare to reorgs that spawned oppression, aftereffects which some regions
have not been able to extricate themselves from for going on a full century.
In the Information Age, we have the logistical means to empower every single human
individual on the planet to reach his or her potential, but what if we continue to
underachieve ethically until the worst kinds of cataclysm threaten, a supervolcano eruption,
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a meteor strike, a major pandemic, or a change in atmospheric circulation that rapidly shifts
the planet’s climate, as they undoubtedly will someday? If we, as organisms who have the
opportunity to actualize every member of the species fail to do so, and this lack of collective
actualization destroys us, as it certainly would under conditions that are likely to obtain
eventually within the next few hundred years, we will be laughing stalks of the universe, a
race that sacrificed more than ten thousand years of progress, all its greatest triumphs, for
at best fleeting moments of insignificant pleasure and at worst unsustainable
sadomasochism, which meant nothing in the long run and could have easily been replaced
by elevating the entire species to new heights almost completely absent violation of human
life. It should be reemphasized that we do not even have to forfeit our pleasure, we must
merely divert the quest for pleasure towards inclusion of our neighbors, which is what most
want anyway in various degrees, to belong, to be regarded as a success. Major progress
does not happen instantly, and in some domains maybe not even in a single lifetime, but if
the whole human race commits to furthering collective causes while keeping our divisive
ones at a real minimum, bringing quality of life to the next level every four decades or less
while skirting nearly all conflict is a practical ideal.
So an ethical life is preferable, giving us the worthy goal of reducing physical and
emotional suffering in both others and ourselves by devotion to meeting universal needs, as
well as attaining the rational objective of preventing what is an otherwise inevitable end of
civilization due to acute discord when disasters that severely affect the whole planet strike.
Institutions, the orchestrators of collective behavior, should be designed for putting this
ethical approach towards life into practice, addressing universal needs so all humans can
engage in constructive rather than wasted use of their time, making available to everyone a
life of fulfilling pleasures sufficient to ward off conflict while averting societal collapse. We
can channel our lives into philanthropic pursuits that grant greater purpose, actualizing
ourselves while we also help our neighbors and by extension the whole human race, making
a legacy of positive prospects for our progeny possible.
These are not really new ideas, as millions already make commitments to working for
the betterment of human existence and insuring the species against social crash and burn,
but should be formulated in the most universal way so our reflections on the topic can be
held in common, as collective as the behaviors that must be carried out to consummate
them. This does not so much necessitate an alteration to social structures as a subtle
change in problem-solving focus whatever the institutional environment, putting relatively
more stress on providing for universal essentials and less on activity that is expendable
either because of its nonessentiality or nonuniversality. It would be pragmatically ethical to
more highly regard what is essential for everyone and consign ourselves less to a life that
revolves around nonessential wants and experiences.
Assertions that we should motivate ourselves towards collectively meeting the most
universal and indispensable needs, thereby raising entire populations to new heights and
fashioning a civilization impervious to collapse is easy enough to say, but in practice it gets
complicated. Different institutional settings raise discrepant issues, and it is especially true
that differing demographics face varying issues in trying to integrate with a philanthropic
culture. The poor are obviously not as able to contribute financially as the rich, and if the
ability to concentrate wealth is compromised, it could be insuperably difficult to tackle the
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largest public welfare challenges. Precise solutions for the world’s huge range of
circumstances requires careful analysis by those closest to the action, for we all know our
own lives much better than anyone else. Still, it is possible to draw some generalizations
that at least get the ball rolling.
The most crucial aspect of this collective project is education, for principled behavior of
any kind depends on adequately informed intelligence, the utilization of teaching methods
and learning in general to build a citizenry that competently commits to meeting its culture’s
requisites. If we are going to have a society that is ethical in conjunction with the previously
specified criteria of universal and essential need, which is the only kind empowered to
construct itself towards optimization, and the only kind that has a long-term future, we must
spend considerable effort instilling these values throughout the population. This does not
mean that all or even most of our thinking has to obsess over profound issues, but with
some mimetic encouragement, the vast majority would be more than able to reflect upon
their philanthropic role at times such that some definite approaches would come together in
most minds. If ethical behavior is given widespread relevance, it will begin to work strongly
upon the human unconscious, and even when citizens are carrying out mundane tasks
during their day, casually socializing, even vegging out in front of the T.V., any stimulus at all
can kindle ideas, just as our love of money and success turns on capitalist light bulbs, and
our love of positive feedback from relationships electrifies light bulbs of a memetic nature.
Thought patterns and lifestyles do not have to change as a sudden self-denial; all we need is
for the seeds of ethical concept to be planted in effective ways slightly more often, and
changes will follow which over the course of generations can add up to a huge shift in global
perspective.
How to effectively incentivize ethical values and behavior is not an easy matter.
Overbearing moralism sours citizens to the whole project, and a barrage of shallow
soundbites or slogans can desensitize, cheapen the whole movement, and be equally
annoying. Just as in marketing, the key is to find memes that work, except the task is more
difficult in the case of ethical reasoning because culture is not simply conditioning
preferences of individuals as expressed in snap decisions, but rather attempting to compel
moments of substantive, creative thought that form new beliefs and convince ponderers to
revise deeply entrenched complacencies.
Again, educational techniques are key, for citizens have to be trained towards wanting
to brainstorm about collective issues in the first place if problem-solving is going to happen.
School is the core of educating, but kids are not going to single-handedly change their
families in most cases; the values of classrooms and school assemblies, which are frequently
crafted to inspire enthusiasm for progressive causes and readily lead to reflection upon
social welfare, must be reinforced with tutelary support for independent study and
opportunities for community involvement. Youth-oriented culture in modern societies can
too often be based around vapid entertainment, together with aloof tolerance for
impressionability or in the worst cases an irresponsible manipulation of it, degrading to both
adults and kids alike. Overcoming apathy about personal roles in large-scale collectivity is a
struggle, but relevant enough that we should be participating in reasoned, collaborative
planning for the purpose on a daily basis. Those who can must consistently labor for this
cause when the occasion arises, or at some inevitable date, perhaps sooner than later, the
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human future will be jeopardized by a crisis that society is not ethically equipped to handle
and everything we have ever done may be for nothing.
Generating the memes that get ethical society going is a task publicity experts are
more than ready to handle, but a brief preliminary might be instructive. If there is a most
effective memetic motivator, it is probably the notion of reciprocation to one’s own wants
and needs. Subcultures have been fighting to get their fair share since before Christ, an
interminable string of riotous rebellions and coups brought about by disgruntled popular
sentiment, from ancient Athenian scuffles with tyrants, to the European-wide uprisings of
1848, to Venezuelan unrest in the 21st century. In this vein, the United States is revealing,
for issues of exploitation in distant countries have only minor impact on the overall
consciousness of a public that is relatively comfortable financially, whereas citizens’ equal
right to vote on the structure of their government turned into a multibillion dollar industry
of promotion that garners months of nationwide media attention, and an annual monthlong celebration of the fight for African-American equality has been in place for decades.
Figuring out how to effectively impel citizens towards caring about adoption of an ethical
lifestyle demands much investment of time, energy, and probably also some wealth, but if
the idea can be presented in such a way that implications for quality of life - everyone’s
personal and subcultural good - are crystal clear, it is more likely to gain support. The most
powerful meme, whatever particular form it takes, is probably belief in the benefits of what
someone else does to one’s own well-being, and a close second is the perceived value of our
own actions for those around us.
The quandary of coordinating the innumerable roles of demographics seems on its
surface to be impenetrable, for the wide range of class and subcultural types throughout the
world defies generalization. But if we peer deeper than the nuts and bolts of social
structures, a simple psychological interpretation stands out amongst all the diversity.
Almost every mature human being falls into two categories of societal role, wherever they
are located in the cultural strata: both an authoritative leader and a subordinate advocate, a
top-down as well as bottom-up organizer. Parents supervise their children and follow the
rules of the workplace, corporate ownership dictates a company’s financial strategy and
must navigate national and international law, and government officials legislate the policies
of their countries while catering to citizenries’ needs. Insofar as individuals function with
authoritative leadership, a certain rationale regarding philanthropic ethics obtains, and
likewise for the function of grassroots activism by subordinates.
First of all, those who know they are capable of taking the lead in spearheading
progressive betterment of humanity should proactively do so. This can be as a spokesperson,
an organizer, or someone who simply provides an incidental example by performing ethical
actions from out of independent initiative. As for philanthropic leadership of a financial kind,
it should start with the safest bets in similarity to any successful business enterprise, with
provision for essential universals that initially focuses on communities most accessible, in
need, and likely to commit to the project themselves subsequent to aid. It might be the case
that a charitable venturist would be more successful or competent in his or her own region
to start with rather than some remote part of the world, which narrows down the realistic
options quite a bit. Those living in poverty, dangerous circumstances, poor health, or with a
lack of social supports are obviously in greater need, and philanthropy should consider
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helping these individuals first if possible, as it for the most part does already. If a potential
recipient does not want assistance or a prohibitive response of hostility would occur, as is
the case in relation to some totalitarian regimes around the world, we should not attempt to
pour money into a problematic situation, especially if it will only be exacerbated, but
surrounding entities that are willing to cooperate can be helped, which will eventually exert
strong pressure towards integrating into a charitable mainstream.
This is all essentially common sense, maximizing benefit while minimizing the risk of
failure, but sets forth an important principle, in line with the cruciality of philanthropy
previously outlined, that prioritization of ethics-driven aid should be carried out with
practical considerations in mind, not merely for personal or reputational gratifications. This
is a long-term endeavor: the whole philosophy is that we should not only help but also
further the rational values that motivate us, empowering those we help to do likewise once
mobilized, so that ethical behavior spreads to wider swaths of the population in an
exponential way, slowly overcoming inertia at the beginning to rapidly remake culture
globally. We must spend effort in any effective way to render the universalizable reasons for
what we are doing clear, a rationale which should be explicitly integrated with our whole
approach to charity.
Those not in a position to lead financially or ideologically are no less powerful. Citizens
should be confident that self-organizing will bring about huge progress no matter how smallscale their contributions. Modest commitments by many millions of individuals who spend
some time looking into the best available philanthropic options via some basic research and
then communicate this information along with their decisions to acquaintances are
equivalent in influence to the most prestigious financiers. If its not possible for someone to
pursue ethical charitability, its not possible, but a moment of potential is bound to surface
for almost everyone at some point, even if it is only transmission of the ideal to someone
else, and we should be ready to make the most of our opportunities whenever they arise. If
we commit to working from both angles, the top and base of the system, doing whatever we
can whether large or small, it may dawn on humanity one unforecasted day, though no one
will know the totality of how we reached our goal, that society is for all intents and purposes
utopian, very nearly an ethical perfection.
The individual psychology that makes this ethical paradigm for behavior compelling is
no more complex than our clarification of social roles. Any human beings who are unwilling
to reciprocate the universal needs of humanity have for all intents and purposes consented
to the collapse of civilization and obliteration of everything they have ever accomplished. If
we do not commit to this project, we will almost certainly lose it all: wealth we have
amassed will one day no longer be of any worth because much if not all the economic
infrastructure that granted it value has disintegrated, and everything we have constructed
will decay to ruins. Looked at from a long-term perspective, if we do not make whatever
effort we can to engender an ethical society, we might as well spend our spare time
stockpiling weapons, because that is the only temporary insurance our legacy will have in
the advent of large-scale calamity. At the same time, those with the means to contribute in
major ways cannot be expected to lose current possessions, status and livelihood because of
their commitments. We must hold our own selves to high standards, but also be tolerant of
those who do not yet want to participate, along with the limitations that everyone faces,
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and we should not take from others without giving what we can in return. As previously
specified, one of the criteria for determining how philanthropic effort should be allotted is
the likelihood that those receiving assistance will pledge to this project of ethical
universalization themselves, and so the uncooperative will soon find they are reaping less
benefit, which can over the course of generations bring many subcultures to change their
tune.
Preexisting corruption is a big obstacle: many concentrations of influence and ways of
life are designed to promote their own interests at the expense of society as a whole, the
antithesis of expanded provision for universal need. The project will require a lot of initial
time and exertion before substantial progress is made; it cannot be rushed, and we must be
patient. To the extent that corruptiveness can be countered directly, this is probably
practicable by committing to three principles.
First, experimentalism: we must permit reallocation of resources and backpedaling
from some arrangements, a tweaking of approach as we discover which strategies do and do
not work, while gradually diverting assistance away from demographics who no longer need
as much help, equipped to contribute themselves.
Second, downplaying reputation: assigning credit for successes and blame for failures
should be a subsidiary concern unless it furthers the project via publicization or provides a
check on irresponsibility. This is not so much a matter of organizational changes as a
somewhat subtle shift in personal perspective, for the more individuals that are determined
to utilize institutions of incentive and justice, whatever form they take in a culture, as an
instrument of collectivity rather than a symbol of self-worth, the less prone group
commitments will be to disruptive ambition and power struggle.
And third, rolling back oppression: coercion is so integral to the outlooks of most
current societies that we cannot expect to further the philanthropic project by revolutionary
systems of legality, which will degenerate into more coercion, but we can make many minor
reforms towards more autonomous and financially secure citizenries as we proceed,
something many parts of the world have already been occasionally accomplishing for
centuries, founding organizations and developing programs based on philanthropic values
whenever possible. Inclement conditions will no doubt throw a wrench in the operation at
times, but these setbacks can be more than compensated by the irrepressible force of
thousands and eventually many millions of citizens who keep the simple quest for a
rationally ethical world in view while fostering their values whenever they can. Commitment
from the base of a culture is as crucial as the integrity of leadership; in fact, institutions are
probably incapable of avoiding degeneration if those who are more subordinate than
authoritative fail to exercise their collective prerogative and remain vigilant about abuse of
power. Keeping tabs on political happenings and world events as presented by media is not
ineffectual, but if the most ordinary citizens are unwilling to go beyond mere observance by
adopting a deeply ethical existence, and the most culturally elite are unwilling to nurture
conditions that make this possible for large populations, we will one day once again be
violently fighting both with and against each other for our very survival as natural disaster or
catastrophic corruption make the status quo unsustainable. Humanity’s good fortune over
the last several thousand years and especially the previous few centuries might be obscuring
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a sobering fact: in an unethical civilization, regressions due to social discontents along with
eventual collapse are unavoidable.
During this multigenerational transition towards an ethical society, the nature of
spontaneous activism would be all-important. Citizens must seek to proactively selforganize regardless of their class or financial means, identifying those who have assimilated
similar values and then facilitating maturation and actualization of the mutual ideal as
embodied in each individual’s personal goals however possible. In order to better society,
one has to understand it, so a primary facet of the process will be boosting knowledge by
providing safe resources and forums for furthering independent research on the part of
individuals as well as all kinds of collectives. Those who desire reform must first accept
institutional structure as it is, seeking a genuine understanding of why current arrangements
prevail, which depends heavily on comprehending how the past generated precedents of
the present. Memetically coercing some kind of ideology should not be our purpose, for the
basic concept of ethical philanthropy is so simple and pure that casual conversations about
practical issues along with intimation by popular literature are enough to instill it. We
should not bother laboring towards yet one more overgeneralizing, onerous, mindcontrolling, absolutist myth for critics to mock as overbearing and hypocritical, but rather
convey the undeniable, indispensable importance of charitable values by the quality of our
reasoning and personal sincerity. Everyone encounters plenty of apathy in association with
any cause, but those committed to this project will sometimes prevail in planting seeds of an
ethical mindset with their pragmatic good sense when pertinent, and also begin to find each
other, so that collaborative supports take shape.
The economy is likely to work against this effort at the beginning, as financial progress
has traditionally been gauged with profit models based on exponential expansion in
quantitative assets, feeding into a culture of monopolistic takeover rather than cooperation,
disregard for collateral damages to quality of life, and rampant personal or subcultural
selfishness. Our world capitalist system in principle works better if average individuals are
managing to competently invest, using the market as a tool for supplementing their incomes,
but even with vigilance by millions of reasonably skilled financial actors, modern economies
are such an unpredictably intricate flux at ground level that making tolerable the risks faced
by those of ordinary income depends on decisions made by professional financiers and
intelligentsia analyzing the market as their life’s vocation, and this currently
noncircumventable concentrating of influence in upper echelons leads to all the usual
conundrums of power: self-serving greed and deception, collusion at the public’s expense,
as well as elitist attitudes.
Remedying this situation will not be possible until those with the knowledge and
eminence to craft investment mechanisms have been imbued with a concern for social
welfare, but even the noneconomist can figure some stuff out. Consider cancer research,
for instance: one hundred research projects require an investment of about fifty million
dollars, and out of those hundred, only one project is likely to result in a successful drug that
reaches the market, which can take as long as ten years to garner monetary return as
extensive testing, technically abstruse promotion, and the educating of medical practitioners
is necessary (Lo, Adaptive Markets). This is prohibitive for all but the very richest investors,
and even with billionaires, who of course do not maintain their stature in the business world
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by finding opportunities to incur massive losses, it amounts to no better than a donation in
terms of conventional standards for profitability, also probably a stain on their reputations.
But if one billion individuals contribute just one hundred dollars every ten years to cancer
research and more besides, that is one hundred billion dollars demanding no monetary
recoup, analogous to a temporary, not-for-profit country. Organizing unconventional
investments of this kind would be a major challenge, as corruption is always a possibility any
time that much money is on the move, so some type of elaborate oversight would need to
be tasked with close monitoring, but it is at least something to think about.
We must contemplate the following: what conditions exist that make ethical behavior
unjustifiable despite the ideal, and how do we cope with them? Regardless of any
conviction that we should sacrifice at least some of our own pleasures in order to meet
universal needs of fellow human beings and help them make their way to a more ethical life,
countries must defend their interests, citizens must be protected from crime, and we will
have to compromise idealistic aims at times for the sake of health or safety. What can we
do about ever-present dilemmas induced by the unethicality infused into every corner of
society?
As already alluded to, our institutions are in place for a reason, even if it is a misguided
or antiquated reason, and we must seek to understand these reasons if we wish to
accurately conceptualize what is possible, getting our opinions as near what really is as we
can. Our thinking must make an optimal approximation of the motives and environments
that lead citizens to accept and sustain institutions, both historically and in contemporary
society. Many of these causal vectors are unconscious, inherently arational, but we can
progressively rationalize them as we theorize our vast and growing body of information,
instructing ourselves into a deepening knowledge of reality’s nature.
In our era, there are circumstances we must regrettably resign ourselves to for the
moment. Prejudicial stereotyping is out of control. Governments and corporations must
guard their interests unethically much of the time. Justice systems prey upon some
demographics. Mistreatment of animals is integral to our way of life. Many subcultures and
organizations limit access to information or spread disinformation to such an extent that
cutting edge research is impotent to effect its full potential for improving society. These are
massive obstacles, but everyone has thousands of both big and small opportunities per
lifetime to choose constructive rational integrity over meaninglessly malignant
irresponsibility in ways that present no real risk of harm to us and do not significantly
diminish our pleasure. If we want to fashion the kind of ethical civilization capable of
making ourselves legendary on a cosmic scale, we have to start somewhere.

23. The Nature and Causes of Corruption
Complacency, despite the fact that it is often simply a mundane, unquarrelsome
acquiescence to the everyday status quo, should be regarded as a major problem the
conscientious must tackle, because it diminishes prognosis for bettering our world,
preventing spread of commitment to the philanthropic ethic that would further humanity’s
collective cause. We must acknowledge that choosing indifference towards universal needs
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of our species instead of conscience will inevitably lead to an unsustainability of institutional
paradigms upon which civilization depends during the worst kinds of disasters.
At the same time, this is not such an urgent issue that we must coerce populations into
compliance by force, for a couple centuries of gradual consciousness-raising would be
sufficient to hugely enhance the human race’s idealism while oppressive, ethically inferior
standards currently in effect throughout most of the world remain as a baseline, perhaps we
could call this the least common denominator. Herding around apathetic human beings
during minor crises that are constantly cropping up everywhere is something authority has
much experience doing, so much so that response to common emergencies is a well-oiled
machine. And even if we wanted to somehow rush the aforementioned consciousnessraising, it would probably not be possible if we tried our hardest, for such deeply rooted
social and psychological barriers exist in contemporary societies that changing global
conscience, absent some powerful new form of memetic transmission, faces an inertia only
transcendable over the course of multiple generations.
Unfortunately, philanthropy and civilization in general encounter a greater foe than
complacency. Individuals and subcultures not only naively rely on unaccountable
concentrations of influence while attempting to utilize the tenuous mechanisms of
nonegalitarian social systems to strive after goals, but actively work to compromise the
integrity of collectives for their own gain, conspiring against the public interest in ways that
can be highly effective, at least when regarded from a short-term perspective. This is the
leering beast of corruption, and while its machinations can be found in every organizational
sphere, corruptive tendencies obfuscate progress within some of the most preeminent
institutions on the planet.
Coopting of empiricism for oppression is a prime example, as technological
advancement often centers around developing more potent methods of exploitation.
Humans have spent the entirety of recorded history optimizing destructiveness of warfare in
a multimillennial arms race, invading neighboring regions whenever tactical advantages
materialize, then submitting populations politically and economically with threat and
exaction of harm. War accelerated in calamitousness upon arrival of science-driven mass
production in the 20th century with its fast-paced progress: from the start of WW1 to WW2,
a mere twenty years was sufficient to go from fighting Western civilization’s battles with
horseback riding and rifles that fire a dozen or less rounds per minute, to carpet bombing by
airplanes at a range of hundreds of miles, armored vehicles, heavy bombing by vessels such
as battleships and destroyers, and automatic rifles that fire more than twenty rounds per
second, as well as the capacity of top militaries to reach any spot on Earth within weeks. In
the 21st century, computerization has enabled U.S. armed forces to fight remote drone
warfare anywhere in the world from installations inside the home country. All major
militaries have spy satellites that track movement of paraphernalia everywhere, and ability
to crack software encryption is on the rise, so that there is probably no virtual
correspondence or computer system invulnerable to interception or attack.
Governments closely guard the most sophisticated technologies in order to maintain
advantages over each other, but this is even more of a boon to dominating their own
populations, as it becomes increasingly difficult for citizens around the world to engage in
public advocacy. Modern law enforcement with its perfected discipline and high-tech
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weapons can easily disperse demonstrations into a chaos of fleeing, scuffling and arrest,
which is especially true of countries that militarize the police and tightly regulate gun
ownership. Total dependence of the developed world on networked computers makes it
possible to monitor everything, so that privacy no longer really exists. This compromising of
safety and freedom by invasive technologies of coercion is already proving divisive in its
suppression of independent and honest expression, a trend towards inhibiting opportunity
and fulfillment of a social kind, diminishing humanity’s aptitude for harmonious relationships
as well as the competency of political discourse, our ability to keep the peace. Erosion of
collectivity can produce anarchic draconianism in which human beings are more willing to
violate each other at the whim of aggressive authority, intensified by a tide of repudiation
for conventional law and order as human initiative disassociates from the morally
demanding task of sustaining and building upon traditional norms such as customs, values,
beliefs, civic responsibilities or respect for fellow members of communities, potentially
breaking loose in a flood of social disorder.
As discussed in earlier chapters, the U.S. political system, a representation-based
republic with democratically elected officials and voting on some governmental policies as
‘initiatives’, has become more oligarchic since the mid-20th century. Pricing of most
products elevates faster than inflation, which is essentially a manipulation of the populace
by businesses. This is possible due to corporations buying up most smaller scale companies
or driving them out of business, causing a reduction in the competition that in principle
places a capitalist check on price increases. Citizens must work longer hours to support
themselves under these market conditions, interfering with their ability to agitate for causes
and generally participate in architecting society, for the time is simply unavailable.
Collective bargaining and activist measures such as strikes carried out by employees unions,
which used to garner better wages and benefits, are no longer as effective because
corporations can compensate for any losses in one sector of the economy by their
involvement in others, with hundreds of businesses potentially shuttered for years before a
significant impact would be made on the bottom lines of huge conglomerates. And
American corporations have gone international in search of cheap labor, costing the
population jobs, with the national government loath to increase taxation on business since
the richest can even further shift their operations to other countries that offer the incentive
of tax breaks. Altogether, the general population is being brought to its knees by economic
mechanisms that usurp political institutions, shrinking the middle class and expanding the
lower.
Despite these trends, Americans are still some of the most affluent citizens in the
world, and have not lost the right to vote in an electoral system that is relatively free from
corruption as well as the intimidative violence found in many countries, at least in theory
capable of curbing economic discontents by mass pressure on government to represent the
general interest. However, international capitalism not only manages to exact some
coercion upon the nation’s government by doctoring the economy, but is infused into the
political system itself via lobbying and campaign financing, in some cases making careers of
politicians more obliged to big business than local constituents. Ordinary Americans have
remained somewhat vigilant about this threat to their power, and too much pandering to
large companies at the expense of citizens remains likely to get a representative booted in
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the next election, but continued move in this direction may one day render the majority
impotent to effect public policy changes, as all possible representation will be compromised,
pitting an angry, radicalizing nationalism against uncommitted financial leadership and
inciting widespread unrest.
Russia’s communist history exemplifies how corruption can arise from not only
external economic pressures but also the internal dynamics of a political system. The
revolution of 1917 was in part a backlash against horrendous treatment of the lower class by
the Czarist administration during WW1, a rebellion which its orchestrators hoped would
enable the country to instill empowering egalitarianism for the sake of rapid industrialization
so as to catch up with and perhaps surpass progressiveness of the West. Communist
ideology glorified worker’s rights, regarding the economic impact of a majority proletariat’s
labor as key to reaching the next stage in humanity’s cultural evolution, engendering
societies in which disruptions and inefficiencies of class-based rivalry would be abolished.
The middle and upper class bourgeoisie, with their ties to the capitalist paradigm, were
severely repressed as this system got up and running, and thousands of executions took
place. Its single party format was designed to educate the population into a new lifestyle
and way of thinking, with representatives well-schooled in communist ideology stationed as
employees at all formerly capitalist businesses, assigned the task of clarifying the philosophy,
objectives and mechanisms of political conversion as needed. Government was reorganized
for redistribution of wealth via centralized control, which Communist theory predicted
would dissolve class distinctions and lead to decentralizing collectivization. It was the most
ambitious social engineering experiment ever embarked upon, intended to transform the
whole population’s financial status by a radical remodeling of the economy, ultimately with
the intention of expunging social discontents that had been operative for millennia.
Karl Marx, the originator of communism, anticipated that this system would initially
evince totalitarian tendencies as society struggled to overcome conventional presumptions
about human nature, cultural prerogative and financial license. He expected the idea that
pecuniary status legitimizes dominance to manifest as resistance against transitioning
towards collectivization, and went so far as to give the supposedly temporary arrangement
that would fight to dismantle deeply rooted attitudes and inclinations a name: the
“dictatorship of the proletariat”.
Whether decline of Russia’s experimental system is attributable to bureaucratic
inefficiencies of centralization, the related exigency that its government cover up ongoing
logistical failures arising from flawed theorizing of economics, which may have been an
exacerbating factor in extreme centralization’s permanence, or some other cause may not
be entirely clear, but the country had gone from a dictatorship of principle to party
absolutism by the mid-20th century. The tradition of executing those suspected of
sympathies with capitalism degenerated into a purge of at least eight million. What had
been intended as tutelage of ordinary citizens by party representatives throughout the
economy evolved into surveillance networks, a facet of determining who government purges
should target. Under these conditions of ubiquitous abuse, unification was maintained by
invasively propagandizing the population into rivalry with the U.S., which diverted much of
the country’s economy into preparing for a war that never happened and never could have
without instantly destroying all of Russia in a retaliatory nuclear attack. This Soviet system,
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ostensibly still on the road to communism, became one of the most authoritarian states of
the 20th century, and alongside the United States terrorized the world with threats of a
nuclear end to civilization. The government of Russia was eventually overthrown, its
communist movement’s goal of ending the types of conflict associated with class a distant
memory.
Over the course of civilized history, many thinkers have devoted effort to social
engineering, endeavoring towards understanding the world and human nature in order to
construct the best civic systems, analyzing consciousness, behavior, law and order, politics
and economics within a wide range of circumstances. Most of this has viewed the cosmos as
a static entity, operating according to fixed principles of divine, rationalizable, sometimes
enigmatic kinds, but as technical analysis of the past attained proficiency in the Western
world of the 19th century, many citizens began to acquire a more robust concept of
historical change, with notions that existence’s ontology, the universe, Earth’s environments,
and our cultures undergo drastic transformations all coming to the foreground of philosophy
and science. At first, systematizing of history tended to look for simplistic patterns of
fundamental recursion such as the Hegelian paradigm, but many individuals increasingly
contemplated the possibility that spontaneous transfiguration of phenomena may radically
defy all precedents for intelligibility.
The most epistemically significant aspect of historical analysis is theorizing of physical
evolution, for it seems to promise integration of geological science, the fossil record,
heredity and cosmology, a unified account of how the past led to the present and what we
can expect of the future, giving humans more than our age-old, static reality to investigate
with all its empirical erroneousness, bookended in classical thinking by the illusory
conceptualizing of an absolute beginning and end, but rather malleable, long-term direction
over which we can wield some control. Charles Darwin’s expounding of biological evolution
was its most revolutionary moment, for he immediately made it provable to unequivocality
that humans are animals with traits of essentially nonrational, often irrational constitution
and temporal antecedence, which might however be alterable in dramatic ways by decisions
made according to experimental reasoning in the present. It occurred to many that the
most optimal methods for achieving change could in fact be nonegalitarian, perhaps
controverting reciprocity as the foundational standard for human relationships, which had
manifested in a brand of enlightened idealism instrumental to social development since the
origin of law codes in antiquity. It was conceivable that European academia’s Enlightenment
era portrayal of the human organism as a rational agent with an ethic universalizable via
logic, the culmination of multimillennial discourse, might after all be delusion delaying or
even obstructing progress.
Modernizing globalization had been in its preliminary stages during the Enlightenment
18th century, with most of the world not yet technologized to the level of European
societies, and even the main body of Europe’s population lacking access to higher education.
An upper class existed in every civilized culture, sustaining exclusivity as the most wealthy,
learned, and politically powerful demographic, possessing a primary role in determining the
course of culture. As economic advantage amongst the home territories and countries of
Europe’s empires came to be seen as reliant on a populace mobilized for technical
competence, civic-minded humanism gained more traction with intellectuals. The rich
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began to realize their security depended on committing to some concessions for the sake of
the general population’s well-being and satisfaction, leading to groundbreaking philosophies
that promoted pursual of egalitarian institutions. This would stimulate transition towards
more democratic systems, initially intended as a mechanism by which to uphold legal
equalities so that political organization would serve everyone’s interests, making civil unrest
obsolete.
Despite the best efforts of enlightened thinkers, conflict erupted across the globe in
the 19th and 20th centuries as lingering imperialism struggled to sustain a grip on rebellious
locals, citizenries in Europe and elsewhere fought violent battles to overthrow the vestiges
of autocratic rule, and oppressed demographics everywhere confronted persecution with
civil disobedience and demonstration. The quest for egalitarianism had splintered into
aristocracies and bourgeoisie warring for sustainment of their way of life, a proletariat
seeking to free itself from the chains of economic exploitation, and innumerable subcultures
whose very survival was at stake.
In the early and mid 20th century, as population exploded and turmoil escalated in
many locales, declining egalitarian idealism and rise of a survival of the fittest competitive
principle, already well underway, broke through remnants of moral and political tradition,
washing over the human race in a devastating wave of power plays. Fascist Germany
overran all of Europe and began to commit genocide against minority demographics in many
countries. Imperial Japan severely subjugated the Chinese during its WW2 era occupation.
After the war, as mentioned elsewhere, the Stalinist Soviet Union executed many millions.
China’s new communism governed its population with surpassing strictness. Corporate
capitalism in the Western world became less obligated to promote social welfare and more
engrossed in consolidating financial control with every passing year. By the beginning of the
21st century, commitment to progressive reform in the mold of both religious and secular
enlightenment had largely been derailed, devolving into a brazen cultural imperialism that
may become unflinchingly nihilistic enough to erase every trace of any vulnerable individual
on the planet, heedless of principle.
In the contemporary world, finance only stokes the flames of a growing nihilism (in the
Nietzschean sense) that is despoiling ethical tradition. Profit models utilized by large
corporations judge success based on rate of fiscal growth, with exponential expansion in
wealth being the standard of viability in a company’s business strategy, for it guarantees
larger salaries amongst top officials, indicates a trend towards market dominance via
monopoly, and allows investment in additional sectors of the economy, a diversification
which insures conglomerates against misfortune in any particular venture. Unfortunately,
there are many aspects of society that are difficult to quantify and thus do not figure into
profit assessments: quality of life, values of a culture, financial security of the general
population, and the organizational integrity of political systems.
Neglect of more intangible factors that contribute to a society’s health has pushed
some parts of the world way beyond what traditions permitted even a couple generations
ago. Greedy acquisitiveness is more prevalent in populations than it used to be as corporate
leadership spars for hegemony, and ordinary individuals fight to remain solvent in an
environment where money is sucked out of their pockets at maximal levels by manipulation
of the market. Transmission of memes has lost its sense for the ethical, mimicking the
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vitiated nature of advertising and character portrayals in corporate media, a shallowness,
subversiveness and contradictoriness. Imagery along with behavioral mimesis in many
cultures are more violent and sexual than they used to be, desensitizing citizens to
exploitation. The empathetic dimension of ethical responsibility is degenerating due to
desensitization, and its rational dimension rarely matures as inducement of superficial
decision-making proves most effective in stimulating consumption. Individuals are less
concerned with cogent discourse and vigilant about the ideological direction of their
countries, political systems radicalize as they are infused with a market-driven bankrupting
of values, pushing much of the modernized world towards exploitative authoritarianism
within acquiescent populations.
In the United States, monopolies in the private business domain are expropriating
many of the country’s institutions in order to consolidate financial control and maximize
profit. The most sobering factor in this contemporary capitalism is its intersection with
media and democracy. Whatever suspect, probably self-defeating economic thrust is being
made, media seems to be one of the main vehicles, with mechanisms of publicity often
devoted to the purpose of producing an illusion that unifying mass movements are taking
place, most likely deflecting attention of some demographics away from declines in wealth,
security, freedom and quality of life. Democracy has largely been assimilated into this circus
of hype, so that political discourse is becoming more civically incompetent, endless
jabbering about manufactured scandals that have no connection with what is really going on
in the world. Decadence of official information has become so dire that it is impossible to
discern from traditional communications mediums such as news, T.V. shows or big budget
websites what exactly the status of the social system is. A network of independent publicity
consisting in personal postings such as blogs, messaging and video is coalescing as a
replacement for the descent of popular culture towards exploitation, but this format is
extremely disorganized, so diverse that the overall course being set is almost incoherent,
making it to this point marginally capable of countering imperialistic finance.
Deterioration of the American value system, economic hardship hitting the majority
increasingly hard, and rampant disinformation have worsened some long-standing issues in
the country. The justice system has always been liable to discriminate against the poor and
especially minority ethnicities, with these demographics the most arrested, falsely convicted
and harshly punished, while the financially well off have better legal representation and are
more apt to obtain lenience. Health care is of exorbitant cost in the U.S., requiring similarly
expensive insurance that must usually be paid for as a perk of employment at the top-tier
companies, so-called “benefits”. This makes medical treatment prohibitive for a large
proportion of the citizenry, ruling out preventative care that would mitigate incidence of
many illnesses associated with aging, such as diabetes, heart disease and cancer, which
reduces lifespans and quality of life for lower income individuals. The country is quite
multicultural, and tensions between those of different background can occur in many areas.
These hot button issues have been inflamed by a less civic-minded lifestyle with
accompanying disintegration towards “fend for yourself” and “take care of your own” social
mores, exploding into divisiveness along class and racial lines, a subcultural isolationism that
foments bullying, crime, hostility towards immigrants, political factionalism, smeared
reputations, and prejudicial profiling along with stereotype-based accusations, all placing
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strain on law and order as well as leading to disillusionment about the feasibility of legal
equality as a working standard for progress.
So corruption, the hijacking of institutions for purposes detrimental to the well-being
and future of populations, surfaces in many ways. Technological advantages are used as a
means to scare, goad, dupe, tempt citizenries towards a warlike lifestyle, making them
willing to relinquish political prerogative based on assurances of defense from or sovereignty
over cultural rivals, which tends to decrease the efficiency of progress and sometimes
threatens societies with comprehensive destruction. Enlightened social engineering is
susceptible to transitioning from a progressing sequence of idealistic reforms to mechanisms
of oppression that avail themselves of bellicose ideologies such as “survival by conflict”
whenever they can. In 20th century Russia, egalitarian idealism evaporated, replaced by a
totalitarian state that posed grave dangers to its own populace as well as the rest of the
world. In the 20th and 21st century United States, a political system of democratic
representation began to transmogrify into elitist oligarchy as wealth was monopolized and
consolidated in conjunction with financial mechanisms of the corporate paradigm. Forums
of democracy were drawn into this system, with much of the general population becoming
poorer while official information sourcing misleads, obstructs organizing, and renders
unsustainable the values that had upheld solidarity in all sorts of communities, generating
nihilism as well as growing rejection of the culture’s established legal channels. As
exploitative capitalism took root in the U.S., the justice and medical systems served wealth
more exclusively. All of this economic manipulation caused a multicultural society to be less
conscience-motivated, coupled with renewal of the divisions along class and ethnic lines that
had been attenuated by reforms some decades earlier, spawning a more hazardous society.
Corruptive forces clearly cannot be linked with any singular component of society or
set of local conditions, for analysis of history finds them in many spheres of human activity
and every era. Pinning responsibility on particular institutions and then attempting to rail
against or otherwise assail these frameworks can be seductive, but corruption must run
deeper than any single organizational strategy or form of culture. Does something about
human nature predispose many communities to equivalent sorts of discontentments?
Firstly, all kinds of behavior takes place that is not highly normalized. Individuals
interact throughout their lives for the sake of pleasures that relationships provide, such as
humor, bonding, learning, helping, problem-solving, even the damaging acts of bullying or
insulting. The social dimension of life provides entertainment and gives us opportunity to
accomplish more, as an integral, simply unavoidable element of daily existence. When social
norms are involved, this is frequently of an informal nature that allows for flexibility and
personal preference, with any misunderstandings usually insignificant enough that those
involved dismiss the incident or harmlessly part ways. Of course depreciation to one’s
reputation as regarded by someone else occurs even under casual circumstances, in such a
way that conflict is impossible to ignore, but while this can be difficult to deal with
emotionally and require some deliberate reconciliation to overcome, most spats are a brief
episode of immaturity or nonrationality and do not amount to anything big. However, there
is a subset of behaviors, those associated with making the decisions which are core to
actualization via collectivity, essential to one’s livelihood, and upon which maintenance of
society depends, typically adjuncted to the exigencies of occupations or subcultures, having
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greater import for lives and presenting us with issues that absolutely cannot be neglected.
In these cases, normalization becomes more than incidental or dispensable, but formative to
social structure and a determining factor in long-term fates of individuals, the medium for
humanity’s most intentional and often explicit purposes, placing the weight of necessity
upon us. This is the kind of socialized environment that tends to seed far-reaching progress
and on which institutions rest.
When individuals convene to complete a project they care strongly about, in relation
to which they take themselves and the outcome seriously, requiring the group to engage in
problem-solving of some complexity for the sake of creating something new, where each
member’s self-identified success or failure is at stake, what does this entail absent all
preestablished norms? First, introductory conversations will take place to break the ice and
get everyone comfortable, including some anticipatory shop talk. When the time comes for
getting tasks accomplished, their technical challenges resolved, multiple clusters of
interaction happen simultaneously, arrangements which morph as affairs proceed. When
someone has knowledge that others lack while not feeling too much reservation from
personality or immediate conditions, he or she will step up and take the lead, informing
collaborators and guiding the effort forward. Some individuals may become displeased with
the direction in which the group is going and get animated, but will not be judged with much
negativity if what they have to say is important. When an individual is uncertain, curious,
recognizes an opportunity to assimilate new information, or is otherwise averse to
dominating the proceedings, he or she will grow scrupulous and spend more time listening
and observing than imposing on others. Altogether, participants have dual concerns: making
sure they contribute expertise sufficient for the group’s objective to be accomplished, and
also the adoption of various roles - leader, subordinate, cooperative peer, speaker, listener,
pal, initiator - that are more passive, deferential, cordial or assertive as the situation seems
to necessitate, a chameleonlike shifting between social postures.
While individuals relate, norms start to coalesce as relations and roles. Some have
more expertise in certain domains than others, and acquire a measure of authority in
association with technical matters. Some really like each other, some treat each other nicely
while never getting that close, some have tepid feelings towards each other, some seem to
always encounter friction when they converge, and some prefer avoidance. Those who are
more socially adept can become hubs of the group’s organizing, responsible for mediating a
variety of relationships.
This spontaneous normalization of a pragmatic collective, the solidifying of relationship
dynamics into persisting roles, eventually falls into one of two general types, and often both:
logistical norms and status norms. Logistical norms are the social orientations within which
it has been determined that behaviors will meet with technical success. When group
members have agreed on a particular fact, interpretation of the facts, or procedural strategy,
this mutual consent can become informally or formally binding, a foundation for further
action. If it is decided amongst a group of physics buffs that their model rocket needs a
greater amount of fuel than is on hand, those involved will proceed with getting more under
this assumption, or if it is determined that a subsequent meeting is necessary for negotiators
to reach compromise, the group will designate the next meeting time. Status norms are
social orientations that define implications of behavior for the identity of both individuals
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and groups as affected by collaborating. This consists in the impact of logistical and
relational developments on reputation, defining one’s fluctuating role in the collective as a
relative influence upon decision-making. If group members are held responsible for a failure,
the status of their judgement may diminish and vice versa, or if individuals are constantly
offending or undermining others, they may be suppressed despite technical competence.
The two categories often overlap, as in the case of someone with greater know-how
becoming a leader, or someone with better social organizing talent granted sway in
determining who will contribute to technicalities at which times and in what ways.
Reciprocation is the essence of normalization, for it is rare that someone pursues social
behavior long-term without expectation of mutual respect or at least a gratifying response
of provocation, tolerance or impotence, with relations that fall short of either party’s
consent being almost by definition a conflict. But when differences in capacitation to
reciprocate exist and it is vital to accept these discrepancies if collective purposes are to be
satisfied, consenting to inequality of status becomes necessary, a trust that goes beyond the
desire to have one’s social touchstones honored, further comprised of ceding control to
someone else for the sake of procuring benefits or achieving successes.
Already touched upon, there are various criteria for consenting to relationships of
dominance/submission during the kinds of collective endeavors regarded as particularly
important. If individuals have greater aptitude, they are given a larger role in setting their
collective’s course while it seeks to achieve its aims. If individuals are on good terms with
many group members or easy to get along with in general, they will often be offered a
bigger role in the collective’s activities. If individuals display leadership ability or especially
want that role, they will be more likely to attain a commanding position. If structure of the
collective makes a moderator obligatory, functional necessity may assign prerogative to
regulate or overrule fellow members. Rules may be put in place delegating greater
responsibility to some members, so that norms for obedience uphold status disparities.
Status norms essentially consist in distributions of the value that members attribute to
each other within a collective. These attributions are complex and flexible networks of
social identity that make group assent partially constraining to personal motive, a main
determinant of who has license to do or say what to whom and when. Norms of status
manage dominance and submission, the relative control individuals have in relation to each
other, and when contours of status stabilize, social value transitions into a lasting array of
ranks from which hierarchical organization emerges. When social hierarchies are reinforced
over time such that they come to transcend individual members, indoctrinated as a
condition of even highest ranking involvement in the collective, status norms have become
customs, cultural traditions of the kind characterizing our own species’ way of life.
Customs of status are often logistically necessary as practical ground rules for consent,
giving behaviors reliable meanings in a way fostering the orderliness and restraint that guard
a collective against chaos and dissolution over long periods of time, but also participate in
defining the relative worth of each member at any given moment, so that dominance
typically corresponds in an approximate way to superiority, and submission to inferiority.
Those capacitated for greater reciprocation to the collective as recognized by its customs
have more authority, which often places a priority on their decisions, behaviors and wellbeing. Individuals entrusted with leadership tend to be more respected, better treated,
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diligently protected, wealthier, and stand a greater chance of becoming legendary. When it
is customary for authority to constitute superior stature, the role of leader is in high demand
with those inclined towards ambitiously making a name for themselves, so that high-level
decision-making for the sake of a collective paradoxically attracts most strongly those
desirous to promote themselves, or who unrealistically believe their competence is superior,
or who simply view themselves as entitled to a more illustrious and comfortable life. Thus,
social hierarchies which would work best by positioning individuals of greatest merit as
authorities in actuality attract many of those who are most arrogant or willing to flaunt
collective need for the experience of personal superiority. For this reason, logistical norms
frequently become subordinated to status norms in ways that can be problematic, with
influence more about becoming socially superior than progressing towards the most
accurate, truest possible assessments of a situation, best addressed to practical need.
Tension between responsible decision-making and the pursuit of prestige is perpetual as
authority becomes power, and this power a struggle for supremacy at the more than
occasional expense of functionality.
With logistical norms of both role-delineating customs and collective strategizing
deeply entwined with status norms of superiority and inferiority in humanity’s social
structures, the effort to arrive at working truth puts identity on the line. In an environment
of power, the successful application of knowledge is not merely a means to sustain culture
but additionally a status symbol, and occupational security as well as advancement depend
on more than the collective’s well-being, but also getting one’s way together with politically
navigating circumstances such that inevitable logistical failures do not erode respect for
personal or collective authority enough to instigate disastrous conflicts. A difficult balance
must be achieved between the decision-making group’s viability as an effective, trusted
entity and each individual’s convictions and self-interests. When the scale tips in the
direction of individual interests, power struggles can ensue with increased deception, and
likewise if issues arising in conjunction with an organization or intrinsic to its operations are
capable of destroying key decision makers, its overall reputation with the wider community,
or its very survival.
An influential collective is always facing three general conflicts of interest: solidarity
must be sustained without stunting the freedom of its members to act and cooperate with
spontaneous independence or vice versa, and neither solidarity nor independent agency can
be emphasized to such an extent that persistence under external conditions is impossible.
When a collective strays too far towards concerning itself with solidarity and away from
independence, it is overwhelmed by groupthink tendencies, a colluding self-affirmation that
detracts from innovatively dealing with novelty, insufficiently mobilized for adapting to its
surroundings. If individualism becomes too extreme, complex collaboration grows
impossible to coordinate and the collective is incapable of making major decisions or simply
disbands. If any mixture of innovative liberality with collusive solidarity is ineffectual in
discerning or responding to external causality, from complacency, deficient technical
sophistication, inadequate precedents or even mere chance, the collective will encounter
crises that may drive it to extinction.
Human prehistory provides exemplification of excessive independence’s consequences.
Some scientists suggest that the entirety of Homo sapiens is descended from a single
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woman in what is currently Botswana, and even if the bottleneck does not ultimately prove
to be this extreme, it is clear from genetic evidence that most of the world’s inhabitance
germinated from migrations that could be as small as only a few thousand individuals in
total over the course of tens of thousands of years. The multibillion strong population of our
planet, with its diverse customs, languages, and wide variety of local traits, originated as
close-knit, homogeneous communities that probably dispersed for noncombative reasons,
perhaps because a tribe became too large, merely from out of wanderlust, or because family
groupings had agreed to disagree and placidly parted ways. The species began as a single
race, but with lack of commitment to maintaining contact within cohesive tradition, the
potent force of genetic, cognitive and cultural drift produced thousands of languages, what
seems in our keen intraspecies perception to be a large assortment of strikingly different
traits, and the massive collection of beliefs and practices. Prehistoric tribes that had
separated for peaceable, harmless reasons could become embittered, feuding rivals as
populations swelled, contact was renewed, and competitions for access to territory
developed, with regions throughout the world in the grip of recurring warfare for possibly
more than a hundred thousand years. Alienation was not utter catastrophe, as precivilized
humans were more than willing and able to engage in commerce also, the exchanging of
ideas and material goods upon which success of the first civilizations depended, but also
resulted in toleration for escalated, sweeping conflicts as a scion of tribal warfare,
culminating with invasions, conquests, institutions of oppression, and an imperialistic
outlook that threatens to disrupt the lives of millions to this day.
In our own 20th and 21st century time, immigrants with closely related ancestry, who
may have been neighbors only a few generations ago, end up fighting massively destructive
wars under the banners of their new countries. These citizens have common interests,
wants, needs, modes of practical and technical thinking, but governments seem unable to
extricate themselves from a competition-based, projection of power approach to political
relations despite its long-term futility and encumbrance of progress. If our species had
committed to preserving cultural integration as it expanded, beyond what seems relevant
for our pleasure and survival, perhaps imperialism would have never existed despite
occasional warring, but as it stands this fantasy could not be further from the real, for rivalry
and the breaking off of relations are submerged in the very essence of humanity’s lifestyle.
Drawbacks of overstressing solidarity are also easily noted. Though the laissez faire
system revealed itself vulnerable to downturns that can, without well-organized
interventions, temporarily sink the global economy, lightly regulated capitalism surpasses by
a large margin the economic capabilities of totalitarian societies in which access to
information is tightly restricted in the service of inducing compliance to rigid centralization.
Countries of this type tend to be less innovative, rapid in their adjustments to changing
conditions, and seem shockingly unlivable to even the most banally consumerist cultures.
These states’ economic inefficiencies and oppressiveness to their citizens make them almost
impossible to sustain long-term without assistance from external sources, and even though
totalitarianism terribly frightens its populaces into underperforming submissiveness much of
the time, it usually succumbs to revolution or solidifies its power with weapons and wealth
provided by governments of capitalist societies that are more than willing to contribute a bit
of lucre towards cementing their advantage. It remains to be seen whether monopolistic
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corporatizing of capitalism will veer so far into the authoritarian that problems typical of
totalitarianism begin to appear.
Invention of the personal computer in the latter half of the 20th century offers a lesson
in how big problems can arise from deficient response to unforecasted conditions. In the
mid-1970’s, a troupe of young technology aficionados including original members of what
would become the computer corporations Apple and Microsoft had yet to make it in the
business world. They were learning the ins and outs of hardware and programming as
amateurs, working on their machines from home, then meeting periodically for
collaboration in order to share ideas. It was a small-scale effort, but as ideal a collective
project as human beings can likely muster, with very little pretentiousness or rivalry. These
guys were doing what they loved, teaming up to advance their knowledge and the field of
computer engineering as fast as possible from out of sheer pleasure.
Bill Gates, who had dropped out of Harvard to pursue a career in computers, founded
Microsoft in 1975, and Steve Jobs quit his gig at an apple orchard to found Apple in 1976
with Steve Wozniak. A buoyant atmosphere of full bore progress at the expense of sleep,
hygiene and a social life persisted as these founders hired their first employees, who
possessed the same ethic of dedication. Gates was known to equip a room with pizza and
soda for his workers’ all-night programming binges.
In technological terms, this environment was perfect for rapid growth, with a series of
breakthroughs that by the mid-1980’s had made personal computers integral to business in
the United States, placed a PC in the homes of tens of millions, and designed a GUI
(graphical user interface) called “Windows” that has been the operating system template for
every mass marketed computer since. But in cultural terms, the full steam ahead, no
reservations approach towards developing computers gave rise to some social dilemmas.
These unassuming startups quickly became huge, multibillion dollar corporations
determined to protect their intellectual property rights and patents, exerting themselves to
control the market as all successful companies do, yet individuals throughout the country
still inhabited a subculture of spontaneous collaboration in the bent of early hobbyist
programming, speedily acquiring levels of proficiency sufficient to produce computer
technology of equivalent quality without pay, often distributed to fellow programmers and
the general public for free. A battle commenced between big business and the amateur
community, with many computer users bypassing technology that had required hundreds of
millions of dollars to release by accessing free resources instead, and corporations
generating ever more stringent safeguards with engineering and finance to make not-forprofit hardware and software inaccessible to consumers.
The outcome was that this field became obsessed with both cracking down on
freedom and utilizing any sliver of freedom that remained for subversive purposes. Major
corporations labored to assure incompatibility of their programming code with outside
innovation, and many millions of dollars were spent on contriving invasive mechanisms for
surveilling user behavior, while hackers continually found ingenious ways to circumvent
these measures Robinhood style. The upshot was that a computing arms race between
authorities and rebels eradicated citizen privacy, with all computer users subjected to
unwanted monitoring. This has reconstituted the fabric of society, as anyone can be policed
by organizations or have their information and activities scrutinized by competent coders at
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any time, with communication increasingly dangerous to both individual citizens and
governance of all types. The first computer whizzes gave not a thought to security, and we
have probably reached a point where there is no solution. The field of computing blitzed
through its technological barriers heedless of impact on the culture at large, and despite
some effort to cobble together fixes such as “password strength”, an ineffectual strategy if
servers that store user passwords are cracked or keystrokes can be recorded, even the most
basic social exchanges have come to involve risk. The safety of honest expression in all
mediums of electronic correspondence will most likely be unsalvageable.
In much of the Western world, especially the United States, individualism has been
glorified with good reason, for when a concerted effort is not made to champion
independence, society falls victim to a toxic mix of divergent subcultural evolution and mob
mentality that readily stirs up vicious disputes, as shown by prehistory’s feuding wars and
subsequent transition to militant imperialism in civilized contexts. But the individual is not
infallible, for one of the sources of corruption in modern society is mere absence of personal
vigilance about the course of leadership’s decision-making, and conversely the negligence of
supervision to adequately incentivize personal integrity in the education system and
additional institutional settings. The typical citizen tends to permit a large amount of
corruption in the domain of authority, and typical authorities take little personal
responsibility for many consequences of their decisions, especially as applicable to domains
within which those immediately involved are regarded as of low social status. Individualism
in the upper tiers of a social system breeds corruption due to rogue ambition, intoxication
with power, and convictions that one is superior, while individualistic inclinations in lower
tiers can foment corruption when systems fail to credit or even grant the opportunity for
personal achievement, infusing jaded morale into average civil action and inducing apathy
about daily repercussions of familial and collegial roles, a patchwork of many billion
thankless moments which nonetheless largely determine the whole temperament of a
population.
Inaptness in reacting to logistical crisis is also a potential source of institutional
corruption. When problems crop up that are severe enough to deeply tax a collective’s
response mechanisms, perhaps because lack of predictive foresight brought an issue on too
suddenly for mobilization, or it is unprecedented enough that preparation is deficient, or
simply because the scale is larger than an organization’s design can handle, even firmly
established, impeccably disciplined hierarchies may start to degenerate. In these cases,
collective efforts must deal with sometimes grim failures, and even unavoidable blunder can
threaten faith in intendances, leading to panic and a compounding of poor judgement as
leadership exerts itself to contain damage to the authority structures themselves, with
blame and suppression of dissent intensified into extremes that can destroy formerly
powerful individuals as well as respected traditions. Top ranking officials are dismissed,
internal squabbling breaks out, enforcement of standard procedure can become harsh or in
the worst cases brutally violent, and governing bodies are susceptible to losing their
mandate completely as communities they shepherd erupt into malcontented chaos.
So there is more to corruption in complex institutions than malicious abuse of control
for personal gains, though contributions from both individualism and logistical complication
are often oversimplistically interpreted as conspiratorial or criminal intent of a cabalized
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kind. The core dynamic from which modern corruption usually springs, by contrast, is
drifting of an organization too far in the direction of all-encompassing solidarity, which may
be intrinsic to the invasively regulated workings of most 21st century systems.
First of all, strictured settings constrain behavior so that individuals must constantly
suppress their affective states in order to meet collective expectations and remain in good
standing. This bottled up affect accumulates and festers over time until a particularly
stressful or unsupervised moment occurs, at which time all kinds of citizens either act
insensitively or blow their top and lash out at those around them, causing damage to
relationships and decreasing trust. Even motivation of a more reasoned kind is confined by
rules enforced in modern institutions, and individuals must constantly battle against
bureaucratic resistance to getting their needs met and interests served, turning collective
situations into unceasing disgruntlement, confrontation or litigation, which increases stress,
reduces quality of life, and estranges human beings from each other. Pent up affect as well
as the cerebral fight for one’s status and preservation often displace into a desire for
domination, so that organizations are usually gravitating towards arrangements in which
many members seek and acquire excessive control, seizing collective mechanisms for
personal gain or recognition as a superior.
Whenever leadership of some exclusivity is achieved by way of self-interestedly
exploiting a system, the effects of incompetent decision-making from out of bad intentions,
technical ineptitude or flaws in character are magnified to sometimes destructive levels,
where ill-advised judgement by single individuals can negatively impact thousands or even
millions of lives. While authority pursues inordinate amounts of power, any complacency
and passivity of underlings as well as the general population facilitates this effort, so that
management often turns a blind eye towards indifference or even promotes it, which
commonly conflagrates into so-called banality of evil when unaccountable leadership
becomes reckless or malicious without any significant reduction in consent. Exploitation and
negligence alike find modern institutions more than hospitable, affording a glut of niches for
personal irresponsibility and declines in collective integrity.
Altogether, there seem to be two poles of the institutional spectrum: subcultural
division and cultural uniformity. Social divisions of a well-adjusted nature can probably be
defined as forms of experimental diversification, with significant problems caused by any
trending into maladaptive extremes, such as individualism uncommitted to the collective’s
fate, or experimentation dramatic enough that the prospects of whole countries come to
depend on untested theory. Salubrious uniformity is something akin to a real democratic
framework, where every segment of the system has an opportunity for contributing
perspective to collective decision-making, and starts to become precariously radical when
consolidated into uncompromising, nonadapting, imperious culture. Much of the
contemporary world seems to be veering into the arena of oppressional solidarity, where
citizens are forced to conform while independent thought is discouraged. This has the
potential to devolve political organization into a coercion of mainstream beliefs and customs
that attacks existing diversity, prevents further diversification, and generally cripples the
ability of populations to change from out of intrinsic spontaneity, which is more nuanced,
rapid and committed than the inertial momentum of extrinsic impetus. This environment is
pitting majority culture against individualism, giving authority more control than is probably
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advisable, and making society more irrational, fallout showing up as a downward spiral into
exploitation, nihilism of a conscience-spurning kind, and the displacement of frustrations
into subcultural antagonism.
In the United States at least, society has not reached such an advanced stage of
corruption that institutions are irredeemable, for the political system is viable enough that
public reforms are possible, many remain vigilant and vocal about all kinds of injustices,
scientific research continues to make innovations benefiting civilian life beyond that which
sustains authority’s power, relatively uncontroversial opinions have forums for articulation
in settings such as education and electronic communications, while civic action maintains
some latitude for independent initiative. But nonetheless, politics are becoming less
democratic and more oligarchic, public activism for progressive causes more dangerous,
science more subservient to wealth, and communication less mobilized to bring individuals
together for mutual causes in ways unrestrained by the distancing ushered in via
dependency on virtual socializing. If culture persists in growing less individualistic and more
coercive, then corruption following from conspiratorial collusion at high levels, the
disenfranchisement of civic-minded behavior, and groupthink will worsen until we can only
divert ourselves away from the inefficiencies and terrors of invasive totalitarianism by
agitation that grinds the system to a halt, and if we pass even this point, poorly functioning
dystopia may become reality, our “new normal”.
Corruption in modern institutions is like a cultural illness. After emerging in one
domain of the system, it is liable to spread, as obedient behavior puts those who do not
likewise bend or break the rules when possible at a competitive disadvantage. Individuals
and groups engaging in corrupt practices must be occasionally caught to prevent order in a
system from completely disintegrating, which leads to beefed up, roving enforcement, the
institutional immune system if you will, posing threats everywhere. Enforcement often
grows overreactively strict, assailing many who are not chronic rulebreakers, nor any
significant danger to the system, as well as falsely identifying many individuals as
malefactors, a corrupted anticorruption comparable to autoimmune disorder. If measures
for combating corruption are not practiced long enough, widely enough, or effectively
enough to completely remedy the problem, a rebound can occur as new strategies are found
by which to again make mischievous activity rewarding, much like antibiotic resistance, after
which corruptive contagion resumes. If corruption takes hold at high organizational levels,
this is analogous to an infection of the nervous system or brain, causing forms of damage
which are an acute threat to the whole social organism’s survival as well as its future health
and potency.
In tightly regulated circumstances of the modern world, a deliberate deincentivizing,
suppression or eradication of diversity can become like immunodeficiency syndrome,
assaulting what little developmental faculty is sustainable within rigidly tiered culture,
extinguishing independent thought, spontaneous innovation and collaboration, novel action,
in essence the collective’s self-tailoring adaptivity. It is tempting to analogize social
progressiveness to engineering a perfectly calibrated, flawless machine, but all mechanical
systems require an outside agent to oversee their operations, maintaining, repairing and
updating them in order to protract working order in the face of inclement conditions and
inevitable wear and tear. Without nurturing this upkeep from within institutional civilization
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by fostering human ingenuity, society’s timespan is limited. Perhaps we can analogize
systematized institutionalizing to our model of the living organism, a mechanistic system
that adapts. This compels humanity to face a sobering fact: the maximum lifespan of higher
eukaryotes such as vertebrates, which are the most intricate and dominant lifeforms on the
planet, is usually much less than a hundred years. Even for a society that lacks corruption,
absence of revolutionizing creativity and the cognitive flexibility required for a population to
assimilate it spells doom.
Education is our most powerful tool because it allows us to reproduce humanity’s
cultural consciousness as efficaciously as our physical trait profile. But if we suppress
opportunity for individuals to learn and grow within the institutional frameworks necessary
for large-scale civilization to function, either by overbearing anticorruption mechanisms or
subjection to dictatorial authority that places its own subsistence above the collective’s
progress, our species’ long-term well-being may be imperiled, and perhaps our very survival.
Human history has thus far allowed ample occasion to improve upon mistakes and
deficiencies of our predecessors by simple accident of logistical limitations to institutional
invasiveness, but the increasing interconnectivity in human civilization is generating a more
extensive tyranny of the present over the future, with recovery harder for subsequent
generations to actualize. It will be our challenge in the 21st century and beyond to avoid the
permanence of regressiveness and stagnation, negotiating a balance between individuals,
collectives, and those qualities of humanity which are universal, optimizing stability and
crisis management while minimizing exploitation and the trammeling of progress so as to
give our species the greatest possible future.
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vii. Advanced Theory of Conception
24. The Basic Epistemology and Origins of Rational Conception
A lot of ground has been covered in this section. We addressed the origins of civilized
objectivity in antiquity’s philosophy, emphasizing ancient Greek culture’s influence upon
Europe’s epistemic foundations. Conditions of both material and conceptual kinds
distinguished European empiricism’s decline in the 1st millennium C.E. from its permanent
presence starting in the Middle Ages. Strict orthodoxy that dominated for much of the
Medieval period gave way during the Renaissance to more progressive philosophy and
education, which began to revolutionize the continent’s worldview, making rationality and
empirical activity of an innovative, systematic form more widespread, engendering a shift
from regarding the cosmos’ causality as imposed by supracognitive fate towards an outlook
conceiving human minds as the locus of our world’s apparent structure and reason the
keystone of civilization’s future.
The 18th century European quest for general principles by which to understand social
organization amongst diverse subcultures gave birth to a paradigm of historical analysis in
academia, apexing as evolutionary theories of ontology, nature, economy and culture, a
seminal Hegelianism soon followed by Darwinist naturalism, Marxist politics, and
Nietzscheanesque analysis of the memetic psyche, together with many peers throughout the
realms of Western intellectualism. At the turn of the 20th century, philosophical thought in
the West began to crystallize and expand into system-based civilization, including
accelerated theoretical and technological progress, more finely crafted discovery procedures,
and a grand synthesis of rationalist and empiricist strands of investigation, altogether
generating the enormous edifice of analytical science centered around quantitative
modeling, distributed worldwide and capable of reconstituting our planet’s future.
Humanity is still trying to tame the transformative social and ecological consequences of
these rapid developments, seeking to optimize modern collectivism while averting
imprisonment in a maladaptive nightmare of our own creation as well as destruction from
misuse of this technical potency.
We discussed naturalistic, technological and cultural fact within various domains
behavioral function. This included scientific theory, history and institutions of medical
treatment, nutrition, violent combat and reproduction. It was shown that close linkage
exists between the development of language and theoretical thinking. Knowledge of
perception in both humans and the rest of nature can be assembled such that penetrating
revelations are possible, with clear implications for biological, neurological and social
research. All of the intuitions and approaches emergent from various fields of inquiry
combine in such a way that we can derive solid indications of how the human psyche within
its cultural and natural environments has changed in the past as well as where it is headed,
allowing us to understand motivation on deep levels and fashion a pragmatic foundation for
ethics in contemporary, institution-based society.
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Direct examination of causality itself revealed that categories we utilize to parse and
organize observations as well as higher concepts are largely arbitrary, and uncertainty has
thus far been intrinsic to knowledge. From both current and historical perspectives, the
episteme is manifestly provisional, a work in progress. Applying these theoretical insights
about theory itself to a phenomenon such as emotion, the topic with which we began this
section, leads to doubting the likelihood of reaching finality, but our wide-ranging facts and
speculations nevertheless give analysis strategic form.
First, we select a sphere of interest with importance, such as reproduction for instance.
We consider all the relevance our knowledge of emotion has within the bounds of this
generality, in terms of nature, history, culture, phenomenology, qualitative subjectivity, or
rationale. We commit to additional areas of interest, whether it be healthcare, nutrition,
conflict, or something more technical like physiology or evolutionary selection pressure.
Once the body of fact falling into our classes is satisfactorily broad and detailed, we begin to
amalgamate, looking for novel associations that break down our neat and tidy,
compartmentalized workspaces of thought, and these hybridizations give rise to more
synthetic intuitions and concepts, platforming intercategory and eventually interdisciplinary
analyzing such as in our uniting of quantum physics with biochemistry, and both of these
with physiology of perception as well as the necessary and sufficient conditions for
evolutionary selection of psychical traits, ultimately begetting holistic narratives of truth
supplying anchorage to all kinds of further study, in essence recollectivizing divergent
strands of knowledge formation.
This metaorganizing of theoretical thought’s content consists in two general processes:
perception and conception. As we attempt to comprehend the world, empirical efforts
branch out into new areas of observation, then draw the patterns we experience together
into a single mass of adjacencies of which human minds are the hub. Coordinating with
these perceptual acquisitions is a generalizing of patterns, ordering that reaches out to
cerebrally grasp psychical material and integrate it structurally, as a body of actual and
potential associations. This diversifying collection of desiderata and convergent unification,
at base perceptual pattern and conceptual generalization, give rise to the heterogeneity of
systematic truth, existing as a mental phenomenon while also inhering in environments, as
sense-perceptual impressions, particular objects, intentional agents and memetic encodings
in their innumerable forms.
Then what ramifications does this elaboration of our episteme have for the inquiry as
to whether emotion is spontaneous or deterministic? Does a 21st century cognizance of
objective fact informed by familiarity with contemporary empiricism reconstitute the issue,
as was intimated? This is a famous antinomy stretching all the way back to 18th century
Kantian critique of metaphysics; we cannot yet make a decision either way, and the degree
of certainty that would produce resolution may even be impossible, but if we pry deeper it is
tempting to consider in what sense the dilemma of emotion even exists.
Emotion seems to be an informal interpretation of our own and others’ experiences as
well as a formal concept of how certain material, biological, physiological, phenomenological,
subjective, even spiritual events happen, but if we were to pinpoint its very essence, it is
fundamentally and simply a symbol. Emotion is the verbal symbol “emotion”, which
participates in inducing a vast range of ideas as we perform acts of speech and writing. The
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more we communicate about emotion, the richer our image of associated phenomena
becomes as we riff around the term, assembling facts by stimulating perceptions, memories
and concepts in our own and other human minds, often including an analytical dimension
which gives concretions under consideration inferentially logical structure, a clearer and
distincter form as interrelationships provisional of explicitness. Symbolism of all expressive
types is arranged, rearranged, combined and distinguished so as to grant reality more than
mere existence, but also implicatory meaning focused into definite purposes within the
context of thought and behavior, guiding our practices in particular directions to the
exclusion of alternatives. The term “emotion” and all linguistic symbolism is a way of
pointing, assistance in gathering up diverse experiences and then aiming the whole mass at
specific goals, as more coalescent cognition. Language assists in synthesizing experienced
phenomena into the intentionality of an executive function within the psyche which we call
‘self’, a binding process which is the core of reasoned agency.
Once we acknowledge “emotion” as a symbolic auxiliary of the thought process, with a
functional effect quite disjuncted from causality it is employed to describe, what remains as
direct and immediate truth, residing beyond our acts of expression, the intrinsicality of
phenomena themselves which we would regard as reality’s substance? Essentially, we are
left with multifarious appearances, manifest to a morphing frame of reference we can
loosely refer to as the ‘psyche’ while it engages in perspective-taking exacted by its
executive function experienced as our ‘self’. When we arbitrarily pluck the term “emotion”
out of this mix, dispensing with all the networked exigencies of meaning with which it is
laden, we see a dazzling array of causes awaiting our decision-making, some almost
automatic, some reflexive, some irrational, rational, technical, theoretical, some we would
consider scientific, with no necessity besides their relevance to our own minds, bodies,
behaviors and lives. Our worlds do not revolve around us, yet the form of existence
depends on our own frame of reference, including the perspectives we willfully choose to
entertain and pursue. Reality fluxes independent of our awareness, as a thus far
immeasurable kaleidoscope of impressions arising from causes that are largely veiled, but at
the same time requires our participation in grasping and shaping it.
So there is no inherent quandary in regards to emotion besides the impact of manifold
causality upon our priorities and the onus of selecting apt courses of action. But what about
the notion of causality itself: are dynamics of our world deterministic, with choice an illusion,
or nondeterministic, with apparent order essentially a spontaneous, unconditioned
interpretation? Again, we can venture to vacate the term “determinism” from the premises,
along with all its baggage of meaning, and assess the remainder. What we then similarly
have is a vast conglomerate of particular causes, simultaneous and coordinated but also
individual, with some appearing to be determined by antecedents with relative certainty,
and some connected to their apparent environments in more unspecifiable ways, relatively
undetermined, but all existing in parallel, not opposed, contradicting, clashing in any way
surpassing what emerges from an experiencing of demands they place on the psyche
together with affirmation or negation of their importance by the intentional self.
If emotion and determinism are “emotion” and “determinism”, mere symbolic tools
for identifying particular elements in our fundamentally synthetic, noncontradictory reality,
set apart from perceptual structure, how does cognizing which falls within the purview of
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these and other terms bring about an experience of paradox, the clash of equally logical but
seemingly opposed viewpoints? An intuitive instance is provided by the dichotomy between
emotion and reason.
The word “emotion” is a symbol directed at many perceptions, but its quintessential
usage is as an approximate label for physiological states of strong affect, deeply ingrained in
the process of acquiring concepts of feeling and behavior as we imbibe teaching and
example. We accumulate many experiences in consort with which the word is used, and this
growing body of experiential moments leads to conceptual generalization, an interpretive
orientation that is not of course based upon overtly recognizing our total background of
perceptions, and even less so the overall causality concerned, but rather on a history of
conditioning instantiated as the components in a huge and intricate agglomeration of
substances we are made of, biological processes which reorder and abbreviate existence in
the service of function. The entirety is inconceivable to naked thought, and thus far also
beyond the scope of theory and technology, but we can for present purposes convey what is
meant by appealing to some general categories of modularity: immediate perception and
conception; etchings of the environment into substrates like our bodies, cognition,
memories, or presentational mediums such as speech and writing, representations which
are often regarded as ‘information’; our homeostatic state; the efficient discharge of
behavior; all loosely tangented by the verbal symbol. “Reason” is likewise directed at a large
variety of experiences related to the type of thoughtfulness focused on solving problems or
figuring out ways to meet goals. We are conditioned by much observation of reasoning
activity in all kinds of circumstances to reach generalizations that employment of the word
“reason” proximates, getting us in the ballpark.
If we light upon the issue of determinism, we see a similar dynamic of generalizing.
Use of the word “deterministic” loosely intersects with all the conditioning exacted upon our
minds by instances of effects that seem to necessarily follow upon causes, while
“nondeterministic” osculates with what is experienced as indefinite in its causality. Our
sense for these two concepts hovers as a massive truncation of conscious, unconscious,
misapprehended, forgotten and unregistered happenings, and as we play ball cognitively
and communicatively, verbal symbols are some of our equipment.
So as we are conditioned by experience, this conditioning becomes imprinted in what
we are, reconstituting the substance of environments into the substance of human
organisms. The process is not designed for absolute fidelity, but rather incidental to
evolution, with an at least minimum suitability for the reproduction that enables subsistence
beyond a single lifespan. Interpretive comportments of our makeup, in essence structures
and functions of stimulus and response, exist largely because they work well enough to
propagate themselves, but this practicability is a confluence of many factors: metabolic
demands of growth, danger avoidance, maintenance of health, navigation of social
situations, satisfaction of drives and desires, all kinds of biochemistry and physiology. An
organism must not only adapt to its environment, but its parts which are differentiated into
the trillions must adapt to each other, so that causality within a living being is categorically
different than causality as such. Organic life interacts with the real and especially its local,
similarly scaled conditions in a deeply rooted codependence, but its hybrid structures are at
the same time distinct, severing substance into a multitude of natures.
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Conception is no different than any organic feature insofar as its nature is established
by sui generis form along with specific orientation to chemical, physiological and
ecosystemic environments. What human capacity for conception and more narrowly
conceptual generalization are exactly in addition to how they arose is unknown, a question
for phenomenology, philosophy of mind, neuroscience and evolutionary psychology.
Perhaps some dynamic of neural structuring exists that is common to all the most cognitive
species, responsible for grouping particulars into kinds as a basic phenomenon, in behaviors
as diverse as mate selection, social stratifying, nest-building, technological inventiveness,
naming, philosophical reasoning towards essences and fundamentals, scientific classification,
and theoretical modeling. Maybe the act of generalizing will one day be correlated with
tissues of the cerebrum, a brain structure which is comprised of some of the most rewritable
neuronal wiring and synesthesia, possibly responsible for integrating highly dispersed
phenomena within cognition via processes of association-making that facilitate behavioral
priming as discussed in chapter 17 of this section, “The Origins and Evolution of Perception
in Organic Matter”.
Despite the nonlocal nature of matter, our bodies are a constraining factor in the
structure and function of conception because, as relatively large aggregates of mass that
evolved to subsist in a similarly scaled environment, their fate is largely determined by what
we perceive to be relatively local spatiotemporality. Due to our bodies’ macroscopic
qualities, we experience the strong instinct that possibilities for action and outcome
amongst three dimensional and sequential cause and effect are of primary importance,
having great value for survival, satiation of affect and social satisfaction. Phenomena
analogous to our bodies influence us as an apparent flow from past towards future
distributed in space, to which our cognition becomes attached as we spatiotemporally
navigate and conceptually interpret environments at the macroscopic level. Thus, though
humans have an awareness of distinct and indivisible self, the psyche is conditioned for
responding to stimuli as if it is fused with the outer world, an experiential complex of body,
objects, external and internal percepts, thoughts, memories, linguistic expressions and
feelings which gives the self a sense that behaviors, meanings and beliefs are necessitated
by palpable causality entangled with the corporeal in an intrinsic way.
Apparent causality as a whole is quite unconscious, inducing confusions and a
perpetual train of surprises, but its intersection with intentionality of the self, that facet of
awareness within which we can interpret happenings into intelligible forms via reflection,
filiates three well-defined though only approximating categories of experiencing.
Affective experience is the impingement of basic drives in the psyche, manifesting as
urges that seem to well up from the core of one’s being or compulsively startle, imposing
upon our intentional will. In the somewhat less socialized circumstances of premodern
civilization, these motivational forces more often resulted in catharsis, an impassioned
discharge of affect via unrestrained behavior. In the modern psyche, which tends to be
conditioned in greater measure by reasoning, it shows up as the ‘id', visceral impulses which
we usually suppress or else sublimate into behaviors with consequences condoned
according to standards for appropriateness in social groups, the common rationales that
normalize relationships.
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Recognitional experience is made up of the elements in our psyches contributing to
determination of how surroundings can consummate affect, the assimilation of situational
factors into notions of action and consequence that sate our organic drives conceived as
wants and needs. Its foundation for both ancients and moderns has been the act of
assessing environments, predicting how causality will impact one’s personal success or
failure. The range of apparent patterns in civilization has become complicated enough that
reasoning our way from problems to solutions consumes much of our cognitive resources,
enriched into a dense concentration of logistical effort called the ‘ego’, a persona which
processes knowledge into technical, psychological and social strategies, along with
fashioning consistent demeanor as an individual’s identity.
Cultural experience is our cognizance of constraints that communities place on
behavior as the most broadly applicable norms, deliberately transmitted between many
generations, which can be called core ‘customs’. This began with mores of hunter-gatherers,
traditions that delineated collective meanings and practices tied to key events in the
lifecycle such as coming of age, marriage, supplication of gods, and achievement of
leadership positions. In modern civilization, community ritual has been wrought into
complex institutional frameworks that influence criteria by which the ego’s reasoning
decides on appropriate courses of action. The directives of religion, the legal system and
additional institutions can condition the psyche towards responding to situations and
behaviors with dutiful restraint or deep-seated feelings of scruple, our ‘conscience’ which
psychology terms the ‘superego’, subordinating one’s id and ego to notions of collective
consequence and obligation. Communal conceptualizations linked to the ethical
consciousness instilled by large-scale collectivity, incumbent upon individual motivation, are
what is generally meant by ‘morality’, systems of conscience-adjudicating rules and related
beliefs existing in most if not all societies.
Since our experience of causality is in essence our reality, and our impressions of what
is real are the foundation for that which we hold to be true, the foregoing threefold division
affords us an opportunity to outline the fundamentals of truth. The id’s affect, provisional of
being unleashed as catharsis, the ego’s recognition of ways in which to reach goals,
expressed as the pursuit of gauging behavioral causes and effects with accuracy, and the
superego’s submission to customs that regulate many behaviors, embodied in highly
cultivated civilization as a moral conscience, combine in three general ways. Affect and
recognition result in technical creativity, a spontaneous desire for working as opposed to
deficient cognitive and behavioral strategies. Recognition and culture give rise to systems of
rules that define behavioral accuracy or appropriateness in a social group. And culture
together with affect impel the development and practice of aesthetically motivated rituals.
Examples of technical creativity range all the way from prehistoric pottery to computer
programming; systems of rules have taken center stage in hunter-gatherer manners,
modern legal systems and everything in between; and rain dances, ancient Greek drama,
Romantic operas, 20th century sports leagues and much more all place particular emphasis
on aesthetic tradition. Discernment and acceptance of truth falls within the boundaries of
these three categories: the true must meet demands for technical, predictive accuracy, be
socially appropriate enough to avoid prohibitive irrelevance, impracticality or dangerousness,
while attaining to an aesthetic medium that is appealing or precedential enough to seem of
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intuitive significance, altogether worthy of regard, as context the mind connects with, an
inhabited conceptual and sensual space.
Modeled in this way, human truth does not seem utterly distinguishable from the rest
of nature. Many thousands of animal species exercise technical ability: almost all of
kingdom Animalia skillfully builds nests; some bird species have figured out how to acquire a
meal by dropping shellfish while in flight; chimpanzees use reedlike leaves as a makeshift
tool for drawing ants out of the apertures by which they enter and exit their nests, procuring
a tasty snack. All birds and mammals that live in social groups have status criteria
determining groundrules for mating, and most species demarcate territories, transgression
of which prompts aggressiveness that in many cases is not dissimilar to human punitive
measures. Rituals of mass migration are dependent upon the way a species’ environment
feels to it, with changes in weather and temperature touching off coordinated travel on
sometimes amazingly large scales. Just like humans, other species’ cognition and behavior
are based on the way they experience reality, the convergence of technical, social and
aesthetic causality, in a vast quantity of cases clearly involving conceptual interpretations
informing choice.
All animals have their so to speak “true” realities, but huge discrepancies exists in how
the most cognitive species experience the difference between true and false. With a
majority, technical failure leads to trying the same strategy somewhere else, such as
constructing a similar nest in a new location if the previous one has been destroyed.
Violation of territorial or mating privileges, the equivalent of breaking the rules for most
animal species, usually utilizes confrontation to decide who has prerogative. And for most
animals, rituals motivated by aesthetic sensibility merely involve moving their bodies to a
new location. For species with humanlike levels of reasoning ability, technical failure usually
induces a new behavioral strategy. When social tensions exist, they are often mitigated with
highly symbolic gestures of deference or affection, and if conflict cannot be resolved by
demonstrative posturing, rivalries begin or socialized groups of organisms simply part ways.
Aesthetic traditions in animals with the highest intelligence are typically more emotional,
centered on a refined experiencing of pleasures and pains, including the feeling of power,
jesting, informal play, and sometimes structured gaming, cruelty or eroticism.
We can contrast this with the modern human experience of true vs. false. Failed
technical creativity results when affect undermines the carrying out, commitment to or
comprehension of some train of thought, and we can fall short of noting a relevant
implication as we contemplate from cerebral causes like complexity or lack of knowledge.
Social error consists in an intolerability of thoughts or motives in relation to our community’s
institutional standards for validity and respectability. Aesthetic rituals are insufficient when
our methods for organizing information or procedure are inadequate for civic practice or
productive thought.
Obviously there is a huge chasm between nonhumanlike, intelligent, and peak human
ranges of the experiential spectrum: the enculturated cognition of civilized Homo sapiens
tends to be internalized, reflective, and sublimated into elaborate concepts of collective
meaning, whereas simplistic cognition is concerned with assisting interaction between the
organism’s body and its natural and social environment, while intelligent cognition is
focused on comparatively superficial, fleeting actualizations. In short, peak human reality is
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not characterized merely by problem-solving and high intelligence, but also profounder
psychosocial valuations. The inquiry is then into how one of the many reasoning species on
this planet acquired a richer intentionality than its counterparts. Progressing scientific
research has the potential to reveal greater detail than reflections based on current fact can
muster, but it seems possible to make some initial speculations into what makes humanity
so unique and perhaps uniquely flawed.
To begin with, we can say that mind as such functions by catalyzing experiential states
during which a multiplicity of perceptual phenomena are held in particular orientations
within cognition, as a qualitative contexture. This is memory’s essence: the coordination of
mental processes into a holistic, prolonged representation of the environment, modulated
by sensitization and habituation, ultimately serving to enhance discharge of behavior by
integration of the body with a plurality of stimuli, allowing the organism to grow bigger
without prohibitive sacrificing of efficient speed, and better anticipate the most mercurial
causes and effects. Observing squirrels in action provides a perfect example, as they
instantly abandon their rooting around, raise up and intensely scrutinize environments at
the slightest hint of an unfamiliar sound, usually with no idea yet of what they are hearing.
The squirrel’s mind repeatedly primes it for rapid fight-or-flight response by inducing
undivided attention, startling the animal into devotion of its physiological resources towards
a phenomenal representation of the relationship between body position and surroundings,
which increases reaction time such that not a few squirrel lives have been saved.
The associational rudiments of an inferencing mentality consist in further aligning the
perceptual phenomena of experiential states within cognition such that behaviors requiring
integrated awareness can be discharged with coordination and predictiveness. This happens
in conjunction with mental mapping of the environment/mind complex, orienting an
organism to its circumstances. Consider a frog catching insects with its tongue: it sees the
bug, feels its body, matches up these phenomena within a positional substrate, and lashes
out in a rapid burst of hybridized behavior, garnering a meal before its prey even knows
what happened. Returning to our squirrel, if a tasty nut of just the right size is spotted, it
associates this object with its bodily emplacement and whatever memory concepts it has of
food and more, all inhering in a holistic matrix of orientation, then coordinates the act of
approaching and picking up the nut with its mouth. Squirrels have a strong urge to stow
their prizes, perhaps we could call this an aesthetic of nuts, but are not particularly good at
remembering the location. At any rate, their mental map allows them to at least accurately
hone in on particular tracts of land where they should be looking some months later.
This environment/mind experiential complex evolves in three general domains. More
advanced organisms such as adult mammals and birds sense their own body as the most
salient aspect of the environment. If this is not quite humanlike identity in most cases, it is
clearly a foundational self-awareness analogous to the sustained feeling we have of our own
physiological states. Thousands of species also have awareness of others’ intentions as a
foremost cause, helping them judge what all kinds of animals are likely to do in myriad
situations, and often what other animals are expecting them to do as well. Many organisms
also attribute a kind of selflike concept to nonintentional bodies, frequently as a possessive
extension of their own intentionality.
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Perception and conception, awareness of oneself, awareness of other intentional
selves, and awareness of nonintentional selves function for mind/body/environment
interfacing, and as this combination of reasoning and discrimination evolved, the thinking,
motive, and concepts of phenomena they are addressed to transitioned into the precursor
of human logic, a cognitive process of assembling mental content as frameworks of more
associational complexity, with greater resemblance to the emergent structures generated by
what we define as formal inferencing from evidence to conclusion, a kind of protologicality.
This is a flexible architecturing that imaginatively fits perceptions together in a wider range
of orientations, demonstrated most objectively by human language and birdsong, how they
can organize the mind's qualitative states as conceptual patterning manifest in expression,
within generalized forms that are much more than reflexively intuitive.
As touched upon in chapter 14 of this section, “The Synergistic Function and
Coevolution of Language and Theoretical Thought”, emergence of human language
participated in loosening up social constraints upon the self, disjuncting acts arising out of
introspective conceptualization from brute negative or positive feedback exacted in
relationships between individuals when predominantly based around exteroceptive,
proprioceptive, affective and interoceptive states. This liberated symbolic and abstract
thinking among other cognitive traits to develop at a rapid pace, coinciding with improved
technological prowess. The human mind’s heightened flexibility made our species capable
of molding its own nature via thought and the construction of culture. Humans became able
to manipulate phenomena in intricately socioconceptual ways as memes, which sublimated
the species into greater reliance on intellectuality, more complex intentionality in general,
and made subtle insights easily transmissible to the wider community. A boost in the
degrees of freedom for motivation, thought and communication allowed individuals and
societies to actualize themselves in psychically deeper ways, incidentally granting human
collectives a surplus of proficiency at adjusting to novel conditions, with a burgeoning brain
plasticity that could expeditiously adapt to every environment on Earth.
The basic mental faculties of hunter-gatherers, herders and early farmers remained
comparable wherever they took root, with equivalent types of thinking required to solve
problems posed by any environment, in fabricating shelter and clothing, acquiring food,
healing illness, or negotiating community relations. They all reasoned about the actual and
potential causality of materials at their disposal, behavioral tendencies of individuals they
associated with, the surrounding world generally. But cultures in different locales, with their
variant milieus and genetic drifting, confronted discrepant particulars, whether those of
biochemistry and physique, temperament, climate, food chains, usability of objects and
resources, or demands placed upon intention by idiosyncratic norms, mores and rituals, so
that the founder effect alongside unique event sequences could accentuate divergence in
even reflection-linked traits such as truculence, competitiveness, or tendency towards
superstition. As Homo sapiens spread to all corners of the Earth, every community had its
technological methods, nutritional delicacies, medicinal palliatives, languages, manners,
gods, art forms, and traditions for making decisions or resolving disputes, but some tribes
were more bellicose and prone to feuding, fantasied in their cognizing of the spiritual,
egalitarian or authoritarian, depending on the peculiarities of their conditions and pasts.
Even though lifestyles of for instance Scottish of the Highlands, Native Americans of the
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Great Plains, or Arab Bedouins of the Middle East all arose from similar enough cognitive
profiles that they could have easily merged in a couple generations given a sufficing social
environ, and largely have in some countries such as the modernized United States, specifics
of survival strategy, customs, beliefs and modes of expression in separate prehistoric
populations disunited to the point of substantial incompatibility.
In consort with each culture’s mode of living, material conditions as well as individual
and collective trait profiles converge in the act of perceiving and comprehending reality,
which can be considered the fact-mediated facet of thought, a bottom-up style of reasoning
that conceives practical consequences of interaction with the world. But with humans,
surplus reasoning perspicaciousness masters the enjoinments of bare necessity without too
much trouble and looks for something more, as an inspired, imaginative inquisitiveness
seeking to surpass the functionally conceptual, a top-down kind of thought bestowing
ordinary facts in all their diversity an intellectual coherence, exceeding the meaning of one’s
immediate experiences to contemplate existence on a cosmic scale.
For most of humanity’s tenure on the planet, this facet of thought which strives to be
comprehensively coherent has incarnated as three general kinds of myth. Etiological myths
envision the causality of mysterious or seemingly miraculous happenings such as the
weather, behaviors of animals, or pivotal events of life. Historical myths describe the origins
of these causes in the unobserved past, usually as creative acts of the gods. And
psychological myths use reputed exploits of both triumphant and tragic figures to portray a
culture’s most important values, aspirations and interpretations of life’s meaning: love,
comradery, courage, intelligence, greed, victory and defeat, fate’s inescapability, discontents
such as treachery, temerity, or impiety. Mythical storytelling rose to prominence for its
emotive, evocative purpose rather than as technical analysis, often recounting events unlike
anything anyone had ever witnessed or in any way verified.
Prehistoric truth in its aspects as descriptive and narratory expression, fact laden with
association and inference, overarching and integrative coherence, technical facility,
behavioral appropriateness and aesthetic allurance drifted evolutionarily as Homo sapiens
dispersed throughout the world, but at the same time many of these earliest migrations put
down quite permanent roots in particular locales, so that some communities lived under
similar ecological and social conditions for thousands of years. When stability of
circumstance gained traction, mores, traditions of cathartic ritual, and conceptualizations of
reality could indurate into lasting belief systems provisional for extreme solidarity of
collective meaning, practice and purpose.
At the end of the last ice age, roughly 10,000 B.C.E., populations swelled, social groups
moved about in search of more land, while humans began constructing the first large-scale
settlements and infrastructures. Different ethnicities with their divergent ways of life
mingled in many regions and trade volume picked up, so that society was becoming a
multicultural entity. Tribes fought wars, then enforced their ways of life on those they
conquered, ideas spread throughout the world in time of peace via commerce and
relocation, with antiquity’s humans facing up more than anyone ever had to the contingency
of their beliefs and activities. This dramatic transformation towards cultural intercourse and
diversity, an adjacency of contrary perspectives, often compromised the certainty with
which customs were viewed, destabilizing belief systems. In many parts of the world,
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immingled fact, concept and practice within rigid social orders started to discompose, the
tightly wound cords of culture unraveling into sundry strands of technique, ritual, behavioral
principle and myth. The human psyche was losing touch with age-old presumptions about
reality, but simultaneously gained an opportunity to strike out in new directions, weaving its
way towards novel forms of truth.
In the Old World, this crisis of meaning seems to have come to a head in the mid to
latter half of the first millennium B.C.E. as imperial and nomadic invasion temporarily
quiesced in some areas and citizens strove to make sense of massive reconfigurations in the
ethnic and class composition of societies. At first, innovative belief systems with their
founders and adherents were more oriented towards cultish ritual than intellectual analysis.
The Pythagoreans of ancient Greece promulged a then radical concept that the world
operates according to mathematical principles, with tetrahedrons, cubes, octahedrons,
dodecahedrons and icosahedrons being the essence of substance. They also maintained a
vegetarian diet that strictly forbade the eating of beans, and believed in metempsychosis,
transmigration of souls into a new body after death, a novel idea for antiquity’s Europe.
Vardhamana of India spent twelve and a half years as an ascetic, fasting and meditating,
even walking around naked in public, having renounced life, but eventually reached an
epiphany of enlightenment, then commenced teaching the inhabitants of his community as
Mahavira, “great hero” in Sanskrit, leading to status as a foremost prophet of the religion
called Jainism still in existence today. The doctrinal movements in this brave new
multicultural world as fostered by emboldened, self-defining individuals and the collectives
they inspired were at first oriented mostly towards spirituality, but as civilized economies of
complex division of labor and technological advancement took center stage, strains of
technical thought no longer inextricably embedded in traditional rituals and mores were
absorbed and recombined in the reasoning of progressive subcommunities, enriching some
human belief systems and their spirituality with an enhanced intellectuality.
For hunter-gatherers, the causality invoked by beliefs, consisting in their factual truth
or falsity, was relatively basic, for circumstances could remain static for hundreds of
generations, a simple matter of meeting necessities of life, navigating social relationships in
communal settings, and coming to a workable understanding of numinosity no more
strenuous than spinning a provocative yarn in the form of folk legend together with artistic
expression and ritual. Once large-scale civilization took shape, numerousness of its
subcultures and professional niches, consequent increases in the complexity of relationships
between both individuals and collectives, reliance on technological development and
fluctuating economic systems, alongside a whole new societal tier of civic institutions with
all the related mass action, disaffection and upheaval, made true and false much more
difficult to ascertain. It was found that labyrinthian social arrangements and logistically
challenging ecologies required intensive analysis of mere cause and effect in order to
improve and thereby secure a civilization’s way of life. No doubt partly inspired by these
complications, reasoning itself became a distinguishable art and then occupation
undertaken as philosophy, and though not at first of the same stature as politics and religion,
for we have few firsthand records of antiquity’s theorizing, it acquired a distinctive ethos
which has been influential to mindsets all the way up until the present day.
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Historically, whether analytical reasoning functioned as an instrument of what
contemporary citizens thinks of as social conservativism or liberalism was mostly dependent
on the civilized milieu it was working within. Some societies treated groundbreaking
philosophy harshly or punitively, while others were more forward thinking, with much
variation by time and place. If a culture was oriented towards purveying truth as
authoritative doctrine rather than via egalitarian participation, its philosophical
commitments were likely to take the form of decretal principles instead of provisionary
discourses. Yet the blossoming value system we know as ‘rationality’ evolved some
universal properties wherever it arose, as an outcome of its intrinsic role on the leading edge
of collective progress, whether Confucian, Athenian or otherwise, represented by all the
major schools of thought around the world, in antiquity, the Middle Ages, as well as
modernity. Every civilization has had its own substantiation of rationality varying somewhat
in particulars, but the Socratic ethic of Plato’s literature, which attests to his philosophical
academy’s intellectual climate, provides an excellent example of the key ingredients.
Collaborativeness is paramount, for rationality justifies its impact by questing for a
measure of universalizability in the fact-based truth it sets forth, giving practitioners and
beneficiaries alike a broadly legitimated certainty about the courses of action to which they
should commit. We see this standard of ideal communality in the way Socrates approaches
philosophical issues from multiple angles, accounting for a wide range of assumptions in
pursuit of syntheses that assimilate the best features in each of his interlocutor’s viewpoints
while explicitly identifying and rejecting any flaws, unconstrained by reputation. Socrates’
critical-minded constructiveness never reaches finalized form, but makes the tacit
supposition that such comprehensive conclusions are of the highest merit. Unadulterated
rationality idolizes free thought as mutual thought, irrespective of the implications for status.
From this perspective, ideas are a kind of common property most effectively elaborated
when personal or subcultural identity is subordinated to a collectivity of uninhibited sharing
that unveils the purest essence of truth.
Rationality has high regard for persuasiveness, the ability to articulately express one’s
views. Socrates’ conversations are extremely organized, almost formal in their degree of
coordination, with a stylized eloquence that had probably become the academy’s standard.
This went hand in hand with a certain amount of decorum, for the tone of his exchanges,
while sometimes ironic, is cordial, even-tempered, and tolerant of the speaker, whoever it
happens to be; there are no bad manners, interruptions or wanton offenses.
Creative speculation is important to Socratic dialectic, an imaginativeness that
tolerates moments of uncertainty in order to explore lines of questioning, which often lead
to extemporaneous insights. Socrates initiates with hypothetical premises followed by
undetermined chains of reasoning that do not shy away from arriving at logical
contradictions and refutations. Socrates’ freethinking willingness to debunk precedential
opinion defines his thought, as no one is immune to discredit, which is not merely a dramatic
device, but one of the main themes of Plato’s literary aura and probably a core virtue of the
academy. This is clear from one of Plato’s first works, The Apology, during which Socrates
defends himself against accusations of impious conduct in front of the Athenian assembly,
having turned down assistance in fleeing the city from out of respect for his culture’s legal
institutions. He foregoes the usual emotional plea so as to rationally explain his dedication
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to philosophy, an attempt which tragically fails in warding off a death sentence, portraying
the way intellectual courage can be misunderstood as lack of integrity, a strong statement to
the effect that any borderline iconoclasms in Platonic literature should not be construed as
malicious.
Rationality also holds clarity of thought in high esteem, evinced by Socrates’ pristinely
lucid and efficient disquisitiveness, abetted by a question and answer format that lends his
reasoning a degree of systematization. One of Socratic dialectic’s criteria for intelligibility is
self-consistency: a train of thought is pursued until contradiction becomes apparent, at
which time commitment to an inferential sequence is withdrawn and the topic approached
from a different angle or a new hypothetical premise introduced. With purely rational
deliberation, absurdity, vagueness and equivocation are problematized in pursuit of
economical coherence.
These rationalist values are still very much a part of culture, perhaps even the
foundation of contemporary intellectualism. Reasoned exchanges between individuals in
small-scale academic settings tend to be extraordinarily egalitarian, with everyone having
license to contribute as desired, taking turns sharing queries and insights. The factual
foundation for this highly collectivized collaboration is a tradition of peer review at least in
principle accessible to millions. When the milieu becomes too large-scale to platform
unmoderated participation, human beings organize themselves into ultrastructured formats
of conferencing or prolix lecturing that are extremely formal bordering on ceremonial.
Scholarly environments are probably the only place humans have permission to be radically
wrong, as ideas upon which professional purposes, conceptual paradigms, even whole
worldviews are based suffer demolition. This is in fact an anticipated inevitability, and
famous intellectuals are often discredited without sustaining any damage to their social
status. Academia is not only uncommonly lenient towards intellectual risk-taking, but also
to conscientious objection and civil disobedience, as universities have often inclined to be
the epicenters of protest movements. Academic literature is painstakingly authored in such
a way that it is as clear and concise as possible, maximally intelligible, despite the sometimes
difficult nature of its subject matter as well as vulnerability of lucid language to rebuttal.
So distinctly ‘rational’ truth-seeking is set apart as more concerned with conceptual
order than probably any cultural domain. Optimal precision and accuracy is demanded of its
technical creativity, analysis of basic fact, and theoretical generalizations. In rational
discussions and discourse, affect is highly constrained by criteria for cogency, regardable as
mores of consideration for one’s audience, more than probably any other kind of interaction.
And the aesthetic of rationality is one of self-control, thoughtfulness, balance of perspective,
in essence sublimation of a social group into pure reasoning, channeling libido towards the
self-aware mind.
When the ethos of rationality is in effect as a valuation of behavior, it exerts strong
pressure on the individual psyche to become highly organized conceptually. Intentionally
rational thought attempts to be more structured, its inferencing self-consciously formalized
in line with standards for well-constructed, objective validity. If reflection is striving to be
rational, its treatment of evidentiary facts must lead seamlessly to generalizations without
any confusion of the issue, and if a reasoner has obviously failed to exercise clarity of
thought in a situation where this is expected, he or she is readily perceived as in error.
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Academicians began to scrutinize and classify rational thinking as early as B.C.E. times,
a discipline which was called ‘logic’, seminalized most influentially by the ancient Greek
philosopher Aristotle, with improprieties in rationalizing singled out as logical fallacies.
These definitions and standards of appropriate and inappropriate reasoning provide
groundrules for well-formed inferential thought as the template of intellectual rhetoric.
The cardinal dilemma of logic is contradiction, for if it is asserted that both a
proposition and its opposite are true, there appears to be no scenario in which a reasoner is
not incorrect. For instance, if it is granted that emotion and reason are conflicting
experiential influences, and both emotion and reason are claimed as the primary factor in
determining a human behavior, some thinker is necessarily wrong in either one of two ways.
Likewise, if we assume that reality is either fundamentally deterministic or nondeterministic,
and then ponderers get around to avouching both options, it seems obvious that someone’s
reasoning is mistaken. At the same time, we have shown that reality is in essence not
contradictory, but rather a nonexclusional simultaneity of everything that can possibly exist.
Can we find our way towards elucidating how awareness of contradiction subsists amongst
the noncontradictory substance of existence?

25. Humanity and the Evolutionary Phenomenology of Preanthromorphic Cognition
The period from hominid evolution to human civilization is unprecedented in Earth’s
history. Fossil records reveal that the majority of our planet’s past has been comprised of
equilibriums lasting from tens to hundreds of millions of years, during which the
composition and distribution of species remained extremely static. Primates have been
around for 50 million years; the reign of mammals has lasted from the extinction of
dinosaurs approximately 65 million years ago to present; dinosaurs and their reptilelike
ancestors diversified and predominated soon after the Permian extinction 250 million years
ago; eukaryotic life began to assume the macroscopic features characteristic of modern
ecosystems upon the Cambrian explosion roughly 550 million years ago, with contemporary
forms of photosynthetic and metabolic chemistry, internal and sense organs, limbs for
motility, jaws for predation, sense organs, gills, fins, wings, and fertilization of egg with
sperm all entrenched for 400-500 million years. It has become apparent that adaptive
radiation happens with rapidity once an ecosystem is destabilized by depopulation or a
particularly advantageous trait develops, but until the advent of our own Homo genus, these
transition periods tended to be constrained by what we acknowledge as physical
environments and bodies: climate, availability of minerals, size, speed, sensory recognitions,
rates of reproduction, or survival-related physiology and behavior. Descent is clearly
demarcated within stratifications of sedimentary rock as eras lasting tens of millions of years,
and while there are plenty of fascinating surprises, we have no trouble imagining what the
whole of these ancient worlds looked like in comparison to wildernesses of our own time.
Organisms with much resemblance to those we see today have been growing, swimming,
crawling, burrowing, flying, scurrying, scampering, intruding into each other’s metabolic and
reproductive business in line with principles of nonhuman population dynamics, food chains
and nutrient cycling for 2000 times as long as Homo sapiens’ existence, and 70 times as long
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as the ancestral bipedalism anything like what we would distinguish as closer to a human
than to a bonobo or chimpanzee.
This provides stark contrast to the evolution of Homo sapiens from the first hominids
such as Austrolepithecus. In somewhat less than six million years, a walking anthropoid
species with what was in all probability chimplike intelligence went from subsisting sparsely
in Africa to diversifying into multiple Homo species, most prominently Homo habilis, then
Homo ergaster, Homo erectus and Homo neanderthalensis, whose ranges spanned the
entirety of the Old World by three hundred thousand years ago. These species engaged in
technological behaviors that were novel for Earth’s organisms, fabricating tools for hunting,
gathering and storing. This is intriguing, but pales in comparison to the consequences of our
own species’ origins: in two hundred thousand years, anatomically modern humans
occupied every land mass on the planet, successfully adapting to all but the harshest
environments on Earth, either absorbing or displacing the rest of the genus. We displayed
problem-solving and aesthetic sensibility of a high functioning nature, disjuncted from
anything that had yet arisen: archaeological finds dated to more than a hundred thousand
years ago reveal the first signs of deeply symbolic art and artifacts, what would become the
aforementioned global wanderlust, and surplus capacity to arrive at solutions for dilemmas
posed by natural environments, eventually including prehistory’s first ecological methods
such as deforesting with fire and cultivating plants.
Cosmopolitanism of the human race was abetted during the most recent ice age,
which peaked roughly twenty thousand years ago. Sea level dropped a hundred feet,
connecting formerly inaccessible regions to mainland Asia, most notably the Western
Hemisphere by way of a land bridge between what are modern day Siberia and Alaska. As
world climate became more hospitable from twenty to ten thousand years ago, human
populations throughout the world swelled, and protocivilized mingling between huntergatherers seems to have grown commonplace, with remnants of expansive meeting grounds
dated to this period found in many locations. No later than ten thousand years ago, humans
had achieved enough proficiency in the selective breeding of plants and animals to enable a
lifestyle centered around farming, probably driven by trading of ideas and techniques as well
as the necessity that larger, more concentrated food supplies be secured for bigger
populations.
Transition to civilized living took place in fits and starts, cycling between dispersals and
reorganizations over thousands of years as fluctuations in climate repeatedly rendered
rudimentary methods of agriculture inadequate. But by the 6th or 5th millennium B.C.E.,
food production had reached an advanced enough stage in some regions, such as
Mesopotamia, Egypt, China and soon Europe, that civilization was able to lay down
permanent roots. Economies, political institutions and technological development got up
and running, along with the first written records, then artistic and philosophical literature,
ultimately seeding a cumulative discourse attempting to understand nature and the cosmos
in terms of its seemingly systematic principles, which gave rise to academics and
methodological empiricism in our historical period persisting to the present day.
As already alluded to, we have some general notions of how the genus made its way
from the first hominids towards human civilization: changes in physique allowed the brain to
grow larger and utilize greater amounts of the body’s metabolism, technological facility
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steadily increased within this timeframe, full-fledged humanity is more artistic and
communal than its ancestral species, and we have obviously inclined towards more
intellectual refinement than other biological forms of sociality. But evaluating the causality
of this transformation along with its cultural import is a vexing theoretical difficulty.
To start with, as previously indicated, macroevolution during preHomo epochs
happened via natural selection over the course of at least tens of millions of years,
depositing huge amounts of evidence as to what transpired, clearly differentiated as
fossilization in rock-hard groundmass, while the switch from chimplike intelligence to
enculturated human cognition in technology-based civilization, unprecedented for Earth’s
history, materialized in only six million years, with the better part of this process ascribable
to the most recent one or two hundred thousand. Combined with effacement of
geologically shallow evidence by prescientific humans, we have much less to go on in
conjecturing about ourselves.
Not only this, but as mentioned, earlier instances of adaptive metamorphosis and
radiation differ in that they promptly reached stases sustained by material factors exacted
upon macroscopic eukaryotes for at least 500 million years, instating the exigencies of
nutritional acquisition, reproduction, and survival in general with all their instantiations in
matter. Evolutionary success or failure of every species outside the Homo genus can be
attributed to bodily form and the physical purport of behavior. Our own genus differs
because its cognition evolved enough sophistication that these organisms strategically
remodeled environments, social arrangements and even their own selves as motivated by
thoughtful, outstandingly creative intentions. Concept-formation and psychical
comportment were largely liberated from restraints imposed by foregoing intrinsicalities of
nature, with a brain and behavioral repertoire evolving in ways highly independent of
material conditions, via more mind-centric effects on selection pressures and trait profiles,
attaining the potency to change nature at a speedy pace. The first 500 million years of
eukaryotic subsistence are intuitive within the bounds of a thoroughgoing paradigm for
modeling life’s evolution, but at current rates the next one thousand may very well be unlike
anything that has ever been imagined let alone proven.
More concept-based lifestyles of our genus, proceeding towards civilized society, have
left some residual signs in the physical world, again size and shape of the skull relative to
body mass, throats variously conducive to language, or fabricated objects indicating in trace
ways the degree of memetic complexity, but our apperception-impelled evolution is almost
unembodied historically. Positioned between the primarily corporeal history of Earth prior
to six million years ago and a detailed conceptual history of civilized humanity as recorded in
writing that began roughly three thousand years ago, there is a gap that would, as the
situation stands, only be filled with exacting certainty by an impossible archaeology of
consciousness.
The mind itself has left not a shred of evidence, but there are alternate approaches in
constructing an account of humanity’s cognitive evolution. Extensive observation of the
natural world is possible, with behaviors of a hundred thousand relatively high functioning
species being especially illuminating. These organisms differ amongst themselves in a vast
quantity of ways, but it is clear from scrutiny that they all understand and predict each
other’s activity with much accuracy. Nonhuman animals experience motivations to avoid
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and seek out stimuli, garner a meal or mate in much the same way as we do, though our
psyches seem to be sublimated into a more intricate sense of identity, purpose, communal
meaning, which simply shows up as the transparency of animal intention compared to
humans we associate with. Animals sometimes appear to show affection while more in
pursuit of physical sensations and satiations, but it is also the case that core cognitive
structures of pain, pleasure and empathy - amygdalic and hippocampic midbrain regions,
dopaminelike neurotransmitters and glutamate, mirror neurons - are present in nonhuman
species as well, so the biology of human to human communality is very much like that of the
human to nonhuman and nonhuman to nonhuman varieties. We are not delusional if we
believe that pets for instance think and feel in similar ways, for it is obvious that they do;
shared conditions and common interests between all kinds of species soon produce
mutualized socialities witnessed all around us. At this stage of scientific knowledge, it is
premature to attempt a comprehensive elaboration of comparative psychology by
referencing either intention or perceptual and behavioral physiologies, but we can
nonetheless fashion a picture of cognition which proximates the truth in its essentials. The
foundations of our own cognizing are biological and considerably transspecies, provisional of
an introspective naturalism.
Infused into this broad layer of cognitive function within nature is the Homo genus’
evolutionary contribution to the human psyche. Direct observation is of course impossible
at this time unless we pull off some unlikely mad scientist feat such as cloning a hominin or
hominid, but even so we have some information to go on, particularly if we restrict our
examination to the domain of reasoning as opposed to psychology in general. The range of
moods, fantasies, delusions, unconscious wildness to which the human race is subjected
defies cohesive classification at the current stage of science and philosophy, though perhaps
this knowledge is within reach of techniques such as psychoanalysis, but when our minds are
brought into adjacency with basic fact in thinking about the practical ramifications of cause
and effect during acts of technical problem-solving, it seems most pull themselves together
at work or in public, so that a functional sphere, relatively uniform cognitively, stands out in
the behavioral foreground, which performs according to more universal and thus
generalizable principles. When human beings grapple in largish collectives with concerns
held in common, during which time explicit, maximally justified and comprehensible
decisions must be made, these individuals coalesce into a formal sort of cognizing
distinguished by the logiclike standards it employs to assess meaning. This mode of thinking
can be called ‘civic’, and is the foundation for institutional operations, so that the conditions
of the possibility of civically minded cognition are the conditions of the possibility for
civilization’s organizing. Thus, if we formulate a model of the mental modules involved in
civic-focused thinking, we have made significant progress towards defining the psychology of
civilized culture in contrast to every other form of sociality, and adumbrated much of what
has to be explained in order to theorize conversion from hominid existence to the historical
period.
So we have an array of puzzle pieces that are prerequisites of human cognition in
general. Some of these are so pervasive in nature that they stand out as a near universal
transhumanality, though with innumerable variations upon the main themes, and some are
salient as universalities of historical civilization, responsible for its very possibility. We toss
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many pieces of this puzzle that we currently possess into a single pile, and anticipate
connecting two broad forms in the complete image: a model of the intelligent mind as such
and a model of the human mind as suited for civic reasoning. The generalities of intelligence
are indispensable for human reasoning, and the faculties of formalized, institutional
reasoning make the difference between mere intelligence and indispensabilities of civilized
thought. The partial image etched into some puzzle pieces will be easy to identify and put in
its proper place, while others could be more obscure and uncertain. As we put the pieces in
order, we may find that we lack some of them, but those that are absent might be suggested
with enough precision by surrounding segments to construct working hypotheses
postulating their nature. So lets start fiddling with the puzzle pieces and see if we can gain
an understanding of how details constituting the entire image fit together.
As specified in previous chapters, experience derives from a basic qualitative
contexture consisting of core patterns in phenomenal content that philosophy of mind terms
‘qualia’, also auxiliary sensations of the outside world which increase the efficiency of
recognition and response to some of the most prevalent aspects of Earth’s environments
such as electromagnetic radiation, sound waves and chemical trails, as well as
representational memory priming organisms for reaction to stimuli via sensitization and
habituation. The many particulars and modules of these qualitative manifolds vary
considerably between organisms, and neuroscientific psychology has not established with
certainty what the substance of firsthand experience is or even how it adheres to the
physique, though resonant combinations of quantum entanglement and additive
superposition amongst matter were proposed as a plausible hypothesis, but if one looks to
pinpoint as inclusively as possible the essence of what makes qualia functional in the context
of organic life, it is probably synchronization. Though the difference in qualia and qualitative
modularity between organisms is vast, also with much moment to moment variation even in
single individuals, this activity becomes a ‘mind’ by virtue of its coordination, some binding
property uniting disparate cognitive components, a dynamic of integration for carrying out
perceptual interpretations which syncs the phenomenal with differentiated and often farflung physiology. It was surmised that this synthetical agent is at least in part the
electromagnetic field supervenient on an organism's body, with especially strong presence
in the nervous system and brain, alongside some kind of CPUlike clock mechanism embodied
in tissue.
As a subcomponent of qualitative contexture, the mind evolved a faculty for
interfacing phenomenal experience with both environment and body on larger scales, the
association-making substratum as well as evolutionary precursor of humanesque minds,
which seems to exist in most macroscopic species, from the lowliest worms, to kinds of
insects that can live without their heads for days, to moderately cognitive species such as
most birds and mammals, to the most high functioning like great apes, dolphins or humans.
This consists in functionality orienting the organism within a perceived positional matrix,
similarly instantiated in a vast quantity of species, from the extremely simple to the most
complex and conceptual, together with inclinations of attraction and repulsion that are
more malleable and which can be extremely species specific.
The existence of a positionalizing awareness, which Kant painted with rather broad
strokes as ‘space’ and ‘time’, is obvious enough that examples probably do not have to be
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provided, for most species are clearly sensing a general location in relationship to
surroundings, instinctively navigating the substrate of objects, forces, textures of aggregate
matter we all reside in, a capacity which appears to be almost completely hardwired. The
physiological scale at which this orientational sensibility takes effect is excellent fodder for
biological research; science can determine whether it is linked to nervous tissue in some way,
cellular biochemistry in general, or otherwise.
Attraction and repulsion in organisms is dazzlingly varied. Ants are drawn to
pheremonal signatures. Honey bees have a pheremonal sensitivity also, love to slurp nectar,
and seem to get off on the bright colors and intricate shapes of flowers. The smell of kitty
litter prompts cats to seek out and do their business in litter boxes. Protozoa dart away
from sudden brightness and back into the dark. Insects are averse to large vibrations and for
good reason, usually engaging in some kind of evasion maneuver such as fleeing or
attempting to camouflage themselves with motionlessness. These tendencies to seek out or
withdraw from stimuli as initiated by sensing, anatomy and biochemistry, along with
cooccurring phenomenal perceptions, are naturally selected in conjunction with the
mutating relationship between body and environment. Bee awareness keys in on
pheremones, certain small objects, the colors and shapes of other bees, insects and flowers,
or vibrations and additional signatures produced by large organisms when they may pose a
threat, a narrowed selection of substance attributes most relevant to the functions of their
bodies as exacted by mouthparts, stingers, wings, compound eyes, nesting and swarming.
Humans are attracted to symmetry, musical sound as composed of numerical ratios
between changing pitches, or the appearance of genitalia, and repulsed or bothered by
sulfuric smells, sudden loud noises, and often the mere thought of their own past or possible
pain. Any explanation of humanity’s perception is of course more complex than in the case
of bees, for a permeative conceptualizing renders our mental activity and resultant behavior
more variegated, with well-educated human cognition able to subtly modulate almost all
instinct via intentionality. Nevertheless, we have similarly been conditioned by physiological
and evolutionary pasts, factors which are intimately tied to the nature of our bodies.
How did the type of cognitive activity we have termed ‘conception’ emerge?
Demystifying the processes of evolutionary development that gave rise to it is uncharted
territory, but its apparent locus in modules of the brain clearly indicates that it must have
appeared as a sequence of accretions augmenting some limitations in the interfacing
functions of positional matrixing, attraction and repulsion previously described, allowing for
greater degrees of specialized association-making as well as structures providing executive
control in order to sync the disparate facets of these expanding minds. Some of this
enhanced association-making is what we call ‘thought’, and the executive metaorganization
of proliferating modularity in cognition is what we refer to as ‘self’.
Thinking, a further associational integrating of qualia, seems firmly attached to the
nervous system and principally brain matter. Cognitive configuring involved enhances the
mind’s representation of environments, increasing the quantity and duration of phenomenal
and physiological particulars that stimulus/response can confect and coordinate amongst at
a given time, essentially diversifying and prolonging memory and its utilization in
conjunction with less hardwired, more rewritable neuromaterial types of tissue.
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So the basic qualitative contexture with its form-giving and aesthetic
perceptualizations is supplemented by higher order functions that participate in
differentiating and arranging it, conceptualizations which are the rudiment of ordered
imagination or ‘reasoning’. This makes minds more adaptable to changing conditions in the
body and environment, hybridizing experiences which are farther removed from each other
so as to better orchestrate preexisting phenomenalilty, drive and impulse, as well as
platforming new kinds of qualitativity such as math, language, and various kinds of causality.
The defining feature of this conceptualizing domain, to the limited extent that it can be
segregated from the perceptual substratum, is probably compound contextualization, for its
role is to observe fluctuating qualia constituting the kaleidoscope of mind in a sort of
paralleling suspension of libido discharge, which picks out obscurer patterns by internalized
motivity and fixes them into composite cognitive forms. The most accessible example of this
is simply our human technical sense, how the body and its milieu of objects manifest to our
minds as sharply relieved relations between multitudes of causes and possible effects, in
most cases including entirely potential motions and purely conceptual meanings, a synthetic
framework parsed by symbolic and abstract boundaries that are much greater in implication
than the immediate phenomena themselves.
Along with this conceptual association-making called ‘thought’, the mind evolved a
means for exerting control over which of its brain regions and other nervous system
components are active at a given time, what is approximately referred to as the ‘self’. This is
the source of basic intentionality, found throughout the animal kingdom. While lacking
command of most mental activities, such as vision, hearing, startling or noticing, which are
all mostly unconscious, we can rapidly bring collections of these unconscious factors into
synchronous alignments at will, a sort of mode-selection phenomenon generating overall
dispositions via executive mechanism. These amalgamating states of intentionality are not
freely chosen to the point of independence from context, for they get sculpted over time
with conditioning as well as directed by instantaneous cues from both environments and the
unconscious mind itself, but we can readily carry out feats such as waking ourselves up,
suppressing affect in order to focus while we reason, purposely blocking out external stimuli,
as well as adopting various social and communicative strategies. Introspective meditators
can even learn to radically regulate their states of awareness with experience, which shows
up on an EEG machine as crisp transitions between brain wave shapes.
Whether association-making thought or a mode-selecting self were the originating
feature that initialized evolution of the conscious mind is a bit of a chicken and egg problem;
which came first? It is not clear at this stage of science if the question can even be answered,
but defining ‘self’ in terms of its anthromorphic form, as a phenomenon of introspective
reflection, leads us to suspect that at least from this perspective, associational thinking was
egg to the self’s chicken, an incredibly ancient type of cognitive modulization which
preceded humanlike self-awareness and contributed to its construction. Regardless, it is
clear that the interaction of thinking with self tended towards synergy in many lineages over
vast spans of time, hundreds of millions of years, built up into more elaborate forms of
pattern processing and intentionality, a richer conceiving that in essence amounts to the
metametaassociationalizing “presence of mind” depicted in chapter 17 of this section, “The
Origins and Evolution of Perception in Organic Matter”.
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The main mutative innovation in the realm of intention was an ability to concentrate,
sustaining attentive states for longer timespans, allowing keener observation of both
environments as well as the organism’s own phenomenal mind, a selection mechanism for
associational thinking to become more astute. Thought simultaneously evolved towards
greater apprehension of order amongst patterns until protological awareness had developed,
an intuitive knack for grasping some prevalent kinds of cause and effect, fitting phenomenal
interactivities into a kind of conceptualizing chassis of which the simplest qualities are those
enumerated as basics of formal logic: negation (not p), conjunction (both p and q),
disjunction (either p or q), conditional (if p then q), and similar notions. Association-making
aptitude as logic’s precursor, together with better focus, capacitated problem-solving
creativity that is a hallmark of species with the most elite technical thinking, a suite of traits
we single out as elementary intelligence.
While mode-selection mechanisms we experience as the self progressed, some species
gained greater cognitive control over affect, a function of suppression, sublimation, and in
some cases, such as with humans, the repressing of drives and impulses by means of a
subordinated unconscious. Behavior became less likely to exhibit as exhaustive discharge of
libido, overpowering to intentionality, but instead compulsion and willing fused into
conscious/unconscious complexes, a more cohesive and minutely modulated purposefulness,
the origins of psychical composure, which proved adaptive for the maintenance of durable
social arrangements extended beyond immediate kin in more cerebral species. Some
examples are cooperative hunting in wolf packs, orca pods and prides of lions, where
individual initiative is sublimated into the joint venture of ritualistically seeking prey, while
cathartic release is delayed or resisted altogether in order to pursue the collective goal, and
selfishness largely submerged below thresholds of conscious decision-making. Grooming in
primates fills a similar role, sublimating affect into gestures of amicable intention. With the
self in greater charge, mobilized to regulate and protract balanced mental states, reasoning
is more deliberate and socializing reflection-based so that communal identities take shape,
deeper personalities partaking in a sort of protocultural awareness.
At this point, a summary of top-tier cognition might be in order. It is founded on
qualitative contextural forms existing variably in very many and perhaps all species,
embedded with a perceptual substratum of positional awareness along with more speciesspecific aesthetic penchant, added upon by specialized association-making processes and
their synesthesias, which are largely responsible for the richer interpretations of causality
we know as thought. A mode-selecting function exerts some executive control over which
collections of cognitive modularity activate at a given time, what we experience as the
intentional self. Thought and intention coevolved in many populations such that
protological intuitions of associational structure and heightened attention span for applying
these improved notionalizings blossomed into an intelligent mind with acumen in technical
problem-solving. Intelligent intentionality often evolves greater self-control arising from an
integration of reasoning with affect, willfully restraining and diverting instinctual drives with
their attendant cravings and stresses, in many cases sublimating into group standards,
disciplined individuality, and mutually conceptualized identities, adaptive for tighter knit
communality, bringing about conversion from simple crowding, territorializing and kin
bonding to protocultural kinds of collectivity.
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Well-developed cognition of a protocultural type is not what secernates humanity
from the rest of nature, for many birds and mammals display it, species with intellects which
must have been vestigializing and collectivizing in sociality since the origin of their common
ancestor eons before extinction of the dinosaurs. Organisms everywhere show the signs of
finespun qualitative experience, including positional sense, aesthetic preferences, thought
and intentionality, with ecosystems throughout the world inhabited by intelligent selves
retaining a strong, conceptually driven solidarity. Mental lives of Homo sapiens have much
in common with the rest of the animal kingdom, but there are of course some obvious
differences, chiefly language, technology and civilization. Humans are constantly emitting a
stream of convoluted verbiage in large-scale, highly organized institutional settings while
utilizing a fulgurous range of tools and devices, all singular for planet Earth. Lets spend some
time examining this uniqueness, where it started and how we arrived at our current, civilized
phase of acculturated existence, as well as what it means epistemologically.

26. Phylogenetic Factors and Evolutionary Origins of Humanity’s Language and Conception
The essence of communication in nature is discrimination of environmental patterns
produced by organic structures as intervals of motion, allowing these structures to identify
each other. Biochemical pathways within organisms perform their sequenced reactions
when molecular stimulus is of a type and within a triggering threshold such that it functions
as an appropriate signal, the basis for processes of interaction within and between cells,
modulated by intricate systems of feedback mechanism. In lifeforms with nervous systems
and accompanying perception, communicative signaling relies on recognitions of stimulating
interaction by sense organs and neuromaterial tissues, chain reactions both towards and
from out of the organism that meet as externalized discharge of bodily behavior, involving
substantial levels of conception in the most neurally advanced species such as birds and
mammals.
Perceptuality is built around the ability to hone in on aspects of substance as
phenomenal attributes, which orients the organism to causality such that it can navigate the
world effectively, finding food, reproducing, and doing whatever else is necessary for
survival, or in the case of humans, seeking psychologically deeper actualizations as well. In
many species, perceptual capacities are relatively hardwired, resulting in reflexive
stimulation, but to the extent that an organism thinks in a humanlike way, it associationally
links attributes independent of bodily stimulus, solely within the mind.
Intentionality exerts its association-making capacity to fashion cognitive schemas,
figuring out the character of attributes without having to necessarily act on its realizations
by way of the physique’s fumbling and prodding of environments. Absent a well-developed
mind, physiological comportments are tailored, as a hybrid modularity, for targeting and
picking out modularities within Earth’s thermodynamic environments of aggregate mass
using increments of physical behavior, with the body only slightly more integrated by
conditioning mechanisms than circumstances it is in congress with, being largely one more
set of object processes. But cogitation and especially its facet of conception encompass
multitudinous percepts within more unified structuralizations, a sort of mentally generated
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mapping of body, phenomenality and memory, preempting future experiences such that all
of their elements are accurately allotted a proper place prior to discharge of related physical
acts. This shows up clearly in the difference between behavior of an individual ant and a
large mammal: the ant cannot potently envisage its environment as a conceptual whole, and
so when isolated must spend the majority of its time haltingly exploring its surroundings,
while a puma for instance, while probably a more asocial animal in general, can envision
attributes of causality as highly compound arrangements, making even its uncertainty less
hesitant and more efficient. An ant pokes around to eventual good fortune, but the puma
pauses for a moment, then decisively knows what it wants to do in more predictive manner,
with greater behavioral economy.
In robustly cognitive species, communication happens as an extension of associationmaking intentionality, with percept attributes and the accompanying conceptualizings
becoming signals of purpose, representing symbolic meanings of and to interacting minds.
For these organisms, elevation of attributes to the status of meaning springs in part from
simple awareness of position, the cuing mingled with spatial and temporal sorts of
separations between entities such as objects or predator and prey, which require various
degrees of mental calculation to negotiate, a facet of consciousness well-represented in
vertebrates, and seemingly within most more neuromaterially primitive phylums as well.
There is often also a sense for territorial demarcation, the possession of one’s domain in
which certain behaviors by other organisms signal violation or mating interest. At this level
of social consciousness, meaning is shared without yet having ascended to humanlike
communality. The more cognitively advanced animals such as birds and mammals also
perceive each other’s bodies and actions as supplementary signs of intention, via postures,
gestures, expressions or object emplacements, and these divulging corporealities are a key
component of their interactions. Utterance in particular holds a vital place in projecting
intent and the qualities of many experiences, from monkeys engaging in a particular howl at
the sight of a predator, to dogs defending their territory with barking, to chimpanzees that
compulsively emit vocalizations as they interrelate, to the syntactically complex languages of
songbirds and humans. Sound production as a signaling tool, while effective for transmitting
any kind of meaning, does not of course require conception anywhere near the level of
human beings to be effective, and crops up in many different ways, which are however
divisible into three general categories of subfunction.
To start with, vocal behavior is driven by the impulse to discharge physiological states
of arousal. Chimpanzees provide an example, as the brain regions that activate while they
utter sounds are located deep in the limbic system, stimulated more by visceral affect than
their creative thoughts. This is typical for species without syntax, as they lack the
synesthesia that would synchronize numerous brain regions, such as those tied to
coordination of the mouth, throat and bodily gesturing as well as loci of higher concepts, all
of which must be integrated in order to make more symbolic and abstract kinds of
expression possible, though wherewithal to discern causality as an individual via the
associating of attributes can nevertheless be quite developed.
Sound is of course one of the main mechanisms for eliciting responses from other
organisms, a means by which species indicate their readiness to mate, as in a frog’s croaking,
or warn each other, for instance a prairie dog’s territorial bark, as well as ward off potential
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threats, such as a snake’s hiss or a bee’s buzzing. To the extent that these noises signal
intentions, they take on a symbolic character normalizing interactions by providing
information about either the natural surroundings, for example a bee’s wiggle in the hive, or
cognitive disposition, in the case of a wolf’s growl, a male gorilla’s beating of its chest, or a
deer’s stomping of its front hooves. In dolphins, personal intention is sophisticated enough
that their chatter includes proper names, and we all know how humans at the very least
participate in elaborate expressiveness consisting of detailed factual content and intricate
status significance.
Audibility is also useful for orienting an organism to itself and its environment.
Echolocation in bats and dolphins is an example, how they issue sound to assist in steering
around objects and finding food while on the move. In humans, verbalization seems to
enhance cognition, as phenomenal experiences, memories and inferencing often become
organized by speech and writing in ways that would not have occurred to an individual
without externalization, something which happens for many upon merely hearing their own
voice say a particular train of thought, in conversation or even only to themselves.
Sociality exacts strong selection pressure on the evolutionary development of sound
production, for relationships are one of the main venues where increased complexity proves
beneficial, as a supplement to coordinating mental and physical behaviors, also in displaying
cognitive prowess, demonstrating intentions via audible posturing, and self-expressing. As
already referenced, we easily intuit that mouths are the most readily available bodily
structure by which sound transmittal can be conduced, and vocalization tends to assume a
primary role in communicative behavior.
Even though these social functions of languagelike activity are quite uniform
throughout nature, their is much variability in their particular instantiation. Humpback
whales have been known to sing for hours, songs comprised of complex, repeating themes.
Elephants communicate with subsonic vocalizations that are not audible to humans and
which can travel for miles. Birdsong has a complex syntax, and many of the more cognitive
bird species can improvisationally mimic sounds made by other organisms. Dolphins seem
to be quick-witted linguistically, employing a rapidfire chatter. Chimps are one of the more
intelligent species in terms of problem-solving adroitness, but as already mentioned, their
vocalizing does not appear to be sophisticatedly conceptual. And lions are highly social
animals that do not seem to engage in anything approaching language, though many of their
sounds do have rudimentary meanings.
Despite the relatively advanced cognition in many species, along with conceptual and
emotional lives compatible enough that interspecies bonds are often possible, vocal style
varies widely in line with some morphological dynamics. Larynxlike structures have to be
suited for the environmental medium through which sound will flow, typically either water
or air, structures of hearing must be tailored to the kinds of sounds characteristic of an
organism’s environment and social partners, brains must be able to interpret these sounds
conceptually, while species’ bodies and minds of course adapt for effectively interacting with
the objects and phenomena their utterances are about.
All of these animals assign meaning to sound, often in socially refined ways, and many
even have syntax in likeness to humans, so what makes our species so different? Basic
elements of human language are found to some degree in a large quantity of species, but
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our combination is a unique convergence of multiple factors: huge vocabularies, as in tens of
thousands of words for the average speaker; a complex and flexible syntax which can be
molded into innumerable kinds of stylistic form, with much variability along the continuum
of terseness or verbosity; concoction of long, inventive chains of inference, saying more with
a fluid orderliness than probably any other species; and the skill to imaginatively construct,
reconstruct and deconstruct contexts in a way bolstered by linguistic communication,
assimilating mountains of language-encoded information as motivated by a lifetime of
hypothetical reasoning in pursuit of confirmation, refutation and integration. So though
both human and nonhuman animals forge social relationships by utilizing vocal meanings,
Homo sapiens has linguistic behavior sharply distinguishable in its totality, with a pivotal role
for our peculiar way of life, the consequence of distinctive physique, cognition and
evolutionary history.
Even though language is a core feature of human mentality and behavior, it is not easy
to comprehend. Linguistic structure is extremely synthetic, with many intricately
interorganized parts - subjects, predicates, objects, syntactically connective words, tense,
various shades of formality and informality - which lose a holistic impact that is difficult to
introspect when not applied in what we regard as the correct manner. Yet these subunits
are flexible enough that they can be applied to adequately impart meaning in such a huge
host of ways that the full range of possibility tenaciously persists in defying categorization.
We can say “she” to convey the concept “he”, “big” can mean “small”, a “hawk” is
sometimes a human, syntax can be impeccably proper or flaunt conventions drastically yet
stage meaning equally well, and the nature of expression completely transforms by context.
Human language’s vast range of meaningful formulations confounds the effort to
comprehensively model its usage, and while this knowledge is probably not in principle out
of reach, current theory is insufficient for tracing modern verbalization in all its technicalities
and ambiguities to the selection pressures, mutations and cognitions out of which it began.
Nonetheless, interesting insights of a general kind are accessible from analyzing no more
than natural selection and physiology combined with some basic characteristics of linguistic
meaning.
The primary prerequisite for language’s emergence is evolution into communities that
are based around conceptualization, as mentioned consisting in organisms recognizing each
other as well as assigning meanings to both intentional behaviors and signs of intention, so
that symbols of disembodied, purely cognitive purpose are introduced to communicative
interactions. The main evolutionary benefit of conceptual socializing is improved capacity to
aptly and swiftly predict behavior, a ubiquitous feature of relationships between organisms
with substantive nervous systems, found in probably every bird and mammal species at the
least. Of course expectations can be infracted advantageously via the element of surprise, in
turn prompting retributive sorts of actions, vengeance and deterrence, so a dynamic
interplay of symbolic conceptualizing, anticipation and exploitation resembling human
society pervades nature; however, the quantity of species with complex language is few,
while human speech and writing are unparalleled. Why is language so rare when conceptbased meaning and related communications, adjudicated by what can be regarded as basic
social mores, are so widespread? If we want to figure out language’s presence or absence in
the communities of highly cognitive species, we must outline factors distinguishing the most
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linguistic species from those that are less so or nonlinguistic along the communicative
spectrum. To begin with, structural parameters of concept-based community should be
enumerated, for this is the raw material from which linguistic behaviors are evolutionarily
formed.
One main requirement is that a species’ members attain baseline amounts of idle time
so recreational thinking is possible, a conceptualizing free association which provides the
mechanism for advances in intentional cognition, serving to reorganize brain structure and
increase synesthesia in ways specifically directed by and augmentational to the self. At the
most basic level, this requires that a sufficient proportion of caloric content be allocated to
the brain versus the rest of the body, a criterion most species meet. There are exceptions:
brachiosaurus, with that comparatively small head perched atop a massive frame, was never
going to be an extraordinarily intelligent or linguistic animal, though perfectly well-suited for
its milieu. This bulky dinosaur had an additional handicap in that it probably lumbered
about most of the time, grazing all day to sustain a healthy weight under the onerous
demands of gravity while impervious to predators, privationed of the selection pressures
and physique necessary for fast neural kinetics, in essence cognitive/behavioral quickness, a
collection of traits which can be rearranged for the rapid thinking necessary in fluently
inferential types of symbolic expression when leisure has reached a surfeit level. Small
songbirds such as canaries by contrast, though probably no more fundamentally intelligent
than a brachiosaurus and perhaps less so, move about in an ultraquick manner that is highly
selective for optimizing the speed of their hybridized perception and mobility. When it
became possible one fine day for small feathered dinosaurs to sit invulnerably for long
periods of time on a tree branch, the intentional self gained more influence, expressing its
modicum of libido, and speedy cognitive reflexes together with many additional vectors of
formation such as mouth and throat dexterity gradually reconfigured the minds of a select
few bird species for intricate, variegated and spitfire vocalization of their concepts.
In order for organisms to enter into concept-based community with potential for
language, sociality must also simply be desired. Reproduction often motivates social
behavior, as young of numerous species are more secure when the adults rear them in
largish groups. Many birds roost collectively for the sake of progeny, the most dramatic
example being Antarctic penguins who would be incapable of seeding the next generation in
such a harsh climate without strategically sharing parental duties so as to keep eggs warm.
Survival of adults is frequently facilitated by congregating as well, for as everyone knows,
schooling, flocking and herding make prey animals less vulnerable to predators and more
likely to find their way while on the move. Penguins of course must conserve energy in a
low calorie environment, so incentive to expend effort on vocalization and surplus thinking is
minimal, but when material factors support recreational time, more potent, in some cases
conceptually linguistic cognition can result. Advanced social behavior additionally requires
that an animal not be overly territorial, for sharp boundaries drawn between individuals
instate less selection pressure for communication, with access to resources restricted such
that procuring food is more time-consuming, an effect especially noticeable in nonlinguistic
predator species that have relatively high levels of intelligence but spend much of their time
hunting alone. And finally, an organism’s mental states, particularly its affect, must compel
it to want a socialized environment. This probably makes the difference between geese,
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goldfinches, crows and similar such species, which spend much of their time in sizable flocks,
and a bird such as a robin or bluejay that can usually be found operating alone or in
temporary groups of only a few birds. The mental disposition that draws animals to gather
into permanent arrangements can be missing, and languagelike vocalization materializes
only under conditions of extensively close contact between familiars, but even then very
rarely.
Audible syntax is so uncommon despite the fact that these linguistic species’
circumstances, conceptual faculties and communality can have much resemblance to
thousands of others because it calls for massive amounts of finely tuned synesthesia. Brain
regions responsible for thinking, perception of the environment, social perception, affect, as
well as movement of the throat, mouth, tongue and diaphragm must all work together,
dozens of specialized cognitive centers. Chimpanzees, though one of the most intelligent
species overall, can do no more than separately memorize some hundred symbols and
express most of these by gesturing rather than with articulated sounds, for their
conceptualizing is neurally unconnected to the musculature and affective states of
vocalization. Parrots are intelligent birds that mimic human phrases, but lack much sense
for syntax. Songbirds can vocalize with a syntax as sophisticated as humans, a rarified level
of synesthesia, but conceptualization is less able in many ways due to smaller brain size, so
the range of possible meanings lies far below that of human beings, in reasoning adeptness
as evinced by inferior technical skill along with a likewise limited richness of figurative and
technical idiom.
Dolphins have brains of similar size to humans with excellent acuity for interpreting the
environment, while seeming to share social bondedness and a sense of identity, for
researchers note that they call each other by name. Their chatter also evinces rudimentary
syntax, with a hefty array of phonemelike sounds strung together in complicated sequences,
though not nearly as organized as in songbirds or humans. Highly socialized language is a
key aspect of dolphin behavior, and intelligence as displayed by the speed of their
conceptual associating is much like Homo sapiens, yet not only dolphin syntactics but even
moreso the species’ vocabulary clearly falls short of humanity’s. If social selection for
speechlike communication in close-knit pods approximates that of human relationships, as
does dolphin awareness of intentionality in oneself and others, cognitive keenness, and
libidinous proclivity for vocalization, with these traits probably existing since no less than ten
million years ago, why is human speech, the first crude traces of which arose later than a
few million years ago as the hominin mouth and throat became gradually reconfigured for
articulation, both syntactically superior and so astoundingly noun-rich?
In order for a language to contain lots of precise nouns, the creatures which employ it
must of course attribute meaning to a large quantity of discrete phenomena, and for organic
life this meaning will necessarily derive from the perceived causality of these phenomena as
contained in immediate appearances, orientations to bodily form, and relationship to the
mind. Sloths move very slowly and are not one of the most intelligent animals, but
gravitation-induced challenges of tree environments sculpted their comportment for
clutching with a sure grip, albeit at a relaxed pace, so these species have a sense for
structural properties that is similar to humans while lacking comparable conceptualizings of
them. Squirrels are critters with kinetically faster nervous systems tailored for exquisite
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coordination alongside some technical aptitude in nest building, but their mouths are the
libidinous locus of object manipulation and they have small brains, so these animals spend
most of their time scrounging around for nuts and other foods to no avail. Songbirds are
quick-reflexed and more social than squirrels, bevying into large flocks and engaging in
humanlike linguistic expression while also having the ability to construct nests, but their
brains are likewise small, with attribution of conceptual meanings to large quantities of
objects and additional phenomena quite limited. Humpbacks are intelligent and linguistic
animals, but as large Baleen whales they have almost no impetus to make fine distinctions
between objects in service of prehension, feeding or rapid mobility, and combined with little
selection pressure for extensive sociality due to immunity from predation, their majestic
songs are slow, protracted affairs, more a libidinous self-expression than analytically aligned
to concretions. Dolphins are much faster and socially tight-knit than whales, with a greater
amount of their metabolism directed towards fairly large brains, resulting in an unusual level
of cleverness as well as some language ability. However, dolphin physique and way of life do
not require the kind of object manipulation that humans, songbirds or even squirrels
perform, being centered around merely seizing food with the mouth. Echolocation no doubt
gives them good discrimination of particulars, which probably coselected for assigning basic
conceptual labels to what surrounds them, such as in naming themselves, altogether placing
these animals closer to humans than most species on the noun spectrum without achieving
memetic escape velocity like Homo sapiens. It is only in human beings that metabolic
primacy and size of the brain, an ultrasocial lifestyle, selection pressure for the cognitive
quickness necessary in fluid speech, and manipulation of objects in minute ways via the
hands all converged such that conceptually-driven expression became matched up with and
differentiated in an extremely rich experience of tangible concreteness. The question then
is how our singular, highly linguistic capabilities, provisional of civilization, came together.
The common ancestor of humans, anthropoids and primates was a nonsyntactically
vocalizing species of much less intelligence, closer to a small monkey than an ape or our own
Homo genus. Some precursory factors that would template the human mind include
enlarged size of the head and body, allowing expansion of the brain as well as safety and
competency for recreational thinking in a greater range of environments, an omnivorous,
relatively high protein diet which fueled more metabolically demanding cognition, and
cooperative socialization channeling increased conceptualizing into communicative behavior.
These dynamics are found in many species besides humans, and of course few of them are
anywhere close to linguistic, though most do make meaning-laden utterances. What
separates human morphology from the rest of the pack is motor coordination for grasping
objects, the outcome of ancestral tree dwelling over the course of many million years. As
the primate lineage that would become anthropoids bulked up in body mass and, excepting
the gibbon line of descent, transitioned to a more land-based existence, mutating physiques
were gradually streamlined for a division of labor between walking and handling items with
the forelimbs. Humanity’s Homo ancestors must have adapted well to covering long
distances while carrying loads, for once bipedalism began to take root, evolution only
accentuated it. Intention, communalism, technical problem-solving, commuting, bodily
function in general were oftentimes absorbed in acquiring, manipulating and sorting items
with the hands as a matter of necessity, preference and recreationality, so that language
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would coevolve with both a strong sensibility for tactile structure and propensity to
inquisitively scrutinize visual details.
What would become human language began to coalesce as utterance was influenced
by the growing collection of closely inspected, intricately known objects, producing discrete
sounds we call phonemes which more consistently and then systematically designated
particular phenomena. Phonetics were also molded by facets of underlying protologicality,
the linearity of thought that seems common to all especially linguistic species at the least,
most likely originating far in the past, probably before extinction of the dinosaurs.
Collections of particulars and their specific features recognized by the Homo genus
increased in breadth, alongside gains in intelligence which made interaction with
environments more technological as hominin minds piloted bodies to engage in form-giving
behavior for the sake of crafting and utilizing objects as tools, so that technical insights
conjoined with protologicality began to enrich and resolve thought into a uniquely precise
and concretized kind of self-expressing introspectiveness. It is at this point that advanced
conception of the Homo genus started to exact selection pressure on vocalization to assume
greater structure as the syntactical permutations of grammarlike speech, a period associable
with the language-sufficing throat which may have developed sometime between Homo
ergaster’s origins and the Neanderthals.
So as phenomenal attributes of perception became more and more subject to
protologicality of both linear and structuralizing types, the nature of introspection shifted
somewhat from stream of consciousness and towards the self’s deliberate reasoning
responsible for managing technical behaviors and social meanings. Apparitions of the
qualitative mind could be better harnessed for practical purposes, with imagination waxing
increasingly organized, capacitated to analytically observe, define and modify environments
to suit its ends. Blending of incisive protologicality into phenomenality strengthened the
cognitive complexing that conceives relations of cause and effect with independence from
anchorage in the directly inspected world, and elements of mind which envision pure
possibilities and nonexistent entities began to carve out a cognitive domain of hypothetical
concepts via runaway introspective imagining. Conditions of leisure won by applying
surpluses of problem-solving perspicacity synergized with this reflection, providing greater
opportunity for the self to ideate unincarnated, unsubstantiated and speculative realities by
thinking, sometimes intermingling these conceptualizations with the apparent environment.
Libido was channeled towards creativity and goal-setting behavior by a physiologically
imperious consciousness.
At first, upon the origin of the Homo genus and its spread to all corners of the Old
World, the burgeoning of this creative intelligence seems to have been directed primarily
towards problem-solving for purposes of nutritional needs and expanded range. All Homo
species besides our own left no evidence of artistic refinement or deeply symbolic tradition,
though Neanderthals appear to have carried out some burials, but the remains of camps do
show steady improvement in the quality of tools and additional artifacts related to food
consumption. The Homo genus’ adaptive radiation conquered every ecosystem
encountered with ease, for paleontology of coeval species reveals a large decline in
biodiversity, probably due to nonsustainable hunter-gathering and displacement. Long
before Homo sapiens, the genus’ libido was being diverted into a highly intelligent cognition
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of much plasticity, for in roughly two million years at most 9 Homo species had
protoculturally adapted well enough to achieve cosmopolitanism in Africa, Asia and Europe,
while recovery from the corresponding bottleneck by a small selection of other organisms,
likely due to rare endowments of intelligence, size, speed, lethality, remote location or some
other means to elude, resulted in much more speciation. 38 species of big cat maintained
from 6 million years to present; wild dog populations rebounded to 36 species from two
hundred thousand years ago to modern times; there are 29 species of the four thousand
year old wild rabbit worldwide. Monkeys, which did not occupy as many ecosystems as our
genus and may have been decimated by humanesque hunting in some locales along with ice
age shrinking of jungle habitat, boast a whopping 260 species, the legacy of a 50 million year
past.
Highly conceptual, all-purpose hominin speech as utilized in especially communal
settings gave rise to two important evolutionary consequences. First of all, the slight
deviation of behavioral impetus away from both instinctual drive and attachment to
environmental triggers such as predator/prey dynamics, territories, stringent mating rituals
or kinship-centric imprinting, and into concept-based communication of imaginative,
innovative kinds, rendered protoculture more subordinate to the self. Slackening of the
impositional force exacted by collective norms, which in most species rigidifies cognitive
complexes of compulsivity, recognition, intention symbolism and status-related restraint,
empowered individual thought processes and identities to sublimate towards freer
expressiveness, more reflective crafting of one’s personality, and acts of social architecturing.
Our genus was becoming able to conceptualize affect, motivation and nature beyond the
boundaries of long-standing conformity, a more self-evocative experiencing of the
ecosystemic, social and personal, which transmuted feeling into desire, reasoning into a
stable fund of analytical knowledge, and customs into a forum for psychological
actualization.
Second, various aspects of protologicality began to integrate via synesthesia, leading to
some new noesis. Technological applications had reinforced structural thought, the intuiting
of causal relationships between objects, and linear thought was likewise heightened by
protolinguistic vocalizing, giving this sequential kind of reasoning more palpable particularity,
at which time these cognitive aptitudes began to synthesize into a kind of mentation that is
uniquely human compared to other extant primates, what we know as abstract reasoning.
Chimpanzees readily figure out how to assemble complex sets of objects for practical
purposes, and songbirds can string together long, highly organized trains of symbolic sounds
to convey concepts, but the human mind deeply hybridizes these aptitudes, contextualizing
structure such that certain properties we typically ascribe to objects - length, width, depth,
size, weight - are conceptually manipulatable by extrapolative inferencing, like the signs and
symbols of our infinitely generative verbalizing. Humans not only recognize actual and
potential patterns in phenomena, problem-solve creatively using an acute protological sense
for objects, and infer meanings with protological linearity, but go further by inferencing
about structure with a flexibility that the rest of Earth’s organisms do not even approach,
throwing off the constraints of perception as bound to matter in a purely conceptual
matrixing of the phenomenal, scaling up or down in great detail, analytically grasping how
any form of particular or set of particulars leads to, implies or coheres with others in a
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disembodied, nonfinite dimensionality that is highly operationalizable but which does not
actually exist beyond the mind. This relatively late phase of cognitive evolution made
possible both prehistoric and historic construction of epistemes from cumulative
experimentation, also the logistical management of civilization, abstract geometry, Platonicstyle notions of form, metaphysical and natural philosophy, conceptualizing of the infinite,
quantitative theorizing, and ultimately the empiricist rationality of our contemporary age.
What is unequivocally cultural originated with Homo sapiens roughly one hundred to
two hundred thousand years ago. Archaeology of early human settlement displays
unmistakable signs of our own enculturated psychology: meticulously designed implements
of much variety, ornately decorative art, and artifacts for spiritual ritual, analogous to those
of anatomically modern hunter-gatherers as recorded in the documentation of many
civilized Westerners.
How exactly humanity’s ultracultural practices evolved is not simple to apprehend, but
conjunction of imagining the nonexistent, conceiving objects and phenomena in general
within contexts of abstraction, and trajection towards more flexible normalization in
societies offers some respectable explanation. Higher technology can be accounted for as a
projection of inventive abstraction into our interactions with the environment, a creative
structural inferencing which together with malleability in cultural normalizing countenanced
transmission, progressiveness and adaptation of technical customs to a gigantic array of
circumstances, eventually modified for the sake of densely populated civilizing. Spirituality
and mystical ritual clearly have their roots in the imaginative and often fantasy-driven
interpretation of enigmatic, incomprehensible or uncanny phenomena, spun into traditional
myths diverse as human culture itself. We can understand artistry as taking shape from out
of a similar psychical wellspring as technology, being the aesthetic and symbolic dimension
of technical functionality. Blossoming of the human psyche in more permissive, less instinctgoverned and hylic-oriented environs contributed at times to inspired, high-achieving states
of mind, while also ushering in norm-bending deviancies of motivation and temperament
which lead to all kinds of self-destructive and disturbing behaviors even today, what is
conventionally adverted as madness or evil. The human psyche is an amazing entity, difficult
to fathom, stretching much deeper and wider than conception alone, but to the extent that
the species’ minds have pragmatic objectives of any explicitness, our intention-driven
reasoning is foundational in sustaining the long-term direction of an individual’s decisionmaking and also the most critical factor for any civilized collective’s fate. Let’s take a closer
look at the anatomically modern human thought process as well as its alignment with and
impact on psychology and culture.

27. The Evolution from Precivilized to Civilized Human Conception
In section 2, subsection iii, The General Nature of First Person Experience:
Universal Characteristics, patterns were addressed insofar as the supraphenomenality we
model as corporeal ‘matter’ intersects with phenomenality, the mind’s qualitative states.
This boundary consists in congress between organs of sense-perception - eyes, ears, tactile
nerve endings, nose, tongue - and aggregate thermodynamic mass comprising our planet’s
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biologies and ecosystems. While these components of perception are not utterly universal,
for pathologies of sensation such as blindness, deafness, numbness, or deficiencies of smell
and taste of course occur in a proportion of individuals, as well as much subtle variation
along spectrums of sensitivity and quality of sense-perceptual experience, the portion of
environments which sense organs are addressed to has been extremely uniform over the
course of Earth’s evolutionary past, with only brief interruptions of cataclysm for hundreds
of millions of years, as well as far and away the principal criterion for survival of our bodies.
Thus, sense-perceptual content anchors objective practice in association with a
complementary paradigm of mechanistically material, ‘physical’ knowledge, the
standardized empiricism and education responsible for guiding civilization’s development, in
medicine, technology and elsewhere.
But phenomenal form reaches far deeper than mere sense-perception, for cognition is
a rich tapestry of much and typically all of the following: mental images, audible pitches,
odors, gustatory experiences, feelings of objects and additional phenomena as well as
visceral awareness of one’s own affective states, also an orienting of both the mind and
body to their surroundings, all of which can be recapitulated in memory or imagined while
entirely lacking sensory stimulation. Conception is a further layer of the qualitative,
involving thought processes and intentionality, a sublimating of phenomenality into
meanings exacted behaviorally and conveyed communicatively.
The multitudinous forms that constitute experiencing are not absolutely delineated
from each other, but include much integration by way of synesthesias and more
mechanisms coordinating function. Many human beings vividly see sounds and numerical
concepts, intuit objects, concepts, the flow of both music and language as evincing an
intrinsic logicality, and feel a wide assortment of qualia in nuanced ways. Sometimes a mind
loses touch with reality, when it hallucinates, is swamped by strong affect, or misapprehends
the causal implications of events.
Theorizing all of this interwoven diversity seems daunting; is it even possible to
categorize human thought and its relationship to broader consciousness? A comprehensive
definition of psychical structure is improbable, for even if we arrived at a model
encompassing the entire comparative anatomy of human cognition by extremely advanced
science, we would still only be able to account for the import of novel mutations using some
kind of experimental trial, perhaps necessitating such fine, instantaneous adjustments that
any realizable modeling falls short of perfection. And if anything approaching this level of
comprehension is attainable, it would require millennia of research within a culture superior
to our own both logistically and ethically. However, some preliminaries are accessible based
on current knowledge, which may not in itself give us high certainty, but nonetheless helps
by depicting our body of fact in a consolidated way so we can better grasp the whole and
more strategically orchestrate investigations, serving an epistemic function with much
resemblance to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs as elaborated in section 3, chapter 5,
“Qualitative Intrastructural Reasoning”.
Essentially, understanding something requires us to delineate its purpose, and the
objective bedrock upon which any entity’s purpose is founded amounts to determination of
what it does, altogether a miscellany of codependent selection pressures which constitute
what it is. So in order to have a solid idea of what human thought in its psychical and
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cultural environs is, we must establish what it does or how it works, the functionality of its
components within their wider milieu and in relation to each other. It is hard to know where
we should begin, but as has been mentioned on occasion, the cognition of songbirds shows
much likeness to humans: grammar, concepts, fast neural kinetics, some structure-building
aptitude, and sociality. These small, culturally inconsequential birds are almost a microcosm
of human nature, containing many of its elements in a simplified form that is easier for
theory to contend with, providing us with a sort of schematic from which the general picture
can be elucidated.
Songbirds have well-developed eyes, engage in communication of a grammatical
nature which necessitates sharp hearing, grasp with their talons in a similar mechanism to
human hands, and have fast proprioceptive reflexes so that they can rapidly maneuver in
flight as well as fluently carry out vocalizations. This is similar to human beings, differing
more in degree than kind, for our cognition performs all of these functions but on a larger
scale due to bigger brains, perhaps minus the neural speed necessary for navigating the
three dimensional complexity of trees and staying in constant motion to avoid predation.
Like humans, songbirds have facility with structure concepts, for they erect nests that
are intricate masses of sticks and brush, clearly envisioning how parts fit together as a whole.
Beavers display a similar behavioral repertoire when they build dams, squirrels as they
construct their abodes, and even though many of the more highly cognitive mammals have
much different ways of obtaining shelter, perhaps merely digging and adorning a hole in the
ground, the adaptability each of these organisms have to differences in time and place
entails at least rudimentary kinds of protomechanistic reasoning from novel cause to
imagined effect. In what measure this springs from linkages between cognitive centers of
structural and linear protologicality in other species besides humans is unknown, but as has
been described, if there is any analogizability it is obvious that humans are superior in this
regard. Our species adapts protologically structural thinking to vastly more and larger scale
contexts, while humanity’s abstract inferencing in the domains of both sign and image
symbolism is more capable. Even children of average intelligence catch on to the infinitely
recursive nature of numeral systems after exposure to sequences of only a few numbers (1,
2, 3, 4, 5…then they begin to get it, infinity), and have no trouble incorporating these
linguisticlike concepts as quantitative labels for the proportions and additional properties of
basic shapes. Chimpanzees, our closest relatives, can do a respectable job of object
manipulation as adults if utility for behaviors such as food-acquisition becomes apparent,
but applying abstract signs to figures, then deriving mathematical principles according to
which these figures are systematically permuted in infinitely flexible ways, a purely
conceptual language of objects, is completely beyond them.
While we observe songbirds, it is noticed that their movements tend to happen in
bursts, quick alternations between full discharge of kinetic libido and pausing. Their jerky
proprioception and perpetual activeness are a stark contrast to human behavior, as our
motions show greater fluidity, much less explosive, while periods of inactivity are more
contemplative, during which libido is channeled into the intricate processes of a cognition
more independent from environmental cues. When we compare these small songbirds to
not only humans but larger mammals in their entirety, this seems to suggest a general
principle approximating the nature of cephalization quite well: the larger a species’ brain is,
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the more potential for differentiation into functional subcomponents together with possible
factors of neuromaterial interactivity, instating a higher ceiling in the ambit of coordinated
sensory recognitions, qualia, affect, concepts and thoughts. Even when species with larger
brains are not extraordinarily clever from the standpoint of reasoning or communication
alone, they are likely to possess a more self-regulating holism of consciousness, the
precondition for diverse and subtle comportments such as an emotional life to perhaps
evolve. In the descent of anthropoids from primates, this cohering of multifarious brain
regions trajected towards increases in what we know as self-imaged intentionality, a
concept-driven personal and social identity. In our own Homo lineage, procession towards
purpose-driven existence reached full throttle, as these species were strategizing in ways
that drastically changed ecosystems on every available continent within not much more than
a couple million years, barely a blip on the evolutionary timeline. Anatomically modern
humans have arrived at an advanced enough stage in conscious control to utterly remake
much of the planet, as many of the species’ members manage to aim deep and sustained
thoughts at unprecedented problem-solving for the sake of labyrinthian actualizations.
So in summing this along with some content from the previous two chapters, it seems
possible to divide human cognition into three categories. First, there is perception, the
qualitative endowment of sensation (exteroception), qualia, proprioception and affect, a
general profile which humanity shares with the majority of species, but of course our own
incarnation has its modicum of uniqueness. Then we have structural protologicality,
intuitive notions of particularized form that allow numerous species to more potently
harness their perceptual states for utility’s means and ends, with our genus achieving a
sophisticated level as it grew more technology-oriented. And finally, linear protologicality
grants all kinds of organisms the proficiency to execute reasoning sequences, enriched in
humans by ties with evolving vocal communication into an autobiographical, self-defining
introspectiveness and bent for analytically inferencing at length. The human synesthesias
that integrate these domains are no doubt complicated, but quite subjected to the self’s
intentional thinking, which in turn organizes and directs disparate cognitive processes
towards particular goals streamlined by behavioral traditionalizing in consort with
environments. The pragmatisms of studious observation and thought as born upon by
evolutionary circumstance tend to exert selection pressures on parsing and recombining
physiological centers of perception, structural protologicality and linear protologicality
towards three gravitational poles of functional synthesis parameterizing the spectrum of
intentional thought, altogether the three main types of conception.
Perceptual and structurally protological processing conjoin in structural conception,
the mentality that envisions how phenomena fit together for humanity’s elementary
technological purposes. This type of thinking is the basis for hominin and early human
fabrication of tools as well as the construction of simple living spaces, where all requisite
features are tangibly present to the mind, which must modify and place them into the
desired form by procedural increments. In modern life, structural conception takes center
stage when a purchased product requires assembly, also as appliances like vacuum cleaners
and computer interfaces are used, or while operating heavy equipment such as a
lawnmower or forklift as well as more complex machines such as cars and planes, together
with any instance where gadgetry needs repair. It makes its presence felt in art as creativity
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submits to formal conventions. Essentially, this is the mind organizing phenomena, with
strong attachment to objects concretely handled and imagined as constituent particulars, by
conceiving their correspondence to proprioceptive and mental routines that will place them
in emergent order.
From perceptual and linearly protological cognitive processes we get expressive
conception, the employment of phenomenal content to convey intentions as a sort of
narrative generated or embedded in the world around us. Its human form originated from
out of spoken communication’s nonliteral facets, language’s multiple layers of meaning
contained in imagery, metaphor, and symbolism of expression generally. With prehistoric
societies, this way of thinking was closely related to spirituality, myth and the enigmatic
qualities of motivation, a factor in humanity’s compulsion to formulate epic stories,
allegorical dances and additional enculturations, which lended comprehensibility to deepseated drives, humor, mysteries of the largely unknown and undomesticated world as a
whole, a cerebrally satisfying, higher functioning coherence. Modern art provides an
example in the free verse poem, evocative of impressions, struggles, beliefs and values, a
culturally condoned mode of expression that contains ambiguity and profundity of peak
nonliteral intelligence while minimally intermingled with structural formalism like we find in
genre-bound literature such as Shakespearean poems, romance novels and additional works.
Structural and linear protologicality bring forth iterative conception, already presented
as the means by which humans inference extrapolatively and interpolatively, reasoning from
particulars towards generality that is not affixed to the particulars themselves as their
latticed discreteness makes its appearance in nature or otherwise manifests to the mind, a
cognitive process we commonly call ‘abstraction’. This is a kind of thinking that deduces
within the realm of infinite possible form, permitting us to manipulate concretions far
beyond the constraints of immediate perception, a cognition-centric palpability of pure
ideas and their instantiations in hypothesizing. Prehistorically, it took analytical adeptness
to the next level, for humans escalated from apprehending causality within spatiotemporally
localized contexts of object utility, such as in the case of handheld implements or simple
huts, to deriving holistic models integrating total reality, doggedly progressing a fund of
knowledge and practice by revisionary experimentation, building more and more of the
environment into encyclopedic compendiums of descriptive representation within the
contexts of an unbounded dimensionality. Ancient humans began experimenting with
ecosystems, working out selective breeding and land use, constructing planned towns and
cities in the first civilization, also immortalizing natural patterns and the most prominent
events using record-keeping systems such as calendars and writing, refining the diverse
disciplines by which technical methods are developed. In contemporary society, computer
programming is a perfect example of iterative conception: coders obtain an idea of what
they will strive to create on the monitor, then tinker with detailed object language systems
in order to embody the systematic objective in hardware, making copious corrections during
moments of error by sequences of deductive troubleshooting until design is actuated. In
terms of institutional practice, science is a pinnacle of iterative thought, advancing our
theoretical and technological paradigms by an effectively limitless accumulation of factbased inferencing and discovery.
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These three types of conception all have much importance from a cultural standpoint,
but are also simply an inherent aspect of ordinary life. Human nature is stimulated towards
structure-building, meaning-saturated expressiveness and iterative problem-solving every
day, an impetus ingrained into the very core of our existence. Conceptuality is a run-of-themill given, but due to the highly self-aware and socially conscious makeup of human psyches,
our thoughts and behaviors are also deeply symbolic of who and what we are to both
ourselves and those around us. Of course conceptualizing must not only represent who we
want to be, but just as much if not moreso what those around us as well as subcultures and
institutions expect us to be, for which reason identity projection with its long-term
ramifications for an individual’s fate, including basic quality of life, is a delicate matter,
requiring great care if we are to navigate society.
We are constantly giving demonstrative shape to experiences in social settings, often
not that profoundly or provocatively, yet situations sometimes compel us to seek optimal
performance for the sake of achievement, whether it be a career-defining interaction at
work, a make or break moment in some personal relationship, or any time and place where
showing off our most impressive talents is of benefit or called for. Usually even highfunctioning actions are moderated by collective normalization, but in art and elsewhere
humans on occasion prevail against all odds in throwing off the shackles of a persona we all
must craft as social compromise for the sake of communality, at which time a singular best
we usually feel the obligation to conceal is unveiled, bursting out of normalcy in peak
spontaneity, creativity, intelligence or athleticism.
Enculturation of high achieving conception is currently impossible for the single
individual to exhaustively theorize, for each act or social movement has a daedal host of
contributing factors. This is material for the most skilled historians to research and write
volumes about, for the truth is much vaster than the whole of apparent reality as it
presently stands. As for how ingredients of human motivation fit into the picture, we can
make some generalizations: accomplishment is sought for personal and cultural accolades;
as an actualization of one’s nature, identity or ideology; in order to give and receive pleasure;
for its logistical practicality; and in order to emblematize standards and values. Culturally
significant products of conception are incredibly varied, whether technological, artistic,
private or of mass appeal, but all symbolic of both particular creators and the societies they
inhabit, flowering from out of biologically rarified ambition and an often spectacular
inventiveness to amplify life’s meaning. The most eminent human feats employ structural,
expressive and iterative thinking all at once, but usually with more emphasis on one or two
of these three types of conception.
Hominin and early human technology placed almost exclusive weight upon structural
thinking, a purely functional concern for the ergonomy and durability of constructed objects.
The psyche evolved towards greater depth in conjunction with enriching funds of meaning,
largely inspired by language use, and humans incorporated more and more expressive
symbolizing into design until memetic content was integral to technology. By the time our
species had entered into civilized living, a specialization of nonlinguistic art - painting,
sculpture, architecture - was subordinating structural concerns to expressive symbolism,
with this craftsmanship and its growing cultural force as much about aesthetics as the
practicality of form. Of course expression via structure prompted iterative thinking also as
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artists experimented with techniques and styles in order to advance genres and quest for
originality. In the 20th century, extravagant iterativity of a lifestyle based upon science and
electronics became not just implicitly invoked by method but an overt feature of visual art as
prominent works embraced, rebelled against, came to psychological grips with a world in
which the future will be determined by computationally inferential form.
Expressiveness of the human psyche has its roots in ancestral species’ aptitude for
symbolic recognitions, evinced by thousands of additional biological lineages as well. Even
moderately advanced cognition can experience phenomenal attributes as symbolic of causal
properties in the environment, learning, predicting, putting two and two together by
inspection of indirect evidence. Organisms pick up on each other’s scents, tracks and sounds,
from which is constructed a mental model of behavioral tendencies, whether for hunting,
eluding predation, or seeking a social opportunity. Likewise, weather and the body’s
homeostatic states signal seasonal exigency, inducing activities such as migration and
hibernation that are carried out with greater success when an animal’s thinking is more
capable. To illustrate this, we can simply compare a Monarch butterfly to a grizzly bear:
these butterflies manage to migrate thousands of miles, completely beyond the capacity of a
bear species that, for analogous purposes, can do no more than hole up in the vicinity, but
the ascendance of grizzly intelligence was such that this animal became almost impervious
to death by either starvation or violence, its food-finding and danger avoidance rather
cunning and resourceful, while thousands upon thousands of Monarchs die each year from a
relative absence of foresight. In general, an individual mammal’s prospects prove better
than an insect’s with its much smaller brain, for implications of environmental patterns and
perception generally are in the former case more interpretable.
The primary precondition for graduating from recognition of attributes as symbols to
symbolic expression is robust intentionality. As has been mentioned elsewhere, intention
evolved as mode selecting awareness for internal control of brain states, empowering the
mind to align with environments in more context-sensitive ways while also placing further
checks on the reflexivity of stimulus/response, beyond simple sensitization and habituation,
so that delayed gratification in the service of more efficacious outcomes became possible
along with diversification in the repertory of behaviors, increasing adaptability of individual
organisms to nuances of circumstance. Attention span and improvisational thought
advanced in some species until a sort of primordial introspection arose, which assessed
cause and effect entirely absent environmental cuing, by self-directed conception conjoined
to perceptual stream of consciousness.
In most natural settings, selection pressures are exerted on the problem-solving self to
target wholly practical objectives, whether of feeding, mating, sheltering or safety, limiting
the creativity of most organisms. This is clear from observation of how vocalizing bird
species have a more economical range of calls when their lives are spent in the wilderness,
deprived of the ample food and relative security that can be afforded by close contact with
humans. Cognition in these cases is honed for a lifecycle overridden by material requisites,
with libido canalized towards functional need. When introduced to captivity, provided that
basic essentials are readily accessible and stressors as well as other preoccupations
minimized, many of these birds start to sing more inventively, as if entertaining themselves
during idle stretches by novel riffing. We of course see the same phenomenon in our pets,
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albeit often less related to conceptualization: when certain dog breeds are left to their own
devices, they incessantly chew for no purpose but recreation; some cats will paw a toy
mouse around the room and repeatedly pounce to mimic the pleasure of hunting; a hamster
has great fun mock scurrying on its wheel. Offering pets diversions that have no problemsolving stipulations places little strain on their cognition, so that domesticated recreating
does not perforce incline towards extraordinary intelligence, but in order for a wild animal
to come upon the same level of idle time, it must be smart enough to have mastered its
environment. There is much besides an organism’s wits that figures into this type of
behavioral supremacy, such as sparsities of both threat and deprivation due to size, speed or
group congregation, but when some or all of these factors happen to intersect with
introspection potential, the devotion of libido to self-amusement of imaginativeness along
with physiological dynamics such as neoteny can select for the evolution of an identitycomplex in the organism’s mind, a self-awareness constructed from keenly observing and
reflecting upon its own experience.
As previously discussed, the Homo genus was quite sophisticated in this respect,
harnessing nature in unprecedented ways with technological insightfulness. Consciousness
in these species was becoming able to discriminate more obscure relationships between
many kinds of phenomena by introspection-informed observation of perceptual patterns
within the scope of its structural protologicality. Hominin minds simultaneously moved ever
closer to resolving linear protologicality into the expressive thought process we know as
logical inferencing, which would one day interface written symbolism and structural
abstraction within a culture of rationalist empiricism in order to disseminate high technology
worldwide, thus far the apex of humanity’s competency for analyzing and utilizing
environments. But before all of this possibility could be realized, the human race had to
evolve its language faculties.
The key factor was evolution of brain regions that interface cognition with vocalizing
for the sake of articulated utterance, what we know as speech. This mental scaffolding that
fine-tuned unconscious processing, intentional thinking, the forms and modes of meaningful
statements, and facial coordination to complement each other during acts of verbalizing is of
course exceptionally versatile, adopting a plethora of configurations depending on
expressive context, the heterogeneous reality of which formal grammar and analysis of
logical argument do not even begin to capture. At base, this structural parameterization is
made up of an intuitive grammar roughly divided into conventional parts of speech with very
flexible attachment to meaning in many cases, and a sort of expression-centric
protologicality, distantly approximated by the basics of formal logic. Theorizing these
underlying structures calls for punctilious research on a level that linguists have probably not
yet even dabbled in, a task for science of the future.
Individual and relationship psychology likely contributed to the evolution of language
in multiple ways. First, motivation to vocalize is of course necessary, a characteristic shared
with thousands upon thousands of nonhuman species. The Homo genus must have begun
reflecting on its own vocal behavior as it became more introspective, resulting in primordial
cognizance of utterance’s structure and eventually an awareness of expressive sound as
involving something like technicalities, which caused the patterns of utterance to grow more
consistent. Conceptualizing of utterances as a sort of phenomenal object and then a
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construction took hold, so that articulation acquired greater aesthetic impact, with more
pleasurable, skillful, difficult and beautiful expression held in higher esteem, impressions no
doubt stimulating much mimesis in prehistoric clans and tribes. At this point, two threads of
evolutionary development must have been in effect: the most functionally and aesthetically
popular of these species’ expressive tendencies unfolded in a train of progressing social
conventions, advancing language as technological and artistic protoculture, while any
mutations conferring superior ability would have quickly improved language via mimesis.
Thus, reflective observation, aesthetic sensibility, cognitive mutation, imitation and
protocultural traditionalizing moved the Homo genus towards linguistic communication, a
behavioral trait that is crucial to anatomically modern Homo sapiens’ higher cultures and
which likely played a main role in bridging the gap to our more expressively symbolic ways of
life.
The first semblance of human language was probably short declarative statements,
then rudimentary conversation which hominins and early Homo sapiens took part in
primarily as recreational diversion. With humans at least, expression became elaborate
enough in its structure to permit storytelling, and the constructing of narrative is of course a
core feature of not just casual but more ceremonious forms of socializing, with many
prehistoric and historic tales alike serving as culture-defining myths, ritualistically retold,
reenacted, shared for millennia as part of basic public consciousness. At the same time as
intention to express oneself and the values of one’s culture molded verbalization, speech
acts likewise selected for the structure of thought. Linear protologicality of the introspective
mind grew increasingly organized while it interacted with linguistic behavior, perceived more
and more as chains of syntagma within definite yet infinitely generative meaning. The openended iterativity of narrational sound thus coevolved with a knack for iterative
conceptualizing, the apprehension of languagelike sequences and further arrangements of
symbols in the form of inferencelike abstractions and eventually infinite schemas. This
affinity for the abstract ultimately prompted humans to invent writing systems, a seminal
method of civilization.
It is worth reiterating that one of the significant benefits accrued from linguistic
behavior was flexibility in the boundaries of social relationships. Full-bodied language made
thinking of almost any complexity or novelty provisional of being expressed with explicitness,
while generating conditions under which unprecedented thoughts and behaviors are
admissible. Human bonding does not merely rally around recognition of obvious means by
which to satiate drives, such as in hunting, self-defense, mating, familial caretaking or
additional compulsive activities, in essence crude need, but conveys concepts and reflects
upon the insights of fellow individuals via the medium of language in a cerebrality and
tolerance for comprehensional obscurity that is unparalleled by organic life on our planet.
Even the most arcane experiencing can diffuse into the cultural milieu as humans attempt to
express unconventionalized and even nonfunctional ideations, with brute negative feedback
attenuated by the intellectualized prerogative of discoursing, so that groundrules of
mutuality do not inhibit the independence and diversity necessary for higher level reasoning.
Humans are innovative while nonetheless managing to subsist in extremely normalized,
eons-old communities.
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Convening the whole of human cognizing towards collective purposes succeeded in
tightly binding individuals of prehistoric clans and tribes on numerous planes: members of
our species were not only drawn together by feeding, reproduction and protection, but also
from out of more conceptual communality such as shared beliefs, spiritual and symbolic
rites, gods, technological methods and inventiveness, rituals of many kinds, conversational
fraternizing, context-variant manners and mores, all inculcated by way of teaching, learning
and reflecting over the span of centuries. This arranging of human life by precocious
cognition kept tribes close-knit even as languages and traditions underwent evolutionary
drift, which was a huge boon to in-group solidarity, but also a driving force for the rapid
divergence of separate cultures, so that when communities lost contact, they could arrive at
discrepancies in conceptualizing, expression and practice bordering on incompatibility within
only several generations. This was a blessing and a curse, for human decision-making and
behavior are massively adaptable, but we can tend towards misunderstanding, obstinacy
and confrontation during intergroup interactions.
Maturation of both language and symbolic culture commenced the prehistoric stages
of anatomically modern human progressiveness, probably beginning no earlier than fifty
thousand years ago. These endeavors often synthesized three general categories of focus.
Techniques of structural artistry played out in every culture, including ornately designed
buildings, pottery, as well as all sorts of weapons, tools and additional implements. The
chiefly structural and expressive thinking required usually demonstrated some primitive
iterative thinking as well, for most decorating of objects and constructions included strings
of geometrical shapes or nestings of shapes within shapes, similar to the kinds of images
that might be yielded by the recursive protocols of a simple computer program. A deference
to the spiritual also held a prominent position within ancient society as it still does for many
today, an awe and wonderment at the supernatural, tapped into by mystical and religious
practices. Self-iterating experimentalism also played an enlarging part in human lifestyles,
the tinkering adaptation to environments throughout the world, assaying manipulation of
natural phenomena with a flair for protologically deducing relations of cause and effect,
while also showing the first glimmerings of more conceptually advanced sorts of correlating
within the arenas of planned ecology and management of trait heritability in Earth’s
organisms.
The most ambitious exploits undertaken by our species were sometimes ingeniously
successful, sometimes disastrous, and occasionally real head-scratchers. Evidence suggests
that the Amazon rainforest was cultivated by prehistoric humans, a very early and amazing
achievement in the domain of ecology. Hunter-gatherer residents of Easter island cut down
all available forest so as to construct wooden statues of spiritual significance located
throughout their territory. This destabilized the ecosystem and starvation ensued, so severe
that these disgruntled humans left not a single one of their totem figures standing. In
remote parts of central Eurasia, huge expanses of buried bones and additional paraphernalia
have been discovered. What possessed precivilized humans to gather for the sake of
depositing remains and artifacts into areas the size of a football field is hard to decipher, but
it seems thousands of individuals must have assented to the practice. With a variety of
outcomes, it is clear that even prehistoric humans were mastering every geography on Earth,
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imposing cultures of not just functional creativity but protoideological purposes of epic
scope.
Humans embarked upon civilization around 10,000 B.C.E., living a life centered on
agriculture, animal husbandry and town dwelling, with settlements springing up everywhere,
linked by bustling economies of trade. Technological and artistic advancement certainly
took place over the millennia, but the biggest transformation occurred a couple centuries
prior to 3000 B.C.E. with the invention of writing. It originated as a derivation from pictorial
art, using images to represent concepts, with various systems tailored for different contexts.
Over the centuries, writing techniques were improved until more abridged symbols for
numbers and verbal expressions came into usage. By 1000 B.C.E., an alphabet of symbolic
letters closely aligned to the phonemes of speech had been contrived by the Phoenicians,
which quickly spread in its essentials to other parts of the world.
In addition to literary labors, writing was first employed in record-keeping for
administrative purposes such as taxation and business. It also found application to more
naturalistic avocations, especially in documenting the movements of celestial objects.
Rudimentary symbolic labeling of instruments was used for the measuring needed to survey
property and carry out ambitious architecture such as temples, palaces, monuments, largescale public works and city planning. With more settlement, trade, wealth and mobilized
manpower, quantitative methods for construction proliferated, ever more comprehensive,
birthing an alternate universe of structure concepts and their functions as the strategic core
of civilization.
It was at this point that iterative thinking really took off under the influence of multiple
factors. Aristocracies gained a lasting foothold as the upper echelon of society, and their
financial independence from the occupational grind liberated them to launch
adventuresome enterprises. A leisure class of wealthy citizens or those supported by them
began speculating into erudite pastimes, a self-determination often devoted to pondering
abstractly. Interest in literature increased, and this forum for composing one’s deepest
contemplations in writing stimulated those aspiring towards intellectuality to carefully
reflect upon ideas and iteratively revise them in the service of clarity, precision, and analysis
by posterity, coalescing into a subculture from which the rational ethos and its upgrading of
logical and empirical methods would germinate. This was conjugated with venturous
contributions of iterational abstraction to civic practices of quantitative conceptualizing,
building and artistry, in essence the scaling up of schematics with their mathematical
features and an interpolation of symbolic sculpture, painting and additional expressive art
into these complicate, compound frameworks, altogether setting the stage for societies of
theoretical analyticity.
In ancient Greece and its colonies, highbrow culture seems to have found a permanent
niche sometime in the 7th century B.C.E., and while we have little evidence of this
movement’s premature eras, most of which is secondhand, the many references of
antiquity’s later, preserved philosophers and historians to schools of thought and their
rivalries as well as an occasional homage to primogenitors intimates the timeline of
paradigmal evolvement with a fair amount of certainty.
Thales (b. 626 B.C.E.), Anaximander (b. 610) and Anaximenes (b. 585) sought to
ascertain the natural world’s ‘arche’ or essential principle of formation as manifest in
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apparent substance, a very early instance of philosophical materialism. Pythagoras (b. 570)
soon followed with postulation that the substance of nature has fundamentally quantitative
form. The Pythagoreans carried on a tradition of austere mental, behavioral and spiritual
discipline, some of the first signs of what would become Greek academia’s rational ethic.
Heraclitus (b. 535) proposed that the natural world’s essence is not contained somehow in
material substance, but rather exists as a supramaterial impetus of fundamental flux or
‘becoming’. Parmenides (b. 515) championed the opposite idea, that all change is an illusory
instantiation of eternal, unchangeable ‘being’, the metaphysical ‘One’. He founded the
Eleatic school; by the 5th century B.C.E., multiple centers of philosophical study were
scattered amongst the Greek community, indicating that literary innovation by individuals
was fast growing into well-funded, multigenerationed collectivity, the first signs of
institutional education in the West. Democritus (b. 460) set forth a theory that the material
world is composed of fundamental particles he called ‘atoms’. Empedocles (b. 434)
proffered a complementary theory that the material world’s substantiality on the
macroscopic level admixtures four basic elements: ‘earth’, ‘air’, ‘fire’ and ‘water’.
It is clear that iterative thinking was elevating in prominence as early Western
philosophy performed this progressive series of thought experiments from which were
derived increasingly incisive pictures of the world, utilizing extrapolative inferencing from
particulars to generalized protomodels. Greek society was building an explanatory edifice of
structural abstraction by applying abstract inferencing across large spans of time, and both
of these domains, intrastructural and inferential reasoning, were waxing more systematic as
methods of analysis.
Plato (b. 428) consolidated the philosophical notionalizings of substance and reasoning
that had been under development for roughly two centuries. His metaphysics theorized an
eternal substrate of intrastructural ‘form’ as the essence of both ‘nous’ (soul) and ‘hyle’
(matter), probably with heavy influence from Parmenides, and averred in line with
Pythagoras that the Forms are intrinsically mathematical. He seems to have embraced the
Pythagorean concern with intellectual and behavioral indoctrination, for he used his
aristocratic stature and wealth to launch what was probably the first purely academic
institution of learning in the Western world. Plato’s new Academy inherited the legacy of an
Athenian golden age that ended a few decades prior, which had been led by the statesmen
Pericles, an expert in oration who committed to furthering the cause of Athens’ citizens with
democracy-enhancing reforms and lavish spending on civic beautification. Political
participation was at its height, bolstered by sophist-guided instruction in law and rhetoric,
and Plato exploited this public consciousness quite well in order to promote the Academy,
authoring popular literature that would present the philosophical tradition and his own
ideas in an accessible way, via the genre of Socratic dialogue. His works display a strong
logicality, with reasoning that is nearly formal in its degree of organization, culminating a
long history of inferential discourse. Plato’s appeals to a general audience are of course
extensively intermingled with expressive device, but he also spent some effort promoting
what are called the “unwritten doctrines”. These were only discussed in lectures, regarded
by him as too abstruse and susceptible to misinterpretation for literary presentation,
probably groundbreaking for the time. He apparently blew away crowds with astronomy
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and abstract mathematics, likely siphoning to the conceptual core of his iterative
intellectuality.
Aristotle (b. 385), a foremost originator of empiricism in the West, was educated at
Plato’s Academy in Athens, then hired to tutor future conqueror Alexander the Great by the
king of Macedon, a principality north of Greece. Once Alexander reached adulthood,
Aristotle was granted an academic position sponsored by the royal court. His philosophy
synthesizes metaphysics, rationalism and materialism in a theoretical framework for
conceiving the relationship of substance’s essentiality to fluctuating apparencies in nature.
He assimilated Empedocles’ schema of four elements, adding ‘aether’ as a type of matter
hypothesized to lie beyond the terrestrial sphere. Aristotle envisaged a dynamic cosmos,
defining ‘being’ itself as a ‘prime mover’ which shapes reality, including within its scope the
reasoning ‘active intellect’ of humans, in accordance with four principles of causality.
Paripateticism did not, in the manner of Plato, regard truth as accessing an absolute
universality, the essential Form of existence, but stressed essence’s multifariousness as
manifest in the world of immediate appearances, a more naturalistic emphasis. Aristotle
undertook many expeditions to examine and catalogue properties of the Aeolian peninsula’s
plants, animals and geology. He likewise investigated human behavior and society with a
greater empirical sensibility, enumerating and explaining the plain facts of relationships,
practices and politics rather than promulging lofty ideals. He also introduced a large dose of
empiricism to consideration of reasoning itself, fashioning a theory of correct inference
known as syllogistic logic, the foundation for Europe’s academic conceptualizing of true and
false meaning as expressed in language until the 19th century. Aristotle set precedents for
adapting intrastructural reasoning to the diversities of differing contexts, an impetus for
expanding specialization of scholarship, and transitioned inferential reasoning from collaged
rhetorical styles towards an integrated system, sowing seeds of the future’s even further
methodologizing in formal proof, conceptual schematizing and technical language,
particularly important for mathematics, scientific modeling and programmed electronics
respectively.
Alexander the Great’s governance spread Hellenistic learning to much of the
Mediterranean and Middle East, and a city he founded in Egypt called Alexandria with its
renowned Great Library served as headquarters for the empire’s upstart scholarship. Euclid
(b. 365) moved to Alexandria and availed himself of this city’s resources to compose
Elements, a survey and analysis of the era’s mathematics that would be a preeminent
textbook on the subject well beyond the Middle Ages, edifying the likes of Galileo Galilei and
Isaac Newton. He seems to have absorbed many influences: a more than two hundred year
tradition of formulating the general principles latent in applied quantification, analyses
which had been performed by mathematicians such as the Pythagoreans, Hippocrates of
Chios, Eudoxus of Cnidus, Theaetetus, and Philip of Opus; Plato’s conceptualizing of
existence as mathematical form; Aristotelian-style crafting of specialized disciplines as the
first academic fields; and formal rhetoric. He invented a systematic format for carrying out
deductive proof, deriving an integrated framework of general axioms from basic
propositions, and devising a method of problem-solving demonstration for exemplifying the
essence of his book’s concepts via geometrical constructions and symbolic labeling. It was
the most thorough melding of intrastructural and inferential reasoning in the West until the
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Early Moderns fused coordinate systems with linear algebra in ‘function’-based geometry,
and a paragon of logical rigor.
So there seems to be a close relationship between analytic enculturation and the
development of iterative thinking. Prehistorically, accumulating ingenuity for applying
iterativity to both pictorial art and conceiving the environment suffused a greater gamut of
the abstract into expressive and structural conception, contributing to the development of
primitive ecology as well as civic and artistic design. Structural iterativity was adapted into
systems of image symbolism for concept expression as the first writing, and then into much
better methods which represented the expressivity of spoken language directly, assuming
documentational and literary roles. Antiquity’s humans worked writing into schematic
diagramming in order to platform more complex engineering projects, and also finely
sculpted the terminology and reasoning of precision communication via a philosophical
discourse furthered by literature. Philosophy’s analyticity and its growing ethos of
intellectual integrity became a formidable subculture, with numerous communities and their
schools of thought striving towards comprehensive accounts of reality’s properties and
patterns. Rational collectivity evolved into academies, well-organized enough to formalize
the categories of knowledge as institutional traditions concentrated upon strategic
acquisition, collation, evaluation and progressing of fact-based theory as informed by
abstract reasoning. Theorizing the essentials of theory itself brought more lucidity to
intrastructural and inferential reason, birthing formal methodologies of deduction, most
notably Aristotle’s qualitative logic of linguistic truth-value and Euclid’s framework for
quantitative proof, laying the foundation upon which Western civilization’s vast assemblage
of rational theses, professional rhetoric, technical modeling, pedagogy, and ultimately high
technology would be raised.
Looked at from the perspective of pure phenomenology, the evolving prehuman and
human mind’s perceptual substratum was infused with an increasing sense for structural
dimensionality, the sense-perceptual relativities that parameterize much reasoning at the
most basic level: size, rigidity, balance, intermingling, movement, resistance. These
deepening faculties of reason then interfused with symbolic aestheticism as exacted by
humanity’s growingly memetic expressiveness. The species’ reasoning grew more pliant and
holistic as abstract, iteratively dimensional form, and heightening dexterity to architect and
infer via extrapolation and interpolation produced conceptual relativities that integrate
diverse patterns as congruent components in an imaginational substrate, for instance
generalized action, reaction, impedance and equilibrium. Human technology simultaneously
advanced, and many conceptual relativities found serviceability as mechanistic relativities
while humans interacted with environments and concocted functions for objects. Within
civilized settings, the application of mechanistic sensibilities began to amalgamate with
academic conceptualizings as theoretical relativities. This theorizing is carried out by first
extracting observational detail in a systematic fashion, then determining how abstractions
can descriptively frame this fact, and finally projecting the schematic structures that result
into additional contexts as hypotheses instrumentalized with technology in an acclivity
towards accuracy and precision.
As far back as antiquity, it was apparent to some scholars what theory might become:
an epistemic fortress incorporating more and more of reality into its sphere of influence,
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steadily reconfiguring conceptualizations, perceptions and environments into forms with
greater amenability for human life, actualizing the species in ways that would be without
peer in Earth’s history. The foremost challenge of civilization then presented itself, how to
make concepts and methods of theoretical knowledge the core of culture.

28. The Evolution of Intellectualized Conception and Discourse in Western Civilization
In order to incorporate progressing knowledge into the mainstream, as an epistemic
system with enough cohesion and universality to cogently drive social development longterm, academia would have to change minds. Civilization had emerged out of conflicts
between rival tribes, and been built to favor the interests of victors, with authority a
mechanism for maintaining disproportionate wealth, resources, behavioral license and
security, as much if not more than the means to safeguard and enhance quality of life in
general populations, let alone the futuristic prospects of a globalizing humanity. For B.C.E.
millennia, factions had been antagonizing each other, erupting into war, lowballing or
hardballing competitors in negotiations, and reaching tenuous compromises, with minimal
concern for traditionalizing the collaborative pursuit of truth or formulating all-inclusive
values. Large-scale civilizations initially carved out their place in the world via a torrent of
conflicting personal and collective priorities, so that the first enclaves of enlightened
purpose were faced with a difficult task of overcoming the very essence of political and
economic life while repudiating precedents of intimidative force that were the only way
wholesale usurpation of values had ever been achieved. And these reformers were not
wrestling with superficial delusions to be countered merely by well-timed moments of
reasoned communication carried out informally between individuals, though of course
efforts at the individualistic scale are crucial to this cause; a multigenerational mass
movement of consciousness shifting and institutional transition unlike anything ever
attempted in history would have to find and grow its niches, for an existence of dissonance
is foundational to terrestrial biology.
Humanity’s restiveness has its roots in the essence of our planet’s matter. At the
beginning stages of biological evolution, aggregate mass with its thermodynamic properties
gelled into structures which became differentiated from their environments in complex ways,
altogether a relative locality that would give rise to spatiotemporal awareness upon the
emergence of sense-perception. This interfacing amongst both organic and inorganic
locality is adequately described by the law of the excluded middle, a statement of the
mutual exclusivity in time and space induced by the quantum decoherences of
particularization within conglomerates of Earth’s atoms.
Interactions between organic and inorganic mass as well as those of nascent organisms
exerted selection pressure for life’s chemistry to become more nuanced in its
responsiveness to surroundings, allowing some creatures to win the biological sweepstakes
by adaptation. This started as biochemical mechanisms of stimulus and response, but some
lineages gained the ability to etch transcription of happenings into their molecular structures,
enabling more predictive behaviors by way of sensitization and habituation.
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Organisms evolved perceptual apparatuses to better target stimuli, and their workings
waxed integrated and large-scale enough that bioactivity consisted in more than systems of
atomic attraction and repulsion analogous to laboratory chemistry, but a kind of holistic
“flow”, the first sign of comportmenting we loosely refer to as libidinous drive, life’s impetus.
Libido self-selected for bodily structure, impelling lifeforms towards specialized organ
systems and functional molecules with a vast assortment of relatively local or nonlocal
effects. This vitalism generated the nervous system, a hybridization of decoherent,
thermodynamic particularity (comparative locality) with quantum coherent tunneling and
entanglement of synapses (comparative nonlocality), capable of integrating far-flung
structures as libido’s control center and the locus of what would bloom into qualitative
experience.
Perceptual capacities swelled in some lineages by way of accretions and refinements to
the body and brain until libidinous drive involved contributions from intentionality, cognitive
complexes which interpret phenomena via the greater association-making plasticity of
thought and motivate an organism by subtle and diverse modulations. The modules of these
first intentional minds served many functions: semiconscious control of interoceptive states,
channeling and suppression of affect, binding of exteroception and proprioception into
predictive responses to the environment, keener insight into all kinds of phenomenality, and
a more logiclike, coherent organization of memory. At this stage, cognition had surpassed
the nonimprovisational nature of basic physiology, holding arrays of both anticipated and
actual outcomes together at the fore of awareness such that what we regard as choice could
take place. Libido was no longer mere instinctual drive modified by behavioral trial and
error, but discriminative purpose which ran trial and error experiments as hypothetical
conceptualizings located entirely in the mind, not only reflexively reacting and then
adjusting to experiences but preemptively comprehending them.
In many lineages, affective, perceptual and conceptualizing states of consciousness
differentiated and deepened, alloying into self-regulative functionalities, often under the
sway of neuromaterial modules for self and social awareness. Intentionalized admixing of
observation, feeling and higher level thought transitioned association-making into advanced
reasoning, affect into emotion, perception with its kaleidoscope of impressions into a faculty
largely subordinated to the self, sublimating motive and causal recognition into intellecting
desire. This graduated from the prehuman dichotomy of compulsions and protological
ascertainments all the way to humanity’s civilized experience of existential conflict between
aspirations and worldviews, the species’ minds rife at times with exuberation, angst,
yearning, disillusionment or aching resignment, a discordance between what we want, what
we can idealistically imagine, and the realities we must consign ourselves to. Stark
awareness of discrepancy between wishes and actuality, impinging upon the foreground of
our psyches’ surplus, sometimes idle and frequently thwarted adeptness at envisioning
possibility is the root of contradiction, an intentionality that challenges the boundaries of
that which it knows.
Over the course of our species’ history, contradiction between apparent reality and
desire, substance and human will, supraintentional vs. intentional manifestings of excluded
middle diversification within organic and inorganic structures of a spatiotemporal
environment on Earth, has been elicited in many ways. Tenseness between individuals
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offers an example. Our species is constantly encountering friction as personal purposes and
preferences clash with those of family, friends, acquaintances, cultures, society generally,
and much of collectivization is absorbed in dealing with the standoffs induced by
predispositions, predilections, urges, goals, ambitions or zealousness. Literature and
dramatic art as a whole take thematic advantage of social tension’s impact, as the majority
of works pit a protagonist whose personality is wrought in detail against foils responsible for
putting the hero or antihero in some kind of evocative predicament. Discrepancy between
an artist’s purpose and the audience’s interpretation is also pervasive, precipitating a huge
diversity of impressions, and much time is spent reflecting on and debating the meanings
and merits of memetic creations.
The irresolvability of many ambiguities in symbolic art highlights how contradictoriness
is not merely invoked by clashing intentions, but also simply from the uncertainty inherent in
any instance of attempting to identify and express truism. All human experiencing has at
least a modicum of transparent truth-value, the plain facts, but overall perspectives are
partial, conditional and temporary, with intelligence disputing opinions, theories and
practices, observing, experimenting, collaborating, asserting or submitting as seems
reasonable. Some facts and derivative truths prove actualizing to a human being, while
some go so far as to place strain on the essence of an individual’s frame of reference or what
he or she stands for, and the dissonances among favored, disfavored and difficult viewpoints
inundate the encultured modern psyche, compelling unsettling transitions.
Simply the nuts and bolts of everyday correspondence are exacerbative to
contradiction. Verbal expressions are like the tip of an iceberg, belying a vast underlying
bulk of unconscious signs, implicit suggestiveness, hidden motives, conceptual schemas, past
and present experiences of every communicator, all submerged in an ocean of reality, the
contents of which largely exceed observation’s scope. As acts of idea transmission proceed,
the symbolisms of imagery and language frame our mass of concepts, outlining holistic
shapes and bringing specifics into focus, but at the same time the context of discourse is
demarcated from wider milieus of existence, fact, truth and belief, a rhetorical influence
towards adopting some perspectives and excluding alternatives, not infrequently leading to
subliminal, connotative or ideological fallacy. Symbolical content colors interpretation in
bold shades, while what the depictions that utilize it omit holds as much sway as explicit
denotement, for recipients tend to omit this as well. Skilled, determined or relentless
semiosis can produce fissuring between thought and even conceptual reality: the more
moving, self-coherent and tightly reasoned a presenting of information is, the more
convincing it becomes, but this paradoxically estranges an audience from total implications,
creating insular universes of meaning that hold the power to delude even those formulating
them. Symbolic portrayal of conceptualizings can ossify the mind with false confidence,
putting it in opposition to rival valuations as well as what lies beyond the periphery of
signification.
Contrast between the mechanistic and social construct perspectives on emotion with
which we began section 4 provides an example of language’s seductions absent a
methodological approach for augmenting and organizing fact-based truth such as has been
crafted in academic settings. The staunchly mechanistic camp tends to hold that much of
behavior is beyond the control of willpower, with authoritarian measures such as policing
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and other deterrents necessary to place a check on gravitation towards conditions under
which the species’ members are virtually guaranteed to violate others. If these autonomic
forces of motivation allow for evolutionary change at all, it would require discrepancies in
reproductive success which favor those who possess the innate predisposition for greater
thresholds of self-control. The social construct camp views emotion as a product of the way
humans process experiences conceptually and imbue concepts culturally, with
metamorphosis possible by way of consciousness-raising that intellectualizes humanity’s
intention-driven selves. Evolution towards increases in the species’ emotional stability and
behavioral harmony would be carried out by inducing reflections and self-conditioning via
cognition-centric techniques such as mindfulness practice, simultaneously steering society in
the direction of traditions that foster rather than inhibit growth in the direction of conflictmitigating discipline. An extremely mechanistic outlook seeks to architect governing power
structures as the keystone of social organization, while those who adopt the social construct
standpoint strive more towards an enlightening of consciousness with the ultimate dream of
making power struggle and the inhibition of human will that accompanies it obsolete.
It is easy to notice how a few turns of phrase make these perspectives seem equally
airtight: authority must strictly enforce rules while molding largely intractable trait profiles
by force, or enlightenment realizes the intellect’s potential for regulation of its flexible
comportment via a journey towards self-awareness. It is obvious to most moderns that
utter incompatibility is not the consequence, for many citizens balance public roles with
private betterment, but in order to obtain a theoretical reconciliation of transpersonal
validity, the ponderer has to push past rhetorical boundaries and add something new, “clear
and distinct”, systematic and transformative to the mix, subverting his or her preexisting
assumptions in ways that can present a confirmational challenge.
Without in depth analysis, ongoing acquisition, and generalizing synthesis of fact, the
two points of view seem to oppose each other: if emotional and additional forms of
behavior are instinctive, one finds it plausible to pursue institutional balance of power, and if
concept-subordinate, a soul-searching which culminates in enlightened self-mastery seems
ideal. The former focuses on control, security and bureaucratic optimization as a constraint
on disorder, while the latter looks to free association within collectives and existential
actualization as a constraint on oppression. The former has led to some of our most
successful political machinery such as “checks and balances” and civil services, which
however seem susceptible to corruption and rogue ambition, while the latter has resulted in
movements like world religions that help conduce peak ethical commitments at many times
and in many places, but frequently veer towards indifference, militancy or radical doctrines
that have not been sustainable on a large scale, usually set aside in practice.
As soon as we examine the factors that mold human behavior, this conceptual
confrontation begins to dissipate. All of our species’ activity, whether physical, spiritual,
intellectual or emotional, involves a rather simple duality between negative and positive
reinforcement, either discouraging or encouraging the recurrence of deportmental strategy,
and both kinds of conditioning, no matter what the circumstances, are exacting their effects
on a psychology firmly attached to physiology, especially our brains, all closely related by
heredity. The commonality between human minds - pain, fear, happiness, sadness, memory,
perception, conception, neuron synapsing, hormone and neurotransmitter secretions -
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means that our species’ cognitive profile can be theorized with a single assortment of
models progressed via inclusion and synthesis of more and more fact into the general
picture.
As observational contexts diversify towards novelty in instrumentation, investigative
methods and theoretical constructs, unprecedented phenomena come to the attention of
researchers, and the definitional framework of science is stretched to accommodate these
changes. When knowledge content has grown so transformational that previous
conventions are inadequate to address it, the boundaries of discourse can burst and new
paradigms take shape. At these moments, thought struggles to cope with inconsistency;
traditional complexes of symbolic expression, within which language and conception are
united, break down, truth starts to seem unclear, the mind strives to reconstitute images,
representations, meanings via an open-ended enterprise of reasoned abstraction, forcing
particulars to fit into a revised whole they were not tailored for so that they make optimum
sense, with functional relevance maximally innovated.
When we attempt to incorporate the models explicated by neuroscientists Fields and
Barrett into our dialogue of instinct, cognition and culture, just such a reconfiguration occurs.
Fields’ “rage circuit” idea reduces to the abstract concepts of sequence and threshold:
mechanistic linearity cascades in a spatiotemporal direction like a row of dominoes, but only
when initiating force reaches a sufficient level, after which causality is automatic. Barrett’s
“constructed emotion” is more nondeterministic, seeing the nervous system as arising out of
an innumerable variety of spontaneous processes that in essence impel themselves, an array
in which the intentions comprising identity have an executive role. If we synthesize the
truth they both contain, it seems the nervous system operates by way of at least two
dynamics: a causal motivity distributed between simultaneous physical modules, governed
by the self, which in some cases is subjected to triggering mechanisms that can temporarily
alter the mode of the system so it becomes reflexive, such as in life or death situations.
If we extend this hybridization of models to the analysis of human behavior, it seems
we can expect to find multiple mechanisms of linkage between body and mind. In the
majority of cases, conscious awareness will have an impact on actions by way of decisionmaking, and this becomes truer the longer the timeframe within which opportunity is
afforded to micromanage ourselves. Psychological counseling, with this in mind, has taught
us to utilize a “cooling off” period when we are angry or distraught, disengaging from stress
and regaining control so we do not do something regrettable in the heat of the moment.
Western culture has also generally learned to reflect more on behavior, considering the
perspectives of those around us with deliberateness, as well as committing to conflict
resolution and compromise, looking for “win-win” outcomes. However, under some
conditions the human mind is guaranteed to lose control, an overriding of the self by
impulses which cannot be resisted, and we should take some care to organize our
relationships and societies so as to mitigate incidence of unbridled sentiment to the extent
that it causes violence and destruction.
As can be seen, contradiction between the interpretations of emotion as reflexive or
reflective is mostly resolved by academia, via theories of how cognition affects behavior and
how behavior can be influenced by culture, a synthesis which has been incorporated into
institutional practice during the previous century. Counselors are positioned in places where
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individuals are most likely to either face overwhelming pressure or lack coping skills, popular
literature and the education system can promote cooperation and self-control, while many
try to teach human beings to be more contemplative when possible. The paradigms
represented by Fields and Barrett have been integrated within our modern episteme as well
as infused into many practices of behavior management.
Yet plenty of complications still exist in the domain of emotion regulation. Some
citizens have a difficult time adopting coping methods because of predispositions, either
from genetic endowment, long-term traumas which diminish stress tolerance, or intense,
life-disrupting events, circumstances where even proficient counselors can only do so much.
Most counseling falls far short of even these limitations upon its effectiveness, for
practitioners are paid extremely well, closer to the upper middle class than the lower, of
much higher social rank than many of their clients and always better informed about the
technicalities of what they are doing, leading to prejudice and elitist mentalities that sour
delicate, therapeutic relationships with some of those they treat. As a money-making
venture, applied psychology is subjected to all the usual discontents of wealth and power:
predation on the vulnerable, exploitation of the naive, and disingenuous marketing,
sometimes boosting the industry and a pretentious agenda at the expense of those who are
supposed to be its beneficiaries. And counseling as well as the higher education which
furthers its conceptual frameworks is too expensive or selective in many countries to serve
most of the population, so dissemination of even its best insight lies well below full potential.
In this and probably all fields, there is a gap between academic and public knowledge
which must be bridged by some kind of discourse, a dialogue that conjures new ideas,
spreads these ideas amongst the occupational community, and packages concepts into
forms suitable for widespread application, altogether a foundation of progressing objectivity.
The keystone of this discoursing is literature, which sets the tone and strategic agenda of
education, vocation, and human reasoning in general via seminalizing concepts, then
popularizing them by giving human beings an appealing experience.
An impartial presentation of the facts and every interpretive angle is the ideal, but
optimum balance and comprehensiveness are rarely if ever attained. The most rational
authors must still sell their work, and this requires rhetorical purpose, a dramatic and
ideological manipulation that is crafted to match the paradigm a publisher, academic
department or company wishes to promulge, often seeking polished coherence at the
expense of giving full recognition to ambiguities, a glib excising of the contradictions
inhering in any quest for truth. The audience brings inclinations to the table, which in some
cases constrains it to particular genres and self-affirmational subject matter while inducing
confusion about the author’s intent. This is accentuated by complexities of the episteme
itself, so that quibbling over obscure implications never ceases, often going so far as to
generate rival movements with even brief statements, though precisional prowess of the
intelligentsia’s artistry has advanced. And many individuals reject educational reading,
sundering them cognitively from other subcultures. Though writing-centric learning has
tempered culture’s divergences, impediments fracture collective thought into alternate
conceptual universes, allowing evolutionary drift to persist in exacting divisive effects.
How does knowledge develop in the absence of academia? First, perceptual
experiences are assimilated to memory and higher cognition with assistance from what has
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been termed conception. As human beings interact, they attempt to share concepts,
stimulating conveyance of these concepts with language. This prompts the psyche towards
reflections and expression, with resultant cogital complexes of perception, conception and
language conditioned as habits of thought. Aspects of these mentalities are
conventionalized as customs while humans live together or otherwise associate for
prolonged periods, so that collectivity is instated as a factor in cognitive bearing, having
primary influence upon the kinds of observations and contemplations regarded as desirable,
meaningful, beneficial, and ultimately of importance or acceptability within the scope of
practice. Recurringly apropos or touted insights are entwined with individual and cultural
identity as lives unfold in communities, and an intricate mass of mutual facts, beliefs and
values coalesces as the informal episteme. Idiosyncratic histories of behavioral conditioning,
language use and socialized thought are a key component in graduation of reality from real
or illusory to that which is communally and existentially true or false.
Outcomes of action shape the world, bringing further phenomena to our awareness
and introducing new significances, necessitating that beliefs change. Though preexisting
culture exerts some inertial resistance upon transmogrification of belief, especially when the
natural and social environment remain stable, transitions are of course common as well as
more challenging the greater a community’s complexity or fluctuation.
Prehistorically, traditions contained much apotropaism, the sense that beliefs are
legitimized by spiritual endorsements, the violation of which supposedly disrupts the natural
order. Thus, while mutations to practice and perspective could still accumulate over
hundreds of years, precivilized life inclined to be stalwart if circumstances were likewise
constant, excepting the rapid evolutionary drift in languages. As life became more centered
around technological innovation, driving agricultural surpluses and spurring the species
towards enlarged, settled, secerned populaces, as well as an increase in leisure time along
with the furthering of technology itself, rate of cultural transmutation accelerated.
Territorial rivalries instigated violent conflicts, leading to conquest-centric ways of life, the
transplantation of victor populations into new regions, and material and logistical advances
serving to sustain empires while paving the way for mass migrations during peacetime.
Though multicultural civilization synthesized intellectual traditions among much else in
advantageous ways, and efforts to maintain class hegemony compelled progress towards
efficient administration of trade as well as more universalizable systems of legality, society
was locked into an existence of byzantine difficulties and volatile metamorphosis.
Nontechnical language use trends towards reinforcement of divisions between
subcultures and their beliefs, for the organic aim is rhetorical success more than an ideally
precise modeling of causality, stimulating concepts in other minds sufficient to get gratifying
responses, not total explication. While humans are communicating thoughts linguistically,
much of their experiential conditioning is dismissed, overlooked or neglected for the sake of
psychological impact or incapable of springing up from the unconscious to inform meaning.
The approximational as opposed to high fidelity orientation of most expressing makes it
unintuitive and almost unnatural to convert one’s observations, beliefs and approaches into
comprehensive principles applicable in an objective manner as required for modernity’s
science, high technology, mass production and technicalized economies. It was a
tremendous labor for the first philosophical thinking to institute rational analysis as the
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foundation of civilization and transfigure language into a technique for critiquing and
revising culture.
Subcultural distinctions can be further rigidified by boundaries constraining the kinds
of expression deemed appropriate. This is certainly characteristic of civilized environments,
where the logistical demands of life escalate, communication becomes complex, and
inspiring trust in one’s competency harder to compass. Diversified societies of intricate
material, economic and historical preconditions are more psychologically toilsome, and in
the presence of a subcultural variety that must often recast itself, humans get what stability
is possible from community ritualizations, such as manners, colloquialisms, artistic and
literary styles, visual cues of dress, or aural cues such as speech patterns, so that they can
quickly discern who will be affiliated with, at what level of formality, informality or intimacy,
and for what purpose. Academia faces the formidable task of batching information so it
edifies and appeals to as wide a cultural sphere as possible, an objective sort of knowledge
drawing all the threads of heritage and behavior into a cohesive whole. This requires
considerable speculation, excogitating and experimentation, an entering into sometimes
radical opposition with the organic normalization which is ever parsing and indurating
society into exclusive traditions. Intellectualism of any importance must not only nurture
rationality on its own terms but diplomaticize such that arcaneness and innovation are
granted credibility and public relevance.
Instituting academy-spearheaded standardization in civilized cultures was a historical
hurdle. The first philosophers were usually either supported by aristocracies, aristocrats
themselves, or limited to an austere subsistence in small communities. In Europe, the
Christian church did much to promote academia for the sake of crafting strategies by which
to spread its teachings and resolve complications of exigesis and doctrine. Priests such as St.
Augustine and monks like St. Thomas Aquinas travailed to make the religion intellectually
respectable, and monastic orders, especially the Jesuits (Est. 1534 in France), disseminated
Christianized learning throughout the world as colonization ran its course. Governments
everywhere sponsored institutions of learning such as universities to aid in administrating
territories and architecting policy, an effort that reached full force upon dissolution of
Europe’s universal church with its heavy-handed regulations, a subsequent revitalization of
independent study during the Renaissance followed by outpourings of cutting edge
astronomy, alchemy, anatomy, medicine and engineering, together with the radiation of
European academia to imperial holdings. Literature has of course played a pivotal role for
organizing intellectual life in all civilizations, and globalization motivated the translations and
multicultural scholarship that by the 20th century were fast turning objectivity into a
universal system of pedagogy and vocation.
Even with the most enlightened of premodern academia, temptation to overreify
theory was strong, only heightened by bewitchments of language. The mind innately leans
towards a reductionistic mindset when conceptualizing reality: an explanatory idea dawns
on us, then we psychologically fixate, trying to fit or ‘reduce’ observations to the
presuppositional mold until conditions upset our confidence such that change seems
practical or unavoidable. We are constantly tweaking cognitive models of objects and our
world in general while we interact with technicalities, whether it be figuring out how to
program a t.v. remote, repairing a car, resolving procedural errors at work, or predicting the
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weather, a problem-solving experimentalism that is fundamental to human mentality, but
the more precedential, integral to culture, and epistemically core a theory with its attendant
beliefs is, the greater our fixation, to the point that conceptual hubris can sometimes only be
shaken by upheaval in worldviews and social arrangements.
More chimerical still are the underlying intuitions that influence thinking under many
circumstances, some of which were described in section 3, chapter 1, “The Basis of
Reasoning Instincts in Causal Intuitions about the Physical World”, and chapter 2, “Fallible
and Illusionary Reasoning Instincts”. Though reason aimed at sense-perception is one of our
most efficacious instruments, it has an iota of compulsivity like any brain process, and
without critical psychology such as was popularized by Kantian philosophy and which came
into its own during the 19th and 20th centuries in Europe, we tend towards viewing
conceptualizings of spatiotemporality as metaphysical foundation or transcendental essence,
the conditions of the possibility of existence as such, rather than an apperceptive function,
the conditions of the possibility of experience. When psychological naivete does philosophy,
it siphons off empirical facts of our world until all that remains are the intuitive
fundamentals - parts, wholes, action and reaction, synthesis, division - then assembles them
into a holistic account, seeking a self-consistency which is superficial in relation to actual
causality, consisting in post-hoc illusions. Essentializing aggrandizes properties of the human
mind until we overreach with concepts like the ‘prime mover’, the basic particle or eternal
recurrence, exaggerating human nature into cosmic principle, artificially tying together the
loose ends of a gallimaufry that is mere serviceable biology in order to create an apex
conceptual framework, intellectually satisfying and sometimes an enhancement of thought’s
efficiency, but often not at all instantiated beyond the reasoning mind.
As already alluded to, rhetorical polish rebars essentialist reductionism when
parameterizing concepts such that they appear speciously certain, discouraging critical
thought with the beguilements of discursive framing. Skilled language can make almost any
compilation of ideas seem unambiguous, self-sufficient, complete, glossing over the
involutions, conjectures, inexhausiveness of any reasoning about the real world until even
dubious claims are interpreted by some as indisputable, further fermenting philosophical
credulity and occasionally an extremist ideology.
At the beginnings of civilization, humanity’s reasoning intuitions were being applied
almost exclusively in their natural role, as a means to make judgements regarding the
structure of environments for technological and ecological desideration, crucial to selective
breeding, construction, management of food production, and settled life generally. Early
civilized humans conceived hypothetical solutions to the problems of a more arduous
existence, put these practical insights to the test in daily life, then carried out modifications
based on the results. This amounted to employment of deduction, an inferencing from
conceptual structures to anticipated facts, coupled with induction, an inferencing from
observed fact to implications for the viability of conceptual structures, in essence ‘scientific
method’, but not yet having been explicitly formulated such that it served as a formal
procedure for cumulative progress, still at this stage embodied subliminally in technical
developments which were closer to opportunistically conditional than systematically
directional.
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The first literature of antiquity aimed primarily for rhetorical effects, telling an
evocative story and symbolizing the values of one’s culture while minimally concerned with
technical or empirical accurateness. But as technology advanced, taking center stage in
human relationships and the sustenance of civilization, authors began to construe the
traditional content of written artistry - historical origins, the nature of the world as a whole,
social dynamics, the meaning of human life - as amenable to scrutiny by reasoning. As
mentioned elsewhere, even the most analytical works did not initially extricate themselves
from rhetoric, and combined with the enticement to essentialize, reducing encyclopedic
knowledge to underlying intuitions and then erroneously reifying them as reality’s absolute
principles, nascent philosophy usually emerged from the quest for comprehensive truth with
an image of the world as driven by fundamental rationale, a supreme ordering analogous to
human law.
In ancient Greece, the fountainhead of future analyticity and science in Europe, this
rationale was distinguished by philosophy into two domains: ‘telos’ or cosmic rationale as
manifest in knowledge of the external world, and ‘logos’ or reflective reasoning, the mirror
for this cosmic rationale in the process of coming to understand. Much of Western
theorizing up until post-Medieval eras seems to have presumed the rationalizability of
existence, leaving very few if any records of investigating arational phenomena such as
instinct, the unconscious, value enculturation, or the technicalities of empirical
unpredictability. Natural philosophy addressed the rational principles of our planet and
supposedly geocentric cosmos; human nature was queried in terms of logic, social history,
also practical disciplines such as politics and ethics; and metaphysics held on to the dream of
uniting all knowledge within the scope of essential principles.
During the European Renaissance, technical thinking which had been exercised in
quantification and engineering for millennia began to blend with efforts to understand the
‘natural laws’ of the cosmos, motivating invention of better observational tools such as
telescopes. By the Scientific Revolution of the 16th and 17th centuries, telescope
technology had become potent enough to revolutionize the European model of reality, as it
was proven by direct visual evidence that humans do not live in a small pocket of the
empyrium tailored for terrestrial life, but rather a vast spatial universe in relationship to
which the race is an almost inconsequential speck, despite our privileged place in the
dominance hierarchy of Earth’s organisms.
Many of the first mathematical models were addressed to simple, intuitive phenomena
such as the revolving of planets in our solar system, and fit the data with little equivocality,
but as groundbreaking protoscience proceeded, the error which could arise in association
with quantitative description grew more salient. This attention to recurring uncertainty
readily conjoined with the nominalist heritage of Middle Ages Ockhamism, together
engendering a paradigm viewing mathematical representations and eventually empirical
explanation in total as approximation, intrinsically subject to imprecision. Early Modern
philosophers of the 17th century reflected upon the phenomenon of fallacious observation
with some care, a skepticism that questioned many essentialist precedents and commenced
the reinterpretation of empirical discovery as more a matter of methodology than revealed
truth, a function of humanity’s reasoning capabilities instead of metaphysical rationale.
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The impossibility of using direct measurement to analyze most geometric figures for
purposes of quantitative modeling was a barrier, but Isaac Newton brought resolution in the
17th century with invention of calculus, a method enabling empiricists to make infinitely
precise approximations without measuring, solely by the manipulation of symbolic
expressions. This opened up an unbounded world of mathematical form to modeling efforts,
setting the stage for modernity’s physics, astronomy, chemistry, geology and biology.
Philosopher Gottfreib Leibnitz of the same era, also a genius of deduction who
independently invented calculus without however devoting it to empirical objectives,
likewise realized the relevance of symbolic systems for constructing representations of our
world, as well as in analyzing the logic of language. His very early experimentation with new
metalanguages for truth-value, inspired by a long tradition of mathematical proof,
foreshadowed the late-19th century innovations of Charles Sanders Peirce and Gottlob
Frege, their robust systems of symbolic logic expanded by analytic philosophy, particularly
philosophy of language and philosophy of mind. Technical idioms platformed the
development of logical architectures that when wedded to number theory and integrated
into technological designs seeded electronics, computers, and a great leap forward to the
Information Age.
In the 18th century, analysis of reason, the organs of human knowing, made great
strides, inspired by the earlier protoscientific shifts in worldview that cast much doubt on
the possibility of an observer-neutral explanatory framework in the mold of essentialist
tradition. Immanuel Kant crowned the Early Modern discoursing that had fleshed out this
philosophical skepticism with his Idealism, drawing up an epistemological theory which gave
the first comprehensive treatment of how the world interrelates with human minds as we
acquire knowledge. This seminal schema reinterpreted truth as begotten by categories of
reason, the structure of conceptualization, prefiguring psychology and neuroscience. Its
acknowledgement of the limitations that cognition places on our ability to define reality in
terms of absolute structure dealt the decisive blow to system-building metaphysics, so that
future philosophies would be much more intuitionist, obligated to qualify insights about
nature and the universe with reference to relativities of perceptual and cultural perspective,
the discrepancies between apparent and actual causality as well as amongst individuals. In
the 19th and 20th centuries, Kant’s anatomy of reason would be enriched by the new fields
of phenomenology and its offshoot mereology in a similar delineation of the conceptual
categories associated with logic, identity and more.
Also around this 18th century period, European population was expanding fast, with
subcultural diversity a major policy issue, as even minority demographics had grown to
hundreds of thousands if not millions strong. It was necessary to assess the new dynamics
of these larger societies, finding ways to mobilize the masses, prevent unrest, and predict
long-term ramifications. Philosophers studied human nature, economy, political systems
and ethics as reconstituted by sprawling multitudes, with mainstream thought evolving
towards more egalitarian ideologies committed to offering concessions and broadened
participation, appeasing the irrepressible public with opportunities to advocate for its own
interests through legal channels and reap maximum benefit from institutions, ultimately for
the goal of sustaining countries’ intellectual and technical formidability in the rivalries of
Europe.
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As knowledge spread under the influence of egalitarianism and the continent started
to academicize, analysis of literature increased in sophistication. Philosophy was growing
more conscious of historical context as evinced by written records, a cognizance of the way
culture differs by time, place, the idiosyncrasies of various individuals and collectives. At
first this burgeoning relativism by and large refused to relinquish the age-old ultrarationalist
bent of high-level thinking, resulting in preponderant Hegelianism, a paradigm regarding
historical development as the interaction of sequentially parallel forms that self-organize in
relatively neat and tidy, ‘thesis’, ‘antithesis’, ‘synthesis’ arrangements, as if analogous to
dialectical reasoning. Karl Marx customized this notion to develop Communist theory,
integrating dialecticism with the somewhat messy facts of European economic history to
propose a hypothesis about the path social development was likely to take in the future.
Dialecticism must have been diffusing into the intellectual milieu at large, for a field biologist
named Charles Darwin applied the same idea to naturalism, a completely distinct academic
area, setting forth a model of how geology and taxonomy change by way of selection
pressures that interact as they propagate in parallel, and this theory of evolution provided
the foundation for life science of the future - molecular genetics, environmental ecology,
evolutionary psychology - while uniting all of modern biology to date within a single
paradigm.
In the 19th century, European philosophers dedicated their energy to analyzing the
arationality of existence, a theme which had mostly been ignored until exploding population
and the complicacy of imperial rule brought arbitrariness in human life and practice to the
foreground. A movement that purveyed philosophy as literature gained a following,
championed by Friedrich Nietzsche and others, which refrained from filtering the relativistic
aesthetics of modern life out of philosophical reasoning in order to more organically,
holistically portray the nature of truth while refusing to expunge subjectivity of the willing
agent from inquiry. This ‘Romanticism’ strongly influenced the intellectual climate, with its
surreal ultrarealism stimulating more conventionally analytical fields such as medicine and
field biology to show interest in phenomena that had previously been shunned, such as
madness, irrationality and the organic causes of immorality, touching off a theoretical
parsing of the psyche into arational functions by new research disciplines like linguistics,
psychology, sociology, anthropology and cognitive science. Its literary dimension continued
on despite trajection in the 20th century towards a society centered around high technology
and technical professionalism, spawning academic movements of structuralism, modernism
and postmodernism which worked to deconstruct the evolution of motive, knowledge, belief
and valuation as exhibited in records of the memetic past.
So if there is an overall direction within the multimillennial progression of our
episteme, it seems this can be summed up as a move from essentializing, reductionistic
pursuit of absolute truth to more pragmatic and adaptive methodologies in all kinds of
untapped areas. Our conceptualizing of the world has become more conscious of
perspective, the dependence of knowledge and appearance on both a metamorphosizing
nature of the observer as well as the context within which reality is viewed. Thanks to
academia, humans suffer much less from the impression that language, due to rhetorical
skill, abstruseness or unfamiliarity, is indisputable, coercive or insurrectional rather than
consisting in tentative proposals to be mutually interrogated. The public more
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collaboratively and creatively shares in building theory instead of submitting to doctrine,
ignoring ingenious ideas, or resisting epistemic change.
At this point, we can muster a developmental phenomenology of truth in expression,
tracing the cultural evolution of explicit conceptualizing within European civilization. During
prehistory, humans spent much of their time solving technical problems that environments
and societies posed, fixating on the constituent elements of assorted contexts when some
sort of perplexity became apparent, then mastering those local conditions with the
application of creative reasoning. Our species also projected affective states and sensations,
intellectually refined in comparison to most of Earth’s organisms, into social relationships
and reality in general as personal and cultural valuation. Narrative was one of the primary
vehicles for expressing values, an aesthetic of artistry and verity that organized symbolic
utterance as cultural motif, giving voice to some of the most inspired and high functioning
mental states. Thousands of years were required before these two avenues for expressing
the human spirit would merge, yet by the latter half of the first millennium B.C.E.,
technicalized thinking and storytelling traditions had melded into an analytical discourse
which did not merely assign value to experiences, but sought to subsume them with
exhaustive explanation. Expression was no longer impetuous though cathartically
actualizing will engaging with the world, but an incisive conquest of nature, culture and
one’s own intellectual frailties, which tried to unravel the Gordian knot of existence by
delving into its essence with reasoning, upholding an ideal of supreme, incontestable
accurateness as mastery of one’s psychological milieu. Self and communal fulfillments
effectuated by pursuit of objective truth motivated steady philosophical progress until
ancient Greeks and others had given accountings of reality’s structure and principles that
still hold some elucidative weight in our 21st century.
The “venerable” geocentric model of a static cosmos promulged by Greeks such as
Aristotle held an unassailable place in human understanding until the late-Medieval period,
when a contrasting idea was entertained that natural philosophy and associated expository
expressing are approximations rather than a reflective mirror of this supposedly static
cosmos. Dismantling geocentrism during the Renaissance and replacing it with the
heliocentric model proved that the mind’s image of reality can change in major ways, with
technical approximations being not only partial but liable to systemic error. Due to this
insight, a philosophy of skepticism came to prominence that questions and revises models,
even sometimes going so far as to doubt the very possibility of certainty. Systematic
methodologies such as those of calculus and eventually statistics provided a way to rank
models according to plausibility (accuracy) and approximational soundness (precision),
which made reasoning the obvious locus of knowledge and put external essence in
subsidiary position. This culminated in philosophies that propounded the mind’s
interpreting of nature as the decisive factor in epistemic structure.
As theories of dialectical history and especially physical evolution entered the picture,
it became demonstrable that the fleeting certainty of modeling is not an anomaly, but
mutation and metamorphosis are intrinsic to the total structure of reality. All models have
thus far been temporary in their validity due to the conditions of both our world and
ourselves, so that we must be willing at all times to amend these models in order to move
towards better compensations for systemic fallacy as epistemic contexts falsify.
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The modern consequence of knowledge’s tentativeness was that language which
expresses it began to seem provisional as well. Academic discourse does not consist in
fundamental, unerring truths to be proclaimed as absolute authority, but even the most
meticulous verbalizations, in scholarly writing and elsewhere, have a degree of imprecision
like the approximational modeling which they describe. Even the strongest rhetoric is
hypothetical, and acceptance of this truism is an epiphany that breaks down submissiveness
to orthodoxy, allowing humans to fully embrace unincarnated possibility, epistemic progress
and paradigmal obsolescence with alacrity, gaining a concept of self-determination that
maximizes the willpower necessary to strategize a remodeling of our world. This is the
essence of enlightenment’s intellectual dimension: the symbols we use to conceive
existence and communicate our understandings to others are not representations of the
indubitable, but rather a tool we wield which can be harnessed to serve actualization of the
self. Grasping the idea of expressed knowledge’s conditionality and arbitrariness equips the
psyche to see how it can shape this arbitrarity into a boundless variety of forms to suit its
interests.
Academic logic’s history provides a perfect example of movement from the stasis of
rhetorical essentialism to adapting theoretical positivism. Aristotle’s 4th century B.C.E.
syllogistic logic was an essentialist model of persuasion, reducing natural language to
metastatements, grammatically abbreviated ‘premises’ as for instance “Socrates is a man”
and “all men are mortal”, containing atomic factual ‘terms’ such as “Socrates”, “man” and
“mortal”, from which were derived ‘conclusions’ like “Socrates is mortal”, altogether
including a narrow collection of inference types generalizing how a large range of explicit
assertions are true or false. No indication is given that it should be regarded as a conditional,
temporary approximation; the model is proposed with faith in its legitimacy, as a function of
broad scope and self-consistency, for Aristotle even goes so are as to declare
noncontradiction the primary criterion of well-formed deduction. At this stage of ancient
Greek academia, even the critique of rhetoric itself was committed to the tenet that
efficacious theories imply ontology.
Chrysippus (b. 276 B.C.E.) and his successor Stoics invented propositional logic, more
closely examining the properties of true and false statements. They began to refine the
Aristotelian term framework into an algebralike format, inspired by advancements in
mathematical proof, translating assertions of atomic fact along with their connective
inferencing into metasymbolic denotation, much later reworked into a comprehensive
technical system, e.g. S ^ P (either S or P), or S & P (both S and P). This transitioned logic
from Aristotle’s technical rhetoric of apt explicit meaning’s supposed essence in natural
language to logic as a progressional methodology, still looking to define some kind of
essence, but with ascertainment that the modeling context is not absolute fidelity, instead
modifiable as a series of improved explanations. This was early infusion of Kantianlike
thinking, the critical and revisionary perspective on system-building, into a branch of
philosophy, as well as insertion of certain Platonic-styled concepts of pure form, such as the
aforementioned bifurcation (disjunction) and recombination (conjunction), into formulation
of inference rules. It hybridized philosophical intuitions about the nature of structural form,
which had been enhanced by materialism, with languagelike truth-value.
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After some sporadic, nonsymbolic dabblings in the field as well as a barren period
from the 15th to the 19th century, Gottlob Frege worked out a complete system of
predicate logic at the turn of the 20th, with a fully algebraic notation similar to that used for
formal deduction and proof in mathematics. Its grammar was entirely contrived, with no
likeness at all to natural language; to the extent that logicians employed it in representing
linguistic expressions, this was carried out by translation into a technical symbolism which is
undecipherable to even a fluent speaker unless instructed. Predicate logic eliminates all
phonetic properties of natural language that are superfluous to concrete meaning, such as
prepositions, conjunctions, tense or gender, arranging nouns and verbs in maximally
compact formulas, e.g. ‘Sxy’, where ‘S’ stands for the predicate of a sentence, while the
variables ‘x’ and ‘y’ symbolize subject and object, with the meaning of the formula
determined by arbitrary rules of inference for variable relationships, explicitly specified at
the outset. These ‘well-formed formulas’ are mixed and matched into compound
statements expressing complex inferential relationships, then tandems of statements can be
manipulated through a series of steps to perform deductive proofs in an economical manner,
exactly as in modern math. Philosophically speaking, predicate logic reduces expressions to
the objects they are about, interpreted as subsisting within the boundaries of a contextual
‘universe’ - “humans”, “quantities”, “duck-billed platypuses” - with its specific criteria for
inferential possibility. It is a concise, multipurpose way of describing objective truth-value
and modeling relations between sets of existents.
This system was the next step in liberation from essence-conceptualizing, not merely
malleable enough to encompass an ample breadth of meaningful forms like propositional
logic, but at least in principle capable of being adapted to fit the object-context of any
common, technical or symbolic language, old or new, with clear cognizance that it is a
designed, pragmatic instrument, a so to speak technology of representation, not a
naturalistic or exceptionally ontological entity. Yet predicate logic was still spellbound by a
measure of essentialist commitment, namely the constrainment of object-contexts as such
to the spatiotemporal frame of reference, attaching it to some naive realism groundrules for
the nature of factual content, existents distinguished, acting and reacting while occupying
mutually exclusive positions (law of the excluded middle) and in noncontradictory ways (law
of noncontradiction), an interpretation of variables as consisting in forms analogous to
material objects with their definite shapes, sizes and locations, basically a grammatical
template for inferencing about an essentially corporeal rather than theoretical reality. It
reified spatiotemporality, the conceptual substrate of mechanism as well as inorganic and
organic matter in the sense-perceptual world, which is intrinsic to technological thinking and
body awareness insofar as they are linked with properties of thermodynamic aggregate
mass in Earth environments, erecting a technical idiom upon the functionally powerful but
philosophically flawed premise that our macroscopic behavioral medium is of
fundamentality in the phenomenal world.
The notion that mechanistically material, ‘physical’ causality is foundational essence
gives us a practical reductionistic chassis for many technological purposes, for instance
engineering, but when we extol essentialist reductionism of this or any type as philosophical
doctrine, even with recognition that essence evolves, it can hamper imagination in the
inexperienced thinker. As the situation currently stands, independent or advanced study is
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often required to effect a consciousness-raising that surpasses essentialism, as the reasoning
of popular culture tends to be underachievingly shallow even in the 21st century. An
unfortunate situation can, however, be remedied by academicizing which presents modern
knowledge in a more balanced, multifaceted way, contextualizing physicalism along with all
paradigmal camps such that we stimulate mind-expanding perspectivizing instead of
ossificational essentializing. While physicalist essentialism was perhaps viable for making
academic knowledge more intuitive in an early 20th century epoch of primordial science and
undereducated populaces, it has become a stumbling block to intellectual progressiveness
that the culture of objectivity needs to overcome.
Revival of formalism at the turn of the 20th century was in part a critical response to
the 19th century psychologism that believed an acceptable theory of logic would be based
on knowledge of the psyche. Logicians such as Frege and Edmund Husserl argued that this
radically intuitionist paradigm, by viewing logic as psychical rather than a universalizable
mode of reasoning, had subjected it to all kinds of unscientific and pernicious presumptions
about the human spirit, heredity, instinct, predisposition, discrepancies between subcultures,
ethnicities and individuals, an obsession with thinking of rationality as determined by
preternatural or sociobiological aptitude, fomenting a nativist relativism anathema to
objectivity. Proponents of the analytical paradigm as well as those of Kantian-inspired,
phenomenological Idealism regarded psychologism as a debasement of academia with the
nihilism that some such as Nietzsche had warned might one day engulf Europe.
Rapid improvements in the discipline of formal logic spurred its exponents towards the
ambitious goal of forging a comprehensive theory of truth-value. Bertrand Russell and
Alfred North Whitehead coauthored Principia Mathematica, a three volume work which
assigned itself the task of uniting all extant mathematics within a single theoretical system of
metaprinciples and formal symbolic notation under the assumption that methodologies and
techniques of quantification are based on a self-coherent universe of logical inferences and
operations. Then in the 1930’s a movement called logical positivism came together in
Europe, influenced by philosophers of the Vienna Circle, taking on the objective of grounding
mathematics and scientific research on logical foundations, with a symbolic language
suitable to all theoretical efforts, a universal framework for objectivity. While this paradigm
invigorated research in the field of logic, it succumbed to the quagmire of essentialism,
asserting that the only meaningful questions in philosophy are those formulatible in its
terminological system, which if embraced as standard methodology would have expunged
subjectivity, literature, and much of historical metaphysics from mainstream inquiry. The
consequences did not turn out to be this immoderate, but nevertheless induced a
divergence of ‘Analytic’ philosophy with its anchorage in formal logic from the rest of the
philosophical tradition, along with a possible role in inciting the sharp divide between hard
sciences and the humanities that persists to this day.
Many of these analytic logicians, despite throwing a lasting wedge between their own
work and that of other subdisciplines in philosophy, ended up eating their words, moving
over some decades towards an approach which assessed truth-value with greater naturalism,
considering the way logical meaning is bound to and varies by expressive context, in line
with discrepancies of function and epistemic history, until all delimitations of actual and
potential possibility in the field nearly evaporated. Academic logic had proceeded through
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multiple stages: Aristotle’s ontological model of deduction’s essence, the Stoics’ progressive
model of expression’s essence, Frege’s system for flexibly modeling supposed
spatiotemporal essence, the logical positivist prospection into a system of discourse
rendering transparent the essence of all theoretical structure, and finally bursting out of
essentialist chains entirely in a discourse that is perspectivist to the core, with its
unprecedented and growing versatility.
The essence of logical structure as modeled by academia originated as metaphysical
causality manifest in the forms of deductive reasoning which had been termed ‘logos’,
proceeding to the forms of causality as embodied in natural language, then spatiotemporal
form as the substrate of physical causality, then conceptual-theoretical form as a supposed
substrate of all possible causality, and finally an infinitely permutable perspectivism which
dissolved the notion of fundamental form altogether. From the opposite side of the coin, in
terms of reasoning rather than essence: metaphysical ‘logos’ or absolute reason originated
in ancient Greece as the supposed seat of logic in deductive language (syllogistic logic); then
this transitioned into an approximational reasoning for representing logic as expressed in
natural languages (propositional logic); then reasoned expression in language and math
became an approximating technique for representing the logic of spatiotemporality
(predicate logic); then this was expanded into reasoned, expressive discourse of all symbolic
types as an approximating methodology for organizing the logic of epistemic content as a
whole (logical positivism); and finally a total emancipation from the gravity of reductionist
notions as objectivity in the field of logic launched towards maximum adaptivity, freer in the
latter half of the 20th century to reimagine itself and branch out towards new horizons than
it ever had been.
Research in the discipline of logic expanded into numerous specializations, particularly
many that are affiliated with math, like set theory, proof theory, computability theory and
model theory. Intuitionist logic eliminated the law of the excluded middle from its
inferential systems, which was useful for constructing mathematical proofs with nonspatial
entities, and paraconsistent logics provided inferential systems which even omitted the law
of noncontradiction, applied in modeling the structure of conflicting arguments among much
else. Around this same post-WW2 era, the rest of the intelligentsia was also diversifying into
new areas, with every academic department dividing into dozens if not hundreds of
subfields. Students obtained the license to design their own specialty by immixing degree
programs, accommodating a wide range of interests and points of view.
Modernity was truly beginning to get it: epistemic development loosened itself from
the fetters of an essentializing that places greater value on doctrinal solidarity than
practicality or progress, as well as from the rhetoricality which only accentuates this
habitude and even deludes many of the academics who articulate scholarly rhetoric into
dogmatic stagnation. With public schooling, pedagogical literature, and online resources
that put most of the world’s knowledge within reach in a matter of seconds, intellectual
enlightenment is accessible to nearly everyone. Humanity at least in principle, and more
often than not, has access to the information that will empower mastery of any academic
subject and fulfill our potential. Even individuals of average means grasp how they can make
themselves into cognoscente via diligent study, and our cultures are so saturated with
technical fact and theory that expertise in at least some areas is virtually unavoidable.
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Human willpower is far more cerebral than it ever has been, with polymathic enlightenment
costing a couple hundred dollars a month in the U.S. Contemporary knowledge has brought
about massive increases in intellectual agency for our well-educated cultures, and the 21st
century will be tasked with integrating these competencies into institutional structure so as
to actualize the species, blazing a trail to an age of high technology and human legacy.

Conclusion, the Crisis of the Individual in Contemporary Civilization
During the Medieval period, Europe commenced small-scale education in the liberal
arts, which expanded into cathedral schools and eventually a continent-wide system of
universities, cultivating many brilliant talents. This movement towards a culture of
intellectuality informed by academia came to full fruition in the 18th century when scholars
orchestrated a promotion of reason as the means to achieve a society of optimum cogency,
and this ideal was infused into political philosophies, which made representative
government and policies of legal equality feasible. Mandatory public schooling in the 19th
and 20th centuries enabled whole populations to benefit from academia’s progressiveness.
These institutions of the intellectualizing West spread to the rest of the globe, and by the
end of the 20th century, the literacy rate could be as high as 99% in some regions. The
world is as conceptually empowered as it ever has been.
As for the cerebral aspects of enlightenment, society has arrived. We all have enough
knowledge of physics, chemistry, biology, economics, the past, and additional domains to
understand most topics that come up in writing or any medium, and citizens attempt to
maintain a cognizance of events happening throughout the world. We are saturated with
information, plugged into a constant stream of descriptions and explanations of
technologies, scientific discoveries and institutional strategies, so much so that human
beings, at least in the West, are more inoculated to erroneous thinking than at any point in
history. But our personal comprehensions of nature and society, essentially consisting in the
reasons why things happen, prove difficult to translate into collective rationality at the
institutional level. From all the causes addressed in chapter 23 of this section, “The Nature
and Causes of Corruption”, such as friction between personalities, power hunger,
disillusionment, the evolutionary drift of cultures, groupthink and exploitation, human
beings frequently fail in transferring their reasoning to large-scale society.
Disillusionment is a subtle but significant facet of corruption to remain wary of because
it exacerbates every other discontent and can erode the resolve of even those most wellprepared by learning and expert within their fields, as mobilized as anyone for a life of good
decisions and benefit to humanity. When individuals lose faith in their ability to effect
positive change, life is less meaningful, and these citizens often acquiesce to the defects of
social systems that are so hard to optimize as well as vulnerable to failure. If even
enlightenment flops, we can lose a forward-thinking mindset and cave in, assuming
pernicious attitudes.
Some level of skepticism is healthy, for criticism is key to scientific research and can
guard us against propaganda, misinformation, and the irrationality thus engendered. Then
we come up against the barriers presented by corruption as well as the perennial turmoil of
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a society that has so far been incapable of averting psychological disturbances with the
accompanying tragedy and pain of lives compromised, disrupted or destroyed, and
skepticism can quickly transform into nihilism.
Before populaces became well-educated and competent to track the trends of
civilization, probably pre-19th century in the West, disgruntlement at conditions usually
resulted in mob actions, taking out one’s frustration on stereotyped subcultures or
dishonorable authorities, and most of us have acquired enough knowledge about human
nature to realize that cooperation is more effective for obtaining what we want than all out
wars which readily intensify into a vicious cycle of feuding. But even in learned cultures, a
sense of disadvantage, especially when inequities are perpetrated by institutions in
contradiction to many professed values, still has negative effects, for critical thinking gets
displaced into a cynicism which rejects by default every opportunity to exercise exceptional
levels of goodwill, and considers beneficent overtures a subterfuge that will develop into
exploitation. For this mindset, every philanthropic gesture is a Trojan horse: new ideas are a
means of increasing control against the will of recipients, alternative perspectives are the
product of ulterior motive, and intellectually difficult subject matter can seem as if it is an
attempt to pull the wool over one’s eyes. In this state, human beings do not so much
repudiate the orientations of others, their subcultures, or authorities directly, but distrust
the organizational mechanisms of change and convergence in viewpoint. These individuals
may still have come upon a degree of enlightenment, but if they renounce the institutional
sociality that can convert enlightenment into widespread practice, every movement towards
empowering and uniting intellects is incapable of gaining momentum. No one is willing to
get the ball rolling in an environment of ubiquitous unbelief, where genuine activism is
anticipated as bound for the chopping block or an otherwise pitiful end, actually a selffulfilling prophesy, and every moment of inspiration evaporates into the oblivion of
dependable apathy.
One of the many benefits of civilization is that it allows individuals to divide up labor
such that everyone has to perform only a single line of work, and this narrowed range of
tasks requires less time, so that a lifestyle of dawn til dusk toil as a jack of all trades was
capable of transforming into forty hours per week, freeing up much of the population for
substantial leisure. In the West, despite some recent encroachments on worker rights that
have occurred in places such as the U.S., which are making occupations more burdensome,
we still possess plenty of forums for recreation, and this in principle can keep quality of life
at a high level. There are plenty of products to enjoy, community events like concerts and
spectator sports, businesses that cater to fun, and for many, time to spend taking advantage
of these luxuries.
But the values of Western culture have become radicalized by high-octane and
subversional stimulations of media, leading citizens to seek experiences that induce intense
feelings, a massive release of adrenaline or dopamine, and which tend to involve risk-taking.
We have more knowledge of how the world works than any humans in history, with a
corresponding means to use this cognizance for actualizing ourselves via unprecedented
pleasure, but our enlightenment is countervailed rather than reinforced due to the
antivalues propounded by institutions of leisure, eroding conscience and conditioning us to
crave the salacious.
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Much of Western entertainment includes a strain of the antisocial, whether images of
violence, illicit sex or explosive emotion. We are bombarded with media in which individuals
fight and demean each other, engage in self-destruction, and destroy what surrounds them.
Our technology has been used to create a world where nihilistic hedonism as amusement
reigns: instead of moderate activities bolstering a community’s solidarity, sustainable longterm, we often partake of instant gratification, a quick burn that leaves us wanting
sensations which most of human life is incapable of providing. In essence, modern
technoculture turns us into addicts. As most of us know, the addicted mindset is more
abusive, less responsible, and can lapse into a downward spiral that toxifies relationships
while putting many at the precipice of personal catastrophe. When the culture of valuesedition overtakes a life, even the most knowledgeable, talented individuals can fall victim to
poor judgement and ethical collapse.
Humans feel obligation to themselves, their families, friends, acquaintances and
communities, a desire to actualize both personal and collective wants and needs, and
nihilism has a detrimental effect in this domain as well, despite our intellectual
enlightenment. A hedonistic culture of value degeneracy debases relationships, producing
mentalities that find the mundanity of daily communications lackluster, with no goodnatured, truly fulfilling intimacy, a minimal satisfaction from the closest of connections.
Even in this state, individuals have at least a vague image of what they consider a good life,
with hopes and dreams for oneself and one’s contacts, and many find that the only avenue
by which they can approach attaining their collegial ideals is work, collaborating with
employees to get the job done and actualizing their social circle as much as possible by
indirect means, particularly via financial support. In the modern West, especially the United
States, identity and livelihood become entwined with vocation on both a private and cultural
level until the absence of an all-consuming occupation makes one a loser, and the loss of
independent income is devastating.
Under these conditions, citizens fear that relinquishing a career will almost certainly
destroy and probably end their lives. When institutions grow corrupt or predatory, which
increases in likelihood the more nihilistic a culture becomes, individuals are faced with a
difficult choice: participate in the probable destruction of beliefs, values, demographics, and
the future prospects of their society, or offer themselves up, along with any dependents
they may have, as an ineffectual, anonymous sacrifice on the altar of communal ideals which
organizations have overthrown and coopted as a decoy or lure utilized in schemes of
exploitation. Of course even those with intellectual competence choose temporary security
rather than disgrace and imminent death, willing to comply despite the commitment of
atrocities which they would disapprove of if it might not ruin them. Deterioration in
relationships prevents the majority from concentrating its power to exercise the integrity
secretly preferred, and if conditions get bad enough, most will start modifying attitudes into
sociopathic form in order to avoid loathing their very existence. Once a tipping point has
been reached, culture is engulfed in a nihilism that would contradict almost everyone’s will if
reflected upon honestly, explicitly expressed, and somehow found operationalizable.
The majority prefers progress, making the world a better place and giving the next
generation a brighter future, but losing faith in the human race’s capacity for integrity gives
this idealism minimal chance of being realized. If we succumb to believing the integrity of
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organizations has been compromised, that human beings are incapable of averting nihilism
via advocacy, most find the architecting of enlightened practices and institutions to be
abortive despite personal competency. When the mindframes which are more proficient at
bending the world to their will than ever disown constructive valuation and revert to
archaisms such as the pursuit of domination and superiority, this is doubly hazardous, for it
is not only the case that commitment to public service and civic responsibility has been
denied, but these individuals who disavow enlightenment are more adept than anyone in
history for making exploitation predominate as an incentive for participation. In this
environment, authority invokes its position to beget a system where exploitative action is
shrewdly rewarded, where citizens grow addicted to grasping for power, ascending the
ranks by taking advantage, and in which the means to abuse communities are highly
effective. When methods of exploitation have reached nuclear proportions, society
becomes susceptible to blowing itself up, and leading a life that can genuinely call itself good
is almost impossible.
Many pursue a less idealistic existence than what is conceivable, a sort of
antieudaimonia. The following is a summary of the basic notions, and while no life includes
all of the following elements, most involve at least some of them. Information and
theoretical advancement are a sideshow as far as the individual is concerned; while progress
is potentially good and necessary to an extent, it is not inherently meaningful and only
requires commitment of time, energy, and collective action if it furthers a career. Where the
real action happens is in ideological and cultural combat: it does not really matter which side
you take, whatever seems to be the most appealing, fashionable or convenient camp, and
you do not really have to care about what you stand for, but fighting and destruction are the
ultimate stimulation as long as they do not render civilization unsustainable, giving
adrenaline rushes and peak exhilaration. If you do not want to partake of the thrills
provided by at risk factionalism, it is perfectly acceptable to lay low and follow orders to stay
solvent and safe, only making waves if it is essential to one’s livelihood. Whether you
choose security or battle, it is alright to break the rules for some capricious fun if you can get
away with it and it does not detract from the lives of anyone but subcultural rivals or some
anonymous strangers. Take advantage of the opportunity for wealth and power because
turning down a life of luxury is ludicrous. Work hard to cement optimum status if the
opportunity is available, but if high achievement is hopelessly out of reach, pursue the
hedonism that at least gives a dose of superficial pleasure, and hellraise if society has earned
your ill will.
As for principles, do what you have to and do not jeopardize your own well-being by
sticking your neck out over ethical dilemmas which are meaningless in the long run, a futile
encumbrance to place on oneself. If the institutions your circle depend on for survival
require you to cause pain and lay waste to lives, this is unfortunate but unavoidable for most;
immorality is an intrinsic aspect of subsistence we must resign ourselves to. If activism for
improvement is to your liking, by all means pursue this and make the world a better place if
practicable, but do not bust your balls merely for an unlikely ideal future, and do not give
yourself up in the service of causes which are doomed from the getgo. As the ancient
Chinese philosopher Lao Tzu said, “victorious warriors win first and then go to war, while
defeated warriors go to war first and then seek to win”. We have a realistic idea of what our
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chances of success are before we begin, and should not fight for the sake of chimerical ideals.
If we are ordered to use ideals as a deception for exploiting the masses, we should not
endanger ourselves in all out fighting even when we might tend to esteem these ideals or
violating them is against our will, because if a scenario cannot be anticipated in which
opposition will emerge triumphant while skirting rapid attrition in the process, these ideals
were doomed from the start. The key is adaption: be malleable to what the environment
demands, with principles employed as instruments to be mixed, matched, altered or
discarded as conditions change, and your life will commonly get some kind of satisfaction.
Within this framework, most have lives that give them enough pleasure and security to
keep treading the path of least resistance, a radical pragmatism that embraces nihilism,
getting as much enjoyment from it as possible or required. And many who have become
dependent on the system end up destroyed by it when their fortunes plummet in an
environment of complacency about the pains and exploitation of others. But some are
castaways, rebuffed early or forsaken without being obliterated, and gain a rare
independence from the mainstream rat race that allows them to make alternative plans.
This mindset is disillusioned in regards to the benefit of having many casual
acquaintances, forced by the school of hard knocks to confront the fact that most of these
relationships will leave you rotting on the street with a run of bad luck. These human beings
associate with those who genuinely care about the consequences of what they do, willing to
stand for something and form strong bonds with like-minded individuals. They strive to
establish a tight-knit network of citizens who can be trusted to respect them and cooperate
in actualizing their views, learning from the knowledgeable and mentored by extraordinary
competence. The scope of these allegiances tends to remain small, and group unity is of the
utmost importance. Members try hard to avoid letting peripheralities of a nihilistic world
distract them from the community’s needs and goals, for they believe a “go with the flow”
life is bankrupt, a dead end for nonconformity that is anathema to their very survival.
They are faced with the dilemma of maintaining idealism amongst the hypocrisy of
distinguishing an in-group as more valued than those outside their circle. On occasion these
individuals adopt a love for all humanity as the standard, but this outlook is susceptible to
dying on the cross. It is more often the case that those uncommonly committed to a value
system tolerate some immorality towards the outside world as an inevitable side effect of
strong belief, for citizens who feel apathy towards them, despise or oppose them must of
course be identified as a hindrance to their objectives. It is typically acceptable to neglect or
even mistreat individuals who lack a comparably sincere cause, for they water down
society’s solidarity. If a subculture is hostile to the coterie’s values, confrontation is
permissible, and it usually seems reasonable for the severity of these conflicts to be
proportional to the threat posed. If someone else feels affinity for one’s value system and
meshes well with adherents, it makes sense to bring them into the fold, and if the group’s
cause is to expand its influence, time is spent attempting to gain converts. Essentially, one
renounces an existence of nihilism in favor of insular communality.
The best facets of these two approaches to life, flexible practicality and community
loyalty, each have merits, and movements which managed to effect a combination are some
of the most successful in history. Christianity’s tolerance and proclivity for blending into
local traditions conjoins with an emphasis on values such as love for one’s neighbor, a way
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of being that no reasonable person can disaffirm no matter how corrupt its institutions
become, and the religion reached one billion members. Islam converted much of the world
with its front of proselytizing conquest, and like Christianity it has been modified to fit local
practices everywhere. Buddhism is liberal in its acceptation of the personalized search for
enlightenment, diversifying into numerous schools around the world and achieving an
influence upon culture even in the historically Christian West. Academia’s promotion of
intellectual freedom within institutions of research and pedagogy has drifted towards the
core of culture. Martial arts with its plurality of styles and edifying ethic spread to all
corners of the globe. The diversity of team sports alongside the importance they place on
comradery gains millions of participants and fans in every country. It is obvious that middle
paths incorporating both pragmatism and idealism are not only possible but precedential, so
one wonders why the many common sense imminglings which developed over the centuries,
winning great popularity, seem to be fracturing into a culture of unprincipled radicalism with
cells of ultraprincipled extremism. How did a perennial quest for value systems that
harmonize autonomy with collectivization, leading to, sustaining and restoring cohesiveness
in social life as conditions change, incline towards some derailment during the most recent
stages of modernity?
During the 18th century, many intellectuals in Europe became committed to social
progress. This was motivated by the Industrial Revolution’s initial detriments to the lower
class and the fact that a technological society would require broadly distributed expertise at
an academic level. In order to stay competitive economically, European countries had to
offer the general population a first-rate education, and these empowered individuals would
desire administrative machinery that allowed them to participate in constructing society.
Essentially, political advantage had come to require that the upper class concede
preeminence.
Moving on to the 19th century, much of the intelligentsia was indeed enlightened,
penning literature which celebrated liberation of the human spirit and championed the
nurturing of reason, but politics were contentious as always, and many of those in power
had less idealistic goals while they attenuated centuries of domination and squalor so as to
prevent their countries from being drained of wealth while subordinated by rivals with more
optimized systems. Much of the aristocracy and bourgeoisie that had exercised control of
governments were prejudiced against the poor and loathe to relinquish status despite the
necessity of transitioning towards egalitarianism. Most of these individuals were intoxicated
with dominance, paranoid of losing hegemony, and still bent on suppressing the lower
echelons of society. As insurrectional enthusiasm began to sweep across Europe, even those
for whom high class education had engendered an enlightened outlook could be
disillusioned by the violence of revolutionary movements as well as the frequency with
which ideals of equality and representation were compromised in favor of reactionary
oppression. Two steps forward and one step back was a grueling way to pursue progress.
Instead of commitment towards educating populaces to intellectuality as quickly as
possible and thereby warding off discontents with reason, the upper class began trying to
maneuver its way into a system which gave the illusion of universal participation via
propaganda while perpetuating class dominance behind the scenes, tightly regulating
entrance to the circle of power by segregating demographics and developing traditions for
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preparing authority figures to manipulate institutions in the interests of inequality. Even
bigoted leaders were consigned to the inevitability of revolution and reform, but most
wanted to temper the process so they would not have to sacrifice financial and political
superiority, a harnessing of change to suit their own welfare.
Idealistic movements took shape around the globe, but due to the aforementioned
dynamics, a template of aristocratic-style wealth dictating the lives of populaces via
centralized bureaucracy was never usurped with permanence. At the same time, each
generation had to be better educated than the last in order to meet a country’s needs for
technical proficiency, which also equipped almost every citizen to perceptively assess human
nature, economies, politics, and the motives of authorities. A system which had been
designed to instate deceit such that inequities could be preserved amongst egalitarian
ideology was growing less effective.
As education became more universal and the population able to recognize duplicity on
the part of authorities, leadership compensated for the self-determining adeptness that was
materializing in Western thought by ramping up usage of intimidation to weaken citizenries
via divisiveness and ultracautious obedience. In foreign relations, this amounted to a
promotion of imperialism, indoctrinating individuals into the pursual of political domination,
superior affluence, and cultural preeminence as much as possible. With domestic life, the
instillment of draconian tactics incited contingents to bully, a strong-arming of populaces
into acceptance of the status quo with threat of violence.
This framework of minor concessions to rationality accompanied by warring and fearmongering to disunite citizens persisted until the close of WW2, when the capacity of
nuclear weapons to destroy civilization made channeling human productivity into waging
wars with faux enemies impossible to use as ideology in many cases. It was clear that future
invasions on the scale of world war would decimate the planet, and the tradition of all out
combat between great powers had to be dismantled. Procession towards a less hawkish
culture in developed nations went through some growing pains, as the West, led by the U.S.,
and the East, spearheaded by the U.S.S.R., entered into a cold war which fomented high
tensions and a nuclear arms race, but sovereigns in every country knew that an outbreak of
large-scale bombing and incursion would eradicate their way of life along with everyone
else’s, so after a few decades of posturing, concerted effort was made to deescalate and
foster peace between leading militaries.
Imperialism was not wholly diffused at this stage, but diverted into controlling the
affairs of foreign countries for economic advantage, setting up puppet governments in proxy
states with arms dealing and payouts. Political establishments around the developing world
benefited greatly from assistance by economic powers, which often propped up corruption
such that local progressiveness was inhibited. But by the turn of the 21st century, most
developing countries had been modernized such that they no longer required aid, and began
to liberate themselves from outside control, with the end of colonialism and a transition
from the West as base of corporate capitalism to a more equitable distribution of private
enterprise throughout the world. Superpowers made some machinations to further their
international interests, such as involvement of the United States in Iraq or Russia with the
Ukraine, but the age of imperialistic coups and military control of foreign economies had
past.
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In the U.S., culture entered a pivotal era in its history, with the interplay of dynamics
whose outcome will determine the character of a new age. Like many countries around the
world, the ability of agencies to surveil behavior increased due to advances in media
technology. By the 1960’s, phones could be tapped or microphones hidden to record
conversations, and the reputation of any official or private citizen was vulnerable to
destruction by news coverage, which ended Richard Nixon’s presidency in 1974, nearly
booted president Bill Clinton from office in 1998, and similarly brings down eminence in
every locale with publicized scandals. The government monitors organizations everywhere
and performs raids on dissidents, so that the capacity to initiate movements and ideologies
of political subversiveness has diminished.
At the same time, multicultural diversity in the United States brought human rights to
the foreground, as was the case in many Western countries, and all kinds of historically
disadvantaged groups began struggling for fairer treatment, with a mass movement in
pursuit of ethnic equality resulting in the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which abolished
segregation, as well as the introduction of affirmative action measures to combat
discrimination against minorities in the workplace. Academic research began to prove the
universality of human nature and its impressionability to conditioning, in essence the
compatibility between adherents of variant traditions, while study of non-Western societies
became more prevalent. The quest to apply egalitarian values to all demographics,
achieving a truly just society, was becoming more high profile and popular. But Western
civilization’s authorities had spent more than two centuries obfuscating progress towards a
more rational culture, so that tendencies towards cruelty, abuse, the utilization of pain and
fear as motivators remained in force, perpetually in search of an outlet.
Institutions gained a vice grip on activism, with all kinds of citizens subjected to
surveillance and possible arrest if they grew too outspoken or influential. As citizens lost
political life as a forum for agitation and spontaneous change, rebelliousness diverted into
art, especially media production, which was aimed towards subversive themes. Some of this
is innocuous enough, such as a strong female character, a sitcom with an African-American
family, or favorable portrayal of a gay man, but violence, illicit sexuality and otherwise
antisocial behavior are much more indulgent, in addition to being a simpler means of
attracting attention and marketing products than ideologies of rationality, so that
progressive liberalism and sociopathy began to merge in popular culture.
The populace has been conditioned by these archetypes for decades, which shaped
collective consciousness towards nihilistic radicalism and unprincipled commercialism
fronted by a disingenuous veneer of freedom fighting. Just as this ethically compromised
aesthetic was reaching its peak, internet was born, the most potent mechanism for
distributing memes and molding society to yet exist, exceeding any previous cultural
determinant by a huge margin. In only a couple decades, the entire Western world’s media
had been largely integrated, with popular nihilism blown up to massive proportions,
saturating the lives of hundreds of millions. The modicum of rationality that had been
fostered since Europe’s Enlightenment awakening was fast being choked out by malevolence
gone mainstream.
When culture is consolidated mimetically while lacking the impact of rational values, it
has seemed to rally around stereotyping and abuse, a mob mentality to which human
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consciousness seems extraordinarily receptive. This imperialism of the mind cooperates on
even the most intellectual levels to subdue those not in the loop with institutional
mechanisms, gradually modifying laws and practices to serve domination, a fleeting
experience of mastery that does not truly satisfy but is straightforward enough as a goal.
However, even the most committed proponents never get too close in their personal
relationships, and are willing to throw each other under the bus if conflict spirals out of
control. Citizens who have been ostracized or attacked by this belligerence either end up
annihilated or gather together in more tightly knit groups that propound alternatives, with
various degrees of benevolence or hostility. Western civilization has thus become a desert
of nihilism containing pockets of strong community that must buffer themselves from the
mainstream, with everyone leading a dangerous and largely unfulfilling life which has not
however lost sight of an oasis shimmering like a mirage on the horizon, the ideal of an
ethical utopia that most can intuitively conceive during their most reflective, philosophical
moments.
Contemporary culture in the U.S. and perhaps elsewhere is in weltering upheaval, with
much indecision in regards to its course. An environmental crisis has been brewing for
decades, with action on climate change unable to garner political action nor broad support
from the public as conspiracy theories and distrust of scientific authority abound. A
pandemic has stirred up suspicions of conspiracy along with unrest around the globe, and
the extent of economic damage caused by quarantine shutdowns, how deep the depression
has really become and what the prospects are for recovery, is uncertain. It is clear that tens
of millions may lose apartments and homes due to unemployment as government relief has
been inadequate, and even simple childcare is a logistical hurdle as schools everywhere
closed or reduced their hours of operation. The last time a crisis of this magnitude
materialized, it was immediately followed with upsurging fascism, invasions by totalitarian
regimes in Europe and Asia, and a world war that nearly ended democracy in Europe, with
much of the globe becoming more authoritarian. Yet the unprecedented integration of
culture via online communication gives us greater capacity to compensate for these
challenges than any humans in history. Thanks to our information technology, we may
rapidly get back on track, reestablishing and then beginning to enhance solidarity and
progressiveness on a scale that earlier humans could not have imagined.
Infocentric culture is a seachanging force that will push social organization in the
direction of either actualization or catastrophe without much delay. We are teetering on
the fence between utopia and dystopia, on the brink of a new scientific revolution which
may radiate out from our study of the mind to better culture in ways unheard of since the
Renaissance, and also flirting with political tumult and a nihilism-induced degeneration of
institutions that might lead to regressive centuries. Human will is about to be tested beyond
anything yet encountered in our two hundred thousand year history, an unwieldy
population of billions seeking to organize itself and understand the unfolding of a
dramatically new reality. We shall find out just how resilient our intellects and communities
really are, for an age is close at hand that will conclusively prove the strength or weakness of
human nature. Rationality and the world system which depends on it are irrevocably bound
to stand or fall this millennium.
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Epilogue
1. The Anatomy of a Wave, Acceleration Density, and a Theoretical Synthesis
Three of the fundamental equations of quantum physics are:
E=mc2,
w=P/mv,
and E=Pf,
where E=energy, m=mass, c=the velocity of light, w=wavelength, f=frequency, v=velocity,
and P=Planck’s constant. (Smolin, Einstein’s Unfinished Revolution)
If the first two equations are solved for mass then equated, with substitution and
canceling such that the absolute minimum of variables remain, the simplest synthetic
formulation is v=fw. This implies that all matter is in motion, and the structure of this fluxing
matter takes the intrinsic form of a wave. It appears that since mass can be vacated from
the hybrid expression in favor of a more essential form, namely a wave, the structurality we
associate with mass, namely three dimensional particularity, is an epiphenomenon. Then
we must inquire as to the sense in which this is true.
Regardless of how externalized particularity seems to an individual observer, it is
fundamentally a perception, and this perception is a property of consciousness in its
correlation to the body, a subject addressed with reference to neuroscience. The nervous
system and brain are dazzlingly complex and premonitional, with our self-awareness
constituting only a fraction of its functionality, so that the deceptiveness of introspection is
well-documented, and a comprehension of the mind’s mechanisms must be preceded by a
level of scientific modeling and insight into metaphysical concepts that has not been
approached, which will probably induce a seismic shift in our picture of what substance and
the existence it conjures consist in. But to the extent that this physical world we inhabit is
analogous to current technology, it is not as much of an enigma, for technology interfaces
our existence with nature on the much narrower scale of our quintessentially macroscopic
bodies.
This spectral range of phenomena is much less complex than perception’s ultimate
essence because it is parameterized by the overriding force of gravity on our planet, which
makes all kinds of lifeforms and the objects they typically interact with relatively easy for
science to handle, showing up in the simplicity of classical physics compared to
neuroscientific psychology. This conglomeration of phenomena is also more transparent, for
extremely prominent physiological structures, namely sense organs such as eyes, ears and
noses, are exquisitely tailored for the most important factors in survival of our bodies, and
operate accordance with the principles of classical physics as well. This highly intuitive
particularity, our sense-perception obeying the principles of classical physics, interacts with
firmly established technological traditions based on the same principles to serve as the most
crucial factor for sustaining and actualizing behavior by way of the baseline material
requisites that must be met for reproduction, health, leisure and intellectuality to be
attainable. Perceptions and technologies of Newtonian particularity intersect within the
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conceptual domain of spatiotemporality, simply amounting to three dimensional entities
traveling in sequences. Mass is the most fundamental unit of this spatiotemporal portion of
the experiential spectrum, a measure of three dimensional extension and its time-lagged
relationships.
Many processes that are not directly observable can be described using this concept of
particularized mass, an envisioning of matter as made up of self-contained, roughly spherical
structures exerting pressure by collisions, or attracting such that the kinetic energy of their
motions becomes contained as potential energy in chemical bonds. But quantum physics
has unshrouded phenomena that do not conform to this mold. The behaviors of particles
can be correlated across distances, where a manipulation of one produces almost
instantaneous change in another by way of entanglement. Retroactive causality in
elementary particles has also been observed, where perturbing a photon’s path after the
measured particle passes the point of intersection results in a similar entanglement effect.
Clearly there is something going on that transcends particularity, for particles exert causality
by localized effects, whereas matter has been revealed to possess nonlocal properties.
Some matter appears particularized, but like a bouncing ball oscillates when perturbed
until it again reaches inert equilibrium. Some material substances such as gases and light
waves manifest as more nonparticularized, expanding and contracting on their own with no
intrinsic spatial limitations, yet occupy definite spaces and move at specific rates, in effect
behaving in a patterned way, as if comprised of regularized form, a particlelike symmetry. It
seems that, roughly speaking, matter can be relatively more or less like a textbook particle
such as a grain of sand, while in all cases capable of vibrating as a wave. A thrown baseball
moves through three dimensional space like a particle, and flexes like a wave upon contact
with the glove. During an earthquake, the ground moves as if a wave, and of course likewise
for a perturbed liquid. Electrons can be made to flow in a wavelike current. They are also in
constant motion within molecules, a phenomenon slippery enough to our present
measuring devices that exact precision in the defining of either an electron’s position or
momentum inhibits precision for the other. A beam of light behaves more like a wave, but is
absorbed in discrete packets of energy by particles such as electrons, as if quantized.
Every particle can be made to act as a wave, and every wave can be induced into
particle behavior, so it seems that particularities and waves constitute opposite ends of a
spectrum of substance, the forms of which are determined by degree of actual or possible
oscillation. Particle behavior precludes nonlocality, so we can rule it out as fundamental, but
even the most stable particles have wavelike properties, which agrees with our equation
v=wf, so can the properties of a wave explain nonlocality? If we make the assumption that
substance is one gigantic, amorphous wave of extreme complexity, does this account for our
experimental observations while managing to avoid explaining away the apparent properties
of inert, spatially differentiated, and plainly time-lagged particularity?
First of all, it has been established by experiment that the probability of finding a
projectile electron in a specific location is proportional to the square of its wave function,
which in terms of flow, simply means that the particle is most concentrated at a particular
point in space, like the peak of a bell curve, with its structure thinning out in all directions
while straying from the substantive core. Pilot wave theory models this: the function of a
wavicle, approximative to the phenomenon in nature, is most particlelike where it is most
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localized, or rather where it has the least accelerative rate of change, at its apex, the crest of
the hill so to speak. This point can be termed the maximum acceleration density. According
to this definition, the wave becomes less particlelike as it approaches its base, with the
acceleration density more diffuse, changing at a faster rate quantified as a limit, the slope of
the tangent to the curve at a particular point along its length. The wave’s acceleration then
levels off again as it approaches the next peak, meaning that it increases in density or
concentrated motion.
This accounts for some significant phenomena. It is easily noted that at any particular
point along the wave’s length, the acceleration density of the regions that immediately
surround it are different in numerical value while also driving the wave out of its current
state and towards a differing value. The motion of a wave is continuous but fundamentally
disequilibrated. Yet given enough time, the wave will approximately duplicate any given
state, so that as the topology or density contour of a wave increases in complexity,
equilibrium arises. The more disequilibrations that exist in a wave as stimulated by
phenomena such as interference, the more this disequilibrium is canceled out by its motions.
At the most basic level, equilibrium in a wavelike structure is an emergent property of
disorder, with greater quantities of relative disorder producing more equilibrated states as
chaos theory suggests. A solar system is more heterogeneously complex than a miniature
spinning model of a solar system one might find in a classroom, and though there is no
precise scale by which to compare and contrast, the real thing in its dimension as a totality is
obviously subject to much greater degrees of law-abiding behavior and perpetual motion, as
evinced by the ease of mathematically modeling its revolutions over the course of an
astounding billions of years, while in the case of a replica, the more complex the collection
of factors involved in the structure and movement of a model itself, the more likely it is to
spin on its own in an orderly way, all else being equal.
Acceleration density is noticeably lower or less concentrated at the wave function’s
base than at its peak, leading to a statistically significant increase in relative motion, so it
seems that a wave is moving faster the more approximately equidistant it is from the
particlelike peaks. In a two dimensional wave, this effect is apparent but not all that
extreme. However in nature, a wave’s oscillating movement is not occurring in two
dimensions, but in all possible dimensions, which can be approximated as a wave function
that vibrates in infinite dimensions, just as a circle can be thought of as a polygon with
infinite sides. When a wave is vibrating in effectively infinite dimensions, the discrepancies
between acceleration density at its most particlelike peaks and the positions located furthest
away from surrounding peaks are magnified by a massive order of magnitude, so that
motion near the peaks of the structure is almost stationary relative to the most equidistant
troughs. As pilot wave theory approximates, acceleration is rapid enough between wave
peaks that every particlelike position, though essentially diffuse, subsists within a single
interconnected system, so wide swaths of wavicles respond to perturbation at any point
almost instantaneously, as if their loci of motion are nearly standing still while the
surrounding valleys oscillate in a relative flash.
So what we might call the global wave is amorphously oscillating in effectively infinite
dimensions, amounting to ensembles of waves within waves which are altogether
interfering in ways so variable as to be thus far structurally inconceivable. Nonlocality is
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transcendently complex to humanity’s notions of logical form, beyond anything which can
be directly represented as spatiotemporality. But as we have seen, in terms of a wave
function, and as an approximation to a real wave, the properties of a two dimensional
idealization are roughly congruent with the whole, and so even as the exact quantitative
specs such as ratios differ, the idealization is like a microcosm, a model of the real thing
scaled down to manageable proportions, just as a circle displays many of the same
properties as the sphere it inheres in, with a sphere categorizable in a sense as an extremely
complex circle.
If all substances are infinite waves, why the disjunctions we experience in the material
world, such as between radio waves, visible light and gamma rays, or electrons, atoms,
molecules and all the larger corpuscles? Every substance is entangled nonlocally in some as
yet unmodeled way, but superposition or wave synthesis only occurs, to the large and still
unspecifiably constrained extent it is possible, between waves of similar enough scale. This
is apparent from how wavelengths of the visible spectrum blend to create a diverse color
palette, but do not blend as substantially with radio waves, and circumvent much interaction
with even extraordinarily large collections of atoms. The sky is blue because of its vast
absorption of light, but a room illuminated by white light filled with trillions of absorptive
electrons is colorless. Visible light is similar enough in wavelength across its spectrum that it
blends as superpositions into hybrid waves, just as electrons of different energies are similar
enough in wavelength that they superposition into hybrid shapes, but light’s wavelengths
differ so dramatically from the spectrum of electron arrangement in atoms that they travel
through gas nearly as if in a vacuum.
More condensed wavelengths of a liquid, corresponding to greater acceleration
densities amongst interfering wave ensembles, are more absorptive, and most solids more
absorptive still, so we can set forth the principle that all else being equal, interference
ensembles producing shorter, more closely packed wavelengths are more likely to absorb or
deflect longer wavelengths of lower frequency, but in order for the effect to be easily noted,
the difference between the waves must be quite large. The atmosphere for instance does
not transmit high frequency gamma rays as readily as radio waves, but this effect is only
detectable over many miles, hence the greater range of radio waves than the gamma rays
generated by a nuclear bomb. The superposed wavelengths in atoms are similar enough
that they can exert blunt force as bodies when perturbed or dissolve each other. And
gamma rays are a biologically borderline case, penetrating into an animal’s body as if
somewhat reminiscent of blunt force, but not causing nearly the same level of damage to
tissue as a solid such as a bullet, while ultraviolet radiation can damage the skin with heat,
visible light illuminates it, and radio waves diffract around solids and to a limited extent
through some kinds of solids with no appreciable effect.
The concept of acceleration density allows a simple qualitative synthesis of quantum
mechanics with general relativity. All matter is made up of wavicle ensembles that interfere,
which amounts to quantum fields within quantum fields, mixed and matched
supradimensionally, with a fraction of these ensembles salient in various ways to human
perception. The quantum field of the earth consists in a gargantuan range of ensembles and
frequencies, some of which extend far beyond its surface. In general, the closer these
ensembles are to the earth’s core, the more compact their acceleration densities and the
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stronger the force they exert on each other and their immediate surroundings, an outward
thrust which is however partially resisted by a sort of surface tension that the greater
amount of matter in outer regions of the spreading field reciprocally exerts, which does not
constrain all of the wave but is sufficient to maintain Earth’s structural integrity in the
atomic range of the spectrum. A portion of the quantum field that does apparently escape
is gravity, and it exerts a force on objects within its range in proportion to how close to the
core they are and thus subjected to higher acceleration density. A clock runs slower at lower
altitude because the gravitational wave ensembles it is emulsed in have a higher
acceleration density and thus are slightly more compact, causing a minuscule quantity of
substance inertia due to permeating compression.
Why a wave to begin with? We can understand the existence of waves in nature by
pondering the relationship between light and atoms. As soon as the wave starts to
propagate, approaching its peak, it has entered an orbit, enveloped in the atom’s quantum
field while resisted by incoming fields, and just as the planets decelerate until reaching the
extremity of their elliptical path, the acceleration density of light decreases. As it passes the
peak, it is whipped around the ellipse, ever closer to the center of the atom, but if its path is
not impeded or channeled enough by atomic forces to merge with an ensemble, it flies out
of the atom’s superpositioned structure at maximum acceleration. Then as soon as it leaves
one ensemble’s orbit, it enters that of another, and whips around the opposite side to
similar effect.
The speed of light, which is the propagation of a quantum field ensemble in
supradimensional space, is so rapid compared to the rates amongst atoms that it can only be
slowed enough for absorption by vast quantities of shifting wavicles, so that under many
conditions, such as in our atmosphere, absorption is rather minimal. Light traveling through
a conventional gas is like trillions upon trillions of minutely fluxing elliptical orbits, sufficing
in quantity to eventually lower the electromagnetic radiation’s speed such that absorption
often occurs, an effect more pronounced as a general rule for liquids and solids with their
tendency towards greater acceleration density. If the superpositioned ensemble of an atom
is such that it complements an electromagnetic wave, it absorbs that wave into its structure.
Energy input from a quantum field can be large enough to burst apart an atom, such as
when metals conduct an electric current or oxygen combusts.
Acceleration density within entangled ensembles of interfering quantum fields and their
effectively infinite dimensionality, variously superpositioned, may be adequate to model
much of what happens in our universe.
Then the question is: why dimensionality? If matter is best described as practically
infinite in dimension, how come particular dimensions exist? Basically, dimensions are like
idealized cross sections of reality, frames of mathematical reference typically rendered into
an intuitive two or three dimensional image for integrating diverse phenomena into an
approximate but maximally coherent general picture. Three dimensionality itself is perfect
for modeling position, objects at rest, and is probably the most intuitive cross section. Two
dimensionality is perfect for modeling velocity, objects with a trajectory, and is the core of
predicting linear motion in three dimensions, such as with a projectile or planetary
revolutions. Acceleration is a special case of velocity, appropriate for measuring especially
rapid changes, with torque or accelerating acceleration perhaps the most rapid rate of
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change necessary for most purposes of physical modeling. And four dimensionality or
spacetime is appropriate for modeling material phenomena that encompass too large a
spectrum to involve the intuition of objects at rest, a substrate in which everything is in a
relationship of perpetual motion. Each higher dimension contains all the others, but may
not be finely grained enough to register many phenomena unless we so to speak zoom in
with a lower dimension and then reintegrate.
With entanglement and retroactive causality, three dimensionality itself is perceptive
enough to register very simple correlations in a suitable experimental context, but the
phenomena jump into existence as if by magic, without the foggiest notion of their causality,
and from this perspective, the fundamental mystery of it all means that large ensembles of
apparent particles as manifest in three dimensions quickly exceed our capacity to predict
precisely where to look and thus measure, though some biological systems such as
photosynthetic reaction centers and enzyme active sites are almost a microcosm of nonlocal
phenomena, like quantum machines, so that investigating them yields systematic insight.
The spacetime fourth dimension provides an accurate theoretical framework for
elucidating how relative velocities of objects correlate throughout the universe, so is perfect
for defining phenomena on the galactic scale, which move without direct three dimensional
contact, but it deals in smooth curvatures of space that proceed in particular directions to
the exclusion of all alternatives, and so cannot transcend particularity, only contextualize its
full scope. Its yardstick still includes the arrow of time, and so remains fundamentally
disjuncted from the quantum scale, having nothing at all to say about the idea that wavicles
move outside of time, which has become central to our image of atomic reality.
Modeling the universe as an amorphous topography of infinite wave structure gives a
good approximation of how matter can exist beyond the boundaries of time, ricocheting
across distances with an asymmetric rapidity that transcends the loci we intuitively
recognize as particles, generating equilibrium from chaos, interacting as supradimensional
interferences that scale up or down in infinite space, accommodating any material
interaction regardless of how large, small or fractal, a causality that preserves relativity while
clarifying the workings of matter from the galactic to the nanoscale. But despite its
explanatory power and likely benefit for making predictions and designing experiments
going forward, it is still a thought experiment, and must follow wherever the data leads. Like
general relativity, it will probably need to be qualified in the future as we design science and
technology with the theoretical framework in mind, tweaking its parameters based on
cumulative evidence, and eventually unchaining ourselves from the conceptual intuitions
involved to assemble and perhaps synthesize with new or alternative paradigms.
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